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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli 


(MTA); Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; David Kelly; Van de Water, 
Adam (ECN)


Subject: Re: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:56:21 PM


Thanks Kate
We will review your edits and responses with Carli Paine, and get back to you if we 
have any questions or suggested revisions.
We assume that these changes will be incorporated into the upcoming revised TMP.


LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 15, 2015, at 7:46 PM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


Hi, all –
 
Thanks for your patience as we reviewed these revisions. I am attaching our response, 
with modifications to the list marked in Track Changes and explanations or response to 
City questions called out in the comment bubbles.
 
A few notes on our revisions:


-          First, we removed a few items for fear that requiring tenants to comply (via 
deed restrictions, CC&Rs, etc.) would negatively impact the marketability of 
our buildings, or because implementation cost would be out of proportion to 
the impact the strategy might have on our overall mode split. Fortunately, that 
still left us with several strategies typical to office buildings and mixed-use 
developments; these are likely similar to, if not more robust than, the TDM 
measures that would have been enacted by any other commercial developer 
on the same site.


-          Second, you’ll see what we made more modifications to the strategies for 
employees than to those for event center or retail visitors. This seems 
appropriate because transportation capacity (both transit and parking) for our 
daily employees has already been factored into the MB plan, so workers’ 
transportation is generally less prone to the current community attention and 
concern. By implementing a particularly robust program for event center 
visitors, we believe we’re advancing the community’s real goals for congestion 
reduction and resource management.
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Hope this all makes sense. I am available to discuss as needed.
 
Kate
 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Brett Bollinger; Kern, Chris; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; 
Paine, Carli; Erin Miller
Subject: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
 
Hi Kate and Clarke
Attached are four pages of transportation section of the EIR that provide the list 
of TDM measures included in the TMP, with SFMTA edits. 
As part of the section review, Carli reorganized a bit, deleted two measures, and 
added 12 new measures. I marked each measure as "slightly reworded", "same", 
or "new", and wrote in the two measures that were deleted.
 
There is also a note to sponsor on the last measure regarding what one of the 
measures means.
 
We were planning on reviewing the changes during Thursday's meeting, so I 
hope that you will be able to review and determine if these changes are 
acceptable to GSW before then.  These revised measures will then need to be 
incorporated back into the TMP document.
 
Thank you,
Luba
<2015.04.14_Transportation_Demand_Management_Modified_List_GSW
Response.docx>
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 8:53:27 AM


Hi Catherine
Jose and I will send out our edits/markups before our call this afternoon.
Just FYI - we have revised the discussion in the EIR to be "Overlapping" events, and not Dual Events or Concurrent Events.


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 15, 2015, at 8:35 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Hello all - I am attaching a draft memo for discussion at the meeting today.  For those not already familiar with this process, this is in preparation for Tuesday's 
City-UCSF meeting where the Event Management Strategy will be discussed.  UCSF has asked for additional analysis to show the impacts of the Strategy, even if 
the strategies will not avoid a significant and unavoidable. The City would like to get a memo to UCSF staff by EOB on Thursday so that they can review and brief 
upper level staff before Tuesday.


I took a hit at trying to explain all the various strategies, but I would love folks with more transportation knowledge to make sure I was correct in my 
representations. Also, see if there is a way to make the traffic model description more understandable to a lay person.


I know that we won't be able to do any additional analysis prior to the meeting, but we are trying to get as much information into the memo to show 
responsiveness and help UCSF staff educate those higher up.  Please review and think about what we can do to beef it up further today (I need to get a draft to 
Ken by the EOB today).  Also, think about what we can include in the EIR (and what is appropriate), and what would be doable post-EIR release, as we have already 
let UCSF know we are on a tight schedule so they know we won't be able to address all in the EIR.


Thanks


Catherine


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 10:27 AM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Brian Boxer; Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); 
nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Murphy, Mary G. (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jesse Blout (jblout@stradasf.com); 
jim.morales@sfgov.org; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com); 
Immanuel.Bereket@gmail.com; Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); Karl Heisler (KHeisler@esassoc.com)
Cc: Eric Womeldorff; Albert, Peter (MTA); José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Miller, Erin (MTA); Gavin, John (ECN); 
Jefferis, Richard Scott; Gary Oates (GOates@esassoc.com) (GOates@esassoc.com); Morales, James (CII); Chris Mitchell (C.Mitchell@fehrandpeers.com); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Subject: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
When: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 1:00 PM-3:00 PM.
Where: CPC 1650 Mission Street Room 431
 
Agendas will be sent out to all meeting attendees prior to each weekly meeting.


<City-Warriors Obligations.docx>
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; "Joyce Hsiao"
Cc: Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Van de Water, Adam (ECN);


Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: FW: Quick CEQA Questions
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 4:51:44 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Crane Layout 4.15.2015 (1).pdf


See below and attached re: CEQA info request #20C.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Vic Watson [mailto:vic.watson@mortensonclarkjv.com] 


 
Kate, attached is the current tower crane layout, configuration. height, boom length. Based on
a Dec 28, 2015 start, tower cranes would start being erected as early as mid march 2015, and
removed as late as September 2017. 
 
Vic  
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Joyce
Subject: GSW Archaeological Testing Plan
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:54:24 AM
Attachments: Warriors Stadium ATP_022315.docx


Chris:
 
We just want you to be aware of the status of the archaeological testing plan we prepared for the
Warriors. 
 


·         On February 23, 2015, ESA submitted a detailed archaeological testing plan (ATP) last month
to Randall Dean, City Archaeologist, for his review and approval (see attached).  


·         When we contacted him last month, Randall initially indicated he would have his review
completed on April 2, 2015, although we still have not received anything from him as of
today.  We have followed up with Randall a couple times since then via email and voicemail,
but no response from him.


·         ESA cannot arrange with the drilling contractor to conduct the proposed drilling program
until after we receive Randall’s review of the ATP (they require an approximate 30-day lead
to conduct the drilling). 


 
In the interest of keeping things moving on this project, we are inquiring if any action may be
needed on your part to expedite the City review of the ATP.  The Warriors have been inquiring about
the status of the ATP as well.  Also, as you know, we have discussed the potential benefits of
including preliminary results of the archaeological testing program at some point in the SEIR.   Please
let us know if there is anything you would like us to do on our end.  Thanks.
 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY


This report identifies the locations of archeological resources in the vicinity of the City and County of San Francisco, California. Disclosure of this information to the public may be in violation of both federal and State laws. Federal regulations applicable to the project include, but may not be limited to, Section 304 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 United States Code [U.S.C.] 470w-3) and the Archeological Resources Protection Act (16 U.S.C. Section 470h). The applicable State regulations include, but may not be limited to, Government Code Section 6250 et seq. and Section 6254 et seq. Disclosure of site location information to individuals other than those meeting the U.S. Secretary of the Interior’s professional standards or the California State Personnel Board criteria for Associate State Archeologist or State Historian II violates the California Office of Historic Preservation records access policy.
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Executive Summary





This document presents an Archeological Testing Plan (ATP) for the Event Center and Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32 Project in San Francisco, California. Environmental Science Associates (ESA) prepared this document on behalf of GSW Arena, LLC (GSW), an affiliate of Golden State Warriors, LLC, which owns and operates the Golden State Warriors National Basketball Association (NBA) team, acting in their capacity as Developer and Owner. The archeological testing plan presented in this document includes presence/absence testing for buried archeological resources required as part of the Environmental Review process. The document and recommended approach are subject to San Francisco Planning Department Environmental Review Officer (ERO) review and approval. 


GSW proposes to construct a multi-purpose event center and a variety of mixed uses, including office, retail, open space and structured parking on an approximately 11-acre site (Blocks 29 to 32) within the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan Area of San Francisco. The project site is bounded by South Street on the north, Third Street on the west, 16th Street on the south, and by the future planned realigned Terry A. Francois Boulevard on the east. The proposed event center would host the Golden State Warriors basketball team during the NBA season, as well as provide a year-round venue for a variety of other uses, including concerts, family shows, other sporting events, cultural events, conferences and conventions.  Construction activities would require foundation excavation to about 30 feet below San Francisco datum, pile driving to depths below that, and grading the entire site, which could disturb potentially significant subsurface historic and prehistoric archeological resources, should such resources be present. Due to the possibility the project may disturb buried archeological resources, in order to inform design and reduce the risk of construction delays due to the potential presence of archeological resources, the project sponsor is retaining the services of an archeologist to develop and implement a program of archeological testing at Blocks 29-32.  This action led to the preparation and implementation of this ATP. 


Based on the findings of The Mission Bay Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (Mission Bay FSEIR), certified in September 1998, and additional historical research, ESA recommends that the project area has a low sensitivity for the presence of historic archeological resources and near-surface prehistoric archeological resources. Review of archeological literature indicates that the project area is sensitive for the presence of buried Middle Holocene (5700-1800 B.C.) prehistoric archeological resources associated with the Colma Formation, a buried geological stratum that was the land surface during the Middle Holocene. Given this archeological sensitivity, ESA recommends a program of archeological testing consisting of geological coring to:  (1) identify if the Colma Formation surface is intact or eroded; and (2) if intact, identify the presence or absence of subsurface prehistoric site components. This document outlines a recommended archeological testing plan for the project site. Results of the archeological testing will be used to determine if additional measures, such as additional testing, data recovery, and/or monitoring are necessary to ensure potential effects on subsurface archeological resources would be avoided or minimized prior to the commencement of ground disturbance activities, foundation excavation, and pile driving.
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction


This document presents an Archeological Testing Plan (ATP) for the Event Center and Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32 Project in San Francisco, California. Environmental Science Associates (ESA) prepared this document on behalf of GSW Arena, LLC (GSW), and affiliate of Golden State Warriors, LLC, which owns and operates the Golden State Warriors National Basketball Association (NBA) team, acting in their capacity as Developer and Owner. The archeological testing plan presented in this document includes presence/absence testing for buried archeological resources required as part of the Environmental Review process. The document and recommended approach are subject to San Francisco Planning Department Environmental Review Officer (ERO) review and approval.


GSW proposes to construct a multi-purpose event center and a variety of mixed uses, including office, retail, open space and structured parking on an approximately 11-acre site (Blocks 29 to 32) within the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan Area of San Francisco (Figure 1). The Mission Bay Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (Mission Bay FSEIR), certified in September 1998, analyzed the environmental impacts associated with the development program proposed for the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan, which includes Blocks 29-32.


The project site is bounded by South Street on the north, Third Street on the west, 16th Street on the south, and by the future planned realigned Terry A. Francois Boulevard on the east (Figure 2). The site is relatively level, with the majority of the ground surface elevations ranging between approximately 1 foot to +3 feet San Francisco City Datum (SFD),[footnoteRef:1] roughly equivalent to 6½ to 10½ feet above mean sea level. Paved surface metered parking facilities currently operate in the west and north portions of the site. Parking Lot E, accessed from 16th Street, contains 289 parking spaces; and Parking Lot B, accessed from South Street, contains 316 parking spaces, for a total of 605 parking spaces. Immediately east of, and adjacent to, Parking Lot B is a depressed area (measuring approximately 320 feet by 280 feet) created by an excavation and backfill associated with a prior environmental cleanup of that portion of the site. [1:  	For purposes of this ATP, existing ground elevations are as measured relative to San Francisco City Datum (SFD). SFD establishes the City’s zero point for surveying purposes at approximately 8.6 feet above the mean sea level established by 1929 U.S. Geological Survey datum, and approximately 11.3 feet above the current 1988 North American Vertical Datum. ] 



The proposed event center would host the Golden State Warriors basketball team during the NBA season, as well as provide a year-round venue for a variety of other uses, including concerts, family shows, other sporting events, cultural events, conferences and conventions. Construction activities would require the maximum depth of excavation on-site would be approximately 30 feet below San Francisco City Datum; this would require approximately 350,000 cubic yards of on-site 


Figure 1. Project Location and Vicinity






Figure 2. Project Area


soils to be excavated and removed from the site. Soil on the site would be compacted using rapid soil compaction over approximately 30 work days. Foundation support would include installing augercast piles[footnoteRef:2] using drilling, as opposed to pile driving, for the deep foundation. It is estimated that approximately 1,400 two-foot diameter piles, at a depth of 110 feet, would be installed at the project site.  Construction activities could disturb potentially significant subsurface historic and prehistoric archeological resources, should such resources be present. [2:  	Augercast piles, also known as continuous flight auger piles (CFA), are cast-in-place, and formed by drilling into the ground with a hollow stemmed continuous flight auger to the required depth or degree of resistance. A cement grout mix is then pumped down the stem of the auger. While the cement grout is pumped, the auger is slowly withdrawn, conveying the soil upward along the flights. A shaft of fluid cement grout is formed to ground level. Reinforcing steel is then lowered in to the wet cement grout.] 



Due to the possibility the project may disturb buried archeological resources, in order to inform design and reduce the risk of construction delays due to the potential presence of archeological resources, the project sponsor retained the services of an archeologist to develop and implement a program of archeological testing at Blocks 29-32.  This action led to the preparation and implementation of this ATP. Results of the archeological testing will be used to determine if additional measures, such as archeological testing, data recovery, and/or monitoring are necessary to ensure potential effects on subsurface archeological resources would be avoided or minimized prior to the commencement of ground disturbance activities, foundation excavation, and pile driving.


This ATP includes three major sections. First, it presents geological, prehistoric, ethnographic, and historical background context for the project area. Next, the plan presents information required for evaluating archeological resources, should any be encountered during testing. Finally, the report presents a detailed discussion of the proposed approach for archeological testing. Although an historical context for the project area is included in this document, ESA’s research indicates that there is a low sensitivity for historical archeological resources in the project area. For this reason, this document more heavily focuses on presenting a testing plan for identifying deeply buried prehistoric resources associated with the Colma Formation.


Regulatory Framework


Under state law, effects to significant cultural resources—archeological remains, historic-era structures, and traditional cultural properties—must be considered as part of the environmental analysis of a proposed project. Criteria for defining significant archeological resources are stipulated in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA, revised 2005). CEQA pertains to all proposed projects that require state or local government agency approval, including the enactment of zoning ordinances, the issuance of conditional use permits, and the approval of development project maps. Under CEQA, the lead non-federal agency (state, county, city, or other) must consider potential effects from a project to important or unique archeological resources. Evaluations under CEQA consider a resource’s potential eligibility to the California Register.


An environmental document prepared to comply with CEQA must identify the potentially significant environmental effects of a proposed project. A “[s]ignificant effect on the environment” means a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project (State CEQA Guidelines, Section 15382). CEQA also requires that the environmental document propose feasible measures to avoid or substantially reduce significant environmental effects (State CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126.4(a)). The criteria used to determine the significance of an impact to “historic properties” (important archeological or built-environment resources) are based on Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines (Environmental Checklist). California regulations require that effects to archeological resources be considered only for resources meeting the criteria for eligibility to the California Register, outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code. The California Register is intended to encourage and promote recognition and protection of cultural resources, including buildings and structures.


CEQA recognizes two types of significant archeological resources: “unique” archeological resources (CEQA Section 21083.2) and archeological resources that qualify as “historic resources” (CEQA Sections 21084.1 and 15064.5); the latter may include California Register-eligible archeological resources as well as archeological resources “in a local register of historical resources.” The Register identifies resources considered to be important for state and local planning purposes, and affords certain protection under CEQA. To be considered eligible to the California Register, resources must possess physical integrity as well as integrity of setting, and meet at least one of the following criteria (California Code of Regulations 15064.6):


1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage;


2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in California’s past;


3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic value; or


4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.


Under Section 21083.2 of CEQA, a “unique” archeological resource is an object, artifact, or site that:


1. Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions, and a demonstrable public interest in that information exists;


2. Has a special and particular quality such as being the oldest of its type, or the best available example of its type; or


3. Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or historic event or person.


In addition to the above, the California Register has structural and contextual requirements of integrity, that is, the physical characteristics and levels of integrity that individual properties must retain to be capable of yielding specific types and qualities of information. Retention of such characteristics by themselves may not ensure that the property is capable of addressing important research themes (as defined below), but it would indicate that further research is warranted before a definitive determination is made. If a site does not have the basic physical prerequisite requirements, it would not warrant additional consideration and would be determined not eligible for the California Register.


Actions that could change the eligibility of a resource are demolition, replacement, substantial alteration, or relocation. Under CEQA Guidelines, a project would be considered to have a significant impact on cultural resources if it would result in any of the following:


· Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource, as defined in Guidelines Section 15064.5,


· Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archeological resource pursuant to Guidelines Section 15064.5, or


· Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside formal cemeteries.


California law also protects Native American burials, skeletal remains, and associated grave goods regardless of their antiquity, and provides for the sensitive treatment and disposition of those remains (California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5, California Public Resources Code Sections 5097.94 et seq.).


Only those elements of a resource which contribute to its eligibility need to be considered; effects to noncontributing elements are considered less than significant.


CEQA Area of Potential Effects


For the purposes of this archeological testing plan, the horizontal extent of the CEQA Area of Potential Effects (C-APE) is considered to be the entire 11-acre project area (see Figure 2), The project site includes the legal lot lines of the majority of Assessor’s Block 8722, Lot 001, and all of Assessor’s Block 8722, Lot 008. This C- APE will encompass all areas of ground disturbance, staging areas, access, and work areas associated with the project. The vertical extent of the C-APE is considered to be the maximum depth (up to 110 feet below surface) of disturbance planned within the project area.
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CHAPTER 2


Environmental and Cultural Setting


This section presents a brief overview of the geological, prehistoric, ethnographic, and historical background of the project area. 


Geological Setting


The San Francisco Bay Area has undergone dramatic landscape changes since humans began to inhabit the region more than 13,000 years ago. Rising sea levels and increased sedimentation into streams and rivers are among some of the changes (Helley et al., 1979). In many places, the interface between older land surfaces and alluvial fans are marked by a well-developed buried soil profile known as a paleosol, which represents land forms in the past that were stable and thus suitable for human habitation prior to subsequent sediment deposition. Paleosols have the potential to preserve archeological resources if humans occupied or settled the area (Meyer and Rosenthal, 2007). Because human populations have grown since the arrival of the area’s first inhabitants, younger (late Holocene) paleosols are more likely to yield archeological resources than older (early Holocene or Pleistocene) paleosols.


The San Francisco peninsula geology is characterized by rugged hills of Jurassic- to Cretaceous-age bedrock surrounded by low, flat-lying areas that are underlain by Quaternary sedimentary deposits. Bedrock consists of highly deformed and fractured sedimentary rocks of the Franciscan assemblage. In the project vicinity, the Mission Bay FSEIR indicated the Mission Bay plan area is underlain by artificial fill, silty clay (Bay Mud), sandy alluvium, and stiff marine Old Bay Clay that overlie the Franciscan bedrock located at depth of 30 to 130 feet below sea level.


Geologically, Graymer et al. (2006) identify the project area as Artificial Fill (Figure 3). A recent geotechnical report completed for the project provides additional information about the subsurface stratigraphy of the project area: 


[S]ubsurface conditions at the site consist of fill, Bay Mud, Colma Formation sand, clay and sand layers, and bedrock.  Where explored, the site is blanketed by approximately 9 to 33-1/2 feet of fill.  The thickness of fill varies significantly throughout the site….The fill consists of gravel, sand, and clay mixtures, with brick, rock (including serpentinite), and other rubble.  The sands and gravel are loose to very dense, and the clay is soft to stiff.  The fill likely also includes cobble- and boulder-sized  pieces of serpentinite that were apparent from the drilling but could not recovered within the 1.5-to 2.5-inch diameter samplers.


Figure 3. Geological Setting.





A weak and compressible marine clay deposit, referred to as Bay Mud, is present beneath the fill.  Where explored within the project site, this layer ranges from about 2-1/2 to 46-1/2 feet thick, generally becoming thicker to the north.


A medium dense to very dense clayey sand, silty sand and sand with clay and stiff to hard sandy clay, clay with sand and clay was encountered below the Bay Mud. Where encountered the sand and clay layers total 3 to 31 feet thick.


A medium dense to very dense sand, sand with clay, clayey sand, silty sand and sand with silt, known as the Colma Formation, was encountered below the sand and clay in portions of the site.  The top of the Colma formation (sic) was encountered about 19 to 70 feet below the ground surface.  Where encountered, the sand is approximately 5 to 35 feet thick.  The Colma Formation generally becomes thicker to the north and west (Langan Treadwell Rollo, 2014:2-3).


Historic maps indicate that the project area was within San Francisco Bay of the north tip of historic Point San Quentin until the mid-to-late nineteenth century, when artificial filling began for subsequent development.  The Bay Mud deposits encountered during geotechnical investigations are associated with the former San Francisco Bay floor.  Below the Bay Mud deposits, there is a medium to very dense sand and clay layer that overlies the Colma Formation.  The Colma Formation is present below the project area at depths that vary across the area from 19 to 70 feet below ground surface (Langan Treadwell Rollo, 2014:2-3).


Prehistoric Background


The following discussion outlines the prehistoric context of the project area, including the most recent chronology for prehistoric archeological sites on the San Francisco peninsula and the San Francisco Bay Area. This section has been adapted from the Archeological Technical Memorandum for the San Francisco General Plan Housing Element EIR (WSA and Dean, 2009).


Since the late Pleistocene, when indigenous peoples may have first arrived in the Bay Area, the region has undergone significant environmental changes. The oldest evidence of human occupation in San Francisco includes two isolated human skeletons discovered 45 years apart deep below city streets in marine deposits. In October 1969, fragmentary human bones were encountered during construction of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) Civic Center Station in downtown San Francisco. Those remains belonged to a female individual aged 24-26 years. Radiocarbon dating of associated organic material indicated the remains were nearly 5,000 years old. The skeleton was discovered 75 feet below ground surface within a 40-foot thick clayey silt stratum (bay deposits), approximately 26 feet below mean sea level (CA-SFR-28) (Henn et al., 1972:208-209). More recently, an intact human skeleton was found during construction of the Transbay Transit Center in February 2014. The human remains were encountered at a depth of 58 feet below surface with Bay Mud deposits, and are estimated to be between 5,000-7,000 years old (Jack Meyer, personal communication, April 2014). These two finds are exceptional – the majority of known prehistoric sites in San Francisco are no more than 2,000 years old and are found buried at depths of approximately 10 to 20 feet below ground surface. Most sites were originally deposited within the dune sands that were blown eastward from the Pacific coast, across the peninsula over the last 6,000 years. 


Prehistoric resources and sites that have survived to the present represent only a portion of the past. The early growth of San Francisco was characterized by filling the shallow Bay waters and other low-lying lands, removal of hills of sand and rock, and the obscuring of original ground surfaces by fill, roadways, buildings, and structures. Nels C. Nelson conducted a systematic survey around the perimeter of the entire San Francisco Bay between 1906 and 1909, focusing on shellmounds partially submerged by or adjacent to the Bay waters. Although Nelson recorded 425 shellmounds around the San Francisco Bay Area, his survey occurred well after the City of San Francisco and other areas were heavily developed and covered by the built environment, potentially obscuring sites that may have been present (Nelson, 1909).


Periods of prehistory and discovered sites dating from these periods are discussed below. 


Terminal Pleistocene (11,500 - 9600 B.C.)


No prehistoric archeological sites dating from this period have yet been discovered in the San Francisco Bay Area. The nearest Terminal Pleistocene site is the Borax Lake site (CA-LAK-36), located in Lake County, more than 130 miles to the north of San Francisco. Populations at this time were small and highly mobile. The archeological signature of highly mobile hunter-gatherers would be faint and geographically sparse, and would be easily disturbed by geological processes such as erosion, rising sea level, and alluvial burial.


Early Holocene (9600 - 5700 B.C.)


Early Holocene human populations are known from several Bay Area sites, such as those at the Los Vaqueros Reservoir (CA-CCO-696) and the Santa Clara Valley (CA-SCL-178). Communities from this period were semi-mobile hunter-gatherers who used flaked stone tools and ground stone implement such as manos and milling slabs. Human burials from this period have also been investigated. There are no recorded Early Holocene sites in the City of San Francisco.


Middle Holocene (5700 - 1800 B.C.)


Middle Holocene sites are more widespread in the San Francisco Bay Area and are evidenced by substantial settlements, isolated burials, distinct cemeteries, milling slabs, mortars and pestles, and the fabrication and use of shell beads and other ornaments. Differences in burial treatment such as differential distribution of shell beads and ornaments are interpreted as evidence of possible social stratification. The expansion of San Francisco Bay’s estuaries and tidal wetlands seems to have resulted in a shift toward coastal and maritime resource exploitation. The two deeply buried, isolated human skeletons described above are the only two Middle Holocene sites recorded in San Francisco.


Late Holocene (1800 B.C. - A.D. 1780)


The Late Holocene has left the most comprehensive archeological record of prehistoric populations in San Francisco. This period is marked by the establishment of large shellmounds. Artifact assemblages are characterized by bone awls (indicating appearance of coiled basketry); net sinkers; mortars (probably indicating greater consumption of acorns and other plant resources); Olivella shell beads; the appearance of the bow and arrow; and diverse beads and ornaments, such as incised bird bone tubes. There is some indication of a greater exploitation of deer, sea otter, mussels, and clams. There is growing indication of shellmounds as planned, constructed landscapes on sites of ancestral, or at least mortuary, importance.


Prehistoric Archeological Investigations in San Francisco 


Systematic investigation of prehistoric sites on the northern San Francisco peninsula began with Nelson’s shellmound survey conducted between 1906 and 1909 (Nelson, 1909). Nelson pursued his interest in San Francisco prehistory with excavations at CA-SFR-7 (the Crocker Mound) on the Bay’s southeastern shoreline approximately 3.8 miles south of the project area, among other investigations (Moratto, 1984:233). Nelson found that CA-SFR-7 contained a variety of flaked stone, worked bone, faunal remains, and 23 human burials. The constituents of this mound indicated long-term residential occupation. Two years later, L. L. Loud excavated another shellmound (CA-SFR-6), approximately 3 feet (1 meter) thick, near the Palace of Fine Arts (Ziesing, 2000). While interest in the prehistory of the northern San Francisco peninsula began in the early 1900s, the area generally received little attention until more recent times. This was partially a result of the destruction and/or burial of sites due to historic settlement and development. 


Within the past 30 years, the body of work focusing on the prehistoric archeology of the northern San Francisco peninsula has expanded, as archeological sites have been uncovered during construction or development activities within the city. Approximately 50 prehistoric archeological sites have been documented within the northern San Francisco peninsula and Yerba Buena Island; the majority of these were within one-half mile or less from the historic margins of the San Francisco Bay. Most of the prehistoric sites are shell midden sites, which have their greatest concentrations in the South of Market neighborhood (north of the project area) and the Hunters Point-Bayview-Candlestick Point-Visitacion Valley area (south of the project area). Although midden sites in the latter area have been known since the 1870s and include some of the largest shellmound sites in San Francisco, they have not been thoroughly investigated and their dating is not well understood. The South of Market sites have, on the other hand, largely only come to light since the 1980s and have been subject to various analytical and absolute dating techniques. These shell midden sites are also remarkable within Bay Area shellmound studies because many of them possess good physical integrity as a result of having been buried beneath natural sand dune deposits for hundreds of years following their abandonment. 


The Anthropological Studies Center (ASC) at Sonoma State University defined a National Register eligible district that incorporates several prehistoric sites within sand dunes formed along the north side of Mission Bay, within the South of Market neighborhood (ASC, 2010). These sites are considered to represent elements of a large multi-village community. The California State Historic Preservation Officer has recently determined that at least seven previously recorded prehistoric habitation sites are part of this district. The district is recommended as eligible under National Register Criterion A and California Register Criterion 1, association with events that made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history, as well as Criteria D/4, for its ability to yield important new insights into regional prehistory in the vicinity of Mission Bay.


A third area of intense prehistoric occupation was on the terraces of the former Islais and Precita Creeks, just above their broad tidal estuary. Sites in this area include CA-SFR-3 (Anderson Shellmound), CA-SFR-15 (Alemany-Bayshore site), and CA-SFR-17 (Portola Avenue mound). Prehistoric sites documented along the northern bayshore (CA-SFR-23, -26, -29, -30, and -129) and Lands End (CA-SFR-5, -20, and -21) appear to be smaller occupation sites or food processing camps. Shell midden sites in the Lake Merced area (CA-SFR-25 and -126, and Lake Merced Site) have not been well investigated. One well-researched shellmound in San Francisco is CA-SFR-4 on Yerba Buena Island, which was used exclusively as a cemetery site for approximately 300 years by possibly Hokan-speaking populations. After a lapse of more than a thousand years, the site hosted a more intensive and diverse occupation between approximately A.D. 190 and 1780, resulting in a multi-component shellmound site. Based on contact era observations of interaction and travel between the mainland and the island, there may have been some relationship between CA-SFR-4 on the island and CA-SFR-112 in the South of Market area. 


Ethnographic Background


A compilation of ethnographic, historic, and archeological data indicates that the San Francisco peninsula was inhabited by a cultural group known as the Ohlone before the arrival of Europeans (Milliken, 1995). While traditional anthropological literature portrayed the Ohlone peoples as having a static culture, today it is better understood that many variations of culture and ideology existed within and between villages. While these “static” descriptions of separations between native cultures of California make it an easier task for ethnographers to describe past behaviors, this approach masks Native adaptability and self-identity. California’s Native Americans never saw themselves as members of larger “cultural groups,” as described by anthropologists. Instead, they saw themselves as members of specific village communities, perhaps related to others by marriage or kinship ties, but viewing the village as the primary identifier of their origins.


Levy (1978) describes the language group spoken by the Ohlone as “Costanoan.”  This term is originally derived from a Spanish word designating the coastal peoples of Central California. Today Costanoan is used as a linguistic term that refers to a larger language family that included distinct sociopolitical groups that spoke at least eight languages of the Penutian language group. The Ohlone once occupied a large territory from San Francisco Bay in the north to the Big Sur and Salinas Rivers in the south. The northern portion of what is now called the San Francisco peninsula, including the shoreline near the project area, was within Yelamu Ohlone territory. Milliken (1995:61) described the area as:


	the most desolate of the San Francisco Bay Region tribal landscapes. Much of the area was covered with windswept sand dunes and the scrubbiest of grasslands. Its creeks were small and it lacked extensive oak groves. The Yelamus, no more than 160 individuals, spent much of the year split into three semisedentary village groups.


Economically, the Ohlone engaged in hunting and gathering. Their territory encompassed both coastal and open valley environments that contained a wide variety of resources, including grass seeds, acorns, bulbs and tubers, bear, deer, elk, antelope, a variety of bird species, and rabbit and other small mammals. The Ohlone acknowledged private ownership of goods and songs, and village ownership of rights to land and/or natural resources; they appear to have aggressively protected their village territories, requiring monetary payment for access rights in the form of clam shell beads, and even shooting trespassers if caught. 


After European contact, Ohlone life ways were severely disrupted by missionization, disease, and displacement. Today, the Ohlone still have a strong presence in the San Francisco Bay Area, and are very interested in their historic and prehistoric past. 


Historical Background


The first European expedition into the San Francisco Bay Area occurred in 1772 when Pedro Fages and his party explored the eastern shore of San Francisco Bay north to San Pablo Bay, then traveled east along the south shore of the Carquinez Strait, and returned to the San Jose area through the Diablo and Livermore Valleys south of Concord. The Fages expedition encountered numerous Native American villages, and diarist Juan Crespí reported that the villagers welcomed the Spaniards, giving them food and gifts. 


Three years later, the ship San Carlos sailed through the Golden Gate, tasked with charting the bay. The ship’s commander, Lieutenant Juan Manuel de Ayala, and his crew encountered many Ohlone and neighboring Coast Miwok villagers (from the Marin County shore). In August 1775, Huchuin-Aguasto speakers greeted the ship’s longboat. They recounted the earlier visit by Fages, and provided food and gifts to the new arrivals (Milliken, 1995).


Spanish Period (1776–1820)


The Spanish established two missions in short succession within the San Francisco Bay Area: Mission San Francisco de Asís (also known as Mission Dolores) in 1776 and Mission Santa Clara in 1777. Mission Dolores was located on land occupied seasonally by the Yelamu people, a small village community composed of approximately 160 people (Milliken, 1995:61). Although initial interactions between the Yelamu and the mission fathers and soldiers were positive, the relationship between native people and the newcomers became strained over time (Milliken, 1995:63).


The first baptisms took place at Mission San Francisco de Asis on June 24, 1777. Thirty-one Yelamu, mostly young people, were baptized by the end of that year (Milliken, 1995:69). More baptisms following, and a “wave of adult baptisms in 1782, 1783, and 1784 brought most of the Yelamu tribe and all the people of the small independent Urebure and Pruristac village groups into the Mission San Francisco community” (Milliken, 1995:79). After that, Spanish priests began to recruit other Ohlone groups. Between November 1794 and May 1795, a large wave of Ohlone people were baptized and moved into Missions Santa Clara and Dolores, including 360 people to Mission Santa Clara and entire populations of East Bay villages to Mission Dolores. The reasons that native peoples joined the mission were complicated, but included such considerations as family obligations, a desire to be allied with the apparently powerful newcomers, existing alliances, and an assessment of the future, among other things (Milliken, 1995:84). This migration was followed almost immediately by catastrophic epidemics of European diseases, as well as food shortages, resulting in alarming death rates among the mission inhabitants.


Many neophytes fled the missions, returning to their home villages despite efforts by the Franciscan fathers and Spanish soldiers to bring them back to the missions. This had the unfortunate consequence of spreading the European diseases to those who had never left their homes, further decimating the populations of the remaining Ohlone villages. Later epidemics proved equally disastrous to the Ohlone population; it is estimated that one-quarter of San Francisco Bay Area Mission Indians died of measles or related complications in the spring of 1806 (Milliken, 1995). Due to introduced European diseases, a declining birth rate and high infant mortality, the overall Ohlone population decreased from at least 10,000 (pre-contact) to approximately 2,000 by 1832, and no more than 1,000 by 1852. 


The project area is approximately 2 miles east of Mission Dolores, but land use by the Spanish was not confined to the Mission itself. As has been shown on many other mission sites in California (Allen, 2010), Mission fathers and neophytes did not constrain their activities to areas only within and nearby buildings. As a result, much of the land surrounding a Mission site remains an untapped archeological resource for discovering other, more temporary, land use and residential areas.


No permanent Ohlone or Spanish settlements were present in the vicinity of the project area during the Spanish Period.  The Spanish missionaries used the southeastern portion of the present City and County of San Francisco, including the territory around Mission Bay, as pasture for livestock, and the shoreline in the vicinity of the project area was known as Potrero Nuevo, or “new pasture” (San Francisco Planning Department, 2001:7). 


The Spanish presence significantly disrupted native Californian’s lifeways, and the missions of Upper California were never lucrative and not considered a priority by distant Spanish authorities concerned with administering a number of colonial possessions. Following the ceding of Spain’s North American colonial outposts to the newly independent Republic of Mexico in 1822, Upper California became, somewhat unwillingly, a province of the Republic of Mexico. With little experience in self-government, and no money to spare on distant territories, Mexico was unable to dedicate more attention to California than its predecessor. It did, however, make some important legal changes that shifted power away from the missions, which under Spain had been granted vast authority.


Mexican Period (1821–1848)


Most of California south of Sonoma was under Mexican rule from 1821 to 1848. In the years following the 1810 Mexican Revolution, political instability added to the diminishing conditions at (and funding to) the Missions. As a result, the Missions’ power and influence waned during this period. Historic settlement in the region began in earnest in 1823, and the Mexican government awarded large grants of land to wealthy and politically influential individuals willing to settle in what was still known as Alta California. In 1833–1834, the Mexican government secularized the Spanish missions, and many mission lands were also subsequently granted to individuals who established vast cattle raising estates, or ranchos (Rawls and Bean, 1997:54).


A small number of American and British merchants arrived in California during this period. Like their successors, they came to the region for its natural resources, such as hides, tallow, sea otter and beaver pelts. Accounts like those found in Richard Henry Dana’s Two Years before the Mast, published in 1840, stirred American’s interest in the region. While hide, tallow, and sea otter traders largely arrived by sea, beaver trappers became the first wave of overland American explorers. Men like Jedediah Strong Smith and James Ohio Pattie established routes that would lay the groundwork for future westward migration (Rawls and Bean, 1997:76). 


Euro-American settlement of the San Francisco peninsula outside of the Mission or Presidio began during the 1830s. William A. Richardson, who initially arrived in San Francisco on the British whaler Orion, was baptized at Mission Dolores in 1823, a year after his arrival. Two years later he married Maria Antonia Martínez, the daughter of Presidio Comandante Ignacio Martínez. Richardson became a Mexican citizen and he and Maria had several children (Barker, 1994:35). After living for a time in southern California, 


	Richardson returned with his family to San Francisco in 1835 and built the first private dwelling there – a temporary structure in a cove, the beach of which came up to where Montgomery Street is today. The cove became known as Yerba Buena, because of the fragrant plant of that name found growing in the area. It was there that most ships elected to drop anchor, rather than the wind-swept beachfront at North Beach, opposite the presidio, where the Mexican authorities preferred them to be (Barker, 1994:37).


Richard Henry Dana described Richardson’s home as a “shanty of rough boards” (Barker 1994:55). Soon after, American trader Jacob P. Leese built a wood house and store near Richarson’s home in Yerba Buena Cove (Barker, 1994:37). In these early years, the small number of residents who had made their way to the San Francisco peninsula clustered in one of three places: the mission, the presidio, or the land along Yerba Buena Cove. 


During the 1840s, relations between the United States and Mexico became strained, with Mexico fearing American encroachment into their territories. The political situation became unstable and war between the two nations broke out in 1846. American attempts to seize control of California quickly ensued, and within two months California was taken by the United States. Skirmishes between the two sides continued until California was officially annexed to the United States on February 2, 1848 (Kyle, 1990:xiii-xiv).


During the Mexican period, the shoreline adjacent to the project area was north of Rancho Rincon de las Salinas y Potrero Viejo, which occupied much of southeastern San Francisco (Kelly and VerPlanck, 2010:25).  The project area itself remained within San Francisco Bay.


Gold Rush Period (1849-1859)


The discovery of gold in the Sierra Nevada in 1848 produced a major population increase in northern California as immigrants poured into the territory seeking gold or associated opportunities. Before the Gold Rush, San Francisco was a small community with a population of approximately 800. With the discovery of gold and the sudden influx of thousands of newcomers, a city of canvas and wood sprang up around Yerba Buena Cove and on the surrounding sand dunes and hills.


To accommodate the growing population, the city soon spread out in all directions. During the early Gold Rush period, however, the shoreline adjacent to the project area was located far beyond the sparsely populated southern edge of development, which remained concentrated to the north. The project area remained offshore in San Francisco Bay throughout the 1850s (U.S. Coast Survey, 1859) (Figure 4).


Late Nineteenth Century (1860-1899)


Little development took place around Mission Bay and San Francisco’s southern waterfront before the mid-1860s.  A limited amount of filling had occurred along the fringes of the northern shores of Mission Bay.  While the filling of Mission Bay was not complete until the early twentieth century, by the late nineteenth century the southern waterfront and the South of Market area had become San Francisco’s major industrial and commercial. In 1868, the construction of the Long Bridge spanning Mission Bay, from the foot of Fourth Street near Steamboat Point to the present day intersection of Third and 16th Streets near Point San Quentin, was completed. The Long Bridge, which aligned with Railroad Avenue (Third Street), connected downtown San Francisco to the southern part of the city at Hunters Point (Kelley & VerPlanck, 2010:31-33).  Long Bridge both stimulated and reflected the increasing development of the northern and southern edges of Mission Bay.  Another consequence of the Long Bridge’s completion was to encourage shipbuilders to move from Steamboat Point on the north end of Mission Bay south towards Potrero Point.  By the 1870s, Hunters Point was San Francisco’s major shipbuilding center (Mission Bay Draft Environmental Impact Report, 1990: VI.J.3-4).  The 1869 U.S. Coast Survey map indicates that the Long Bridge was just west of the project area, but the project area was still wholly within San Francisco Bay (U.S. Coast Survey, 1869) (Figure 5).


During the 1870s, fill was added along Long Bridge, and substantial areas of fill were added on the northern and eastern sides of Point San Quentin near the Long Bridge’s southern terminus on Mission Bay.  The 1884 U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey map indicates that Long Bridge ran along the Third Street alignment and a railroad track was added along the Illinois Street alignment immediately east of Third Street (U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1884).  The western 175 feet of the project area was reclaimed land by 1884, while the eastern 600 feet was still within San Francisco Bay (Figure 6).


Figure 4. Project Area on 1859 U.S. Coast Survey Map.


Figure 5. Project Area on 1869 U.S. Coast Survey Map


Figure 6. Project Area on 1884 U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Map.





Twentieth Century (1900-Present)


The Southern Pacific Railroad is responsible for much of the late-nineteenth century industrial development in the project area and vicinity.  The railroad was the largest landholder in Mission Bay, and they played an important role in filling the Bay. Throughout the 1890s and early 1900s, the Southern Pacific gradually developed its holdings within Mission Bay and increased the number of spurs and sidings in area to accommodate additional freight traffic (Mission Bay Draft Environmental Impact Report, 1990: VI.J.3-4).  Between 1892 and 1913, the area east of Point San Quentin and Long Bridge (Third Street) was filled to approximately its existing extent (Figures 7–9) (Sanborn Map Company, 1913; U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1905; U.S. Geological Survey, 1915).  The 1914 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map (see Figure 8) for the project area indicates it was completely reclaimed and covered with industrial uses, including Southern Pacific Railroad spurs and sidings, warehouses, a lumberyard owned by the Loop Lumber Company, and an oil storage facility operated by the Associated Oil Company consisting of several large crude oil tanks.  


The 1926 U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey map and aerial images from 1938 and 1946 depict the same site conditions as existed in 1913 (Figures 10 and 11) (Historic Aerials, 2015; U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1926).  By 1956, additional railroad sidings had replaced the lumberyard and warehouses in the eastern half of the project area, but the industrial operations otherwise remained unchanged.  By the 1990s, the railroad sidings were removed and the project area began to be transformed.  The transformation, which included removal of all traces of the previous industrial uses and construction of a surface parking lot, was complete by 2005 (Historic Aerials, 2015).


Archeological Sensitivity Analysis


Prehistoric Archeological Sensitivity


The Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study Cultural Resources section summarized information from the 1990 Mission Bay FEIR on historic and prehistoric resources within the Mission Bay plan area, including information from a Cultural Resources Evaluation conducted in 1987 by David Chavez & Associates, and supplemented with an archeological resources review conducted in 1997, also by David Chavez & Associates. The Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study indicated that in 1997 the overall potential for prehistoric Native American sites within the Mission Bay plan area was considered to be low due to its location within former San Francisco Bay. More recent archeological studies and discoveries (e.g., Meyer and Rosenthal, 2007) demonstrate the potential for prehistoric archeological resources associated with the Middle Holocene (5700 - 1800 B.C.) paleoshoreline that is presently (or was historically) submerged beneath San Francisco Bay and buried beneath a thick stratum of Bay Mud.






Figure 7. Project Area on 1905 U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Map.


Figure 8. Project Area on 1913 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps.


Figure 9. Project Area on 1915 U.S. Geological Survey Map.


Figure 10. Project Area on 1926 U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Map.









SOURCE: David Rumsey Historical Map Collection/Google Earth


	Event Center and Mixed Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, D120424.03


Figure 11
Aerial View of Project Area (outlined in red), 1938


Historical maps indicate, and geotechnical investigations confirm, that the project area was formerly within San Francisco Bay.  The project area was artificially filled to create reclaimed land in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  Geotechnical coring confirms the project area is within artificial fill underlain by Bay Mud deposits to a depth of approximately 19 to 70 feet below ground surface (Langan Treadwell Rollo, 2014:2-3).  Underlying the Bay Mud deposits is the Colma Formation, described as a layer of medium dense to dense clean sand or silty sand (Langan Treadwell Rollo 2014,:2-3). The upper 3 feet of the Colma Formation, which was the land surface exposed during the Middle Holocene, is considered to be potentially sensitive for deeply buried Middle Holocene archeological deposits.


Historical Archeological Sensitivity


From the Spanish Mission Period to the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the project area was within San Francisco Bay.  Since the project area was reclaimed it has been the site of various industrial enterprises, as described above.  The Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study indicated there was potential for historical archeological resources to be present within the Mission Bay plan area associated with the use of the area for industrial purposes in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  The Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study presented mapping of areas within the Mission Bay plan area that had the most notable potential for subsurface historic and prehistoric cultural resources; this included the portion of the Mission Bay plan area south of and including 16th  Street, which is located immediately south of and adjacent to the project site at Blocks 29-32.[footnoteRef:3]  No substantial potential for archeological resources was identified in most areas composed of filled land in the former Mission Bay, including the project area.  Based on the historical context presented above, ESA research indicates that the project area has a low sensitivity for the presence of historical archeological resources.   [3:  	Potential historical resources in this area were identified as being associated with nineteenth century shipbuilding activities at Potrero Point (Point San Quentin), which extended northward into the southeast corner of Mission Bay nearly to 16th Street, and with a nearby glass factory. ] 
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Chapter 3


Evaluating Archeological Resources


Property types are artificial constructs that may be associated with more than one time frame or research theme. The Secretary of the Interior defines property types as “a grouping of individual properties based on shared physical or associative characteristics. Property types link the ideas incorporated in the theoretical historic context with actual historic properties that illustrate those ideas” (National Park Service, 1983). The ability of a property type to contribute to relevant research themes determines the legal importance of that resource. 


While every archeological resource has the potential to address some research theme, they do not all do so to the same degree, and not all research themes are equally important. It is the goal of the research design to determine what research themes are important and what archeological data are necessary to address those themes. The ATP summarizes important research themes and necessary archeological data, and considers such things as integrity, historical associations, and potential to address research themes, which help decide what archeological remains should be investigated. The level of integrity is defined by a resource’s ability to address research themes outlined in the ATP. 


To address important research topics, archeological deposits usually must be in their original location, retain depositional integrity, contain adequate quantities and types of materials in suitable condition to address important research topics, and have clear associations. Associations may be defined at different social scales (e.g., household, specific activity) and across various temporal spans. Although more narrowly focused associations will have relatively higher research value, deposits with broader associations may also be potentially significant relative to the research design. Deposits that have been affected by ground disturbance, such as grading, trenching, and looting, often lack the ability to address important questions because depositional relationships have been lost, deposits from widely different periods and associations have been mixed, or the contents of the deposit have been skewed by selective removal of materials. The San Francisco Planning Department has determined that even secondary prehistoric deposits, however, may still retain the ability to address important research topics. 


The following research themes identify important questions that may be addressed by the types of data that the project area may potentially contain. The purpose of identifying relevant research themes is to help predict areas of special concern, given expected property types. In addition, determining the relevance of archeological remains to research themes is critical for identifying the significance of features in the field.


The geological and environmental setting suggests that the project area is archeologically sensitive for the potential to have buried prehistoric archeological resources. Prehistoric archeological property types and research themes and questions are included in this section of the report in the event there is a discovery of buried prehistoric archeological resources during implementation of this ATP.  


Due to the low sensitivity for near-surface prehistoric and historical archeological resources, this ATP only addresses the possibility of buried prehistoric archeological resources located on the upper 3 feet of the Colma Formation, which is located approximately 19 to 70 feet below ground surface. No discussion focused on evaluating historical archeological resources is presented here.


Predicting Prehistoric Archeological Property Types


This subsection has been adapted from the Archeological Technical Memorandum for the San Francisco General Plan Housing Element EIR (WSA and Dean, 2009) and includes revisions and additions specific to the project area. In general, much of the discussion below focuses on sites in the South of Market area because more archeological investigation has been conducted there than in Mission Bay.  Sites in the vicinity of the Bayview-Hunters Point district are included in the discussion below when appropriate.


 The majority of prehistoric sites in San Francisco are shell middens located near coastal or estuarine habitats. The simplest division of archeological resources is into residential versus non-residential sites (Zeising, 2000). These categories are general enough that they encompass material evidence from the entire prehistoric period and allow for the study of cultural change through time. Shellmounds are included in the discussion below as a separate category because they are a site type characteristic of San Francisco and the greater San Francisco Bay Area, and because there is ongoing debate about whether shellmounds are residential or non-residential sites (Lightfoot, 1997; Lightfoot and Luby, 2002). Similarly, cemeteries and isolated human remains are discussed as a separate category, as they too have been identified with residential and non-residential areas of prehistoric occupation.


Residential Sites


Indigenous people subsisted by hunting and gathering, harvesting the abundant fauna and flora available in the wooded hills and coastal and estuarine habitats of the San Francisco peninsula. They hunted deer, trapped smaller animals and birds, caught fish and sea mammals, and ate shellfish. They also ate acorns, berries, and other plant foods that were available at different times throughout the year. In general, Native Americans on the San Francisco peninsula moved with the seasons, but also returned to favorite locations and group gathering places. As a result, the archeological record in San Francisco includes a variety of site types that housed different numbers of people for varying lengths of time (e.g., individual hunting groups, small tribal groups, or larger gatherings of tribes).


Residential sites contain evidence of permanent or semi-permanent occupation. Middens are accumulations of material left behind by human activities, such as marine shell and charcoal from cooking fires, or concentrations of objects crafted by people (artifacts). Middens commonly include some combination of flaked stone artifacts and debris left over from their manufacture, such as flakes and shatter; groundstone implements and fragments; burned and unburned faunal bone; ash; charcoal; and fire-affected rocks. In addition to the midden,a residential site typically contains fire pits or hearths with ash, charcoal, and/or fire-affected rocks, circular or oval depressions of house floors, and often human burials. San Francisco archeologists further distinguish residential sites to indicate the apparent length and intensity of occupation. Large sites with very thick middens and multiple features such as hearths, house floors, and burials have been interpreted as villages. 


Villages are characterized by large concentrations of a wide variety of artifacts, features, and often human burials, and represent long-term and/or frequent occupations by large groups of people. The deposits result from a wide variety of activities relating to daily life. Many of the larger, more complex shellmounds are thought to have been village sites. These sites are identified by concentrations of shell and shell fragments from a variety of shellfish species, and combinations of a variety of materials such as charcoal, ash, faunal bone, fire-affected rock, shell ornaments, bone tools, groundstone implements, flaked stone tools (e.g., spear, knife and arrow points and the debris from their manufacture), human remains, quartz crystals, mica, ocher, and filled pits or impressions. The upper portions of San Francisco Bay shellmounds are typically no longer present and layers beneath the present ground surface may have been damaged or destroyed by urban development, but in many cases the deepest layers (at least 5 feet below the present ground surface) may remain intact. One of the distinguishing characteristics of many of the shell midden sites identified in San Francisco is that they can have remarkable integrity due to their burial by later dune sand deposits. Previously identified prehistoric village sites in San Francisco include CA-SFR-112 and CA-SFR-135 (thought to be part of the same extensive site), CA-SFR-114, and CA-SFR-7.


Sites CA-SFR-112 and CA-SFR-135, approximately 1.5 miles north of the project area in downtown San Francisco, are characterized by shell midden deposits. The sites were identified more than 16 feet (5 meters) below the present ground surface, and each deposit averaged approximately 1 foot (40 centimeters) thick. The sites appear to have been covered by drifting dune sands prior to the historic period. Walsh (1986) inferred that CA-SFR-112 represented the easternmost toe of a substantial shellmound that may have extended beneath an adjacent building; CA-SFR-135 was thought to possibly be the continuation of the same deposit (Pastron, 2005; Walsh, 1986; WSA, 2001). 


Radiocarbon and obsidian hydration dates place CA-SFR-112 occupation between A.D. 250 and A.D. 850, while obsidian-hydration dates from CA-SFR-135 indicate that the site was intermittently inhabited between A.D. 400 and A.D. 1000. Pastron (2005) suggests that CA-SFR-112 was likely a sizeable village that may have been occupied for a substantial period of time. If that interpretation is correct, then given the similarity in depth, date, and composition, CA-SFR-135 is likely part of the same large site. 


Archeological testing at 40 Jessie Street encountered disturbed secondary prehistoric midden deposits from more than 10 feet (3.2 meters) to nearly 15 feet (4.8 meters) below ground surface. Due to its proximity to CA-SFR-112, and the fact that historic materials were intermixed with the midden deposit, researchers concluded that the midden represented disturbed components from CA-SFR-112 that had been redeposited in the fill at 40 Jessie Street during historic construction activities (WSA, 2006). 


Another site, CA-SFR-114, approximately 1.25 miles northwest of the project area and 0.25 miles south of CA-SFR-112/-135, is also a shell midden that likely represents a large village site occupied for an extended period of time (Pastron, 1990). Dune sands cover the site, which has a depth of nearly 10 feet (3 meters) to more than 20 feet (6.3 meters) below street level. The midden contained various artifact types, faunal remains, a possible sweathouse feature, and at least 11 human burials, some of which had associated grave goods such as Olivella shell beads and Haliotis (abalone) pendants. Radiocarbon dates indicated the site was occupied from approximately A.D. 350 to A.D. 950, while shell bead types and the depth of the deposit suggest dates of occupation between 550 B.C. and A.D. 950 (Martin, 2006).


Approximately 4 miles south of the current project area, CA-SFR-7 is a large shellmound site that Nelson excavated in 1910.  Nelson recorded the site as approximately 500 feet by 100 feet by 16.5 feet deep, and he recovered a wide variety of flaked stone, groundstone, bone, and shell artifacts, as well as extensive faunal remains.  He also excavated 28 human burials.  More recent analysis of Nelson’s findings suggests the site was occupied from approximately A.D. 300 to A.D. 1300.  Recent investigations of the site, which was largely destroyed in the early twentieth century to fill a nearby marsh, indicates that substantial intact deposits may still be present at the site (Pastron et al. 2009:28-29).


Recently, a large prehistoric midden deposit (CA-SFR-175) was found during construction monitoring under Fourth Street in front of the Moscone Center, between Howard and Mission streets, approximately 1.2 miles northwest of the project area. The site appears to represent the remains of habitation and food processing on the dunes immediately adjacent to the north shore of Mission Bay, and was only occupied for a short time between approximately A.D. 540 and 680 (ASC, 2010:11). ASC (2010:45-46) has proposed that this site be considered as a contributing element to an National Register of Historic Places-eligible archeological district whose theme is “Prehistoric Native American Shellmiddens on Mission Bay, San Francisco” (ASC, 2010:45) The district is composed of seven sites that fronted the former shore of Mission Bay: CA-SFR-2, -113, -114, -147, -155, -154/H, and -175. These seven sites are a series of well-developed middens that formed upon sand dunes overlooking the marshes that fringed Mission Bay. Archeological remains from each site show the use of bayshore and marsh resources for food as well as social and religious purposes (ASC, 2010:45).


Another category of residential site is occupation sites, which are smaller than village sites as they housed smaller groups of people, likely for shorter periods of time. Occupation sites include smaller shellmounds as well as other midden sites with varying concentrations of shell. Residential occupation sites exhibit concentrations of artifacts and materials gathered and/or produced by humans while conducting a range of cultural practices that were typically carried out at short-term campsites, but when the sites were occupied long enough to leave behind features visible as part of the archeological record. Features that may be found at short-term occupation sites include hearths (concentrations of fire-affected rock, charcoal, ash, and perhaps, faunal bone or flaked stone debris); housepits or house floor impressions (hardened earth, sometimes lined with fired clay); and burials (cremations with concentrations of burned human remains, ash, charcoal; or flexed interments with human remains and associated artifacts). 


Examples of occupation sites in San Francisco include CA-SFR-147 and CA-SFR-155, two relatively small and sparse midden deposits located approximately 1.4 miles northwest of the project area that were identified in 2003. The deposits from these sites were located from approximately 12 feet (3.7 meters) to 18 feet (5.5 meters) below ground surface. The sites consisted of intact deposits of shell-flecked, dark, sandy soil within the Dune sand that once covered much of San Francisco, overlain by fill sand and disturbed midden intermixed with historic and modern materials. Material within the deposits included shellfish remains; avian, mammal and fish bone; fragment, two modified chert flakes and an obsidian biface, as well as unmodified flakes of obsidian, chert and other raw materials; and a sandstone charmstone or pipe. Large mammal bones were absent at CA-SFR-147 and small to medium-sized mammal bones were dominant at CA-SFR-155. Both sites contained evidence of processing and consumption of locally obtained resources in the form of burned and calcined shell and bone, and evidence of on-site seed and nut processing was found at CASFR-155. Radiocarbon dates indicate that CA-SFR-147 was occupied about 2,000 years ago, while CASFR-155 was occupied approximately A.D. 200 to 300. Researchers identified a major shift in shellfish consumption patterns from mussel to clam approximately 1,800 years ago (Martin, 2006).


Non-residential Sites


Non-residential sites, also referred to as special purpose sites, include a variety of site types, but all lack indications of long-term occupation. They represent activities that were carried out away from a residential base, such as temporary hunting or shellfish gathering camps or isolated burials. These sites typically contain a concentration of artifacts and materials gathered or produced by indigenous peoples in pursuit of a limited range of activities or a single activity, such as deer hunting, shellfish gathering, butchering, or flaked stone tool or shell bead manufacture. 


Testing and data recovery at CA-SFR-154/H, approximately 0.9 miles north of the project area, revealed a small non-residential site that consisted of a 16-inch (40-centimeter) thick deposit of intact remnant shell midden that yielded shell and mammal, avian, and fish remains; a bone tool; fire-affected rock; groundstone fragment; and chert and obsidian flaked stone debris (Meyer and Martin, 2003). Samples of the obsidian debitage were sourced to Napa Valley and were obsidian hydration dated to 960 to 345 years ago. Marine shell was radiocarbon dated to A.D. 1480 and faunal bone dated to A.D. 1850. The shell assemblage was overwhelmingly dominated by clams, indicating that the site was likely produced during the latter part of the Late Holocene (A.D. 300-1100) and may have extended into the historic era (Martin, 2006). Martin (2006) observed that the site appeared “geographically, functionally, and temporally distinct” from surrounding prehistoric sites, and that the site was “a small temporary camp or special-use location oriented primarily to the harvesting and consumption of shallow-water or estuarine species - including mollusks, fish, and waterfowl and at least some terrestrial and marine mammals.” 


Site CA-SFR-113, approximately 1.5 miles northwest of the project area, is another shell midden site believed to have been a transient hunting camp (Martin, 2006). Like CASFR-112, the site had been covered by dune sands prior to the historic period and was encountered nearly 15 feet (4.5 meters) below street level. The site contained shellfish remains (predominately mussel), small to large mammal bones, avian bones, flaked-stone and groundstone tools and debitage, ocher, asphaltum, baked clay, and several features. Obsidian sourcing studies indicate that the obsidian recovered from the site came from at least three sources: Napa Valley, Annadel, and Casa Diablo. Analyses determined that the site was occupied between 100 B.C. and A.D. 100 (Martin, 2006).


Additional prehistoric deposits were found near CA-SFR-113 at a comparable depth, and the material was determined to be part of CA-SFR-113 and the boundaries of CA-SFR-113 were extended to include these deposits (Pastron and Ambro, 2005). Concentrations of shell midden material containing faunal bone, shellfish remains, stone tools and debitage, and abundant charcoal were recovered. Radiocarbon dates obtained from charcoal samples indicate that the site was occupied between 250 B.C. and A.D. 30, and represented one of the oldest dated occupation sites in San Francisco (Pastron and Ambro, 2005). In addition, a non-midden deposit of burnt material containing small Napa Valley obsidian flakes, which were inferred to represent a single knapping event, was unearthed. Obsidian hydration analyses of material from this concentration produced dates of A.D. 750 and 850. 


Shellmounds


Shellmounds are common sites found along the San Francisco Bay shoreline and have been interpreted not only as residential, ritual, and burial sites, but also as symbolic landscapes. Coastal and bay shoreline shellmounds would have been highly visible in prehistoric times, and their relative size and locations could have had symbolic, social, political, and historical significance.


The function of shellmounds in the greater San Francisco Bay has always been a topic of interest to archeologists but has never been satisfactorily explained. Despite considerable research, archeologists have not reached consensus on why hunter-gatherer populations constructed the shellmounds (Lightfoot, 1997). The role of shellmounds in the subsistence-settlement system most likely changed over time, as evidenced by the variation in location, characteristics, and interrelationships of the shellmounds. The shellmounds have been proposed as residential bases, refuse accumulations, garbage dumps, or specialized ceremonial sites. Because many of the mounds contain abundant and intermixed evidence of food remains, hearths, house floors, and burials, it is difficult to devise a simple, comprehensive and satisfying explanation for their function. Lightfoot and Luby (2002) argue for the ceremonial significance of the mounds, partly because the mounds they examined once rose above the landscape—some as high as three-story buildings—providing impressive visual markers that they argue may have had symbolic value.


Due to the intensive industrialization and urban development of the greater San Francisco Bay Area, most of the 425 mounds that Nelson documented in 1906 may have been either completely destroyed or severely compromised and are no longer visible on the landscape. Archeological methods have become more sophisticated, and the understanding of the construction and chronology of shellmounds, as well as the cultural history of the surrounding countryside, has grown considerably since the mass excavations and destruction of shellmounds in the first half of the twentieth century. Today, most analysis and interpretation of shellmound function relies upon existing data that were excavated from the shellmounds with outdated techniques and incomplete understanding of the complexities of chronology and structure. 


Recent construction projects have rediscovered intact portions of some shellmounds once thought to be completely destroyed. Examples include the Emeryville Shellmound, CA-ALA-309, and its neighbor, CAALA-310, which were encountered during the development of a large tract in Emeryville; CAALA-17, which was first identified in 1876 and more recently rediscovered in West Oakland (Hylkema, 1997; Van Bueren et al., 2002); and CA-SFR-7, which is located approximately 4 miles south of the current project area, was excavated by Nelson in 1910, and recent investigation suggests there are intact deposits present below artificial fill (Pastron et al. 2009:28-29). New discoveries are possible, as evidenced by the discovery of a small shell-rich cultural deposit buried beneath the streets of West Oakland, CA-ALA-604 (Pastron and Gottsfield, 2003). This small find (less than 20 meters in diameter) is of particular significance as the deposit lies approximately 3 feet below modern ground surface and is limited to several species of shell, charcoal, some broken and burned faunal remains, and some fire-affected rock. A few thousand years ago, this concentration of shell and debris from cooking must have appeared as a very small mound or bump on the landscape. With no evidence of burials and such a relatively small profile, this site is a reminder of the variations in shellmound size, form, and function and serves as a caution against the search for a facile explanation of shellmound function in prehistory.


Observable patterns in available Bay Area archeological data indicate that people settled near marshes adjacent to the bay shoreline and major creeks and their tributaries, and fished, collected shellfish, hunted animals and gathered plants. Local occupants had access to imported materials and shared various regional cultural traits. The level of involvement in exchange of goods and ideas, however, has not been determined. Evidence of various on-site activities, such as flaked-stone tool manufacture; food processing and cooking; hide, shell, and bone working; storage; long- or short-term occupation, and burial, contribute to the understanding of prehistoric adaptation in San Francisco and the Bay Area. In order to achieve a more sophisticated and satisfying explanation for variation in shellmounds, Bay Area archeologists must conduct more comprehensive evaluations of existing shellmound finds, incorporate new data from investigations at sites other than shellmounds, and take full advantage of any newly discovered intact shellmound deposits, whether from previously known shellmounds or from new discoveries.


Cemeteries and Isolated Human Remains


Cemeteries, or indigenous burial sites, including interments and cremations, are most often found in association with residential sites, but occasionally concentrations of burials were placed in a cemetery with no evidence of occupation. For example, there is reportedly a Native American cemetery at the highest point on Yerba Buena Island dating to the 1800s when indigenous peoples’ descendants lived and worked on the island. They worked as laborers in the goat herding and wood cutting enterprise that provisioned ships with meat and wood for their journeys. In addition, missions typically dedicated a cemetery or a small area of a cemetery to indigenous peoples, and there is a cemetery associated with Mission Dolores in San Francisco (Pastron and Ambro, 2005).


Isolated human remains, which are important and protected resources, have been found in San Francisco on two occasions with no apparent associations. The first isolated human remains encountered in San Francisco were designated CA-SFR-28, an isolated human skeleton discovered in 1969 during construction of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) Station at Civic Center. The remains were located at 75 feet (22.9 meters) below street level. A radiocarbon date of 3690 ± 250 B.C. was obtained from organic clay that surrounded the skeleton’s pelvis, which represents the oldest date for human skeletal material on the San Francisco peninsula. Researchers suggested that the skeleton was placed within a brackish marsh, in or near a freshwater channel, and the marsh deposits were subsequently overlain by approximately 20 feet (6 meters) of dune sand blown across the peninsula from Ocean Beach and Baker Beach (Henn et al., 1972). As noted above, construction crews recently identified isolated human remains during construction activities at the Transbay Transit Center, near Fremont Street between Mission and Howard streets. The isolated human remains were encountered at a depth of approximately 56 feet below the current ground surface of Fremont Street. The remains were entirely contained within the lowest levels of former bay deposits (marine sand and lower bay mud), and above the interface with the Colma Formation (Aimee Arrigoni, William Self Associates, Inc., personal communication, April 10, 2014).


Isolated Artifacts


Isolated artifacts have occasionally been found with no apparent associations. Such finds may represent objects lost during their use, or more likely, secondary deposits that result from construction work or other ground disturbance, which removes the artifacts from their context. Isolated artifacts have limited information potential.


Prehistoric Research Themes and Questions


Regional research themes are presented here to provide a framework in which to address research questions during the data recovery program. A site’s significance under Criterion D can only be measured in relation to the ability of site components to contribute to the overall body of archeological information that exists for a region.


Culture Chronology


The period of use for a site can generally be understood using two dating methodologies: (1) relative dating and (2) absolute dating. Relative dates can be obtained by comparing materials recovered from a site (e.g., projectile points or beads) to established artifact typologies for the region. Relative dates can also be established for a site through seriation and stratigraphy. Absolute dating includes radiometric techniques such as carbon-14 dating. Radiometric dates are obtained from materials such as charcoal, bone, and shell. Samples for radiocarbon dating can be obtained from vertically stratified deposits. Another dating technique, obsidian hydration, can be used as both a relative and absolute technique depending on conditions at a site.


Research Questions:


1. Can archeological deposits establish an occupation date-range for a site?


1. Are previously unknown temporal components, which can contribute to our understanding of past settlement/migratory patterns, present at a site?


1. What is the relationship between culture chronology and landform evolution as seen through stratigraphy?


Trade and Exchange


Items that are not native to a particular region, often referred to as exotics, are best understood as having arrived in an area through a process of trade or exchange. Exotic items indicate the range of a group’s interaction sphere. The presence of shell beads at inland sites and obsidian at sites that are great distances from obsidian quarries are two examples of trade and exchange in prehistory.


Research Questions:


1. What types of non-native materials are present at a site and are the materials from nearby or distant sources?


Social Complexity


The primary sociopolitical unit among Central California groups was the tribelet, or village community, which was overseen by one or more chiefs. The tribelet consisted of a well-defined territory with a core village and ancillary settlements. The chief, religious leader(s), and craft specialists resided within the core village where surplus goods were stored (Kroeber, 1925). White and Meyer (2002) suggest that evidence of pre-tribelet social formation may be recognizable in the archeological record. Milliken et al. (2007) noted that “evidence of ritual treatment of the dead is one of the few archeological windows for viewing the emergence of social complexity in the past.” 


Research Questions:


1. Is there evidence of a social hierarchy at a site? For example, are burials that contain grave goods present within the deposit?


1. What evidence is there of craft specialization? For example, are there discrete work areas?


1. What evidence is there of production for exchange or surplus storage? For example, what types of caches of food resources are present?


Settlement Systems


Settlement patterns in the Central California region indicate a small initial occupation of the during the Early Holocene followed by a struggle between unrelated bay shore and inland groups for dominance during the Middle Holocene. Previous researchers held that, during the Late Holocene, population and settlement increased across Central California. More recent researchers have suggested that population and settlements decreased and shifted from bay shore to inland localities during the Late Holocene (Milliken et al., 2007). 


Settlement patterns during the Middle to Late Holocene may be more complicated than previously thought. Milliken et al. (2007) concluded that settlement shifts from bayshore to inland localities was fluid, and that no one model encompasses all localities. Further research is necessary to understand settlement patterns in this region.


Research Questions:


1. What evidence is there that may contribute to the understanding of settlement shifts through the Middle and Late Holocene?


1. What evidence is there for seasonal occupation or permanent/semi-permanent villages?


1. What was the population and how did it change over time? 


Subsistence Patterns


Subsistence refers to the procurement and consumption of food. Subsistence trends are generally reconstructed from food remains and the types of food processing tools present in an archeological deposit. Food remains most often include bone, shell, and botanical remains, such as seeds. These remains can be identified by species and quantified to determine whether a broad spectrum of food types were being exploited at a given site or whether site activities focused on the exploitation of a limited number of resources. Degree of resource intensification can also be gleaned from food remains. Evidence of resource intensification can indicate a growing reliance on increasingly labor-intensive food items due to environmental change, over-exploitation, or circumscription.


Research Questions:


1. What were the predominant subsistence patterns at the site and how did they change over time?


1. To what degree do temporally distinct site components reflect differing subsistence patterns?


Data Requirements


It is necessary to obtain a sufficient quantity and quality of archeological materials from a site to address key regional research themes in order to generate new or contributing information to the archeological record. Generally, the following data requirements are necessary to address the relevant research questions outlined above:


1. Temporally discrete archeological components that can be securely dated to the prehistoric and/or protohistoric periods;


1. Stratigraphic integrity of soil layers and features; and


1. Discrete archeological features or sufficient quantities of ecofacts and artifacts to allow for analysis and interpretation.


Specific types of materials required to address the research themes presented above may include, but are not limited to, the following:


1. Debitage (waste produced during the production of flaked or chipped stone tools), to determine the types of lithic production that took place at the site.


1. Botanical remains, including seeds, bulbs, and acorns, to determine the types of plant resources utilized at the site.


1. Groundstone tools, such as mortars and pestles, which suggest may suggest food processing methods.


1. Vertebrate faunal remains, including large and small marine mammals (specifically sea lions, sea otters, and harbor seals), large terrestrial mammals such as artiodactyls (deer, elk, pronghorn), small mammals such as jackrabbits, fish (including small schooling fishes such as herring, freshwater fishes, and pelagic fishes), and birds, to determine the types of animals processed and/or consumed at the site.


1. Invertebrate remains, including clam, oyster, mussel, and marine snails, to determine the types of riverine or marine resources utilized at the site.


1. Housepits, to determine degree of occupation and settlement systems.


1. Storage pits, to determine seasonality and duration of occupation.


1. Human remains with burial goods, to address degree of social complexity.


1. Non-native materials such as obsidian, turquoise, and steatite, to determine degree of trade and exchange present at the site.


1. Hearths, to help identify the types of resources consumed on site.


1. Sufficient quantities of carbonaceous materials to conduct radiocarbon dating (per Beta Analytic standards).


Public Interpretation Potential


As urban excavations often occur in highly visible locations, there are inherent opportunities for public interpretation of the archeological record. Recent urban excavations in California have shown the importance of such interpretation and the popularity of interpretive programs. 


The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Archeological Documentation encourage public interpretation of archeological data when merited by the findings. Archeological materials are frequently used to physically demonstrate information and ideas. Features left in situ can graphically and dramatically illustrate layers of history. Leaving features in place is not always feasible in an urban setting; therefore, interpretation frequently focuses on the artifacts themselves, as well as the process of archeological investigation. Typical ways to disseminate this information are lectures, exhibits, websites, video documentaries, and preservation and display of archeological materials. Archeology has a great potential for engaging a community in their local history.
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Chapter 4


Archeological Testing Plan


Summary of Land Use and Current Project Conditions


Below is a summary of historic land use and current project conditions:


· The project area is located within Artificial Fill (Graymer et al., 2006) in an area that historic maps indicate was part of San Francisco Bay until the late-nineteenth to early-twentieth centuries. 


· Geotechnical analysis indicates the site is underlain by artificial fill, Bay Mud, and the Colma Formation; the latter is present on the site from 19 to 70 feet below ground surface (Langan Treadwell Rollo, 2014:2-3). 


· Land reclamation in the project area began during the 1870s, and the project area had been completely reclaimed by 1913 (U.S. Coast Survey, 1869; Sanborn Map Company, 1913) (see Figures 6 to 8).


· The project area was used for a number of industrial enterprises throughout the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, including railroad sidings, warehouses, a lumberyard, and oil storage facilities (see Figures 9 to 11).


· The project area was partially cleared in the 1990s, and was completely cleared and in its present condition by 2005.


· The location of utility lines within the block is currently unknown. These will be identified before beginning archeological testing.


Approach to Field Investigation


The traditional approach to addressing archeological resources within a proposed project area is:


1. Identify the potential for archeological resources to be present within the project area and use archeological testing methods to determine if resources are present;


2. If resources are present within the project area, evaluate whether identified resources are significant (i.e., whether they have the potential to address research themes and if they retain integrity);


3. If significant resources will be impacted by the project, mitigate impacts through data recovery and public interpretation.


This ATP is written to address Steps 1 and 2. Should archeological materials or features be encountered, they will be assessed based upon their potential to address research themes. Sufficient testing will occur to allow archeologists the ability to make recommendations on their significance, and the need for additional measures as warranted. ESA will review the findings of the testing program with the ERO to determine the next appropriate steps. Additional measures that may be undertaken include additional archeological testing, archeological monitoring, and/or an archeological data recovery program.  These additional measures would be addressed in separate documents and subject to ERO review and approval.


Phase I Identification


Archival research constituted the first phase of identification, which was used to predict the archeological sensitivity for prehistoric and historical archeological resources, as described above. Archival research, in particular review of historic maps, indicated the project area has low sensitivity for historical archeological remains; therefore, Phase II testing will not address historical archeology. Archeological survey would normally be part of the Phase I Identification phase of research. Due to the urban, developed nature of the project parcel, it was determined that pedestrian survey would not be productive in this case, and no survey was conducted.


Proposed Phase II Testing Methodology


Due to the depth of ground disturbing activity associated with the proposed project and the geological context (artificial fill and Bay Mud underlain by the Colma formation at a depth of 19 to 70 feet below ground surface), coring is the most practical testing method because it generally provides sufficient horizontal coverage to make a presence/absence determination and allows for investigation to depths consistent with the depth of ground disturbance associated with project construction.  Although the Langan, Treadwell and Rollo (2014) completed geotechnical coring for the project, they did not examine samples for the presence of archeological remains. Additional coring is recommended to test for the presence of archeological resources


Subsurface investigation will initially have two goals:  (1) to identify if the Colma Formation surface is intact or eroded; and (2) if intact, to identify the presence or absence of subsurface prehistoric site components within the C-APE. This will be accomplished by extending 20 core samples with a truck-mounted hydraulic core sampler. The cores will be evenly spaced throughout the project area (Figure 12). Considering the area of ground disturbance, 20 core samples would provide sufficient information concerning: subsurface stratigraphy; the condition of the Colma Formation surface; and, if intact, the presence/absence of cultural materials. Twenty core samples to the prescribed depth could be accomplished in a five-day field mobilization. Depending on field conditions, utility locations, and findings, the number and location of core samples proposed in Figure 12 may be adjusted. 


Two ESA archeologists, including one who meets the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Archeologists, will be present during all fieldwork. A professional drilling subcontractor, such as Vironex Inc. or Gregg Drilling, will supply the Geoprobe equipment. Appropriate San Francisco Department of Health permits will be obtained to conduct the investigation. All coring locations will be inspected by USA Underground Alert and an independent utilities locator for underground 






Figure 12. Proposed Coring Locations.


utilities at least 48 hours in advance of work. The cores will be placed in the C-APE only in areas that have been cleared of utilities.


Mechanical core sampling will consist of a drilling subcontractor advancing 2- to 4-inch diameter core samplers (depending on availability, but 4-inch is preferred) using a direct push hydraulic rig. Each push extends approximately 5 feet (1.52 meters) deep. The clear plastic core sample will be opened by the drill operator and examined by ESA archeologists. The core stratigraphy will be recorded to define soil stratigraphy and control potential artifact associations. 


Exploratory cores drilled with the hydraulic rig will be advanced to at least 3 feet into the Colma Formation (approximately 22 to 73 feet below ground surface). Each coring location will be given a unique field designation and will be plotted using a GPS device. Stratigraphic logs of each core sample will be prepared.  When possible, natural and/or cultural stratigraphy will be identified by examining the deposits contained within the cores. In particular, archeologists will look for the upper surface of the Colma Formation to determine if it is intact or eroded. If present, paleosols that may represent formerly stable and livable ground surfaces will be identified on the basis of color, structure, horizon development, bioturbation, lateral continuity, and the nature of the upper boundary (contact) with the overlying deposit (following methods defined in Byrd et al., 2010). 


ESA will collect up to 50 grams of matrix from within each observed or suspected paleosol, as well as similar volumes of matrix bracketing above and below the paleosol. Based on the field results of the coring, ESA will evaluate the potential of the retained samples to further identify or characterize palesols through geochemical analyses, such as loss-on-ignition. 


If the Colma Formation is determined to be intact, soils associated with the Colma Formation will be dry-screened through a mesh screens (1/8-inch) and examined for cultural materials. All cultural materials will be identified, catalogued in their stratigraphic context and collected. 


Should coring produce positive results, ESA will write a summary memo within one week of the field testing, and solicit ERO input for  further recommendations on testing, data recovery, and/or monitoring as mitigation for project impacts. This input will be included in the Archeological Testing Results Report, as described below.


After coring is completed, ESA will present the results of this field effort in an Archeological Testing Results Report to the ERO that summarizes the findings. The report will assess whether the project area contains the intact Colma Formation surface or whether it is eroded, and if intact, whether prehistoric archeological deposits were observed. It will also include any alteration to the methodology proposed in this ATP, based on findings from the coring effort.. .  If the coring produces negative results, ESA will summarize the findings in the report, and will recommend no further testing. The findings will include documentation of the underlying soil stratigraphy identified during the coring, including complete coring logs. Maps will be included that identify coring locations and a plan view of the results.


Health, Safety, and Security


Geotechnical investigations for the current project suggest there are no hazardous materials present within the project area. There remains the potential for contact with hazardous materials in most subsurface urban contexts. ESA will develop a site safety plan prior to field investigations. The Field Director will be responsible for distributing the plan to field personnel and conducting a safety meeting prior to the commencement of field studies. All personnel on site will be required to follow the protocol detailed in the safety plan. If the Field Director believes that unexpected hazards exist on a site, he or she has the authority to discontinue all archeological activities until it can be demonstrated that no hazards exist. ESA’s Field Director will be HAZWOPER (Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response) certified.


Archeological excavations often generate considerable public interest, and public knowledge and awareness of archeological field investigations is important. Concomitant with this heightened awareness of archeology is a concern for site security and public safety. There may be a need for site fencing and/or a security guard to remain on site during non-excavation hours to address these concerns, and to avoid destruction and/or theft of archeological material.


Consultation with Descendant Communities


If archeological deposits associated with Native Americans are discovered during testing as part of the Environmental Review phase, the ERO will contact an appropriate representative of the descendant group for outreach and input into next steps. If further field investigation is required, the representative of the descendant group shall be given the opportunity to monitor subsequent archeological field investigations of the site and to consult with ERO regarding appropriate archeological treatment of the site, of recovered data from the site, and, if applicable, any interpretative treatment of the associated archeological site. 


Treatment of Human Remains


The treatment of human remains and of associated or unassociated funerary objects discovered during any soil-disturbing activities shall comply with applicable state laws. This shall include immediate notification of the San Francisco County coroner and, in the event of the coroner’s determination that the human remains are Native American, notification of the California Native American Heritage Commission, which shall appoint a Most Likely Descendant (MLD) (PRC Section 5097.98). The archeological consultant, the project proponent, ERO, and MLD shall make all reasonable efforts to develop an agreement for the treatment, with appropriate dignity, of human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5[d]). The agreement should take into consideration the appropriate excavation, removal, recordation, analysis, custodianship, curation, and final disposition of the human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects. The PRC allows 24 hours to reach agreement on these matters. If the MLD and the other parties do not agree on the reburial method, the SFDPH shall follow Section 5097.98(b) of the PRC, which states that “the landowner or his or her authorized representative shall reinter the human remains and items associated with Native American burials with appropriate dignity on the property in a location not subject to further subsurface disturbance.”


Summary of Additional Testing Methodology


If coring results are positive, that is, if they demonstrate the presence of cultural artifacts or paleosols, additional archeological investigation may be required.  Methodologies applied to excavation of features or deposits depend on the type and depth of deposit found, and will be determined in consultation with the ERO. If determined to be necessary, additional archeological investigations will emphasize identification of feature and artifacts.


Testing Methodology


Excavation could include trenching or area exposure, with sufficient recovery to characterize the nature of the feature and/or deposits, and determine its ability to address research themes and questions. Emphasis will be given to hand excavation of significant deposits once they are exposed. This will include information on the deposit’s structure, including features and stratification, horizontal and vertical extent, and content (including the nature and quantity of artifacts). 


Should archeological materials encountered be relatively intact, excavation will focus on documenting the extent and character of the deposit. Some artifacts may be collected during test excavation, although collection of artifacts may be selective, based on their conditions. Some fragmentary or repetitive materials may be discarded in the field, as further described in the section on Discard Policy, below. Sampling strategies may be employed, if the deposit is much larger, and of more depth than anticipated. Should that be the case, the contracting archeologist and the ERO will discuss sampling strategy. Detailed feature and artifact recordation efforts are important. 


Laboratory Processing and Data Analysis 


If artifacts are collected, analysis of materials from each artifact type will be conducted following generally accepted methods. Given the wide variety of materials found in prehistoric sites, it is not practical to describe all potential avenues of analysis. Additional analytical procedures will be incorporated as appropriate during laboratory processing and as analysis proceeds. While each material type is discussed individually, they are complementary forms of evidence that will be analyzed in comparison to each other to recognize their full information potential. All artifacts will be researched to determine whether they are temporally diagnostic. At the least, date ranges will be determined.


Prehistoric artifacts will be washed in the laboratory, excepting those items that will be subject to further study. Analysis of prehistoric materials usually includes: sorting (involving counting, measuring, and weighing), classification of artifacts according to their provenience, and association. The Principal Investigator will determine what materials should be separated for additional specialized studies. This may include, but is not limited to: obsidian (for sourcing and hydration studies), faunal material, and carbonized plant remains suitable for radiocarbon investigations. Classification is expected to identify time-sensitive artifacts (such as projectile points or beads). This will be particularly noted, and perhaps further studied, to identify chronology and to assess the integrity of each prehistoric archeological deposit. Disturbed deposits (those showing varying chronology) will not be subject to specialized studies. Macrobotanical or pollen studies may also occur.


Tabulation efforts will focus on study of flaked stone, ground stone, shell and bone artifacts. Typically, data gathered for tabulation includes: artifact type, sorting results (counting, weighing, measuring), raw material identification, provenience, and approximate chronology. Combined data from this analysis are used to address regional research issues. 


Stone Artifacts


If collected, flaked stone will be classified according to material type, morphology, and function. Each flaked stone tool will be individually measured, weighed, and catalogued according to provenience. Debitage will be sorted by provenience, material type, and size, and then catalogued in bulk units. The flaked stone analysis will focus on determining the types of activities that took place at the site by examining lithic reduction strategies and discard patterns.


Groundstone will be catalogued according to material type, form, and function. Each surface will be examined to determine the presence of wear or faceting. Groundstone analysis will focus on determining the presence of modification through intentional shaping and use-wear patterns. 


Special studies such as protein residue analysis are not proposed for the testing phase, but may be included in the data recovery phase to further elicit relationships between tool types and the kinds of resources processed.


Bone and Shell Artifacts


If collected, information that will be gathered from bone and shell artifacts includes size (diameter, length, width, and thickness), perforation types (conical, biconical), weight, and species, if known. Shell beads will be temporally assigned using Bennyhoff and Hughes’ (1987) bead typology. A representative sample of bone and shell artifacts will be chosen for line drawings to be included in the final report.


Bone artifacts include awls, saws, sickles, and sweat removers. Awls, often shaped from deer bone, were used in basketry and leather working. Saws, sickles, and sweat removers were often shaped from scapulae. Hammers and flakers, used in flaked stone tool production, were usually made from antlers. Analysis of bone artifacts requires specialized knowledge of animal bone morphology and the careful examination of surfaces to determine modification by human action.


Bone beads and ornaments are fashioned from bird, fish, and small mammal bones. Bone ornaments consist primarily of pendants, disk beads, and tubes. Bone artifacts will be carefully inspected for the presence of incised lines, punctuation, or pigment.


Shells were manufactured into beads, pendants, and ornaments. Shell beads were worn as necklaces and bracelets, but were also used to decorate garments and basketry. The species of shell manufactured into beads include Olivella, Haliotis, Dentalium, and clam. Shell beads could also be used as currency. Other shell artifacts include fishhooks and bowls.


Vertebrate Faunal Remains


If collected, analysis of vertebrate faunal remains will begin by classifying specimens into identifiable and unidentifiable categories. Identifiable specimens will be classified by taxon, element, body side, fragment type, age, and gender. Unidentifiable specimens will be grouped into general categories, such as large mammal, small mammal, bird, fish, reptile, etc., and then weighed and catalogued by provenience. Notations will include burned/unburned, cut marks, polish, and taphonomy. Comparative collections will be consulted as necessary to identify genus and species.


Invertebrate Faunal Remains


If collected, invertebrate faunal remains (likely to consist primarily of shell) will be classified by genus and species, counted, weighed, and catalogued by provenience. Identification of growth rings, seasonality, and burned/unburned will be noted when possible.


Plant Remains


If collected, plant remains will be identified by taxon, weighed, and catalogued by provenience. Column samples will be processed through flotation and examined for microplant remains such as pollen and phytoliths.


Photography


If collected, digital photographs will be taken of artifacts from features that constitute either an important phase or a functional artifact category. Mended artifacts may be photographed. Smaller arrangements of specific classes of items may also be made. Photographs may also be taken of entire features assemblages, and/or archeological contexts group together by functional artifact categories. Some interpretive photography—geared for a more public audience—may also be of value.


Artifact Stabilization


Upon completion of laboratory analyses, materials for long-term curation will be placed in archival quality, long-term storage packing materials, including acid-free boxes, inert polyethylene plastic bags, and acid free paper labels. Documentary materials, such as progress reports, photographs, computer disk files, field notes, other pertinent records, and the final report will also be permanently stored at the curation facility. Copies of final reports and relevant field notes will be printed on acid-free paper for storage.


Discard Policy


Government agencies and other researchers have published guidelines for the curation and selective discard of materials from their archeological collections (State of California, 1993). Such guidelines acknowledge the current problem of finding acceptable curation facilities, and offer the premise that not all materials have equal curation value. The first criterion of permanent curation is research value; that is, the potential of a class or collection of artifacts to provide information important for understanding the past, as defined in the project research design. The second criterion relates to practicality: the ease of storing materials and a consideration of the quantity represented. The last criterion deals with educational value, or the potential of artifacts to contribute to public interpretation. Artifacts may be discarded if they lack long-term research value, or are from a poor archeological or historical context. 


Technical Reporting


Once archeological testing has been completed, ESA will submit a draft report to the ERO for review. The final technical report will address any comments and concerns in response to the draft report. The technical report will fully document the results of field and laboratory investigations, and will meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Archeological Documentation. It will include the following elements: executive or management summary; statement of scope, including project location and setting; background contexts or summaries; summary of previous archeological research; research goals and themes; field and laboratory methodologies; descriptions of recovered materials; findings and interpretations, referencing research goals; conclusions; references cited; and appendices. Tables will be provided that clearly: 1) list all recovery units organized by type (including trenches and column samples) showing sampling techniques, depth, and size and volume of sediment recovered; and 2) list artifacts and ecofacts divided into major categories and organized by component, and within that by recovery unit. Selected diagnostic artifacts, representative or unique tool types, and intact features will be illustrated.


Most appendices will be digital and include all catalogs (artifacts, special studies, digital imagery, GIS and all geospatial data, and other information relevant to the project and findings). California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR 523) site records may be used to document feature and site components, following Instructions for Recording Historical Resources (Office of Historic Preservation, 1995). Upon submitting the final report to the client, a copy of the report and any applicable site forms will also be submitted to the Northwest Information Center.


Curation


Once the final report is finished, archeological materials will be transferred to a long-term curation facility. The Archeological Collection Facility, Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, is currently accepting collections from northern California. This curation facility meets standards outlined in the National Park Services’ Curation of Federally Owned and Administered Archeological Collections. 


Public Outreach


If warranted by project findings, public information programs can interpret the past through artifacts, photographs, and documents. Examples and avenues of public outreach may include, but are not limited to: portable or permanent exhibit displays; public lectures or lecture series; site visits to ongoing archeological excavations; popular-level articles, books, or pamphlets describing area history; news releases to local venues; and/or website updates, website “exhibits,” and interactive websites combined with activities and timelines. Public interpretation programs succeed best when combined with existing community activities and events planned with foresight and public support.


Archeological Monitoring


At the conclusion of archeological testing, and of data recovery (should the latter occur), the Principal Investigator will discuss the need and requirement for continued archeological monitoring with the ERO; monitoring would occur during the remaining ground disturbing activities. Should the ERO determine that a monitoring program is warranted, the Field Director will write an Archeological Monitoring Plan that includes the following provisions:


· Specification for what project activities will require archeological monitoring;


· Advising and in-field training session for project construction crews on the kinds and types of resources that may be present;


· Schedule and contact information for archeological monitor(s);


· Ability of archeological monitor to collect soil samples and artifacts if encountered;


· Plan for actions of work stoppage to occur should archeological features be encountered; and 


· Consultation with ERO on plan of action to investigate and evaluate archeological findings.


Should monitoring occur, archeologists will be present during remediation and construction activities until project excavation activities have removed all potential historic period deposits. Monitors will follow these general principles:


· The archeological monitor(s) shall be a Secretary of Interior-qualified archeologist(s), or be supervised by someone who meets those qualifications. 


· All ground disturbing activities will be monitored. The archeologist will consult with the construction manager to determine the appropriate intervals of monitoring, given the presence of, and currently unknown depth of, hazardous materials.


· There may be instances where more than one monitor may be required, depending on the level of simultaneous construction activity.


· The archeological monitor(s) will have the experience and demonstrated ability to recognize all the types of archeological materials and features that may be discovered in the APE, including prehistoric and historical archeological resources. In addition, the archeologist(s) must be able to perform basic archeological “triage”—that is, have the ability to distinguish between an association of materials that may constitute an archeological site and, therefore, merit further consideration, versus those that are part of the general ‘background’ distribution of materials that can be merely noted.


· Should the need arise to record or collect samples and artifactual/ecofactual material as warranted for analysis the archeological monitor shall immediately notify the Principal Investigator and/or Field Director.


· If archeological materials are encountered, all soil disturbing activities in the vicinity of the find shall cease. The archeologist shall be empowered to temporarily redirect construction crews and heavy equipment until the resource is evaluated, and a course of further treatment is decided upon. 


· The archeological monitor will record daily documentation of monitoring activities. Documentation will include the location of archeological monitoring activities for the reporting time period (e.g., staking/flagging historic property boundaries, checking the integrity of staking/flagging, construction monitoring), as well as a description of any archeological resources identified and any actions taken. The monitor will also provide a summary progress report.


After all archeological work has concluded, there is the possibility that unanticipated discovery of archeological deposits and/or features could occur during additional construction efforts. It is possible that such actions could unearth, expose, or disturb subsurface archeological, historical, or Native American resources that were not observable during the archeological testing phase. To facilitate compliance with regulatory requirements, project personnel should be alerted to the possibility of encountering archeological materials and/or human remains during construction, and apprised of the proper procedures to follow in the event that such materials are found.
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Joyce
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM);


Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN);
wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Catherine Mukai


Subject: 4/9 CEQA Info Request - GSW Replies Part 1
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:20:10 PM
Attachments: image003.png


2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan.pdf
2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf
2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan.pdf
2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf
2015.04.10_Revised_Curb_Management_Figures_Post-Event.pdf
2015.04.14_InfoNeeds_SubmissionPartOne.xlsx


Paul, Luba, and others –
 
Please see attached for GSW replies to some of ESA’s information requests (4/9 tracker). Other
answers are forthcoming.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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Oval





kaufhauser


Callout


2 commercial spaces previously located here are relocated to circled locations on South St. (1) and 16th St. (1). 
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Callout


Modified to leave 3 paratransit van spaces vs. 1 (based on MTA feedback)
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Line
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kaufhauser


Callout


one parking space replaced w/ commercial loading on-street space.





kaufhauser


Callout


one parking space replaced w/ commercial loading on-street space.
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16TH
 STREET



* Under post-event conditions for large events, a limited number of Van Ness shuttles 
will park directly adjacent to the sidewalk, over the painted bike lane. Westbound 
cyclists will be directed by PCOs to bike along the closed vehicle lane between Terry 
Francois Boulevard and Illinois Street, then to merge back into the designated bike 
lanes west of Illinois Street, per direction from SFMTA Livable Streets group.
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 STREET



* Under post-event conditions for large events, a limited number of Van Ness shuttles 
will park directly adjacent to the sidewalk, over the painted bike lane. Westbound 
cyclists will be directed by PCOs to bike along the closed vehicle lane between Terry 
Francois Boulevard and Illinois Street, then to merge back into the designated bike 
lanes west of Illinois Street, per direction from SFMTA Livable Streets group.
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Text Box


no black car staging in P21 lot
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Callout


No change
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Callout


Taxi-only zones maintained
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Callout


"Black car loading" label removed from TFB. Aside from designated paratransit zones (same location as as non-event) and standalone taxi zones to the North, all of TFB will be marked for general loading/pick-up. 
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PEAK EVENT: POST-EVENT CURB MANAGEMENT
FIGURE 6-9
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			Info Needs Task No			Category			Project Sponsor CEQA Information			Responsible Party			Date Due 			Date Delivered/
Status			Notes			Old Date Due 			Old Date Delivered			Old Notes


			ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT


			4			Project Description			Amendments to Mission Bay Planning Documents.  Please provide a list of the proposed amendments to the  Mission Bay Planning Documents (.e.g, Design for Development) that will be required for the project.
			OCII/ Sponsor 			4/15/15			4/6/15			- GSW submitted our draft D4D amendments to Catherine for her review on 4/6. Waiting on comment from Catherine and will modify accordingly prior to submission (if applicable), OR Catherine should submit directly to ESA (if no significant comments). 

- Other input delivered on 4/1 by Kate Aufhauser (via email): "I’d also note that documents already included in CEQA, like our TMP street striping / street parking plans, include proposed revisions to the MB Infrastructure (OPA) and Streetscape plans. Given that these have been and will continue to be vetted by OCII (+ MTA, MBDG, etc.), is it sufficient simply to note that and to state that the sponsor will also seek amendments to accommodate the plans as shown? Then we can clean it up with additional detail once we’re writing RTC, if needed. These changes would not be anticipated to create additional impacts, given that the TMP is already an input for the transportation analysis." Catherine OK'd this approach (4/6 email) and looped in Chris Kern to confirm (no reply received). 

- Note: We are planning to submit all other more minor amendments and revisions in approximately mid- or late-summer (leaving enough time for review and revisions before project approvals, but waiting until project design has stopped evolving so rapidly). 


			10			Transportation/ Safety			Construction Tower Crane / UCSF Compatibility.  The sponsor indicated it had conducted a preliminary review of applicable regs (e.g., FAA) when considering compatibility of the proposed use of tower cranes at the project site with the UCSF helipad.  Please provide that preliminary review			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/18/15			- Clarke provided MCJV's diagrams, which ESA and/or Luba may use to draft a discussion of the helipad issues in the EIR. Generally, the graphics demonstrate that neither the building (incl. penthouse mechanical areas) nor tower cranes will interefere with the helicopter flight path.

- The document should also state that GSW is prepared to comply with FAA law, which will mitigate all potential impacts.

- ESA to provide separate analysis of project impacts on UCSF helipad operations.



			23			Water and Wastewater Utility Plans			Project Water and Wastewater Utility Plans.  In light of the revised project, please confirm if any of the proposed water and wastewater utility plans (include any proposed off-site improvements as part of project) need to be updated			Sponsor			11/1/14									 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Plans are available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/m15v2ifrinjqw0q/Task39_ProjectWastewater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0 
and https://www.dropbox.com/s/2z9g8jr3grfmmjt/Task39_ProjectWater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0. Please note these plans are also being used in the project Major Phase application. 


			14			Transportation			On-street Loading.  Project sponsor to determine if SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-13 will be revised to have taxi versus general loading, and no black car loading, on Terry A. Francois Boulevard? Project sponsor to investigate use of Port lots for staging of black cars prior to the end of an event, and provide details			Sponsor			3/27/15			partial response provided by sponsor on 3/22/2015;

TMP promised by sponsor on 4/18/2015

LCW indicates figures and info. needed from sponsor by 4/15/15 (although full TMP can wait until 4/18/15) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-13 = Post-Event Controls for Large Events (equivalent TMP figure is Figure 6-9).  
Update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/sn4gi2fl4qny9ul/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan.pdf?dl=0
Redlined update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fz15527b38oe1l/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf?dl=0
Equivalent TMP figure available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/swxvn2rwtnqxlvq/2015.04.10_Revised_Curb_Management_Figures_Post-Event.pdf?dl=0

On 3/22/15, Kate A. provided the following [modified 4/14/15]:
Terry Francois Boulevard's curb management plan will be revised to replace any "black car loading" labels with general loading ("passenger pick-up"). There are no changes anticipated to the planned taxi zone or paratransit zone on TFB. This update will be reflected in our revised TMP (forthcoming by 4/18).

Report following Adam's meeting with the Port suggests that P21 (lot closest to our site, across TBF and north of P22/Bayfront Park) will NOT be available as a staging area for black cars. GSW will not designate an official area and will instead rely on PCOs, police, and GSW staff to keep cars from staging in illegal zones. Adam can provide color as needed when he returns. 



			15			Transportation			On-street Loading.  Project sponsor to confirm if black car loading on 16th Street on Figure 5.2-13 to remain?			Sponsor			3/27/15			Partial response provided by sponsor on 3/22/2015;

TMP promised by sponsor on 4/18/2015;

LCW indicates figures and info. needed from sponsor by 4/15/15 (although full TMP can wait until 4/18/15) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-13 = Post-Event Controls for Large Events (equivalent TMP figure is Figure 6-9). 
Update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/sn4gi2fl4qny9ul/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan.pdf?dl=0
Redlined update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fz15527b38oe1l/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf?dl=0
Equivalent TMP figure available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/swxvn2rwtnqxlvq/2015.04.10_Revised_Curb_Management_Figures_Post-Event.pdf?dl=0

On 3/22/15, Kate A. provided the following [no change as of 4/14/15]:
Yes, that area will remain on our plans and will still be called "black car" loading. We will remove conflicting footnotes in the TMP that may reference TNC loading/unloading in that zone.



			16			Transportation			On-street Loading.  Project sponsor to rearrange of on-street commercial loading spaces for SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-9.  Add a couple of spaces to South and 16th Streets closer to Third Street.			Sponsor			3/27/15			Partial response provided by sponsor on 3/22/2015;

TMP promised by sponsor on 4/18/2015;

LCW indicates figures and info. needed from sponsor by 4/15/15 (although full TMP can wait until 4/18/15) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-9 = Proposed Roadway Configuration and Curb Management. 
Update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/tvtzhgbyvy5jn7n/2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan.pdf?dl=0 
Redlined update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6exy1ybclwbocqd/2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf?dl=0 

On 3/22/15, Kate A. provided the following [no change as of 4/14/15]:
This change will be reflected in the text, charts, and graphics of our revised TMP (forthcoming by 4/18). We are planning to move 2 commercial loading spaces in total (one to South Street, one to 16th Street). 



			17			Transportation			16th Street Sidewalk.  Project sponsor and OCII to finalize 16th Street sidewalk adjacent to project site. [We assumed the minimum width would be 10 feet, but discussed the additional queuing areas.  It would be better to have at least 12.5 feet of sidewalk area (i.e., the 10 foot dedicated plus 2.5 feet of sidewalk width within the 20 foot setback), similar to South Street.  Plus the additional queuing areas.]			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/22/2015

LCW indicates figures and info. needed by 4/15/15 (otherwise will analyze 15-foot sidewalk in SEIR) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			GSW received the following info from Jose via email on Thurs 4/9. GSW agrees with the plan Jose outlined. Please proceed with the 15-foot sidewalk on the north side of 16th St. 
 
"The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the 5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR."


			19			Project Description/ Transportation			Proposed Contractor Parking Plan.  To respond to UCSF's concerns during construction, does the sponsor intend to require a construction contractor parking plan? 			Sponsor			4/15/15			3/26/2015 and 4/14/15

LCW will identify improvement measure in Transportation section in SEIR

			- Workers will be heavily encouraged to take transit to the site. The Warriors will also work with contractors and the Mission Bay TMA to extend the operation of an early-morning shuttle that currently transports construction workers from transit hubs to active project sites in Mission Bay. 

- In addition to enabling transit access to the site, we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. Per team emails this week, this committment should be summarized in an improvement measure and included as a condition of approval. 




			20B (new)			Transportation (new)			Helipad Issues
Assumed Maximum Tower Heights
a.  The SEIR presently indicates the two proposed office towers would be 160 feet in height excluding the unoccupied top floor level with mechanical equipment.  What do you estimate would be the maximum tower height with the mechanical equipment/enclosures, etc.? (For example, I recall at the Piers 30-32 site, the rooftop equipment proposed on the buildings at SWL 337 added another 11 feet to the building height)

b.  Aside from the rooftop mechanical equipment/enclosures discussed above, are other rooftop features proposed or possible, such as signage, antennas, flagpoles, or other features on the building rooftops?
			Sponsor			4/15/15			4/14/15			A) The maximum potential height of mechanical equipment above the tower roof is 16' (so, the maximum tower height with mechanical equipment would be 160' + 16' = 176')

B) Antennas for the emergency responder network are anticipated, but will be no higher than the allowed 16' of mechanical equipment. 


			21			Air Quality			List of Tier 4 Availability : Please provide list of Tier 4 equipment availabililty. 
			Environ			3/27/15			4/13/2015 and 4/14/2015			Answer submimtted by Catherine Mukai; follow-up by Kate Aufhauser. Both by email. 

• In order to continue assuming generator risk up to 30 (i.e., avoid additional modeling work), we need to agree at minimum to Tier 2 equipment with PM filters. Our contractor has confirmed this is widely available. 
• The current step-down schedule, however, precludes select subs from submitting competitive bids and therefore carries unacceptable risks for project schedule and costs. That being said, there are some subs who do have Tier 3 or Tier 4 equipment available for use on the project – we simply cannot yet guarantee that they will be the ones hired for the work. 

Therefore: We propose the mitigation more correctly state that GSW will utilize “Tier 2 equipment (with PM filters) or better, where feasible”. 			 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Conceptual stormwater treatment is diagrammed at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/2nbgj0728gjsxtf/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0.

Calculations available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/azv50esx3uqbmho/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_Calcs_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0


			22			Air Quality			Modeling of Health Risk of Generators : Please provide results of modeling of on-site generators.			Environ			3/27/15			4/13/15			Done. Answer submitted by Catherine Mukai.			 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Conceptual stormwater treatment is diagrammed at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/2nbgj0728gjsxtf/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0.

Calculations available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/azv50esx3uqbmho/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_Calcs_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0


			23			Air Quality			Use of 2010 or Newer Haul Trucks: Please provide results of use of only 2010 or newer haul trucks for soil off-hauling part of construction.			Environ			3/27/15			4/13/2015 and 4/14/2015			Answer submimtted by Catherine Mukai; follow-up by Kate Aufhauser. Both by email. 

• Our contractor has expressed significant concern about limiting the supply of available trucks for off-hauling soil. Our excavation volumes will be high and our timeframe short, so once again any limitations create an unacceptable risk that not enough qualified trucks may be available at the time we require them. Furthermore, an excavation subcontractor will contract with individual drivers for this project stage, and our contractor believes it would be difficult to verify compliance with a “2010 or newer” policy. 
• Our existing commitment to purchase offsets through the Carl Moyer program, fortunately, nullifies this issue. We already plan to mitigate any excess NOx emissions through this purchase, so the application of additional funds (and acceptance of additional risk) to guarantee certain truck fleets would actually double-charge the GSW for those same construction emissions. 
• If we agree only to participation in the Carl Moyer program, the net environmental impact (and the CEQA significance determination) will remain the same. 

Therefore: Do not include a mitigation measure requiring 2010 haul trucks or newer. Carl Moyer participation (separate mit measure) is sufficient and effective. 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Paul Mitchell"; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.;


"NSekhri@gibsondunn.com"
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 3:25:00 PM
Attachments: 2015.04.06_DforD_Amendment_GSWCR.docx


Here is the DforD draft with my comments.  Please note that I still need to go through it in more
details, but this should give you enough information to draft up a summary of the proposed
changes.  I also need to have the architects review and will provide their comments (but their
comments will be more related to the fluffy stuff vs. actual requirements).


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and certain new
information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a pending date
for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
1.        Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and


20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she
needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.
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VI.	Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone Design Standards and Guidelines





DEFINITIONS  


Arena


A Recreation Building and/or Nighttime Entertainment use approved as a Secondary Use under Section 302 of the Redevelopment Plan that consists of a primarily indoor structure having tiers of seats rising around a central court, field or stage, intended to be used for the viewing of athletic events, and that may also be used for entertainment and other public gathering purposes, including, but not limited to, conventions, educational, theater, acrobatics, or concerts. The facility may also provide other regular organized or franchised events, snack bar, restaurant, retail sales, team and facility administration offices, sports team practice facilities, media/broadcasting functions and other support facilities, and may include below-grade or podium parking and loading facilities.  


Arena Building


A building constructed within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone that includes an Arena.


Arena Project


A stand-alone or mixed-use project located on Blocks 29-32 that includes an Arena having a minimum capacity of approximately 18,000 seats. (do we need to define the number of seats?)





Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone


Development Blocks 29, 30, 31 and 32 as outlined on Map 2 of the Design for Development and as shown below:





[insert Map 2 that identifies the Blocks 29-32 area as the “Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone”]  


Why do we need both maps – seems we just need to reference to one that shows the Blocks or include one with the blocks, both seems overkill)









APPLICABILITY AND LEGAL STATUS


Applicability


The standards and guidelines set forth in this Chapter VI. shall apply only to a project located within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone that meets both of the following criteria:


(1) The project is an Arena Project; and


(2)  The Arena Project has been the subject of a subsequent environmental impact report to the 1998 Mission Bay Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (Planning Department Case No. 96.771E, Redevelopment Agency Case No. ER 919-97) (and any subsequent environmental review required thereunder) and the subsequent environmental impact report has been certified by the OCII Commission.


Legal Status


Development of an Arena Project within the Arena Overlay Zone shall be regulated by the development controls contained in the Plan and the Design for Development Sections I through V as modified or supplemented by this Section VI (Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone).  If there is any inconsistency between this Section VI and the rest of the Design for Development, this Section VI shall control.  If there is any inconsistency between the standards and guidelines of this Section VI and the Plan, the Plan shall control. For any project on Blocks 29-32 that is not an Arena Project, Chapters I through V of the Design for Development and not this Chapter VI shall control.






DESIGN STANDARDS  


Notwithstanding anything in the Design for Development, within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone, the following Design Standards shall apply to the development of an Arena Project:  


Height  





An Arena Building not to exceed [135’] in height may be located anywhere within the Blocks 29-32 Overlay Zone.


  


The limitations on Base Height, Midrise Height and Tower Height set forth in the Height Zone Chart on p. 23 and diagrams on pp. 24-25 of the Design for Development (Chapter III) shall not apply to an Arena Building.  An Arena Building shall not be considered a Midrise or Tower building under the Design for Development, but limitations on Base, Midrise and Tower Height shall continue to apply to any other non-Arena building constructed within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone.  (the tower height allowance will need to be increased to allow the extra tower, otherwise, it will not allow other people to build their towers)





The maximum number of towers at maximum bulk and height within HZ-5 is three (3) plus one (1) additional tower on Blocks 29 and 31.





Tower separation requirements shall be applied only to distances between tower buildings and not between towers and the Arena Building.  The minimum separation distance between any tower on Blocks 29-32 and the Arena Building shall be  ___’ [GSW to confirm minimum separation from Arena building].  (Alternatively, we can make a statement that the minimum separation will be determined through the Major Phase process, where the Commission will determine appropriate separation to meet health and welfare requirements).





Limitations to the numbers of towers permitted within 50’ of the corner for any given intersection shall not be applied to the intersection of South Street and Third Street. The maximum number of towers allowed within 50’ of the intersection of South Street and Third Street shall be three (3).  


Bulk





The bulk standards on p. 26 of the Design for Development shall not apply to an Arena Building, which shall have no plan, diagonal or floor plate minimum or maximum.


Setbacks





The 5’ setback required on the east side of Third Street shall not be applied to a tower proposed at the northwest corner of Block 29. Where possible, a tower on Block 29 should utilize cantilevers or other features to provide open space at ground level on Third Street instead, such that ample pedestrian queuing space is created. (where is the encroachment happening? We talked about below ground, so should specify that.  Haven’t talked about encroaching into the above ground setback – at least not in the Major Phase summary)





The Arena Building and other buildings shall be permitted to occupy no more than X% [GSW to confirm] within the required 20’ setback on the north side of Sixteenth Street between Terry Francois Boulevard and Third Street. 


[placeholder for landscaping/encroachments into setback to accommodate approved design – landscaping can go into the setback – this one seems to be duplicative of the previous bullet]


Streetwall





The minimum length, minimum height and maximum height streetwall standards set forth in the chart on p. 28 and shown in the diagrams on pp. 30-33 of the Design for Development shall not apply to an Arena Project, subject to findings by the Agency Commission that the Arena Project is, on balance, consistent with the Arena Overlay Zone Design Guidelines.


View Corridors 





An Arena Building and accessory structures located within a view corridor may be approved, subject to findings by the Agency Commission that the Arena Project, on balance, is consistent with the Arena Overlay Zone Design Guidelines.


Parking





The existence of offsite parking facilities may be used to satisfy some portion of the parking requirements for the Arena Project, provided that the entrance to any such offsite parking facility is located within 600’ from the entrance to the building in which units (what units?) are located or within X’ of any entrance to the Arena Project.  [where X = distance of the 450 South Street parking garage from the nearest Arena Project entrance] 





Within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone, parking calculations shall be based on the total aggregate anticipated square footage by applicable structure rather than applied to any single tenant.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, any structure located on Blocks 29-32 shall be permitted to assign a portion of its parking allocation for the use of any other structure located on Blocks 29-32. (don’t know if necessary – we typically have not gotten into management of the spaces and just focus on the square footage and leave the allocation to management.  Would be good to add language that recognizes that Arena will share office parking at nights and weekend)





Number of Parking Spaces for Arena Building





			Use


			Number of Parking Spaces





			Arena Building


			Minimum of 1 space for each 2,000 square feet of gross floor area of the Arena Building; maximum of 1 space for each 1,000 square feet of gross floor area of the Arena Building (seems to be better to use seats as a basis since that is a fixed number that is easier to calculate)








	


Loading 





A minimum of seven off-street commercial loading spaces shall be provided for the Arena Building. All other uses shall be subject to the minimum loading requirements of Section 3 of the Design for Development, which minimum number may be exceeded with the permission of the Agency.






Signage





Design review for an Arena Project shall include a comprehensive signage package to be reviewed and approved by the Agency.  The Agency will review the signage package for consistency on balance with the Arena Overlay Zone Design Guidelines, including those applicable to signage.  In the context of its approval of an Arena Project signage package, the Agency may permit flashing signs, moving signs and roof signs and/or business signs above ½ of the base height of the Arena Building.   (We need to start discussing signage proposal to know what exactly this language will say)






DESIGN GUIDELINES


Section VI.B supplements the Design Guidelines to provide design recommendations for an Arena Project within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone.  To the extent inconsistent with the Commercial Industrial Design Guidelines (Section IV.C of the Design for Development), these Design Guidelines shall prevail. 





Block Development


View Corridors


Where view corridors established by the Mission Bay street grid may terminate in buildings rather than in vistas, these visual termination points should be considered important architectural opportunities and should be designed in a manner that reflects their importance. The building design (particularly the Arena Building itself) should terminate these vistas and circulation spines with useful and significant architectural and public realm responses. Transparent facades and/or layered views to development beyond the property line, and in particular to dramatic views of the Arena Building, should be prioritized. 


		Open Spaces


Encourage the development of publicly-accessible open spaces at ground level, or, where required by the site requirements for an Arena Project, develop multi-layered open spaces of varied elevations. These spaces should add visual interest and appear inviting to pedestrians at street level, and should offer comfortable and subtle options for pedestrians at street level to access elevated areas on-site. In addition, these spaces should create multiple levels of public space that offer a variety of vantage points, including strong visual access and physical connections to the water.


On-site open space should be designed to encourage a sense of entry and arrival, and should possess identities separate from, but complementary to, the Arena Building. Provide an iconic public forecourt(s) to the Arena Building that serve as memorable points of orientation and meeting places.


Site design should simultaneously utilize open space to physically and psychologically invite casual daily usage by area residents, workers, and non-Arena Building patrons as an extension of the neighborhood. Construct open space to become a public amenity for people who are not attending events within the arena and also when no events are occurring.


Pedestrian Walkways


Pedestrian walkways should be designed as activated paths or covered passageways to encourage free and natural movement of pedestrians through the site. Pedestrian walkways should be provided to help pedestrians navigate around the Arena Building and reduce the perceived scale of the Arena Building on-site.


Design pedestrian walkways to create alternative through-site circulation and porosity that achieves the spirit and intent of the planned grid extensions implicit in the varas across from Campus Lane, Illinois Street, and Bridgeview Way.  


Street Frontage


Streetwall


VariationsBreaks (don’t use word Variations – too close to technical term of Variances.  Also, you already have proposed to not have the streetwall requirements apply to the site, so it isn’t required) from in the streetwall are allowed to create open space, pedestrian circulation space, mid-block lanes, and landscaping areas, particularly along major transit routes like Third Street that already possess a strong urban character. Open spaces should be expansive enough to provide passive uses or views to on-site development, but should be interspersed with complementary smaller structures to maintain the urban edge and reduce the perceived scale of an Arena Building.


Buildings should have a direct and urban relationship to most of the streets around the site, which respects the streetwall along its edges. In particular, streetwalls along Sixteenth Street and South Street should be designed with varied and mostly continuous streetwalls to support their identification as urban local streets, but should also offer breaks in massing or pedestrian entry points to avoid creating a “superblock”. 


		Streetwall Height


Streetwall height may be variable amongst buildings on-site to maintain a dense urban character that complements the Arena Building’s mass. 


Building Height and Form


		Skyline Character


In order to create connections throughout the city, orient residents and visitors in Mission Bay South, and promote a sense of urban density in San Francisco, construct taller buildings in ways that not only add interest to the skyline character of Mission Bay South, but also offer opportunities for clear views to the existing downtown skyline from Mission Bay. 


Where tall buildings are constructed as civic amenities and symbolic spaces, unusual shapes and iconic architecture are encouraged to emphasize public significance within the urban form of the existing skyline. 


		Building Base


Where variety at the building base is more difficult to achieve due to an Arena Building’s size and bulk, innovative architecture, detailed facades, and artistic media are encouraged to add pedestrian interest and ground-level activity instead. Landscaping, stairways, Pedestrian Paths and wayfinding signage should be designed to achieve a comfortable and accessible scale at the building base. 


Projects should create an active interface with the public streets by providing: 1) public spaces that have adjacent activating uses; and 2) active commercial uses at street level which improve the pedestrian environment. 


		Roofscape


Recognizing that Arena Overlay District building roofs may be visible from higher surrounding locations, they should be designed as a “fifth façade” that may include green roofs, accessible terrace locations, tasteful lighting, distinctive and expressive architecture and media, and/or building identification. Mechanical equipment should be screened. 


Architectural Details


Visual Interest


The architecture should avoid any overt “theming” or prominent branding of the site as a whole, and should instead strive to achieve a varied and organic urban character.


Office buildings, retail components, and other non-Arena Buildings should be sited and designed so as to feel like they are responsive to and part of the broader fabric of the neighborhood and the City, and not only responsive to their relationship to the Arena Building. 


Color and Materials


Extreme contrasts in materials, colors, shapes, texture, and other characteristics should be designed to emphasize buildings within the Arena Overlay District according to their relative public importance. Architectural detailing, including incorporation of a varied color palette or transparency, should be provided such that the Arena Building becomes a highly recognizable symbol of civic pride and activity within Mission Bay and San Francisco.
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·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Rich, Ken (ECN)
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29:10 AM


Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Paul Mitchell; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 


Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Jose Farran
Subject: Re: Follow-up to Traffic Impact of Full GSW Transportation Strategy
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:21:45 AM


Hi all,
The sponsor is to tell us which of the 12 new TDM measures identified by Carli Paine 
at SFMTA will be incorporated into the latest TMP and project description by this 
Wednesday.  We indicated to the sponsor that if there are any that they are adding 
at this time, we will include them as a mitigation measure.  It occurred to us that 
we can add these measures to the fourth bullet below. They are not all event-
related measure - some are for the office component of the project, but I think it 
would work with these two new measures.


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 10, 2015, at 1:31 PM, Joyce Hsiao <joyce@orionenvironment.com> wrote:


All,
As a follow-up to yesterday's conference call regarding the City-Warriors 
obligations, attached are 2 files:


1. Adam's list in tabular format with numbers and responses to 
questions


2. Adam's list re-organized (showing the numbering system from the 
first file), that groups the items according in the following 
categories:


Items currently in the SEIR as part of the project or part 
of the Muni Special Transit Service Plan.  These items 
are already accounted for in the analysis
Items currently in the SEIR as part of other city projects 
or existing city services for events
Items currently in the SEIR as Mitigation or 
Improvement Measures
Items that could be included in a new mitigation 
measure for the Event Center impacts to be added to 
the SEIR
Items that could be included in a new mitigation 
measure for overlapping events at the Event Center and 
AT&T park, to be added to the SEIR
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Please let us know if you have any additional questions. We can discuss 
these item further next Weds if necessary.


Thank you,
Joyce
-- 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
<City-Warriors Obligations - v5 Table.docx><City-Warriors Obligations - 
v5 List Reorganized.docx>
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Oerth, Sally (CII); Rich, Ken (ECN)
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 1:44:11 PM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png
image003.png
image004.png


Chris – As we discussed, I haven’t had a chance to check the math she outlines below from the
previous EIR, but you agree that it sounds correct.
 
That said, I think that her question below doesn’t tell the real story about the pro-active approach
that San Francisco has taken and continues to take on sea level rise.  So, I would respond with
something like the following.
 
Mission Bay is a great example of the proactive approach San Francisco has taken over the years to
address sea level rise.  As you correctly identified below, even back in the mid-1990’s, when most of
the country was ignoring the threat of sea level rise, San Francisco was ahead of the game and
incorporated measures to address sea level rise using the best data that was available at the time. 
This forward thinking will help protect the Mission Bay area for many decades to come.  (Chris – can
we say “over 50 years”)
 
Since the Mission Bay EIR, the City has continued to analyze sea level rise, using the best available
data and incorporating state of the art sea level protection techniques, such as Treasure Island,
Hunters Point Shipyard, and the Warriors, which will provide even more protection against sea level
rise.  In response to the data that shows that sea level rise may be even more significant than the
data showed a decade or two ago, the City is also looking at regional methods to address sea level in
developed areas.  For example, within Mission Bay, we are taking advantage of unbuilt parks to
adjust the design to be ahead of the game with a regional approach to protect the eastern bay
frontage.
 
I am cc-ing Ken and Sally to have them review this and see if they are ok with the response.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:00 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: FW: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
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Hi Catherine,
Before I go any deeper down this rabbit hole, I thought I’d see if you want to take a crack at this…
Chris
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:20 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
 
Hi Chris,
 
So to clarify just a bit more:
 
In the Mission Bay development area, any building below -1 foot (SF datum) elevation
must be flood-proofed.
 
When the 1998 EIR was written, its authors thought that would protect them from 8" of
sea-level rise plus a 100-year storm. 
 
Now that newer sea-level rise and 100-year flood models are available, those
requirements actually translate to withstanding only current 100-year flood conditions (or
actually, 4" less). 
 
However, aside from unanticipated buildings like the Warriors Arena that require a new
EIR, the requirements for the Mission Bay development area haven't been updated since
1998. This means that buildings going in now might experience flood damage within the
next few decades.
 
Correct? 
 
Winnie


 
-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Thu, April 09, 2015 12:06 pm
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
The 1998 FSEIR assumed 8 inches of sea level rise by 2025. I’m not sure what
source/assumptions it used for the 100-year flood elevation. I think it would be accurate
to say "According to the Mission Bay EIR from 1998, buildings must be designed
to withstand 8" of sea-level rise." 
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
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Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:31 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
 
Hi Chris,
 
Thanks very much for getting back to me with this information. Can you help me
translate this into ordinary English? What I'd like to be able to say is something
like "According to the Mission Bay EIR from 1998, buildings must be designed to
withstand XX" of sea-level rise." 
 
It sounds to me that if +11 feet NAVD represents 100-year flood level with 12"
of sea-level rise, +10 feet (or -1 city datum) would represent 100-year flood
level with no sea-level rise. So is the EIR saying that buildings must be flood-
proofed only if they are built below the current 100-year flood level? And this is
the standard that applies to all buildings originally proposed by the developers,
even if they are just being built now? (So as you explained before, since the
Warriors Arena wasn't foreseen back in 1998, it needs a new EIR). 
 
Would it be easier to go over this briefly by phone? 
 
Winnie
 
 


-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Thu, April 09, 2015 8:35 am
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
The 1998 Mission Bay Final Subsequent EIR determined that “Buildings above -1
[negative 1] foot, San Francisco City Datum (99-foot elevation, Mission Bay
Datum) would be above the level of flooding hazard, including a margin for sea-
level rise and a margin of safety.” Structures proposed below this elevation are
required to be flood proofed. This language is from Mitigation Measure K.6 at
the top of page VI.50 of the FSEIR. The sea level rise projections assumed in the
1998 FSEIR are discussed in the Initial Study (FSEIR Appendix A) and are based on
a 1995 USEPA study. (FSEIR page A.59).
 
-1 SF City Datum corresponds to +10 feet NAVD88. Based on the 2014 SFPUC sea
level rise inundation maps, we now project the 100-year flood elevation to be
+11 feet NAVD88 by 2050 assuming 12 inches of sea level rise.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
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Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:53 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
 
Thank you Chris, much appreciated.
 
Winnie


-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Wed, April 08, 2015 11:16 am
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
This looks right with respect to Treasure Island and Hunters Point-
Candlestick, but I’d like to check the 1998 SEIR for Mission Bay as I think
it does a bit more than you’ve described. I’ll get back to you by COB
tomorrow on this. Thanks for checking.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 6:03 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
 
Dear Chris,
 
Thanks for your earlier help with the SF Public Press project
looking at sea-level rise and development. We are approaching
publication and fact-checking our stories. I was wondering if
you would mind looking over the following (very brief) summary
of SLR mitigation measures described in the Treasure Island,
Mission Bay, Candlestick Point and Hunters Point EIRs, and let
me know if I've misrepresented them in any way. We've done
our best to sift through these reports, but they're complex
documents with many updates and I want to be sure we didn't
miss anything important. Any feedback from you would be very
helpful. Please get back to me this week if possible. 
 
"The Hunters Point-Candlestick Point and Treasure Island
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development sites will be raised so that buildings, streets and
key infrastructure stay above the 100-year flood level even with
three feet of sea-level rise, according to Environmental Impact
Reports prepared in 2009 and 2010 respectively. These projects
also include margins of open space along the waterfront to
allow for the construction of berms or levees in the future.
 
The environmental impact report for Mission Bay, prepared over
a decade earlier, provides less specific information. Developers
are instructed to hire a licensed engineer to mitigate future
flooding through measures such as setting structures back from
the waterfront or installing seawalls, but the document does not
specify what level of sea-level rise the develompment must be
designed to withstand."
 
More in Treasure Island: "The developer has proposed a
complex and costly strategy to ward off flooding: Raise the land
so that all new buildings sit at least three feet above the
current 100-year flood level, raise the berm outlining the 400-
acre island to withstand 16 inches of sea-level rise, leave
enough room to add levees in the future and tax residents to
create a fund to pay for all this."
 
Thanks,
 
Winnie Bird
(415)717-1425
 


-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Wed, February 25, 2015 12:11 pm
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


If it’s okay with you, I’d prefer the quote say: “Our 100-year
storm surge is much lower than in places that are subject to
hurricanes.” I also said something along those lines, and my
intent was to provide a broader perspective of SF’s coastal
flood hazard both now and in the future relative to other
coastal communities that have major flood hazard problems,
such as New Orleans. I don’t think we discussed specific flood
elevations or how the SFPUC SLR maps were developed
during the interview. However, if you want to quote a “storm
surge” number, please use “Our 100-year storm surge is only
around two to four feet depending on location.”
 
Thanks,
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
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Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 10:27 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
 
Thank you for your detailed response. I will share this
with the rest of our team and make sure we
acknowledge that these figures represent huge
simplifications. 
 
If I end up using the following quote from you, do you
want me to adjust the two feet? 
 
"We have a relatively easy problem. We don’t have
areas that are below sea level. We have steep
topography even along most of our shorelines. Our
100-year storm surge is only around two feet. Not that
it’s trivial, but it’s feasible to construct projects even in
areas that are vulnerable in a way that mitigates risk."


Winnie
-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)"
<chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Wed, February 25, 2015 10:24 am
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
I’m sorry, but I don’t think there’s a simple answer
to your question. Table A3-1 in the SLR Guidance is
taken from the Adapting to Rising Tides project, and
represents various sea level rise and flooding
scenarios on the Alameda County shoreline. Both
the SFPUC SLR maps and the SLR guidance
document use the term “100-year storm surge” as a
shorthand for the combination of factors that
contribute to coastal flooding. Flood hazard
mapping is based on complex hydrodynamic and
statistical models that consider many factors in
addition to storm surge (e.g. tides, wave run-up,
near-shore bathymetry, shoreline topography). The
resulting modeled/predicted (not to mention actual)
100-year flood elevations vary based on shoreline
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location. So in addition to being a shorthand, the
42” “100-year storm surge” shown in Table A3-1 is
also a generalization. The modeling data and
assumptions used to develop the SFPUC SLR
inundation maps for SF’s Bayside shoreline are
discussed in sections 3 and 4 of the SFPUC Climate
Stressors and Impact: Bayside Sea Level Rise
Mapping Technical Memorandum (attached).
 
The bottom line is that SFPUC’s 2014 sea level rise
inundation maps are the best available information
for predicting future flood hazard areas in San
Francisco at this time. As such, the Planning
Department is using these maps for CEQA review of
projects and plans in areas that could be subject to
an increased risk of flooding in the future due to sea
level rise.
 
BTW: The final SLR guidance was adopted in
September (the link in your email is to the draft).
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA
94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 8:23 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
 
Hi Chris,
 
It was great to talk with you today and get a
clear picture of how the CEQA process works
for sea-level-rise-related flooding. 
 
I want to make sure I'm not getting the
average storm surge number wrong. I'm
looking at the matrix on p.32 of the city's new
SLR guidance document. It looks like a 100-
year storm would add 42 inches. Am I missing
something important? 
 
Thanks,
 
Winnie
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-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)"
<chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Tue, February 24, 2015 9:03
am
To: Winifred Bird
<wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
Does 4:00 today work for you?
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San
Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San
Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird
[mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 7:39 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Simi, Gina (CPC)
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
 
Dear Chris,
 
I'm a journalist with the San Francisco
Public Press working on a project
about sea-level rise and development
in the Bay Area. I have spokes with
AnMarie Rodgers and David
Alumbaugh and have gotten some
great information about the Planning
Department's general approach to this
issue, but I had a few specific
questions about how department staff
evaluate sea-level rise risk and
preparedness during the CEQA process
that neither of them were comfortable
talking about in detail. AnMarie
suggested that you would be the best
person to answer these questions. Do
you have time any day this week for a
brief phone interview? (Today or
tomorrow is best for me but later also
works.) Scheduling will be a bit
tougher starting next week as I will be
in Japan for about a month--though
not impossible. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you.
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Winnie Bird
(415)717-1425


-------- Original Message -----
---
Subject: Citywide 5-year
From: "Rodgers, AnMarie
(CPC)"
<anmarie.rodgers@sfgov.org
>
Date: Mon, February 23,
2015 1:02 pm
To: "info@winifredbird.com"
<info@winifredbird.com>
Cc: "Kern, Chris (CPC)"
<chris.kern@sfgov.org>,
"Alumbaugh, David (CPC)"
<david.alumbaugh@sfgov.org
>, "Simi, Gina (CPC)"
<gina.simi@sfgov.org>


Hi Winnie,
 
Here’s the Department’s
5-year plan for our
policy planning group. 
We call that group the
“Citywide Policy”
Section.  If you have
any questions about this
document, pls ask Gil
Kelley or David
Alumbaugh.  For more
info about CEQA review
& private development,
pls contact Chris Kern.
David, Chris, and Gina
are cc’d above.
 
Cheers,
 
 
AnMarie Rodgers 
Senior Policy Advisor
 
Planning Department│City and
County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400,
San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415.558.6395│Fax:
415.558.6409
Email: anmarie@sfgov.org
Web: http://www.sf-
planning.org/Legislative.Affairs
Property Info Map:
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Yamauchi, Lori"; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Clarke Miller


(cmiller@stradasf.com)
Cc: Denson, Mike; Partika, Eric; Beauchamp, Kevin; Subbarayan, Kamala; Lane, Laura; Gordon, Ben; Fung, Neil;


DeFilippo, Jerome (POL)
Subject: RE: Meeting in late April/early May re: GSW Event Center & environs security
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:43:00 AM


Hi, Lori.  Sorry for the delay. Captain DeFilippo will represent SFPD at this meeting.  I will defer to
Kate and Clarke to identify who would be appropriate from the GSW security team to join in.
 
I appreciate you taking the lead to help set up the meeting.  I can help find a room if you would like
to meet at a City facility.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Yamauchi, Lori [mailto:Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 8:03 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com);
Clarke Miller (cmiller@stradasf.com)
Cc: Denson, Mike; Partika, Eric; Beauchamp, Kevin; Subbarayan, Kamala; Lane, Laura; Gordon, Ben;
Fung, Neil
Subject: RE: Meeting in late April/early May re: GSW Event Center & environs security
 
Catherine,
 
Thanks for your prompt response.  Yes, as I noted below, the meeting should take place after Adam
returns.  If you wish to set it up for the week that he gets back, that’s fine.  Please advise as to who
from the City will attend.  It is imperative that SF Police and GSW security be included in the
meeting.  Thank you.
 
Lori
 
Lori Yamauchi
University of California, San Francisco
Associate Vice Chancellor, Campus Planning
Phone:  (415) 476-8312
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 5:56 PM
To: Yamauchi, Lori; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Clarke
Miller (cmiller@stradasf.com)
Cc: Denson, Mike; Partika, Eric; Beauchamp, Kevin; Subbarayan, Kamala; Lane, Laura; Gordon, Ben;
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Fung, Neil
Subject: RE: Meeting in late April/early May re: GSW Event Center & environs security
 
Hi, Lori – would it be ok to wait until Adam is back?  He has been taking the lead on this with the City
folks, and if possible to wait, I think the conversation would be more productive.  I can be working
on setting it up in the meantime so that it occurs the week he gets back.
 
Let me know.  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Yamauchi, Lori [mailto:Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 12:04 PM
To: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com);
Clarke Miller (cmiller@stradasf.com)
Cc: Denson, Mike; Partika, Eric; Beauchamp, Kevin; Subbarayan, Kamala; Lane, Laura; Gordon, Ben;
Fung, Neil
Subject: Meeting in late April/early May re: GSW Event Center & environs security
 
Adam, Catherine, Kate and Clarke,
 
Catherine – since Adam is out through next week, can you please get back to me on whether the
meeting I propose below is possible and who from the City should be involved? 
 
Per Adam and Catherine’s meeting with Barbara French and me last week, the issue of security
plans was briefly discussed.  After a meeting with Kate and Clarke today, I asked if UCSF could meet
with the City and GSW staff re: security planning for the Event Center and environs.  In particular, I
would like to include UCSF Police personnel (Mike Denson, Eric Partika), UCSF Medical Center
security (Ben Gordon, Neil Fung) in the meeting.  Would it be possible for SF Police and GSW
security to be represented at the meeting? 
 
The point of the meeting is to discuss assumptions that UCSF, the City and the GSW can use in
developing their security plans in and around the Event Center, discuss how SFPD and GSW security
plan to provide security in and around the Event Center vis-à-vis UCPD, discuss staffing (by type,
number, hours/frequency), and discuss how the design of the Event Center encourages or
discourages crime/vagrancy/etc.,
 
Kate and Clarke were agreeable to such a meeting after Adam returns from his vacation.  If the City
is agreeable, I would be happy to arrange the meeting, once I know who are the attendees. 
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Catherine – please advise with the City attendees.  Kate – please advise with the GSW attendees. 
 
Thank you.
 
Lori
 
Lori Yamauchi
University of California, San Francisco
Associate Vice Chancellor, Campus Planning
654 Minnesota St., 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA  94143-0286
Phone:  (415) 476-8312
Cell:  (415) 602-6898
 








From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Kern, Chris (CPC); Rich, Ken (ECN)
Subject: RE: GSW/UCSF Pre-Meeting @1:30 at OCII
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:40:00 PM


The rooms are all booked, but if folks meet in the lobby we have a small library we can take over or
we have some other seating area we can take over.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:29 PM
To: wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Rich, Ken (ECN)
Subject: GSW/UCSF Pre-Meeting @1:30 at OCII
 
Based on conversations, it seems to be best if we meet before the 2pm meeting with UCSF. Can
everyone meet at OCII at 1:30pm tomorrow? Should I extend the invite to the consultants?
 
Catherine: Can you reserve the room for the 1:30-2pm meeting?
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell; Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 11:40:49 AM


Hi Paul,


Glad to hear it. I'm looping in Molly Hayes on our end, who has helped coordinate on-site testing for
other purposes (geotech, etc.) and should be familiar with the steps we'll need to take.


Molly, please coordinate with s.f. through David Kelly as usual.


Thanks all,
Kate


Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us
SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year


-----Original Message-----
From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 5:41 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP


Kate:


Responding to you remotely...


Good news. We received the review from the City Archaeologist (Randall Dean) yesterday, and
comments were light.  Consequently, we can schedule the driller shortly (and they typically need an
approximate 30-day heads-up).  Before we contact the driller, please let us know 1) if there are any
schedule conflicts on the Warriors side in May that would preclude the driller from conducting the
drilling at the site that month, and 2) if you need us to coordinate with anyone on your team prior to us
locking in our driller on a date?


Thanks.


-Paul


________________________________________
From: Kate Aufhauser [KAufhauser@warriors.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:13 PM
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To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP


Hi Paul -
I presume no word on this yet?


Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst


510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)


kaufhauser@warriors.com<mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com>


[Golden State Warriors]<http://www.nba.com/warriors/>


website<http://www.nba.com/warriors/> | tickets<http://www.nba.com/warriors/tickets> |
app<http://www.nba.com/warriors/app> | social<http://www.nba.com/warriors/connect> | find
us<http://www.nba.com/warriors/contact>


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year<http://www.nba.com/warriors/news/sbj-award-05212014>


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com]
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2015 12:21 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: FW: Warriors ATP


Kate:


As you can see below, Randall Dean promises his comments on the archaeological testing plan by this
Thursday, after which we can share with you our next steps based on those comments.


-Paul


From: Matthew Russell
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2015 11:54 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Subject: Warriors ATP


Hi Paul,


Randall just called me back..He had a number of issues his office was trying to sort out, which delayed
his review (he kind of explained them to me, I'll tell you about them, maybe they'll make sense to
you).  But the bottom line is he'll get us his review  by Thursday this week.


Matt


Matthew A. Russell, Ph.D., RPA
ESA | Cultural Resources
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA  94108-2512
direct 415.962.8405 | mobile 510.295.8535
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From: Miller, Erin
To: Beaupre, David (PRT); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:57:37 AM


David,


Well, if we wanted to move forward with recommendations such as those that Ricardo recommended in
the email he attached, then it seems that there may be impacts to the environmental analysis for the
Warriors (which the schedule would seem to strongly shy away from), or it could possibly be worked
into the Giants (which may be more useful anyway, given the scope of that development).


Ricardo, Catherine, thoughts?


Erin Miller Blankinship


Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets


(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m


www.sfmta.com  


-----Original Message-----
From: Beaupre, David (PRT) [mailto:david.beaupre@sfport.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 2:01 PM
To: Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine
Subject: FW: Mission Bay CAC


Erin,


Is this something we could ask either the Giants or GSW Arena Transportation Consultants to analyze?


Thank you,


David Beaupre
Port of San Francisco
Pier 1
San Francisco CA 94111
415-274-0539


-----Original Message-----
From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:07 PM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Beaupre, David (PRT)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC


I agree that it would be better for Terry Francois to be something other than a four traffic lane street, I
had suggested as much in the attached email (item B) when we got a speeding complaint (based on
existing conditions).  However, I haven't been involved in the planning for the streets in the area and
ultimately how the street functions and is designed is a larger planning and Port issue.  Hopefully
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someone is looking into it from both the circulation and safety standpoint and can explain what the
plans are here.


Ricardo


-----Original Message-----
From: Miller, Erin
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 1:56 PM
To: Beaupre, David
Cc: Reilly, Catherine; Olea, Ricardo
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC


That could be appropriate. In fact, I just saw a similar letter from Ed to another concerned citizen
about traffic planning in the showplace square Potrero Hill area.


Ricardo,, could you please review this gentleman's letter and think about how best we might reply?


Thanks,
- Erin Miller Blankinship


> On Apr 14, 2015, at 12:58 PM, Beaupre, David (PRT) <david.beaupre@sfport.com> wrote:
>
> We should decide how to respond to this, obviously he has put some time and thought into this, it
seems like the response should come from MTA with the assumption that TFB needs to be 4 lanes to
accommodate and distribute the throughput, which I belive is even more true with the Arena
>
> Thank you,
>
> David Beaupre
> Port of San Francisco
> Pier 1
> San Francisco CA 94111
> 415-274-0539
>
>
>
> From: Todd Simpson [mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com]
> Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:55 PM
> To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
> Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Beaupre, David (PRT)
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine, Erin, David:
>
> I have been attending the Warriors progress meetings, and it struck me that if I could get them
interested in "an improved waterfront experience", that it might have a better chance.
>
> I wrote up a _very_ rough outline - capturing my previous email in a bit more depth.  See the
attached pdf.  Sorry about the amateur drawings; hopefully they get the ideas across.
>
> Would you have suggestions for next steps?  I know this is a very long shot....but it is worth trying, at
least in my opinion.
>
> Thanks,
> Todd
>
>
> On Sun, Oct 5, 2014 at 11:40 AM, Miller, Erin
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com<mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>> wrote:
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> Hi Todd,
>
> You may also be interested in the work around the Blue
Greenway<http://www.sfport.com/index.aspx?page=1433>.  TAF is actually under the jurisdiction of
the Port, and they're leading this project that includes improvements for bicycle and pedestrian access
along that roadway.  I've copied the project manager, David Beaupre here for your information.  He can
give you a better overview of the planned future street circulation and implementation timing.
>
> I also wanted to let you know that I'm not only coordinating for the Warriors project at the SFMTA,
but I'm also the Project Manager for the Waterfront Transportation Assessment.  We're just beginning
its 2nd phase:  the SoMa-Mission Bay-Central Waterfront Transportation Needs & Solutions
Analysis<http://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/soma-mission-bay-central-waterfront-
transportation-needs-solutions>, where we'll be taking a look at future capacity and demands on major
transportation corridors throughout this part of the city as it grows in the future.  I hope you'll sign up
for the mailing list by clicking on the "Receive Updates" tab.  Please note that I'm in the process of a
big update currently, and there aren't any new topics just yet, but you will be included on the list for
the update coming out very soon.
>
> Best,
>
> Erin Miller Blankinship
> Section Lead, Development & Transportation Integration
>
> Urban Planning Initiatives
> SFMTA|Municipal Transportation Agency
> One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
> San Francisco, CA  94103
>
> 415.701.5490<tel:415.701.5490> (o)
> 415.971.7429<tel:415.971.7429> (m)
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson [todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>]
> Sent: Saturday, October 04, 2014 3:43 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine
> Cc: Miller, Erin
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
> Catherine, Erin.
>
> Thanks for the friendly reply.  I would love to be an advocate for this, so please let me know when,
where, and how I could participate.  I will be at the next CAC meeting, but if there is anything to do
before then, just let me know.
>
> Enjoy the awesome weather this weekend.
> Todd
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org<mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>> wrote:
>
> Hi, Todd - thanks for sending the email (great summary and well thought out).  There is not one
single person that would be involved in addressing this, but I have cc-ed Erin Miller, who is the lead for
the SFMTA for the GSW project.  I will also forward your comment to the larger team.  We are in the
process of looking at all the surrounding streets/transportation systems so it is a good time to throw this
into the mix.
>
>
>
> Catherine Reilly
>
> ________________________________
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> From: Todd Simpson <todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>>
> Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2014 4:22 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
> Subject: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine,
>
> We met briefly after the Thursday Warriors update at the Mission Bay CAC meeting.
>
> I was hoping that you would introduce me to the individual/department responsible for traffic
planning, and in particular, for the redevelopment of Terry A. Francois Blvd.
>
> For your interest, I have included my comment/question below.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson.
>
> ---
>
> Hello,
>
> As a resident of Mission Bay (at the Radiance) I am interested in the plans to redevelop Terry A.
Francois Blvd (TAF).
>
> My suggestion is to focus on making TAF a quiet, pedestrian and cycle friendly street.  In particular,
designing it to be a 2-lane (total), low speed road, as opposed to being a 4-lane high traffic area.
>
> With the development of the park at P21 and P22, it would be great if the environment was quiet
and pedestrian friendly.  We have the opportunity to create a space that is unlike the rest of the
embarcadero, where high traffic volume detracts from the beauty of the waterfront.  The area adjacent
to P21 and P22 could be much more like a beach boulevard, as opposed to a high volume city street.
>
> This opportunity exists because TAF is essentially a horseshoe, routing traffic back to 3rd street at
either end.  Ultimately, all traffic must flow to 3rd Street (and to Illinois and 4th street) to exit the
horseshoe.  It seems plausible that traffic flows and stoplight duty cycles could be programmed to
encourage lower traffic volumes on TAF within the horseshoe without impacting overall ingress/egress
efficiency.
>
> Ignoring, for the moment, the impact of Giants and Warriors traffic, this seems highly feasible.  I am
not a traffic engineer, but I also believe that we could keep TAF small (2 lanes total) and quiet, even
accounting for Giants and Warriors traffic.  In particular:
>
> 1) during non-peak times, TAF could be a quiet two-way, low speed beach boulevard with extra
parking, bike and pedestrian access, due to the two-lane design.
>
> 2) during pre and post game traffic surges, the 2-lane TAF could be uni-directional.  For Giants
game, it could funnel traffic to the South.  For Warriors games, Southbound traffic would go to Illinois
and 3rd Street, and TAF could be two-lanes moving North to the 3rd Street bridge.
>
> 3) the duty cycles on 3rd Street and 4th Street intersections could encourage the use of these major
thoroughfares for both ingress and egress during peak times.
>
> 4) With the existing Giants stadium, and with the proposed truck access to the Warriors complex,
truck traffic should already be designed to avoid TAF.
>
> 5) There are already lots of walking / running / community events using TAF.  Making it purpose built
for these types of events makes sense.
>
> Again, we have the opportunity to make TAF something special.  A quiet, friendly part of the Mission
Bay ocean-side experience.  If we simply develop it into a 4-lane, high volume, undifferentiated city
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street, I feel that we will have lost an opportunity.
>
> I hope that this request makes sense.  If I can provide further input, you can reach me at
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com> and/or at 615-676-1682<tel:615-676-
1682>.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <SF MB Waterfront.pdf>
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From: Alison Kirk
To: Range, Jessica (CPC)
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); David Vintze; Anthony Fournier; Henry Hilken
Subject: Attached Materials on the Clean Air Foundation and the CP Attorney General"s Settlement
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:24:18 AM
Attachments: CPC_FEb_2009_ConocoPhillips_5.pdf


CPC_May_2009_ConocoPhillips_5.pdf
Bylaws - FINAL VERSION.pdf
CAF_Annual_Report_0402_2014.pdf
Endorsed Articles of Incorporation.pdf
ConocoPhillips_Agreement.pdf


Hello,
 
As we discussed on the phone this morning, I have attached several documents regarding our Clean
Air Foundation, and the emission reductions programs we have administered through that, and the
Attorney General’s Settlement for ConocoPhillips.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks.
 
Alison Kirk, AICP
Senior Environmental Planner
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
939 Ellis Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
 
Tel. 415-749-5169
Fax 415-749-4741
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  AGENDA:  5 
BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 
 Memorandum 
 
To:  Chairperson Kishimoto and Members 
  of the Climate Protection Committee 
 
From:  Jack P.  Broadbent 
  Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Date:  February 9, 2008 
 
Re: Update on the Grant Program Funded through the Attorney General’s Settlement 



with ConocoPhillips          
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION:  



None.  For information only. 
 
BACKGROUND



The Attorney General entered into a Settlement Agreement dated September 10, 2007, with 
ConocoPhillips Company to resolve a dispute regarding the adequacy of the environmental 
review of the environmental impact of GHG emissions from the Clean Fuels Expansion Project 
at the ConocoPhillips refinery in Rodeo, California.  The Settlement Agreement requires 
ConocoPhillips to make a payment by June 1, 2009, to a carbon offset fund created by the Air 
District.  The payment could be as much as $7 million; however, the amount will be reduced by 
$25 for each ton of GHG emission reductions that ConocoPhillips achieves at the Rodeo 
Refinery.  The Settlement Agreement provides that the Air District will use the payment to fund 
eligible projects to achieve verifiable, quantifiable reductions in GHG emissions, with priority 
given to projects nearest to the Rodeo refinery.  
 
DISCUSSION 



As a follow up to the previous discussion at the Climate Protection Committee meeting of 
January 8, 2009, staff will present an update on the development of the Air District's program for 
selecting and funding eligible projects. 
 
BUDGET CONSIDERATION / FINANCIAL IMPACT: 



None at this time. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Jack P.  Broadbent 
Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Prepared by:  Karen M. Schkolnick
Reviewed by:  Jack M. Colbourn 













  AGENDA: 5 
BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 
 Memorandum 
 
To:  Chairperson Kishimoto and Members 
  of the Climate Protection Committee 
 
From:  Jack P.  Broadbent 
  Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Date:  May 14, 2009 
 
Re: Update on the ConocoPhillips GHG Mitigation Program
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION:  



None.  For information only. 
 
BACKGROUND



The Attorney General entered into a Settlement Agreement dated September 10, 2007, with 
ConocoPhillips Company to resolve a dispute regarding the adequacy of the environmental review of the 
environmental impact of GHG emissions from the Clean Fuels Expansion Project at the refinery in 
Rodeo, California.  The Settlement Agreement requires ConocoPhillips to make a payment by June 1, 
2009, to a carbon offset fund created by the Air District.  The payment could be as much as $7 million; 
however, the amount will be reduced by $25 for each ton of GHG emission reductions that 
ConocoPhillips achieves at the Rodeo Refinery.  The Settlement Agreement provides that the Air 
District will use the payment to fund eligible projects to achieve verifiable, quantifiable reductions in 
GHG emissions, with priority given to projects nearest to the Rodeo refinery.  
 
In November 2008, the Air District and the Attorney General entered into a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) regarding the Air District’s administration of the Attorney General’s settlement 
funds.  Among other requirements, the MOU sets out the categories of activities that may be eligible for 
grants and provides that District staff must write a request for proposals of projects in consultation with 
the Attorney General. 
 



DISCUSSION 



As a follow up to the previous presentations at the Climate Protection Committee meetings of January 8, 
and February 20, 2009, staff will present an update on the development of the Air District's 
ConocoPhillips GHG Mitigation Program. 
 
BUDGET CONSIDERATION / FINANCIAL IMPACT: 



None at this time. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Jack P.  Broadbent 
Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Prepared by:  Karen M. Schkolnick
Reviewed by:  Jack M. Colbourn 
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BYLAWS 
OF 



BAY AREA CLEAN AIR FOUNDATION, 
A CALIFORNIA NONPROFIT PUBLIC BENEFIT CORPORATION 



ARTICLE I 
 



NAME 



The name of this corporation is BAY AREA CLEAN AIR FOUNDATION (the 
"Corporation”). 



ARTICLE II 
 



OFFICES OF THE CORPORATION 



The principal office for the transaction of the activities and affairs of the Corporation 
("Principal Office") shall be as established from time to time by the Corporation's board of 
directors (“Board”).  The initial principal office shall be at 939 Ellis Street, San Francisco, CA 
94109. 



ARTICLE III 
 



PURPOSES 



Section 3.1. Purposes.  The purposes of this corporation are as stated in its articles of 
incorporation, which currently state that its purposes are (1) to provide financial, administrative, 
programmatic and other forms of support to the Bay Area Air Quality Management District ("the 
Bay Area AQMD"), a state political subdivision as described in Section 170(c)(1) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”); and (2) to engage in any activities that further 
such purposes. 



Section 3.2. Limitations.  The purposes for which the Corporation is organized are 
exclusively charitable within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended (the “Code”).  Notwithstanding any other provision of the Corporation's 
Articles of Incorporation or these bylaws, the Corporation shall not carry on any activities not 
permitted to be carried on (a) by a corporation exempt from federal income tax under Section 
501(c)(3) of the Code, or (b) by a corporation contributions to which are deductible under 
Section 170(c)(2) of the Code. 



Section 3.3. Dedication of Assets.  The Corporation's assets are irrevocably dedicated 
to charitable purposes.  No part of the net earnings, properties, or assets of the Corporation, on 
dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the benefit of any private person or individual, or to any 
Director or officer of the Corporation. 
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ARTICLE IV 
 



MEMBERSHIP 



Section 4.1. Voting Member and Qualification.  The Corporation shall have one 
member (hereafter, "Member") as that term is defined in Section 5056 of the California 
Corporations Code or any successor statute.  The Member shall be the Bay Area AQMD, a 
California public agency, and shall have all the rights of a member of a California nonprofit 
public benefit corporation which are provided in the California Corporations Code and these 
bylaws, including the right to vote.  The Member may exercise its vote and attend Membership 
meetings of the Corporation by resolution of its board of directors or through the action of any 
person expressly authorized by the Member's board of directors. 



Section 4.2. No Property Rights.  The Member shall not by virtue of its Membership 
have any rights in or title to any of the properties, monies or assets of the Corporation. 



Section 4.3. No Individual Liability.  The Member shall not be individually liable for 
any debt, obligation, or liability of the Corporation by virtue of its Membership. 



ARTICLE V 
 



MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS AND ACTION 



Section 5.1. Place of Meeting.  All meetings of the Member shall be held either at the 
Principal Office or at any other place within or without the State of California as designated by 
the Board or by the written consent of the Member, given either before or after the meeting and 
filed with the Secretary of the Corporation. 



Section 5.2. Annual Meeting and Election of Directors.  The annual meeting of the 
Member shall be held at any time and place determined by resolution of the Board.  The 
Directors shall be elected by the Member at the annual meeting of the Member. 



Section 5.3. Special Meetings.  Special meetings of the Member, for any lawful 
purpose, may be called at any time by the President of the Board, the Board, or the Member.  
The request shall be in writing, state the business to be transacted at the special meeting, and be 
mailed to the Principal Office or delivered to the President, Vice President (if any), or Secretary.  
It shall then be the duty of the President to cause notice to be given, within twenty (20) days 
from receipt of such request, to the Member of the scheduled meeting.  The meeting shall be held 
not less than thirty-five (35) days nor more than ninety (90) days after the receipt of such request. 



Section 5.4. Notice of Meetings.  A notice of each annual or special meeting and each 
written ballot for election of Directors shall be given by the President, or, if he or she fails or 
refuses to do so, by any other officer or Director of the Corporation.  The notice shall specify the 
place, time, day and hour of the meeting or the date on which the ballot shall be returned, if 
applicable.  In the case of an annual meeting at which a portion of the Corporation's Directors 
shall be elected, the notice shall specify the names of all candidates for election by the Member 
as Directors at the time the notice is given. In the case of special meetings, the notice shall 
specify the nature of the business to be transacted at the meeting.  Such notice shall be given in 
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writing to the Member and shall be given either personally or by sending a copy by first-class 
mail, postage prepaid, to the Member at least ten (10) days but no more than ninety (90) days 
before the date fixed for such meeting.  Such notice shall be addressed to the Member at the 
address of the Member appearing on the books of the Corporation or at the address given by the 
Member to the Corporation for purpose of notice.   



Section 5.5. Adjourned Meetings.  Any Membership meeting, whether annual or 
special, may be adjourned from time to time by the Member.  No meeting may be adjourned for 
more than forty-five (45) days.  It shall not be necessary to give any such notice of the time and 
place of the rescheduled meeting or of the business to be transacted at the meeting, other than by 
an announcement at the meeting at which the adjournment is taken.  If after the adjournment a 
new record date is fixed for notice or voting, a notice of the rescheduled meeting shall be given 
to the Member. 



Section 5.6. Quorum.  The presence of the Member at any meeting shall constitute a 
quorum for the transaction of business. 



Section 5.7. Action without Meeting.  Any action which may be taken at any regular 
or special meeting of the Member may be taken by written ballot without a meeting.  Such ballot 
shall set forth the proposed action, provide an opportunity to specify approval or disapproval of 
any proposal, and provide a reasonable time within which to return the ballot to the Corporation.  
Ballots shall be distributed to the Member in accordance with Section 5.4 above. 



Section 5.8. Procedures.  Because the Corporation has only one voting Member, the 
Member may at any time waive any requirements for notice, meetings, quorums, and other such 
procedures for action as set forth in these bylaws or the California Nonprofit Public Benefit 
Corporation Law.  However, each year the Member shall, at the annual meeting or by written 
ballot, elect or re-elect the Directors as specified in Section 6.5 below. 



Section 5.9. Corporate Actions Reserved to Member.  Unless expressly waived in 
writing by the Member, the Member’s approval shall be required before the Corporation may 
take any of the following actions:  



(a) Adopt or amend the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws of the 
Corporation. 



(b) Adopt or materially revise the Corporation’s annual budget or long-range 
plan. 



(c) Adopt or revise the Corporation’s mission statement. 



(d) Incur any debt or enter into any contract not contemplated by the annual 
budget, if the dollar amount exceeds a sum specified by the Member, from time to time, by 
resolution. 



(e) Make any gifts or gratuitous transfers in excess of a sum specified by the 
Member, from time to time, by resolution. 
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(f) Create a taxable or tax-exempt subsidiary. 



(g) Acquire a controlling interest in another entity. 



(h) Appoint outside auditors. 



(i) Merge, dissolve, or transfer all or substantially all of the Corporation’s 
assets. 



ARTICLE VI 
 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS 



Section 6.1. General Corporate Powers.  Subject to the provisions and limitations of 
the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law and any other applicable laws, and 
subject to any limitations of the articles of incorporation or bylaws regarding actions that require 
the approval of the Member, the Corporation's activities and affairs shall be managed, and all 
corporate powers shall be exercised, by or under the direction of the Board. 



Section 6.2. Specific Powers.  Without prejudice to the general powers set forth in 
Section 1 of this Article, but subject to the same limitations, and subject to Section 5.9 above, the 
Directors shall have the power to: 



(a) Appoint and remove, at the pleasure of the Board, all the Corporation's 
officers, agents, and employees; prescribe powers and duties for them that are consistent with 
law, with the articles of incorporation, and with these bylaws; and fix their compensation and 
require from them security for faithful performance of their duties. 



(b) Change the Principal Office or the principal business office in California 
from one location to another; cause the Corporation to be qualified to conduct its activities in any 
other State, territory, dependency, or country; and conduct its activities within or outside 
California. 



(c) Borrow money and incur indebtedness on behalf of the Corporation and 
cause to be executed and delivered for the Corporation's purposes, in the Corporate name, 
promissory notes, bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, hypothecations, and 
other evidences of debt and securities. 



Section 6.3. Authorized Number and Qualifications.  The Board shall consist of at 
least three (3) but no more than nine (9) Directors, with the precise number of Directors within 
this range to be determined by resolution of the Board.  The qualifications for Directors shall be 
as established by the Board from time to time. 



Section 6.4. Restriction on Interested Persons as Directors.  No more than forty-
nine percent (49%) of the persons serving on the Board may be interested persons.  An interested 
person is: 
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(a) Any person compensated by the Corporation for services rendered to it 
within the previous 12 months, whether as a full-time or part-time employee, independent 
contractor, or otherwise, excluding any reasonable compensation paid to a director as director; 
and 



(b) Any brother, sister, ancestor, descendant, spouse, brother-in-law, sister-in-
law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, or father-in-law of such person. 



However, any violation of the provisions of this paragraph shall not affect the validity or 
enforceability of any transaction entered into by the Corporation. 



Section 6.5. Nomination, Election, and Term of Office.  The Member shall nominate 
candidates for election as Directors.  The Directors shall be elected at each annual meeting of the 
Member, to hold office until the next annual meeting and until their successors are duly elected 
and qualified; however, if any such Directors are not elected by the Member at any annual 
meeting, they may be elected at any special meeting of the Member held for that purpose or by 
written ballot of the Member.  Each such Director, including a Director elected to fill a vacancy 
or elected at a special meeting or by written ballot, shall hold office until expiration of the term 
for which elected and until a successor has been elected and qualified. 



Directors shall serve for staggered two (2)-year terms, with approximately one-half of the 
Directors being elected each year.  A Director may serve a maximum of three consecutive two 
(2)-year terms but may serve again after taking a one (1)-year hiatus. 



Section 6.6. Events Causing Vacancy.  A vacancy or vacancies on the Board shall 
exist on the occurrence of the following: 



(a) The death or resignation of any Director; 



(b) The declaration by resolution of the Board of a vacancy in the office of a 
Director who has been declared of unsound mind by an order of any court, convicted of a felony, 
or found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under Article 3 of 
Chapter 2 of the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law; 



(c) The removal of a Director in accordance with Section 6.8 below; or 



(d) An increase in the authorized number of Directors. 



Section 6.7. Resignations.  Except as provided below, any Director may resign by 
giving written notice to the President or the Secretary of the Corporation.  The resignation shall 
be effective when the notice is given unless it specifies a later time for the resignation to become 
effective.  If a Director's resignation is effective at a later time, the Board may elect a successor 
to take office as of the date that the resignation becomes effective.  Except on notice to the 
Attorney General of California, no Director may resign if the Corporation would be left without 
a duly elected Director or Directors. 



Section 6.8. Removal.  The Board may remove a Director from office, without the 
consent of the Member, if: 
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(a) The Director fails to attend three (3) consecutive regular meetings of the 
Board or misses at least fifty percent (50%) of the regular meetings of the Board during any 
calendar year without a leave of absence approved by the President; or  



(b) The Director otherwise fails to meet any qualification criteria in effect 
when the Director began his or her current term of office; or 



(c) The Director is removed for good cause in accordance with Corporations 
Code Section 5221. 



The Board may remove a Director from office, without cause, if the Member approves 
such removal. 



Section 6.9. Filling Vacancies.  A vacancy on the Board shall be filled by a person 
appointed by the Member, to serve the remaining term of the Director whose position became 
vacant.  



Section 6.10. No Vacancy on Reduction in Number of Directors.  No reduction in the 
authorized number of Directors shall have the effect of removing any Director before that 
Director's term of office expires. 



Section 6.11. Compensation and Reimbursement.  Directors shall not receive 
compensation for their services as Directors or officers.  They may receive reimbursement of 
expenses, as the Board may determine by resolution to be just and reasonable as to the 
Corporation at the time that the resolution is adopted. 



ARTICLE VII 
 



DIRECTORS' MEETINGS 



Section 7.1. Place of Meetings.  Meetings of the Board shall be held at any place 
within or outside California that has been designated by resolution of the Board or in the notice 
of the meeting or, if not so designated, at the Principal Office. 



Section 7.2. Method of Meetings.  Any Board meeting, regular or special, may be 
held by conference telephone, electronic video screen communication, or other communications 
equipment, and participation in such a meeting constitutes presence in person at that meeting if 
all of the following apply: 



(a) Each Director participating in the meeting can communicate with all of the 
other Directors concurrently; 



(b) Each Director is provided the means of participating in all matters before 
the Board, including the capacity to propose, or to interpose an objection to, a specific action to 
be taken by the Corporation; and 



(c) The Corporation adopts and implements some means of verifying both of 
the following: 
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(i) A person communicating by telephone, electronic video screen, or 
other communications equipment is a director or other person entitled to participate in the Board 
meeting; and 



(ii) All actions of or votes by the Board are taken or cast only by the 
Directors and not by persons who are not Directors. 



Section 7.3. Annual Meeting.  The Board shall hold a regular annual meeting for 
purposes of organization, election of officers, and transaction of other business.  Notice of this 
meeting is not required. 



Section 7.4. Other Regular Meetings.  Other regular meetings of the Board may be 
held without notice at such time and place as the Board may fix from time to time. 



Section 7.5. Authority to Call Special Meetings.  Special meetings of the Board for 
any purpose may be called at any time by the President or the Vice President (if any), the 
Secretary, or any two (2) Directors. 



Section 7.6. Manner of Giving Notice.  Regular meetings of the Board may be held 
without notice if the time and place of the meetings are fixed by the bylaws or the Board.  Notice 
of the time and place of special meetings shall be delivered personally or by telephone, including 
a voice messaging system or other system or technology designed to record and communicate 
messages, telegraph, facsimile, electronic mail, or other electronic means, to each Director or 
sent by first-class or priority mail, telegram, charges prepaid, addressed to each Director at that 
Director's address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation.  Any oral notice given 
personally or by telephone may be communicated either to the Director or to a person at the 
office of the Director who the person giving the notice has reason to believe will promptly 
communicate it to the Director.  The notice need not specify the purpose of any regular or special 
meeting of the Board. 



Section 7.7. Time Requirements.  Notices sent by first-class mail shall be deposited in 
the United States mail at least four (4) days before the meeting.  Notices delivered personally, or 
by telephone or telegram or other means of electronic communication, shall be delivered 
personally or by telephone or to the telegraph company, or transmitted electronically, at least 
forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting. 



Section 7.8. Notice Contents.  The notice shall state the time of the meeting, and the 
place if the place is other than the Principal Office.  It need not specify the purpose of the 
meeting. 



Section 7.9. Quorum.  A majority of the Directors then in office shall constitute a 
quorum for the transaction of business, except to adjourn.   



Section 7.10. Voting.  Each Director shall be entitled to one (1) vote on each matter 
before the Board.  Directors shall not be permitted to vote by proxy.  If a quorum is present, the 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors present at the meeting shall be the act of the 
Directors, except as otherwise provided in these bylaws and subject to the more stringent 
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provisions of the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law, including, without 
limitation, those provisions relating to: 



(a) Approval of contracts or transactions in which a director has a direct or 
indirect material financial interest; 



(b) Approval of certain transactions between corporations having common 
directorships; 



(c) Creation of and appointments to committees of the Board; and 



(d) Indemnification of directors. 



Section 7.11. Waiver of Notice.  Notice of a meeting need not be given to any Director 
who, either before or after the meeting, signs a waiver of notice, a written consent to the holding 
of the meeting, or an approval of the minutes of the meeting.  The waiver of notice or consent 
need not specify the purpose of the meeting.  All such waivers, consents, and approvals shall be 
filed with the corporate records or made a part of the minutes of the meeting.  Notice of a 
meeting need not be given to any Director who attends the meeting and does not protest, before 
or at the commencement of the meeting, the lack of notice to him or her. 



Section 7.12. Adjournment.  A majority of the Directors present, whether or not a 
quorum is present, may adjourn any meeting to another time and place. 



Section 7.13. Notice of Adjourned Meeting.  Notice of the time and place of holding 
an adjourned meeting need not be given unless the original meeting is adjourned for more than 
24 hours.  If the original meeting is adjourned for more than 24 hours, notice of any adjournment 
to another time and place shall be given, before the time of the rescheduled meeting, to the 
Directors who were not present at the time of the adjournment. 



Section 7.14. Action without a Meeting.  Any action that the Board is required or 
permitted to take may be taken without a meeting if all members of the Board consent in writing 
to the action; provided, however, that the consent of any Director who has a material financial 
interest in a transaction to which the Corporation is a party and who is an “interested director” as 
defined in section 5233 of the California Corporations Code shall not be required for approval of 
that transaction.  Such action by written consent shall have the same force and effect as any other 
validly approved action of the Board.  All such consents shall be filed with the minutes of the 
proceedings of the Board.   



Section 7.15. Conflicts of Interest. 



(a) Duty to Disclose Material Financial Interest or Common Directorship.  
Any Director who has a material financial interest in a transaction to which the Corporation is a 
party or who is a director of another corporation or association with which the Corporation 
proposes to enter into a contract or transaction shall promptly disclose such material financial 
interest or common directorship to the Board.  Such disclosure shall be made a part of the record 
of the Board's meetings.   
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(b) Procedure for Considering Transaction Involving an Interested 
Director.  The Board shall not approve a transaction in which a Director has disclosed a material 
financial interest unless the Board takes all of the following actions and records in the written 
meeting minutes that such actions were taken.  The Board shall do all of the following: 



(i) Make a finding that the Corporation is entering into the transaction 
for its own benefit. 



(ii) Make a finding that the transaction is fair and reasonable to the 
Corporation at the time the Corporation enters into the transaction. 



(iii) Before consummating the transaction or any part of it, authorize or 
approve the transaction in good faith by a vote of a majority of the Directors then in office 
without counting the vote of the interested Director(s), and with knowledge of the material facts 
of the transaction and the Director's interest in the transaction.  Except as provided in California 
Corporations Code Section 5233(d)(3), no action by a Board committee shall satisfy this 
requirement. 



(iv) Before authorizing or approving the transaction, consider and in 
good faith determine after reasonable investigation under the circumstances that the Corporation 
cannot obtain a more advantageous arrangement with reasonable effort under the circumstances. 



Interested Directors may be counted in determining the presence of a quorum at a 
meeting of the Board which authorizes or approves a contract or transaction. 



(c) Procedure for Considering Transaction Involving a Common 
Director.  The Board shall not approve a transaction involving a common director unless the 
Board takes all of the following actions and records in the written meeting minutes that such 
actions were taken.  The Board shall, after full disclosure of all the material facts of the 
transaction and the common directorship, authorize or approve the contract or transaction in 
good faith by a vote sufficient without counting the vote of the common director(s). 



(d) Presence of Director to Answer Questions.  Because the knowledge of 
the interested or common Director may assist the Board in reaching an informed and reasonable 
decision, the foregoing requirements shall not prevent any interested or common Director from 
briefly stating his position on the transaction or from answering questions of other Directors. 



(e) Orientation of New Directors.  Each new Director shall be advised of the 
requirements contained in this Section 7.15 upon becoming a Director. 



ARTICLE VIII 
 



COMMITTEES 



Section 8.1. Committees of the Board.  The Board, by resolution adopted by a 
majority of the Directors then in office (provided a quorum is present), may create one or more 
committees, each consisting of two or more directors and no persons who are not directors, to 
serve at the pleasure of the Board.  Appointments to committees of the Board shall be by 
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majority vote of the Directors then in office.  The Board may appoint one or more Directors as 
alternate members of any such committee, who may replace any absent member at any meeting.  
Any such committee shall have such authority of the Board as specified by resolution of the 
Board, except that no committee, regardless of Board resolution, may: 



(a) Fill vacancies on the Board or on any committee that has the authority of 
the Board; 



(b) Fix compensation of the Directors for serving on the Board or on any 
committee; 



(c) Amend or repeal these bylaws or adopt new bylaws; 



(d) Amend or repeal any resolution of the Board that by its express terms is 
not so amendable or repealable; 



(e) Create any other committees of the Board or appoint the members of 
committees of the Board; 



(f) Expend corporate funds to support a nominee for Director after more 
people have been nominated for Director than can be elected;  



(g) Approve any contract or transaction to which the Corporation is a party 
and in which one or more of its directors has a material financial interest, except as special 
approval is provided for in section 5233(d)(3) of the California Corporations Code; or 



(h) Approve any action which the Member is required to approve. 



Section 8.2. Meetings and Action of Committees of the Board.  Meetings and 
actions of committees of the Board shall be governed by, held, and taken in accordance with the 
provisions of these bylaws concerning meetings and other Board actions, except that the time for 
regular meetings of such committees and the calling of special meetings of such committees may 
be determined either by Board resolution or, if there is none, by resolution of the committee of 
the Board.  Minutes of each meeting of any committee of the Board shall be kept and shall be 
filed with the corporate records.  The Board may adopt rules for the government of any 
committee, provided they are consistent with these bylaws or, in the absence of rules adopted by 
the Board, the committee may adopt such rules. 



Section 8.3. Executive Compensation Committee.  If and when required by law, 
there shall be an Executive Compensation Committee consisting of at least three (3) members of 
the Board.  This Committee shall approve the compensation, including benefits, of the Chief 
Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer of the Corporation to assure that it is just and 
reasonable.  Such review shall occur (1) initially upon the hiring of the officer; (2) whenever the 
officer’s term of employment, if any, is renewed or extended; and (3) whenever the officer’s 
compensation is modified, unless the modification applies to substantially all employees.   



The Executive Compensation Committee shall meet as necessary to perform the 
compensation review but in no event less often than once per year. 
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Section 8.4. Audit Committee.  If and when required by law, the Corporation shall 
have an Audit Committee consisting of at least three (3) members of the Board, each of whom 
shall be free of any relationships that would interfere with his or her exercise of independent 
judgment.  Without limiting the foregoing, the Audit Committee shall include no members of the 
staff of the Corporation and no person with a material financial interest in any entity that does 
business with the Corporation.  In addition, neither the Chief Executive Officer nor the Chief 
Financial Officer of the Corporation shall serve on the Audit Committee, regardless of whether 
he or she is compensated by the Corporation.  Furthermore, members of the Finance Committee 
of the Corporation (if any) shall comprise less than one-half of the Audit Committee, and the 
Audit Committee Chair shall not be a member of the Finance Committee.  No member of the 
Audit Committee shall receive any compensation from the Corporation except for compensation 
that he or she may receive for his or her service on the Board. 



Each Audit Committee member shall have a general working knowledge of financial 
reporting and shall be able to understand and interpret financial statements and supporting 
schedules. 



The Audit Committee shall oversee management’s preparation of financial statements 
and the audit by an independent auditor of the financial statements of the Corporation.  The 
Audit Committee shall also comply with and perform all functions specified in its charter, if any, 
as reviewed and established by the Board from time to time. Without limiting the foregoing, the 
Audit Committee shall have the following express responsibilities on behalf of the Corporation, 
subject to the supervision of the Board.   



(a) Recommending to the Board the retention and termination of an 
independent auditor to prepare financial statements for the Corporation; 



(b) Negotiating the independent auditor’s compensation on behalf of the 
Board; 



(c) Conferring with the auditor to satisfy members that the financial affairs of 
the Corporation are in order;  



(d) Reviewing and determining whether to accept the audit; 



(e) Assuring that any non-audit services performed by the audit firm conform 
with the standards for auditors’ independence contained in the latest revision of the Government 
Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (the “Yellow Book”);  



(f) Approving the performance of all non-audit services provided by the audit 
firm;  



(g) Reviewing major changes to the Corporation’s accounting principles and 
practices;  



(h) Reviewing the management letter and the Corporation’s response with the 
auditor; and 
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(i) Reviewing, approving, and monitoring the Corporation’s internal audit 
function and current compliance activities. 



The Audit Committee shall meet no less often than two (2) times per year.  It shall report 
to the Board periodically, but at least once per year in connection with the presentation to the 
Board of the Corporation’s audited financial statements and the auditor’s report. 



Section 8.5. Advisory Committees.  The Board may also create one or more advisory 
committees to serve at the pleasure of the Board.  Such committees shall not have the authority 
of the Board and may include both directors and non-directors. 



ARTICLE IX 
 



OFFICERS 



Section 9.1. Officers of the Corporation.  The officers of the Corporation shall be a 
President, a Secretary and a Chief Financial Officer.  The Corporation may also have, in the 
Board's discretion, a Vice President, one or more Assistant Secretaries, one or more Assistant 
Chief Financial Officer’s, and such other officers as may be appointed in accordance with 
Section 9.3 below.  Any number of offices may be held by the same person, except that neither 
the Secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer may serve concurrently as the President.   



Section 9.2. Election of Officers.  The officers of the Corporation, except those 
appointed by the President under Section 9.3 below, shall be chosen annually by the Board and 
shall serve at the pleasure of the Board, subject to the rights, if any, of any officer under any 
contract of employment.   



Section 9.3. Other Officers.  The Board may appoint and may authorize the President 
to appoint any other officers the Corporation may require.  Each officer so appointed shall have 
the title, hold office for the period, have the authority, and perform the duties specified in the 
bylaws or determined by the Board. 



Section 9.4. Removal of Officers.  Without prejudice to any rights of an officer under 
any contract of employment, any officer may be removed with or without cause by the Board. 



Section 9.5. Resignation of Officers.  Any officer may resign at any time by giving 
written notice to the Corporation.  The resignation shall take effect as of the date the notice is 
received or at any later time specified in the notice and, unless otherwise specified in the notice, 
the resignation need not be accepted to be effective.  Any resignation shall be without prejudice 
to the rights, if any, of the Corporation under any contract to which the officer is a party. 



Section 9.6. Vacancies in Office.  A vacancy in any office because of death, 
resignation, removal, disqualification, or any other cause shall be filled in the manner prescribed 
in these bylaws for regular appointments to that office; provided, however, that vacancies need 
not be filled on an annual basis. 
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ARTICLE X 
 



RESPONSIBILITIES OF OFFICERS 



Section 10.1. President.  The President shall preside at meetings of the Board, shall be 
the chief executive officer of the Corporation, and shall supervise, direct, and control the 
Corporation's activities, affairs, and officers.  The President shall have such other powers and 
duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe.   



Section 10.2. Vice President.  If the President is absent or disabled, the Vice President, 
if any, shall perform all duties of the President.  When so acting, the Vice President shall have all 
powers of and be subject to all restrictions on the President.  The Vice President shall have such 
other powers and perform such other duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe. 



Section 10.3. Secretary.  The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the 
Corporation's Principal Office or such other place as the Board may direct, a book of minutes of 
all meetings, proceedings, and actions of the Board, committees of the Board, and the Member.  
The minutes of meetings shall include the time and place that the meeting was held, whether the 
meeting was annual, regular, or special, and, if special, how authorized, the notice given, and the 
names of those present at Board and committee meetings.  The Secretary shall keep or cause to 
be kept, at the Principal Office in California, copies of the articles of incorporation and bylaws, 
as amended to date. 



The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of the Board, of 
committees of the Board and of the Member required by these bylaws to be given.  The Secretary 
shall keep the corporate seal in safe custody and shall have such other powers and perform such 
other duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe. 



Section 10.4. Chief Financial Officer.  The Chief Financial Officer shall serve as the 
Chief Financial Officer of the Corporation and shall keep and maintain, or cause to be kept and 
maintained, adequate and correct books and accounts of the Corporation's properties and 
transactions.  The Chief Financial Officer shall send or cause to be given to the Directors and the 
Member such financial statements and reports as are required to be given by law, by these 
bylaws, or by the Board.  The books of account shall be open to inspection by the Member and 
any Director at all reasonable times. 



The Chief Financial Officer shall deposit, or cause to be deposited, all money and other 
valuables in the name and to the credit of the Corporation with such depositories as the Board 
may designate, shall disburse the Corporation's funds as the Board may order, shall render to the 
President, the Board, and the Member, when requested, an account of all transactions as Chief 
Financial Officer and of the financial condition of the Corporation, and shall have such other 
powers and perform such other duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe. 



If required by the Board, the Chief Financial Officer shall give the Corporation a bond in 
the amount and with the surety or sureties specified by the Board for faithful performance of the 
duties of the office and for restoration to the Corporation of all of its books, papers, vouchers, 
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money, and other property of every kind in the possession or under the control of the Chief 
Financial Officer on his or her death, resignation, retirement, or removal from office. 



ARTICLE XI 
 



INDEMNIFICATION 



Section 11.1. Right of Indemnity.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, the 
Corporation shall indemnify its directors, officers, employees, and other persons described in 
section 5238(a) of the California Corporations Code, including persons formerly occupying such 
position, against all expenses, judgments, fines, settlements and other amounts actually and 
reasonably incurred by them in connection with any “proceeding,” as that term is used in that 
section, and including an action by or in the right of the Corporation, by reason of the fact that 
the person is or was a person described in that section.  “Expenses,” as used in this bylaw, shall 
have the same meaning as in section 5238(a) of the California Corporations Code. 



Section 11.2. Approval of Indemnity.  On written request to the Board by any person 
seeking indemnification under section 5238(b) or section 5238(c) of the California Corporations 
Code, the Board shall promptly determine under section 5238(e) of the California Corporations 
Code whether the applicable standard of conduct set forth in section 5238(b) or section 5238(c) 
has been met and, if so, the Board shall authorize indemnification. 



Section 11.3. Advancement of Expenses.  To the fullest extent permitted by law and 
except as otherwise determined by the Board in a specific instance, expenses incurred by a 
person seeking indemnification under Sections 11.1 and 11.2 above in defending any proceeding 
covered by those Sections shall be advanced by the Corporation before final disposition of the 
proceeding, on receipt by the Corporation of an undertaking by or on behalf of that person that 
the advance will be repaid unless it is ultimately determined that the person is entitled to be 
indemnified by the Corporation for those expenses. 



Section 11.4. Insurance.  The Corporation shall have the right to purchase and maintain 
insurance to the full extent permitted by law on behalf of its officers, directors, employees, and 
other agents, against any liability asserted against or incurred by any officer, director, employee, 
or agent in such capacity or arising out of the officer's, director's, employee's, or agent's status as 
such. 



ARTICLE XII 
 



RECORDS AND REPORTS 



Section 12.1. Maintenance and Inspection of Corporate Records.  The Corporation 
shall keep: 



(a) Adequate and correct books and records of account; 



(b) Written minutes of the proceedings of its Member, its Board, and all 
committees of the Board; and 
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(c) A record of the Member's name and address. 



The Board, without submitting a written request for inspection, and the Member, upon 
submitting a written request for inspection, shall have the right at all reasonable times to inspect 
such books and records.  Inspection may be made in person or by authorized agent and includes 
the right to make photocopies and extracts. 



Section 12.2. Maintenance and Inspection of Articles and Bylaws.  The Corporation 
shall keep at its Principal Office, or if its Principal Office is not in California, at its principal 
business office in this State, the original or a copy of the articles of incorporation and the bylaws, 
as amended to date, which shall be open to inspection by the Directors at all reasonable times 
during office hours. 



Section 12.3. Annual Report.  The Board shall cause an annual report to be sent to the 
Member and the directors within one hundred twenty (120) days after the end of the 
Corporation's fiscal year.  That report shall contain the following information, in appropriate 
detail, for the fiscal year: 



(a) The assets and liabilities, including the trust funds, of the Corporation as 
of the end of the fiscal year; 



(b) The principal changes in assets and liabilities of the Corporation, 
including trust funds; 



(c) The revenues or receipts of the Corporation, both unrestricted and 
restricted to particular purposes; 



(d) The expenses or disbursements of the Corporation for both general and 
restricted purposes; and 



(e) Any information required by Section 12.4 below. 



The annual report shall be accompanied by any report thereon of independent accountants 
or, if there is no such report, by the certificate of an authorized officer of the Corporation that 
such statements were prepared without audit from the Corporation's books and records. 



This requirement of an annual report shall not apply if the Corporation receives less than 
$25,000 in gross receipts during the fiscal year; provided, however, that the information 
specified above for inclusion in an annual report must be furnished annually to all Directors and 
the Member. 



Section 12.4. Annual Statement of Certain Transactions and Indemnifications.  The 
Corporation shall annually prepare and furnish to the Member and each Director a statement of 
any transaction or indemnification of the following kind within one hundred twenty (120) days 
after the end of the Corporation's fiscal year: 



(a) Any transaction: 
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(i) In which the Corporation, its parent, or its subsidiary was a party; 



(ii) In which an “interested person” had a direct or indirect material 
financial interest; and 



(iii) Which involved more than $50,000, or was one of a number of 
transactions with the same interested person involving, in the aggregate, more than $50,000. 



For purposes of this subparagraph (a), an “interested person” is either of the following: 



(1) Any Director or officer of the Corporation, or its parent or 
subsidiary (a person holding a mere common directorship shall not be deemed an “interested 
person” for purposes of this subparagraph); or 



(2) Any holder of more than 10 percent of the voting power of 
the Corporation, its parent, or its subsidiary.   



The statement shall include a brief description of the transaction, the names of the 
interested persons involved, their relationship to the Corporation, the nature of their interest in 
the transaction and, if practicable, the amount of that interest; provided that if the transaction was 
with a partnership in which the interested person is a partner, only the interest of the partnership 
need be stated. 



(b) Any indemnifications or advances aggregating more than $10,000 paid 
during the fiscal year to any officer or Director of the Corporation under Sections 11.1 through 
11.3 above. 



Section 12.5. Audited Financial Statements.  If required by law, the Corporation shall 
cause to be prepared financial statements audited by an independent auditor in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles.  The engagement of the auditor and the review and 
approval of the audit shall be supervised by the Audit Committee as provided in Section 8.4 
above.  The audited financial statements shall be made available for inspection by the Registry of 
Charitable Trusts of the Office of the California Attorney General.  They shall also be made 
available for inspection by the public as described in Section 12.6 below.   



Section 12.6. Public Inspection of Certain Documents.  The Corporation shall make 
the following documents available for public inspection on the same day that the request is made 
in person during regular business hours, within thirty (30) days after receiving a request by mail, 
or by posting the documents on the Internet in a manner that can be accessed, downloaded, 
viewed and printed by the public free of charge and without special hardware or software: 



(a) Form 990 for the Corporation for the past three years (excluding the list of 
donors and Form 990-T); 



(b) Form 1023 (application for recognition of tax exemption) for the 
Corporation, including all supporting statements and documents, the Corporation’s determination 
letter, and all correspondence from and to the Internal Revenue Service with respect to Form 
1023; and 
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(c) The audited financial statements (if any) for the Corporation for the period 
prescribed by the California Attorney General. 



Section 12.7. Corporate Loans, Guaranties and Advances.  The Corporation shall not 
make any loan of money or property to or guaranty the obligation of any Director or officer or 
the Member on the security of its Membership in the Corporation, except as expressly allowed 
under California Corporations Code Section 5236. 



ARTICLE XIII 
 



CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 



Unless the context requires otherwise, the general provisions, rules of construction, and 
definitions in the California Nonprofit Corporation Law shall govern the construction of these 
bylaws.  Without limiting the generality of the preceding sentence, the masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neuter, the singular includes the plural, the plural includes the singular, 
and the term “person” includes both a legal entity and a natural person. 



ARTICLE XIV 
 



AMENDMENTS 



The Corporation's articles of incorporation and these bylaws may be adopted, amended, 
or repealed only upon the approval of the Member and a majority of Directors present at a duly 
held Board meeting. 



ARTICLE XV 
 



DISSOLUTION 



Section 15.1. Election to Dissolve.  This Corporation may elect to wind up and dissolve 
in any manner permitted by Section 6610 of the California Corporations Code or its successor 
statute. 



Section 15.2. Distribution Upon Dissolution.  On dissolution, all properties and assets 
remaining after payment, or provision for payment, of all debts and liabilities of the Corporation 
shall be distributed to the Member, provided that it exists and is described at the time in Section 
170(c)(1) of the Code, and otherwise to a nonprofit fund, foundation, or corporation that is 
organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes compatible with those of the Bay 
Area AQMD, and has established its tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Code, or 
to a political subdivision under Section 170(c)(1) of the Code with purposes compatible with 
those of the Bay Area AQMD. 



 











CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATOR



I, the undersigned, do hereby cèrtify:



That I am the incorporator of Bay Area Clean Air Foundation, a: California nonprofit
public benefit corporation; and



That the foregoing Bylaws, comprising eighteen (18) pages, including this page,
constitute the Bylaws of said Corporation, as duly adopted in the Action By Sole Incorporator
dated August 4, 2009 and that they have not been amended or modified since that date.



Executed on August 4, 2009 at San Francisco, California.
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        AGENDA:     4  



Bay Area Air Quality Management District 



Board of Directors 



Special Meeting as the Sole Member of the 



Clean Air Foundation 



Bay Area Clean Air Foundation                



Annual Report 



Wednesday, April 2, 2014 



Damian Breen 



Deputy Air Pollution Control Officer 
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Overview 



• Background 



• Foundation 2013 Activities: 



City Car Share Project 



Oakley Project 



 Shore Terminals Plea Agreement 



• Recommendation 
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Background 



• BAAQMD Board of Directors approved the establishment 



of an Air District foundation, July 2008  



• Bay Area Clean Air Foundation was created to: 



 Provide support to the Air District (e.g., financial, 



administrative, programmatic)  



 Engage in activities that further Air District’s mission (e.g., 



emissions reductions, education and services) 



• Foundation Directors:  



 Jack P. Broadbent, President 



 Marland Townsend, Vice President 



 Jeffrey McKay, Secretary and Chief Financial Officer 
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Activities 



Since 2009, Foundation has received funds for three 



emissions reduction projects: 



• Active Projects 



City Car Share Project: $ 546,097  



Oakley Project: $2,003,083 



 



• In Development 



 Shore Terminals Plea Agreement: $250,000 











Electric car sharing demonstration  
Reformulated Gasoline (RFG) Settlement Fund 



 10 hybrids converted to plug-in 



hybrid electric and put into car-share 



service 



  Project results 1/31/12 – 3/31/14: 



• Total reservations – 4,117 



• Total Miles Driven – 103,017 



• Electricity Used – 10,019 kWh 



 2014 Next Steps:  



• Complete demonstration and develop 



White Paper and Best Practices Guide 



• U.S. District Court approved an award of $546,097 for an electric car 



sharing demonstration program through the RFG on 11/29/10  



• Project is being conducted in partnership with City CarShare: 
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Oakley Generating Station  
Emissions Mitigation Fund 



• 624 megawatt power facility approved by CEC with mitigation (5/18/11) 



• $500,000 for diesel emissions reduction projects (DER) and 



administrative fees  



• Up to $2,003,083 available for additional projects:  



 Evaluated using Carl Moyer Program Guidelines; other projects with cost-



effectiveness of up to $32,750/tpy may also be eligible 



 1st available to Oakley, Antioch, Brentwood, and Pittsburg;  After 12 months, 



expand to qualified projects in Contra Costa and Alameda Counties, priority given to 



CARE Communities 



• Outreach conducted in Oakley area seeking projects 



• Appeal of CA PUC approval of generating station (Feb. 2014) 



 Hold on Foundation funding   



 Awaiting resolution of  appeal before proceeding with expenditure of funds 
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Shore Terminals  
Plea Agreement 



• Federal criminal prosecution of Shore Terminals LLC 



 Operation of a bulk petroleum terminal in Selby, Contra Costa 



County in June 2009 



• $250,000 from plea agreement 



 Funds may be used for Air District projects designed to improve 



air quality in Contra Costa and Alameda Counties 



 Projected to fund the retrofit and replacement of diesel 



powered back up generators for cities and counties located in 



Contra Costa and Alameda Counties 



• District Staff working on a regulation for stationary diesel powered 



back-up generators, expected to conclude in 2014 
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Recommendation 



Request the Board of Directors: 



1. Receive and file the 2013 Annual Report 



Bay Area Clean Air Foundation 











Proposed Budget Calendar Year 2014 



Revenues/Sources 



Interest Income      $          1,000  



Grants/Contributions      $                 0             



   Total Revenues  $          1,000  



Use of Prior Year Cash Balance    $      583,349  



Total Revenues/Sources    $      584,349  



Expenditures 



Administrative Overhead/Support  $        21,000  



Program/Project Distributions    $      554,349  



Tax Filing Services      $          3,500  



Insurance Premium      $          5,000  



Other Charges      $             500  



  



Total 



Expenditures    $      584,349  
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 



This Settlement Agreement ("Agreemenf') is entered into by and between 
ConocoPhillips Company ("COP") and Edmund G. Brown Jr., Attorney General of 
California, on behalf of the People of the State of California ("Attorney General"), 
and is dated and effective as of September 10, 2007 (the "Effective Date"). COP 
and the Attorney General are sometimes collectively referred to herein as the 
"Parties." 



RECITALS 



WHEREAS, on or about May 27,2005, COP submitted an application to the 
County of Contra Costa (the "County") for a project known and referred to as 
the Clean Fuels Expansion Project (the "Project"). COP states that the 
Project is designed to use the heavy gas oil that is already produced at COP's 
Rodeo, California Refinery ("the Refinery"), and that currently is being sold in 
the fuel oil market, to produce instead cleaner-burning gasoline and diesel 
fuels. Without importing any additional crude oil to the Refinery, COP believes 
that the Project will enable the Refinery to increase the supply of cleaner
burning fuels into the California market by approximately 1 million gallons per 
day. Increased production of cleaner-burning fuels is now mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board ("CARB") and the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency. The Project includes a Hydrogen Plant, to 
be constructed, owned, and operated by Air Liquide (the "Hydrogen Plant"), 
which will produce steam and electricity, as well as hydrogen, for use in 
Refinery processes; 



WHEREAS, on or about September 12, 2005, in accordance with the 
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the 
County prepared and circulated a Notice of Preparation of an Environmental 
Impact Report for the Project. A Draft Environmental Impact Report for the 
Project was circulated for comment in November 2006. Comments were 
received on the EIR; the County prepared responses to those comments and 
completed the Final Environmental Impact Report for the Project (the "EIR") 
in April 2007. COP contends that the EIR adequately addressed, among 
other things, the greenhouse gas emissions ("GHG") from the Project and 
associated issues of climate change, and that the County Planning 
Commission was correct in concluding, based on substantial eVidence,that 
further discussion in the EIR relating to GHGs would be speculative. The EIR 
was certified and the Project permit was approved by the County Planning 
Commission on May 8, 2007; 



WHEREAS, on May 18,2007, the Attorney General filed an appeal to the 
Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors of the Planning Commission's 
approval of the Project and certification of the EIR, on the alleged ground that 











the EIR failed to adequately address the GHG emissions from the Project and 
associated climate change impacts (the "AG Appeal"); and 



WHEREAS, given the uncertainties of the outcome of the disputes and issues 
relating to the AG Appeal, and subject to the terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties wish to resolve the issues raised by the AG Appeal without 
the need for further administrative hearing or judicial proceedings. . 



NOW, THEREFORE, in conslderation of the terms, conditions and covenants 
set forth herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, receipt of 
which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows: 



AGREEMENT 



1. The EIR for the Project states that the Project will result in 1.25 million 
metric tons of C02 emissions, mostly attributable to the Hydrogen Plant. At 
least initially, COP will not be using the entire capacity of the Hydrogen Plant, 
and emissions from the Hydrogen Plant associated with COP's usage will be 
approximately 500,000 metric tons of C02 per year. Without admitting any 
liability or obligation to do so, and solely as a compromise of the issues raised 
by the AGAppeal, COP agrees to offset those GHG emissions by taking the 
following actions: 



a. COP has registered its Santa Maria Refinery calcining plant with the 
California Climate Action Registry, and estimates that the annual C02 
emissions from the plant are 70,000 tons. COP agrees to permanently 
surrender its operating permit for that facility by no later than 
December 31,2007. 



b. By March 31, 2008, COP will conduct a facility-wide energy 
e'fficiency audit of its Rodeo Refinery using an outside consultant, in 
order to identify possible energy efficiency measures that may be 
taken at the facility. COP may choose, but shall not be obligated to 
implement any of the findings of that audit. 



c. By December 31, 2008, COP will complete a greenhouse gas 
emissions audit of its California refineries. This audit will include a 
review of the greenhouse gases emitted from those facilities, including 
carbon dioxide, methane, CFC and HFC compounds. The audit will be 
conducted to identify sources of these emissions and potential 
emissions reduction opportunities at COP's California refineries. COP 
will take the information contained in the audit into consideration as 
part of its strategy for compliance with California Health and Safety 
code Division 25.5, sections 38500, et seq., the California Global 
Warming Solutions Act ("AB32"). 











d. By no later than June 1, 2009, COP will make a one-time payment 
of $7 million (Seven Million Dollars) to a carbon offset fund to be 
created by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). 
This payment will be used by the BAAQMD, pursuant to a 
Memorandum of Understanding ("MaU") to be entered into between 
the Attorney General and the BAAQMD, to fund grants for projects 
undertaken in the San Francisco Bay Area to achieve verifiable, 
quantifiable reductions in GHG emissions, with priority given to 
projects near the Rodeo Refinery. In the event (1) the fund has not 
been created; or (2) the MOU has not been signed by June 1, 2009, 
then COP and the Attorney General will meet to agree upon an 
alternative recipient for the funds. COP's payment obligation under 
this paragraph 1 (d) shall be reduced by $25 per ton for each ton of 
GHG emissions reductions per year that COP achieves at its Rodeo 
Refinery by implementing measures identified in the facility-wide audit 
of the Refinery, or otherwise reviewed and verified by the BAAQMD. 



e. By no later than June 1, 2009, COP will pay $200,000 (Two 
Hundred Thousand Dollars) to the Audubon Society for the restoration 
of San Pablo Bay wetlands to offset the Project's emissions of GHGs 
by increasing the sequestration of carbon. In the event the Audubon 
Society, (1) does not exist on the date for payment under this 
subparagraph; (2) does not agree to the use of the funds specified 
herein; or (3) does not accept the funds for any reason, then COP and 
the Attorney General will meet to agree on an alternate recipient. 



f. By no later than June 1, 2009, COP will pay $2.8 million (Two Million 
Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars) to California Wildfire ReLeaf, subject 
to California Wildfire ReLeafs written agreement to use the funds for 
reforestation and/or conservation projects (the ''forestry projects") in 
California to be conducted in accordance with the California Climate 
Action Registry's Forestry Project Protocol. California Wildfire ReLeaf 
will be responsible for ensuring that it complies with Registry 
requirements for certification of a reduction inventory for projects 
receiving these funds. This payment will offset the Project's emissions 
of GHGs by funding planting and/or conservation of trees that 
sequester carbon. COP currently estimates that these forestry projects 
will sequester 1,500,000 metric tons of C02 over the life span of the 
trees. In the event California Wildfire ReLeaf, (1) does not exist at the 
time the payment under this subparagraph is due; (2) does not agree 
to the use of the funds specified herein; or (3) does not accept the 
funds for any reason, COP and the Attorney General will meet to agree 
on an alternate recipient. 



g. COP's obligation to make the payments set forth in paragraphs 1 (d) 
through (f) of this Agreement is contingent upon COP obtaining a valid 
Contra Costa County land use permit for the Project, containing the 











terms of this Agreement as permit conditions. If the Project is 
proceeding (being built or in operation) on June 1, 2009, COP shall 
make the payments, even if CEQA litigation concerning the Project is 
still pending. If the Parties dispute whether payment should be made 
pursuant to this SUb-paragraph, they will meet in a timely fashion and 
attempt to resolve the dispute. 



h. COP agrees to offset C02 emissions from the Hydrogen Plant in 
excess of 500,000 metric tons of C02 per year (which is equivalent to 
an expected COP use of 50 MM standard cubic feet per day of 
hydrogen production), if any, for the period from the start-up of the 
Hydrogen Plant until regulations are adopted for the implementation of 
AB-32 [eitel, but only to the extent those emissions are attributable to 
COP's use of more than 50 MM standard cubic feet per day of 
hydrogen production from that Plant. Such offsets may include, but 
are not limited to, reduction in rates and/or shutdown of existing 
hydrogen plants and/or other operating equipment within the Rodeo 
Refinery. To the extent there are C02 emissions from the Hydrogen 
Plant in excess of 500,000 metric tons per year of C02 in the period 
between start-up of the Hydrogen Plant and the adoption of regulations 
for the implementation of AB-32, but which are attributable to the use 
of excess capacity by third parties other than COP, then Air Liquide, 
along with its third party customers, will be responsible to provide the 
required offsets and COP will not be responsible for offsetting those 
emissions. In the event that AS-32 is modified or replaced by an 
equivalent California law prior to implementation, or is pre-empted by 
federal law concerning GHG's or climate change, the offset 
requirements in this paragraph will apply to the period from plant start
up to the implementation of the relevant state or federal law. 



3. COP may apply to receive offset and/or credit status for reductions achieved 
through the projects and activities funded pursuant to this Agreement, under AB
32 or any equivalent state or federal law or regulation. 



4. The Attorney General recognizes that COP's signi'ficant efforts to mitigate 
GHG emissions from the Clean Fuels Project, in advance of the establishment of 
regulations and guidelines under AS 32, and without the need for the initiation of 
litigation by the Attorney General, helps to achieve the goals of AB 32. 
Therefore, on or before the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Attorney 
General will provide the County with a letter withdrawing the AG Appeal of the 
Project permit. This Agreement shall be attached to the letter withdrawing the AG 
Appeal. The Attorney General further agrees not to file any documents or 
pleadings in any administrative or judicial proceedings concerning the Project, 
pending now or in the future, that would tend to support a challenge to the 
Project, the EIR, or the Project approvals, including but not limited to the appeals 











filed by Communities for a Better Environment and the Center for Biological
 
Diversity.
 



5. This Agreement represents the entire agreement of the Parties with respect to 
the subject matter herein, and merges and supersedes any prior written or oral 
representations, discussions, understandings or agreements by or between the 
Parties relating to the subject matter of this Agreement. 



6. No addition to or modification of any term or provision of this Agreement will 
be effective unless set forth in writing and signed by an authorized representative 
of each of the Parties. 



7. In agreeing to make the payments identified herein, COP does not admit the 
necessity of implementing any additional offset or mitigation measures for the 
Project, and COP agrees to make these payments solely as a compromise and 
settlement of the AG Appeal. 



8. Each Party represents and warrants that it has the right, power, and authority 
to execute this Agreement. Each Party represents and warrants that it has given 
any and all notices, and obtained any and all consents, powers and authorities, 
necessary to permit it, and the persons executing this Agreement for it, to enter 
into this Agreement. 



9. This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the successors 
and assigns of the Parties to the Agreement. 



10. Each Party to this Agreement shall bear its own attorney's fees and costs
 
incurred in connection with the AG Appeal and this Settlement Agreement.
 



11. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the 
laws of the State of California. 



12. This Agreement may be executed .in counterparts, eaCh of which shall be 
deemed an original. This Agreement shall be binding upon the receipt of 
facsimile signatures. 



13. This Agreement shall be deemed to have been jointly drafted, So that the 
general rule of construction that it be construed against the drafter shall not 
apply. 



14. Any notice required or permitted to be given under this Agreement shall be in 
writing and shall be deemed to be given when served personally, or on the third 
day after mailing if mailed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed 
to the address for each Party set forth below: 











Attorney General: 



Sandra Goldberg 
Office of the Attorney General 
1515 Clay St., PO Box 70550 
Oakland, CA 94612-0550 



COP: 



Elissa Warantz 
3900 Kilroy Airport Way, Ste 210 
Long Beach, CA 90806 



15.	 The Parties will execute all further and additional documents as shall be 
convenient, necessary or desirable to carry out the intent and provisions 
of this Agreement. 



In witness whereof, this Agreement is executed by the following: 



PEOPLE OF THESTATE OF CALIFORNIA CONOCOPHILLIPS 
BY AND THROUGH ATTORNEY GENERAL COMPANY 
EDMUND G. BROWN 



s~~~Dated: ?//0 07:	 Dated:_--<.1_-......'/4"-..._~.;.....,7F---__
I 













From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.;


"NSekhri@gibsondunn.com"
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 3:25:32 PM
Attachments: 2015.04.06_DforD_Amendment_GSWCR.docx


Here is the DforD draft with my comments.  Please note that I still need to go through it in more
details, but this should give you enough information to draft up a summary of the proposed
changes.  I also need to have the architects review and will provide their comments (but their
comments will be more related to the fluffy stuff vs. actual requirements).


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and certain new
information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a pending date
for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
1.        Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and


20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she
needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.



mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=619AB48309934C6CBD9C6E781E4D71D9-CATHERINE REILLY
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VI.	Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone Design Standards and Guidelines





DEFINITIONS  


Arena


A Recreation Building and/or Nighttime Entertainment use approved as a Secondary Use under Section 302 of the Redevelopment Plan that consists of a primarily indoor structure having tiers of seats rising around a central court, field or stage, intended to be used for the viewing of athletic events, and that may also be used for entertainment and other public gathering purposes, including, but not limited to, conventions, educational, theater, acrobatics, or concerts. The facility may also provide other regular organized or franchised events, snack bar, restaurant, retail sales, team and facility administration offices, sports team practice facilities, media/broadcasting functions and other support facilities, and may include below-grade or podium parking and loading facilities.  


Arena Building


A building constructed within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone that includes an Arena.


Arena Project


A stand-alone or mixed-use project located on Blocks 29-32 that includes an Arena having a minimum capacity of approximately 18,000 seats. (do we need to define the number of seats?)





Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone


Development Blocks 29, 30, 31 and 32 as outlined on Map 2 of the Design for Development and as shown below:





[insert Map 2 that identifies the Blocks 29-32 area as the “Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone”]  


Why do we need both maps – seems we just need to reference to one that shows the Blocks or include one with the blocks, both seems overkill)









APPLICABILITY AND LEGAL STATUS


Applicability


The standards and guidelines set forth in this Chapter VI. shall apply only to a project located within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone that meets both of the following criteria:


(1) The project is an Arena Project; and


(2)  The Arena Project has been the subject of a subsequent environmental impact report to the 1998 Mission Bay Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (Planning Department Case No. 96.771E, Redevelopment Agency Case No. ER 919-97) (and any subsequent environmental review required thereunder) and the subsequent environmental impact report has been certified by the OCII Commission.


Legal Status


Development of an Arena Project within the Arena Overlay Zone shall be regulated by the development controls contained in the Plan and the Design for Development Sections I through V as modified or supplemented by this Section VI (Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone).  If there is any inconsistency between this Section VI and the rest of the Design for Development, this Section VI shall control.  If there is any inconsistency between the standards and guidelines of this Section VI and the Plan, the Plan shall control. For any project on Blocks 29-32 that is not an Arena Project, Chapters I through V of the Design for Development and not this Chapter VI shall control.






DESIGN STANDARDS  


Notwithstanding anything in the Design for Development, within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone, the following Design Standards shall apply to the development of an Arena Project:  


Height  





An Arena Building not to exceed [135’] in height may be located anywhere within the Blocks 29-32 Overlay Zone.


  


The limitations on Base Height, Midrise Height and Tower Height set forth in the Height Zone Chart on p. 23 and diagrams on pp. 24-25 of the Design for Development (Chapter III) shall not apply to an Arena Building.  An Arena Building shall not be considered a Midrise or Tower building under the Design for Development, but limitations on Base, Midrise and Tower Height shall continue to apply to any other non-Arena building constructed within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone.  (the tower height allowance will need to be increased to allow the extra tower, otherwise, it will not allow other people to build their towers)





The maximum number of towers at maximum bulk and height within HZ-5 is three (3) plus one (1) additional tower on Blocks 29 and 31.





Tower separation requirements shall be applied only to distances between tower buildings and not between towers and the Arena Building.  The minimum separation distance between any tower on Blocks 29-32 and the Arena Building shall be  ___’ [GSW to confirm minimum separation from Arena building].  (Alternatively, we can make a statement that the minimum separation will be determined through the Major Phase process, where the Commission will determine appropriate separation to meet health and welfare requirements).





Limitations to the numbers of towers permitted within 50’ of the corner for any given intersection shall not be applied to the intersection of South Street and Third Street. The maximum number of towers allowed within 50’ of the intersection of South Street and Third Street shall be three (3).  


Bulk





The bulk standards on p. 26 of the Design for Development shall not apply to an Arena Building, which shall have no plan, diagonal or floor plate minimum or maximum.


Setbacks





The 5’ setback required on the east side of Third Street shall not be applied to a tower proposed at the northwest corner of Block 29. Where possible, a tower on Block 29 should utilize cantilevers or other features to provide open space at ground level on Third Street instead, such that ample pedestrian queuing space is created. (where is the encroachment happening? We talked about below ground, so should specify that.  Haven’t talked about encroaching into the above ground setback – at least not in the Major Phase summary)





The Arena Building and other buildings shall be permitted to occupy no more than X% [GSW to confirm] within the required 20’ setback on the north side of Sixteenth Street between Terry Francois Boulevard and Third Street. 


[placeholder for landscaping/encroachments into setback to accommodate approved design – landscaping can go into the setback – this one seems to be duplicative of the previous bullet]


Streetwall





The minimum length, minimum height and maximum height streetwall standards set forth in the chart on p. 28 and shown in the diagrams on pp. 30-33 of the Design for Development shall not apply to an Arena Project, subject to findings by the Agency Commission that the Arena Project is, on balance, consistent with the Arena Overlay Zone Design Guidelines.


View Corridors 





An Arena Building and accessory structures located within a view corridor may be approved, subject to findings by the Agency Commission that the Arena Project, on balance, is consistent with the Arena Overlay Zone Design Guidelines.


Parking





The existence of offsite parking facilities may be used to satisfy some portion of the parking requirements for the Arena Project, provided that the entrance to any such offsite parking facility is located within 600’ from the entrance to the building in which units (what units?) are located or within X’ of any entrance to the Arena Project.  [where X = distance of the 450 South Street parking garage from the nearest Arena Project entrance] 





Within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone, parking calculations shall be based on the total aggregate anticipated square footage by applicable structure rather than applied to any single tenant.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, any structure located on Blocks 29-32 shall be permitted to assign a portion of its parking allocation for the use of any other structure located on Blocks 29-32. (don’t know if necessary – we typically have not gotten into management of the spaces and just focus on the square footage and leave the allocation to management.  Would be good to add language that recognizes that Arena will share office parking at nights and weekend)





Number of Parking Spaces for Arena Building





			Use


			Number of Parking Spaces





			Arena Building


			Minimum of 1 space for each 2,000 square feet of gross floor area of the Arena Building; maximum of 1 space for each 1,000 square feet of gross floor area of the Arena Building (seems to be better to use seats as a basis since that is a fixed number that is easier to calculate)








	


Loading 





A minimum of seven off-street commercial loading spaces shall be provided for the Arena Building. All other uses shall be subject to the minimum loading requirements of Section 3 of the Design for Development, which minimum number may be exceeded with the permission of the Agency.






Signage





Design review for an Arena Project shall include a comprehensive signage package to be reviewed and approved by the Agency.  The Agency will review the signage package for consistency on balance with the Arena Overlay Zone Design Guidelines, including those applicable to signage.  In the context of its approval of an Arena Project signage package, the Agency may permit flashing signs, moving signs and roof signs and/or business signs above ½ of the base height of the Arena Building.   (We need to start discussing signage proposal to know what exactly this language will say)






DESIGN GUIDELINES


Section VI.B supplements the Design Guidelines to provide design recommendations for an Arena Project within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone.  To the extent inconsistent with the Commercial Industrial Design Guidelines (Section IV.C of the Design for Development), these Design Guidelines shall prevail. 





Block Development


View Corridors


Where view corridors established by the Mission Bay street grid may terminate in buildings rather than in vistas, these visual termination points should be considered important architectural opportunities and should be designed in a manner that reflects their importance. The building design (particularly the Arena Building itself) should terminate these vistas and circulation spines with useful and significant architectural and public realm responses. Transparent facades and/or layered views to development beyond the property line, and in particular to dramatic views of the Arena Building, should be prioritized. 


		Open Spaces


Encourage the development of publicly-accessible open spaces at ground level, or, where required by the site requirements for an Arena Project, develop multi-layered open spaces of varied elevations. These spaces should add visual interest and appear inviting to pedestrians at street level, and should offer comfortable and subtle options for pedestrians at street level to access elevated areas on-site. In addition, these spaces should create multiple levels of public space that offer a variety of vantage points, including strong visual access and physical connections to the water.


On-site open space should be designed to encourage a sense of entry and arrival, and should possess identities separate from, but complementary to, the Arena Building. Provide an iconic public forecourt(s) to the Arena Building that serve as memorable points of orientation and meeting places.


Site design should simultaneously utilize open space to physically and psychologically invite casual daily usage by area residents, workers, and non-Arena Building patrons as an extension of the neighborhood. Construct open space to become a public amenity for people who are not attending events within the arena and also when no events are occurring.


Pedestrian Walkways


Pedestrian walkways should be designed as activated paths or covered passageways to encourage free and natural movement of pedestrians through the site. Pedestrian walkways should be provided to help pedestrians navigate around the Arena Building and reduce the perceived scale of the Arena Building on-site.


Design pedestrian walkways to create alternative through-site circulation and porosity that achieves the spirit and intent of the planned grid extensions implicit in the varas across from Campus Lane, Illinois Street, and Bridgeview Way.  


Street Frontage


Streetwall


VariationsBreaks (don’t use word Variations – too close to technical term of Variances.  Also, you already have proposed to not have the streetwall requirements apply to the site, so it isn’t required) from in the streetwall are allowed to create open space, pedestrian circulation space, mid-block lanes, and landscaping areas, particularly along major transit routes like Third Street that already possess a strong urban character. Open spaces should be expansive enough to provide passive uses or views to on-site development, but should be interspersed with complementary smaller structures to maintain the urban edge and reduce the perceived scale of an Arena Building.


Buildings should have a direct and urban relationship to most of the streets around the site, which respects the streetwall along its edges. In particular, streetwalls along Sixteenth Street and South Street should be designed with varied and mostly continuous streetwalls to support their identification as urban local streets, but should also offer breaks in massing or pedestrian entry points to avoid creating a “superblock”. 


		Streetwall Height


Streetwall height may be variable amongst buildings on-site to maintain a dense urban character that complements the Arena Building’s mass. 


Building Height and Form


		Skyline Character


In order to create connections throughout the city, orient residents and visitors in Mission Bay South, and promote a sense of urban density in San Francisco, construct taller buildings in ways that not only add interest to the skyline character of Mission Bay South, but also offer opportunities for clear views to the existing downtown skyline from Mission Bay. 


Where tall buildings are constructed as civic amenities and symbolic spaces, unusual shapes and iconic architecture are encouraged to emphasize public significance within the urban form of the existing skyline. 


		Building Base


Where variety at the building base is more difficult to achieve due to an Arena Building’s size and bulk, innovative architecture, detailed facades, and artistic media are encouraged to add pedestrian interest and ground-level activity instead. Landscaping, stairways, Pedestrian Paths and wayfinding signage should be designed to achieve a comfortable and accessible scale at the building base. 


Projects should create an active interface with the public streets by providing: 1) public spaces that have adjacent activating uses; and 2) active commercial uses at street level which improve the pedestrian environment. 


		Roofscape


Recognizing that Arena Overlay District building roofs may be visible from higher surrounding locations, they should be designed as a “fifth façade” that may include green roofs, accessible terrace locations, tasteful lighting, distinctive and expressive architecture and media, and/or building identification. Mechanical equipment should be screened. 


Architectural Details


Visual Interest


The architecture should avoid any overt “theming” or prominent branding of the site as a whole, and should instead strive to achieve a varied and organic urban character.


Office buildings, retail components, and other non-Arena Buildings should be sited and designed so as to feel like they are responsive to and part of the broader fabric of the neighborhood and the City, and not only responsive to their relationship to the Arena Building. 


Color and Materials


Extreme contrasts in materials, colors, shapes, texture, and other characteristics should be designed to emphasize buildings within the Arena Overlay District according to their relative public importance. Architectural detailing, including incorporation of a varied color palette or transparency, should be provided such that the Arena Building becomes a highly recognizable symbol of civic pride and activity within Mission Bay and San Francisco.
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·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 



mailto:pmitchell@esassoc.com






From: Kate Aufhauser
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Paul Mitchell
Cc: Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli (MTA); Miller,


Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly;
Van de Water, Adam (ECN)


Subject: RE: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:46:10 PM
Attachments: image001.png


2015.04.14_Transportation_Demand_Management_Modified_List_GSWResponse.docx


Hi, all –
 
Thanks for your patience as we reviewed these revisions. I am attaching our response, with
modifications to the list marked in Track Changes and explanations or response to City questions
called out in the comment bubbles.
 
A few notes on our revisions:


-          First, we removed a few items for fear that requiring tenants to comply (via deed
restrictions, CC&Rs, etc.) would negatively impact the marketability of our buildings, or
because implementation cost would be out of proportion to the impact the strategy might
have on our overall mode split. Fortunately, that still left us with several strategies typical to
office buildings and mixed-use developments; these are likely similar to, if not more robust
than, the TDM measures that would have been enacted by any other commercial developer
on the same site.


-          Second, you’ll see what we made more modifications to the strategies for employees than
to those for event center or retail visitors. This seems appropriate because transportation
capacity (both transit and parking) for our daily employees has already been factored into
the MB plan, so workers’ transportation is generally less prone to the current community
attention and concern. By implementing a particularly robust program for event center
visitors, we believe we’re advancing the community’s real goals for congestion reduction
and resource management.


 
Hope this all makes sense. I am available to discuss as needed.
 
Kate
 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies


The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below. employees and for event center visitors. TDM strategies for office, retail, restaurant and event center employees:	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In order to maintain the marketability of the Office and Retail spaces, we cannot require substantial commitments of tenants that would raise their all-in occupancy costs. We can, however, set a campus culture and offer encouragement/lead by example. 


Policy/Operations


· Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses.	Comment by Paine, Carli: Transit only, Do not provide/offer the pre-tax parking benefit. This is a choice employers can make. 

GSW: OK


· Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.	Comment by Brett Bollinger: UCSF: Page 5.2‐58, TDM Strategies: “Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.” This is not an option for Event Center employees.

GSW: Actually it is. Frequently cited Event Center employees include janitors, sound technicians, box office staff, and a wealth of other positions (including event-staff, like security guards and ushers) who are required to complete their work on site. Event Center employees also, however, include staff for the booking department, F&B operations personnel, event and catering coordinators, and other more flexible positions. The intent of “to the extent possible” in the text is to convey the variable applicability of this measure for employees in different roles. 


· Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through 


· Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco (). 


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee

GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


· Establish annual TDM budget to support achievement of mode split goalsTDM efforts	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: We can support/encourage/enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others. 


· Provide free bikeshare membership to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Given the limited number of Bike Share stations that could be installed in the vicinity, the cost of membership for all employees would be disproportionate to the number of employees able to take advantage of the benefit. Employees amenable to biking will be able to take advantage of our 600+ bike parking spaces on-site.


· Provide transit subsidy to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In excess of GSW’s accepted practices (see above re: pre-tax commuter benefits, which is an effective tool for current employees). 


· Charge employees market rate for parking on-site and at off-site leased/owned parking facilities


Marketing/Communications


· Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule. 


· Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use the room when no event?


· Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride home services


· Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as the annual “Bike to Work” day.


· Organize and publicize community efforts promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 	Comment by Paine, Carli: I would not call Spare the Air a promotional event. 

GSW: OK, see word edit. 


· Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-site.


· Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity.


· Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use.


· www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the workday. 


· Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools


TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors:


Policies/Operations


· Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly.


· Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards to encourage patrons to associate event attendance with transit usage during attendee’s trip planning process.


· Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 


· Charge event-rate parking fees for auto parking on-site and at leased/owned off-site parking facilities during events.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See comment 1. Cannot require future Office or Retail tenants to modify their preferred economic model, including parking charge, without impacting marketability of our buildings. 


· Establish a TDM annual budget to support TDM efforts and ensure ability to meet mode split commitments	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See previous comment. We can support/encourage/ enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others.


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee


GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


Communications/Marketing


· Encourage customers at point of  ticket purchase to use sustainable modes via communications on the internet and through the ticket vendor.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Promote branded Clipper Cards to season ticket holders and others 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK. 


· Promote transit access to the project site by providing :


· interactive trip-planning tooltransit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing sitebest routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations (exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Looks like multiple word edits jumbled up the text here a little. 


· Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non-auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 


· Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity


· Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and mobile application. Design a “Getting There” page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 


· Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event literature and advertisements, when appropriate.


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: This was added at UCSF’s request. If refers to an informational marquee or other materials that notify people in the neighborhood about upcoming events, so they can modify their transportation planning if desired. 


Capital


· Work with SFMTA to brand transit stops/stations near the project site, covering any costs associated with re-branding	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses.


· Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed valet facility.


· Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis, charter buses,  and rideshare vehicles. Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC[footnoteRef:1][1] companies to offer discounts to event attendees and/or employees. [1: [1]    Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that provides transportation services using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, SideCar, Uber).] 



· Install TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to employees and visitors to the event center.


· 


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: See above. Makes more sense once we move to Communications/Marketing. 
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies 



The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other 



employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below.  



Policy/Operations 



 Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their 



commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses. 



 Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible. 



 Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through  



 Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco.  



 Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 



program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip 



making 



 Establish annual TDM budget to support TDM efforts 



Marketing/Communications 



 Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride 



the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule.  



 Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility 



(approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use 



the room when no event? 



 Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride 



home services 



 Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as 



the annual “Bike to Work” day. 



 Organize and publicize community efforts  such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area 



region) or a Rideshare Week.  



 Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-



site. 



 Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity. 



 Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use. 



 www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, 



food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site 



during the workday.  



 Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools 



TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors: 



Policies/Operations 



 Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food 



or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. 



Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that 



visitors can make choices accordingly. 







Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Brett Bollinger; Kern, Chris; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli; Erin
Miller
Subject: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
 
Hi Kate and Clarke
Attached are four pages of transportation section of the EIR that provide the list of TDM
measures included in the TMP, with SFMTA edits. 
As part of the section review, Carli reorganized a bit, deleted two measures, and added 12
new measures. I marked each measure as "slightly reworded", "same", or "new", and wrote in
the two measures that were deleted.
 
There is also a note to sponsor on the last measure regarding what one of the measures
means.
 
We were planning on reviewing the changes during Thursday's meeting, so I hope that you
will be able to review and determine if these changes are acceptable to GSW before then.
 These revised measures will then need to be incorporated back into the TMP document.
 
Thank you,
Luba








From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: TDM Revisions Response
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 5:17:12 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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See attached. I’ll try to catch you at 9am and/or 11am tomorrow (Wed).
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies


The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below. employees and for event center visitors. TDM strategies for office, retail, restaurant and event center employees:	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In order to maintain the marketability of the Office and Retail spaces, we cannot require substantial commitments of tenants that would raise their all-in occupancy costs. We can, however, set a campus culture and offer encouragement/lead by example. 


Policy/Operations


· Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses.	Comment by Paine, Carli: Transit only, Do not provide/offer the pre-tax parking benefit. This is a choice employers can make. 

GSW: OK


· Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.	Comment by Brett Bollinger: UCSF: Page 5.2‐58, TDM Strategies: “Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.” This is not an option for Event Center employees.

GSW: Actually it is. Frequently cited Event Center employees include janitors, sound technicians, box office staff, and a wealth of other positions (including event-staff, like security guards and ushers) who are required to complete their work on site. Event Center employees also, however, include staff for the booking department, F&B operations personnel, event and catering coordinators, and other more flexible positions. The intent of “to the extent possible” in the text is to convey the variable applicability of this measure for employees in different roles (as with any other company).


· Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through 


· Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco (). 


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee

GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


· Establish annual TDM budget to support achievement of mode split goalsTDM efforts	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: We can support/encourage/enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others. 


· Provide free bikeshare membership to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Duplicative with the investment in 600+ bike parking spaces (for owned bicycles). And, given the limited number of Bike Share stations that could be installed in the vicinity, the cost of membership for all employees would be disproportionate to the number of employees able to take advantage of the benefit. 


· Provide transit subsidy to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In excess of GSW’s accepted practices (see above re: pre-tax commuter benefits, which is an effective tool for current employees). 


· Charge employees market rate for parking on-site and at off-site leased/owned parking facilities


Marketing/Communications


· Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule. 


· Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use the room when no event?


· Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride home services


· Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as the annual “Bike to Work” day.


· Organize and publicize community efforts promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 	Comment by Paine, Carli: I would not call Spare the Air a promotional event. 

GSW: OK, see word edit. 


· Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-site.


· Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity.


· Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use.


· www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the workday. 


· Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools


TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors:


Policies/Operations


· Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly.


· Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards to encourage patrons to associate event attendance with transit usage during attendee’s trip planning process.


· Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 


· Charge event-rate parking fees for auto parking on-site and at leased/owned off-site parking facilities during events.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See comment 1. Cannot require future Office or Retail tenants to modify their preferred economic model, including parking charge, without impacting marketability of our buildings. 


· Establish a TDM annual budget to support TDM efforts and ensure ability to meet mode split commitments	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See previous comment for similar measure. We can support/encourage/ enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others.


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee


GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


Communications/Marketing


· Encourage customers at point of  ticket purchase to use sustainable modes via communications on the internet and through the ticket vendor.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Promote branded Clipper Cards to season ticket holders and others 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK. 


· Promote transit access to the project site by providing :


· interactive trip-planning tooltransit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing sitebest routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations (exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Looks like multiple word edits jumbled up the text here a little. 


· Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non-auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 


· Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity


· Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and mobile application. Design a “Getting There” page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 


· Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event literature and advertisements, when appropriate.


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: This was added at UCSF’s request. If refers to an informational marquee or other materials that notify people in the neighborhood about upcoming events, so they can modify their transportation planning if desired. 


Capital


· Work with SFMTA to brand transit stops/stations near the project site, covering any costs associated with re-branding	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses.


· Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed valet facility.


· Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis, charter buses,  and rideshare vehicles. Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC[footnoteRef:1][1] companies to offer discounts to event attendees and/or employees. [1: [1]    Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that provides transportation services using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, SideCar, Uber).] 



· Install TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to employees and visitors to the event center.


· 


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: See above. Makes more sense once we move to Communications/Marketing. 
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies 



The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other 



employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below.  



Policy/Operations 



 Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their 



commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses. 



 Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible. 



 Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through  



 Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco.  



 Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 



program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip 



making 



 Establish annual TDM budget to support TDM efforts 



Marketing/Communications 



 Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride 



the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule.  



 Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility 



(approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use 



the room when no event? 



 Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride 



home services 



 Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as 



the annual “Bike to Work” day. 



 Organize and publicize community efforts  such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area 



region) or a Rideshare Week.  



 Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-



site. 



 Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity. 



 Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use. 



 www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, 



food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site 



during the workday.  



 Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools 



TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors: 



Policies/Operations 



 Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food 



or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. 



Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that 



visitors can make choices accordingly. 








From: Range, Jessica (CPC)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: BAAQMD information request
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 3:58:25 PM
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Hi Brett,
 
I talked with Alison Kirk at BAAQMD today and she had recently met with her supervisor and they
have a few questions for you.  Specifically she wants to show her superiors that the Warriors are
doing all they can to reduce operational emissions and she would like more information on the
Transit Service Plan as well as other project design features/requirements that may or may not be
spelled out in the TSP (essentially all TDM related features). Specifically, she mentioned:


·         Information on the TSP and what it includes
·         Parking: what is the breakdown of the parking spaces (regular, valet, carshare, electric, etc).


Why are there 950 proposed? Are there any other pricing policies? Lastly, I guess the Initial
Study mentioned the project acquired 132 spaces offsite and she has questions about who
would be using those spaces.


·         Bike Parking: How many bike parking spaces are proposed? Any other bike facilities
(showers, etc.)


·         There was mention of a Bike project along Terry Francois Street in the Initial Study and
would like more information on that project (timing, etc.)


 
With regards to any meeting with BAAQMD, I was informed that they need to get an attorney
assigned and meet internally with the attorney before they can meet with us. Also, her superior will
be out of the office next week.
 
Lastly, what is the timing for Draft 2 of the EIR?  Alison would like to look at the construction
mitigation measures proposed.
 
 
Jessica Range
Senior Planner, Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9018 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:Jessica.Range@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org


            
 
Planning Information Center (PIC): 415-558-6377 or pic@sfgov.org
Property Information Map (PIM):http://propertymap.sfplanning.org 
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Catherine Mukai; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: Revisions to AQ Mit Measures
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2015 10:21:39 AM
Attachments: image001.png


GSW Alternatives AQ update.msg


Chris and Jessica –
 
As discussed on this week’s CEQA call, I’m re-sending GSW’s commentary on outstanding AQ info
requests, which include some preferred revisions to mit measure language. Please take a look and
talk to Clarke or myself if you have any other questions.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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GSW: Alternatives AQ update


			From


			Kate Aufhauser


			To


			Paul Mitchell; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Chris Sanchez


			Cc


			Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Catherine Mukai; Michael Keinath


			Recipients


			PMitchell@esassoc.com; joyce@orionenvironment.com; CSanchez@esassoc.com; CMiller@stradasf.com; mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com; chris.kern@sfgov.org; brett.bollinger@sfgov.org; catherine.reilly@sfgov.org; cmukai@environcorp.com; mkeinath@environcorp.com





Paul et al.– 







 







Catherine shared with me her responses to you on open CEQA items, see below. I’d like to clarify a few points vis-à-vis Items 1 and 3. 







 







For Item 1, it seems that in order to continue assuming generator risk up to 30 (i.e., avoid additional modeling work), we need to agree at minimum to Tier 2 equipment with PM filters. Our contractor has confirmed this is widely available. The current step-down schedule, however, precludes select subs from submitting competitive bids and therefore carries unacceptable risks for project schedule and costs. That being said, there are some subs who do have Tier 3 or Tier 4 equipment available for use on the project – we simply cannot yet guarantee that they will be the ones hired for the work. Given that, we propose the mitigation more correctly state that GSW will utilize “Tier 2 equipment (with PM filters) or better, where feasible”. This is a fair and effective mit measure. 







 







For Item 3, our contractor has expressed significant concern about limiting the supply of available trucks for off-hauling soil. Our excavation volumes will be high and our timeframe short, so once again any limitations create an unacceptable risk that not enough qualified trucks may be available at the time we require them. Furthermore, an excavation subcontractor will contract with individual drivers for this project stage, and our contractor believes it would be difficult to verify compliance with a “2010 or newer” policy. Our existing commitment to purchase offsets through the Carl Moyer program, fortunately, nullifies this issue. We already plan to mitigate any excess NOx emissions through this purchase, so the application of additional funds (and acceptance of additional risk) to guarantee certain truck fleets would actually double-charge the GSW for those same construction emissions. If we agree only to participation in the Carl Moyer program, the net environmental impact (and the CEQA significance determination) will remain the same. 







 







Hope this all makes sense. I’m available to discuss as needed.







 







Thanks,







Kate







 







Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst







510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)







kaufhauser@warriors.com







Golden State Warriors







website | tickets | app | social | find us







SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year







 







 







From: Catherine Mukai [mailto:cmukai@environcorp.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:49 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller (cmiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy - Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: FW: GSW: Alternatives AQ update







 







For your records, here’s what I sent to Paul earlier:







 







 







  _____  




 















Catherine Mukai, PE







T: +1 415 426 5014







cmukai@environcorp.com







 







From: Catherine Mukai 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:13 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Chris Sanchez; Joyce Hsiao
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: RE: GSW: Alternatives AQ update







 







Thanks for the summary Paul. Here are responses to each request:







 







Item 1, List of Tier 4 Availability: We understand that Tiers 3 and 4 equipment is reasonably available, what documentation do you need for this? If there’s a monitoring plan during construction the equipment fleet can also be managed to maintain a given level of emissions.







 







Item 2, Modeling of Health Risk of Generators: After the March 12 worksession on the AQ chapter, Jessica Range explained her concern that the generators might be split into more than one application for permitting with the BAAQMD, so using 10 in one million as the stationary source risk for all five generators did not seem to her to cover all options. We discussed that between the arena and two office buildings it could be as many as 3 applications for BAAQMD stationary source permitting, allowing risk of up to 30 in one million.







 







With generator risk of 30 in one million, we discussed whether or not construction mitigations alone would be sufficient to reduce risk to less than significant. In response, we added the Tier 2 + NOx VDECs mitigated scenario, which brought us up to three mitigated scenarios, corresponding to the step-down schedule:







1.     Tier 4 only







2.     Tier 3 only







3.     Tier 2 + 40% NOx VDECs. All 40% NOx VDECs also provide 85% control of DPM.







With construction mitigations using this step-down schedule, no generator modeling is required because the project does not create a hot spot and is not significant.







 







Item 3, Use of 2010 or Newer Haul Trucks: Limiting haul trucks to 2010 and newer results in a 22% reduction in off-road NOx, which is not enough to get NOx less than significant for construction. However, NOx emissions from construction will be reduced by the use of cleaner off-road equipment following the step-down schedule and NOx emissions from construction will already be fully offset by the purchase of off-site mitigations.







 







Does this help? Thanks,







 







Catherine







 







  _____  




 















Catherine Mukai, PE







T: +1 415 426 5014







cmukai@environcorp.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:53:02 AM


Catherine:
 
Thanks for this. We have specific followup questions for you in red, below.  Would you please
respond to these questions?
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Here is my outstanding issue.  I have attached the draft DforD Amendments.  I think there is enough
there to be able to summarize them without getting into the details that we need to refine.
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
 


·         Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015.  Is there a name for
this development? 


 
·         Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late


summer/fall 2015. Is there a name for this development? 
 


·         Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in
2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.


 
·         Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200


units starting in summer 2016.  Where is the location (e.g. Blocks?) for the 200 units starting
in Summer 2016?  Remainder to be built anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now.  What is
the construction start date; and what is the name of the development?  Block 1 – 350



mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:joyce@orionenvironment.com

mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com

mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org





market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel
 


·         Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later. Should we assume the
realignment of Terry Francois and construction of P22 will start in 2016?  Also, when will
construction of P23 and P24 occur?


 
·         UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.  So, what we need


to know is what specific UCSF LRDP development should we assume to be under
construction between now and end of 2017?


 
·         Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it. 


We need it if any of that construction will be occurring between November 2015 and end of
2017?


 
Also, attached is the page from the original DforD that has the language that wasn’t brought
forward when we did the reformat (left off by accident).
 
Will send the DforD stuff soon.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and certain new
information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a pending date
for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
       



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com

mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com





1. Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and
20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she
needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.


·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Joyce
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM);


Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN);
wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Catherine Mukai


Subject: 4/9 CEQA Info Request - GSW Replies Part 1
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:20:03 PM
Attachments: image003.png


2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan.pdf
2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf
2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan.pdf
2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf
2015.04.10_Revised_Curb_Management_Figures_Post-Event.pdf
2015.04.14_InfoNeeds_SubmissionPartOne.xlsx


Paul, Luba, and others –
 
Please see attached for GSW replies to some of ESA’s information requests (4/9 tracker). Other
answers are forthcoming.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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kaufhauser


Oval





kaufhauser


Oval





kaufhauser


Callout


2 commercial spaces previously located here are relocated to circled locations on South St. (1) and 16th St. (1). 





kaufhauser


Callout


Modified to leave 3 paratransit van spaces vs. 1 (based on MTA feedback)





kaufhauser


Line





kaufhauser


Line





kaufhauser


Callout


one parking space replaced w/ commercial loading on-street space.





kaufhauser


Callout


one parking space replaced w/ commercial loading on-street space.
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16TH
 STREET



* Under post-event conditions for large events, a limited number of Van Ness shuttles 
will park directly adjacent to the sidewalk, over the painted bike lane. Westbound 
cyclists will be directed by PCOs to bike along the closed vehicle lane between Terry 
Francois Boulevard and Illinois Street, then to merge back into the designated bike 
lanes west of Illinois Street, per direction from SFMTA Livable Streets group.
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16TH
 STREET



* Under post-event conditions for large events, a limited number of Van Ness shuttles 
will park directly adjacent to the sidewalk, over the painted bike lane. Westbound 
cyclists will be directed by PCOs to bike along the closed vehicle lane between Terry 
Francois Boulevard and Illinois Street, then to merge back into the designated bike 
lanes west of Illinois Street, per direction from SFMTA Livable Streets group.





kaufhauser


Text Box


no black car staging in P21 lot
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Callout


No change
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Callout


Taxi-only zones maintained
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Line





kaufhauser


Callout


"Black car loading" label removed from TFB. Aside from designated paratransit zones (same location as as non-event) and standalone taxi zones to the North, all of TFB will be marked for general loading/pick-up. 
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PEAK EVENT: POST-EVENT CURB MANAGEMENT
FIGURE 6-9
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			Info Needs Task No			Category			Project Sponsor CEQA Information			Responsible Party			Date Due 			Date Delivered/
Status			Notes			Old Date Due 			Old Date Delivered			Old Notes


			ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT


			4			Project Description			Amendments to Mission Bay Planning Documents.  Please provide a list of the proposed amendments to the  Mission Bay Planning Documents (.e.g, Design for Development) that will be required for the project.
			OCII/ Sponsor 			4/15/15			4/6/15			- GSW submitted our draft D4D amendments to Catherine for her review on 4/6. Waiting on comment from Catherine and will modify accordingly prior to submission (if applicable), OR Catherine should submit directly to ESA (if no significant comments). 

- Other input delivered on 4/1 by Kate Aufhauser (via email): "I’d also note that documents already included in CEQA, like our TMP street striping / street parking plans, include proposed revisions to the MB Infrastructure (OPA) and Streetscape plans. Given that these have been and will continue to be vetted by OCII (+ MTA, MBDG, etc.), is it sufficient simply to note that and to state that the sponsor will also seek amendments to accommodate the plans as shown? Then we can clean it up with additional detail once we’re writing RTC, if needed. These changes would not be anticipated to create additional impacts, given that the TMP is already an input for the transportation analysis." Catherine OK'd this approach (4/6 email) and looped in Chris Kern to confirm (no reply received). 

- Note: We are planning to submit all other more minor amendments and revisions in approximately mid- or late-summer (leaving enough time for review and revisions before project approvals, but waiting until project design has stopped evolving so rapidly). 


			10			Transportation/ Safety			Construction Tower Crane / UCSF Compatibility.  The sponsor indicated it had conducted a preliminary review of applicable regs (e.g., FAA) when considering compatibility of the proposed use of tower cranes at the project site with the UCSF helipad.  Please provide that preliminary review			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/18/15			- Clarke provided MCJV's diagrams, which ESA and/or Luba may use to draft a discussion of the helipad issues in the EIR. Generally, the graphics demonstrate that neither the building (incl. penthouse mechanical areas) nor tower cranes will interefere with the helicopter flight path.

- The document should also state that GSW is prepared to comply with FAA law, which will mitigate all potential impacts.

- ESA to provide separate analysis of project impacts on UCSF helipad operations.



			23			Water and Wastewater Utility Plans			Project Water and Wastewater Utility Plans.  In light of the revised project, please confirm if any of the proposed water and wastewater utility plans (include any proposed off-site improvements as part of project) need to be updated			Sponsor			11/1/14									 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Plans are available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/m15v2ifrinjqw0q/Task39_ProjectWastewater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0 
and https://www.dropbox.com/s/2z9g8jr3grfmmjt/Task39_ProjectWater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0. Please note these plans are also being used in the project Major Phase application. 


			14			Transportation			On-street Loading.  Project sponsor to determine if SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-13 will be revised to have taxi versus general loading, and no black car loading, on Terry A. Francois Boulevard? Project sponsor to investigate use of Port lots for staging of black cars prior to the end of an event, and provide details			Sponsor			3/27/15			partial response provided by sponsor on 3/22/2015;

TMP promised by sponsor on 4/18/2015

LCW indicates figures and info. needed from sponsor by 4/15/15 (although full TMP can wait until 4/18/15) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-13 = Post-Event Controls for Large Events (equivalent TMP figure is Figure 6-9).  
Update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/sn4gi2fl4qny9ul/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan.pdf?dl=0
Redlined update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fz15527b38oe1l/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf?dl=0
Equivalent TMP figure available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/swxvn2rwtnqxlvq/2015.04.10_Revised_Curb_Management_Figures_Post-Event.pdf?dl=0

On 3/22/15, Kate A. provided the following [modified 4/14/15]:
Terry Francois Boulevard's curb management plan will be revised to replace any "black car loading" labels with general loading ("passenger pick-up"). There are no changes anticipated to the planned taxi zone or paratransit zone on TFB. This update will be reflected in our revised TMP (forthcoming by 4/18).

Report following Adam's meeting with the Port suggests that P21 (lot closest to our site, across TBF and north of P22/Bayfront Park) will NOT be available as a staging area for black cars. GSW will not designate an official area and will instead rely on PCOs, police, and GSW staff to keep cars from staging in illegal zones. Adam can provide color as needed when he returns. 



			15			Transportation			On-street Loading.  Project sponsor to confirm if black car loading on 16th Street on Figure 5.2-13 to remain?			Sponsor			3/27/15			Partial response provided by sponsor on 3/22/2015;

TMP promised by sponsor on 4/18/2015;

LCW indicates figures and info. needed from sponsor by 4/15/15 (although full TMP can wait until 4/18/15) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-13 = Post-Event Controls for Large Events (equivalent TMP figure is Figure 6-9). 
Update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/sn4gi2fl4qny9ul/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan.pdf?dl=0
Redlined update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fz15527b38oe1l/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf?dl=0
Equivalent TMP figure available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/swxvn2rwtnqxlvq/2015.04.10_Revised_Curb_Management_Figures_Post-Event.pdf?dl=0

On 3/22/15, Kate A. provided the following [no change as of 4/14/15]:
Yes, that area will remain on our plans and will still be called "black car" loading. We will remove conflicting footnotes in the TMP that may reference TNC loading/unloading in that zone.



			16			Transportation			On-street Loading.  Project sponsor to rearrange of on-street commercial loading spaces for SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-9.  Add a couple of spaces to South and 16th Streets closer to Third Street.			Sponsor			3/27/15			Partial response provided by sponsor on 3/22/2015;

TMP promised by sponsor on 4/18/2015;

LCW indicates figures and info. needed from sponsor by 4/15/15 (although full TMP can wait until 4/18/15) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-9 = Proposed Roadway Configuration and Curb Management. 
Update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/tvtzhgbyvy5jn7n/2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan.pdf?dl=0 
Redlined update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6exy1ybclwbocqd/2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf?dl=0 

On 3/22/15, Kate A. provided the following [no change as of 4/14/15]:
This change will be reflected in the text, charts, and graphics of our revised TMP (forthcoming by 4/18). We are planning to move 2 commercial loading spaces in total (one to South Street, one to 16th Street). 



			17			Transportation			16th Street Sidewalk.  Project sponsor and OCII to finalize 16th Street sidewalk adjacent to project site. [We assumed the minimum width would be 10 feet, but discussed the additional queuing areas.  It would be better to have at least 12.5 feet of sidewalk area (i.e., the 10 foot dedicated plus 2.5 feet of sidewalk width within the 20 foot setback), similar to South Street.  Plus the additional queuing areas.]			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/22/2015

LCW indicates figures and info. needed by 4/15/15 (otherwise will analyze 15-foot sidewalk in SEIR) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			GSW received the following info from Jose via email on Thurs 4/9. GSW agrees with the plan Jose outlined. Please proceed with the 15-foot sidewalk on the north side of 16th St. 
 
"The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the 5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR."


			19			Project Description/ Transportation			Proposed Contractor Parking Plan.  To respond to UCSF's concerns during construction, does the sponsor intend to require a construction contractor parking plan? 			Sponsor			4/15/15			3/26/2015 and 4/14/15

LCW will identify improvement measure in Transportation section in SEIR

			- Workers will be heavily encouraged to take transit to the site. The Warriors will also work with contractors and the Mission Bay TMA to extend the operation of an early-morning shuttle that currently transports construction workers from transit hubs to active project sites in Mission Bay. 

- In addition to enabling transit access to the site, we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. Per team emails this week, this committment should be summarized in an improvement measure and included as a condition of approval. 




			20B (new)			Transportation (new)			Helipad Issues
Assumed Maximum Tower Heights
a.  The SEIR presently indicates the two proposed office towers would be 160 feet in height excluding the unoccupied top floor level with mechanical equipment.  What do you estimate would be the maximum tower height with the mechanical equipment/enclosures, etc.? (For example, I recall at the Piers 30-32 site, the rooftop equipment proposed on the buildings at SWL 337 added another 11 feet to the building height)

b.  Aside from the rooftop mechanical equipment/enclosures discussed above, are other rooftop features proposed or possible, such as signage, antennas, flagpoles, or other features on the building rooftops?
			Sponsor			4/15/15			4/14/15			A) The maximum potential height of mechanical equipment above the tower roof is 16' (so, the maximum tower height with mechanical equipment would be 160' + 16' = 176')

B) Antennas for the emergency responder network are anticipated, but will be no higher than the allowed 16' of mechanical equipment. 


			21			Air Quality			List of Tier 4 Availability : Please provide list of Tier 4 equipment availabililty. 
			Environ			3/27/15			4/13/2015 and 4/14/2015			Answer submimtted by Catherine Mukai; follow-up by Kate Aufhauser. Both by email. 

• In order to continue assuming generator risk up to 30 (i.e., avoid additional modeling work), we need to agree at minimum to Tier 2 equipment with PM filters. Our contractor has confirmed this is widely available. 
• The current step-down schedule, however, precludes select subs from submitting competitive bids and therefore carries unacceptable risks for project schedule and costs. That being said, there are some subs who do have Tier 3 or Tier 4 equipment available for use on the project – we simply cannot yet guarantee that they will be the ones hired for the work. 

Therefore: We propose the mitigation more correctly state that GSW will utilize “Tier 2 equipment (with PM filters) or better, where feasible”. 			 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Conceptual stormwater treatment is diagrammed at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/2nbgj0728gjsxtf/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0.

Calculations available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/azv50esx3uqbmho/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_Calcs_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0


			22			Air Quality			Modeling of Health Risk of Generators : Please provide results of modeling of on-site generators.			Environ			3/27/15			4/13/15			Done. Answer submitted by Catherine Mukai.			 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Conceptual stormwater treatment is diagrammed at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/2nbgj0728gjsxtf/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0.

Calculations available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/azv50esx3uqbmho/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_Calcs_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0


			23			Air Quality			Use of 2010 or Newer Haul Trucks: Please provide results of use of only 2010 or newer haul trucks for soil off-hauling part of construction.			Environ			3/27/15			4/13/2015 and 4/14/2015			Answer submimtted by Catherine Mukai; follow-up by Kate Aufhauser. Both by email. 

• Our contractor has expressed significant concern about limiting the supply of available trucks for off-hauling soil. Our excavation volumes will be high and our timeframe short, so once again any limitations create an unacceptable risk that not enough qualified trucks may be available at the time we require them. Furthermore, an excavation subcontractor will contract with individual drivers for this project stage, and our contractor believes it would be difficult to verify compliance with a “2010 or newer” policy. 
• Our existing commitment to purchase offsets through the Carl Moyer program, fortunately, nullifies this issue. We already plan to mitigate any excess NOx emissions through this purchase, so the application of additional funds (and acceptance of additional risk) to guarantee certain truck fleets would actually double-charge the GSW for those same construction emissions. 
• If we agree only to participation in the Carl Moyer program, the net environmental impact (and the CEQA significance determination) will remain the same. 

Therefore: Do not include a mitigation measure requiring 2010 haul trucks or newer. Carl Moyer participation (separate mit measure) is sufficient and effective. 
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From: David Cantor
To: Stewart, Luke; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell
Cc: Miller Clarke; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 10:45:17 AM


The latest info we have from the developers :
Block 12E -  BOSA’s current TCO date is scheduled for September 2015
Block 13W – EQR’s TCO scheduled for June 2015
 
 
David E. Cantor, PE, CCM, DBIA
MBDG | Mission Bay Development Group
410 China Basin Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
Office ~ 415.355.6620
Mobile ~ 707.975.3389
 
 


From: Stewart, Luke 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 7:00 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell
Cc: Miller Clarke; David Cantor; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
 
Paul,
 
P23/P24 – preliminary work is underway for some of the stormwater infrastructure within the park;
full park should be under construction Q3 2015, complete Q4 2016
 
Re: TFB and P22. As Catherine mentioned, we are still working out the details of the schedule, but it
is likely that TFB would need to be constructed prior to park. Construction duration is expected to
be approx. 12 months for TFB, approx. 12 months for P22.
 
Luke Stewart
MBDG
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:10 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller Clarke; Kevin Beauchamp
(KBeauchamp@planning.ucsf.edu); David Cantor; Stewart, Luke
Subject: Future Mission Bay Development
 
See below.  Kevin/Luke/Clarke/Dave – I had a few questions for you if you could help.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
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Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:53 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Catherine:
 
Thanks for this. We have specific followup questions for you in red, below.  Would you please
respond to these questions?
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
 


·         Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015.  Is there a name for
this development?  IT IS THE UBER/ARE PROJECT.


 
·         Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late


summer/fall 2015. Is there a name for this development?      THE EXCHANGE
 


·         Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in
2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.


 
·         Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200
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units starting in summer 2016.  Where is the location (e.g. Blocks?) for the 200 units starting
in Summer 2016? BLOCK 7 WEST AND I MEANT SUMMER 2015  Remainder to be built
anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now. – ACTUALLY PROBABLY MORE CORRECT TO SAY 2
TO 10 YEARS FROM NOW WITH BLOCK 6 EAST STARTING IN 2016 AND BLOCK 3 EAST
STARTING LATE 2016/EARLY 2017. 


 
What is the construction start date; and what is the name of the development?  Block 1 –
350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel BLOCK 1 DOES NOT
HAVE A NAME OTHER THAN THE BLOCK 1 RESIDENTIAL AND BLOCK 1 HOTEL SITES.  THEY
ARE ANTICIPATED TO START LATER THIS YEAR


 
·         Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later. Should we assume the


realignment of Terry Francois and construction of P22 will start in 2016?  Also, when will
construction of P23 and P24 occur?  PARK P23/24 SHOULD BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION THIS
YEAR.  I AM CC-ING CLARKE/LUKE ON THE QUESTION OF TFB AND P22 SINCE THERE ARE
ONGOING DISCUSSIONS BET THEM AND MBDG ON THE PHASING. TO BE OPEN IN 2018,
THEY WILL NEED TO HAVE FINISHED BOTH, BUT COULD WAIT TO START CONSTRUCTION
UNTIL 2017.


 
·         UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.  So, what we need


to know is what specific UCSF LRDP development should we assume to be under
construction between now and end of 2017? I HAVE CC-ED KEVIN FROM UCSF TO PROVIDE
TIMING OF FUTURE GROWTH.  IT BELIEVE IT WILL ONLY BE THE FIRST PHASE OF BLOCK
33/34 FOR ABOUT 250K GSF.


 
·         Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it. 


We need it if any of that construction will be occurring between November 2015 and end of
2017? OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD THE CURRENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS THAT WILL
PROBABLY CONTINUE AFTER NOVERMBER 2015 ARE:


 
FAMILY HOUSE – 80-GUEST SUITES FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING TREATMENT AT UCSF AND
OTHER SF MEDICAL FACILITIES (BLOCK 7 EAST)
BLOCK N4P3/360 BERRY STREET (DON’T KNOW IF IT HAS ANOTHER NAME) – IN MBN –
ABOUT TO START CONSTRUCTION WITH 129 RESIDENTIAL UNITS, 26 OF WHICH ARE
AFFORDABLE.
BLOCK 12E AND 13W MAY SNEAK PAST NOVEMBER, BUT SHOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETE. DAVE– DO YOU HAVE AN ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE FOR THESE?


 
 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor







San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); "Sekhri, Neil


(NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)"; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 12:14:09 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Kate:
 


·         Regarding the elevation of the Third Street Plaza, Clarke responded in a separate email
confirming how it was calculated, so we are good on this issue.


·         Your approach regarding the renderings sounds reasonable to me; we will follow up with
Catherine.


 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 11:01 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Clarke Miller
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Paul,
 
I believe you’re correct about the third street plaza height measurement. Clarke (traveling this
week) or Catherine will need to confirm.
 
Re: renderings, we have produced several images for public consumption at this spring’s CAC
meetings. I propose we use a selection of those images for informational purposes, for the following
reasons:


·         They are consistent with what’s been shown to the public to date;
·         They have been vetted by OCII staff, GSW personnel, and others; and
·         They would not require additional rendering production and would therefore help us meet


the tight timeline.
If this group agrees, perhaps it would be most appropriate for OCII, as lead agency, to review our
last three CAC decks (12/11, 3/12, and 4/9) and confirm which renderings should be included in the
PD. I can then provide the high-res files for those images.
 
Thanks,
Kate
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Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 10:49 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for this detailed response; and it all sounds reasonable.  We look forward to receiving all the
requested site plans on April 20.


·         Per your request, we can add the note in the SEIR you indicate below regarding the sloped
site.


·         I understand your description below regarding calculation for total building height.  Just
confirming with you what will be the calculation for estimating the Third Street Plaza height
in your site plans (simply measured vertically from back of sidewalk on Third Street to the
plaza landing?)  I ask this as we had received comments on the PD wanting to know the
height of the plaza relative to Third Street, so if it is calculated vertically from back of
sidewalk on Third Street to the plaza landing, that would sufficiently responds to the
comments.


·         Understood regarding no new Major Phase submittal.  We assume no version of the Basic
Concept/Schematic Design package is being submitted or available for review prior to DSEIR
publication?


·         As indicated in my email below, when you are ready, we still need to discuss as a group your
proposed renderings to be included in the SEIR PD for informational purposes.  Are you
planning on having those completed by April 20 as well?


 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kaufhauser@warriors.com
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Paul,
 
Regarding the depiction of heights on the site, based on conversations with Catherine and her staff,
as well as Mary Murphy, we intend to have the heights shown in the SEIR comport with the way
they’re shown in the Basic Concept/Schematic Design package our team is preparing for OCII. In that
document, we’re required to show height measurements that are consistent with the direction
provided in OCII’s Design for Development Guidelines. Our site slopes (more on this below), so the
applicable language in the D4D is, “On a sloping site, this [building height] measurement is taken at
the median grade height for each building face. Total building height is calculated by determining
the average height of all individual building faces.” OCII has clarified that the “median grade height”
in the D4D definition should be interpreted as back of sidewalk. The implication of taking height
measurements for each building is that all building elevations will begin at a height of 0’ which will
enable a clear understanding of the buildings’ total height (which won’t exceed 160’ in the case of
the Office towers, for instance). The other important implication is that while each building height
measurement starts at 0’, those 0’ elevations are not the same across the various buildings on the
site because of the sloped nature of the site. So to reiterate, for the purposes of the SEIR, we
propose to show heights that start at 0’ for each building, and the depiction of heights on the site
plan is consistent with this same approach.
 
Back to the slope issue, in order to avoid any confusion, we also recommend adding a note in the
SEIR narrative or footnotes that clarifies that the site is currently sloped and it will remain sloped
after construction. Along South St., it slopes down approximately 2’ from Third St. to TFB, and along
16th Street, it slopes down approximately 3.5’ from Third St. to TFB. In other words, TFB sits a
couple of feet lower than Third St. Let us know if you this this explanation will serve the intended
purpose.
 
Separately, per your list of questions below, no new Major Phase will be prepared. The Basic
Concept/Schematic Design package is the more detailed entitlement document OCII
reviews/approves, and the design depicted there supplants what’s shown in the Major Phase.  
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2015 5:45 PM
To: Kaufhauser@warriors.com; Clarke Miller
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce
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Subject: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Kate and Clarke:
 


·         Below is our tentative proposed list of figures to be included in the 1) Chapter 3 SEIR,
Project Description for the proposed project, and 2) Chapter 6, SEIR Third Street Plaza
Variant. You will see in most cases the figures are requested in a format and level of detail
you have previously provided the graphics to us.  However, if you developing any new
graphics that may be in an updated or different format that you prefer over the prior
versions, please let me know and we can discuss options.
 


·         Any references to building/plaza elevation heights in the figures you provide should be in
the approved convention agreed between you and OCII. (Can you please provide me with a
status of the final direction given on this issue?)


 
·         As a time-saving measure, please make sure any plan figures you provide include a


measurement scale.
 


·         As I indicate below, when you have a chance, we should discuss as a group the specific
renderings that may be included in the SEIR for the proposed project and variant, including
level of detail, viewpoints, etc.
 


·         As previously discussed, for the EIR Alternatives (Reduced Intensity and No Project), I
believe we have all the appropriate graphics we need from you on those.
 


·         Are you planning on submitting a updated version of the Major Phase Application to OCII
prior to publication of the Draft SEIR?; and if so when?  I just want to get a sense of the
range of new graphics that may be underway by you.
 


·         I am cc:ing Catherine and Chris so they are kept in the loop on the figures.
 


 
Thanks, and please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions.
 
 


 Figure Title Source Status Notes
Chapter 3 - Proposed Project  
  3-1 Aerial Photograph of


Mission Bay
ESA Complete --


  3-2 Existing Roadway
Network in Mission
Bay


ESA Complete --


  3-3 Land Uses in the
Mission Bay
Redevelopment Plan


OCII Complete --


  3-4 Aerial Photograph of
Project Site Vicinity


ESA Complete --







  3-5 Conceptual Project
Site Plan


Warriors
 


Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-5
(Conceptual Site Plan)
 from the previously
submitted SEIR PD
 


  3-6 Floor Plan – Lower
Parking Level 2


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-6
(Floor Plan – Lower
Parking Level 2) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  This
figure was taken from
your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change. 
 


  3-7 Floor Plan – Event
Level / Lower Parking
Level 1


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-7
(Floor Plan – Event Level
/ Lower Parking Level 1)
from the previously
submitted SEIR PD. 
Note:  This figure was
taken from an earlier
version of your Major
Phase Application, and
we never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-8 Floor Plan – Ground
Level / Upper Parking
Level


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-8
(Floor Plan – Ground
Level / Upper Parking
Level) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  This
figure was taken from an
earlier version of your
Major Phase Application,
and we never got
around to putting it into
ESA format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-9 Floor Plan – Plaza /
Mezzanine Level


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-9
(Floor Plan – Plaza /
Mezzanine Level) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 







This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-10 Floor Plan – Main
Concourse Level


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-10
(Floor Plan – Main
Concourse Level) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-11 Floor Plan-
Representative Floor
Plan for Towers of the
Proposed Office and
Retail Building


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-11
(Floor Plan-
Representative Floor
Plan for Towers of the
Proposed Office and
Retail Building) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-12 Project East and North
Elevations


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-12
(Project East and North
Elevations) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was







going to change.
 


  3-13 Project South and
West Elevations


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-13
(Project South and West
Elevations) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-14 Proposed Pedestrian
Circulation


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-14
(Proposed Pedestrian
Circulation) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD
 


  3-15 Proposed Bicycle
Parking Facilities


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-115
(Proposed Bicycle
Parking Facilities) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD
 


  3-16 to
3-XX


Renderings Warriors Pending  When you have a
chance, we should
discuss the number of
renderings you may be
preparing for inclusion
in the SEIR, including
level of detail,
viewpoints, etc.


           
Chapter 6 - Third Street Plaza Variant  
  6-1 Conceptual Project


Site Plan
Warriors
 


Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-5
(Conceptual Site Plan)
 that will be completed
by you for the proposed
project
 


  6-2 Project South (yes)
and West (?)
Elevations


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-13
(Project South and West
Elevations) for the
proposed project from







the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  I
included the South
Elevation, if views from
the south will change at
all compared to the
proposed project (e.g.,
since the retail building
is being relocated)
 


  6-3 Project East (?) and
North (?) Elevations


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-12
(Project East and North
Elevations) for the
proposed project from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note:  I
included the North
Elevation, if views from
the south will change at
all compared to the
proposed project (e.g.,
since the retail building
is being relocated).  If
there are no changes in
the East elevation
compared to the
project, then you don’t
need to include that
one.


  6-YY to
3-ZZ


Renderings? Warriors Pending  When you have a
chance, we should
discuss if you are
proposing to prepare
renderings for the
Variant for inclusion in
the SEIR, including level
of detail, viewpoints,
etc.


           
           
 
 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108







415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Miller, Erin
To: Beaupre, David (PRT)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:00:49 PM


That could be appropriate. In fact, I just saw a similar letter from Ed to another concerned citizen
about traffic planning in the showplace square Potrero Hill area.


Ricardo,, could you please review this gentleman's letter and think about how best we might reply?


Thanks,
- Erin Miller Blankinship


> On Apr 14, 2015, at 12:58 PM, Beaupre, David (PRT) <david.beaupre@sfport.com> wrote:
>
> We should decide how to respond to this, obviously he has put some time and thought into this, it
seems like the response should come from MTA with the assumption that TFB needs to be 4 lanes to
accommodate and distribute the throughput, which I belive is even more true with the Arena
>
> Thank you,
>
> David Beaupre
> Port of San Francisco
> Pier 1
> San Francisco CA 94111
> 415-274-0539
>
>
>
> From: Todd Simpson [mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com]
> Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:55 PM
> To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
> Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Beaupre, David (PRT)
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine, Erin, David:
>
> I have been attending the Warriors progress meetings, and it struck me that if I could get them
interested in "an improved waterfront experience", that it might have a better chance.
>
> I wrote up a _very_ rough outline - capturing my previous email in a bit more depth.  See the
attached pdf.  Sorry about the amateur drawings; hopefully they get the ideas across.
>
> Would you have suggestions for next steps?  I know this is a very long shot....but it is worth trying, at
least in my opinion.
>
> Thanks,
> Todd
>
>
> On Sun, Oct 5, 2014 at 11:40 AM, Miller, Erin
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com<mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>> wrote:
> Hi Todd,
>
> You may also be interested in the work around the Blue
Greenway<http://www.sfport.com/index.aspx?page=1433>.  TAF is actually under the jurisdiction of
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the Port, and they're leading this project that includes improvements for bicycle and pedestrian access
along that roadway.  I've copied the project manager, David Beaupre here for your information.  He can
give you a better overview of the planned future street circulation and implementation timing.
>
> I also wanted to let you know that I'm not only coordinating for the Warriors project at the SFMTA,
but I'm also the Project Manager for the Waterfront Transportation Assessment.  We're just beginning
its 2nd phase:  the SoMa-Mission Bay-Central Waterfront Transportation Needs & Solutions
Analysis<http://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/soma-mission-bay-central-waterfront-
transportation-needs-solutions>, where we'll be taking a look at future capacity and demands on major
transportation corridors throughout this part of the city as it grows in the future.  I hope you'll sign up
for the mailing list by clicking on the "Receive Updates" tab.  Please note that I'm in the process of a
big update currently, and there aren't any new topics just yet, but you will be included on the list for
the update coming out very soon.
>
> Best,
>
> Erin Miller Blankinship
> Section Lead, Development & Transportation Integration
>
> Urban Planning Initiatives
> SFMTA|Municipal Transportation Agency
> One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
> San Francisco, CA  94103
>
> 415.701.5490<tel:415.701.5490> (o)
> 415.971.7429<tel:415.971.7429> (m)
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson [todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>]
> Sent: Saturday, October 04, 2014 3:43 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine
> Cc: Miller, Erin
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
> Catherine, Erin.
>
> Thanks for the friendly reply.  I would love to be an advocate for this, so please let me know when,
where, and how I could participate.  I will be at the next CAC meeting, but if there is anything to do
before then, just let me know.
>
> Enjoy the awesome weather this weekend.
> Todd
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org<mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>> wrote:
>
> Hi, Todd - thanks for sending the email (great summary and well thought out).  There is not one
single person that would be involved in addressing this, but I have cc-ed Erin Miller, who is the lead for
the SFMTA for the GSW project.  I will also forward your comment to the larger team.  We are in the
process of looking at all the surrounding streets/transportation systems so it is a good time to throw this
into the mix.
>
>
>
> Catherine Reilly
>
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson <todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>>
> Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2014 4:22 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
> Subject: Mission Bay CAC
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>
> Catherine,
>
> We met briefly after the Thursday Warriors update at the Mission Bay CAC meeting.
>
> I was hoping that you would introduce me to the individual/department responsible for traffic
planning, and in particular, for the redevelopment of Terry A. Francois Blvd.
>
> For your interest, I have included my comment/question below.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson.
>
> ---
>
> Hello,
>
> As a resident of Mission Bay (at the Radiance) I am interested in the plans to redevelop Terry A.
Francois Blvd (TAF).
>
> My suggestion is to focus on making TAF a quiet, pedestrian and cycle friendly street.  In particular,
designing it to be a 2-lane (total), low speed road, as opposed to being a 4-lane high traffic area.
>
> With the development of the park at P21 and P22, it would be great if the environment was quiet
and pedestrian friendly.  We have the opportunity to create a space that is unlike the rest of the
embarcadero, where high traffic volume detracts from the beauty of the waterfront.  The area adjacent
to P21 and P22 could be much more like a beach boulevard, as opposed to a high volume city street.
>
> This opportunity exists because TAF is essentially a horseshoe, routing traffic back to 3rd street at
either end.  Ultimately, all traffic must flow to 3rd Street (and to Illinois and 4th street) to exit the
horseshoe.  It seems plausible that traffic flows and stoplight duty cycles could be programmed to
encourage lower traffic volumes on TAF within the horseshoe without impacting overall ingress/egress
efficiency.
>
> Ignoring, for the moment, the impact of Giants and Warriors traffic, this seems highly feasible.  I am
not a traffic engineer, but I also believe that we could keep TAF small (2 lanes total) and quiet, even
accounting for Giants and Warriors traffic.  In particular:
>
> 1) during non-peak times, TAF could be a quiet two-way, low speed beach boulevard with extra
parking, bike and pedestrian access, due to the two-lane design.
>
> 2) during pre and post game traffic surges, the 2-lane TAF could be uni-directional.  For Giants
game, it could funnel traffic to the South.  For Warriors games, Southbound traffic would go to Illinois
and 3rd Street, and TAF could be two-lanes moving North to the 3rd Street bridge.
>
> 3) the duty cycles on 3rd Street and 4th Street intersections could encourage the use of these major
thoroughfares for both ingress and egress during peak times.
>
> 4) With the existing Giants stadium, and with the proposed truck access to the Warriors complex,
truck traffic should already be designed to avoid TAF.
>
> 5) There are already lots of walking / running / community events using TAF.  Making it purpose built
for these types of events makes sense.
>
> Again, we have the opportunity to make TAF something special.  A quiet, friendly part of the Mission
Bay ocean-side experience.  If we simply develop it into a 4-lane, high volume, undifferentiated city
street, I feel that we will have lost an opportunity.
>
> I hope that this request makes sense.  If I can provide further input, you can reach me at
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com> and/or at 615-676-1682<tel:615-676-
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1682>.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <SF MB Waterfront.pdf>








From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
To: wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Rich, Ken (ECN)
Subject: GSW/UCSF Pre-Meeting @1:30 at OCII
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:28:41 PM


Based on conversations, it seems to be best if we meet before the 2pm meeting with UCSF. Can
everyone meet at OCII at 1:30pm tomorrow? Should I extend the invite to the consultants?
 
Catherine: Can you reserve the room for the 1:30-2pm meeting?
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Paul Mitchell
Cc: Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli (MTA); Miller,


Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly;
Van de Water, Adam (ECN)


Subject: RE: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:46:10 PM
Attachments: image001.png


2015.04.14_Transportation_Demand_Management_Modified_List_GSWResponse.docx


Hi, all –
 
Thanks for your patience as we reviewed these revisions. I am attaching our response, with
modifications to the list marked in Track Changes and explanations or response to City questions
called out in the comment bubbles.
 
A few notes on our revisions:


-          First, we removed a few items for fear that requiring tenants to comply (via deed
restrictions, CC&Rs, etc.) would negatively impact the marketability of our buildings, or
because implementation cost would be out of proportion to the impact the strategy might
have on our overall mode split. Fortunately, that still left us with several strategies typical to
office buildings and mixed-use developments; these are likely similar to, if not more robust
than, the TDM measures that would have been enacted by any other commercial developer
on the same site.


-          Second, you’ll see what we made more modifications to the strategies for employees than
to those for event center or retail visitors. This seems appropriate because transportation
capacity (both transit and parking) for our daily employees has already been factored into
the MB plan, so workers’ transportation is generally less prone to the current community
attention and concern. By implementing a particularly robust program for event center
visitors, we believe we’re advancing the community’s real goals for congestion reduction
and resource management.


 
Hope this all makes sense. I am available to discuss as needed.
 
Kate
 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies


The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below. employees and for event center visitors. TDM strategies for office, retail, restaurant and event center employees:	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In order to maintain the marketability of the Office and Retail spaces, we cannot require substantial commitments of tenants that would raise their all-in occupancy costs. We can, however, set a campus culture and offer encouragement/lead by example. 


Policy/Operations


· Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses.	Comment by Paine, Carli: Transit only, Do not provide/offer the pre-tax parking benefit. This is a choice employers can make. 

GSW: OK


· Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.	Comment by Brett Bollinger: UCSF: Page 5.2‐58, TDM Strategies: “Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.” This is not an option for Event Center employees.

GSW: Actually it is. Frequently cited Event Center employees include janitors, sound technicians, box office staff, and a wealth of other positions (including event-staff, like security guards and ushers) who are required to complete their work on site. Event Center employees also, however, include staff for the booking department, F&B operations personnel, event and catering coordinators, and other more flexible positions. The intent of “to the extent possible” in the text is to convey the variable applicability of this measure for employees in different roles. 


· Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through 


· Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco (). 


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee

GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


· Establish annual TDM budget to support achievement of mode split goalsTDM efforts	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: We can support/encourage/enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others. 


· Provide free bikeshare membership to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Given the limited number of Bike Share stations that could be installed in the vicinity, the cost of membership for all employees would be disproportionate to the number of employees able to take advantage of the benefit. Employees amenable to biking will be able to take advantage of our 600+ bike parking spaces on-site.


· Provide transit subsidy to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In excess of GSW’s accepted practices (see above re: pre-tax commuter benefits, which is an effective tool for current employees). 


· Charge employees market rate for parking on-site and at off-site leased/owned parking facilities


Marketing/Communications


· Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule. 


· Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use the room when no event?


· Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride home services


· Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as the annual “Bike to Work” day.


· Organize and publicize community efforts promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 	Comment by Paine, Carli: I would not call Spare the Air a promotional event. 

GSW: OK, see word edit. 


· Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-site.


· Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity.


· Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use.


· www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the workday. 


· Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools


TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors:


Policies/Operations


· Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly.


· Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards to encourage patrons to associate event attendance with transit usage during attendee’s trip planning process.


· Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 


· Charge event-rate parking fees for auto parking on-site and at leased/owned off-site parking facilities during events.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See comment 1. Cannot require future Office or Retail tenants to modify their preferred economic model, including parking charge, without impacting marketability of our buildings. 


· Establish a TDM annual budget to support TDM efforts and ensure ability to meet mode split commitments	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See previous comment. We can support/encourage/ enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others.


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee


GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


Communications/Marketing


· Encourage customers at point of  ticket purchase to use sustainable modes via communications on the internet and through the ticket vendor.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Promote branded Clipper Cards to season ticket holders and others 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK. 


· Promote transit access to the project site by providing :


· interactive trip-planning tooltransit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing sitebest routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations (exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Looks like multiple word edits jumbled up the text here a little. 


· Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non-auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 


· Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity


· Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and mobile application. Design a “Getting There” page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 


· Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event literature and advertisements, when appropriate.


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: This was added at UCSF’s request. If refers to an informational marquee or other materials that notify people in the neighborhood about upcoming events, so they can modify their transportation planning if desired. 


Capital


· Work with SFMTA to brand transit stops/stations near the project site, covering any costs associated with re-branding	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses.


· Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed valet facility.


· Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis, charter buses,  and rideshare vehicles. Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC[footnoteRef:1][1] companies to offer discounts to event attendees and/or employees. [1: [1]    Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that provides transportation services using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, SideCar, Uber).] 



· Install TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to employees and visitors to the event center.


· 


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: See above. Makes more sense once we move to Communications/Marketing. 
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The TMP includes TDM strategies for 




Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other 




employers on




-




site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below. 




 




Policy/Operations
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, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their 




commuting costs by up 




to 40 percent using tax
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free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses.
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Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.
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matching program through 
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to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 




program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip 
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stablish annual TDM budget to 




support 




TDM efforts




 




Marketing/Communications
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Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them




 




that they are eligible to ride 




the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule. 
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(approximately 300 bike spaces 
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valet operations during events only).
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the room when no event?
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Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as 




the annual “Bike to Work” day.
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Organize and publicize 




community efforts 




 




such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area 




region) or a Rideshare Week. 
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Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on
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site.
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Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinit
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Provide shower and locker facilities for event center
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Program additional on
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site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, 
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od and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on
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site 




during the workday. 
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Designating/reserve priority on




-




site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools
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visitors
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·




 




Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food 




or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast




-




track” security line. 




Market these incentives with a 




robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that 




visitors can make choices accordingly.




 








Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies 



The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other 



employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below.  



Policy/Operations 



 Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their 



commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses. 



 Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible. 



 Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through  



 Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco.  



 Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 



program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip 



making 



 Establish annual TDM budget to support TDM efforts 



Marketing/Communications 



 Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride 



the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule.  



 Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility 



(approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use 



the room when no event? 



 Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride 



home services 



 Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as 



the annual “Bike to Work” day. 



 Organize and publicize community efforts  such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area 



region) or a Rideshare Week.  



 Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-



site. 



 Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity. 



 Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use. 



 www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, 



food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site 



during the workday.  



 Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools 



TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors: 



Policies/Operations 



 Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food 



or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. 



Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that 



visitors can make choices accordingly. 







Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Brett Bollinger; Kern, Chris; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli; Erin
Miller
Subject: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
 
Hi Kate and Clarke
Attached are four pages of transportation section of the EIR that provide the list of TDM
measures included in the TMP, with SFMTA edits. 
As part of the section review, Carli reorganized a bit, deleted two measures, and added 12
new measures. I marked each measure as "slightly reworded", "same", or "new", and wrote in
the two measures that were deleted.
 
There is also a note to sponsor on the last measure regarding what one of the measures
means.
 
We were planning on reviewing the changes during Thursday's meeting, so I hope that you
will be able to review and determine if these changes are acceptable to GSW before then.
 These revised measures will then need to be incorporated back into the TMP document.
 
Thank you,
Luba








From: Murphy, Mary G.
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán ; Luba Wyznyckyj; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC);


Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: Re: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 10:47:47 AM


Not to mention my amazing design acumen!  Sounds like it will be better off without
us!


Sent from my iPhone


On Apr 14, 2015, at 9:30 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


I believe this is a design based meeting so not sure attorneys are needed. Not that
we don't love having you there.


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Murphy, Mary G."
Date:04/14/2015 9:24 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (ADM)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,Kate Aufhauser ,"José I. Farrán" ,Luba Wyznyckyj ,Paul Mitchell
,Joyce Hsiao ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,"Van de Water, Adam (ECN)" ,"Miller, Erin (MTA)"
,Molly Hayes ,Jesse Blout
Subject: Re: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW


Next week Neil and I have to go to Florida for our firms all lawyer retreat.  I could
do a call on Thursday or Friday but Wednesday I will be flying to Florida. Could that
work?  Sorry to inconvenience others.  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone


On Apr 14, 2015, at 9:16 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


We can meet next week, just wanted to clarify that it will not be feeding into the CEQA document.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
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Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:02 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce
Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Catherine,


I agree that we appear to be covered on the 16th St. design for CEQA purposes. However, given the


timing of Mission Bay Development Group’s infrastructure improvements along 16th St. (including
the sidewalk portion along our site), we’d like to further develop the broader streetscape design
now in order to get it into their final construction drawings. To that end, would a meeting next
Wednesday still be possible?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; Clarke Miller; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern,
Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 


Kate – When I talked with the larger team, we decided to make a general assumption on the 16th


Street for the EIR since we are at the pencils down stage of the EIR – ie, we need to just decide on
the general project and finalize the analysis and 4/22 is too late to be making any significant


changes.  When we get to the detailed design of the 16th Street sidewalk, we just need to make sure
that the final design is adequate and provides adequate pedestrian movement consistent with the
assumptions in the EIR, etc. and can make minor modifications to the design and not run afoul of
the EIR, as long as we can show that we provide that adequate level of movement.
 
Others on the CEQA team can correct my statements.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:59 AM
To: José I. Farrán; 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
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TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
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_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been
sent to you in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then
immediately delete this message.








From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"; José I. Farrán; "Clarke Miller"; "Luba Wyznyckyj"; "Paul Mitchell"; "Joyce Hsiao"; Kern, Chris


(CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); "Mary Murphy"; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:41:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Kate – When I talked with the larger team, we decided to make a general assumption on the 16th


Street for the EIR since we are at the pencils down stage of the EIR – ie, we need to just decide on
the general project and finalize the analysis and 4/22 is too late to be making any significant


changes.  When we get to the detailed design of the 16th Street sidewalk, we just need to make sure
that the final design is adequate and provides adequate pedestrian movement consistent with the
assumptions in the EIR, etc. and can make minor modifications to the design and not run afoul of
the EIR, as long as we can show that we provide that adequate level of movement.
 
Others on the CEQA team can correct my statements.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:59 AM
To: José I. Farrán; 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
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Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
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Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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"willi2web@comcast.net"; "wjones@chinatowncdc.org"; "wmoss@cmgsite.com"; "wongaia@aol.com";
"WLSPR@aol.com"; "wshinbori@aol.com"; "w@wendysilvani.com"; "w@silvanitransportationconsulting.com";
"xiaogwu@gmail.com"; "ymsarnowski@gmail.com"; "zephyr@zephyralbright.com"


Subject: REMINDER SAVE THE DATE - April 30th GSW Special Mission Bay CAC Meeting
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 8:43:00 AM


As a reminder, we will be holding a special Mission Bay Citizens Advisory Committee meeting on
Thursday, April 30th at 5PM at the Mission Creek Senior building to discuss events management
related to the Golden State Warriors project.  An agenda with location will be sent out next week
with more details.
 
Thank you
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: José I. Farrán; Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:34:53 PM
Attachments: Without UCSF Supply Off-site Needs.pdf


Thank you, Jose.  So it looks like the original 400 spaces that Adam included in the Event
Management Strategy was related to what he thought could fit on Pier 70 vs. the parking shortfall
with or without the UCSF garages.  He may not have included a higher numbers since he was still
talking with the Port on the possibility of using Pier 80, which has the larger footprint and longer
term usability.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:05 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Catherine,
 
Attached is a summary table showing weekday parking conditions for the existing plus project
scenarios assuming that project vehicles are not allowed to park at UCSF facilities. The potential
parking shortfalls are a function of the assumptions regarding supply and demand.
 
Regarding your question about how many off-site parking spaces it would take to eliminate project
traffic impacts, you are correct, no analysis has been conducted to estimate that number.   Based on
“professional guesswork”, it seems that the number should start at least at about 1,000 (about 25% of
the project total parking demand) with 2,000 being a likely candidate to result in the elimination of
project traffic impacts in MB (remains to be seen what the effects would be in the vicinity of the off-site
parking location).  As a reference size-wise, the Giants Lot A has capacity for about 2,400 vehicles.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
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Weekday parking conditions summary 



 



 



Note ‐ The Existing plus Project Conditions represent an overlay of project parking demand on 



top of existing parking demand as measured in the field.  These conditions do not take into 



account potential background growth in parking demand due to the development of 



surrounding parcels within Mission Bay. 



 



 



Conditions assuming no project 



vehicles can park at UCSF 



garages 



Conditions assuming no project 



vehicles can park at UCSF 



garages, and without other 



facilities that have been assumed 



would remain open for GSW 



evening events 



Existing plus Project Conditions 



GSW basketball 



Game Only; no SF 



Giants game. (about 



600 vehicles would 



park at UCSF 



facilities) 



No shortfall; the 600‐space 



demand can be accommodated in 



other facilities. 



Total shortfall 780 spaces (600 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 180 overall 



shortfall). 



Dual GSW and 



Giants Game. (about 



930 vehicles would 



park at UCSF 



facilities) 



Total shortfall 1,070 spaces (930 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 140 overall shortfall)



Total shortfall 3,530 spaces (930 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 2,600 overall 



shortfall) 












 
 
From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:38 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Jose/Luba – thoughts?  We keep throwing 2000 around, but not sure if that was based on any
analysis.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
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Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: Miller, Erin
To: Beaupre, David (PRT); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 12:21:32 PM


Well, you could always pose the question to Jose.  He knows MB so well, he would probably could make
a good estimation of feasibility.  Ricardo, did you do any kind of analysis on the "road diet" idea for
TFB?


Erin Miller Blankinship


Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets


(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m


www.sfmta.com  


-----Original Message-----
From: Beaupre, David (PRT) [mailto:david.beaupre@sfport.com]
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 12:05 PM
To: Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine; Olea, Ricardo
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC


I am not suggesting we move forward with any recommendation, I am hoping that between the work
the Giants and GSW have done, that someone can tell us if the concept if feasible or not, in essence we
need some reason to defend our position one way or another and I am wondering who is best suited to
do so?


Thank you,


David Beaupre
Port of San Francisco
Pier 1
San Francisco CA 94111
415-274-0539


-----Original Message-----
From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com]
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:56 AM
To: Beaupre, David (PRT); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC


David,


Well, if we wanted to move forward with recommendations such as those that Ricardo recommended in
the email he attached, then it seems that there may be impacts to the environmental analysis for the
Warriors (which the schedule would seem to strongly shy away from), or it could possibly be worked
into the Giants (which may be more useful anyway, given the scope of that development).


Ricardo, Catherine, thoughts?
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Erin Miller Blankinship


Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration Sustainable Streets


(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m


www.sfmta.com  


-----Original Message-----
From: Beaupre, David (PRT) [mailto:david.beaupre@sfport.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 2:01 PM
To: Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine
Subject: FW: Mission Bay CAC


Erin,


Is this something we could ask either the Giants or GSW Arena Transportation Consultants to analyze?


Thank you,


David Beaupre
Port of San Francisco
Pier 1
San Francisco CA 94111
415-274-0539


-----Original Message-----
From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:07 PM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Beaupre, David (PRT)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC


I agree that it would be better for Terry Francois to be something other than a four traffic lane street, I
had suggested as much in the attached email (item B) when we got a speeding complaint (based on
existing conditions).  However, I haven't been involved in the planning for the streets in the area and
ultimately how the street functions and is designed is a larger planning and Port issue.  Hopefully
someone is looking into it from both the circulation and safety standpoint and can explain what the
plans are here.


Ricardo


-----Original Message-----
From: Miller, Erin
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 1:56 PM
To: Beaupre, David
Cc: Reilly, Catherine; Olea, Ricardo
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC


That could be appropriate. In fact, I just saw a similar letter from Ed to another concerned citizen
about traffic planning in the showplace square Potrero Hill area.


Ricardo,, could you please review this gentleman's letter and think about how best we might reply?
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Thanks,
- Erin Miller Blankinship


> On Apr 14, 2015, at 12:58 PM, Beaupre, David (PRT) <david.beaupre@sfport.com> wrote:
>
> We should decide how to respond to this, obviously he has put some time and thought into this, it
seems like the response should come from MTA with the assumption that TFB needs to be 4 lanes to
accommodate and distribute the throughput, which I belive is even more true with the Arena
>
> Thank you,
>
> David Beaupre
> Port of San Francisco
> Pier 1
> San Francisco CA 94111
> 415-274-0539
>
>
>
> From: Todd Simpson [mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com]
> Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:55 PM
> To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
> Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Beaupre, David (PRT)
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine, Erin, David:
>
> I have been attending the Warriors progress meetings, and it struck me that if I could get them
interested in "an improved waterfront experience", that it might have a better chance.
>
> I wrote up a _very_ rough outline - capturing my previous email in a bit more depth.  See the
attached pdf.  Sorry about the amateur drawings; hopefully they get the ideas across.
>
> Would you have suggestions for next steps?  I know this is a very long shot....but it is worth trying, at
least in my opinion.
>
> Thanks,
> Todd
>
>
> On Sun, Oct 5, 2014 at 11:40 AM, Miller, Erin
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com<mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>> wrote:
> Hi Todd,
>
> You may also be interested in the work around the Blue
Greenway<http://www.sfport.com/index.aspx?page=1433>.  TAF is actually under the jurisdiction of
the Port, and they're leading this project that includes improvements for bicycle and pedestrian access
along that roadway.  I've copied the project manager, David Beaupre here for your information.  He can
give you a better overview of the planned future street circulation and implementation timing.
>
> I also wanted to let you know that I'm not only coordinating for the Warriors project at the SFMTA,
but I'm also the Project Manager for the Waterfront Transportation Assessment.  We're just beginning
its 2nd phase:  the SoMa-Mission Bay-Central Waterfront Transportation Needs & Solutions
Analysis<http://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/soma-mission-bay-central-waterfront-
transportation-needs-solutions>, where we'll be taking a look at future capacity and demands on major
transportation corridors throughout this part of the city as it grows in the future.  I hope you'll sign up
for the mailing list by clicking on the "Receive Updates" tab.  Please note that I'm in the process of a
big update currently, and there aren't any new topics just yet, but you will be included on the list for
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the update coming out very soon.
>
> Best,
>
> Erin Miller Blankinship
> Section Lead, Development & Transportation Integration
>
> Urban Planning Initiatives
> SFMTA|Municipal Transportation Agency
> One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
> San Francisco, CA  94103
>
> 415.701.5490<tel:415.701.5490> (o)
> 415.971.7429<tel:415.971.7429> (m)
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson [todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>]
> Sent: Saturday, October 04, 2014 3:43 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine
> Cc: Miller, Erin
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
> Catherine, Erin.
>
> Thanks for the friendly reply.  I would love to be an advocate for this, so please let me know when,
where, and how I could participate.  I will be at the next CAC meeting, but if there is anything to do
before then, just let me know.
>
> Enjoy the awesome weather this weekend.
> Todd
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org<mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>> wrote:
>
> Hi, Todd - thanks for sending the email (great summary and well thought out).  There is not one
single person that would be involved in addressing this, but I have cc-ed Erin Miller, who is the lead for
the SFMTA for the GSW project.  I will also forward your comment to the larger team.  We are in the
process of looking at all the surrounding streets/transportation systems so it is a good time to throw this
into the mix.
>
>
>
> Catherine Reilly
>
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson <todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>>
> Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2014 4:22 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
> Subject: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine,
>
> We met briefly after the Thursday Warriors update at the Mission Bay CAC meeting.
>
> I was hoping that you would introduce me to the individual/department responsible for traffic
planning, and in particular, for the redevelopment of Terry A. Francois Blvd.
>
> For your interest, I have included my comment/question below.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson.
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>
> ---
>
> Hello,
>
> As a resident of Mission Bay (at the Radiance) I am interested in the plans to redevelop Terry A.
Francois Blvd (TAF).
>
> My suggestion is to focus on making TAF a quiet, pedestrian and cycle friendly street.  In particular,
designing it to be a 2-lane (total), low speed road, as opposed to being a 4-lane high traffic area.
>
> With the development of the park at P21 and P22, it would be great if the environment was quiet
and pedestrian friendly.  We have the opportunity to create a space that is unlike the rest of the
embarcadero, where high traffic volume detracts from the beauty of the waterfront.  The area adjacent
to P21 and P22 could be much more like a beach boulevard, as opposed to a high volume city street.
>
> This opportunity exists because TAF is essentially a horseshoe, routing traffic back to 3rd street at
either end.  Ultimately, all traffic must flow to 3rd Street (and to Illinois and 4th street) to exit the
horseshoe.  It seems plausible that traffic flows and stoplight duty cycles could be programmed to
encourage lower traffic volumes on TAF within the horseshoe without impacting overall ingress/egress
efficiency.
>
> Ignoring, for the moment, the impact of Giants and Warriors traffic, this seems highly feasible.  I am
not a traffic engineer, but I also believe that we could keep TAF small (2 lanes total) and quiet, even
accounting for Giants and Warriors traffic.  In particular:
>
> 1) during non-peak times, TAF could be a quiet two-way, low speed beach boulevard with extra
parking, bike and pedestrian access, due to the two-lane design.
>
> 2) during pre and post game traffic surges, the 2-lane TAF could be uni-directional.  For Giants
game, it could funnel traffic to the South.  For Warriors games, Southbound traffic would go to Illinois
and 3rd Street, and TAF could be two-lanes moving North to the 3rd Street bridge.
>
> 3) the duty cycles on 3rd Street and 4th Street intersections could encourage the use of these major
thoroughfares for both ingress and egress during peak times.
>
> 4) With the existing Giants stadium, and with the proposed truck access to the Warriors complex,
truck traffic should already be designed to avoid TAF.
>
> 5) There are already lots of walking / running / community events using TAF.  Making it purpose built
for these types of events makes sense.
>
> Again, we have the opportunity to make TAF something special.  A quiet, friendly part of the Mission
Bay ocean-side experience.  If we simply develop it into a 4-lane, high volume, undifferentiated city
street, I feel that we will have lost an opportunity.
>
> I hope that this request makes sense.  If I can provide further input, you can reach me at
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com> and/or at 615-676-1682<tel:615-676-
1682>.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <SF MB Waterfront.pdf>
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; "Joyce Hsiao"; Chris Sanchez
Cc: Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly,


Catherine (ADM); Catherine Mukai; Michael Keinath
Subject: GSW: Alternatives AQ update
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:06:01 PM
Attachments: image005.png


Paul et al.–
 
Catherine shared with me her responses to you on open CEQA items, see below. I’d like to clarify a
few points vis-à-vis Items 1 and 3.
 
For Item 1, it seems that in order to continue assuming generator risk up to 30 (i.e., avoid additional
modeling work), we need to agree at minimum to Tier 2 equipment with PM filters. Our contractor
has confirmed this is widely available. The current step-down schedule, however, precludes select
subs from submitting competitive bids and therefore carries unacceptable risks for project schedule
and costs. That being said, there are some subs who do have Tier 3 or Tier 4 equipment available for
use on the project – we simply cannot yet guarantee that they will be the ones hired for the work.
Given that, we propose the mitigation more correctly state that GSW will utilize “Tier 2 equipment
(with PM filters) or better, where feasible”. This is a fair and effective mit measure.
 
For Item 3, our contractor has expressed significant concern about limiting the supply of available
trucks for off-hauling soil. Our excavation volumes will be high and our timeframe short, so once
again any limitations create an unacceptable risk that not enough qualified trucks may be available
at the time we require them. Furthermore, an excavation subcontractor will contract with individual
drivers for this project stage, and our contractor believes it would be difficult to verify compliance
with a “2010 or newer” policy. Our existing commitment to purchase offsets through the Carl Moyer
program, fortunately, nullifies this issue. We already plan to mitigate any excess NOx emissions
through this purchase, so the application of additional funds (and acceptance of additional risk) to
guarantee certain truck fleets would actually double-charge the GSW for those same construction
emissions. If we agree only to participation in the Carl Moyer program, the net environmental
impact (and the CEQA significance determination) will remain the same.
 
Hope this all makes sense. I’m available to discuss as needed.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Catherine Mukai [mailto:cmukai@environcorp.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:49 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller (cmiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy - Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
(mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: FW: GSW: Alternatives AQ update
 
For your records, here’s what I sent to Paul earlier:
 
 


 


Catherine Mukai, PE
T: +1 415 426 5014
cmukai@environcorp.com
 


From: Catherine Mukai 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:13 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Chris Sanchez; Joyce Hsiao
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: RE: GSW: Alternatives AQ update
 
Thanks for the summary Paul. Here are responses to each request:
 
Item 1, List of Tier 4 Availability: We understand that Tiers 3 and 4 equipment is reasonably
available, what documentation do you need for this? If there’s a monitoring plan during construction the
equipment fleet can also be managed to maintain a given level of emissions.
 
Item 2, Modeling of Health Risk of Generators: After the March 12 worksession on the AQ chapter,
Jessica Range explained her concern that the generators might be split into more than one application
for permitting with the BAAQMD, so using 10 in one million as the stationary source risk for all five
generators did not seem to her to cover all options. We discussed that between the arena and two
office buildings it could be as many as 3 applications for BAAQMD stationary source permitting,
allowing risk of up to 30 in one million.
 
With generator risk of 30 in one million, we discussed whether or not construction mitigations alone
would be sufficient to reduce risk to less than significant. In response, we added the Tier 2 + NOx
VDECs mitigated scenario, which brought us up to three mitigated scenarios, corresponding to the
step-down schedule:


1.     Tier 4 only
2.     Tier 3 only
3.     Tier 2 + 40% NOx VDECs. All 40% NOx VDECs also provide 85% control of DPM.


With construction mitigations using this step-down schedule, no generator modeling is required
because the project does not create a hot spot and is not significant.
 
Item 3, Use of 2010 or Newer Haul Trucks: Limiting haul trucks to 2010 and newer results in a 22%
reduction in off-road NOx, which is not enough to get NOx less than significant for construction.
However, NOx emissions from construction will be reduced by the use of cleaner off-road equipment
following the step-down schedule and NOx emissions from construction will already be fully offset by
the purchase of off-site mitigations.
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Does this help? Thanks,
 
Catherine
 


 


Catherine Mukai, PE
T: +1 415 426 5014
cmukai@environcorp.com
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From: Joyce Hsiao
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett


(CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking and Good Neighbor Policy
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 11:21:30 AM
Attachments: ATT00001.png


SF Entertainment Commission Good Neighbor Policy.pdf


Hi Catherine, 
Thanks for clarifying the use of the term "Good Neighbor Policy." In the SEIR, we
refer to it as the existing  "Mission Bay Good Neighbor Policy,"which applies only to
construction noise. 


Currently, there is some confusion with using the term "good neighbor policy."  Our
current understanding is a follows, but we should discuss and confirm this during
tomorrow's conference call:


MB Good Neighbor Policy:  Part of the project description, applies to
construction noise.
San Francisco Entertainment Commission Good Neighbor Policy (attached to
this email): part of existing conditions, and applies to project operations with
respect to nighttime entertainment activities
Improvement Measures to be included as part of OCII Conditions of Approval:
These apply to both construction and operation.  So far, these measures
include: vibration improvement measure, contractor parking, truck loading
operations plan, UCSF emergency vehicle access.  
Quality of Life Measures: We understand that the Project Sponsor is developing
operational, project-specific "Good Neighbor Policy" measures with the
community that will be included as part of the project description.  These
measures could include items such as: litter, garbage disposal, street
sweeping, and power washing; loitering; off-site queuing; illegal vendors;
complaint resolution; suggested paths of travel that avoid congested areas or
residential streets such as Bridgeview and 4th Street.


Thanks,
Joyce


Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
On 4/14/2015 8:37 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) wrote:


The good neighbor policy is just about noise.  I don’t think we need to amend the
policy, we could include the construction plan as an improvement measure and then
include as part of a condition of approval.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
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Good NeiGhbor Policies for 
NiGhttime eNtertaiNmeNt activities. 
Where nighttime entertainment activities, as 
defined by this permit are conducted, there shall  
be procedures in place that are reasonable 
calculated to insure that the quiet, safety and 
cleanliness of the premises and vicinity are 
maintained. Such conditions shall include, but  
not limited to, the following:



1 Notices shall be well-lit and prominently 
displayed at all entrances to and exits from 



the establishment urging patrons to leave the 
establishment and neighborhood in a quiet, 
peaceful and orderly fashion and to please not 
litter or block driveways in the neighborhood.



2 Employees of the establishment shall be posted 
at all entrances and exits to the establishment 



during the period from 10:00 pm to such time past 
closing that all patrons have left the premises. 
These employees shall insure that patrons waiting 
to enter the establishment and those exiting 
the premises are urged to respect the quiet and 
cleanliness of the neighborhood as they walk to 
their parked vehicle or otherwise leave the area.



3 Employees of the establishment shall walk a 
100-foot radius from the premises some time 



between 30 minutes after closing time and 8:00 
am the following morning, and shall pick up and 
dispose of any discarded beverage containers and 
other trash left by area nighttime entertainment 
patrons.



4 Sufficient toilet facilities shall be made 
accessible to patrons within the premises, 



and toilet facilities shall be made accessible to 
prospective patrons who may be lined up waiting 
to enter the establishment.



5 The establishment shall provide outside lighting 
in a manner that would illuminate outside 



street and sidewalk areas and adjacent parking,  
as appropriate.



6 The establishment shall provide adequate 
parking for patrons that would encourage use 



of parking by establishment patrons. Adequate 
signage shall be well-lit and prominently displayed 



to advertise the availability and location of such 
parking resources for establishment patrons.



7 The establishment shall provide adequate 
ventilation within the structures such that 



doors and/or windows are not left open for  
such purposes resulting in noise emission from  
the premises.



8 There shall be no noise audible outside the 
establishment during the daytime or nighttime 



hours that violates the San Francisco Municipal 
Code Section 49 or 2900 et. seq. Further, absolutely 
no sound from the establishment shall be audible 
inside any surrounding residences or businesses that 
violates San Francisco Police code section 2900.



9 The establishment shall implement other 
conditions and/or management practices 



necessary to insure that management and/or 
patrons of the establishments maintain the quiet, 
safety and cleanliness of the premises and the 
vicinity of the use, and do not block driveways of 
neighboring residents or businesses.



10 Permit holder shall take all reasonable 
measures to insure the sidewalks adjacent 



to the premises are not blocked or unnecessarily 
affected by patrons or employees due to the 
operations of the premises and shall provide 
security whenever patrons gather outdoors.



11 Permit holder shall provide a cell phone 
number to all interested neighbors that will 



be answered at all times by a manager or other 
responsible person who has the authority to adjust 
volume and respond to other complaints whenever 
entertainment is provided.



12 Permit holder agrees to be responsible for 
all operation under which the permit is 



granted including but not limited to a security plan 
as required.



13 In addition, a manager or other responsible 
person shall answer a cell phone for at 



least two hours after the close of business to allow 
for police and emergency personnel or other 
City personnel to contact that person concerning 
incidents.



San FranciSco EntErtainmEnt commiSSion
Good neighbor Policy



SFEntertainment Commission  |  1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Rm. 453, San Francisco, CA 94102  |  415. 554. 6678   |  www.sfgov.org/entertainment  
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From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 AM
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM);
Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA);
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
 
Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor
Policy for construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state
that we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then
incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. The amendment
could be formalized as part of our project approvals along with other planned
amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan, MBS
Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm
for us whether we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it
into our project description (I think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure
included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration). Either way, I believe this is a
sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I
am available by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
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Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:
 


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com>
wrote:
 


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Miller, Erin
To: Beaupre, David (PRT)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:00:49 PM


That could be appropriate. In fact, I just saw a similar letter from Ed to another concerned citizen
about traffic planning in the showplace square Potrero Hill area.


Ricardo,, could you please review this gentleman's letter and think about how best we might reply?


Thanks,
- Erin Miller Blankinship


> On Apr 14, 2015, at 12:58 PM, Beaupre, David (PRT) <david.beaupre@sfport.com> wrote:
>
> We should decide how to respond to this, obviously he has put some time and thought into this, it
seems like the response should come from MTA with the assumption that TFB needs to be 4 lanes to
accommodate and distribute the throughput, which I belive is even more true with the Arena
>
> Thank you,
>
> David Beaupre
> Port of San Francisco
> Pier 1
> San Francisco CA 94111
> 415-274-0539
>
>
>
> From: Todd Simpson [mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com]
> Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:55 PM
> To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
> Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Beaupre, David (PRT)
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine, Erin, David:
>
> I have been attending the Warriors progress meetings, and it struck me that if I could get them
interested in "an improved waterfront experience", that it might have a better chance.
>
> I wrote up a _very_ rough outline - capturing my previous email in a bit more depth.  See the
attached pdf.  Sorry about the amateur drawings; hopefully they get the ideas across.
>
> Would you have suggestions for next steps?  I know this is a very long shot....but it is worth trying, at
least in my opinion.
>
> Thanks,
> Todd
>
>
> On Sun, Oct 5, 2014 at 11:40 AM, Miller, Erin
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com<mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>> wrote:
> Hi Todd,
>
> You may also be interested in the work around the Blue
Greenway<http://www.sfport.com/index.aspx?page=1433>.  TAF is actually under the jurisdiction of
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the Port, and they're leading this project that includes improvements for bicycle and pedestrian access
along that roadway.  I've copied the project manager, David Beaupre here for your information.  He can
give you a better overview of the planned future street circulation and implementation timing.
>
> I also wanted to let you know that I'm not only coordinating for the Warriors project at the SFMTA,
but I'm also the Project Manager for the Waterfront Transportation Assessment.  We're just beginning
its 2nd phase:  the SoMa-Mission Bay-Central Waterfront Transportation Needs & Solutions
Analysis<http://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/soma-mission-bay-central-waterfront-
transportation-needs-solutions>, where we'll be taking a look at future capacity and demands on major
transportation corridors throughout this part of the city as it grows in the future.  I hope you'll sign up
for the mailing list by clicking on the "Receive Updates" tab.  Please note that I'm in the process of a
big update currently, and there aren't any new topics just yet, but you will be included on the list for
the update coming out very soon.
>
> Best,
>
> Erin Miller Blankinship
> Section Lead, Development & Transportation Integration
>
> Urban Planning Initiatives
> SFMTA|Municipal Transportation Agency
> One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
> San Francisco, CA  94103
>
> 415.701.5490<tel:415.701.5490> (o)
> 415.971.7429<tel:415.971.7429> (m)
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson [todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>]
> Sent: Saturday, October 04, 2014 3:43 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine
> Cc: Miller, Erin
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
> Catherine, Erin.
>
> Thanks for the friendly reply.  I would love to be an advocate for this, so please let me know when,
where, and how I could participate.  I will be at the next CAC meeting, but if there is anything to do
before then, just let me know.
>
> Enjoy the awesome weather this weekend.
> Todd
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org<mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>> wrote:
>
> Hi, Todd - thanks for sending the email (great summary and well thought out).  There is not one
single person that would be involved in addressing this, but I have cc-ed Erin Miller, who is the lead for
the SFMTA for the GSW project.  I will also forward your comment to the larger team.  We are in the
process of looking at all the surrounding streets/transportation systems so it is a good time to throw this
into the mix.
>
>
>
> Catherine Reilly
>
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson <todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>>
> Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2014 4:22 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
> Subject: Mission Bay CAC
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>
> Catherine,
>
> We met briefly after the Thursday Warriors update at the Mission Bay CAC meeting.
>
> I was hoping that you would introduce me to the individual/department responsible for traffic
planning, and in particular, for the redevelopment of Terry A. Francois Blvd.
>
> For your interest, I have included my comment/question below.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson.
>
> ---
>
> Hello,
>
> As a resident of Mission Bay (at the Radiance) I am interested in the plans to redevelop Terry A.
Francois Blvd (TAF).
>
> My suggestion is to focus on making TAF a quiet, pedestrian and cycle friendly street.  In particular,
designing it to be a 2-lane (total), low speed road, as opposed to being a 4-lane high traffic area.
>
> With the development of the park at P21 and P22, it would be great if the environment was quiet
and pedestrian friendly.  We have the opportunity to create a space that is unlike the rest of the
embarcadero, where high traffic volume detracts from the beauty of the waterfront.  The area adjacent
to P21 and P22 could be much more like a beach boulevard, as opposed to a high volume city street.
>
> This opportunity exists because TAF is essentially a horseshoe, routing traffic back to 3rd street at
either end.  Ultimately, all traffic must flow to 3rd Street (and to Illinois and 4th street) to exit the
horseshoe.  It seems plausible that traffic flows and stoplight duty cycles could be programmed to
encourage lower traffic volumes on TAF within the horseshoe without impacting overall ingress/egress
efficiency.
>
> Ignoring, for the moment, the impact of Giants and Warriors traffic, this seems highly feasible.  I am
not a traffic engineer, but I also believe that we could keep TAF small (2 lanes total) and quiet, even
accounting for Giants and Warriors traffic.  In particular:
>
> 1) during non-peak times, TAF could be a quiet two-way, low speed beach boulevard with extra
parking, bike and pedestrian access, due to the two-lane design.
>
> 2) during pre and post game traffic surges, the 2-lane TAF could be uni-directional.  For Giants
game, it could funnel traffic to the South.  For Warriors games, Southbound traffic would go to Illinois
and 3rd Street, and TAF could be two-lanes moving North to the 3rd Street bridge.
>
> 3) the duty cycles on 3rd Street and 4th Street intersections could encourage the use of these major
thoroughfares for both ingress and egress during peak times.
>
> 4) With the existing Giants stadium, and with the proposed truck access to the Warriors complex,
truck traffic should already be designed to avoid TAF.
>
> 5) There are already lots of walking / running / community events using TAF.  Making it purpose built
for these types of events makes sense.
>
> Again, we have the opportunity to make TAF something special.  A quiet, friendly part of the Mission
Bay ocean-side experience.  If we simply develop it into a 4-lane, high volume, undifferentiated city
street, I feel that we will have lost an opportunity.
>
> I hope that this request makes sense.  If I can provide further input, you can reach me at
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com> and/or at 615-676-1682<tel:615-676-
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1682>.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <SF MB Waterfront.pdf>








From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); 


Miller, Erin (MTA); wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran
Subject: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:59:23 PM
Attachments: Revisions to Construction Improvement Measure I-TR-1.docx


ATT00001.htm


Hi All
Attached are the proposed revisions to Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction 
Management Plan and Public Updates to include the construction worker parking 
plan as well as some other minor revisions.
Please review and let me know if you have any edits by the end of Friday. Thanks.
Luba
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Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates


Construction Coordination – To reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and vehicles at the project site, the construction contractor could prepare a Construction Management Plan for the project construction period. The preparation of a Construction Management Plan could be a requirement included in the construction bid package. Prior to preparation of the plan, the project sponsor/construction contractor(s) should meet with DPW, SFMTA, the Fire Department, Muni Operations, and other City agencies to coordinate feasible measures to include in the plan that would reduce traffic congestion, including temporary transit stop relocations (not anticipated, but if determined necessary) and other measures to reduce potential traffic, bicycle, and transit disruption and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the proposed project. This review should consider other ongoing construction in the project area, such as construction of the nearby UCSF LRDP projects.


Carpool, Bicycle, Walk and Transit Access for Construction Workers – To minimize parking demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers, the construction contractor could include as part of the Construction Management Plan methods to encourage carpooling, bicycle, walk, and transit access to the project site by construction workers (such as providing transit subsidies to construction workers, providing secure bicycle parking spaces, participating in free-to-employee ride matching program from www.511.org, participating in emergency ride home program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org), and providing transit information to construction workers. 


Construction Worker Parking Plan  - As part of the Construction Management Plan that would be developed by the construction contractor, the location of construction worker parking could be identified as well as the person responsible for ensuring that the proposed parking plan is enforced. The use of on-street parking to accommodate construction worker parking could be discouraged. All construction bid documents could include a requirement for the construction contractor to identify the location of construction worker parking. If on-site, the location, number of parking spaces, and where vehicles would enter and exit the site could be required.  If off-site parking is proposed to accommodate construction workers, the location of the off-site facility, number of parking spaces retained, and how workers would travel between the off-site facility and the project site could be required.


	


Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents – To minimize construction impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor could provide nearby residences and adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding project construction, including construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete pours), travel lane closures, and parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice could be distributed by the project sponsor that would provide current construction information of interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns.








Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255


(c) 415-385-7031












From: José I. Farrán
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:05:18 PM
Attachments: Without UCSF Supply Off-site Needs.pdf


Catherine,
 
Attached is a summary table showing weekday parking conditions for the existing plus project
scenarios assuming that project vehicles are not allowed to park at UCSF facilities. The potential
parking shortfalls are a function of the assumptions regarding supply and demand.
 
Regarding your question about how many off-site parking spaces it would take to eliminate project
traffic impacts, you are correct, no analysis has been conducted to estimate that number.   Based on
“professional guesswork”, it seems that the number should start at least at about 1,000 (about 25% of
the project total parking demand) with 2,000 being a likely candidate to result in the elimination of
project traffic impacts in MB (remains to be seen what the effects would be in the vicinity of the off-site
parking location).  As a reference size-wise, the Giants Lot A has capacity for about 2,400 vehicles.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:38 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Jose/Luba – thoughts?  We keep throwing 2000 around, but not sure if that was based on any
analysis.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
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Weekday parking conditions summary 



 



 



Note ‐ The Existing plus Project Conditions represent an overlay of project parking demand on 



top of existing parking demand as measured in the field.  These conditions do not take into 



account potential background growth in parking demand due to the development of 



surrounding parcels within Mission Bay. 



 



 



Conditions assuming no project 



vehicles can park at UCSF 



garages 



Conditions assuming no project 



vehicles can park at UCSF 



garages, and without other 



facilities that have been assumed 



would remain open for GSW 



evening events 



Existing plus Project Conditions 



GSW basketball 



Game Only; no SF 



Giants game. (about 



600 vehicles would 



park at UCSF 



facilities) 



No shortfall; the 600‐space 



demand can be accommodated in 



other facilities. 



Total shortfall 780 spaces (600 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 180 overall 



shortfall). 



Dual GSW and 



Giants Game. (about 



930 vehicles would 



park at UCSF 



facilities) 



Total shortfall 1,070 spaces (930 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 140 overall shortfall)



Total shortfall 3,530 spaces (930 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 2,600 overall 



shortfall) 












Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
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Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: corinnewoods@cs.com
To: Albert, Peter (MTA); AFelder@sfgiants.com
Cc: Tom.Maguire@sfmta.com; Miller, Erin (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Re: Help with MBN Transportation Coordinating Committee
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 10:39:36 AM


Hi, Peter,  Alfonso and I would like to meet with you soon to talk about the Ballpark/Mission Bay
Transportation Coordinating Committee (B/MBTCC).  We can't remember, but we think it grew out of
the Redevelopment Agency's Rincon Point/South Beach CAC, surviving the end of that Redevelopment
Plan, then incorporating Mission Bay when MB construction started to impact ballpark
traffic/transit/parking.  It's separate from the Home Stand meetings that the Giants hold the week before
each Home Stand or Special Event at the ballpark.  When Jerry ran it, he coordinated various transit
operations (Caltrain, Muni, AC Transit, WETA, BART, taxis, on-demand car services, etc.), parking and
traffic around ballpark events.  It needs to continue to have City oversight and authority, and include
feedback from other impacted City agencies (DPW and the Task Force, SFPD, Port (including South
Beach Harbor), etc.) and from neighbors and other affected stakeholders including Mission Bay
Development Group and the MBTMA.


It's always been more an operational workiing group than a pure planning group, adjusting as the
various agencies and commercial and residential neighbors provided feedback about what was working
(or not), or how upcoming construction might demand changes.  


It's not just about Mission Bay or South Beach, and can't fall under the Mission Bay TMA - although
Wendy Silvani of the Mission Bay TMA has been very helpful in creating traffic and parking maps and
posting information for the group.   The Waterfront Transportation Assessment is a key, but the
B/MBTCC is more about what's happening now than long range planning.


I mentioned it to Ed Reiskin when I saw him the other evening, so he's aware that we're working with
you to move the TCC forward.


We'll also need to incorporate the Warriors Arena into planning and operations - it makes sense to
have one group overseeing both ballpark and arena impacts.


Please let Alfonso and I know when we can schedule a meeting.


Thank you,


Corinne Woods
(415) 902-7635 - cell


-----Original Message-----
From: Albert, Peter <Peter.Albert@sfmta.com>
To: Alfonso Felder (AFelder@sfgiants.com) (AFelder@sfgiants.com) <AFelder@sfgiants.com>;
'corinnewoods@cs.com' <corinnewoods@cs.com>
Cc: Maguire, Tom <Tom.Maguire@sfmta.co.m>; Miller, Erin <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>; Van de Water,
Adam <Adam.VandeWater@sfgov.org>; Reilly, Catherine <Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org>
Sent: Tue, Apr 14, 2015 9:58 am
Subject: Help with MBN Transportation Coordinating Committee


Hi, Alfie and Corinne:
 
Erin Miller has been keeping me in the loop while I was away on extended furlough.  (Thanks, Erin!)
 
I’m back now and hope to meet with you all soon to map out how we move forward in the post-
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jerry Robbins world in supporting the TCC.
 
Thanks for your patience and support,
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
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From: Kirschbaum, Julie B
To: Jefferis, Richard Scott
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Bose, Sonali (MTA); Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van


de Water, Adam (ECN)
Subject: Re: Warriors. Updated Capital-operations
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:00:06 AM


I think I can cover this one. It will mostly be financial.


Sent from my iPhone


> On Apr 15, 2015, at 6:55 AM, Jefferis, Richard Scott <Scott.Jefferis@sfmta.com> wrote:
>
> I have schedule conflict. If you want me to show up to meetings, you're going to have to provide a
bit more lead time. 
>
> R. Scott Jefferis
> Capital Liaison for Transit Operations
> 1 South Van Ness, 3rd Floor (#3211)
> 415 238 4679 Cell
> 415 701 4801 Office
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Apr 14, 2015, at 8:54 PM, Miller, Erin <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com> wrote:
>>
>>
>> <meeting.ics>
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Jesse Blout
Subject: GSW Office Design Review
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:52:00 AM


Will we need to have an Office Design meeting tomorrow?  What about the Arena on Thursday? 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); cmiller@stradasf.com; jblout@stradasf.com;


david.carlock@machetegroup.com
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Julia Nunes
Subject: RE: Entertainment Cmsn Informational
Date: Sunday, April 19, 2015 8:28:03 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Adam –
 
Hope your trip was fantastic! FYI, I am working from the east coast this week so won’t be at the EC
in person. We are finalizing a short deck to share with you and Catherine tomorrow (4/20), though –
hopefully Clarke or Jesse can bounce the most updated copy your way. Julia Nunes (cc’d) in our
office can make any edits you and Catherine suggest. Thanks.
 
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Van de Water, Adam (ECN) [mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2015 2:08 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); cmiller@stradasf.com; jblout@stradasf.com;
david.carlock@machetegroup.com
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: Entertainment Cmsn Informational
 
Plenty of time before the 21st but as I won’t be back in the office until the 20th I wanted to get on


your radar to share a presentation with Catherine and me on the 20th so we can take a quick look in
time to make adjustments before the meeting.


Thanks all,


Adam
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 11:18 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); cmiller@stradasf.com; jblout@stradasf.com;
david.carlock@machetegroup.com
Cc: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Entertainment Cmsn Informational
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When: Tuesday, April 21, 2015 5:30 PM-6:30 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: City Hall Room 416
 
 
Just talked to Jocelyn Kane and Cammy Blackstone and we are rescheduled for April 21 at the
Entertainment Commission.  They have a number of permits so we agreed to keep it brief: max 15
minute presentation from Carlock on the general layout/design, number and type of events, any
entertainment plans outside the arena, and overall project schedule.  No need to discuss details such
as noise, transportation, paths of travel, etc and can always remind the Commission that we will
back before them for a Place of Entertainment permit prior to occupancy. 
 
We will be the first item on the agenda, the meeting is televised on SFGTV, starts at 5:30 (here is a
copy of their last agenda: http://www.sfgov2.org/index.aspx?page=4703) and I expect we’d be out
around 6:30p, they will be excited about the prospect of a new venue and eager to hear details and
event promoters will be paying attention.    


A
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From: Miller, Erin
To: Beaupre, David (PRT); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:57:37 AM


David,


Well, if we wanted to move forward with recommendations such as those that Ricardo recommended in
the email he attached, then it seems that there may be impacts to the environmental analysis for the
Warriors (which the schedule would seem to strongly shy away from), or it could possibly be worked
into the Giants (which may be more useful anyway, given the scope of that development).


Ricardo, Catherine, thoughts?


Erin Miller Blankinship


Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets


(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m


www.sfmta.com  


-----Original Message-----
From: Beaupre, David (PRT) [mailto:david.beaupre@sfport.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 2:01 PM
To: Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine
Subject: FW: Mission Bay CAC


Erin,


Is this something we could ask either the Giants or GSW Arena Transportation Consultants to analyze?


Thank you,


David Beaupre
Port of San Francisco
Pier 1
San Francisco CA 94111
415-274-0539


-----Original Message-----
From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:07 PM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Beaupre, David (PRT)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC


I agree that it would be better for Terry Francois to be something other than a four traffic lane street, I
had suggested as much in the attached email (item B) when we got a speeding complaint (based on
existing conditions).  However, I haven't been involved in the planning for the streets in the area and
ultimately how the street functions and is designed is a larger planning and Port issue.  Hopefully
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someone is looking into it from both the circulation and safety standpoint and can explain what the
plans are here.


Ricardo


-----Original Message-----
From: Miller, Erin
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 1:56 PM
To: Beaupre, David
Cc: Reilly, Catherine; Olea, Ricardo
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC


That could be appropriate. In fact, I just saw a similar letter from Ed to another concerned citizen
about traffic planning in the showplace square Potrero Hill area.


Ricardo,, could you please review this gentleman's letter and think about how best we might reply?


Thanks,
- Erin Miller Blankinship


> On Apr 14, 2015, at 12:58 PM, Beaupre, David (PRT) <david.beaupre@sfport.com> wrote:
>
> We should decide how to respond to this, obviously he has put some time and thought into this, it
seems like the response should come from MTA with the assumption that TFB needs to be 4 lanes to
accommodate and distribute the throughput, which I belive is even more true with the Arena
>
> Thank you,
>
> David Beaupre
> Port of San Francisco
> Pier 1
> San Francisco CA 94111
> 415-274-0539
>
>
>
> From: Todd Simpson [mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com]
> Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:55 PM
> To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
> Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Beaupre, David (PRT)
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine, Erin, David:
>
> I have been attending the Warriors progress meetings, and it struck me that if I could get them
interested in "an improved waterfront experience", that it might have a better chance.
>
> I wrote up a _very_ rough outline - capturing my previous email in a bit more depth.  See the
attached pdf.  Sorry about the amateur drawings; hopefully they get the ideas across.
>
> Would you have suggestions for next steps?  I know this is a very long shot....but it is worth trying, at
least in my opinion.
>
> Thanks,
> Todd
>
>
> On Sun, Oct 5, 2014 at 11:40 AM, Miller, Erin
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com<mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>> wrote:
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> Hi Todd,
>
> You may also be interested in the work around the Blue
Greenway<http://www.sfport.com/index.aspx?page=1433>.  TAF is actually under the jurisdiction of
the Port, and they're leading this project that includes improvements for bicycle and pedestrian access
along that roadway.  I've copied the project manager, David Beaupre here for your information.  He can
give you a better overview of the planned future street circulation and implementation timing.
>
> I also wanted to let you know that I'm not only coordinating for the Warriors project at the SFMTA,
but I'm also the Project Manager for the Waterfront Transportation Assessment.  We're just beginning
its 2nd phase:  the SoMa-Mission Bay-Central Waterfront Transportation Needs & Solutions
Analysis<http://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/soma-mission-bay-central-waterfront-
transportation-needs-solutions>, where we'll be taking a look at future capacity and demands on major
transportation corridors throughout this part of the city as it grows in the future.  I hope you'll sign up
for the mailing list by clicking on the "Receive Updates" tab.  Please note that I'm in the process of a
big update currently, and there aren't any new topics just yet, but you will be included on the list for
the update coming out very soon.
>
> Best,
>
> Erin Miller Blankinship
> Section Lead, Development & Transportation Integration
>
> Urban Planning Initiatives
> SFMTA|Municipal Transportation Agency
> One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
> San Francisco, CA  94103
>
> 415.701.5490<tel:415.701.5490> (o)
> 415.971.7429<tel:415.971.7429> (m)
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson [todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>]
> Sent: Saturday, October 04, 2014 3:43 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine
> Cc: Miller, Erin
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
> Catherine, Erin.
>
> Thanks for the friendly reply.  I would love to be an advocate for this, so please let me know when,
where, and how I could participate.  I will be at the next CAC meeting, but if there is anything to do
before then, just let me know.
>
> Enjoy the awesome weather this weekend.
> Todd
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org<mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>> wrote:
>
> Hi, Todd - thanks for sending the email (great summary and well thought out).  There is not one
single person that would be involved in addressing this, but I have cc-ed Erin Miller, who is the lead for
the SFMTA for the GSW project.  I will also forward your comment to the larger team.  We are in the
process of looking at all the surrounding streets/transportation systems so it is a good time to throw this
into the mix.
>
>
>
> Catherine Reilly
>
> ________________________________
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> From: Todd Simpson <todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>>
> Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2014 4:22 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
> Subject: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine,
>
> We met briefly after the Thursday Warriors update at the Mission Bay CAC meeting.
>
> I was hoping that you would introduce me to the individual/department responsible for traffic
planning, and in particular, for the redevelopment of Terry A. Francois Blvd.
>
> For your interest, I have included my comment/question below.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson.
>
> ---
>
> Hello,
>
> As a resident of Mission Bay (at the Radiance) I am interested in the plans to redevelop Terry A.
Francois Blvd (TAF).
>
> My suggestion is to focus on making TAF a quiet, pedestrian and cycle friendly street.  In particular,
designing it to be a 2-lane (total), low speed road, as opposed to being a 4-lane high traffic area.
>
> With the development of the park at P21 and P22, it would be great if the environment was quiet
and pedestrian friendly.  We have the opportunity to create a space that is unlike the rest of the
embarcadero, where high traffic volume detracts from the beauty of the waterfront.  The area adjacent
to P21 and P22 could be much more like a beach boulevard, as opposed to a high volume city street.
>
> This opportunity exists because TAF is essentially a horseshoe, routing traffic back to 3rd street at
either end.  Ultimately, all traffic must flow to 3rd Street (and to Illinois and 4th street) to exit the
horseshoe.  It seems plausible that traffic flows and stoplight duty cycles could be programmed to
encourage lower traffic volumes on TAF within the horseshoe without impacting overall ingress/egress
efficiency.
>
> Ignoring, for the moment, the impact of Giants and Warriors traffic, this seems highly feasible.  I am
not a traffic engineer, but I also believe that we could keep TAF small (2 lanes total) and quiet, even
accounting for Giants and Warriors traffic.  In particular:
>
> 1) during non-peak times, TAF could be a quiet two-way, low speed beach boulevard with extra
parking, bike and pedestrian access, due to the two-lane design.
>
> 2) during pre and post game traffic surges, the 2-lane TAF could be uni-directional.  For Giants
game, it could funnel traffic to the South.  For Warriors games, Southbound traffic would go to Illinois
and 3rd Street, and TAF could be two-lanes moving North to the 3rd Street bridge.
>
> 3) the duty cycles on 3rd Street and 4th Street intersections could encourage the use of these major
thoroughfares for both ingress and egress during peak times.
>
> 4) With the existing Giants stadium, and with the proposed truck access to the Warriors complex,
truck traffic should already be designed to avoid TAF.
>
> 5) There are already lots of walking / running / community events using TAF.  Making it purpose built
for these types of events makes sense.
>
> Again, we have the opportunity to make TAF something special.  A quiet, friendly part of the Mission
Bay ocean-side experience.  If we simply develop it into a 4-lane, high volume, undifferentiated city
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street, I feel that we will have lost an opportunity.
>
> I hope that this request makes sense.  If I can provide further input, you can reach me at
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com> and/or at 615-676-1682<tel:615-676-
1682>.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <SF MB Waterfront.pdf>
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; "Luba Wyznyckyj"; "Paul Mitchell"; "Joyce Hsiao";


Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); "Mary Murphy"; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:02:40 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Catherine,


I agree that we appear to be covered on the 16th St. design for CEQA purposes. However, given the


timing of Mission Bay Development Group’s infrastructure improvements along 16th St. (including
the sidewalk portion along our site), we’d like to further develop the broader streetscape design
now in order to get it into their final construction drawings. To that end, would a meeting next
Wednesday still be possible?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; Clarke Miller; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern,
Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 


Kate – When I talked with the larger team, we decided to make a general assumption on the 16th


Street for the EIR since we are at the pencils down stage of the EIR – ie, we need to just decide on
the general project and finalize the analysis and 4/22 is too late to be making any significant


changes.  When we get to the detailed design of the 16th Street sidewalk, we just need to make sure
that the final design is adequate and provides adequate pedestrian movement consistent with the
assumptions in the EIR, etc. and can make minor modifications to the design and not run afoul of
the EIR, as long as we can show that we provide that adequate level of movement.
 
Others on the CEQA team can correct my statements.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:59 AM
To: José I. Farrán; 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
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Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
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_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Miller, Erin
To: Albert, Peter (MTA)
Cc: Maguire, Tom; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Walton, Kim (MTA); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Subject: RE: Help with MBN Transportation Coordinating Committee
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:08:22 PM
Attachments: 14 MBN OPA Attachment M TMP.pdf


Peter:
 
Not to be overly fussy, but it should be fair to point out to Corrine and Alphie that, in fact the MB
TMA is the responsible part for the TCC (see attached and below).  As we have generally agreed
internally that this is an appropriate role for the MTA, I feel that we should be in agreement with
current TCC members that our position in this role is gratuitous.  At the least, I think it could be
helpful if we could have some support on the admin side of these meetings, for instance.  I’d like to
work out an arrangement that works for everyone, and if we feel that we have the bandwidth to
take on Jerry’s full role there, I think that is absolutely a fine arrangement as well.
 
Peter, I’d like to hear your thoughts on how best to communicate and approach this.  I copy Tom,
Catherine, and Ricardo for their information, and I copy Kim for her understanding as she joins DTI
in the near future.
 


From the Mission Bay North OPA – Attachment M:
 
“The North TMA will be responsible for funding and operating the shuttle service, and for general
administration of the North TSM Plan, as described below:”
 
The North Plan Area Transportation Coordination Committee
As described above, the North TSM Plan for the North Plan Area will be coordinated with other nearby
users and City Departments with relevant jurisdiction and expertise as well as with other transit providers
such as BART and AC Transit. To facilitate this goal, a Mission Bay North Transportation Coordination
Committee ("North MBTCC") will be formed to serve a solely coordinative function. The North MBTCC
should include, for example, a transportation coordinator from the North and the South TMAs, Catellus,
UCSF, Pacific Bell Park, major North Plan Area employers, and will include representatives from the
Department of Parking and Traffic ("DPT"), the Department of City Planning, the Police Department,
MUNI, Ca!Train, and ferry service operators. The committee will also include representatives of
neighborhood or special interest groups, and property owners. The North MBTCC would need to be
managed to avoid creating such, a large conunittee that appropriate actions could not be taken quickly.
As
development occurs over time and ownership within the project area changes, the membership of the
North MBTCC would be modified accordingly.
 
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
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Introduction 



ATTACHMENTM 



MISSION BAY NORTH 
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT PLAN 



Initially capitalized terms unless separately defined in this North TSM Plan have the meaning and content 
set forth in the North OPA. 



The broad objective of the Transportation System Management Plan for the North Plan Area ("North TSM 
Plan'') is to manage efficiently travel demand characteristics, primarily through various strategies which 
discourage single-occupant vehicle ("SOV") trips during the peak commute periods. Because the North 
Plan Area and its supporting transportation infrastructure will be built out over a long period and will 
involve a broad range of uses, this North TSM Plan is designed to allow flexibility in determining the best 
methods to achieve trip reduction and increased transit use over time. These methods will be in large part 
based on the nature of development, and the status of the transportation system at the time the development 
proceeds. 



This North TSM Plan is designed to encourage alternative transportation modes such as carpooling, 
vanpooling, transit, bicycling or walking. It describes strategies that reduce automobile use, and that 
distribute trips throughout larger commute periods, thereby reducing the effect of project traffic during the 
peaks of commute periods. While the mix of measures employed may change over time, as discussed 
below, the North Plan Area-wide shuttle system is expected to be an important component throughout the 
life of the North Plan Area. 



The North TSM Plan is also designed in consideration of and in coordination with other users in the area as 
well as with City entities with responsibility for transportation-related issues. In particular, the North TSM 
Plan will be coordinated with similar plans that will be developed for the South Plan Area and the Giants 
Ballpark at China Basin. The Mission Bay North Transportation Coordinating Committee ("North 
MBTCC") for the North Plan Area, described below, is intended to facilitate this coordination. 



In order to accomplish the broad objective described above, the North TSM Plan has been designed to 
achieve the following goals to the extent feasible: 



• Promote, encourage and facilitate use of public transit as the highest priority and preferred mode of 
transportation. 



• Promote, encourage and facilitate use of other alternative modes of transportation such as bicycles and 
walking. 



• Manage commercial parking demand and supply to provide sufficient amounts to first accommodate 
anticipated business visitor and ride share commuter demand. 
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Setting 



Land Use 



The approximately 65-acre North Plan Area is proposed for a variety of land uses, including dwelling 
units, retail uses such as urban entertainment uses, theaters, restaurant space, destination-oriented retail 
uses and local-serving retail space, and approximately 6 acres of open space. This North TSM Plan 
includes techniques that are tailored to these particular land uses. In general, the retail uses that are 
currently under consideration for the North Plan Area are relatively large, \vith the exception of the local
serving retail uses. The larger uses will potentially have a substantial number of employees, and will 
attract customers with origins/destinations outside the immediate area. These destination-oriented uses can 
be expected to generate a large portion of the overall vehicle trips within the North Plan Area and 
accordingly will benefit most from the North TSM Plan. 



Transportation Network 



The North TSM Plan is tailored to the land uses in the North Plan Area, and is also consistent with the 
area's transportation setting. Currently there are substantial transportation services available to the North 
Plan Area which include the following: 



1. The Caltrain commuter rail service has its terminus at the intersection of Fourth and King Streets. 
Caltrain currently serves the Peninsula and San Jose with approximately 66 daily trains. Service 
is provided at an average frequency of 20 minutes during the morning and afternoon peak commute 
periods and at a frequency of one-hour during the midday and late evening periods. 



2. The new MUNI light rail service E line has two stops within the North Plan Area. The MUNI 
service currently operates between the Fourth/King Street and Embarcadero Stations at 10 minute 
intervals during weekdays and 15 minutes on weekends. This service is being improved to become 
a direct extension of MUNI's N line service operating at approximately 6 minute intervals. 



3. MUNI bus service is concentrated around the Caltrain terminal and currently provides service to 
Caltrain and the surrounding area. 



The transportation network serving the North Plan Area at buildout will be even further improved from 
what is in place today. The street network will be expanded within and around the North Plan Area, and 
new and improved transit service will be available to workers, residents, and visitors. The new Third Street 
Ligbt Rail Extension will travel through the Third Street corridor and continue to Market Street, initially 
via King Street and The Embarcadero and finally with a continuous Third Street route. MUNI has 
indicated that it will construct a rail turnaround at Third and 18"' Streets and purchase ten (10) light rail 
vehicles to accommodate development in Mission Bay. The MUNI Metro Extension (MMX) will extend 
the route of MUNI's N-JUDAH line along The Embarcadero, and then along King Street to terminate near 
Fourth Street. In addition, the routes of the 30, 45, and 22 MUNI lines will be modified to better serve the 
North Plan Area as it is develo~ed. Transit service to be extended from the north to the South Plan Area 
will provide connectivity for trips between the two areas as well as external trips. 



Transit will be particularly accessible to and from the North Plan Area. The CalTrain terminal is located 
nearby at Fourth and Townsend Streets, and several MUNI lines specifically serve CalTrain passengers 
wishing to travel to and from other parts of San Francisco. The close proximity of the CalTrain Depot will 
allow these lines to serve the North Plan Area to a similar extent. In the future, MUNI bus lines V><ill serve 
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the Ca!Train terminal in addition to MMX and Third Street light rail service and route modifications will 
occur to reflect and enhance MMX service. This includes extending routes south to allow passengers to 
transfer to and from east-west directional lines. In addition, the Port of San Francisco is seeking proposals 
to develop a new ferry terminal at the new Giants Ballpark at China Basin. This would create the potential 
for direct ferry service to the North Plan Area. 



Both the existing location of the Transbay Transit Terminal and the Main/Beale site to which it may be 
relocated in the future are approximately a 30-minute walk from the nearest point in the North Plan Area. 
Access to the Transbay Transit Terminal will be provided by MUNI as well. The Transbay Transit 
Terminal acts as the terminal point for all AC Transit and Sam Trans service to and from San Francisco. 
Sam Trans also has several stops along Mission Street. Golden Gate Transit stops at several locations in 
the Financial District, including the Transbay Transit Terminal. MUNI will provide excellent local transit 
to various parts of San Francisco, as well as to the Transbay Transit Terminal, the Ferry Building, and 
Market Street, where BART service is accessible. 



Provision of public transit service to the North Plan Area will improve over the next twenty years, \vith the 
Third Street Light Rail Central Subway phase scheduled to be completed in year 2015. However, the 
North Plan Area development is anticipated to be completed sooner, subject to market conditions. The 
timelines for the development of the North Plan Area and the transit that v.-ill serve this area will determine 
the need for particular TSM measures described below. 



Transportation Management Association 



The North Plan Area TMA 



A Mission Bay North Transportation Management Association ("North TMA") is proposed to be 
established by Owner to implement and administer the North TSM Plan. The North TMA will be 
responsible for funding and operating the shuttle service, and for general administration of the North TSM 
Plan, as described below. 



The North Plan Area Transportation Coordination Committee 



As described above, the North TSM Plan for the North Plan Area will be coordinated with other nearby 
users and City Departments with relevant jurisdiction and expertise as well as with other transit providers 
such as BART and AC Transit. To facilitate this goal, a Mission Bay North Transportation Coordination 
Committee ("North MBTCC") will be formed to serve a solely coordinative function. The North MBTCC 
should include, for example, a transportation coordinator from the North and the South TMAs, Catellus, 
UCSF, Pacific Bell Park, major North Plan Area employers, and v.-ill include representatives from the 
Department of Parking and Traffic ("DPT"), the Department of City Planning, the Police Department, 
MUNI, Ca!Train, and ferry service operators. The committee will also include representatives of 
neighborhood or special interest groups, and property owners. The North MBTCC would need to be 
managed to avoid creating such, a large conunittee that appropriate actions could not be taken quickly. As 
development occurs over time and ownership within the project area changes, the membership of the North 
MBTCC would be modified accordingly. 



North TSM Plan Measures 



The following specific TSM measures will be administered by the North TMA and implemented by the 
North TMA and/or employers, as described below. 
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Shuttle Bus Services from Major Transit Lines 



Because of the extensive transit system serving this portion of the City, an area-wide shuttle service is the 
most effective means of enhancing transit access to the North Plan Area, in coordination with transit 
providers and available transit service_ A number of successful private shuttles already operate in the area. 
An example is the shuttle bus service jointly operated by China Basin Landing and the South Beach Marina 
Apartments that provides a direct connection to many regional transit providers. The shuttle bus route 
provide a direct connection to CalTrain depot, SamTrans and AC Transit service at the Transbay Transit 
Tenninal, and the MUNI-BART Embarcadero station. The stop at the Embarcadero station is also . 
accessible from the Ferry Building at the foot of Market Street Other examples include the 501 2nd Street 
and Bay Village Shuttles. The typical shuttle bus service operates between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m. at 20-minute 
peak period headways and 40-minute headways during the off-peak periods. 



UCSF also operates a successful shuttle service at its Parnassus Heights campus. The UCSF shuttle 
program links Parnassus Heights with most UCSF satellite locations. The shuttle operates Monday 
through Friday( excluding holidays) and runs according to published schedules. Shuttle routes include a 
figure-eight route consisting of two connecting loops, one serving Parnassus Heights - UCSF /Mount Zion -
Laurel Heights, and the other serving Parnassus Heights - San Francisco General Hospital(SFGH) -
Mission Center/Harrison Street Another shuttle route provides intra-site service at Parnassus Heights. A 
third shuttle operates between UCSF and the Veterans Administration Medical Center(VMAC). UCSF 
plans to expand the shuttle service to include the Mission Bay campus. 1 



In the North Plan Area, shuttle bus service would be designated to complement and bridge any potential 
gaps in existing and proposed City and regional transit services. It would be a significant means of 
accessing the North Plan Area from regional transit stops serving BART, ferries, AC Transit, or 
Sam Trans, from which access is approximately 1.5 to 2.0 ntiles away. It could also serve specific 
gathering points in major San Francisco residential neighborhoods. This service would eliminate 
employees' need to pay additional fares when transferring from one of these regional transit systems to a 
local transit system, and would provide employees a more comfortable and direct means of reaching their 
respective workplaces. MUNI service between these areas will undoubtedly improve in future years, but 
shuttle buses could serve to lessen the impact on MUNI service during the interim period. The North TMA 
would be responsible for funding the shuttle service. It is expected that the funding would be obtained 
through an association assessment in the North Plan Area. The North iMA would also provide or obtain 
the management for the shuttle bus, such as providing schedule, route, stop, and logistics information. It 
would also be responsible for integrating information regarding shuttle service into the incentives programs 
described below_ 



A shared shuttle service would likely be the most cost-effective approach. The North TMA would explore 
opportunities for sharing shuttle bus service "~th the South Plan Area, UCSF, and other shuttle buses 
established for nearby developments. If a shared service were not deemed appropriate initially, the 
situation would be reevaluated periodically as the transit environment changed. 



As public transit service to the North Plan Area improves in future years, the need for shuttle bus service to 
the North Plan Area may lessen. It may then be appropriate to alter the service frequency, or to consolidate 
shuttle bus service to the North Plan Area with shuttle bus service to other nearby developments. For 
example, the North TMA could eventually consolidate the shuttle bus service with that of the South Plan 
Area and/or the China Basin Landing (CBL) shuttle that currently provides service to China Basin Landing 



1 University of California, San Francisco, Long Range Development Plan, January 1997, pages 232-234. 
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Building and the South Beach Marina Apartments, discussed below. The existing shuttle bus routes cculd 
be slightly modified to extend further westward in order to more directly serve all of the North Plan Area. 



Parking Management 



Another critical component of the North TSM Plan is parking management The central feature of the 
parking strategy is to limit available ccmmuter parking in the North Plan Area. This is achieved in part 
under the Mission Bay North Redevelopment Plan. The result is limited parking opportunities which are 
expected to discourage visitors and workers from driving. In addition, most parking spaces within these 
structures will be restricted to visitors to discourage ccmmuter parking. 



The parking structures proposed for blocks N 1 and N2 on the Site Plan provide for shared parking among 
users, during both daytime and nighttime to maximize the use of available spaces. In order to implement 
SOV trip reduction measures, the shared parking facility must be managed carefully. The North TMA will 
develop a parking management program which includes at a minimum strategies such as appropriate fee 
structure and/or carpooVvanpool incentive measures to discourage ccmmuter parking. 



Transit Incentives 



The North Plan Area is near many downtown San Franciscc origins/destinations, which makes non
automobile transit modes readily available for both local and regional travel. The CalTrain Depot is 
located in an adjacent block at Fourth and Townsend Streets, and MUNI v.ill operate the MUNI Metro 
Extension (MMX) along The Embarcadero and King Street to serve the North Plan Area. In addition, the 
Third Street Light Rail Extension will travel on King and Fourth Streets through the North Plan Area, 
offering immediate transit service as well. Travelers to and from the North Plan Area will be able to use 
MUNI to access other regional transit services on Market Street or at the Transbay Transit Terminal. The 
accessibility and convenience of transit in the vicinity of the North Plan Area developments will encourage 
transit usage, and consequently discourage automobile trips to and from the area. For these reasons, transit 
incentives would be very effective for employees in the North Plan Area. 



The North TMA will be required to design a transit incentive program. At a minimum, this program will 
include preparing and distributing to employers and the residential complexes maps and schedules for local 
and regional transit services; posting of transportation information at appropriate locations throughout the 
North Plan Area, including on informational displays; coordinating on-site transit pass sales, and preparing 
and distributing information to employers regarding opportunities for carpooVvanpool incentive programs. 
This program will include detailed information regarding shuttle service and shuttle connections to transit 
services. The North TMA will also work v;ith major employers to assess the feasibility of transportation 
subsidies and/or flexible work time/telecommuting opportunities. 



Bicycle and Pedestrian Incentives 



One of the greatest incentives for pedestrian and bicycle traffic is the provision of the appropriate 
infrastructure. As indicated in the North Infrastructure Plan, the North Plan Area has been designed in 
consideration of bicycle and pedestrian access, including linkages with the South Plan Area. lt includes 
sidewalks and bicycle lanes of ample width to invite and accommodate pedestrian and bicycle traffic to the 
area and incorporates paths that connect new development to transit lines. 



The bicycle routes of the North Plan Area are classified acccrding to the standards defined by the San 
Franciscc Bicycle Plan. Citywide bicycle routes on Townsend Street and Seventh Street serve the North 
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Plan Area peripherally, and the Citywide route on Fourth Street dissects the North Plan Area. The 
Citywide routes provide the North Plan Area cyclists convenient access to and from other parts of San 
Francisco, as well as a connection to the South Plan Area and its proposed bicycle routes. 



The pedestrian network created by the project includes a pedestrian path along the north side of the 
channel, immediately south of China Basin Channel, and a proposed pedestrian bridge over the channel 
near Fifth Street. Third Street between King Street and the south side of the Channel is also a part of the 
designated Citywide Pedestrian Network. The pedestrian network is intended to encourage walking for 
recreational purposes as well as a mode of travel. 



In addition to this bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. various educational strategies will further 
encourage these modes of transportation. The North TMA vv~ll develop a bicycle and pedestrian plan 
which includes, at a minimum, the following: 



Bicycle Facilities 



Uses such as residential buildings in the North Plan Area will be required to provide secure, shared bicycle 
storage areas. Retail stores and restaurants will also provide secure, designated bicycle parking areas 
either on-site or in nearby parking garages. 



Bicycle and Walking Route Information 



Maps of the local pedestrian and bicycle paths will be provided on the same displays that detail transit 
information. The consolidation of the transit and pedestrian and bicycle information is very cost-effective, 
and also serves to promote multi-modal travel. For instance, an individual could locate the pedestrian path 
that he/she would prefer to use to access the Third Street light rail line. Because the North Plan Area has 
more readily available transit options, consideration vv~ll be given to the placement of displays so as to 
promote the use of pedestrian and bicycle paths as well as transit. 



Bicycle Joint Purchase Program 



The North TMA 'viii explore opportunities for implementing a bicycle joint purchase program. This 
measure could be a successful program for the employees of retail stores, restaurants, and movie theaters 
as well as residents in the North Plan Area. 



Awropriate Street Lighting 



As indicated in the North Infrastructure Plan, ample street lighting will be provided as reinforcement of 
pedestrian walkways, bicycle routes, and transit stops and to encourage the North Plan Area employees and 
patrons to use alternative modes of transportation in the evenings. 
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From: corinnewoods@cs.com [mailto:corinnewoods@cs.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 10:40 AM
To: Albert, Peter; AFelder@sfgiants.com
Cc: Maguire, Tom; Miller, Erin; Van de Water, Adam; Reilly, Catherine
Subject: Re: Help with MBN Transportation Coordinating Committee
 
Hi, Peter,  Alfonso and I would like to meet with you soon to talk about the Ballpark/Mission Bay
Transportation Coordinating Committee (B/MBTCC).  We can't remember, but we think it grew out of
the Redevelopment Agency's Rincon Point/South Beach CAC, surviving the end of that Redevelopment
Plan, then incorporating Mission Bay when MB construction started to impact ballpark
traffic/transit/parking.  It's separate from the Home Stand meetings that the Giants hold the week before
each Home Stand or Special Event at the ballpark.  When Jerry ran it, he coordinated various transit
operations (Caltrain, Muni, AC Transit, WETA, BART, taxis, on-demand car services, etc.), parking and
traffic around ballpark events.  It needs to continue to have City oversight and authority, and include
feedback from other impacted City agencies (DPW and the Task Force, SFPD, Port (including South
Beach Harbor), etc.) and from neighbors and other affected stakeholders including Mission Bay
Development Group and the MBTMA.


It's always been more an operational workiing group than a pure planning group, adjusting as the
various agencies and commercial and residential neighbors provided feedback about what was working
(or not), or how upcoming construction might demand changes.  


It's not just about Mission Bay or South Beach, and can't fall under the Mission Bay TMA - although
Wendy Silvani of the Mission Bay TMA has been very helpful in creating traffic and parking maps and
posting information for the group.   The Waterfront Transportation Assessment is a key, but the
B/MBTCC is more about what's happening now than long range planning.


I mentioned it to Ed Reiskin when I saw him the other evening, so he's aware that we're working with
you to move the TCC forward.


We'll also need to incorporate the Warriors Arena into planning and operations - it makes sense to
have one group overseeing both ballpark and arena impacts.


Please let Alfonso and I know when we can schedule a meeting.


Thank you,


Corinne Woods
(415) 902-7635 - cell
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Albert, Peter <Peter.Albert@sfmta.com>
To: Alfonso Felder (AFelder@sfgiants.com) (AFelder@sfgiants.com) <AFelder@sfgiants.com>;
'corinnewoods@cs.com' <corinnewoods@cs.com>
Cc: Maguire, Tom <Tom.Maguire@sfmta.co.m>; Miller, Erin <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>; Van de Water,
Adam <Adam.VandeWater@sfgov.org>; Reilly, Catherine <Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org>
Sent: Tue, Apr 14, 2015 9:58 am
Subject: Help with MBN Transportation Coordinating Committee


Hi, Alfie and Corinne:
 
Erin Miller has been keeping me in the loop while I was away on extended furlough.  (Thanks, Erin!)
 
I’m back now and hope to meet with you all soon to map out how we move forward in the post-
jerry Robbins world in supporting the TCC.
 
Thanks for your patience and support,
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Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"
Subject: RE: Let me know if you have a few minutes to chat today - thanks (end)
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:37:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Great – going to run out and get some lunch and will ring once I get back (and don’t have a mouth
full of food).
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:36 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: Let me know if you have a few minutes to chat today - thanks (end)
 
Just tried your office. Free to chat the rest of the day unless I’m on the other line!
 
Thanks.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:17 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Let me know if you have a few minutes to chat today - thanks (end)
 
 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
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415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Joyce
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 5:26:13 PM


Catherine:
 
Thanks for providing the revised Page 23 from the original D for D.  However, while the page you
attached provides a definition of mechanical equipment/appurtances, it still does not appear to be
explicit in how high rooftop features above the 160-foot tower roof are permitted to be in Zone 5. 
If your interpretation of the D for D is that the maximum height for all mechanical
equipment/enclosures on top the tower roof would be 16 feet in Zone 5, then that is what we will
assume for the helipad discussion.
 
Would you please confirm or explain otherwise?  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Here is my outstanding issue.  I have attached the draft DforD Amendments.  I think there is enough
there to be able to summarize them without getting into the details that we need to refine.
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015
Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late summer/fall
2015.
Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in 2016. 
Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.
Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200 units
starting in summer 2016.  Remainder to be built anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now.
Block 1 – 350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel
Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later.
UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.
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Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it.
 
Also, attached is the page from the original DforD that has the language that wasn’t brought
forward when we did the reformat (left off by accident).
 
Will send the DforD stuff soon.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and certain new
information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a pending date
for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
1.        Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and


20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she
needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.


·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Mary Murphy; Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, 


Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jose Farran; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:32:19 AM


Hi Kate
Incorporating the construction parking plan into the Mission Bay Good Neighbor 
Policy for construction, and including the policy as part of the project description 
works for the transportation section.
We can confirm this at tomorrow's call.
Thanks!
Luba


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 14, 2015, at 7:18 AM, Kate Aufhauser <kaufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor 
Policy for construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state 
that we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then 
incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. The amendment 
could be formalized as part of our project approvals along with other planned 
amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan, MBS 
Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm 
for us whether we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it 
into our project description (I think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure 
included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration). Either way, I believe this is a 
sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I 
am available by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
Kate
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Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 
From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
 
Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> 
wrote:


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; "Joyce Hsiao"; Chris Sanchez
Cc: Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly,


Catherine (ADM); Catherine Mukai; Michael Keinath
Subject: GSW: Alternatives AQ update
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:06:01 PM
Attachments: image005.png


Paul et al.–
 
Catherine shared with me her responses to you on open CEQA items, see below. I’d like to clarify a
few points vis-à-vis Items 1 and 3.
 
For Item 1, it seems that in order to continue assuming generator risk up to 30 (i.e., avoid additional
modeling work), we need to agree at minimum to Tier 2 equipment with PM filters. Our contractor
has confirmed this is widely available. The current step-down schedule, however, precludes select
subs from submitting competitive bids and therefore carries unacceptable risks for project schedule
and costs. That being said, there are some subs who do have Tier 3 or Tier 4 equipment available for
use on the project – we simply cannot yet guarantee that they will be the ones hired for the work.
Given that, we propose the mitigation more correctly state that GSW will utilize “Tier 2 equipment
(with PM filters) or better, where feasible”. This is a fair and effective mit measure.
 
For Item 3, our contractor has expressed significant concern about limiting the supply of available
trucks for off-hauling soil. Our excavation volumes will be high and our timeframe short, so once
again any limitations create an unacceptable risk that not enough qualified trucks may be available
at the time we require them. Furthermore, an excavation subcontractor will contract with individual
drivers for this project stage, and our contractor believes it would be difficult to verify compliance
with a “2010 or newer” policy. Our existing commitment to purchase offsets through the Carl Moyer
program, fortunately, nullifies this issue. We already plan to mitigate any excess NOx emissions
through this purchase, so the application of additional funds (and acceptance of additional risk) to
guarantee certain truck fleets would actually double-charge the GSW for those same construction
emissions. If we agree only to participation in the Carl Moyer program, the net environmental
impact (and the CEQA significance determination) will remain the same.
 
Hope this all makes sense. I’m available to discuss as needed.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Catherine Mukai [mailto:cmukai@environcorp.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:49 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller (cmiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy - Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
(mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: FW: GSW: Alternatives AQ update
 
For your records, here’s what I sent to Paul earlier:
 
 


 


Catherine Mukai, PE
T: +1 415 426 5014
cmukai@environcorp.com
 


From: Catherine Mukai 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:13 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Chris Sanchez; Joyce Hsiao
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: RE: GSW: Alternatives AQ update
 
Thanks for the summary Paul. Here are responses to each request:
 
Item 1, List of Tier 4 Availability: We understand that Tiers 3 and 4 equipment is reasonably
available, what documentation do you need for this? If there’s a monitoring plan during construction the
equipment fleet can also be managed to maintain a given level of emissions.
 
Item 2, Modeling of Health Risk of Generators: After the March 12 worksession on the AQ chapter,
Jessica Range explained her concern that the generators might be split into more than one application
for permitting with the BAAQMD, so using 10 in one million as the stationary source risk for all five
generators did not seem to her to cover all options. We discussed that between the arena and two
office buildings it could be as many as 3 applications for BAAQMD stationary source permitting,
allowing risk of up to 30 in one million.
 
With generator risk of 30 in one million, we discussed whether or not construction mitigations alone
would be sufficient to reduce risk to less than significant. In response, we added the Tier 2 + NOx
VDECs mitigated scenario, which brought us up to three mitigated scenarios, corresponding to the
step-down schedule:


1.     Tier 4 only
2.     Tier 3 only
3.     Tier 2 + 40% NOx VDECs. All 40% NOx VDECs also provide 85% control of DPM.


With construction mitigations using this step-down schedule, no generator modeling is required
because the project does not create a hot spot and is not significant.
 
Item 3, Use of 2010 or Newer Haul Trucks: Limiting haul trucks to 2010 and newer results in a 22%
reduction in off-road NOx, which is not enough to get NOx less than significant for construction.
However, NOx emissions from construction will be reduced by the use of cleaner off-road equipment
following the step-down schedule and NOx emissions from construction will already be fully offset by
the purchase of off-site mitigations.
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Does this help? Thanks,
 
Catherine
 


 


Catherine Mukai, PE
T: +1 415 426 5014
cmukai@environcorp.com
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From: Cathy Searby
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: "Low, Tze"; "Cheung, Barry"
Subject: RE: Commercial Shoot for "Hyundai", Sat. April 18th & Mon. April 20th
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 6:36:51 PM


Dear Katherine,
 
Thanks for the info!  By the way here are two more of my friends in Mission Bay who want
to get on your emailing list for the meetings…They are my Chase/JP Morgan bankers in


Mission Bay on our street at the Madrone! I know they will be there on the 30th for the
Warriors’ traffic presentation as will I.
 
Barry Cheung’s email address: barry.cheung@chase.com and
Kevin Tze Low’s email address: kevin.low@jpmorgan.chase
 
Best regards,
Cathy
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 1:05 PM
Subject: FW: Commercial Shoot for "Hyundai", Sat. April 18th & Mon. April 20th
 
Please see the flier for contact names if you have questions.  OCII does not permit these activities, so
I cannot answer any questions.  Thanks
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From: Stewart, Luke
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell
Cc: Miller Clarke; David Cantor; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 7:00:15 PM


Paul,
 
P23/P24 – preliminary work is underway for some of the stormwater infrastructure within the park;
full park should be under construction Q3 2015, complete Q4 2016
 
Re: TFB and P22. As Catherine mentioned, we are still working out the details of the schedule, but it
is likely that TFB would need to be constructed prior to park. Construction duration is expected to
be approx. 12 months for TFB, approx. 12 months for P22.
 
Luke Stewart
MBDG
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:10 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller Clarke; Kevin Beauchamp
(KBeauchamp@planning.ucsf.edu); David Cantor; Stewart, Luke
Subject: Future Mission Bay Development
 
See below.  Kevin/Luke/Clarke/Dave – I had a few questions for you if you could help.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:53 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Catherine:
 
Thanks for this. We have specific followup questions for you in red, below.  Would you please
respond to these questions?
 
Thanks.
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-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
 


·         Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015.  Is there a name for
this development?  IT IS THE UBER/ARE PROJECT.


 
·         Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late


summer/fall 2015. Is there a name for this development?      THE EXCHANGE
 


·         Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in
2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.


 
·         Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200


units starting in summer 2016.  Where is the location (e.g. Blocks?) for the 200 units starting
in Summer 2016? BLOCK 7 WEST AND I MEANT SUMMER 2015  Remainder to be built
anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now. – ACTUALLY PROBABLY MORE CORRECT TO SAY 2
TO 10 YEARS FROM NOW WITH BLOCK 6 EAST STARTING IN 2016 AND BLOCK 3 EAST
STARTING LATE 2016/EARLY 2017. 


 
What is the construction start date; and what is the name of the development?  Block 1 –
350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel BLOCK 1 DOES NOT
HAVE A NAME OTHER THAN THE BLOCK 1 RESIDENTIAL AND BLOCK 1 HOTEL SITES.  THEY
ARE ANTICIPATED TO START LATER THIS YEAR


 
·         Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later. Should we assume the


realignment of Terry Francois and construction of P22 will start in 2016?  Also, when will
construction of P23 and P24 occur?  PARK P23/24 SHOULD BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION THIS
YEAR.  I AM CC-ING CLARKE/LUKE ON THE QUESTION OF TFB AND P22 SINCE THERE ARE
ONGOING DISCUSSIONS BET THEM AND MBDG ON THE PHASING. TO BE OPEN IN 2018,
THEY WILL NEED TO HAVE FINISHED BOTH, BUT COULD WAIT TO START CONSTRUCTION
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UNTIL 2017.
 


·         UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.  So, what we need
to know is what specific UCSF LRDP development should we assume to be under
construction between now and end of 2017? I HAVE CC-ED KEVIN FROM UCSF TO PROVIDE
TIMING OF FUTURE GROWTH.  IT BELIEVE IT WILL ONLY BE THE FIRST PHASE OF BLOCK
33/34 FOR ABOUT 250K GSF.


 
·         Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it. 


We need it if any of that construction will be occurring between November 2015 and end of
2017? OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD THE CURRENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS THAT WILL
PROBABLY CONTINUE AFTER NOVERMBER 2015 ARE:


 
FAMILY HOUSE – 80-GUEST SUITES FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING TREATMENT AT UCSF AND
OTHER SF MEDICAL FACILITIES (BLOCK 7 EAST)
BLOCK N4P3/360 BERRY STREET (DON’T KNOW IF IT HAS ANOTHER NAME) – IN MBN –
ABOUT TO START CONSTRUCTION WITH 129 RESIDENTIAL UNITS, 26 OF WHICH ARE
AFFORDABLE.
BLOCK 12E AND 13W MAY SNEAK PAST NOVEMBER, BUT SHOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETE. DAVE– DO YOU HAVE AN ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE FOR THESE?


 
 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller Clarke; Kevin Beauchamp


(KBeauchamp@planning.ucsf.edu); David Cantor; Luke Stewart (LStewart@mbaydevelopment.com)
Subject: Future Mission Bay Development
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:09:59 PM


See below.  Kevin/Luke/Clarke/Dave – I had a few questions for you if you could help.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:53 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Catherine:
 
Thanks for this. We have specific followup questions for you in red, below.  Would you please
respond to these questions?
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
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·         Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015.  Is there a name for
this development?  IT IS THE UBER/ARE PROJECT.


 
·         Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late


summer/fall 2015. Is there a name for this development?      THE EXCHANGE
 


·         Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in
2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.


 
·         Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200


units starting in summer 2016.  Where is the location (e.g. Blocks?) for the 200 units starting
in Summer 2016? BLOCK 7 WEST AND I MEANT SUMMER 2015  Remainder to be built
anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now. – ACTUALLY PROBABLY MORE CORRECT TO SAY 2
TO 10 YEARS FROM NOW WITH BLOCK 6 EAST STARTING IN 2016 AND BLOCK 3 EAST
STARTING LATE 2016/EARLY 2017. 


 
What is the construction start date; and what is the name of the development?  Block 1 –
350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel BLOCK 1 DOES NOT
HAVE A NAME OTHER THAN THE BLOCK 1 RESIDENTIAL AND BLOCK 1 HOTEL SITES.  THEY
ARE ANTICIPATED TO START LATER THIS YEAR


 
·         Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later. Should we assume the


realignment of Terry Francois and construction of P22 will start in 2016?  Also, when will
construction of P23 and P24 occur?  PARK P23/24 SHOULD BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION THIS
YEAR.  I AM CC-ING CLARKE/LUKE ON THE QUESTION OF TFB AND P22 SINCE THERE ARE
ONGOING DISCUSSIONS BET THEM AND MBDG ON THE PHASING. TO BE OPEN IN 2018,
THEY WILL NEED TO HAVE FINISHED BOTH, BUT COULD WAIT TO START CONSTRUCTION
UNTIL 2017.


 
·         UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.  So, what we need


to know is what specific UCSF LRDP development should we assume to be under
construction between now and end of 2017? I HAVE CC-ED KEVIN FROM UCSF TO PROVIDE
TIMING OF FUTURE GROWTH.  IT BELIEVE IT WILL ONLY BE THE FIRST PHASE OF BLOCK
33/34 FOR ABOUT 250K GSF.


 
·         Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it. 


We need it if any of that construction will be occurring between November 2015 and end of
2017? OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD THE CURRENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS THAT WILL
PROBABLY CONTINUE AFTER NOVERMBER 2015 ARE:


 
FAMILY HOUSE – 80-GUEST SUITES FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING TREATMENT AT UCSF AND
OTHER SF MEDICAL FACILITIES (BLOCK 7 EAST)
BLOCK N4P3/360 BERRY STREET (DON’T KNOW IF IT HAS ANOTHER NAME) – IN MBN –
ABOUT TO START CONSTRUCTION WITH 129 RESIDENTIAL UNITS, 26 OF WHICH ARE
AFFORDABLE.







BLOCK 12E AND 13W MAY SNEAK PAST NOVEMBER, BUT SHOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETE. DAVE– DO YOU HAVE AN ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE FOR THESE?


 
 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: "cmiller@stradasf.com"; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam


(ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Wind Test Results
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:01:08 PM
Attachments: image003.png


2015.04.15_RWDI_Preliminary_Results_Warrior"s_Arena - 1401775_BaseProject.pdf


Paul –
 
Please see the attached for results of the updated wind test (base project only; variant to come as
discussed). Thankfully it seems there are no major changes in locations with exceedances, though there is
some variation in total duration of hazardous wind speeds. My best attempt at a summary is below.
 
RWDI is now preparing a report based on this data; can you confirm you need that report or is the attached
sufficient? Please let me know. I am not planning to direct RWDI to conduct additional tests on the base
project (with/without landscape or mitigation elements) at this time; we’d prefer to keep the language
already devised for the Admin Draft to briefly (qualitatively) address those options. Then, we’ll our own tests
on mitigation options once landscape design and other details are finalized (i.e., outside the CEQA process).
Does that work on your end?
 
Thanks,
Kate
 


Existing Existing +Project
4/15
data


Previous
tests (Feb)


Revised
tests (April)


Variance revised
vs. previous tests


Points w/ exceedance 8 6 6 0
Avg wind speed exceeded 1 hr/yr (mph) 29 26 26 0
Total duration of wind hazards 98 72 139 67
Exceedance hours change relative to existing - -26 41 67
     
Points w/ new exceedance - 2 2 0
Points w/ increased durations of exceedances - 4 4 0
Points w/ decreased durations of exceedances - 8 7 -1
Points w/ eliminated existing exceedances - 3 4 1
     
# of new or increased exceedances - 6 6 0
# of eliminated or decreased exceedances - 11 11 0
Total reduced points w/ exceedances - 2 2 0
Total reduction in avg wind speed exceeded 1
hr/yr (mph) - 3 3 0


 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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x
c
e
e
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85 



 
30 0   



 
26 0 0     25 0 0   



86 



 
31 0   



 
22 0 0     16 0 0   



87 



 
31 0   



 
19 0 0     14 0 0   



88 



 
31 0   



 
10 0 0     11 0 0   



89 



 
29 0   



 
12 0 0     12 0 0   



90 



 
28 0   



 
24 0 0     16 0 0   



91 



 
33 0   



 
25 0 0     18 0 0   



92 



 
31 0   



 
20 0 0     16 0 0   



93 



 
35 0   



 
30 0 0     21 0 0   



94 



 
28 0   



 
20 0 0     18 0 0   



95 



 
34 0   



 
29 0 0     24 0 0   



96 



 
28 0   



 
32 0 0     30 0 0   



97 



 
34 0   



 
23 0 0     23 0 0   



98 



 
39 4 e 



 
35 0 -4     23 0 -4   



99 



 
38 3 e 



 
41 14 11 e   33 0 -3   



100 



 
22 0   



 
21 0 0     26 0 0   



101 



 
31 0   



 
29 0 0     30 0 0   



102 



 
36 0   



 
33 0 -1     30 0 -1   



103 



 
38 2 e 



 
35 0 -2     33 0 -2   



104 



 
35 0   



 
35 0 0     33 0 0   



105 



 
46 70 e 



 
43 57 -13 e   42 35 -35 e 
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106 



 
38 4 e 



 
42 12 8 e   40 12 8 e 



107 



 
Data not available 



 
Data not available 



 
Data not available 



108 



   109  29 0    



Data not available 



 



Data not available 



110  28 0     



111  31 0     



112  34 0     



113  30 0     



114  27 0     



115  29 0     



116  35 0     



117  31 0     



118  29 0     



119  25 0     



120  27 0     



121  26 0     



122  30 0     



123  30 0     



124  27 0     



125  33 0     



126  32 0     
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127  33 0    



Data not available 



 



Data not available 



128  31 0     



129  32 0     



130  31 0     



131  32 0     



132  32 0     



133  32 0     



134  34 0     



135  32 0     



136  32 0     



137  27 0     



138  29 0     



139  30 0     



140  31 0     



141  30 0     



142  32 0     



Average Wind Speeds, 
Total Hours & Exceeds  



29 96 
𝟖



𝟏𝟎𝟑
  26 190 - 



𝟏𝟏



𝟏𝟎𝟒
  24 88 - 



𝟔



𝟏𝟎𝟒
 



Averages & Totals – 
Sidewalks & Plaza*  



29 96 
𝟖



𝟔𝟗
  26 139 43 



𝟔



𝟔𝟗
  24 54 -42 



𝟑



𝟔𝟗
 



*Sidewalks & Plaza: Locations 1 – 33, 49 – 59, 82 – 106  
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 1 
 



20 44 e  19 38 -1 e   11 10 -9    



2 
 



15 27 e  14 22 -1 e   9 5 -6    



3 
 



13 19 e  10 5 -3     16 32 3 e  



4 
 



6 0    10 7 4     9 2 3    



5 
 



19 43 e  15 25 -4 e   14 24 -5 e  



6 
 



17 33 e  22 52 5 e   16 31 -1 e  



7 
 



19 40 e  20 48 1 e   14 21 -5 e  



8 
 



17 34 e  13 21 -4 e   16 30 -1 e  



9 
 



15 25 e  16 30 1 e   20 42 5 e  



10 
 



14 22 e  13 18 -1 e   12 16 -2 e  



11 
 



7 1    13 19 6 e   15 25 8 e  



12 
 



11 10    11 10 0     12 15 1 e  



13 
 



17 36 e  15 25 -2 e   14 22 -3 e  



14 
 



16 33 e  16 31 0 e   16 30 0 e  



15 
 



15 24 e  16 28 1 e   13 16 -2 e  



16 
 



12 12 e  10 6 -2     11 10 -1    



17 
 



10 7    9 5 -1     11 10 1    



18 
 



8 2    16 28 8 e   15 27 7 e  



19 
 



10 6    10 8 0     15 24 5 e  



20 
 



14 22 e  14 19 0 e   11 10 -3    
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 21 
 



15 28 e  12 16 -3 e   14 22 -1 e  



22 
 



14 23 e  10 8 -4     11 10 -3    



23 
 



11 10    14 22 3 e   14 19 3 e  



24 
 



11 10    10 7 -1     10 6 -1    



25 
 



13 15 e  8 2 -5     8 1 -5    



26 
 



17 32 e  10 5 -7     7 0 -10    



27 
 



16 29 e  12 12 -4 e   11 10 -5    



28 
 



15 29 e  17 34 2 e   17 32 2 e  



29 
 



14 23 e  10 8 -4     9 4 -5    



30 
 



13 20 e  11 10 -2     12 13 -1 e  



31 
 



12 16 e  11 10 -1     11 10 -1    



32 
 



12 14 e  17 38 5 e   17 33 5 e  



33 
 



14 23 e  17 34 3 e   15 25 1 e  



34 
 



Data not available 



 
13 18 - e 



 
13 17 - e  



35 
  



20 44 - e 
 



16 27 - e  



36 
  



14 22 - e 
 



13 19 - e  



37 
  



7 1 -   
 



7 2 -    



38 
  



8 1 -   
 



7 0 -    



39 
  



11 10 -   
 



14 22 - e  



40 
  



18 39 - e 
 



19 37 - e  
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E
x
c
e
e
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 41 
 



Data not available 



 
17 36 - e 



 
19 37 - e  



42 
  



10 8 -   
 



11 10 -    



43 
  



20 45 - e 
 



19 42 - e  



44 
  



17 36 - e 
 



17 34 - e  



45 
  



14 22 - e 
 



13 20 - e  



46 
  



11 10 -   
 



11 10 -    



47 
  



12 14 - e 
 



11 10 -    



48 
  



10 6 -   
 



9 4 -    



49 
 



16 33 e 
 



10 7 -6     11 10 -5    



50 
 



16 31 e 
 



22 52 6 e   15 27 -1 e  



51 
 



18 38 e 
 



16 30 -2 e   11 10 -7    



52 
 



14 25 e 
 



13 15 -1 e   9 4 -5    



53 
 



12 13 e 
 



13 15 1 e   8 2 -4    



54 
 



18 34 e 
 



12 13 -6 e   10 5 -8    



55 
 



14 22 e 
 



12 13 -2 e   10 6 -4    



56 
 



12 13 e 
 



14 19 2 e   10 6 -2    



57 
 



16 29 e 
 



11 10 -5     8 2 -8    



58 
 



10 5   
 



11 10 1     8 2 -2    



59 
 



11 10   
 



11 10 0     8 1 -3    



60 
 



Data not available 
 



Data not available  Data not available  
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 61 
 



Data not available 



 
Data not available  Data not available  



62 
  



18 39 - e  16 32 - e  



63 
  



15 25 - e  14 24 - e  



64 
  



17 36 - e  16 32 - e  



65 
  



17 33 - e  17 27 - e  



66 
  



12 12 - e  12 14 - e  



67 
  



10 7 -    10 9 -    



68 
  



8 5 -    8 5 -    



69 
  



6 0 -    5 0 -    



70 
  



6 0 -    6 0 -    



71 
  



10 5 -    9 4 -    



72 
  



11 10 -    9 5 -    



73 
  



16 27 - e  14 21 - e  



74 
  



11 10 -    9 5 -    



75 
  



10 7 -    10 6 -    



76 
  



11 10 -    9 6 -    



77 
  



8 3 -    8 2 -    



78 
  



7 2 -    7 1 -    



79 
  



10 6 -    9 6 -    



80 
  



5 0 -    5 0 -    
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E
x
c
e
e
d
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 81 
 



Data not available 
 



7 4 -   
 



7 3 -    



82 
 



17 33 e 
 



9 6 -8     9 5 -8    



83 
 



16 30 e 
 



11 10 -5     11 10 -5    



84 
 



17 36 e 
 



7 2 -10     7 1 -10    



85 
 



16 32 e 
 



14 22 -2 e   14 21 -2 e  



86 
 



17 35 e 
 



9 4 -8     7 1 -10    



87 
 



17 35 e 
 



11 10 -6     7 0 -10    



88 
 



17 36 e 
 



5 0 -12     5 0 -12    



89 
 



16 32 e 
 



6 0 -10     6 0 -10    



90 
 



14 24 e 
 



14 19 0 e   7 1 -7    



91 
 



17 33 e 
 



15 23 -2 e   8 2 -9    



92 
 



16 29 e 
 



12 12 -4 e   8 1 -8    



93 
 



17 34 e 
 



17 33 0 e   9 5 -8    



94 
 



14 22 e 
 



11 10 -3     7 2 -7    



95 
 



17 35 e 
 



16 30 -1 e   10 6 -7    



96 
 



16 30 e 
 



16 30 0 e   15 27 -1 e  



97 
 



17 31 e 
 



13 19 -4 e   9 4 -8    



98 
 



19 41 e 
 



21 48 2 e   11 10 -8    



99 
 



20 46 e 
 



23 52 3 e   15 26 -5 e  



100 
 



11 10   
 



11 10 0     12 14 1 e  
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Percent of 
Time 
Wind 



Speed 
Exceeds 
11 mph 



Speed 
Change 
Relative 



to 
Existing 
(mph) 



E
x
c
e
e
d
s
 



 101 
 



15 25 e 
 



14 23 -1 e   15 28 0 e  



102 
 



18 40 e 
 



17 33 -1 e   16 31 -2 e  



103 
 



19 42 e 
 



18 40 -1 e   17 37 -2 e  



104 
 



20 48 e 
 



20 47 0 e   18 44 -2 e  



105 
 



25 51 e 
 



25 50 0 e   23 48 -2 e  



106 
 



18 36 e 
 



19 41 1 e   21 48 3 e  



107 
 



Data not available 
 



Data not available 



 



Data not available 



 



108 
  



  



109  16 30 e    



110  16 30 e    



111  16 28 e    



112  17 34 e    



113  16 28 e    



114  13 14 e    



115  14 20 e    



116  18 40 e    



117  15 27 e    



118  15 28 e    



119  14 23 e    



120  16 30 e    
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E
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c
e
e
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 121  14 23 e  



Data not available 



 



Data not available 



 



122  15 29 e    



123  15 28 e    



124  14 23 e    



125  16 30 e    



126  16 31 e    



127  17 35 e    



128  16 32 e    



129  17 34 e    



130  16 30 e    



131  17 36 e    



132  16 29 e    



133  16 31 e    



134  17 34 e    



135  17 32 e    



136  17 34 e    



137  15 26 e    



138  14 25 e    



139  17 37 e    



140  17 36 e    
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Wind 
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11 mph 
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to 
Existing 
(mph) 



E
x
c
e
e
d
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 141  17 34 e  
Data not available 



 
Data not available 



 



142  16 33 e    



Average Wind Speeds & Percentages, 
Total Exceedances  



15 27 
𝟗𝟐



𝟏𝟎𝟑
  13 19 - 



𝟓𝟖



𝟏𝟎𝟒
  12 14 - 



𝟒𝟔



𝟏𝟎𝟒
  



Averages & Totals – Sidewalks & Plaza* 
 



15 26 
𝟓𝟖



𝟔𝟗
  14 21 -1 



𝟒𝟑



𝟔𝟗
  12 15 -3 



𝟑𝟏



𝟔𝟗
  



*Sidewalks & Plaza: Locations 1 – 33, 49 – 59, 82 – 106  
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Wind Tunnel Study Model Figure No. 1a 
 



Existing  



 



Date:  February 13 , 2015 Warrior’s Arena – San Francisco, CA Project #1401775 



 



 



 











Wind Tunnel Study Model Figure No. 1b 
 



Existing + Project 



 



Date:  April 15 , 2015 Warrior’s Arena – San Francisco, CA Project #1401775 



 



 



 











Wind Tunnel Study Model Figure No. 1c 
 



Project + Cumulative 



 



Date:  April 15, 2015 Warrior’s Arena – San Francisco, CA Project #1401775 
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: REMINDER SAVE THE DATE - April 30th GSW Special Mission Bay CAC Meeting
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 8:44:25 AM


As a reminder, we will be holding a special Mission Bay Citizens Advisory Committee meeting on
Thursday, April 30th at 5PM at the Mission Creek Senior building to discuss events management
related to the Golden State Warriors project.  An agenda with location will be sent out next week
with more details.
 
Thank you
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 



mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=619AB48309934C6CBD9C6E781E4D71D9-CATHERINE REILLY
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Woo, Kimberly; "cmiller@stradasf.com"
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: Conference Room for GSW Event Center & environs security meeting on 4/21
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 1:23:35 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Kim,
 
In the interim between providing my availability and receiving this morning’s calendar invite I have
run into another conflict and, like Clarke, will be unable to join at the time below. My apologies.
 
If you’d prefer to reschedule the discussion, the list of invitees Clarke provided (Kate, Jesse, David,
Clarke) is sufficient from the GSW side.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Woo, Kimberly [mailto:Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 1:16 PM
To: 'cmiller@stradasf.com'; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org
Subject: FW: Conference Room for GSW Event Center & environs security meeting on 4/21
Importance: High
 
Clarke or Kate,
 
Will you be attending this meeting on 4/21? Also, does anyone from GSW security need to attend?
 
Kim
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 1:11 PM
To: Woo, Kimberly; Van de Water, Adam (ECN)
Subject: RE: Conference Room for GSW Event Center & environs security meeting on 4/21
 
I saw that the GSW are not able to attend – or at least not the one on the list.  Could you please let
us know what Lori would like to do – based on the original meeting request, it sounds like she would
like them at the table.  Thanks
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Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Woo, Kimberly [mailto:Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 8:50 AM
To: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Conference Room for GSW Event Center & environs security meeting on 4/21
 
Adam or Catherine,
 
Could you please book a conference room for the GSW Event Center & environs security meeting on
4/21 from 10:30-12?
 
Thanks,
 
Kimberly Woo
Administrative Assistant
Campus Planning
Phone: 415-476-9255
E-mail:kwoo@planning.ucsf.edu
 



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu






From: Yoshikawa, Genta (CPC)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Service Requests - warriors@sfgov.org email reset
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:13:22 AM


Hi Brett and Chris,
 
I’ve reset the password for this email account to:
 
Wzpc1119
 
Do you have an idea as to how long you need to keep this email account?
 
Thanks!
 
Genta Yoshikawa
IS Administrator


Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6269 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: genta.yoshikawa@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org 


From: HelpDesk [mailto:cityplanninghelpdesk@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:00 AM
To: Yoshikawa, Genta (CPC)
Subject: Service Requests - warriors@sfgov.org email reset
 
HelpDesk


warriors@sfgov.org email reset has been added
 
Modify my alert settings | View warriors@sfgov.org email reset | View Service Requests


 


Title: warriors@sfgov.org email reset  


Details: I have been receiving emails to change the password for the warriors@sfgov.org email
account, but cannot remember the password. Can you reset the email? 


 


(obsolete)Keywords:   


Priority: (3) Normal  


Customer: Brett Bollinger  


AssignedTo:   


Comments:   


Status: Initiated  


ResolutionDate:   


TotalMinutesSpent:   


_UserName: bbolling  


SendEmailNotification: Yes  
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Miller, Erin


(MTA); wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2015 10:04:54 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Revisions to Construction Improvement Measure I-TR-1_KAComment.docx


Luba –
 
I have a few comments, attached. As the entire CEQA team from the GSW/Strada side has been
traveling or out this week, we would very much appreciate the ability to submit some further
comments by end of day Monday. Thanks for your understanding.
 
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:59 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Brett Bollinger; Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Catherine Reilly
(ADM); Erin Miller; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran
Subject: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
 
Hi All
Attached are the proposed revisions to Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction
Management Plan and Public Updates to include the construction worker parking plan as
well as some other minor revisions.
Please review and let me know if you have any edits by the end of Friday. Thanks.
Luba
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Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates


Construction Coordination – To reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and vehicles at the project site, the construction contractor could prepare a Construction Management Plan for the project construction period. The preparation of a Construction Management Plan could be a requirement included in the construction bid package. Prior to finalizing the plan, the project sponsor/construction contractor(s) should meet with DPW, SFMTA, the Fire Department, Muni Operations, and other City agencies to discuss coordinate feasible commercially reasonable options measures to include in the plan that would reduce traffic congestion, including temporary transit stop relocations (not anticipated, but if determined necessary) and other measures to reduce potential traffic, bicycle, and transit disruption and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the proposed project. This review should consider other ongoing construction in the project area, such as construction of the nearby UCSF LRDP projects and construction on Blocks 26 and 27.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: If not anticipated why is this specifically called out? 


Carpool, Bicycle, Walk and Transit Access for Construction Workers – To minimize parking demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers, the construction contractor could include as part of the Construction Management Plan methods to encourage carpooling, bicycle, walk, and transit access to the project site by construction workers (such as providing transit subsidies to construction workers, providing secure bicycle parking spaces, participating in free-to-employee ride matching program from www.511.org, participating in emergency ride home program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org), and providing transit information to construction workers). 


Construction Worker Parking Plan  - As part of the Construction Management Plan that would be developed by the construction contractor, the location of construction worker parking could be identified as well as the person responsible for ensuring that the proposed parking plan is implemented. The use of on-street parking to accommodate construction worker parking could be discouraged. All construction bid documents could include a requirement for the construction contractor to identify the proposed location of construction worker parking. If on-site, the location, number of parking spaces, and where vehicles would enter and exit the site could be required.  If off-site parking is proposed to accommodate construction workers, the location of the off-site facility, number of parking spaces retained, and how workers would travel between the off-site facility and the project site could be required.


	


Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents – To minimize construction impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor could provide nearby residences and adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding project construction, including construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete pours), travel lane closures, and parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice could be distributed by the project sponsor that would provide current construction information of interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns.
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nesses and Residents
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To minimize construction 




impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor 




could 




provide nearby 




residences and adjacent businesses with regularly




-




updated information regarding project 




construction, includin




g construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete 




pours), travel lane closures, 




and 




parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice 




could




 




be distributed by 




the 




project sponsor that would provide current construction




 




information of 




interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns.




 




 








Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates 



Construction Coordination – To reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and 



pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and vehicles at the project site, the construction contractor could 



prepare a Construction Management Plan for the project construction period. The preparation of a 



Construction Management Plan could be a requirement included in the construction bid package. 



Prior to finalizing the plan, the project sponsor/construction contractor(s) should meet with DPW, 



SFMTA, the Fire Department, Muni Operations, and other City agencies to discuss commercially 



reasonable options to include in the plan that would reduce traffic congestion, including temporary 



transit stop relocations (not anticipated, but if determined necessary) and other measures to reduce 



potential traffic, bicycle, and transit disruption and pedestrian circulation effects during 



construction of the proposed project. This review should consider other ongoing construction in the 



project area, such as construction of the nearby UCSF LRDP projects and construction on Blocks 26 



and 27. 



Carpool, Bicycle, Walk and Transit Access for Construction Workers – To minimize parking 



demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers, the construction contractor could 



include as part of the Construction Management Plan methods to encourage carpooling, bicycle, 



walk, and transit access to the project site by construction workers (such as providing transit 



subsidies to construction workers, providing secure bicycle parking spaces, participating in free-to-



employee ride matching program from www.511.org, participating in emergency ride home 



program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org), and providing transit information to 



construction workers).  



Construction Worker Parking Plan  - As part of the Construction Management Plan that would be 



developed by the construction contractor, the location of construction worker parking could be 



identified as well as the person responsible for ensuring that the proposed parking plan is 



implemented. The use of on-street parking to accommodate construction worker parking could be 



discouraged. All construction bid documents could include a requirement for the construction 



contractor to identify the proposed location of construction worker parking. If on-site, the location, 



number of parking spaces, and where vehicles would enter and exit the site could be required.  If 



off-site parking is proposed to accommodate construction workers, the location of the off-site 



facility, number of parking spaces retained, and how workers would travel between the off-site 



facility and the project site could be required. 



  



Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents – To minimize construction 



impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor could provide nearby 



residences and adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding project 



construction, including construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete 



pours), travel lane closures, and parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice could 



be distributed by the project sponsor that would provide current construction information of 



interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns. 



 








From: David Manica
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Albert, Peter (MTA); Kate Aufhauser; William Hon; Arce, Pedro (CII); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Clarke Miller;


Leah DiCarlo; Winslow, David (CPC); Keith Robinson; Miller, Erin (MTA); Jesse Blout; Switzky, Joshua (CPC);
Molly Hayes; David Carlock; Mark Linenberger; Beau Beashore; Rene Bihan (rbihan@SWAGroup.com);
RICHARD ALTUNA


Subject: Re: GSW Arena Design Update and Review
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 6:15:16 PM


Yes of course.  Will do it from my laptop soon.  Don't trust doing it from my phone.
Never seems to work right. 


By the way, we have the bike lane on 16th street as suggested previously.


Cancellation coming soon. 
Best
D


David Manica
MANICA Architecture


On Apr 13, 2015, at 5:35 PM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


David – Could you please cancel this meeting, since there is nothing to review this
week?  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: David Manica [mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:40 AM
To: David Manica; Albert, Peter (MTA); Kate Aufhauser; William Hon; Arce, Pedro (CII);
Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Clarke Miller; Leah DiCarlo; Winslow, David (CPC); Keith
Robinson; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jesse Blout; Switzky, Joshua (CPC);
Molly Hayes; David Carlock; Mark Linenberger; Beau Beashore; Rene Bihan
(rbihan@SWAGroup.com); RICHARD ALTUNA
Subject: GSW Arena Design Update and Review
When: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:30 AM-12:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US &
Canada).
Where:
 
 
1.  Please join my meeting. 
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https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/911510725


2.  Use your microphone and speakers (VoIP) - a headset is recommended.  Or,
call in using your telephone.


Dial +1 (571) 317-3112 
Access Code: 911-510-725 
Audio PIN: Shown after joining the meeting


Meeting ID: 911-510-725


GoToMeeting® 
Online Meetings Made Easy®


 
 
 



https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/911510725






From: Paul Mitchell
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 5:40:45 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Kate:


Responding to you remotely...


Good news. We received the review from the City Archaeologist (Randall Dean) yesterday, and
comments were light.  Consequently, we can schedule the driller shortly (and they typically need an
approximate 30-day heads-up).  Before we contact the driller, please let us know 1) if there are any
schedule conflicts on the Warriors side in May that would preclude the driller from conducting the
drilling at the site that month, and 2) if you need us to coordinate with anyone on your team prior to us
locking in our driller on a date?


Thanks.


-Paul


________________________________________
From: Kate Aufhauser [KAufhauser@warriors.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:13 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP


Hi Paul –
I presume no word on this yet?


Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst


510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)


kaufhauser@warriors.com<mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com>


[Golden State Warriors]<http://www.nba.com/warriors/>


website<http://www.nba.com/warriors/> | tickets<http://www.nba.com/warriors/tickets> |
app<http://www.nba.com/warriors/app> | social<http://www.nba.com/warriors/connect> | find
us<http://www.nba.com/warriors/contact>


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year<http://www.nba.com/warriors/news/sbj-award-05212014>


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com]
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2015 12:21 PM
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To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: FW: Warriors ATP


Kate:


As you can see below, Randall Dean promises his comments on the archaeological testing plan by this
Thursday, after which we can share with you our next steps based on those comments.


-Paul


From: Matthew Russell
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2015 11:54 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Subject: Warriors ATP


Hi Paul,


Randall just called me back….He had a number of issues his office was trying to sort out, which delayed
his review (he kind of explained them to me, I’ll tell you about them, maybe they’ll make sense to
you).  But the bottom line is he’ll get us his review  by Thursday this week.


Matt


Matthew A. Russell, Ph.D., RPA
ESA | Cultural Resources
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA  94108-2512
direct 415.962.8405 | mobile 510.295.8535








From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Joyce
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM);


Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN);
wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Catherine Mukai


Subject: RE: 4/9 CEQA Info Request - GSW Replies Part 1
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 12:37:04 AM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png
2015.04.14_InfoNeeds_SubmissionPartTwo.xlsx


Additional replies attached.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Joyce
Cc: 'Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com)'; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine
(OCII); Chris Kern (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; Van
de Water, Adam (ECN); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; 'Catherine Mukai'
Subject: 4/9 CEQA Info Request - GSW Replies Part 1
 
Paul, Luba, and others –
 
Please see attached for GSW replies to some of ESA’s information requests (4/9 tracker). Other
answers are forthcoming.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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Sheet1


			Info Needs Task No			Category			Project Sponsor CEQA Information			Responsible Party			Date Due 			Date Delivered/
Status			Notes			Old Date Due 			Old Date Delivered			Old Notes


			ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT


			4			Project Description

(UPDATED NOTES)			Amendments to Mission Bay Planning Documents.  Please provide a list of the proposed amendments to the  Mission Bay Planning Documents (.e.g, Design for Development) that will be required for the project.
			OCII/Sponsor 			4/15/15			4/6/2015 and 4/15/2015			- GSW submitted our draft D4D amendments to Catherine for her review on 4/6. Catherine shared the draft and her comments with ESA on 4/15. Direction to ESA is to very generally summarize the proposed amendments, only to the minimum degree needed for the SEIR, to leave us flexibility for ongoing dialogue with OCII on precise language. OCII will review ESA's summary and edit as needed.

- Documents already included in CEQA, like our TMP street striping / street parking plans, ALSO include proposed revisions to the MB Infrastructure (OPA) and Streetscape plans. Given that these have been and will continue to be vetted by OCII (+ MTA, MBDG, etc.), it is sufficient simply to note that, and to state that the sponsor will also seek amendments to accommodate the plans as shown. 


			6			AB 900 - Administrative Record			City CAO/Sponsor:  Please review the draft list (provided separately to you) of information assumed to be provided in the AB 900 administrative record and provide any comments/recommendations.			City CAO/
Sponsor's Counsel			3/27/15			3/27/15			Lists were provided by both John M. and Mary M.


			7			Project Description -Project Approvals			UCSF View Easement Description:  The sponsor provided ESA the tentative map that shows the boundary of the UCSF view easement on the project site.  Please provide the easement description for what it specifically covers (e.g., heights, etc.?) - I believe Neil indicated he had that.			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/16/15			View easement figure and standards were provided by Neil S. 


			9			Wind			Wind Tunnel Test of Revised Project:  Please have RWDI model the wind impacts of the proposed Revised Project (we don't need the Existing scenario as that is already completed; we will just need the Existing Plus Project, and Cumulative Plus Project scenarios.			Sponsor			4/15/15			4/15/15			Submitted via separate email. Similar test results (and more detailed description) for the plaza variant are forthcoming. 


			10			Transportation/ Safety

(UPDATED NOTES)			Construction Tower Crane / UCSF Compatibility.  The sponsor indicated it had conducted a preliminary review of applicable regs (e.g., FAA) when considering compatibility of the proposed use of tower cranes at the project site with the UCSF helipad.  Please provide that preliminary review.			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/18/15			- Clarke provided MCJV's diagrams. Generally, the graphics demonstrate that neither the building (penthouse mechanical areas) nor tower cranes will interefere with the helicopter flight path. The document should also state that GSW is prepared to comply with FAA law, which will mitigate all potential impacts.
- ESA to provide separate technical analysis of project impacts on UCSF helipad operations.


			11			Project Description			Sponsor-Proposed Good Neighbor Policies/Plan. As discussed as the 3/12/15 meeting, please provide a copy of the sponsor's proposed good neighbor policies/plan to include in the SEIR Project Description that will address proposed crowd control, directing people to the proposed transit connections (as opposed to up Bridgeview Way), outdoor noise management and other practices to minimize effects on surrounding land uses. 			Sponsor			3/27/2015
/////
Sponsor to provide in late April			4/15/15			As discussed during the 4/15 call, the GSW are not planning to submit a formal policy in time for inclusion in our Draft SEIR. ESA should incorporate language outlining general commitments/intentions for quality of life efforts into the project description; to do so, please daw from the text found in the City/Warriors Obligations memo OEWD provided to the Warriors a few weeks ago. 


			12			Air Quality			Timing of Payment of Offset AQ Mitigation. Please confirm if the sponsor intends to pay for the off-set mitigaiton for criteria pollutants in one payment prior to project construction, or, in two payments (one prior to project construction and the second prior to project operation)			Sponsor			3/27/15			4/15/15			We intend to pay for the off-set mitigation for criteria pollutants in two total payments, ultimately at a time (/based on a trigger) that is flexible. If we need to provide details, we can say we'll pay once before C of O and once after project stabilization. This will help us get a more accurate number, and is aligned with our planned and approved process for offset purchases in fulfillment of AB900 requirements. 


			13			GHGs			GHG Checklist:  Please provide the sponsor's GHG checklist for the project.			Sponsor			4/15/15						Forthcoming. 			 10/10/2014						Per the PUC WWE memo sent to Chris Kern 9/12/14 and forwarded to the project sponsor, the Warriors are completing a detailed formal report on the project's wastewater system, with estimated demands consistent with the City's criteria for calculating wastewater generation. Date for anticipated completion and submission of this report is no later than 10/10/14. 

At ESA's request, the project sponsor could prepare a one-page memo on the topic based on the Water Demand Memo, above, to meet the 10/1 deadline. Please note, however, that the value provided would not meet the City's criteria and would not be consistent with the values provided in the forthcoming report. We are not anticipating submitting this memo unless requested. 


			23			Water and Wastewater Utility Plans			Project Water and Wastewater Utility Plans.  In light of the revised project, please confirm if any of the proposed water and wastewater utility plans (include any proposed off-site improvements as part of project) need to be updated			Sponsor			11/1/14									 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Plans are available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/m15v2ifrinjqw0q/Task39_ProjectWastewater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0 
and https://www.dropbox.com/s/2z9g8jr3grfmmjt/Task39_ProjectWater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0. Please note these plans are also being used in the project Major Phase application. 


			EXTRA 1			Transportation			Our airports staff are requesting a GIS or AutoCAD file (geo-spatially referenced) of the current site plan.  Please note we are not requesting a huge file with all the detail of materials, floorplans, landscaping etc., we merely just need a file that provides the location/massing/heights of the buildings on the site (e.g., similar to the conceptual site plan in Figure 3-5 in the SEIR PD).			Sponsor			ASAP						Request received 4/15/15. Passed to several members of the GSWs' design team. Response forthcoming. 


			EXTRA 2			Transportation			In the construction section of the SEIR Transportation section, Clarke indicated that “GSW’s general contractor has expressed interest in multiple ingress/egress points for truck access to the construction site;” and that “GSW will get a revised site plan which shows the locations.” Please provide that revised construction site access plan. 			Sponsor			ASAP						Request received 4/15/15. Response forthcoming. 
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Molly Hayes
Subject: Re: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:13:23 PM


I've heard that GSW will likely need to install an antenna above the enclosure for
proper WiFi and DAS signal coverage. I think it's only 3-4' above (Molly, can you
confirm w/ Jack W. on max anticipated height?), but we need to understand max
height for the helicopter analysis and, depending on Catherine's response to the
question below, whether a D4D amendment will be required. 


Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group


On Apr 15, 2015, at 5:26 PM, Paul Mitchell <PMitchell@esassoc.com> wrote:


Catherine:
 
Thanks for providing the revised Page 23 from the original D for D.  However, while the
page you attached provides a definition of mechanical equipment/appurtances, it still
does not appear to be explicit in how high rooftop features above the 160-foot tower
roof are permitted to be in Zone 5.  If your interpretation of the D for D is that the
maximum height for all mechanical equipment/enclosures on top the tower roof
would be 16 feet in Zone 5, then that is what we will assume for the helipad
discussion.
 
Would you please confirm or explain otherwise?  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Here is my outstanding issue.  I have attached the draft DforD Amendments.  I think
there is enough there to be able to summarize them without getting into the details
that we need to refine.
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of
development (general uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in
Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34, 40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
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For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume
18-24 months for completion.
Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015
Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late
summer/fall 2015.
Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase
starting in 2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.
Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with
200 units starting in summer 2016.  Remainder to be built anywhere from 5 to 10 years
from now.
Block 1 – 350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel
Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later.
UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.
 
Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you
need it.
 
Also, attached is the page from the original DforD that has the language that wasn’t
brought forward when we did the reformat (left off by accident).
 
Will send the DforD stuff soon.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser;
Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and
certain new information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see
attached)
 


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Rows highlighted in yellow are request
items that are either past due, have a pending date for submittal, or are new
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data items


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2
and #5


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Clarke and Kate:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.        <!--[endif]-->Please respond to Items #4, #8,


#9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and 20C.


<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.        <!--[endif]-->In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as
Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she needs those
responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Chris and Brett


<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.        <!--[endif]-->Please respond to Items #26,
#28, and new Items #28A and #28B


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->ESA will follow up directly with Environ on
Issues #21, #22, and #23.


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Luba is following up with SFMTA directly
on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact
me with any questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Mary Murphy; Clarke Miller; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett 


(CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jose Farran; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:39:33 AM


Thanks Catherine. 
We already have a construction improvement measure, and the parking plan can be 
an additional item in that measure. 


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 14, 2015, at 8:37 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> 
wrote:


The good neighbor policy is just about noise.  I don’t think we need to amend the 
policy, we could include the construction plan as an improvement measure and then 
include as part of a condition of approval.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 AM
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); 
Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin 
(MTA);jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
 
Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor 
Policy for construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state 
that we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then 
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incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. The amendment 
could be formalized as part of our project approvals along with other planned 
amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan, MBS 
Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm 
for us whether we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it 
into our project description (I think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure 
included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration). Either way, I believe this is a 
sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I 
am available by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
 
Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:
 


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> 
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wrote:
 


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Catherine Sharpe (casharpe@Fibrogen.com)
Cc: Gavin, John (ECN); Van de Water, Adam (ECN)
Subject: Voice Mail
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:25:00 PM


Catherine – I was out all day at meetings and just got your call.  I will give you a ring tomorrow.  I
think the topic of transit planning and coordinating between the GSW and other MB companies
would be a great topic to include when we bring together the biotech working group.  John is
working with Theo to find a time to meet in the next couple weeks.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:53:06 AM


Catherine:
 
Thanks for this. We have specific followup questions for you in red, below.  Would you please
respond to these questions?
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Here is my outstanding issue.  I have attached the draft DforD Amendments.  I think there is enough
there to be able to summarize them without getting into the details that we need to refine.
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
 


·         Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015.  Is there a name for
this development? 


 
·         Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late


summer/fall 2015. Is there a name for this development? 
 


·         Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in
2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.


 
·         Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200


units starting in summer 2016.  Where is the location (e.g. Blocks?) for the 200 units starting
in Summer 2016?  Remainder to be built anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now.  What is
the construction start date; and what is the name of the development?  Block 1 – 350
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market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel
 


·         Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later. Should we assume the
realignment of Terry Francois and construction of P22 will start in 2016?  Also, when will
construction of P23 and P24 occur?


 
·         UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.  So, what we need


to know is what specific UCSF LRDP development should we assume to be under
construction between now and end of 2017?


 
·         Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it. 


We need it if any of that construction will be occurring between November 2015 and end of
2017?


 
Also, attached is the page from the original DforD that has the language that wasn’t brought
forward when we did the reformat (left off by accident).
 
Will send the DforD stuff soon.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and certain new
information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a pending date
for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
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1. Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and
20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she
needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.


·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; "Clarke Miller"; "Luba Wyznyckyj"; "Paul Mitchell"; "Joyce Hsiao"; Kern, Chris


(CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); "Mary Murphy"; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:41:42 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Kate – When I talked with the larger team, we decided to make a general assumption on the 16th


Street for the EIR since we are at the pencils down stage of the EIR – ie, we need to just decide on
the general project and finalize the analysis and 4/22 is too late to be making any significant


changes.  When we get to the detailed design of the 16th Street sidewalk, we just need to make sure
that the final design is adequate and provides adequate pedestrian movement consistent with the
assumptions in the EIR, etc. and can make minor modifications to the design and not run afoul of
the EIR, as long as we can show that we provide that adequate level of movement.
 
Others on the CEQA team can correct my statements.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:59 AM
To: José I. Farrán; 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
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Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
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Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Catherine Mukai; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: Revisions to AQ Mit Measures
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2015 10:21:40 AM
Attachments: image001.png


GSW Alternatives AQ update.msg


Chris and Jessica –
 
As discussed on this week’s CEQA call, I’m re-sending GSW’s commentary on outstanding AQ info
requests, which include some preferred revisions to mit measure language. Please take a look and
talk to Clarke or myself if you have any other questions.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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GSW: Alternatives AQ update


			From


			Kate Aufhauser


			To


			Paul Mitchell; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Chris Sanchez


			Cc


			Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM) (CII); Catherine Mukai; Michael Keinath


			Recipients


			PMitchell@esassoc.com; joyce@orionenvironment.com; CSanchez@esassoc.com; CMiller@stradasf.com; mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com; chris.kern@sfgov.org; brett.bollinger@sfgov.org; catherine.reilly@sfgov.org; cmukai@environcorp.com; mkeinath@environcorp.com





Paul et al.– 







 







Catherine shared with me her responses to you on open CEQA items, see below. I’d like to clarify a few points vis-à-vis Items 1 and 3. 







 







For Item 1, it seems that in order to continue assuming generator risk up to 30 (i.e., avoid additional modeling work), we need to agree at minimum to Tier 2 equipment with PM filters. Our contractor has confirmed this is widely available. The current step-down schedule, however, precludes select subs from submitting competitive bids and therefore carries unacceptable risks for project schedule and costs. That being said, there are some subs who do have Tier 3 or Tier 4 equipment available for use on the project – we simply cannot yet guarantee that they will be the ones hired for the work. Given that, we propose the mitigation more correctly state that GSW will utilize “Tier 2 equipment (with PM filters) or better, where feasible”. This is a fair and effective mit measure. 







 







For Item 3, our contractor has expressed significant concern about limiting the supply of available trucks for off-hauling soil. Our excavation volumes will be high and our timeframe short, so once again any limitations create an unacceptable risk that not enough qualified trucks may be available at the time we require them. Furthermore, an excavation subcontractor will contract with individual drivers for this project stage, and our contractor believes it would be difficult to verify compliance with a “2010 or newer” policy. Our existing commitment to purchase offsets through the Carl Moyer program, fortunately, nullifies this issue. We already plan to mitigate any excess NOx emissions through this purchase, so the application of additional funds (and acceptance of additional risk) to guarantee certain truck fleets would actually double-charge the GSW for those same construction emissions. If we agree only to participation in the Carl Moyer program, the net environmental impact (and the CEQA significance determination) will remain the same. 







 







Hope this all makes sense. I’m available to discuss as needed.







 







Thanks,







Kate







 







Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst







510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)







kaufhauser@warriors.com







Golden State Warriors







website | tickets | app | social | find us







SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year







 







 







From: Catherine Mukai [mailto:cmukai@environcorp.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:49 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller (cmiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy - Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: FW: GSW: Alternatives AQ update







 







For your records, here’s what I sent to Paul earlier:







 







 







  _____  




 















Catherine Mukai, PE







T: +1 415 426 5014







cmukai@environcorp.com







 







From: Catherine Mukai 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:13 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Chris Sanchez; Joyce Hsiao
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: RE: GSW: Alternatives AQ update







 







Thanks for the summary Paul. Here are responses to each request:







 







Item 1, List of Tier 4 Availability: We understand that Tiers 3 and 4 equipment is reasonably available, what documentation do you need for this? If there’s a monitoring plan during construction the equipment fleet can also be managed to maintain a given level of emissions.







 







Item 2, Modeling of Health Risk of Generators: After the March 12 worksession on the AQ chapter, Jessica Range explained her concern that the generators might be split into more than one application for permitting with the BAAQMD, so using 10 in one million as the stationary source risk for all five generators did not seem to her to cover all options. We discussed that between the arena and two office buildings it could be as many as 3 applications for BAAQMD stationary source permitting, allowing risk of up to 30 in one million.







 







With generator risk of 30 in one million, we discussed whether or not construction mitigations alone would be sufficient to reduce risk to less than significant. In response, we added the Tier 2 + NOx VDECs mitigated scenario, which brought us up to three mitigated scenarios, corresponding to the step-down schedule:







1.     Tier 4 only







2.     Tier 3 only







3.     Tier 2 + 40% NOx VDECs. All 40% NOx VDECs also provide 85% control of DPM.







With construction mitigations using this step-down schedule, no generator modeling is required because the project does not create a hot spot and is not significant.







 







Item 3, Use of 2010 or Newer Haul Trucks: Limiting haul trucks to 2010 and newer results in a 22% reduction in off-road NOx, which is not enough to get NOx less than significant for construction. However, NOx emissions from construction will be reduced by the use of cleaner off-road equipment following the step-down schedule and NOx emissions from construction will already be fully offset by the purchase of off-site mitigations.







 







Does this help? Thanks,







 







Catherine







 







  _____  




 















Catherine Mukai, PE







T: +1 415 426 5014







cmukai@environcorp.com
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Paul Mitchell
Cc: Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli (MTA); Miller,


Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly;
Van de Water, Adam (ECN)


Subject: RE: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:46:09 PM
Attachments: image001.png


2015.04.14_Transportation_Demand_Management_Modified_List_GSWResponse.docx


Hi, all –
 
Thanks for your patience as we reviewed these revisions. I am attaching our response, with
modifications to the list marked in Track Changes and explanations or response to City questions
called out in the comment bubbles.
 
A few notes on our revisions:


-          First, we removed a few items for fear that requiring tenants to comply (via deed
restrictions, CC&Rs, etc.) would negatively impact the marketability of our buildings, or
because implementation cost would be out of proportion to the impact the strategy might
have on our overall mode split. Fortunately, that still left us with several strategies typical to
office buildings and mixed-use developments; these are likely similar to, if not more robust
than, the TDM measures that would have been enacted by any other commercial developer
on the same site.


-          Second, you’ll see what we made more modifications to the strategies for employees than
to those for event center or retail visitors. This seems appropriate because transportation
capacity (both transit and parking) for our daily employees has already been factored into
the MB plan, so workers’ transportation is generally less prone to the current community
attention and concern. By implementing a particularly robust program for event center
visitors, we believe we’re advancing the community’s real goals for congestion reduction
and resource management.


 
Hope this all makes sense. I am available to discuss as needed.
 
Kate
 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies


The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below. employees and for event center visitors. TDM strategies for office, retail, restaurant and event center employees:	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In order to maintain the marketability of the Office and Retail spaces, we cannot require substantial commitments of tenants that would raise their all-in occupancy costs. We can, however, set a campus culture and offer encouragement/lead by example. 


Policy/Operations


· Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses.	Comment by Paine, Carli: Transit only, Do not provide/offer the pre-tax parking benefit. This is a choice employers can make. 

GSW: OK


· Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.	Comment by Brett Bollinger: UCSF: Page 5.2‐58, TDM Strategies: “Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.” This is not an option for Event Center employees.

GSW: Actually it is. Frequently cited Event Center employees include janitors, sound technicians, box office staff, and a wealth of other positions (including event-staff, like security guards and ushers) who are required to complete their work on site. Event Center employees also, however, include staff for the booking department, F&B operations personnel, event and catering coordinators, and other more flexible positions. The intent of “to the extent possible” in the text is to convey the variable applicability of this measure for employees in different roles. 


· Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through 


· Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco (). 


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee

GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


· Establish annual TDM budget to support achievement of mode split goalsTDM efforts	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: We can support/encourage/enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others. 


· Provide free bikeshare membership to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Given the limited number of Bike Share stations that could be installed in the vicinity, the cost of membership for all employees would be disproportionate to the number of employees able to take advantage of the benefit. Employees amenable to biking will be able to take advantage of our 600+ bike parking spaces on-site.


· Provide transit subsidy to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In excess of GSW’s accepted practices (see above re: pre-tax commuter benefits, which is an effective tool for current employees). 


· Charge employees market rate for parking on-site and at off-site leased/owned parking facilities


Marketing/Communications


· Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule. 


· Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use the room when no event?


· Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride home services


· Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as the annual “Bike to Work” day.


· Organize and publicize community efforts promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 	Comment by Paine, Carli: I would not call Spare the Air a promotional event. 

GSW: OK, see word edit. 


· Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-site.


· Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity.


· Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use.


· www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the workday. 


· Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools


TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors:


Policies/Operations


· Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly.


· Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards to encourage patrons to associate event attendance with transit usage during attendee’s trip planning process.


· Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 


· Charge event-rate parking fees for auto parking on-site and at leased/owned off-site parking facilities during events.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See comment 1. Cannot require future Office or Retail tenants to modify their preferred economic model, including parking charge, without impacting marketability of our buildings. 


· Establish a TDM annual budget to support TDM efforts and ensure ability to meet mode split commitments	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See previous comment. We can support/encourage/ enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others.


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee


GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


Communications/Marketing


· Encourage customers at point of  ticket purchase to use sustainable modes via communications on the internet and through the ticket vendor.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Promote branded Clipper Cards to season ticket holders and others 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK. 


· Promote transit access to the project site by providing :


· interactive trip-planning tooltransit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing sitebest routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations (exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Looks like multiple word edits jumbled up the text here a little. 


· Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non-auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 


· Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity


· Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and mobile application. Design a “Getting There” page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 


· Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event literature and advertisements, when appropriate.


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: This was added at UCSF’s request. If refers to an informational marquee or other materials that notify people in the neighborhood about upcoming events, so they can modify their transportation planning if desired. 


Capital


· Work with SFMTA to brand transit stops/stations near the project site, covering any costs associated with re-branding	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses.


· Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed valet facility.


· Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis, charter buses,  and rideshare vehicles. Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC[footnoteRef:1][1] companies to offer discounts to event attendees and/or employees. [1: [1]    Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that provides transportation services using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, SideCar, Uber).] 



· Install TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to employees and visitors to the event center.


· 


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: See above. Makes more sense once we move to Communications/Marketing. 
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies 



The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other 



employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below.  



Policy/Operations 



 Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their 



commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses. 



 Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible. 



 Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through  



 Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco.  



 Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 



program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip 



making 



 Establish annual TDM budget to support TDM efforts 



Marketing/Communications 



 Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride 



the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule.  



 Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility 



(approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use 



the room when no event? 



 Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride 



home services 



 Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as 



the annual “Bike to Work” day. 



 Organize and publicize community efforts  such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area 



region) or a Rideshare Week.  



 Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-



site. 



 Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity. 



 Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use. 



 www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, 



food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site 



during the workday.  



 Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools 



TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors: 



Policies/Operations 



 Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food 



or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. 



Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that 



visitors can make choices accordingly. 







Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Brett Bollinger; Kern, Chris; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli; Erin
Miller
Subject: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
 
Hi Kate and Clarke
Attached are four pages of transportation section of the EIR that provide the list of TDM
measures included in the TMP, with SFMTA edits. 
As part of the section review, Carli reorganized a bit, deleted two measures, and added 12
new measures. I marked each measure as "slightly reworded", "same", or "new", and wrote in
the two measures that were deleted.
 
There is also a note to sponsor on the last measure regarding what one of the measures
means.
 
We were planning on reviewing the changes during Thursday's meeting, so I hope that you
will be able to review and determine if these changes are acceptable to GSW before then.
 These revised measures will then need to be incorporated back into the TMP document.
 
Thank you,
Luba








From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Joyce
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM);


Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN);
wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Catherine Mukai


Subject: RE: 4/9 CEQA Info Request - GSW Replies Part 1
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 12:37:02 AM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png
2015.04.14_InfoNeeds_SubmissionPartTwo.xlsx


Additional replies attached.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Joyce
Cc: 'Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com)'; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine
(OCII); Chris Kern (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; Van
de Water, Adam (ECN); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; 'Catherine Mukai'
Subject: 4/9 CEQA Info Request - GSW Replies Part 1
 
Paul, Luba, and others –
 
Please see attached for GSW replies to some of ESA’s information requests (4/9 tracker). Other
answers are forthcoming.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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Sheet1


			Info Needs Task No			Category			Project Sponsor CEQA Information			Responsible Party			Date Due 			Date Delivered/
Status			Notes			Old Date Due 			Old Date Delivered			Old Notes


			ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT


			4			Project Description

(UPDATED NOTES)			Amendments to Mission Bay Planning Documents.  Please provide a list of the proposed amendments to the  Mission Bay Planning Documents (.e.g, Design for Development) that will be required for the project.
			OCII/Sponsor 			4/15/15			4/6/2015 and 4/15/2015			- GSW submitted our draft D4D amendments to Catherine for her review on 4/6. Catherine shared the draft and her comments with ESA on 4/15. Direction to ESA is to very generally summarize the proposed amendments, only to the minimum degree needed for the SEIR, to leave us flexibility for ongoing dialogue with OCII on precise language. OCII will review ESA's summary and edit as needed.

- Documents already included in CEQA, like our TMP street striping / street parking plans, ALSO include proposed revisions to the MB Infrastructure (OPA) and Streetscape plans. Given that these have been and will continue to be vetted by OCII (+ MTA, MBDG, etc.), it is sufficient simply to note that, and to state that the sponsor will also seek amendments to accommodate the plans as shown. 


			6			AB 900 - Administrative Record			City CAO/Sponsor:  Please review the draft list (provided separately to you) of information assumed to be provided in the AB 900 administrative record and provide any comments/recommendations.			City CAO/
Sponsor's Counsel			3/27/15			3/27/15			Lists were provided by both John M. and Mary M.


			7			Project Description -Project Approvals			UCSF View Easement Description:  The sponsor provided ESA the tentative map that shows the boundary of the UCSF view easement on the project site.  Please provide the easement description for what it specifically covers (e.g., heights, etc.?) - I believe Neil indicated he had that.			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/16/15			View easement figure and standards were provided by Neil S. 


			9			Wind			Wind Tunnel Test of Revised Project:  Please have RWDI model the wind impacts of the proposed Revised Project (we don't need the Existing scenario as that is already completed; we will just need the Existing Plus Project, and Cumulative Plus Project scenarios.			Sponsor			4/15/15			4/15/15			Submitted via separate email. Similar test results (and more detailed description) for the plaza variant are forthcoming. 


			10			Transportation/ Safety

(UPDATED NOTES)			Construction Tower Crane / UCSF Compatibility.  The sponsor indicated it had conducted a preliminary review of applicable regs (e.g., FAA) when considering compatibility of the proposed use of tower cranes at the project site with the UCSF helipad.  Please provide that preliminary review.			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/18/15			- Clarke provided MCJV's diagrams. Generally, the graphics demonstrate that neither the building (penthouse mechanical areas) nor tower cranes will interefere with the helicopter flight path. The document should also state that GSW is prepared to comply with FAA law, which will mitigate all potential impacts.
- ESA to provide separate technical analysis of project impacts on UCSF helipad operations.


			11			Project Description			Sponsor-Proposed Good Neighbor Policies/Plan. As discussed as the 3/12/15 meeting, please provide a copy of the sponsor's proposed good neighbor policies/plan to include in the SEIR Project Description that will address proposed crowd control, directing people to the proposed transit connections (as opposed to up Bridgeview Way), outdoor noise management and other practices to minimize effects on surrounding land uses. 			Sponsor			3/27/2015
/////
Sponsor to provide in late April			4/15/15			As discussed during the 4/15 call, the GSW are not planning to submit a formal policy in time for inclusion in our Draft SEIR. ESA should incorporate language outlining general commitments/intentions for quality of life efforts into the project description; to do so, please daw from the text found in the City/Warriors Obligations memo OEWD provided to the Warriors a few weeks ago. 


			12			Air Quality			Timing of Payment of Offset AQ Mitigation. Please confirm if the sponsor intends to pay for the off-set mitigaiton for criteria pollutants in one payment prior to project construction, or, in two payments (one prior to project construction and the second prior to project operation)			Sponsor			3/27/15			4/15/15			We intend to pay for the off-set mitigation for criteria pollutants in two total payments, ultimately at a time (/based on a trigger) that is flexible. If we need to provide details, we can say we'll pay once before C of O and once after project stabilization. This will help us get a more accurate number, and is aligned with our planned and approved process for offset purchases in fulfillment of AB900 requirements. 


			13			GHGs			GHG Checklist:  Please provide the sponsor's GHG checklist for the project.			Sponsor			4/15/15						Forthcoming. 			 10/10/2014						Per the PUC WWE memo sent to Chris Kern 9/12/14 and forwarded to the project sponsor, the Warriors are completing a detailed formal report on the project's wastewater system, with estimated demands consistent with the City's criteria for calculating wastewater generation. Date for anticipated completion and submission of this report is no later than 10/10/14. 

At ESA's request, the project sponsor could prepare a one-page memo on the topic based on the Water Demand Memo, above, to meet the 10/1 deadline. Please note, however, that the value provided would not meet the City's criteria and would not be consistent with the values provided in the forthcoming report. We are not anticipating submitting this memo unless requested. 


			23			Water and Wastewater Utility Plans			Project Water and Wastewater Utility Plans.  In light of the revised project, please confirm if any of the proposed water and wastewater utility plans (include any proposed off-site improvements as part of project) need to be updated			Sponsor			11/1/14									 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Plans are available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/m15v2ifrinjqw0q/Task39_ProjectWastewater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0 
and https://www.dropbox.com/s/2z9g8jr3grfmmjt/Task39_ProjectWater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0. Please note these plans are also being used in the project Major Phase application. 


			EXTRA 1			Transportation			Our airports staff are requesting a GIS or AutoCAD file (geo-spatially referenced) of the current site plan.  Please note we are not requesting a huge file with all the detail of materials, floorplans, landscaping etc., we merely just need a file that provides the location/massing/heights of the buildings on the site (e.g., similar to the conceptual site plan in Figure 3-5 in the SEIR PD).			Sponsor			ASAP						Request received 4/15/15. Passed to several members of the GSWs' design team. Response forthcoming. 


			EXTRA 2			Transportation			In the construction section of the SEIR Transportation section, Clarke indicated that “GSW’s general contractor has expressed interest in multiple ingress/egress points for truck access to the construction site;” and that “GSW will get a revised site plan which shows the locations.” Please provide that revised construction site access plan. 			Sponsor			ASAP						Request received 4/15/15. Response forthcoming. 
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: "cmiller@stradasf.com"; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam


(ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Wind Test Results
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:01:13 PM
Attachments: image003.png


2015.04.15_RWDI_Preliminary_Results_Warrior"s_Arena - 1401775_BaseProject.pdf


Paul –
 
Please see the attached for results of the updated wind test (base project only; variant to come as
discussed). Thankfully it seems there are no major changes in locations with exceedances, though there is
some variation in total duration of hazardous wind speeds. My best attempt at a summary is below.
 
RWDI is now preparing a report based on this data; can you confirm you need that report or is the attached
sufficient? Please let me know. I am not planning to direct RWDI to conduct additional tests on the base
project (with/without landscape or mitigation elements) at this time; we’d prefer to keep the language
already devised for the Admin Draft to briefly (qualitatively) address those options. Then, we’ll our own tests
on mitigation options once landscape design and other details are finalized (i.e., outside the CEQA process).
Does that work on your end?
 
Thanks,
Kate
 


Existing Existing +Project
4/15
data


Previous
tests (Feb)


Revised
tests (April)


Variance revised
vs. previous tests


Points w/ exceedance 8 6 6 0
Avg wind speed exceeded 1 hr/yr (mph) 29 26 26 0
Total duration of wind hazards 98 72 139 67
Exceedance hours change relative to existing - -26 41 67
     
Points w/ new exceedance - 2 2 0
Points w/ increased durations of exceedances - 4 4 0
Points w/ decreased durations of exceedances - 8 7 -1
Points w/ eliminated existing exceedances - 3 4 1
     
# of new or increased exceedances - 6 6 0
# of eliminated or decreased exceedances - 11 11 0
Total reduced points w/ exceedances - 2 2 0
Total reduction in avg wind speed exceeded 1
hr/yr (mph) - 3 3 0


 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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Wind Speed 
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Time (mph) 



Percent of 
Time Wind 



Speed 
Exceeds 
11 mph 



E
x
c
e
e
d
s
 



 



Wind Speed 
Exceeded 



10% of 
Time (mph) 



Percent of 
Time 
Wind 



Speed 
Exceeds 
11 mph 



Speed 
Change 
Relative 



to 
Existing 
(mph) 



E
x
c
e
e
d
s
 



 



Wind Speed 
Exceeded 



10% of 
Time (mph) 



Percent of 
Time 
Wind 



Speed 
Exceeds 
11 mph 



Speed 
Change 
Relative 



to 
Existing 
(mph) 



E
x
c
e
e
d
s
 



 21 
 



15 28 e  12 16 -3 e   14 22 -1 e  



22 
 



14 23 e  10 8 -4     11 10 -3    



23 
 



11 10    14 22 3 e   14 19 3 e  



24 
 



11 10    10 7 -1     10 6 -1    



25 
 



13 15 e  8 2 -5     8 1 -5    



26 
 



17 32 e  10 5 -7     7 0 -10    



27 
 



16 29 e  12 12 -4 e   11 10 -5    



28 
 



15 29 e  17 34 2 e   17 32 2 e  



29 
 



14 23 e  10 8 -4     9 4 -5    



30 
 



13 20 e  11 10 -2     12 13 -1 e  



31 
 



12 16 e  11 10 -1     11 10 -1    



32 
 



12 14 e  17 38 5 e   17 33 5 e  



33 
 



14 23 e  17 34 3 e   15 25 1 e  



34 
 



Data not available 



 
13 18 - e 



 
13 17 - e  



35 
  



20 44 - e 
 



16 27 - e  



36 
  



14 22 - e 
 



13 19 - e  



37 
  



7 1 -   
 



7 2 -    



38 
  



8 1 -   
 



7 0 -    



39 
  



11 10 -   
 



14 22 - e  



40 
  



18 39 - e 
 



19 37 - e  
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x
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Wind 
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E
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c
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Wind Speed 
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10% of 
Time (mph) 



Percent of 
Time 
Wind 



Speed 
Exceeds 
11 mph 



Speed 
Change 
Relative 



to 
Existing 
(mph) 



E
x
c
e
e
d
s
 



 41 
 



Data not available 



 
17 36 - e 



 
19 37 - e  



42 
  



10 8 -   
 



11 10 -    



43 
  



20 45 - e 
 



19 42 - e  



44 
  



17 36 - e 
 



17 34 - e  



45 
  



14 22 - e 
 



13 20 - e  



46 
  



11 10 -   
 



11 10 -    



47 
  



12 14 - e 
 



11 10 -    



48 
  



10 6 -   
 



9 4 -    



49 
 



16 33 e 
 



10 7 -6     11 10 -5    



50 
 



16 31 e 
 



22 52 6 e   15 27 -1 e  



51 
 



18 38 e 
 



16 30 -2 e   11 10 -7    



52 
 



14 25 e 
 



13 15 -1 e   9 4 -5    



53 
 



12 13 e 
 



13 15 1 e   8 2 -4    



54 
 



18 34 e 
 



12 13 -6 e   10 5 -8    



55 
 



14 22 e 
 



12 13 -2 e   10 6 -4    



56 
 



12 13 e 
 



14 19 2 e   10 6 -2    



57 
 



16 29 e 
 



11 10 -5     8 2 -8    



58 
 



10 5   
 



11 10 1     8 2 -2    



59 
 



11 10   
 



11 10 0     8 1 -3    



60 
 



Data not available 
 



Data not available  Data not available  
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E
x
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e
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 61 
 



Data not available 



 
Data not available  Data not available  



62 
  



18 39 - e  16 32 - e  



63 
  



15 25 - e  14 24 - e  



64 
  



17 36 - e  16 32 - e  



65 
  



17 33 - e  17 27 - e  



66 
  



12 12 - e  12 14 - e  



67 
  



10 7 -    10 9 -    



68 
  



8 5 -    8 5 -    



69 
  



6 0 -    5 0 -    



70 
  



6 0 -    6 0 -    



71 
  



10 5 -    9 4 -    



72 
  



11 10 -    9 5 -    



73 
  



16 27 - e  14 21 - e  



74 
  



11 10 -    9 5 -    



75 
  



10 7 -    10 6 -    



76 
  



11 10 -    9 6 -    



77 
  



8 3 -    8 2 -    



78 
  



7 2 -    7 1 -    



79 
  



10 6 -    9 6 -    



80 
  



5 0 -    5 0 -    
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Percent of 
Time 
Wind 
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11 mph 
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Relative 



to 
Existing 
(mph) 



E
x
c
e
e
d
s
 



 81 
 



Data not available 
 



7 4 -   
 



7 3 -    



82 
 



17 33 e 
 



9 6 -8     9 5 -8    



83 
 



16 30 e 
 



11 10 -5     11 10 -5    



84 
 



17 36 e 
 



7 2 -10     7 1 -10    



85 
 



16 32 e 
 



14 22 -2 e   14 21 -2 e  



86 
 



17 35 e 
 



9 4 -8     7 1 -10    



87 
 



17 35 e 
 



11 10 -6     7 0 -10    



88 
 



17 36 e 
 



5 0 -12     5 0 -12    



89 
 



16 32 e 
 



6 0 -10     6 0 -10    



90 
 



14 24 e 
 



14 19 0 e   7 1 -7    



91 
 



17 33 e 
 



15 23 -2 e   8 2 -9    



92 
 



16 29 e 
 



12 12 -4 e   8 1 -8    



93 
 



17 34 e 
 



17 33 0 e   9 5 -8    



94 
 



14 22 e 
 



11 10 -3     7 2 -7    



95 
 



17 35 e 
 



16 30 -1 e   10 6 -7    



96 
 



16 30 e 
 



16 30 0 e   15 27 -1 e  



97 
 



17 31 e 
 



13 19 -4 e   9 4 -8    



98 
 



19 41 e 
 



21 48 2 e   11 10 -8    



99 
 



20 46 e 
 



23 52 3 e   15 26 -5 e  



100 
 



11 10   
 



11 10 0     12 14 1 e  
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Wind Speed 
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Percent of 
Time 
Wind 



Speed 
Exceeds 
11 mph 



Speed 
Change 
Relative 



to 
Existing 
(mph) 



E
x
c
e
e
d
s
 



 101 
 



15 25 e 
 



14 23 -1 e   15 28 0 e  



102 
 



18 40 e 
 



17 33 -1 e   16 31 -2 e  



103 
 



19 42 e 
 



18 40 -1 e   17 37 -2 e  



104 
 



20 48 e 
 



20 47 0 e   18 44 -2 e  



105 
 



25 51 e 
 



25 50 0 e   23 48 -2 e  



106 
 



18 36 e 
 



19 41 1 e   21 48 3 e  



107 
 



Data not available 
 



Data not available 



 



Data not available 



 



108 
  



  



109  16 30 e    



110  16 30 e    



111  16 28 e    



112  17 34 e    



113  16 28 e    



114  13 14 e    



115  14 20 e    



116  18 40 e    



117  15 27 e    



118  15 28 e    



119  14 23 e    



120  16 30 e    
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Wind Speed 
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Wind 



Speed 
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11 mph 



Speed 
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to 
Existing 
(mph) 



E
x
c
e
e
d
s
 



 121  14 23 e  



Data not available 



 



Data not available 



 



122  15 29 e    



123  15 28 e    



124  14 23 e    



125  16 30 e    



126  16 31 e    



127  17 35 e    



128  16 32 e    



129  17 34 e    



130  16 30 e    



131  17 36 e    



132  16 29 e    



133  16 31 e    



134  17 34 e    



135  17 32 e    



136  17 34 e    



137  15 26 e    



138  14 25 e    



139  17 37 e    



140  17 36 e    
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Wind Speed 
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Time (mph) 
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Time 
Wind 
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Exceeds 
11 mph 



Speed 
Change 
Relative 



to 
Existing 
(mph) 



E
x
c
e
e
d
s
 



 141  17 34 e  
Data not available 



 
Data not available 



 



142  16 33 e    



Average Wind Speeds & Percentages, 
Total Exceedances  



15 27 
𝟗𝟐



𝟏𝟎𝟑
  13 19 - 



𝟓𝟖



𝟏𝟎𝟒
  12 14 - 



𝟒𝟔



𝟏𝟎𝟒
  



Averages & Totals – Sidewalks & Plaza* 
 



15 26 
𝟓𝟖



𝟔𝟗
  14 21 -1 



𝟒𝟑



𝟔𝟗
  12 15 -3 



𝟑𝟏



𝟔𝟗
  



*Sidewalks & Plaza: Locations 1 – 33, 49 – 59, 82 – 106  
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From: Alison Kirk
To: Range, Jessica (CPC)
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); David Vintze; Anthony Fournier; Henry Hilken
Subject: Attached Materials on the Clean Air Foundation and the CP Attorney General"s Settlement
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:24:19 AM
Attachments: CPC_FEb_2009_ConocoPhillips_5.pdf


CPC_May_2009_ConocoPhillips_5.pdf
Bylaws - FINAL VERSION.pdf
CAF_Annual_Report_0402_2014.pdf
Endorsed Articles of Incorporation.pdf
ConocoPhillips_Agreement.pdf


Hello,
 
As we discussed on the phone this morning, I have attached several documents regarding our Clean
Air Foundation, and the emission reductions programs we have administered through that, and the
Attorney General’s Settlement for ConocoPhillips.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks.
 
Alison Kirk, AICP
Senior Environmental Planner
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
939 Ellis Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
 
Tel. 415-749-5169
Fax 415-749-4741
 



mailto:AKirk@baaqmd.gov

mailto:jessica.range@sfgov.org
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mailto:brett.bollinger@sfgov.org

mailto:DVintze@baaqmd.gov
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  AGENDA:  5 
BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 
 Memorandum 
 
To:  Chairperson Kishimoto and Members 
  of the Climate Protection Committee 
 
From:  Jack P.  Broadbent 
  Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Date:  February 9, 2008 
 
Re: Update on the Grant Program Funded through the Attorney General’s Settlement 



with ConocoPhillips          
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION:  



None.  For information only. 
 
BACKGROUND



The Attorney General entered into a Settlement Agreement dated September 10, 2007, with 
ConocoPhillips Company to resolve a dispute regarding the adequacy of the environmental 
review of the environmental impact of GHG emissions from the Clean Fuels Expansion Project 
at the ConocoPhillips refinery in Rodeo, California.  The Settlement Agreement requires 
ConocoPhillips to make a payment by June 1, 2009, to a carbon offset fund created by the Air 
District.  The payment could be as much as $7 million; however, the amount will be reduced by 
$25 for each ton of GHG emission reductions that ConocoPhillips achieves at the Rodeo 
Refinery.  The Settlement Agreement provides that the Air District will use the payment to fund 
eligible projects to achieve verifiable, quantifiable reductions in GHG emissions, with priority 
given to projects nearest to the Rodeo refinery.  
 
DISCUSSION 



As a follow up to the previous discussion at the Climate Protection Committee meeting of 
January 8, 2009, staff will present an update on the development of the Air District's program for 
selecting and funding eligible projects. 
 
BUDGET CONSIDERATION / FINANCIAL IMPACT: 



None at this time. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Jack P.  Broadbent 
Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Prepared by:  Karen M. Schkolnick
Reviewed by:  Jack M. Colbourn 













  AGENDA: 5 
BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 
 Memorandum 
 
To:  Chairperson Kishimoto and Members 
  of the Climate Protection Committee 
 
From:  Jack P.  Broadbent 
  Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Date:  May 14, 2009 
 
Re: Update on the ConocoPhillips GHG Mitigation Program
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION:  



None.  For information only. 
 
BACKGROUND



The Attorney General entered into a Settlement Agreement dated September 10, 2007, with 
ConocoPhillips Company to resolve a dispute regarding the adequacy of the environmental review of the 
environmental impact of GHG emissions from the Clean Fuels Expansion Project at the refinery in 
Rodeo, California.  The Settlement Agreement requires ConocoPhillips to make a payment by June 1, 
2009, to a carbon offset fund created by the Air District.  The payment could be as much as $7 million; 
however, the amount will be reduced by $25 for each ton of GHG emission reductions that 
ConocoPhillips achieves at the Rodeo Refinery.  The Settlement Agreement provides that the Air 
District will use the payment to fund eligible projects to achieve verifiable, quantifiable reductions in 
GHG emissions, with priority given to projects nearest to the Rodeo refinery.  
 
In November 2008, the Air District and the Attorney General entered into a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) regarding the Air District’s administration of the Attorney General’s settlement 
funds.  Among other requirements, the MOU sets out the categories of activities that may be eligible for 
grants and provides that District staff must write a request for proposals of projects in consultation with 
the Attorney General. 
 



DISCUSSION 



As a follow up to the previous presentations at the Climate Protection Committee meetings of January 8, 
and February 20, 2009, staff will present an update on the development of the Air District's 
ConocoPhillips GHG Mitigation Program. 
 
BUDGET CONSIDERATION / FINANCIAL IMPACT: 



None at this time. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Jack P.  Broadbent 
Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Prepared by:  Karen M. Schkolnick
Reviewed by:  Jack M. Colbourn 
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BYLAWS 
OF 



BAY AREA CLEAN AIR FOUNDATION, 
A CALIFORNIA NONPROFIT PUBLIC BENEFIT CORPORATION 



ARTICLE I 
 



NAME 



The name of this corporation is BAY AREA CLEAN AIR FOUNDATION (the 
"Corporation”). 



ARTICLE II 
 



OFFICES OF THE CORPORATION 



The principal office for the transaction of the activities and affairs of the Corporation 
("Principal Office") shall be as established from time to time by the Corporation's board of 
directors (“Board”).  The initial principal office shall be at 939 Ellis Street, San Francisco, CA 
94109. 



ARTICLE III 
 



PURPOSES 



Section 3.1. Purposes.  The purposes of this corporation are as stated in its articles of 
incorporation, which currently state that its purposes are (1) to provide financial, administrative, 
programmatic and other forms of support to the Bay Area Air Quality Management District ("the 
Bay Area AQMD"), a state political subdivision as described in Section 170(c)(1) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”); and (2) to engage in any activities that further 
such purposes. 



Section 3.2. Limitations.  The purposes for which the Corporation is organized are 
exclusively charitable within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended (the “Code”).  Notwithstanding any other provision of the Corporation's 
Articles of Incorporation or these bylaws, the Corporation shall not carry on any activities not 
permitted to be carried on (a) by a corporation exempt from federal income tax under Section 
501(c)(3) of the Code, or (b) by a corporation contributions to which are deductible under 
Section 170(c)(2) of the Code. 



Section 3.3. Dedication of Assets.  The Corporation's assets are irrevocably dedicated 
to charitable purposes.  No part of the net earnings, properties, or assets of the Corporation, on 
dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the benefit of any private person or individual, or to any 
Director or officer of the Corporation. 
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ARTICLE IV 
 



MEMBERSHIP 



Section 4.1. Voting Member and Qualification.  The Corporation shall have one 
member (hereafter, "Member") as that term is defined in Section 5056 of the California 
Corporations Code or any successor statute.  The Member shall be the Bay Area AQMD, a 
California public agency, and shall have all the rights of a member of a California nonprofit 
public benefit corporation which are provided in the California Corporations Code and these 
bylaws, including the right to vote.  The Member may exercise its vote and attend Membership 
meetings of the Corporation by resolution of its board of directors or through the action of any 
person expressly authorized by the Member's board of directors. 



Section 4.2. No Property Rights.  The Member shall not by virtue of its Membership 
have any rights in or title to any of the properties, monies or assets of the Corporation. 



Section 4.3. No Individual Liability.  The Member shall not be individually liable for 
any debt, obligation, or liability of the Corporation by virtue of its Membership. 



ARTICLE V 
 



MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS AND ACTION 



Section 5.1. Place of Meeting.  All meetings of the Member shall be held either at the 
Principal Office or at any other place within or without the State of California as designated by 
the Board or by the written consent of the Member, given either before or after the meeting and 
filed with the Secretary of the Corporation. 



Section 5.2. Annual Meeting and Election of Directors.  The annual meeting of the 
Member shall be held at any time and place determined by resolution of the Board.  The 
Directors shall be elected by the Member at the annual meeting of the Member. 



Section 5.3. Special Meetings.  Special meetings of the Member, for any lawful 
purpose, may be called at any time by the President of the Board, the Board, or the Member.  
The request shall be in writing, state the business to be transacted at the special meeting, and be 
mailed to the Principal Office or delivered to the President, Vice President (if any), or Secretary.  
It shall then be the duty of the President to cause notice to be given, within twenty (20) days 
from receipt of such request, to the Member of the scheduled meeting.  The meeting shall be held 
not less than thirty-five (35) days nor more than ninety (90) days after the receipt of such request. 



Section 5.4. Notice of Meetings.  A notice of each annual or special meeting and each 
written ballot for election of Directors shall be given by the President, or, if he or she fails or 
refuses to do so, by any other officer or Director of the Corporation.  The notice shall specify the 
place, time, day and hour of the meeting or the date on which the ballot shall be returned, if 
applicable.  In the case of an annual meeting at which a portion of the Corporation's Directors 
shall be elected, the notice shall specify the names of all candidates for election by the Member 
as Directors at the time the notice is given. In the case of special meetings, the notice shall 
specify the nature of the business to be transacted at the meeting.  Such notice shall be given in 
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writing to the Member and shall be given either personally or by sending a copy by first-class 
mail, postage prepaid, to the Member at least ten (10) days but no more than ninety (90) days 
before the date fixed for such meeting.  Such notice shall be addressed to the Member at the 
address of the Member appearing on the books of the Corporation or at the address given by the 
Member to the Corporation for purpose of notice.   



Section 5.5. Adjourned Meetings.  Any Membership meeting, whether annual or 
special, may be adjourned from time to time by the Member.  No meeting may be adjourned for 
more than forty-five (45) days.  It shall not be necessary to give any such notice of the time and 
place of the rescheduled meeting or of the business to be transacted at the meeting, other than by 
an announcement at the meeting at which the adjournment is taken.  If after the adjournment a 
new record date is fixed for notice or voting, a notice of the rescheduled meeting shall be given 
to the Member. 



Section 5.6. Quorum.  The presence of the Member at any meeting shall constitute a 
quorum for the transaction of business. 



Section 5.7. Action without Meeting.  Any action which may be taken at any regular 
or special meeting of the Member may be taken by written ballot without a meeting.  Such ballot 
shall set forth the proposed action, provide an opportunity to specify approval or disapproval of 
any proposal, and provide a reasonable time within which to return the ballot to the Corporation.  
Ballots shall be distributed to the Member in accordance with Section 5.4 above. 



Section 5.8. Procedures.  Because the Corporation has only one voting Member, the 
Member may at any time waive any requirements for notice, meetings, quorums, and other such 
procedures for action as set forth in these bylaws or the California Nonprofit Public Benefit 
Corporation Law.  However, each year the Member shall, at the annual meeting or by written 
ballot, elect or re-elect the Directors as specified in Section 6.5 below. 



Section 5.9. Corporate Actions Reserved to Member.  Unless expressly waived in 
writing by the Member, the Member’s approval shall be required before the Corporation may 
take any of the following actions:  



(a) Adopt or amend the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws of the 
Corporation. 



(b) Adopt or materially revise the Corporation’s annual budget or long-range 
plan. 



(c) Adopt or revise the Corporation’s mission statement. 



(d) Incur any debt or enter into any contract not contemplated by the annual 
budget, if the dollar amount exceeds a sum specified by the Member, from time to time, by 
resolution. 



(e) Make any gifts or gratuitous transfers in excess of a sum specified by the 
Member, from time to time, by resolution. 
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(f) Create a taxable or tax-exempt subsidiary. 



(g) Acquire a controlling interest in another entity. 



(h) Appoint outside auditors. 



(i) Merge, dissolve, or transfer all or substantially all of the Corporation’s 
assets. 



ARTICLE VI 
 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS 



Section 6.1. General Corporate Powers.  Subject to the provisions and limitations of 
the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law and any other applicable laws, and 
subject to any limitations of the articles of incorporation or bylaws regarding actions that require 
the approval of the Member, the Corporation's activities and affairs shall be managed, and all 
corporate powers shall be exercised, by or under the direction of the Board. 



Section 6.2. Specific Powers.  Without prejudice to the general powers set forth in 
Section 1 of this Article, but subject to the same limitations, and subject to Section 5.9 above, the 
Directors shall have the power to: 



(a) Appoint and remove, at the pleasure of the Board, all the Corporation's 
officers, agents, and employees; prescribe powers and duties for them that are consistent with 
law, with the articles of incorporation, and with these bylaws; and fix their compensation and 
require from them security for faithful performance of their duties. 



(b) Change the Principal Office or the principal business office in California 
from one location to another; cause the Corporation to be qualified to conduct its activities in any 
other State, territory, dependency, or country; and conduct its activities within or outside 
California. 



(c) Borrow money and incur indebtedness on behalf of the Corporation and 
cause to be executed and delivered for the Corporation's purposes, in the Corporate name, 
promissory notes, bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, hypothecations, and 
other evidences of debt and securities. 



Section 6.3. Authorized Number and Qualifications.  The Board shall consist of at 
least three (3) but no more than nine (9) Directors, with the precise number of Directors within 
this range to be determined by resolution of the Board.  The qualifications for Directors shall be 
as established by the Board from time to time. 



Section 6.4. Restriction on Interested Persons as Directors.  No more than forty-
nine percent (49%) of the persons serving on the Board may be interested persons.  An interested 
person is: 
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(a) Any person compensated by the Corporation for services rendered to it 
within the previous 12 months, whether as a full-time or part-time employee, independent 
contractor, or otherwise, excluding any reasonable compensation paid to a director as director; 
and 



(b) Any brother, sister, ancestor, descendant, spouse, brother-in-law, sister-in-
law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, or father-in-law of such person. 



However, any violation of the provisions of this paragraph shall not affect the validity or 
enforceability of any transaction entered into by the Corporation. 



Section 6.5. Nomination, Election, and Term of Office.  The Member shall nominate 
candidates for election as Directors.  The Directors shall be elected at each annual meeting of the 
Member, to hold office until the next annual meeting and until their successors are duly elected 
and qualified; however, if any such Directors are not elected by the Member at any annual 
meeting, they may be elected at any special meeting of the Member held for that purpose or by 
written ballot of the Member.  Each such Director, including a Director elected to fill a vacancy 
or elected at a special meeting or by written ballot, shall hold office until expiration of the term 
for which elected and until a successor has been elected and qualified. 



Directors shall serve for staggered two (2)-year terms, with approximately one-half of the 
Directors being elected each year.  A Director may serve a maximum of three consecutive two 
(2)-year terms but may serve again after taking a one (1)-year hiatus. 



Section 6.6. Events Causing Vacancy.  A vacancy or vacancies on the Board shall 
exist on the occurrence of the following: 



(a) The death or resignation of any Director; 



(b) The declaration by resolution of the Board of a vacancy in the office of a 
Director who has been declared of unsound mind by an order of any court, convicted of a felony, 
or found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under Article 3 of 
Chapter 2 of the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law; 



(c) The removal of a Director in accordance with Section 6.8 below; or 



(d) An increase in the authorized number of Directors. 



Section 6.7. Resignations.  Except as provided below, any Director may resign by 
giving written notice to the President or the Secretary of the Corporation.  The resignation shall 
be effective when the notice is given unless it specifies a later time for the resignation to become 
effective.  If a Director's resignation is effective at a later time, the Board may elect a successor 
to take office as of the date that the resignation becomes effective.  Except on notice to the 
Attorney General of California, no Director may resign if the Corporation would be left without 
a duly elected Director or Directors. 



Section 6.8. Removal.  The Board may remove a Director from office, without the 
consent of the Member, if: 
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(a) The Director fails to attend three (3) consecutive regular meetings of the 
Board or misses at least fifty percent (50%) of the regular meetings of the Board during any 
calendar year without a leave of absence approved by the President; or  



(b) The Director otherwise fails to meet any qualification criteria in effect 
when the Director began his or her current term of office; or 



(c) The Director is removed for good cause in accordance with Corporations 
Code Section 5221. 



The Board may remove a Director from office, without cause, if the Member approves 
such removal. 



Section 6.9. Filling Vacancies.  A vacancy on the Board shall be filled by a person 
appointed by the Member, to serve the remaining term of the Director whose position became 
vacant.  



Section 6.10. No Vacancy on Reduction in Number of Directors.  No reduction in the 
authorized number of Directors shall have the effect of removing any Director before that 
Director's term of office expires. 



Section 6.11. Compensation and Reimbursement.  Directors shall not receive 
compensation for their services as Directors or officers.  They may receive reimbursement of 
expenses, as the Board may determine by resolution to be just and reasonable as to the 
Corporation at the time that the resolution is adopted. 



ARTICLE VII 
 



DIRECTORS' MEETINGS 



Section 7.1. Place of Meetings.  Meetings of the Board shall be held at any place 
within or outside California that has been designated by resolution of the Board or in the notice 
of the meeting or, if not so designated, at the Principal Office. 



Section 7.2. Method of Meetings.  Any Board meeting, regular or special, may be 
held by conference telephone, electronic video screen communication, or other communications 
equipment, and participation in such a meeting constitutes presence in person at that meeting if 
all of the following apply: 



(a) Each Director participating in the meeting can communicate with all of the 
other Directors concurrently; 



(b) Each Director is provided the means of participating in all matters before 
the Board, including the capacity to propose, or to interpose an objection to, a specific action to 
be taken by the Corporation; and 



(c) The Corporation adopts and implements some means of verifying both of 
the following: 
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(i) A person communicating by telephone, electronic video screen, or 
other communications equipment is a director or other person entitled to participate in the Board 
meeting; and 



(ii) All actions of or votes by the Board are taken or cast only by the 
Directors and not by persons who are not Directors. 



Section 7.3. Annual Meeting.  The Board shall hold a regular annual meeting for 
purposes of organization, election of officers, and transaction of other business.  Notice of this 
meeting is not required. 



Section 7.4. Other Regular Meetings.  Other regular meetings of the Board may be 
held without notice at such time and place as the Board may fix from time to time. 



Section 7.5. Authority to Call Special Meetings.  Special meetings of the Board for 
any purpose may be called at any time by the President or the Vice President (if any), the 
Secretary, or any two (2) Directors. 



Section 7.6. Manner of Giving Notice.  Regular meetings of the Board may be held 
without notice if the time and place of the meetings are fixed by the bylaws or the Board.  Notice 
of the time and place of special meetings shall be delivered personally or by telephone, including 
a voice messaging system or other system or technology designed to record and communicate 
messages, telegraph, facsimile, electronic mail, or other electronic means, to each Director or 
sent by first-class or priority mail, telegram, charges prepaid, addressed to each Director at that 
Director's address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation.  Any oral notice given 
personally or by telephone may be communicated either to the Director or to a person at the 
office of the Director who the person giving the notice has reason to believe will promptly 
communicate it to the Director.  The notice need not specify the purpose of any regular or special 
meeting of the Board. 



Section 7.7. Time Requirements.  Notices sent by first-class mail shall be deposited in 
the United States mail at least four (4) days before the meeting.  Notices delivered personally, or 
by telephone or telegram or other means of electronic communication, shall be delivered 
personally or by telephone or to the telegraph company, or transmitted electronically, at least 
forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting. 



Section 7.8. Notice Contents.  The notice shall state the time of the meeting, and the 
place if the place is other than the Principal Office.  It need not specify the purpose of the 
meeting. 



Section 7.9. Quorum.  A majority of the Directors then in office shall constitute a 
quorum for the transaction of business, except to adjourn.   



Section 7.10. Voting.  Each Director shall be entitled to one (1) vote on each matter 
before the Board.  Directors shall not be permitted to vote by proxy.  If a quorum is present, the 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors present at the meeting shall be the act of the 
Directors, except as otherwise provided in these bylaws and subject to the more stringent 
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provisions of the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law, including, without 
limitation, those provisions relating to: 



(a) Approval of contracts or transactions in which a director has a direct or 
indirect material financial interest; 



(b) Approval of certain transactions between corporations having common 
directorships; 



(c) Creation of and appointments to committees of the Board; and 



(d) Indemnification of directors. 



Section 7.11. Waiver of Notice.  Notice of a meeting need not be given to any Director 
who, either before or after the meeting, signs a waiver of notice, a written consent to the holding 
of the meeting, or an approval of the minutes of the meeting.  The waiver of notice or consent 
need not specify the purpose of the meeting.  All such waivers, consents, and approvals shall be 
filed with the corporate records or made a part of the minutes of the meeting.  Notice of a 
meeting need not be given to any Director who attends the meeting and does not protest, before 
or at the commencement of the meeting, the lack of notice to him or her. 



Section 7.12. Adjournment.  A majority of the Directors present, whether or not a 
quorum is present, may adjourn any meeting to another time and place. 



Section 7.13. Notice of Adjourned Meeting.  Notice of the time and place of holding 
an adjourned meeting need not be given unless the original meeting is adjourned for more than 
24 hours.  If the original meeting is adjourned for more than 24 hours, notice of any adjournment 
to another time and place shall be given, before the time of the rescheduled meeting, to the 
Directors who were not present at the time of the adjournment. 



Section 7.14. Action without a Meeting.  Any action that the Board is required or 
permitted to take may be taken without a meeting if all members of the Board consent in writing 
to the action; provided, however, that the consent of any Director who has a material financial 
interest in a transaction to which the Corporation is a party and who is an “interested director” as 
defined in section 5233 of the California Corporations Code shall not be required for approval of 
that transaction.  Such action by written consent shall have the same force and effect as any other 
validly approved action of the Board.  All such consents shall be filed with the minutes of the 
proceedings of the Board.   



Section 7.15. Conflicts of Interest. 



(a) Duty to Disclose Material Financial Interest or Common Directorship.  
Any Director who has a material financial interest in a transaction to which the Corporation is a 
party or who is a director of another corporation or association with which the Corporation 
proposes to enter into a contract or transaction shall promptly disclose such material financial 
interest or common directorship to the Board.  Such disclosure shall be made a part of the record 
of the Board's meetings.   
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(b) Procedure for Considering Transaction Involving an Interested 
Director.  The Board shall not approve a transaction in which a Director has disclosed a material 
financial interest unless the Board takes all of the following actions and records in the written 
meeting minutes that such actions were taken.  The Board shall do all of the following: 



(i) Make a finding that the Corporation is entering into the transaction 
for its own benefit. 



(ii) Make a finding that the transaction is fair and reasonable to the 
Corporation at the time the Corporation enters into the transaction. 



(iii) Before consummating the transaction or any part of it, authorize or 
approve the transaction in good faith by a vote of a majority of the Directors then in office 
without counting the vote of the interested Director(s), and with knowledge of the material facts 
of the transaction and the Director's interest in the transaction.  Except as provided in California 
Corporations Code Section 5233(d)(3), no action by a Board committee shall satisfy this 
requirement. 



(iv) Before authorizing or approving the transaction, consider and in 
good faith determine after reasonable investigation under the circumstances that the Corporation 
cannot obtain a more advantageous arrangement with reasonable effort under the circumstances. 



Interested Directors may be counted in determining the presence of a quorum at a 
meeting of the Board which authorizes or approves a contract or transaction. 



(c) Procedure for Considering Transaction Involving a Common 
Director.  The Board shall not approve a transaction involving a common director unless the 
Board takes all of the following actions and records in the written meeting minutes that such 
actions were taken.  The Board shall, after full disclosure of all the material facts of the 
transaction and the common directorship, authorize or approve the contract or transaction in 
good faith by a vote sufficient without counting the vote of the common director(s). 



(d) Presence of Director to Answer Questions.  Because the knowledge of 
the interested or common Director may assist the Board in reaching an informed and reasonable 
decision, the foregoing requirements shall not prevent any interested or common Director from 
briefly stating his position on the transaction or from answering questions of other Directors. 



(e) Orientation of New Directors.  Each new Director shall be advised of the 
requirements contained in this Section 7.15 upon becoming a Director. 



ARTICLE VIII 
 



COMMITTEES 



Section 8.1. Committees of the Board.  The Board, by resolution adopted by a 
majority of the Directors then in office (provided a quorum is present), may create one or more 
committees, each consisting of two or more directors and no persons who are not directors, to 
serve at the pleasure of the Board.  Appointments to committees of the Board shall be by 
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majority vote of the Directors then in office.  The Board may appoint one or more Directors as 
alternate members of any such committee, who may replace any absent member at any meeting.  
Any such committee shall have such authority of the Board as specified by resolution of the 
Board, except that no committee, regardless of Board resolution, may: 



(a) Fill vacancies on the Board or on any committee that has the authority of 
the Board; 



(b) Fix compensation of the Directors for serving on the Board or on any 
committee; 



(c) Amend or repeal these bylaws or adopt new bylaws; 



(d) Amend or repeal any resolution of the Board that by its express terms is 
not so amendable or repealable; 



(e) Create any other committees of the Board or appoint the members of 
committees of the Board; 



(f) Expend corporate funds to support a nominee for Director after more 
people have been nominated for Director than can be elected;  



(g) Approve any contract or transaction to which the Corporation is a party 
and in which one or more of its directors has a material financial interest, except as special 
approval is provided for in section 5233(d)(3) of the California Corporations Code; or 



(h) Approve any action which the Member is required to approve. 



Section 8.2. Meetings and Action of Committees of the Board.  Meetings and 
actions of committees of the Board shall be governed by, held, and taken in accordance with the 
provisions of these bylaws concerning meetings and other Board actions, except that the time for 
regular meetings of such committees and the calling of special meetings of such committees may 
be determined either by Board resolution or, if there is none, by resolution of the committee of 
the Board.  Minutes of each meeting of any committee of the Board shall be kept and shall be 
filed with the corporate records.  The Board may adopt rules for the government of any 
committee, provided they are consistent with these bylaws or, in the absence of rules adopted by 
the Board, the committee may adopt such rules. 



Section 8.3. Executive Compensation Committee.  If and when required by law, 
there shall be an Executive Compensation Committee consisting of at least three (3) members of 
the Board.  This Committee shall approve the compensation, including benefits, of the Chief 
Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer of the Corporation to assure that it is just and 
reasonable.  Such review shall occur (1) initially upon the hiring of the officer; (2) whenever the 
officer’s term of employment, if any, is renewed or extended; and (3) whenever the officer’s 
compensation is modified, unless the modification applies to substantially all employees.   



The Executive Compensation Committee shall meet as necessary to perform the 
compensation review but in no event less often than once per year. 
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Section 8.4. Audit Committee.  If and when required by law, the Corporation shall 
have an Audit Committee consisting of at least three (3) members of the Board, each of whom 
shall be free of any relationships that would interfere with his or her exercise of independent 
judgment.  Without limiting the foregoing, the Audit Committee shall include no members of the 
staff of the Corporation and no person with a material financial interest in any entity that does 
business with the Corporation.  In addition, neither the Chief Executive Officer nor the Chief 
Financial Officer of the Corporation shall serve on the Audit Committee, regardless of whether 
he or she is compensated by the Corporation.  Furthermore, members of the Finance Committee 
of the Corporation (if any) shall comprise less than one-half of the Audit Committee, and the 
Audit Committee Chair shall not be a member of the Finance Committee.  No member of the 
Audit Committee shall receive any compensation from the Corporation except for compensation 
that he or she may receive for his or her service on the Board. 



Each Audit Committee member shall have a general working knowledge of financial 
reporting and shall be able to understand and interpret financial statements and supporting 
schedules. 



The Audit Committee shall oversee management’s preparation of financial statements 
and the audit by an independent auditor of the financial statements of the Corporation.  The 
Audit Committee shall also comply with and perform all functions specified in its charter, if any, 
as reviewed and established by the Board from time to time. Without limiting the foregoing, the 
Audit Committee shall have the following express responsibilities on behalf of the Corporation, 
subject to the supervision of the Board.   



(a) Recommending to the Board the retention and termination of an 
independent auditor to prepare financial statements for the Corporation; 



(b) Negotiating the independent auditor’s compensation on behalf of the 
Board; 



(c) Conferring with the auditor to satisfy members that the financial affairs of 
the Corporation are in order;  



(d) Reviewing and determining whether to accept the audit; 



(e) Assuring that any non-audit services performed by the audit firm conform 
with the standards for auditors’ independence contained in the latest revision of the Government 
Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (the “Yellow Book”);  



(f) Approving the performance of all non-audit services provided by the audit 
firm;  



(g) Reviewing major changes to the Corporation’s accounting principles and 
practices;  



(h) Reviewing the management letter and the Corporation’s response with the 
auditor; and 
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(i) Reviewing, approving, and monitoring the Corporation’s internal audit 
function and current compliance activities. 



The Audit Committee shall meet no less often than two (2) times per year.  It shall report 
to the Board periodically, but at least once per year in connection with the presentation to the 
Board of the Corporation’s audited financial statements and the auditor’s report. 



Section 8.5. Advisory Committees.  The Board may also create one or more advisory 
committees to serve at the pleasure of the Board.  Such committees shall not have the authority 
of the Board and may include both directors and non-directors. 



ARTICLE IX 
 



OFFICERS 



Section 9.1. Officers of the Corporation.  The officers of the Corporation shall be a 
President, a Secretary and a Chief Financial Officer.  The Corporation may also have, in the 
Board's discretion, a Vice President, one or more Assistant Secretaries, one or more Assistant 
Chief Financial Officer’s, and such other officers as may be appointed in accordance with 
Section 9.3 below.  Any number of offices may be held by the same person, except that neither 
the Secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer may serve concurrently as the President.   



Section 9.2. Election of Officers.  The officers of the Corporation, except those 
appointed by the President under Section 9.3 below, shall be chosen annually by the Board and 
shall serve at the pleasure of the Board, subject to the rights, if any, of any officer under any 
contract of employment.   



Section 9.3. Other Officers.  The Board may appoint and may authorize the President 
to appoint any other officers the Corporation may require.  Each officer so appointed shall have 
the title, hold office for the period, have the authority, and perform the duties specified in the 
bylaws or determined by the Board. 



Section 9.4. Removal of Officers.  Without prejudice to any rights of an officer under 
any contract of employment, any officer may be removed with or without cause by the Board. 



Section 9.5. Resignation of Officers.  Any officer may resign at any time by giving 
written notice to the Corporation.  The resignation shall take effect as of the date the notice is 
received or at any later time specified in the notice and, unless otherwise specified in the notice, 
the resignation need not be accepted to be effective.  Any resignation shall be without prejudice 
to the rights, if any, of the Corporation under any contract to which the officer is a party. 



Section 9.6. Vacancies in Office.  A vacancy in any office because of death, 
resignation, removal, disqualification, or any other cause shall be filled in the manner prescribed 
in these bylaws for regular appointments to that office; provided, however, that vacancies need 
not be filled on an annual basis. 
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ARTICLE X 
 



RESPONSIBILITIES OF OFFICERS 



Section 10.1. President.  The President shall preside at meetings of the Board, shall be 
the chief executive officer of the Corporation, and shall supervise, direct, and control the 
Corporation's activities, affairs, and officers.  The President shall have such other powers and 
duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe.   



Section 10.2. Vice President.  If the President is absent or disabled, the Vice President, 
if any, shall perform all duties of the President.  When so acting, the Vice President shall have all 
powers of and be subject to all restrictions on the President.  The Vice President shall have such 
other powers and perform such other duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe. 



Section 10.3. Secretary.  The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the 
Corporation's Principal Office or such other place as the Board may direct, a book of minutes of 
all meetings, proceedings, and actions of the Board, committees of the Board, and the Member.  
The minutes of meetings shall include the time and place that the meeting was held, whether the 
meeting was annual, regular, or special, and, if special, how authorized, the notice given, and the 
names of those present at Board and committee meetings.  The Secretary shall keep or cause to 
be kept, at the Principal Office in California, copies of the articles of incorporation and bylaws, 
as amended to date. 



The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of the Board, of 
committees of the Board and of the Member required by these bylaws to be given.  The Secretary 
shall keep the corporate seal in safe custody and shall have such other powers and perform such 
other duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe. 



Section 10.4. Chief Financial Officer.  The Chief Financial Officer shall serve as the 
Chief Financial Officer of the Corporation and shall keep and maintain, or cause to be kept and 
maintained, adequate and correct books and accounts of the Corporation's properties and 
transactions.  The Chief Financial Officer shall send or cause to be given to the Directors and the 
Member such financial statements and reports as are required to be given by law, by these 
bylaws, or by the Board.  The books of account shall be open to inspection by the Member and 
any Director at all reasonable times. 



The Chief Financial Officer shall deposit, or cause to be deposited, all money and other 
valuables in the name and to the credit of the Corporation with such depositories as the Board 
may designate, shall disburse the Corporation's funds as the Board may order, shall render to the 
President, the Board, and the Member, when requested, an account of all transactions as Chief 
Financial Officer and of the financial condition of the Corporation, and shall have such other 
powers and perform such other duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe. 



If required by the Board, the Chief Financial Officer shall give the Corporation a bond in 
the amount and with the surety or sureties specified by the Board for faithful performance of the 
duties of the office and for restoration to the Corporation of all of its books, papers, vouchers, 
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money, and other property of every kind in the possession or under the control of the Chief 
Financial Officer on his or her death, resignation, retirement, or removal from office. 



ARTICLE XI 
 



INDEMNIFICATION 



Section 11.1. Right of Indemnity.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, the 
Corporation shall indemnify its directors, officers, employees, and other persons described in 
section 5238(a) of the California Corporations Code, including persons formerly occupying such 
position, against all expenses, judgments, fines, settlements and other amounts actually and 
reasonably incurred by them in connection with any “proceeding,” as that term is used in that 
section, and including an action by or in the right of the Corporation, by reason of the fact that 
the person is or was a person described in that section.  “Expenses,” as used in this bylaw, shall 
have the same meaning as in section 5238(a) of the California Corporations Code. 



Section 11.2. Approval of Indemnity.  On written request to the Board by any person 
seeking indemnification under section 5238(b) or section 5238(c) of the California Corporations 
Code, the Board shall promptly determine under section 5238(e) of the California Corporations 
Code whether the applicable standard of conduct set forth in section 5238(b) or section 5238(c) 
has been met and, if so, the Board shall authorize indemnification. 



Section 11.3. Advancement of Expenses.  To the fullest extent permitted by law and 
except as otherwise determined by the Board in a specific instance, expenses incurred by a 
person seeking indemnification under Sections 11.1 and 11.2 above in defending any proceeding 
covered by those Sections shall be advanced by the Corporation before final disposition of the 
proceeding, on receipt by the Corporation of an undertaking by or on behalf of that person that 
the advance will be repaid unless it is ultimately determined that the person is entitled to be 
indemnified by the Corporation for those expenses. 



Section 11.4. Insurance.  The Corporation shall have the right to purchase and maintain 
insurance to the full extent permitted by law on behalf of its officers, directors, employees, and 
other agents, against any liability asserted against or incurred by any officer, director, employee, 
or agent in such capacity or arising out of the officer's, director's, employee's, or agent's status as 
such. 



ARTICLE XII 
 



RECORDS AND REPORTS 



Section 12.1. Maintenance and Inspection of Corporate Records.  The Corporation 
shall keep: 



(a) Adequate and correct books and records of account; 



(b) Written minutes of the proceedings of its Member, its Board, and all 
committees of the Board; and 
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(c) A record of the Member's name and address. 



The Board, without submitting a written request for inspection, and the Member, upon 
submitting a written request for inspection, shall have the right at all reasonable times to inspect 
such books and records.  Inspection may be made in person or by authorized agent and includes 
the right to make photocopies and extracts. 



Section 12.2. Maintenance and Inspection of Articles and Bylaws.  The Corporation 
shall keep at its Principal Office, or if its Principal Office is not in California, at its principal 
business office in this State, the original or a copy of the articles of incorporation and the bylaws, 
as amended to date, which shall be open to inspection by the Directors at all reasonable times 
during office hours. 



Section 12.3. Annual Report.  The Board shall cause an annual report to be sent to the 
Member and the directors within one hundred twenty (120) days after the end of the 
Corporation's fiscal year.  That report shall contain the following information, in appropriate 
detail, for the fiscal year: 



(a) The assets and liabilities, including the trust funds, of the Corporation as 
of the end of the fiscal year; 



(b) The principal changes in assets and liabilities of the Corporation, 
including trust funds; 



(c) The revenues or receipts of the Corporation, both unrestricted and 
restricted to particular purposes; 



(d) The expenses or disbursements of the Corporation for both general and 
restricted purposes; and 



(e) Any information required by Section 12.4 below. 



The annual report shall be accompanied by any report thereon of independent accountants 
or, if there is no such report, by the certificate of an authorized officer of the Corporation that 
such statements were prepared without audit from the Corporation's books and records. 



This requirement of an annual report shall not apply if the Corporation receives less than 
$25,000 in gross receipts during the fiscal year; provided, however, that the information 
specified above for inclusion in an annual report must be furnished annually to all Directors and 
the Member. 



Section 12.4. Annual Statement of Certain Transactions and Indemnifications.  The 
Corporation shall annually prepare and furnish to the Member and each Director a statement of 
any transaction or indemnification of the following kind within one hundred twenty (120) days 
after the end of the Corporation's fiscal year: 



(a) Any transaction: 
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(i) In which the Corporation, its parent, or its subsidiary was a party; 



(ii) In which an “interested person” had a direct or indirect material 
financial interest; and 



(iii) Which involved more than $50,000, or was one of a number of 
transactions with the same interested person involving, in the aggregate, more than $50,000. 



For purposes of this subparagraph (a), an “interested person” is either of the following: 



(1) Any Director or officer of the Corporation, or its parent or 
subsidiary (a person holding a mere common directorship shall not be deemed an “interested 
person” for purposes of this subparagraph); or 



(2) Any holder of more than 10 percent of the voting power of 
the Corporation, its parent, or its subsidiary.   



The statement shall include a brief description of the transaction, the names of the 
interested persons involved, their relationship to the Corporation, the nature of their interest in 
the transaction and, if practicable, the amount of that interest; provided that if the transaction was 
with a partnership in which the interested person is a partner, only the interest of the partnership 
need be stated. 



(b) Any indemnifications or advances aggregating more than $10,000 paid 
during the fiscal year to any officer or Director of the Corporation under Sections 11.1 through 
11.3 above. 



Section 12.5. Audited Financial Statements.  If required by law, the Corporation shall 
cause to be prepared financial statements audited by an independent auditor in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles.  The engagement of the auditor and the review and 
approval of the audit shall be supervised by the Audit Committee as provided in Section 8.4 
above.  The audited financial statements shall be made available for inspection by the Registry of 
Charitable Trusts of the Office of the California Attorney General.  They shall also be made 
available for inspection by the public as described in Section 12.6 below.   



Section 12.6. Public Inspection of Certain Documents.  The Corporation shall make 
the following documents available for public inspection on the same day that the request is made 
in person during regular business hours, within thirty (30) days after receiving a request by mail, 
or by posting the documents on the Internet in a manner that can be accessed, downloaded, 
viewed and printed by the public free of charge and without special hardware or software: 



(a) Form 990 for the Corporation for the past three years (excluding the list of 
donors and Form 990-T); 



(b) Form 1023 (application for recognition of tax exemption) for the 
Corporation, including all supporting statements and documents, the Corporation’s determination 
letter, and all correspondence from and to the Internal Revenue Service with respect to Form 
1023; and 
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(c) The audited financial statements (if any) for the Corporation for the period 
prescribed by the California Attorney General. 



Section 12.7. Corporate Loans, Guaranties and Advances.  The Corporation shall not 
make any loan of money or property to or guaranty the obligation of any Director or officer or 
the Member on the security of its Membership in the Corporation, except as expressly allowed 
under California Corporations Code Section 5236. 



ARTICLE XIII 
 



CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 



Unless the context requires otherwise, the general provisions, rules of construction, and 
definitions in the California Nonprofit Corporation Law shall govern the construction of these 
bylaws.  Without limiting the generality of the preceding sentence, the masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neuter, the singular includes the plural, the plural includes the singular, 
and the term “person” includes both a legal entity and a natural person. 



ARTICLE XIV 
 



AMENDMENTS 



The Corporation's articles of incorporation and these bylaws may be adopted, amended, 
or repealed only upon the approval of the Member and a majority of Directors present at a duly 
held Board meeting. 



ARTICLE XV 
 



DISSOLUTION 



Section 15.1. Election to Dissolve.  This Corporation may elect to wind up and dissolve 
in any manner permitted by Section 6610 of the California Corporations Code or its successor 
statute. 



Section 15.2. Distribution Upon Dissolution.  On dissolution, all properties and assets 
remaining after payment, or provision for payment, of all debts and liabilities of the Corporation 
shall be distributed to the Member, provided that it exists and is described at the time in Section 
170(c)(1) of the Code, and otherwise to a nonprofit fund, foundation, or corporation that is 
organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes compatible with those of the Bay 
Area AQMD, and has established its tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Code, or 
to a political subdivision under Section 170(c)(1) of the Code with purposes compatible with 
those of the Bay Area AQMD. 



 











CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATOR



I, the undersigned, do hereby cèrtify:



That I am the incorporator of Bay Area Clean Air Foundation, a: California nonprofit
public benefit corporation; and



That the foregoing Bylaws, comprising eighteen (18) pages, including this page,
constitute the Bylaws of said Corporation, as duly adopted in the Action By Sole Incorporator
dated August 4, 2009 and that they have not been amended or modified since that date.



Executed on August 4, 2009 at San Francisco, California.
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        AGENDA:     4  



Bay Area Air Quality Management District 



Board of Directors 



Special Meeting as the Sole Member of the 



Clean Air Foundation 



Bay Area Clean Air Foundation                



Annual Report 



Wednesday, April 2, 2014 



Damian Breen 



Deputy Air Pollution Control Officer 
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Overview 



• Background 



• Foundation 2013 Activities: 



City Car Share Project 



Oakley Project 



 Shore Terminals Plea Agreement 



• Recommendation 
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Background 



• BAAQMD Board of Directors approved the establishment 



of an Air District foundation, July 2008  



• Bay Area Clean Air Foundation was created to: 



 Provide support to the Air District (e.g., financial, 



administrative, programmatic)  



 Engage in activities that further Air District’s mission (e.g., 



emissions reductions, education and services) 



• Foundation Directors:  



 Jack P. Broadbent, President 



 Marland Townsend, Vice President 



 Jeffrey McKay, Secretary and Chief Financial Officer 
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Activities 



Since 2009, Foundation has received funds for three 



emissions reduction projects: 



• Active Projects 



City Car Share Project: $ 546,097  



Oakley Project: $2,003,083 



 



• In Development 



 Shore Terminals Plea Agreement: $250,000 











Electric car sharing demonstration  
Reformulated Gasoline (RFG) Settlement Fund 



 10 hybrids converted to plug-in 



hybrid electric and put into car-share 



service 



  Project results 1/31/12 – 3/31/14: 



• Total reservations – 4,117 



• Total Miles Driven – 103,017 



• Electricity Used – 10,019 kWh 



 2014 Next Steps:  



• Complete demonstration and develop 



White Paper and Best Practices Guide 



• U.S. District Court approved an award of $546,097 for an electric car 



sharing demonstration program through the RFG on 11/29/10  



• Project is being conducted in partnership with City CarShare: 
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Oakley Generating Station  
Emissions Mitigation Fund 



• 624 megawatt power facility approved by CEC with mitigation (5/18/11) 



• $500,000 for diesel emissions reduction projects (DER) and 



administrative fees  



• Up to $2,003,083 available for additional projects:  



 Evaluated using Carl Moyer Program Guidelines; other projects with cost-



effectiveness of up to $32,750/tpy may also be eligible 



 1st available to Oakley, Antioch, Brentwood, and Pittsburg;  After 12 months, 



expand to qualified projects in Contra Costa and Alameda Counties, priority given to 



CARE Communities 



• Outreach conducted in Oakley area seeking projects 



• Appeal of CA PUC approval of generating station (Feb. 2014) 



 Hold on Foundation funding   



 Awaiting resolution of  appeal before proceeding with expenditure of funds 
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Shore Terminals  
Plea Agreement 



• Federal criminal prosecution of Shore Terminals LLC 



 Operation of a bulk petroleum terminal in Selby, Contra Costa 



County in June 2009 



• $250,000 from plea agreement 



 Funds may be used for Air District projects designed to improve 



air quality in Contra Costa and Alameda Counties 



 Projected to fund the retrofit and replacement of diesel 



powered back up generators for cities and counties located in 



Contra Costa and Alameda Counties 



• District Staff working on a regulation for stationary diesel powered 



back-up generators, expected to conclude in 2014 
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Recommendation 



Request the Board of Directors: 



1. Receive and file the 2013 Annual Report 



Bay Area Clean Air Foundation 











Proposed Budget Calendar Year 2014 



Revenues/Sources 



Interest Income      $          1,000  



Grants/Contributions      $                 0             



   Total Revenues  $          1,000  



Use of Prior Year Cash Balance    $      583,349  



Total Revenues/Sources    $      584,349  



Expenditures 



Administrative Overhead/Support  $        21,000  



Program/Project Distributions    $      554,349  



Tax Filing Services      $          3,500  



Insurance Premium      $          5,000  



Other Charges      $             500  



  



Total 



Expenditures    $      584,349  



AGENDA:    5 

































SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 



This Settlement Agreement ("Agreemenf') is entered into by and between 
ConocoPhillips Company ("COP") and Edmund G. Brown Jr., Attorney General of 
California, on behalf of the People of the State of California ("Attorney General"), 
and is dated and effective as of September 10, 2007 (the "Effective Date"). COP 
and the Attorney General are sometimes collectively referred to herein as the 
"Parties." 



RECITALS 



WHEREAS, on or about May 27,2005, COP submitted an application to the 
County of Contra Costa (the "County") for a project known and referred to as 
the Clean Fuels Expansion Project (the "Project"). COP states that the 
Project is designed to use the heavy gas oil that is already produced at COP's 
Rodeo, California Refinery ("the Refinery"), and that currently is being sold in 
the fuel oil market, to produce instead cleaner-burning gasoline and diesel 
fuels. Without importing any additional crude oil to the Refinery, COP believes 
that the Project will enable the Refinery to increase the supply of cleaner
burning fuels into the California market by approximately 1 million gallons per 
day. Increased production of cleaner-burning fuels is now mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board ("CARB") and the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency. The Project includes a Hydrogen Plant, to 
be constructed, owned, and operated by Air Liquide (the "Hydrogen Plant"), 
which will produce steam and electricity, as well as hydrogen, for use in 
Refinery processes; 



WHEREAS, on or about September 12, 2005, in accordance with the 
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the 
County prepared and circulated a Notice of Preparation of an Environmental 
Impact Report for the Project. A Draft Environmental Impact Report for the 
Project was circulated for comment in November 2006. Comments were 
received on the EIR; the County prepared responses to those comments and 
completed the Final Environmental Impact Report for the Project (the "EIR") 
in April 2007. COP contends that the EIR adequately addressed, among 
other things, the greenhouse gas emissions ("GHG") from the Project and 
associated issues of climate change, and that the County Planning 
Commission was correct in concluding, based on substantial eVidence,that 
further discussion in the EIR relating to GHGs would be speculative. The EIR 
was certified and the Project permit was approved by the County Planning 
Commission on May 8, 2007; 



WHEREAS, on May 18,2007, the Attorney General filed an appeal to the 
Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors of the Planning Commission's 
approval of the Project and certification of the EIR, on the alleged ground that 











the EIR failed to adequately address the GHG emissions from the Project and 
associated climate change impacts (the "AG Appeal"); and 



WHEREAS, given the uncertainties of the outcome of the disputes and issues 
relating to the AG Appeal, and subject to the terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties wish to resolve the issues raised by the AG Appeal without 
the need for further administrative hearing or judicial proceedings. . 



NOW, THEREFORE, in conslderation of the terms, conditions and covenants 
set forth herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, receipt of 
which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows: 



AGREEMENT 



1. The EIR for the Project states that the Project will result in 1.25 million 
metric tons of C02 emissions, mostly attributable to the Hydrogen Plant. At 
least initially, COP will not be using the entire capacity of the Hydrogen Plant, 
and emissions from the Hydrogen Plant associated with COP's usage will be 
approximately 500,000 metric tons of C02 per year. Without admitting any 
liability or obligation to do so, and solely as a compromise of the issues raised 
by the AGAppeal, COP agrees to offset those GHG emissions by taking the 
following actions: 



a. COP has registered its Santa Maria Refinery calcining plant with the 
California Climate Action Registry, and estimates that the annual C02 
emissions from the plant are 70,000 tons. COP agrees to permanently 
surrender its operating permit for that facility by no later than 
December 31,2007. 



b. By March 31, 2008, COP will conduct a facility-wide energy 
e'fficiency audit of its Rodeo Refinery using an outside consultant, in 
order to identify possible energy efficiency measures that may be 
taken at the facility. COP may choose, but shall not be obligated to 
implement any of the findings of that audit. 



c. By December 31, 2008, COP will complete a greenhouse gas 
emissions audit of its California refineries. This audit will include a 
review of the greenhouse gases emitted from those facilities, including 
carbon dioxide, methane, CFC and HFC compounds. The audit will be 
conducted to identify sources of these emissions and potential 
emissions reduction opportunities at COP's California refineries. COP 
will take the information contained in the audit into consideration as 
part of its strategy for compliance with California Health and Safety 
code Division 25.5, sections 38500, et seq., the California Global 
Warming Solutions Act ("AB32"). 











d. By no later than June 1, 2009, COP will make a one-time payment 
of $7 million (Seven Million Dollars) to a carbon offset fund to be 
created by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). 
This payment will be used by the BAAQMD, pursuant to a 
Memorandum of Understanding ("MaU") to be entered into between 
the Attorney General and the BAAQMD, to fund grants for projects 
undertaken in the San Francisco Bay Area to achieve verifiable, 
quantifiable reductions in GHG emissions, with priority given to 
projects near the Rodeo Refinery. In the event (1) the fund has not 
been created; or (2) the MOU has not been signed by June 1, 2009, 
then COP and the Attorney General will meet to agree upon an 
alternative recipient for the funds. COP's payment obligation under 
this paragraph 1 (d) shall be reduced by $25 per ton for each ton of 
GHG emissions reductions per year that COP achieves at its Rodeo 
Refinery by implementing measures identified in the facility-wide audit 
of the Refinery, or otherwise reviewed and verified by the BAAQMD. 



e. By no later than June 1, 2009, COP will pay $200,000 (Two 
Hundred Thousand Dollars) to the Audubon Society for the restoration 
of San Pablo Bay wetlands to offset the Project's emissions of GHGs 
by increasing the sequestration of carbon. In the event the Audubon 
Society, (1) does not exist on the date for payment under this 
subparagraph; (2) does not agree to the use of the funds specified 
herein; or (3) does not accept the funds for any reason, then COP and 
the Attorney General will meet to agree on an alternate recipient. 



f. By no later than June 1, 2009, COP will pay $2.8 million (Two Million 
Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars) to California Wildfire ReLeaf, subject 
to California Wildfire ReLeafs written agreement to use the funds for 
reforestation and/or conservation projects (the ''forestry projects") in 
California to be conducted in accordance with the California Climate 
Action Registry's Forestry Project Protocol. California Wildfire ReLeaf 
will be responsible for ensuring that it complies with Registry 
requirements for certification of a reduction inventory for projects 
receiving these funds. This payment will offset the Project's emissions 
of GHGs by funding planting and/or conservation of trees that 
sequester carbon. COP currently estimates that these forestry projects 
will sequester 1,500,000 metric tons of C02 over the life span of the 
trees. In the event California Wildfire ReLeaf, (1) does not exist at the 
time the payment under this subparagraph is due; (2) does not agree 
to the use of the funds specified herein; or (3) does not accept the 
funds for any reason, COP and the Attorney General will meet to agree 
on an alternate recipient. 



g. COP's obligation to make the payments set forth in paragraphs 1 (d) 
through (f) of this Agreement is contingent upon COP obtaining a valid 
Contra Costa County land use permit for the Project, containing the 











terms of this Agreement as permit conditions. If the Project is 
proceeding (being built or in operation) on June 1, 2009, COP shall 
make the payments, even if CEQA litigation concerning the Project is 
still pending. If the Parties dispute whether payment should be made 
pursuant to this SUb-paragraph, they will meet in a timely fashion and 
attempt to resolve the dispute. 



h. COP agrees to offset C02 emissions from the Hydrogen Plant in 
excess of 500,000 metric tons of C02 per year (which is equivalent to 
an expected COP use of 50 MM standard cubic feet per day of 
hydrogen production), if any, for the period from the start-up of the 
Hydrogen Plant until regulations are adopted for the implementation of 
AB-32 [eitel, but only to the extent those emissions are attributable to 
COP's use of more than 50 MM standard cubic feet per day of 
hydrogen production from that Plant. Such offsets may include, but 
are not limited to, reduction in rates and/or shutdown of existing 
hydrogen plants and/or other operating equipment within the Rodeo 
Refinery. To the extent there are C02 emissions from the Hydrogen 
Plant in excess of 500,000 metric tons per year of C02 in the period 
between start-up of the Hydrogen Plant and the adoption of regulations 
for the implementation of AB-32, but which are attributable to the use 
of excess capacity by third parties other than COP, then Air Liquide, 
along with its third party customers, will be responsible to provide the 
required offsets and COP will not be responsible for offsetting those 
emissions. In the event that AS-32 is modified or replaced by an 
equivalent California law prior to implementation, or is pre-empted by 
federal law concerning GHG's or climate change, the offset 
requirements in this paragraph will apply to the period from plant start
up to the implementation of the relevant state or federal law. 



3. COP may apply to receive offset and/or credit status for reductions achieved 
through the projects and activities funded pursuant to this Agreement, under AB
32 or any equivalent state or federal law or regulation. 



4. The Attorney General recognizes that COP's signi'ficant efforts to mitigate 
GHG emissions from the Clean Fuels Project, in advance of the establishment of 
regulations and guidelines under AS 32, and without the need for the initiation of 
litigation by the Attorney General, helps to achieve the goals of AB 32. 
Therefore, on or before the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Attorney 
General will provide the County with a letter withdrawing the AG Appeal of the 
Project permit. This Agreement shall be attached to the letter withdrawing the AG 
Appeal. The Attorney General further agrees not to file any documents or 
pleadings in any administrative or judicial proceedings concerning the Project, 
pending now or in the future, that would tend to support a challenge to the 
Project, the EIR, or the Project approvals, including but not limited to the appeals 











filed by Communities for a Better Environment and the Center for Biological
 
Diversity.
 



5. This Agreement represents the entire agreement of the Parties with respect to 
the subject matter herein, and merges and supersedes any prior written or oral 
representations, discussions, understandings or agreements by or between the 
Parties relating to the subject matter of this Agreement. 



6. No addition to or modification of any term or provision of this Agreement will 
be effective unless set forth in writing and signed by an authorized representative 
of each of the Parties. 



7. In agreeing to make the payments identified herein, COP does not admit the 
necessity of implementing any additional offset or mitigation measures for the 
Project, and COP agrees to make these payments solely as a compromise and 
settlement of the AG Appeal. 



8. Each Party represents and warrants that it has the right, power, and authority 
to execute this Agreement. Each Party represents and warrants that it has given 
any and all notices, and obtained any and all consents, powers and authorities, 
necessary to permit it, and the persons executing this Agreement for it, to enter 
into this Agreement. 



9. This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the successors 
and assigns of the Parties to the Agreement. 



10. Each Party to this Agreement shall bear its own attorney's fees and costs
 
incurred in connection with the AG Appeal and this Settlement Agreement.
 



11. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the 
laws of the State of California. 



12. This Agreement may be executed .in counterparts, eaCh of which shall be 
deemed an original. This Agreement shall be binding upon the receipt of 
facsimile signatures. 



13. This Agreement shall be deemed to have been jointly drafted, So that the 
general rule of construction that it be construed against the drafter shall not 
apply. 



14. Any notice required or permitted to be given under this Agreement shall be in 
writing and shall be deemed to be given when served personally, or on the third 
day after mailing if mailed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed 
to the address for each Party set forth below: 











Attorney General: 



Sandra Goldberg 
Office of the Attorney General 
1515 Clay St., PO Box 70550 
Oakland, CA 94612-0550 



COP: 



Elissa Warantz 
3900 Kilroy Airport Way, Ste 210 
Long Beach, CA 90806 



15.	 The Parties will execute all further and additional documents as shall be 
convenient, necessary or desirable to carry out the intent and provisions 
of this Agreement. 



In witness whereof, this Agreement is executed by the following: 



PEOPLE OF THESTATE OF CALIFORNIA CONOCOPHILLIPS 
BY AND THROUGH ATTORNEY GENERAL COMPANY 
EDMUND G. BROWN 



s~~~Dated: ?//0 07:	 Dated:_--<.1_-......'/4"-..._~.;.....,7F---__
I 













From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: Fw: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 8:36:53 AM
Attachments: City-Warriors Obligations.docx


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 8:35 AM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Brian Boxer; Kate Aufhauser
(kaufhauser@warriors.com); nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Murphy, Mary
G. (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jesse Blout (jblout@stradasf.com);
jim.morales@sfgov.org; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com); David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com);
Immanuel.Bereket@gmail.com; Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); Karl
Heisler (KHeisler@esassoc.com)
Cc: Eric Womeldorff; Albert, Peter (MTA); José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C.
Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Miller, Erin (MTA); Gavin, John (ECN); Jefferis, Richard Scott;
Gary Oates (GOates@esassoc.com) (GOates@esassoc.com); Morales, James (CII); Chris Mitchell
(C.Mitchell@fehrandpeers.com); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
Hello all - I am attaching a draft memo for discussion at the meeting today.  For those not
already familiar with this process, this is in preparation for Tuesday's City-UCSF meeting
where the Event Management Strategy will be discussed.  UCSF has asked for additional
analysis to show the impacts of the Strategy, even if the strategies will not avoid a
significant and unavoidable. The City would like to get a memo to UCSF staff by EOB on
Thursday so that they can review and brief upper level staff before Tuesday.


I took a hit at trying to explain all the various strategies, but I would love folks with more
transportation knowledge to make sure I was correct in my representations. Also, see if
there is a way to make the traffic model description more understandable to a lay person.


I know that we won't be able to do any additional analysis prior to the meeting, but we are
trying to get as much information into the memo to show responsiveness and help UCSF
staff educate those higher up.  Please review and think about what we can do to beef it up
further today (I need to get a draft to Ken by the EOB today).  Also, think about what we can
include in the EIR (and what is appropriate), and what would be doable post-EIR release, as
we have already let UCSF know we are on a tight schedule so they know we won't be able
to address all in the EIR.


Thanks
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DATE:	April 16, 2015


TO:  Lori Yamauchi


FROM: Ken Rich


RE: Dual Event Transportation Management Strategy





The following outlines a proposed strategy to address transportation impacts related to a dual event scenario, i.e. when there is a large scale event overlapping at both AT&T Park and the Golden State Warriors (GSW) Event Center.  Many of the strategies will also help reduce congestion on non-dual event days.


There are minimal opportunities for a dual event to occur as a result of a basketball and baseball game due to the fact their seasons do not overlap for the most part and basketball games are in the evening.  Based on past years’ scheduling, there is the possibility of having 0 to 2 regular season games overlap.  If both teams made their respective championship playoffs, there is the possibility of an additional 5 overlapping games; however, while great for the fans, the likelihood of this occurring multiple times during a person’s lifespan is limited, so a 2 game overlap is the most likely in any given year.


When you look at the possibility of overlapping of Giant games with a GSW Event Center non-sporting event, there is the possibility of up to an additional 30 overlapping events.  These range from a small theater sized show with 3,000 attendees, up to a large concert with 12,500 attendees.  The great majority, 23 events, would be smaller, with 9,000 or fewer attendees.  There would only be 7 large-scale concerts that would overlap with a Giants game.  


The following strategy focuses on an overlap of a GSW game or private event at the GSW Event Center, such as a large concert, with an attendance of 12,500 people or more, with a Giants game and/or evening rush hour. Based on league schedules and concert scheduling, it is anticipated that on a regular year, there is the possibility that without any scheduling coordination (i.e., typical worse case) there is the possibility of 9 overlapping, dual events.  If both teams made it into their respective championships, this could increase to a total of 14 dual events; however, this worse case scenario is expected to be unlikely on a regular basis, so a maximum of 9 overlapping events is the more likely scenario.


The following strategy is broken into two sections.  The first is a list of strategies in Exhibit A would be above and beyond the strategies already assumed for the analysis included in the Administrative Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (SEIR). We have provided a short qualitative description of how the strategy will help improve transportation operations.  In some cases the strategy will apply to any event at the GSW Event Center, and others specifically focus in on dual events.


The last list of strategies in Exhibit B is already included in the SEIR project description and the analysis included in the Administrative Draft SEIR reflects the impacts of these strategies.


Please note that the following strategies are not anticipated to reduce the level of significance at any intersection to a less than significant level (i.e. a Level of Service [LOS] of F).  UCSF has requested that we complete a transportation analysis to determine how much better the intersections would work, even if they are still at a LOS of F.  Unfortunately, the traffic model is unable to complete this analysis.  


The standard traffic model was created to determine if an intersection will be at LOS F or better, and was not designed to go further into what happens after you hit LOS F.  Specifically, the model does not have the sophistication to take into consideration all the variables that occur once an intersection “fails”, such as alternative routes drivers may choose to take once traffic slows to LOS F, so any output on seconds of delay cannot be relied on to correctly represent what will happen.  This is not specific to this project, but rather a limitation of the tools available to the traffic analysis field as a whole.  However, where possible, we have provided a sense of what the scale of impact of a strategy may be.









Exhibit A – Strategies not Assumed for the Administrative Draft SEIR





The following are new strategies that will be applied to the GSW Event Center and were not assumed in the SEIR analysis that was included in the Administrative Draft SEIR. The potential positive impacts of majority of the strategies are not quantifiable, but a qualitative explanation of why they will have a positive impact on transportation is provided after each in italic.  Those strategies that can be analysis quantifiably have been identified below, as well as a qualitative discussion of what the quantitative impacts may be.  Due to the timeline of the SEIR and the additional details needed to complete the analysis, as was discussed with Barbara French, the final analysis will be completed after the SEIR is released. (team – what can we do before the SEIR is released while the screencheck is being reviewed?)


New Event Center Mitigation Measure to be Added (Based on the conversation with Bill yesterday, will this actually be a Mitigation Measure?)


Measure to Reduce Traffic Congestion – NON QUANTIFIABLE


· City to work with Caltrans to install changeable message signs at key entry points such as I-280 northbound. (Impact – Changeable message signs help to improve traffic conditions by directing vehicles to available parking and streets with less congestion, etc.)


· City to provide outreach efforts to surrounding neighborhoods to explore the need/desire for new Residential Parking Permit program areas. (Impact – Tool to minimize impacts of event center visitors onto adjacent neighborhoods by preserving parking for residents/businesses, as well as discouraging driving by limiting available parking supply.)


· GSW to offer substantially all available on-site parking spaces not otherwise committed to office tenants, retail customers or season ticket holders for pre-purchase and establish agreements with neighboring private garage operators to pre-sell parking spaces. (Impact – Provides additional parking opportunities, as well as way to minimize people driving around the neighborhood looking for parking since they know where their pre-purchased parking spot is located, thereby reducing congestion.)


· GSW to create a mobile app, or integrate into an existing app, transportation information that promotes transit first, allows for pre-purchase of parking and designates suggested paths of travel that best avoid congested areas or residential streets such as Bridgeview north of Mission Bay Boulevard and Fourth Street. (Impact – Minimizes people driving around the neighborhood looking for parking since they know where their pre-purchased parking spot is located, thereby reducing congestion.)


· City and GSW to identify offsite parking lot(s) adjacent to the event center where livery vehicles and TNCs may stage prior to the end of an event. (Impact – Avoids unsafe parking habits of livery vehicles and TNCs, which improves congestion by avoiding these vehicles from blocking travel lanes.)


Measures to Enhance Non-auto Modes – NON QUANTIFIABLE


· GSW to provide a promotional incentive (i.e., show Clipper card or bike valet ticket for concession savings, chance to win merchandise or experience, etc.) for public transit use, bicycling and/or ridesharing to the event center. (Impact – Provides a financial incentive to encourage people to use transit or alternative modes of transportation.)


Measures to Enhance Transportation Conditions in Mission Bay and nearby neighborhoods – NON QUANTIFIABLE 


· GSW to annually report patron transportation survey data required by the EIR to the Mission Bay Ballpark Transportation Coordination Committee (MBBTCC), including number of overlaps with AT&T park events. (Impact – Provides needed data to allow for the continual improvement of the TMP, TSP and TDMs, by being able to better target the Event Center patrons.)


· GSW to notify the Mission Bay Ballpark Transportation Coordination Committee (MBBTCC) at least one month prior to the start of any non-Warriors event with at least 9,000 expected attendees.  If commercially reasonable circumstances prevent such advance notification, the Warriors shall notify the MBBTCC within 72 hours of booking. (Impact – Allows the MBBTCC to provide input into appropriate transportation management for the event, as well as notify the community so it can plan for heavy traffic.)


· City and GSW to meet to discuss transportation and scheduling logistics in connection with signing any marquee events (national tournaments or championships, political conventions, or tenants interested in additional season runs: NHL, NCAA, etc.). (Impact – Allows for an extra level of coordination for one-off events that have special transportation needs to ensure appropriate transportation management measures are put in place.)


Measures to Increase Transit Access


NON QUANTIFIABLE


· City to provide Transit Fare Inspectors (TFIs), and other SFMTA or City personnel at key transit stops and stations as designated by SFMTA. (Impact – Increase transit ridership by facilitating its use by new or infrequent riders unfamiliar with the system.  Also will streamline the boarding and unboarding process to reduce the time needed to move people through the system.)


· GSW to work with the SFMTA to determine the feasibility and benefits of bundling the cost of a roundtrip Muni fare ($4.50) into the cost of all ticketed events. (Impact – Will increase transit ridership since the patrons will have already committed to paying for a transit pass and also makes the transit process more understandable to new and infrequent riders.)





QUANTIFIABLE


· City to coordinate with regional providers to increase special event service, particularly longer BART and Caltrain trains and increased North Bay ferry and bus service. (Impact – The City is working with regional providers to determine how additional service will be provided.  For the SEIR it will not be appropriate to assume the additional service since the City does not control the regional providers.  We could provide additional quantitative analysis after the SEIR is released.  Team – any way we can throw in some numbers about what a ferry would carry or what larger trains, etc. provide in additional capacity to give a sense of what these could do?  The ferry seems to be a great one, if we could make a statement that a ferry typically carries XX people and the Giants ferry usually is full, etc. So, if there was a ferry terminal it would take XX people out of cars, which at XX person per car could result in XX cars gone, or % of the total cars)


· City and GSW to work in good faith with the Water Emergency Transportation Agency, UCSF and other interested parties to facilitate the construction of a ferry landing at the terminus of 16th Street, and provision of ferry service during events. (Impact – See previous bullet.)


New Event Center Mitigation Measure for Overlapping Events with AT&T Park Events to be Added - QUANTIFIABLE


· GSW to exercise best efforts to avoid scheduling non-Warriors events of 9,000 or more event center attendees that start or end within 60 minutes of the start or end (respectively) of events at AT&T Park. (Impact – By separating the start times of events, it will mitigate some of the additional congestion caused by patrons for both events arriving at the same time.  Since XX% of the GSW Event Center patrons are anticipated to arrive XX minutes before an event and have left within XX minutes after an event, by scheduling the dual events to start/end 60 minutes from each other, which is similar to the AT&T park events, approximately XX of the GSW Event Center patrons would be arriving outside of the range of the AT&T Park event patrons, which would improve congestion.)


· When overlapping non-Warriors events of 9,000 or more event center attendees and Giants games cannot be avoided through commercially reasonable efforts, GSW to:


· Negotiate with the event promoter to stagger start times such that the event headliner starts no earlier than 8:30 p.m. (Impact – As Giant games typically start at XXPM, with the majority of patrons arriving by start time, and GSW event patrons arrive XX minutes before an event, an event starting at 8.30PM would result in most GSW Event Center patrons arriving after the start of the Giants game.)


o	Identify and contract with a(n) offsite satellite parking lot(s) south of the event center with a capacity of at least 400 vehicles and provide free shuttles to the event center on a maximum 10-minute headway before and after events. (Impact – The additional 400 parking spaces would offset the parking shortfall anticipated on a dual event and thereby minimize congestion caused by drivers looking for parking.  The City is exploring different parking opportunities to potentially increase the number of overflow parking, which would reduce the number of people that would drive into Mission Bay.  Before an analysis can be completed, more detail on the location of the parking, number of spaces, and local conditions where the overflow parking would be located need to be defined.  Team – anything more we can give on this one?)
Exhibit B - Strategies Already in Administrative Draft SEIR





The following are additional strategies that will be applied to the GSW project and have been assumed in the SEIR analysis that was included in the Administrative Draft SEIR.  A few of the strategies are related to non-transportation, event management issues.


Currently in SEIR as part of Project or Muni Special Event Transit Service Plan


· City to lengthen the T Third station platform at Third St and South St. by 160’ to the north for a total of 320’.


· City to install T Third crossover tracks between South St and 16th Street.


· City to install a permanent barrier within available light rail right of way to discourage midblock pedestrian crossings between 16th and South Streets. 


· City to increase service on the T Third and the 22 Fillmore to reflect anticipated a ridership level that is aggressive, but reflective of currently anticipated behaviors. 


· City to provide three special event shuttles for peak events of 14,000 or more attendees on 16th Street, Van Ness Avenue and to the Transbay Terminal/Ferry Terminal. 


· City to provide exterior SFFD fire suppression and EMT support as needed. 


· GSW to negotiate directly with SFPD and SFFD to provide supplemental public safety services within the event center.


· GSW to contract with the MB TMA to provide added shuttle frequency and hours of service.


· GSW to contract with Mission Bay Parks and the Mission Bay Management Corporation to provide certain parks maintenance, garbage disposal, street sweeping, power washing and other neighborhood quality of life protections generated by the event center not already provided by the GSW.


· GSW to create a Good Neighbor Policy that describes procedures to address loitering, off-site queuing, illegal vendors, ambient noise, etc; creates a means for fielding and resolving complaints before, during and after events, including establishment of a central point of contact with real-time connection to the event center’s Transportation Management Center; promotes pre- and post-game routes that avoid residential streets such as Bridgeview north of MB Blvd and 4th Street; and complies with the San Francisco Entertainment Commission’s Good Neighbor Policy and  all applicable noise regulations.


· GSW to install traffic signals at the intersections of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street per the Project Description.


· GSW to coordinate office and event center deliveries in attempt to avoid p.m. peak traffic conditions.


· GSW to market transit as the preferred means of accessing the event center through:


· Transit, bicycle and pedestrian promotion integrated into event ads, event tickets, website and smartphone applications,


· Real-time transit schedules displayed on event center monitors,


· Robust transit wayfinding on site guiding patrons to shuttle and train stops, bike parking locations and ridesharing loading,


· Cross-marketing with SFMTA: station, train and website ads, and


· Transit cards available for purchase on site. 


· GSW to provide requisite connectivity and space within the onsite Transportation Management Center to meet SFMTA and SFPD special event needs, including certain access to onsite CCTVs and connection to changeable message signs. 


· GSW to sponsor a bikeshare station on or in the immediate vicinity of the project site. 


Currently in SEIR as a Other City Project or Existing City Service for Events


· City to install a two-way cycle track along the east side of Terry A. Francois Blvd. In EIR as a planned project. 


· City to provide SFPD officers to patrol the neighborhoods surrounding the event center, along major access corridors, and in support of UCSF campus security and adjacent businesses private security.


· City to purchase 4 additional light rail vehicles for use on the T Third line during peak events and citywide otherwise. 


Currently in SEIR as a Mitigation or Improvement Measure


· City to extend the eastbound left turn pocket into the UCSF hospital at 4th and Mariposa. (Improvement Measure)


· City to increase service on the T Third and the 22 Fillmore. (Mitigation Measure)


· City to provide parking Control Officers at all intersections identified to have significant impacts in the EIR plus roving PCOs to address double parking, driveway blockages, etc. (Mitigation Measure)


· GSW to install traffic signal at the intersection of Illinois/Mariposa. (Mitigation Measure)


· GSW to implement all mitigation measures and make commercially reasonable efforts to implement all improvement measures assigned to the project sponsor in the EIR. (Will be part of MMRP and/or Conditions of Approval)
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Catherine


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 10:27 AM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM);
Brian Boxer; Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water,
Adam (ECN); Murphy, Mary G. (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jesse Blout
(jblout@stradasf.com); jim.morales@sfgov.org; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller
(CMiller@stradasf.com); David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); David Carlock
(david.carlock@machetegroup.com); Immanuel.Bereket@gmail.com; Paul Mitchell
(pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); Karl Heisler (KHeisler@esassoc.com)
Cc: Eric Womeldorff; Albert, Peter (MTA); José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C.
Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Miller, Erin (MTA); Gavin, John (ECN); Jefferis, Richard Scott;
Gary Oates (GOates@esassoc.com) (GOates@esassoc.com); Morales, James (CII); Chris Mitchell
(C.Mitchell@fehrandpeers.com); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Subject: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
When: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 1:00 PM-3:00 PM.
Where: CPC 1650 Mission Street Room 431
 
Agendas will be sent out to all meeting attendees prior to each weekly meeting.








From: Albert, Peter
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Maguire, Tom
Subject: Re: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:50:12 PM


Good input.  If we all -- as a team -- agree SFMTA should continue to lead this
effort, and if that's not how it's structured in the agreement, maybe we could amend
or update the agreement/note-to-file.


Seems worthwhile -- just to keep things clean.


Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA. 94103
415.701.4328


Sent from my iPhone


On Apr 14, 2015, at 10:19 AM, "Reilly, Catherine (ADM)"
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Thanks, Peter.  I would check in with Corinne and Alfie about the background of the
formation of the Ballpark Coordination Committee.  I was not involved in the
formation, but thought it came from the Ballpark originally, and I am guessing that
instead of creating a duplicative body as described in the TMA (attached), there was
the decision to have a single body to coordinate for the area.
 
I don’t know that I would recommend having the TMA take a leadership in the Ballpark
Committee since they do not have control over most of what needs to be done to
address transportation issues in the area, such as street closures, parking, etc.  Talking
with Corinne, I know she feels strongly that MTA is the correct entity to continue to
lead the Coordination Committee since the issues are larger than what any of the
individual members, such as the TMA, Giants, Impark, etc. control.  The success of the
Committee has been having Jerry on board to actual implement the suggestions that
were generated by the various members of the Committee.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:40 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Maguire, Tom
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry
Robbins)
 
Thanks, Catherine. I recognize immediately why Adam would be key, especially as the
Warriors go through their EIR.
 
I found out that the responsibility and function of leading the Transportation
Coordinating Committee, while assumed in the past by Jerry, is technically with the
Mission Bay North TMA.
 
I’ll probably  offer to lead the post-Jerry Committee for the time being …but that
seems like an important point of clarification/conversation.
 
I’m surprised to find that the Port is not among the agencies called to be TCC members
– although they call for ferry operators (and the Port has some role in either/both the
ferry network coordination, and the landing itself at ATA&T Park).
 
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:53 AM
To: Albert, Peter; Oshima, Diane; Martin, Michael
Cc: Van de Water, Adam
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry
Robbins)
 
Thanks for doing this, Peter.  I know the CAC is very interested in this (came up at last
week’s CAC).  I would suggest talking with Corinne Woods and Alfie Felder since they
have been much more involved with the group over the years (I have only attended 1-
2 meetings over the last 7 years).  I am cc-ing Adam since we are envisioning this group
to incorporate the GSW’s project when up and running.  The most urgent thing would
be to make sure that the traffic routing is working well with the start of the new
baseball season – I know some of the concerns raised was with the transition, there
wasn’t a meeting before the season started.
 
Thanks for taking the lead and let me know what I can do to help.
 



mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com

mailto:peter.albert@sfmta.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org





Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry
Robbins)
 
Hi, Catherine, Mike, Diane:
 
I’m meeting soon with Erin to map out how we move ahead with this Committee,
 which Jerry used to lead and which was well-attended by stakeholders like Corinne
Woods and Alfonso Felder.
 
I haven’t been engaged with this committee in years – since AC34 planning.  I’d
appreciate your thoughts on this: what this means to you, how much you (or your
office) would like to engage, what urgent issues are, etc.
 
Thanks!
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Corinne Woods (Corinnewoods@cs.com)
Subject: FW: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 10:20:00 AM
Attachments: Doc establishing MB North TMA as mgr of TCCC.PDF


Thanks – please do not forward to anyone else.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 10:20 AM
To: Albert, Peter (MTA); Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Maguire, Tom
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Thanks, Peter.  I would check in with Corinne and Alfie about the background of the formation of
the Ballpark Coordination Committee.  I was not involved in the formation, but thought it came from
the Ballpark originally, and I am guessing that instead of creating a duplicative body as described in
the TMA (attached), there was the decision to have a single body to coordinate for the area.
 
I don’t know that I would recommend having the TMA take a leadership in the Ballpark Committee
since they do not have control over most of what needs to be done to address transportation issues
in the area, such as street closures, parking, etc.  Talking with Corinne, I know she feels strongly that
MTA is the correct entity to continue to lead the Coordination Committee since the issues are larger
than what any of the individual members, such as the TMA, Giants, Impark, etc. control.  The success
of the Committee has been having Jerry on board to actual implement the suggestions that were
generated by the various members of the Committee.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
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Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:40 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Maguire, Tom
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Thanks, Catherine. I recognize immediately why Adam would be key, especially as the Warriors go
through their EIR.
 
I found out that the responsibility and function of leading the Transportation Coordinating
Committee, while assumed in the past by Jerry, is technically with the Mission Bay North TMA.
 
I’ll probably  offer to lead the post-Jerry Committee for the time being …but that seems like an
important point of clarification/conversation.
 
I’m surprised to find that the Port is not among the agencies called to be TCC members – although
they call for ferry operators (and the Port has some role in either/both the ferry network
coordination, and the landing itself at ATA&T Park).
 
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:53 AM
To: Albert, Peter; Oshima, Diane; Martin, Michael
Cc: Van de Water, Adam
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Thanks for doing this, Peter.  I know the CAC is very interested in this (came up at last week’s CAC).  I
would suggest talking with Corinne Woods and Alfie Felder since they have been much more
involved with the group over the years (I have only attended 1-2 meetings over the last 7 years).  I
am cc-ing Adam since we are envisioning this group to incorporate the GSW’s project when up and
running.  The most urgent thing would be to make sure that the traffic routing is working well with
the start of the new baseball season – I know some of the concerns raised was with the transition,
there wasn’t a meeting before the season started.
 
Thanks for taking the lead and let me know what I can do to help.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103



mailto:peter.albert@sfmta.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org





415-749-2516 (direct)
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From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Hi, Catherine, Mike, Diane:
 
I’m meeting soon with Erin to map out how we move ahead with this Committee,  which Jerry used
to lead and which was well-attended by stakeholders like Corinne Woods and Alfonso Felder.
 
I haven’t been engaged with this committee in years – since AC34 planning.  I’d appreciate your
thoughts on this: what this means to you, how much you (or your office) would like to engage, what
urgent issues are, etc.
 
Thanks!
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.;


"NSekhri@gibsondunn.com"
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 3:25:30 PM
Attachments: 2015.04.06_DforD_Amendment_GSWCR.docx


Here is the DforD draft with my comments.  Please note that I still need to go through it in more
details, but this should give you enough information to draft up a summary of the proposed
changes.  I also need to have the architects review and will provide their comments (but their
comments will be more related to the fluffy stuff vs. actual requirements).


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and certain new
information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a pending date
for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
1.        Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and


20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she
needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.
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VI.	Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone Design Standards and Guidelines





DEFINITIONS  


Arena


A Recreation Building and/or Nighttime Entertainment use approved as a Secondary Use under Section 302 of the Redevelopment Plan that consists of a primarily indoor structure having tiers of seats rising around a central court, field or stage, intended to be used for the viewing of athletic events, and that may also be used for entertainment and other public gathering purposes, including, but not limited to, conventions, educational, theater, acrobatics, or concerts. The facility may also provide other regular organized or franchised events, snack bar, restaurant, retail sales, team and facility administration offices, sports team practice facilities, media/broadcasting functions and other support facilities, and may include below-grade or podium parking and loading facilities.  


Arena Building


A building constructed within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone that includes an Arena.


Arena Project


A stand-alone or mixed-use project located on Blocks 29-32 that includes an Arena having a minimum capacity of approximately 18,000 seats. (do we need to define the number of seats?)





Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone


Development Blocks 29, 30, 31 and 32 as outlined on Map 2 of the Design for Development and as shown below:





[insert Map 2 that identifies the Blocks 29-32 area as the “Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone”]  


Why do we need both maps – seems we just need to reference to one that shows the Blocks or include one with the blocks, both seems overkill)









APPLICABILITY AND LEGAL STATUS


Applicability


The standards and guidelines set forth in this Chapter VI. shall apply only to a project located within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone that meets both of the following criteria:


(1) The project is an Arena Project; and


(2)  The Arena Project has been the subject of a subsequent environmental impact report to the 1998 Mission Bay Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (Planning Department Case No. 96.771E, Redevelopment Agency Case No. ER 919-97) (and any subsequent environmental review required thereunder) and the subsequent environmental impact report has been certified by the OCII Commission.


Legal Status


Development of an Arena Project within the Arena Overlay Zone shall be regulated by the development controls contained in the Plan and the Design for Development Sections I through V as modified or supplemented by this Section VI (Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone).  If there is any inconsistency between this Section VI and the rest of the Design for Development, this Section VI shall control.  If there is any inconsistency between the standards and guidelines of this Section VI and the Plan, the Plan shall control. For any project on Blocks 29-32 that is not an Arena Project, Chapters I through V of the Design for Development and not this Chapter VI shall control.






DESIGN STANDARDS  


Notwithstanding anything in the Design for Development, within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone, the following Design Standards shall apply to the development of an Arena Project:  


Height  





An Arena Building not to exceed [135’] in height may be located anywhere within the Blocks 29-32 Overlay Zone.


  


The limitations on Base Height, Midrise Height and Tower Height set forth in the Height Zone Chart on p. 23 and diagrams on pp. 24-25 of the Design for Development (Chapter III) shall not apply to an Arena Building.  An Arena Building shall not be considered a Midrise or Tower building under the Design for Development, but limitations on Base, Midrise and Tower Height shall continue to apply to any other non-Arena building constructed within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone.  (the tower height allowance will need to be increased to allow the extra tower, otherwise, it will not allow other people to build their towers)





The maximum number of towers at maximum bulk and height within HZ-5 is three (3) plus one (1) additional tower on Blocks 29 and 31.





Tower separation requirements shall be applied only to distances between tower buildings and not between towers and the Arena Building.  The minimum separation distance between any tower on Blocks 29-32 and the Arena Building shall be  ___’ [GSW to confirm minimum separation from Arena building].  (Alternatively, we can make a statement that the minimum separation will be determined through the Major Phase process, where the Commission will determine appropriate separation to meet health and welfare requirements).





Limitations to the numbers of towers permitted within 50’ of the corner for any given intersection shall not be applied to the intersection of South Street and Third Street. The maximum number of towers allowed within 50’ of the intersection of South Street and Third Street shall be three (3).  


Bulk





The bulk standards on p. 26 of the Design for Development shall not apply to an Arena Building, which shall have no plan, diagonal or floor plate minimum or maximum.


Setbacks





The 5’ setback required on the east side of Third Street shall not be applied to a tower proposed at the northwest corner of Block 29. Where possible, a tower on Block 29 should utilize cantilevers or other features to provide open space at ground level on Third Street instead, such that ample pedestrian queuing space is created. (where is the encroachment happening? We talked about below ground, so should specify that.  Haven’t talked about encroaching into the above ground setback – at least not in the Major Phase summary)





The Arena Building and other buildings shall be permitted to occupy no more than X% [GSW to confirm] within the required 20’ setback on the north side of Sixteenth Street between Terry Francois Boulevard and Third Street. 


[placeholder for landscaping/encroachments into setback to accommodate approved design – landscaping can go into the setback – this one seems to be duplicative of the previous bullet]


Streetwall





The minimum length, minimum height and maximum height streetwall standards set forth in the chart on p. 28 and shown in the diagrams on pp. 30-33 of the Design for Development shall not apply to an Arena Project, subject to findings by the Agency Commission that the Arena Project is, on balance, consistent with the Arena Overlay Zone Design Guidelines.


View Corridors 





An Arena Building and accessory structures located within a view corridor may be approved, subject to findings by the Agency Commission that the Arena Project, on balance, is consistent with the Arena Overlay Zone Design Guidelines.


Parking





The existence of offsite parking facilities may be used to satisfy some portion of the parking requirements for the Arena Project, provided that the entrance to any such offsite parking facility is located within 600’ from the entrance to the building in which units (what units?) are located or within X’ of any entrance to the Arena Project.  [where X = distance of the 450 South Street parking garage from the nearest Arena Project entrance] 





Within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone, parking calculations shall be based on the total aggregate anticipated square footage by applicable structure rather than applied to any single tenant.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, any structure located on Blocks 29-32 shall be permitted to assign a portion of its parking allocation for the use of any other structure located on Blocks 29-32. (don’t know if necessary – we typically have not gotten into management of the spaces and just focus on the square footage and leave the allocation to management.  Would be good to add language that recognizes that Arena will share office parking at nights and weekend)





Number of Parking Spaces for Arena Building





			Use


			Number of Parking Spaces





			Arena Building


			Minimum of 1 space for each 2,000 square feet of gross floor area of the Arena Building; maximum of 1 space for each 1,000 square feet of gross floor area of the Arena Building (seems to be better to use seats as a basis since that is a fixed number that is easier to calculate)








	


Loading 





A minimum of seven off-street commercial loading spaces shall be provided for the Arena Building. All other uses shall be subject to the minimum loading requirements of Section 3 of the Design for Development, which minimum number may be exceeded with the permission of the Agency.






Signage





Design review for an Arena Project shall include a comprehensive signage package to be reviewed and approved by the Agency.  The Agency will review the signage package for consistency on balance with the Arena Overlay Zone Design Guidelines, including those applicable to signage.  In the context of its approval of an Arena Project signage package, the Agency may permit flashing signs, moving signs and roof signs and/or business signs above ½ of the base height of the Arena Building.   (We need to start discussing signage proposal to know what exactly this language will say)






DESIGN GUIDELINES


Section VI.B supplements the Design Guidelines to provide design recommendations for an Arena Project within the Blocks 29-32 Arena Overlay Zone.  To the extent inconsistent with the Commercial Industrial Design Guidelines (Section IV.C of the Design for Development), these Design Guidelines shall prevail. 





Block Development


View Corridors


Where view corridors established by the Mission Bay street grid may terminate in buildings rather than in vistas, these visual termination points should be considered important architectural opportunities and should be designed in a manner that reflects their importance. The building design (particularly the Arena Building itself) should terminate these vistas and circulation spines with useful and significant architectural and public realm responses. Transparent facades and/or layered views to development beyond the property line, and in particular to dramatic views of the Arena Building, should be prioritized. 


		Open Spaces


Encourage the development of publicly-accessible open spaces at ground level, or, where required by the site requirements for an Arena Project, develop multi-layered open spaces of varied elevations. These spaces should add visual interest and appear inviting to pedestrians at street level, and should offer comfortable and subtle options for pedestrians at street level to access elevated areas on-site. In addition, these spaces should create multiple levels of public space that offer a variety of vantage points, including strong visual access and physical connections to the water.


On-site open space should be designed to encourage a sense of entry and arrival, and should possess identities separate from, but complementary to, the Arena Building. Provide an iconic public forecourt(s) to the Arena Building that serve as memorable points of orientation and meeting places.


Site design should simultaneously utilize open space to physically and psychologically invite casual daily usage by area residents, workers, and non-Arena Building patrons as an extension of the neighborhood. Construct open space to become a public amenity for people who are not attending events within the arena and also when no events are occurring.


Pedestrian Walkways


Pedestrian walkways should be designed as activated paths or covered passageways to encourage free and natural movement of pedestrians through the site. Pedestrian walkways should be provided to help pedestrians navigate around the Arena Building and reduce the perceived scale of the Arena Building on-site.


Design pedestrian walkways to create alternative through-site circulation and porosity that achieves the spirit and intent of the planned grid extensions implicit in the varas across from Campus Lane, Illinois Street, and Bridgeview Way.  


Street Frontage


Streetwall


VariationsBreaks (don’t use word Variations – too close to technical term of Variances.  Also, you already have proposed to not have the streetwall requirements apply to the site, so it isn’t required) from in the streetwall are allowed to create open space, pedestrian circulation space, mid-block lanes, and landscaping areas, particularly along major transit routes like Third Street that already possess a strong urban character. Open spaces should be expansive enough to provide passive uses or views to on-site development, but should be interspersed with complementary smaller structures to maintain the urban edge and reduce the perceived scale of an Arena Building.


Buildings should have a direct and urban relationship to most of the streets around the site, which respects the streetwall along its edges. In particular, streetwalls along Sixteenth Street and South Street should be designed with varied and mostly continuous streetwalls to support their identification as urban local streets, but should also offer breaks in massing or pedestrian entry points to avoid creating a “superblock”. 


		Streetwall Height


Streetwall height may be variable amongst buildings on-site to maintain a dense urban character that complements the Arena Building’s mass. 


Building Height and Form


		Skyline Character


In order to create connections throughout the city, orient residents and visitors in Mission Bay South, and promote a sense of urban density in San Francisco, construct taller buildings in ways that not only add interest to the skyline character of Mission Bay South, but also offer opportunities for clear views to the existing downtown skyline from Mission Bay. 


Where tall buildings are constructed as civic amenities and symbolic spaces, unusual shapes and iconic architecture are encouraged to emphasize public significance within the urban form of the existing skyline. 


		Building Base


Where variety at the building base is more difficult to achieve due to an Arena Building’s size and bulk, innovative architecture, detailed facades, and artistic media are encouraged to add pedestrian interest and ground-level activity instead. Landscaping, stairways, Pedestrian Paths and wayfinding signage should be designed to achieve a comfortable and accessible scale at the building base. 


Projects should create an active interface with the public streets by providing: 1) public spaces that have adjacent activating uses; and 2) active commercial uses at street level which improve the pedestrian environment. 


		Roofscape


Recognizing that Arena Overlay District building roofs may be visible from higher surrounding locations, they should be designed as a “fifth façade” that may include green roofs, accessible terrace locations, tasteful lighting, distinctive and expressive architecture and media, and/or building identification. Mechanical equipment should be screened. 


Architectural Details


Visual Interest


The architecture should avoid any overt “theming” or prominent branding of the site as a whole, and should instead strive to achieve a varied and organic urban character.


Office buildings, retail components, and other non-Arena Buildings should be sited and designed so as to feel like they are responsive to and part of the broader fabric of the neighborhood and the City, and not only responsive to their relationship to the Arena Building. 


Color and Materials


Extreme contrasts in materials, colors, shapes, texture, and other characteristics should be designed to emphasize buildings within the Arena Overlay District according to their relative public importance. Architectural detailing, including incorporation of a varied color palette or transparency, should be provided such that the Arena Building becomes a highly recognizable symbol of civic pride and activity within Mission Bay and San Francisco.
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·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 



mailto:pmitchell@esassoc.com






From: Paul Mitchell
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Joyce; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Jones, Sarah (CPC)
Subject: RE: GSW Archaeological Testing Plan
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 1:06:43 PM


Great; thanks much.
 
-Paul
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) [mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 1:05 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Jones, Sarah (CPC)
Subject: RE: GSW Archaeological Testing Plan
 
Thanks for the heads up about this Paul. I’ll check the status with Randall and get back to you
shortly.
Chris
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:54 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Joyce
Subject: GSW Archaeological Testing Plan
 
Chris:
 
We just want you to be aware of the status of the archaeological testing plan we prepared for the
Warriors. 
 


·         On February 23, 2015, ESA submitted a detailed archaeological testing plan (ATP) last month
to Randall Dean, City Archaeologist, for his review and approval (see attached). 


·         When we contacted him last month, Randall initially indicated he would have his review
completed on April 2, 2015, although we still have not received anything from him as of
today.  We have followed up with Randall a couple times since then via email and voicemail,
but no response from him.


·         ESA cannot arrange with the drilling contractor to conduct the proposed drilling program
until after we receive Randall’s review of the ATP (they require an approximate 30-day lead
to conduct the drilling). 
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In the interest of keeping things moving on this project, we are inquiring if any action may be
needed on your part to expedite the City review of the ATP.  The Warriors have been inquiring about
the status of the ATP as well.  Also, as you know, we have discussed the potential benefits of
including preliminary results of the archaeological testing program at some point in the SEIR.   Please
let us know if there is anything you would like us to do on our end.  Thanks.
 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Lee, Raymond (CII); Bridges, George (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com); Julia Nunes


(jnunes@warriors.com); Kevin Graham (kgraham@ssr-inc.com); Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: GSW scope/fee split for MEP-related disciplines
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:12:50 AM


Ray,
Thanks for the note. We’re in agreement the BMS dollars will not count towards our SBE goal; we
shared it to be transparent about the roles SSR is playing vis-a-vis its SBE partners.
We’ll proceed with awarding to SJ and Meyers.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Lee, Raymond (CII) [mailto:raymond.c.lee@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2015 4:50 PM
To: Clarke Miller; Bridges, George (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com); Julia Nunes
(jnunes@warriors.com); Kevin Graham (kgraham@ssr-inc.com); Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: GSW scope/fee split for MEP-related disciplines
 
Clarke,
 
Thank you for providing the fee/scope breakdown and please proceed with awards. For clarity, our
Commissioners have requested that we examine associate relationships and separately identify SBE
credits (those dollars credited toward the SBE goal) from actual SBE participation. Under this basis,
we will fully recognize the MEP fees toward the SBE goal and will separately report on actual SBE
participation when the time comes. The BMS fee, however, will not be counted towards the goal,
but please be assured that this will not detract from the message we intend to convey, which is the
tremendous cooperation and efforts your team has exerted thus far.
 
Please call me or George if you have any question or concerns.
 
Thanks,
Ray
 
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bridges, George (CII)
Cc: Lee, Raymond (CII); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com);
Julia Nunes (jnunes@warriors.com); Kevin Graham (kgraham@ssr-inc.com); Jesse Blout
Subject: GSW scope/fee split for MEP-related disciplines
 
George,
 
Per your request, attached is the fee/scope split between SSR and its SBE partners for
Mechanical/Plumbing and for Electrical. As you can see, each SBE will retain a minimum of 35% of
the scope and fee related to its discipline.
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Please let us know if you have any questions. We’d like to award these disciplines as soon as
possible. I’ll be out on vacation next week, so I’ve copied SSR here so they may award in my absence
if you don’t have a chance to review today.
 
Lastly, we had a productive meeting with MEI yesterday. We clarified scope and fee, as well as
overall performance expectations. Our team needs to discuss next steps, and as you and I discussed,
I’ll be sure to connect with you before any announcements are made.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "lubaw@lcwconsulting.com"
Subject: RE: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 8:38:00 AM


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 4:00 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Joyce Hsiao; Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Neil Sekhri; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Mary Murphy; Kern, Chris (CPC);
Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Paul Mitchell; Malamut, John (CAT); Jose Farran
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
Hi Catherine
I will let Jose check all the percentages, and get back to you on that.
Regarding Kate's comment about the westbound left turn, Kate is correct in that the improvement measure is currently for a study of the restriping.  I propose to add to the
improvement measure that if the study determines that the lane is feasible, the City would be responsible for the restriping.
Luba
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 


 
On Apr 15, 2015, at 10:28 PM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Thanks all.  I cleaned it up, filled in the last holes and am attaching a redline for folks to review tomorrow morning.  I highlighted two sections that I would appreciate
Luba and Jose checking to make sure I used the most recent arrival numbers and made the correct conclusions.
 
Thanks
 
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:27 PM
To: wyckowilliam@comcast.net; joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Mary G. Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com);
Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C.
Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
I do not have any additional comments on the revised memo with Bill's additions. 


From: wyckowilliam@comcast.net <wyckowilliam@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:49 PM
To: joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Mary G. Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); José I. Farrán
(jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
I've added several comments related to overlapping large events, LOS, & parking messaging to ticket holders.
 
Bill Wycko
 


From: "Joyce Hsiao" <joyce@orionenvironment.com>
To: "Catherine Reilly (ADM)" <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>, "Brett Bollinger (CPC)" <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org>, wyckowilliam@comcast.net, "Kate
Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)" <kaufhauser@warriors.com>, nsekhri@gibsondunn.com, "Adam Van de Water (ECN)"
<adam.vandewater@sfgov.org>, "Mary G. Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)" <MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com>, "Chris Kern (CPC)"
<chris.kern@sfgov.org>, "Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com)" <CMiller@stradasf.com>, "Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com)"
<pmitchell@esassoc.com>, "John Malamut (CAT)" <john.malamut@sfgov.org>
Cc: "José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com)" <jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com>, "Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com)"
<lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>, "Jessica Range (CPC)" <jessica.range@sfgov.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 5:47:07 PM
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
All,
Attached is the revised memo--shown in track changes--that includes comments from Luba, José, Joyce, Paul, and Kate.


Bill, Brett, and Chris:  please send any comments to Catherine this evening as soon as possible.
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Kate:  please verify that I have satisfactorily incorporated your comments.


Thank you,
Joyce
 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com


On 4/15/2015 8:35 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) wrote:
Hello all - I am attaching a draft memo for discussion at the meeting today.  For those not already familiar with this process, this is in preparation for
Tuesday's City-UCSF meeting where the Event Management Strategy will be discussed.  UCSF has asked for additional analysis to show the impacts of the
Strategy, even if the strategies will not avoid a significant and unavoidable. The City would like to get a memo to UCSF staff by EOB on Thursday so that they
can review and brief upper level staff before Tuesday.
 
I took a hit at trying to explain all the various strategies, but I would love folks with more transportation knowledge to make sure I was correct in my
representations. Also, see if there is a way to make the traffic model description more understandable to a lay person.
 
I know that we won't be able to do any additional analysis prior to the meeting, but we are trying to get as much information into the memo to show
responsiveness and help UCSF staff educate those higher up.  Please review and think about what we can do to beef it up further today (I need to get a draft
to Ken by the EOB today).  Also, think about what we can include in the EIR (and what is appropriate), and what would be doable post-EIR release, as we
have already let UCSF know we are on a tight schedule so they know we won't be able to address all in the EIR.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 10:27 AM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Brian Boxer; Kate Aufhauser
(kaufhauser@warriors.com);nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Murphy, Mary G. (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jesse Blout
(jblout@stradasf.com);jim.morales@sfgov.org; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); David Carlock
(david.carlock@machetegroup.com);Immanuel.Bereket@gmail.com; Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); Karl Heisler (KHeisler@esassoc.com)
Cc: Eric Womeldorff; Albert, Peter (MTA); José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Miller, Erin (MTA); Gavin, John
(ECN); Jefferis, Richard Scott; Gary Oates (GOates@esassoc.com) (GOates@esassoc.com); Morales, James (CII); Chris Mitchell (C.Mitchell@fehrandpeers.com); Range,
Jessica (CPC)
Subject: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
When: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 1:00 PM-3:00 PM.
Where: CPC 1650 Mission Street Room 431
 
Agendas will be sent out to all meeting attendees prior to each weekly meeting.


 
 
<2015.04.15_City-Warriors Obligations_Combined_CR.docx>
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: "cmiller@stradasf.com"; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam


(ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Wind Test Results
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:01:10 PM
Attachments: image003.png


2015.04.15_RWDI_Preliminary_Results_Warrior"s_Arena - 1401775_BaseProject.pdf


Paul –
 
Please see the attached for results of the updated wind test (base project only; variant to come as
discussed). Thankfully it seems there are no major changes in locations with exceedances, though there is
some variation in total duration of hazardous wind speeds. My best attempt at a summary is below.
 
RWDI is now preparing a report based on this data; can you confirm you need that report or is the attached
sufficient? Please let me know. I am not planning to direct RWDI to conduct additional tests on the base
project (with/without landscape or mitigation elements) at this time; we’d prefer to keep the language
already devised for the Admin Draft to briefly (qualitatively) address those options. Then, we’ll our own tests
on mitigation options once landscape design and other details are finalized (i.e., outside the CEQA process).
Does that work on your end?
 
Thanks,
Kate
 


Existing Existing +Project
4/15
data


Previous
tests (Feb)


Revised
tests (April)


Variance revised
vs. previous tests


Points w/ exceedance 8 6 6 0
Avg wind speed exceeded 1 hr/yr (mph) 29 26 26 0
Total duration of wind hazards 98 72 139 67
Exceedance hours change relative to existing - -26 41 67
     
Points w/ new exceedance - 2 2 0
Points w/ increased durations of exceedances - 4 4 0
Points w/ decreased durations of exceedances - 8 7 -1
Points w/ eliminated existing exceedances - 3 4 1
     
# of new or increased exceedances - 6 6 0
# of eliminated or decreased exceedances - 11 11 0
Total reduced points w/ exceedances - 2 2 0
Total reduction in avg wind speed exceeded 1
hr/yr (mph) - 3 3 0


 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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 Table 1a:  Wind Hazard Results – Original Plaza Design 
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Average Wind Speeds & Percentages, 
Total Exceedances  



15 27 
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𝟏𝟎𝟑
  13 19 - 
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𝟏𝟎𝟒
  12 14 - 



𝟒𝟔
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Averages & Totals – Sidewalks & Plaza* 
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  14 21 -1 
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  12 15 -3 



𝟑𝟏
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*Sidewalks & Plaza: Locations 1 – 33, 49 – 59, 82 – 106  
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Wind Tunnel Study Model Figure No. 1a 
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Wind Tunnel Study Model Figure No. 1b 
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Wind Tunnel Study Model Figure No. 1c 
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Julie Kirschbaum; Miller, Erin (MTA); Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: GSW - Transit Analysis
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 1:36:08 PM
Attachments: GSW Muni RIdership and Capacity 4-13-15.xlsx.pdf


ATT00001.htm
GSW – Meeting with SFMTA regarding transit analysis in the Draft EIR section.docx
ATT00002.htm


Hi all
Attached is a list of the discussion topics for today's meeting, as well as an updated 
ridership and capacity summary for the Muni transit analysis.


I will  bring copies of the spreadsheet, and other supporting spreadsheets.



mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com

mailto:Julie.Kirschbaum@sfmta.com

mailto:erin.miller@sfmta.com

mailto:jifarran@adavantconsulting.com

mailto:brett.bollinger@sfgov.org
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GSW	  -‐	  Update	  Muni	  Ridership	  and	  Capacity



Ridership Capacity Capacity
T	  Third 2020 Project E	  +	  P 2020 SE	  TSP Total Utilization
Weekday	  PM	  -‐	  outbound 1,945 496 2,441 3,808 0 3,808 64.1%
Weekday	  Eve	  -‐	  Inbound 1,880 2,663 4,543 2,285 2,958 5,243 86.6%
Weekday	  Late	  Eve	  -‐	  outbound 415 3,157 3,572 1,714 3,213 4,927 72.5%
Saturday	  Eve	  -‐	  inbound 336 2,611 2,947 1,714 2,675 4,389 67.1%



1530+1428	  =2,958
2142+1071	  =	  3,213
2618+57	  =	  2,675



Ridership Capacity Capacity
22	  Fillmore 2020 Project E	  +	  P 2020 SE	  TSP Total Utilization
Weekday	  PM	  -‐	  outbound 545 151 696 473 0 473 147.1%
Weekday	  Eve	  -‐	  Inbound 249 32 281 473 0 473 59.4%
Weekday	  Late	  Eve	  -‐	  outbound 181 31 212 252 0 252 84.1%
Saturday	  Eve	  -‐	  inbound	  No	  E 230 87 317 252 0 252 125.8%
Saturday	  Eve	  -‐	  inbound 230 27 257 252 0 252 102.0%



Ridership Capacity Capacity
33	  Stanyan 2020 Project E	  +	  P 2020 SE	  TSP Total Utilization
Weekday	  PM	  -‐	  outbound 160 0 160 315 0 315 50.8%
Weekday	  Eve	  -‐	  Inbound 83 0 83 315 0 315 26.3%
Weekday	  Late	  Eve	  -‐	  outbound 53 0 53 168 0 168 31.5%
Saturday	  Eve	  -‐	  inbound 76 0 76 168 0 168 45.2%



Ridership Capacity Capacity
22	  Fillmore	  and	  33	  Stanyan 2020 Project E	  +	  P 2020 SE	  TSP Total Utilization
Weekday	  PM	  -‐	  outbound 705 151 856 788 0 788 108.6%
Weekday	  Eve	  -‐	  Inbound 332 32 364 788 0 788 46.2%
Weekday	  Late	  Eve	  -‐	  outbound 234 31 265 420 0 420 63.1%
Saturday	  Eve	  -‐	  inbound	  No	  E 306 87 393 420 0 420 93.6%



Service-‐Plan	  -‐	  Feb	  2015	  Update	  -‐	  Jeff's	  file	  used	  for	  capacity	  increases
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GSW	  -‐	  Update	  Muni	  Ridership	  and	  Capacity



Ridership Capacity Capacity
SETSP	  -‐	  Transbay	  Shuttle 2020 Project E	  +	  P 2020 SE	  TSP Total Utilization
Weekday	  PM	  -‐	  outbound 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%
Weekday	  Eve	  -‐	  Inbound 0 592 592 0 558 558 106.1%
Weekday	  Late	  Eve	  -‐	  outbound 0 563 563 0 558 558 100.9%
Saturday	  Eve	  -‐	  inbound 0 692 692 0 742 742 93.3%



Ridership Capacity Capacity
SETSP	  -‐	  Van	  Ness	  Shuttle 2020 Project E	  +	  P 2020 SE	  TSP Total Utilization
Weekday	  PM	  -‐	  outbound 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%
Weekday	  Eve	  -‐	  Inbound 0 259 259 0 315 315 82.2%
Weekday	  Late	  Eve	  -‐	  outbound 0 230 230 0 252 252 91.3%
Saturday	  Eve	  -‐	  inbound 0 216 216 0 252 252 85.7%



Ridership Capacity Capacity
SETSP	  -‐	  16th	  St	  Shuttle 2020 Project E	  +	  P 2020 SE	  TSP Total Utilization
Weekday	  PM	  -‐	  outbound 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%
Weekday	  Eve	  -‐	  Inbound 0 288 288 0 284 284 101.4%
Weekday	  Late	  Eve	  -‐	  outbound 0 339 339 0 315 315 107.6%
Saturday	  Eve	  -‐	  inbound 0 279 279 0 378 378 73.8%



Ridership Capacity Capacity
Total	  all	  Shuttles 2020 Project E	  +	  P 2020 SE	  TSP Total Utilization
Weekday	  PM	  -‐	  outbound 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%
Weekday	  Eve	  -‐	  Inbound 0 1,139 1,139 0 1,157 1,157 98.4%
Weekday	  Late	  Eve	  -‐	  outbound 0 1,132 1,132 0 1,125 1,125 100.6%
Saturday	  Eve	  -‐	  inbound 0 1,187 1,187 0 1,372 1,372 86.5%












GSW – Meeting with SFMTA regarding transit analysis in the Draft EIR section


1 South Van Ness, 7th floor, Julie’s office








1. Ridership and Capacity Update





2. 22 Fillmore in Baseline


- assumed configuration


- ridership and capacity





3. PM peak hour capacity for Special Event Shuttles


Jeff had some limited shuttle capacity for the PM peak hour.  Right now not included in analysis because no riders were assigned to the shuttles in the PM. Should we add?





4. Comment on Ramp Impacts


- Fifth/Harrison/I-80 Off-ramp


- Fifth/Bryant/I-80 On-ramp





Is there anything we can do? Boarding island?





5. Description of the Transit Service Plan to address Bill Wycko’s comment


Pages 5.2-60 & 5.2-61:  A fairly comprehensive treatment is needed regarding the basis for the supplemental transit services that are assumed to be integral to the project as well as for the modal shares assumed in the analysis.  Some aspects of this discussion are fairly straightforward, e.g., additional pm peak period transit service cannot be provided because of the unavailability of equipment or drivers.  The frequency of T-line service may be constrained by operational constraints.  The bases for the levels of supplemental transit shuttles during the evening period immediately prior to events and for post-event conditions need to be explained so that this can be clearly understood.  To the extent that the amount of transit shuttle services is constrained by operational issues, these should be explained.  The reasoning supporting the interplay between the amount of supplemental transit services provided and the modal shares assumed needs to be transparent.  If the conclusion is going to be that additional transit services are neither practical nor feasible and unlikely to favorably affect modal shares due to the location of this facility and the primary hours for events, the grounding to support this conclusion needs to be embedded in the explanations supporting the supplemental levels of transit service that will be provided.  Finally, some documentation that supports available financing of supplemental transit services should be provided.








6. Other

















Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255


(c) 415-385-7031












From: Kate Aufhauser
To: José I. Farrán; "Clarke Miller"; "Luba Wyznyckyj"; "Paul Mitchell"; "Joyce Hsiao"; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); "Mary Murphy"; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:58:57 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
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the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
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Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 



mailto:cmiller@stradasf.com






From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Clarke Miller"; Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; "Luba Wyznyckyj"; "Paul Mitchell"; "Joyce Hsiao"; Kern, Chris


(CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); "Mary Murphy"; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:16:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png


We can meet next week, just wanted to clarify that it will not be feeding into the CEQA document.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:02 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce
Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Catherine,


I agree that we appear to be covered on the 16th St. design for CEQA purposes. However, given the


timing of Mission Bay Development Group’s infrastructure improvements along 16th St. (including
the sidewalk portion along our site), we’d like to further develop the broader streetscape design
now in order to get it into their final construction drawings. To that end, would a meeting next
Wednesday still be possible?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; Clarke Miller; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern,
Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 


Kate – When I talked with the larger team, we decided to make a general assumption on the 16th


Street for the EIR since we are at the pencils down stage of the EIR – ie, we need to just decide on
the general project and finalize the analysis and 4/22 is too late to be making any significant


changes.  When we get to the detailed design of the 16th Street sidewalk, we just need to make sure
that the final design is adequate and provides adequate pedestrian movement consistent with the
assumptions in the EIR, etc. and can make minor modifications to the design and not run afoul of
the EIR, as long as we can show that we provide that adequate level of movement.
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Others on the CEQA team can correct my statements.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:59 AM
To: José I. Farrán; 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
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Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
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The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 



mailto:cmiller@stradasf.com






From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Subject: Re: format question for improvement measures
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:01:17 PM


If we are going to be requiring things as a condition of approval it will be a shall.


From: Joyce Hsiao <joyce@orionenvironment.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:00 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Subject: format question for improvement measures
 
Chris, Brett, and Catherine,


How would you like us to present the improvement measures  in the SEIR?  For the
mitigation measures, since they are required under CEQA, we typically say "The project
sponsor shall....."  However, since the improvement measures are not required under CEQA,
we typically say "The project sponsor could..."


For this document, though, because the improvement measures will all be included as
conditions of approval, it will probably be easier to have the same wording (and tense) in
both the improvement measure and the conditions of approval.


What is your preference?


a)  shall 
b)  could
c) should
d) will
e) other ______________


Joyce
-- 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: José I. Farrán; Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:34:51 PM
Attachments: Without UCSF Supply Off-site Needs.pdf


Thank you, Jose.  So it looks like the original 400 spaces that Adam included in the Event
Management Strategy was related to what he thought could fit on Pier 70 vs. the parking shortfall
with or without the UCSF garages.  He may not have included a higher numbers since he was still
talking with the Port on the possibility of using Pier 80, which has the larger footprint and longer
term usability.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:05 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Catherine,
 
Attached is a summary table showing weekday parking conditions for the existing plus project
scenarios assuming that project vehicles are not allowed to park at UCSF facilities. The potential
parking shortfalls are a function of the assumptions regarding supply and demand.
 
Regarding your question about how many off-site parking spaces it would take to eliminate project
traffic impacts, you are correct, no analysis has been conducted to estimate that number.   Based on
“professional guesswork”, it seems that the number should start at least at about 1,000 (about 25% of
the project total parking demand) with 2,000 being a likely candidate to result in the elimination of
project traffic impacts in MB (remains to be seen what the effects would be in the vicinity of the off-site
parking location).  As a reference size-wise, the Giants Lot A has capacity for about 2,400 vehicles.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
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Weekday parking conditions summary 



 



 



Note ‐ The Existing plus Project Conditions represent an overlay of project parking demand on 



top of existing parking demand as measured in the field.  These conditions do not take into 



account potential background growth in parking demand due to the development of 



surrounding parcels within Mission Bay. 



 



 



Conditions assuming no project 



vehicles can park at UCSF 



garages 



Conditions assuming no project 



vehicles can park at UCSF 



garages, and without other 



facilities that have been assumed 



would remain open for GSW 



evening events 



Existing plus Project Conditions 



GSW basketball 



Game Only; no SF 



Giants game. (about 



600 vehicles would 



park at UCSF 



facilities) 



No shortfall; the 600‐space 



demand can be accommodated in 



other facilities. 



Total shortfall 780 spaces (600 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 180 overall 



shortfall). 



Dual GSW and 



Giants Game. (about 



930 vehicles would 



park at UCSF 



facilities) 



Total shortfall 1,070 spaces (930 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 140 overall shortfall)



Total shortfall 3,530 spaces (930 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 2,600 overall 



shortfall) 












 
 
From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:38 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Jose/Luba – thoughts?  We keep throwing 2000 around, but not sure if that was based on any
analysis.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
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Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Miller, Erin


(MTA); wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2015 10:04:55 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Revisions to Construction Improvement Measure I-TR-1_KAComment.docx


Luba –
 
I have a few comments, attached. As the entire CEQA team from the GSW/Strada side has been
traveling or out this week, we would very much appreciate the ability to submit some further
comments by end of day Monday. Thanks for your understanding.
 
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:59 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Brett Bollinger; Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Catherine Reilly
(ADM); Erin Miller; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran
Subject: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
 
Hi All
Attached are the proposed revisions to Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction
Management Plan and Public Updates to include the construction worker parking plan as
well as some other minor revisions.
Please review and let me know if you have any edits by the end of Friday. Thanks.
Luba
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Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates


Construction Coordination – To reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and vehicles at the project site, the construction contractor could prepare a Construction Management Plan for the project construction period. The preparation of a Construction Management Plan could be a requirement included in the construction bid package. Prior to finalizing the plan, the project sponsor/construction contractor(s) should meet with DPW, SFMTA, the Fire Department, Muni Operations, and other City agencies to discuss coordinate feasible commercially reasonable options measures to include in the plan that would reduce traffic congestion, including temporary transit stop relocations (not anticipated, but if determined necessary) and other measures to reduce potential traffic, bicycle, and transit disruption and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the proposed project. This review should consider other ongoing construction in the project area, such as construction of the nearby UCSF LRDP projects and construction on Blocks 26 and 27.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: If not anticipated why is this specifically called out? 


Carpool, Bicycle, Walk and Transit Access for Construction Workers – To minimize parking demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers, the construction contractor could include as part of the Construction Management Plan methods to encourage carpooling, bicycle, walk, and transit access to the project site by construction workers (such as providing transit subsidies to construction workers, providing secure bicycle parking spaces, participating in free-to-employee ride matching program from www.511.org, participating in emergency ride home program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org), and providing transit information to construction workers). 


Construction Worker Parking Plan  - As part of the Construction Management Plan that would be developed by the construction contractor, the location of construction worker parking could be identified as well as the person responsible for ensuring that the proposed parking plan is implemented. The use of on-street parking to accommodate construction worker parking could be discouraged. All construction bid documents could include a requirement for the construction contractor to identify the proposed location of construction worker parking. If on-site, the location, number of parking spaces, and where vehicles would enter and exit the site could be required.  If off-site parking is proposed to accommodate construction workers, the location of the off-site facility, number of parking spaces retained, and how workers would travel between the off-site facility and the project site could be required.


	


Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents – To minimize construction impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor could provide nearby residences and adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding project construction, including construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete pours), travel lane closures, and parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice could be distributed by the project sponsor that would provide current construction information of interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns.
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Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates 



Construction Coordination – To reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and 



pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and vehicles at the project site, the construction contractor could 



prepare a Construction Management Plan for the project construction period. The preparation of a 



Construction Management Plan could be a requirement included in the construction bid package. 



Prior to finalizing the plan, the project sponsor/construction contractor(s) should meet with DPW, 



SFMTA, the Fire Department, Muni Operations, and other City agencies to discuss commercially 



reasonable options to include in the plan that would reduce traffic congestion, including temporary 



transit stop relocations (not anticipated, but if determined necessary) and other measures to reduce 



potential traffic, bicycle, and transit disruption and pedestrian circulation effects during 



construction of the proposed project. This review should consider other ongoing construction in the 



project area, such as construction of the nearby UCSF LRDP projects and construction on Blocks 26 



and 27. 



Carpool, Bicycle, Walk and Transit Access for Construction Workers – To minimize parking 



demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers, the construction contractor could 



include as part of the Construction Management Plan methods to encourage carpooling, bicycle, 



walk, and transit access to the project site by construction workers (such as providing transit 



subsidies to construction workers, providing secure bicycle parking spaces, participating in free-to-



employee ride matching program from www.511.org, participating in emergency ride home 



program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org), and providing transit information to 



construction workers).  



Construction Worker Parking Plan  - As part of the Construction Management Plan that would be 



developed by the construction contractor, the location of construction worker parking could be 



identified as well as the person responsible for ensuring that the proposed parking plan is 



implemented. The use of on-street parking to accommodate construction worker parking could be 



discouraged. All construction bid documents could include a requirement for the construction 



contractor to identify the proposed location of construction worker parking. If on-site, the location, 



number of parking spaces, and where vehicles would enter and exit the site could be required.  If 



off-site parking is proposed to accommodate construction workers, the location of the off-site 



facility, number of parking spaces retained, and how workers would travel between the off-site 



facility and the project site could be required. 



  



Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents – To minimize construction 



impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor could provide nearby 



residences and adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding project 



construction, including construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete 



pours), travel lane closures, and parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice could 



be distributed by the project sponsor that would provide current construction information of 



interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns. 



 








From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:38:24 AM


Jose/Luba – thoughts?  We keep throwing 2000 around, but not sure if that was based on any
analysis.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
 



mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=619AB48309934C6CBD9C6E781E4D71D9-CATHERINE REILLY
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Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); 


Miller, Erin (MTA); wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran
Subject: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:59:24 PM
Attachments: Revisions to Construction Improvement Measure I-TR-1.docx


ATT00001.htm


Hi All
Attached are the proposed revisions to Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction 
Management Plan and Public Updates to include the construction worker parking 
plan as well as some other minor revisions.
Please review and let me know if you have any edits by the end of Friday. Thanks.
Luba
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Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates


Construction Coordination – To reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and vehicles at the project site, the construction contractor could prepare a Construction Management Plan for the project construction period. The preparation of a Construction Management Plan could be a requirement included in the construction bid package. Prior to preparation of the plan, the project sponsor/construction contractor(s) should meet with DPW, SFMTA, the Fire Department, Muni Operations, and other City agencies to coordinate feasible measures to include in the plan that would reduce traffic congestion, including temporary transit stop relocations (not anticipated, but if determined necessary) and other measures to reduce potential traffic, bicycle, and transit disruption and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the proposed project. This review should consider other ongoing construction in the project area, such as construction of the nearby UCSF LRDP projects.


Carpool, Bicycle, Walk and Transit Access for Construction Workers – To minimize parking demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers, the construction contractor could include as part of the Construction Management Plan methods to encourage carpooling, bicycle, walk, and transit access to the project site by construction workers (such as providing transit subsidies to construction workers, providing secure bicycle parking spaces, participating in free-to-employee ride matching program from www.511.org, participating in emergency ride home program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org), and providing transit information to construction workers. 


Construction Worker Parking Plan  - As part of the Construction Management Plan that would be developed by the construction contractor, the location of construction worker parking could be identified as well as the person responsible for ensuring that the proposed parking plan is enforced. The use of on-street parking to accommodate construction worker parking could be discouraged. All construction bid documents could include a requirement for the construction contractor to identify the location of construction worker parking. If on-site, the location, number of parking spaces, and where vehicles would enter and exit the site could be required.  If off-site parking is proposed to accommodate construction workers, the location of the off-site facility, number of parking spaces retained, and how workers would travel between the off-site facility and the project site could be required.


	


Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents – To minimize construction impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor could provide nearby residences and adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding project construction, including construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete pours), travel lane closures, and parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice could be distributed by the project sponsor that would provide current construction information of interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns.








Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255


(c) 415-385-7031












From: Rich, Ken (ECN)
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37:32 AM


At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
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I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; "Joyce Hsiao"; Chris Sanchez
Cc: Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly,


Catherine (ADM); Catherine Mukai; Michael Keinath
Subject: GSW: Alternatives AQ update
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:06:00 PM
Attachments: image005.png


Paul et al.–
 
Catherine shared with me her responses to you on open CEQA items, see below. I’d like to clarify a
few points vis-à-vis Items 1 and 3.
 
For Item 1, it seems that in order to continue assuming generator risk up to 30 (i.e., avoid additional
modeling work), we need to agree at minimum to Tier 2 equipment with PM filters. Our contractor
has confirmed this is widely available. The current step-down schedule, however, precludes select
subs from submitting competitive bids and therefore carries unacceptable risks for project schedule
and costs. That being said, there are some subs who do have Tier 3 or Tier 4 equipment available for
use on the project – we simply cannot yet guarantee that they will be the ones hired for the work.
Given that, we propose the mitigation more correctly state that GSW will utilize “Tier 2 equipment
(with PM filters) or better, where feasible”. This is a fair and effective mit measure.
 
For Item 3, our contractor has expressed significant concern about limiting the supply of available
trucks for off-hauling soil. Our excavation volumes will be high and our timeframe short, so once
again any limitations create an unacceptable risk that not enough qualified trucks may be available
at the time we require them. Furthermore, an excavation subcontractor will contract with individual
drivers for this project stage, and our contractor believes it would be difficult to verify compliance
with a “2010 or newer” policy. Our existing commitment to purchase offsets through the Carl Moyer
program, fortunately, nullifies this issue. We already plan to mitigate any excess NOx emissions
through this purchase, so the application of additional funds (and acceptance of additional risk) to
guarantee certain truck fleets would actually double-charge the GSW for those same construction
emissions. If we agree only to participation in the Carl Moyer program, the net environmental
impact (and the CEQA significance determination) will remain the same.
 
Hope this all makes sense. I’m available to discuss as needed.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Catherine Mukai [mailto:cmukai@environcorp.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:49 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller (cmiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy - Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
(mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: FW: GSW: Alternatives AQ update
 
For your records, here’s what I sent to Paul earlier:
 
 


 


Catherine Mukai, PE
T: +1 415 426 5014
cmukai@environcorp.com
 


From: Catherine Mukai 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 5:13 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Chris Sanchez; Joyce Hsiao
Cc: Michael Keinath
Subject: RE: GSW: Alternatives AQ update
 
Thanks for the summary Paul. Here are responses to each request:
 
Item 1, List of Tier 4 Availability: We understand that Tiers 3 and 4 equipment is reasonably
available, what documentation do you need for this? If there’s a monitoring plan during construction the
equipment fleet can also be managed to maintain a given level of emissions.
 
Item 2, Modeling of Health Risk of Generators: After the March 12 worksession on the AQ chapter,
Jessica Range explained her concern that the generators might be split into more than one application
for permitting with the BAAQMD, so using 10 in one million as the stationary source risk for all five
generators did not seem to her to cover all options. We discussed that between the arena and two
office buildings it could be as many as 3 applications for BAAQMD stationary source permitting,
allowing risk of up to 30 in one million.
 
With generator risk of 30 in one million, we discussed whether or not construction mitigations alone
would be sufficient to reduce risk to less than significant. In response, we added the Tier 2 + NOx
VDECs mitigated scenario, which brought us up to three mitigated scenarios, corresponding to the
step-down schedule:


1.     Tier 4 only
2.     Tier 3 only
3.     Tier 2 + 40% NOx VDECs. All 40% NOx VDECs also provide 85% control of DPM.


With construction mitigations using this step-down schedule, no generator modeling is required
because the project does not create a hot spot and is not significant.
 
Item 3, Use of 2010 or Newer Haul Trucks: Limiting haul trucks to 2010 and newer results in a 22%
reduction in off-road NOx, which is not enough to get NOx less than significant for construction.
However, NOx emissions from construction will be reduced by the use of cleaner off-road equipment
following the step-down schedule and NOx emissions from construction will already be fully offset by
the purchase of off-site mitigations.
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Does this help? Thanks,
 
Catherine
 


 


Catherine Mukai, PE
T: +1 415 426 5014
cmukai@environcorp.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Paul Mitchell; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 


Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Jose Farran
Subject: Re: Follow-up to Traffic Impact of Full GSW Transportation Strategy
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:21:44 AM


Hi all,
The sponsor is to tell us which of the 12 new TDM measures identified by Carli Paine 
at SFMTA will be incorporated into the latest TMP and project description by this 
Wednesday.  We indicated to the sponsor that if there are any that they are adding 
at this time, we will include them as a mitigation measure.  It occurred to us that 
we can add these measures to the fourth bullet below. They are not all event-
related measure - some are for the office component of the project, but I think it 
would work with these two new measures.


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 10, 2015, at 1:31 PM, Joyce Hsiao <joyce@orionenvironment.com> wrote:


All,
As a follow-up to yesterday's conference call regarding the City-Warriors 
obligations, attached are 2 files:


1. Adam's list in tabular format with numbers and responses to 
questions


2. Adam's list re-organized (showing the numbering system from the 
first file), that groups the items according in the following 
categories:


Items currently in the SEIR as part of the project or part 
of the Muni Special Transit Service Plan.  These items 
are already accounted for in the analysis
Items currently in the SEIR as part of other city projects 
or existing city services for events
Items currently in the SEIR as Mitigation or 
Improvement Measures
Items that could be included in a new mitigation 
measure for the Event Center impacts to be added to 
the SEIR
Items that could be included in a new mitigation 
measure for overlapping events at the Event Center and 
AT&T park, to be added to the SEIR
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Please let us know if you have any additional questions. We can discuss 
these item further next Weds if necessary.


Thank you,
Joyce
-- 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
<City-Warriors Obligations - v5 Table.docx><City-Warriors Obligations - 
v5 List Reorganized.docx>
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; "Joyce Hsiao"
Cc: Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Van de Water, Adam (ECN);


Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: FW: Quick CEQA Questions
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 4:51:44 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Crane Layout 4.15.2015 (1).pdf


See below and attached re: CEQA info request #20C.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 
From: Vic Watson [mailto:vic.watson@mortensonclarkjv.com] 


 
Kate, attached is the current tower crane layout, configuration. height, boom length. Based on
a Dec 28, 2015 start, tower cranes would start being erected as early as mid march 2015, and
removed as late as September 2017. 
 
Vic  
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NO. DATE ISSUE



TELAMON



SBE CIVIL ENGINEER



855 FOLSOM STREET, SUITE 142



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94107



BKF



CIVIL ENGINEER



1650 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE, SUITE 650



SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95110



SMITH SECKMAN REID INC.



MEP/FP ENGINEERS



2995 SIDCO DRIVE



NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37204



MANICA ARCHITECTURE



DESIGN ARCHITECT



1915 W 43RD AVENUE



KANSAS CITY, KANSAS 66103



KENDALL HEATON ASSOCIATES, INC



EXECUTIVE ARCHITECT/ARCHITECT OF RECORD



3050 POST OAK BLVD, SUITE 1000



HOUSTON, TEXAS 77056



RICHYWORKS



RETAIL DESIGN ARCHITECT



6900 OPORTO DRIVE



LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90068



YAMAMAR DESIGN



SBE ARCHITECT - ARENA INTERIORS / MARKET HALL



619 7TH STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94103



PFAU LONG ARCHITECTURE



OFFICE AND RETAIL DESIGN ARCHITECT



98 JACK LONDON ALLEY



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94107



AE3 PARTNERS



SBE ARCHITECT - OFFICE AND RETAIL DESIGN



11 EMBARCADERO W



OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94607



MAGNUSSON KLEMENCIC & ASSOC.



STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS



1301 FIFTH AVENUE, SUITE 3200



SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98101



CRAIG DYKERS



OWNERS' DESIGN CONSULTANT



25 BROADWAY, 2ND FLOOR



NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004



SWA GROUP



LANDSCAPE DESIGN



301 BATTERY STREET, 2 MEZZANINE



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111



MERRIL MORRIS



SBE - LANDSCAPE DESIGN



249 FRONT STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111



WJHW INC



AUDIO-VISUAL



4801 SPRING VALLEY ROAD, SUITE 113



DALLAS, TEXAS 75244



WALTER P. MOORE



PARKING



1301 MCKINNEY STREET, SUITE 1100



HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010



SDI



F&B / WASTE DISPOSAL EQUIPMENT DESIGN



5200 DTC PARKWAY



GREENWOOD VILLAGE, COLORADO 80111



GIGACHEF



F&B CONCEPTS



PO BOX 296



PURCHASE, NEW YORK 10577



LANGAN TREADWELL ROLLO



GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERS



555 MONTGOMERY STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111



DIVIS



SBE - GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERS



378 PARK STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94110



MOMENTUM TRANSPORT



LEGION MODELING



BAIRD HOUSE, 15-17 ST CROSS ST



LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM EC1N 8UW



HOWE ENGINEERS



CODE / FIRE / LIFE SAFETY / CFD



101 LONGWATER CIRCLE #203



NORWELL, MASSACHUSETTS 02061



ALBION



ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING



410 CHINA BASIN STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94158
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC); Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Re: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:50:53 AM


We will get back to you shortly - we having and transportation team call to go over 
the analysis that needs to be finalized.


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 15, 2015, at 9:38 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> 
wrote:


Jose/Luba – thoughts?  We keep throwing 2000 around, but not sure if that was based 
on any analysis.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
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It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was 
to offset the shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that 
they can confirm if there is an increase to the number of spaces we need for just 
parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if the 400 already takes that into 
consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect traffic impacts since 
such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one 
since we haven’t done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, 
then we need to see if any new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are 
located. For now, I would say we’d love to have as many as possible to be able to play 
with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more insights to how many cars we would 
want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference in the congestion?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark 
number of spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event 
days?  Even an order of magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with 
the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: Luba Wyznyckyj
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Miller, Erin (MTA);


wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Sekhri, Neil
Subject: Re: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2015 3:12:08 PM


Thanks Kate
Your edits look ok, with the exception that we will not include your wording regarding "commercially
reasonable options”. The traffic management measures typically required by the City are standard
measures that have been applied to many construction projects throughout the City.


On Apr 18, 2015, at 10:04 AM, Kate Aufhauser <kaufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


> <Revisions to Construction Improvement Measure I-TR-1_KAComment.docx>
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Mary Murphy; Clarke Miller; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett 


(CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jose Farran; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:39:32 AM


Thanks Catherine. 
We already have a construction improvement measure, and the parking plan can be 
an additional item in that measure. 


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 14, 2015, at 8:37 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> 
wrote:


The good neighbor policy is just about noise.  I don’t think we need to amend the 
policy, we could include the construction plan as an improvement measure and then 
include as part of a condition of approval.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 AM
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); 
Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin 
(MTA);jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
 
Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor 
Policy for construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state 
that we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then 
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incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. The amendment 
could be formalized as part of our project approvals along with other planned 
amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan, MBS 
Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm 
for us whether we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it 
into our project description (I think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure 
included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration). Either way, I believe this is a 
sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I 
am available by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
 
Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:
 


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> 
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wrote:
 


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Luba Wyznyckyj
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Miller, Erin (MTA);


wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Sekhri, Neil
Subject: Re: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2015 3:12:10 PM


Thanks Kate
Your edits look ok, with the exception that we will not include your wording regarding "commercially
reasonable options”. The traffic management measures typically required by the City are standard
measures that have been applied to many construction projects throughout the City.


On Apr 18, 2015, at 10:04 AM, Kate Aufhauser <kaufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


> <Revisions to Construction Improvement Measure I-TR-1_KAComment.docx>
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao;


Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock;
wyckowilliam@comcast.net


Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:18:51 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor Policy for
construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state that we will submit a
parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then incorporate that plan into our internal
construction logistics planning. The amendment could be formalized as part of our project approvals
along with other planned amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan,
MBS Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm for us whether
we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it into our project description (I
think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration).
Either way, I believe this is a sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project
sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I am available
by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
 
Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
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(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); "Sekhri, Neil


(NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)"; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 12:14:09 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Kate:
 


·         Regarding the elevation of the Third Street Plaza, Clarke responded in a separate email
confirming how it was calculated, so we are good on this issue.


·         Your approach regarding the renderings sounds reasonable to me; we will follow up with
Catherine.


 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 11:01 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Clarke Miller
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Paul,
 
I believe you’re correct about the third street plaza height measurement. Clarke (traveling this
week) or Catherine will need to confirm.
 
Re: renderings, we have produced several images for public consumption at this spring’s CAC
meetings. I propose we use a selection of those images for informational purposes, for the following
reasons:


·         They are consistent with what’s been shown to the public to date;
·         They have been vetted by OCII staff, GSW personnel, and others; and
·         They would not require additional rendering production and would therefore help us meet


the tight timeline.
If this group agrees, perhaps it would be most appropriate for OCII, as lead agency, to review our
last three CAC decks (12/11, 3/12, and 4/9) and confirm which renderings should be included in the
PD. I can then provide the high-res files for those images.
 
Thanks,
Kate
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Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 10:49 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for this detailed response; and it all sounds reasonable.  We look forward to receiving all the
requested site plans on April 20.


·         Per your request, we can add the note in the SEIR you indicate below regarding the sloped
site.


·         I understand your description below regarding calculation for total building height.  Just
confirming with you what will be the calculation for estimating the Third Street Plaza height
in your site plans (simply measured vertically from back of sidewalk on Third Street to the
plaza landing?)  I ask this as we had received comments on the PD wanting to know the
height of the plaza relative to Third Street, so if it is calculated vertically from back of
sidewalk on Third Street to the plaza landing, that would sufficiently responds to the
comments.


·         Understood regarding no new Major Phase submittal.  We assume no version of the Basic
Concept/Schematic Design package is being submitted or available for review prior to DSEIR
publication?


·         As indicated in my email below, when you are ready, we still need to discuss as a group your
proposed renderings to be included in the SEIR PD for informational purposes.  Are you
planning on having those completed by April 20 as well?


 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kaufhauser@warriors.com
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Paul,
 
Regarding the depiction of heights on the site, based on conversations with Catherine and her staff,
as well as Mary Murphy, we intend to have the heights shown in the SEIR comport with the way
they’re shown in the Basic Concept/Schematic Design package our team is preparing for OCII. In that
document, we’re required to show height measurements that are consistent with the direction
provided in OCII’s Design for Development Guidelines. Our site slopes (more on this below), so the
applicable language in the D4D is, “On a sloping site, this [building height] measurement is taken at
the median grade height for each building face. Total building height is calculated by determining
the average height of all individual building faces.” OCII has clarified that the “median grade height”
in the D4D definition should be interpreted as back of sidewalk. The implication of taking height
measurements for each building is that all building elevations will begin at a height of 0’ which will
enable a clear understanding of the buildings’ total height (which won’t exceed 160’ in the case of
the Office towers, for instance). The other important implication is that while each building height
measurement starts at 0’, those 0’ elevations are not the same across the various buildings on the
site because of the sloped nature of the site. So to reiterate, for the purposes of the SEIR, we
propose to show heights that start at 0’ for each building, and the depiction of heights on the site
plan is consistent with this same approach.
 
Back to the slope issue, in order to avoid any confusion, we also recommend adding a note in the
SEIR narrative or footnotes that clarifies that the site is currently sloped and it will remain sloped
after construction. Along South St., it slopes down approximately 2’ from Third St. to TFB, and along
16th Street, it slopes down approximately 3.5’ from Third St. to TFB. In other words, TFB sits a
couple of feet lower than Third St. Let us know if you this this explanation will serve the intended
purpose.
 
Separately, per your list of questions below, no new Major Phase will be prepared. The Basic
Concept/Schematic Design package is the more detailed entitlement document OCII
reviews/approves, and the design depicted there supplants what’s shown in the Major Phase.  
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2015 5:45 PM
To: Kaufhauser@warriors.com; Clarke Miller
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce
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Subject: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Kate and Clarke:
 


·         Below is our tentative proposed list of figures to be included in the 1) Chapter 3 SEIR,
Project Description for the proposed project, and 2) Chapter 6, SEIR Third Street Plaza
Variant. You will see in most cases the figures are requested in a format and level of detail
you have previously provided the graphics to us.  However, if you developing any new
graphics that may be in an updated or different format that you prefer over the prior
versions, please let me know and we can discuss options.
 


·         Any references to building/plaza elevation heights in the figures you provide should be in
the approved convention agreed between you and OCII. (Can you please provide me with a
status of the final direction given on this issue?)


 
·         As a time-saving measure, please make sure any plan figures you provide include a


measurement scale.
 


·         As I indicate below, when you have a chance, we should discuss as a group the specific
renderings that may be included in the SEIR for the proposed project and variant, including
level of detail, viewpoints, etc.
 


·         As previously discussed, for the EIR Alternatives (Reduced Intensity and No Project), I
believe we have all the appropriate graphics we need from you on those.
 


·         Are you planning on submitting a updated version of the Major Phase Application to OCII
prior to publication of the Draft SEIR?; and if so when?  I just want to get a sense of the
range of new graphics that may be underway by you.
 


·         I am cc:ing Catherine and Chris so they are kept in the loop on the figures.
 


 
Thanks, and please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions.
 
 


 Figure Title Source Status Notes
Chapter 3 - Proposed Project  
  3-1 Aerial Photograph of


Mission Bay
ESA Complete --


  3-2 Existing Roadway
Network in Mission
Bay


ESA Complete --


  3-3 Land Uses in the
Mission Bay
Redevelopment Plan


OCII Complete --


  3-4 Aerial Photograph of
Project Site Vicinity


ESA Complete --







  3-5 Conceptual Project
Site Plan


Warriors
 


Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-5
(Conceptual Site Plan)
 from the previously
submitted SEIR PD
 


  3-6 Floor Plan – Lower
Parking Level 2


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-6
(Floor Plan – Lower
Parking Level 2) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  This
figure was taken from
your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change. 
 


  3-7 Floor Plan – Event
Level / Lower Parking
Level 1


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-7
(Floor Plan – Event Level
/ Lower Parking Level 1)
from the previously
submitted SEIR PD. 
Note:  This figure was
taken from an earlier
version of your Major
Phase Application, and
we never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-8 Floor Plan – Ground
Level / Upper Parking
Level


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-8
(Floor Plan – Ground
Level / Upper Parking
Level) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  This
figure was taken from an
earlier version of your
Major Phase Application,
and we never got
around to putting it into
ESA format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-9 Floor Plan – Plaza /
Mezzanine Level


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-9
(Floor Plan – Plaza /
Mezzanine Level) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 







This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-10 Floor Plan – Main
Concourse Level


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-10
(Floor Plan – Main
Concourse Level) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-11 Floor Plan-
Representative Floor
Plan for Towers of the
Proposed Office and
Retail Building


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-11
(Floor Plan-
Representative Floor
Plan for Towers of the
Proposed Office and
Retail Building) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-12 Project East and North
Elevations


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-12
(Project East and North
Elevations) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was







going to change.
 


  3-13 Project South and
West Elevations


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-13
(Project South and West
Elevations) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


  3-14 Proposed Pedestrian
Circulation


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-14
(Proposed Pedestrian
Circulation) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD
 


  3-15 Proposed Bicycle
Parking Facilities


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-115
(Proposed Bicycle
Parking Facilities) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD
 


  3-16 to
3-XX


Renderings Warriors Pending  When you have a
chance, we should
discuss the number of
renderings you may be
preparing for inclusion
in the SEIR, including
level of detail,
viewpoints, etc.


           
Chapter 6 - Third Street Plaza Variant  
  6-1 Conceptual Project


Site Plan
Warriors
 


Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-5
(Conceptual Site Plan)
 that will be completed
by you for the proposed
project
 


  6-2 Project South (yes)
and West (?)
Elevations


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-13
(Project South and West
Elevations) for the
proposed project from







the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  I
included the South
Elevation, if views from
the south will change at
all compared to the
proposed project (e.g.,
since the retail building
is being relocated)
 


  6-3 Project East (?) and
North (?) Elevations


Warriors Pending  Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-12
(Project East and North
Elevations) for the
proposed project from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note:  I
included the North
Elevation, if views from
the south will change at
all compared to the
proposed project (e.g.,
since the retail building
is being relocated).  If
there are no changes in
the East elevation
compared to the
project, then you don’t
need to include that
one.


  6-YY to
3-ZZ


Renderings? Warriors Pending  When you have a
chance, we should
discuss if you are
proposing to prepare
renderings for the
Variant for inclusion in
the SEIR, including level
of detail, viewpoints,
etc.


           
           
 
 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108







415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Murphy, Mary G.
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kelly David; Kaufhauser@warriors.com; Miller Clarke; Rich, Ken (ECN)
Subject: Re: 2015 04 15_City-Warriors Obligations_Combined kr CR comments.docx
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:52:03 PM


I will resend as soon as I get to my computer.


Sent from my iPhone


On Apr 16, 2015, at 5:49 PM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


Mary – could you do me a favor and make the changes in the current version?  My computer isn’t
reading which are your changes and which are older ones.  Thanks!
 
I just saw that Ken just sent out the memo to UCSF, so we cannot make the changes for this round,
but can get them into future versions.  This will be a working document anyway.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Murphy, Mary G. [mailto:MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:46 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kelly David; Kaufhauser@warriors.com; Miller Clarke
Subject: Fwd: 2015 04 15_City-Warriors Obligations_Combined kr CR comments.docx
 
Hi Catherine, sorry for the late comment. Please see my change here.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


 
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you
in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this
message.
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From: Molly Hayes
To: Paul Mitchell; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 3:31:41 PM
Attachments: Google Earth.png


Paul,
 
Could you please provide me with the following information?
 
1) Locations (roughly) of drilling -- in particular, will there be drilling in the parking lots on-site (see
Google Earth pic for reference)?
2) Date the driller would prefer to come between May 10-18 or May 22-27.
 
Thanks,
Molly
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 11:54 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell; Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP
 
Great; thanks.
 
We will wait to hear back from you and/or Molly before we coordinate with our driller.
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 11:41 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell; Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP
 
Hi Paul,
 
Glad to hear it. I'm looping in Molly Hayes on our end, who has helped coordinate on-site testing for
other purposes (geotech, etc.) and should be familiar with the steps we'll need to take.
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Molly, please coordinate with s.f. through David Kelly as usual.
 
Thanks all,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell) kaufhauser@warriors.com
 
website | tickets | app | social | find us SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 5:41 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP
 
 
Kate:
 
Responding to you remotely...
 
Good news. We received the review from the City Archaeologist (Randall Dean) yesterday, and
comments were light.  Consequently, we can schedule the driller shortly (and they typically need an
approximate 30-day heads-up).  Before we contact the driller, please let us know 1) if there are any
schedule conflicts on the Warriors side in May that would preclude the driller from conducting the
drilling at the site that month, and 2) if you need us to coordinate with anyone on your team prior to
us locking in our driller on a date?
 
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________
From: Kate Aufhauser [KAufhauser@warriors.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:13 PM
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To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: RE: Warriors ATP
 
Hi Paul -
I presume no word on this yet?
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
 
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
 
kaufhauser@warriors.com<mailto:kaufhauser@warriors.com>
 
[Golden State Warriors]<http://www.nba.com/warriors/>
 
website<http://www.nba.com/warriors/> | tickets<http://www.nba.com/warriors/tickets> |
app<http://www.nba.com/warriors/app> | social<http://www.nba.com/warriors/connect> | find
us<http://www.nba.com/warriors/contact>
 
SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year<http://www.nba.com/warriors/news/sbj-award-05212014>
 
 
 
From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com]
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2015 12:21 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller; Matthew Russell
Subject: FW: Warriors ATP
 
Kate:
 
As you can see below, Randall Dean promises his comments on the archaeological testing plan by
this Thursday, after which we can share with you our next steps based on those comments.
 
-Paul
 
From: Matthew Russell
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2015 11:54 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Subject: Warriors ATP
 
Hi Paul,
 
Randall just called me back..He had a number of issues his office was trying to sort out, which
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delayed his review (he kind of explained them to me, I'll tell you about them, maybe they'll make
sense to you).  But the bottom line is he'll get us his review  by Thursday this week.
 
Matt
 
Matthew A. Russell, Ph.D., RPA
ESA | Cultural Resources
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA  94108-2512
direct 415.962.8405 | mobile 510.295.8535
 








From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; "Joyce Hsiao"
Cc: Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Van de Water, Adam (ECN);


Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: FW: Quick CEQA Questions
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 4:51:41 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Crane Layout 4.15.2015 (1).pdf


See below and attached re: CEQA info request #20C.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 
From: Vic Watson [mailto:vic.watson@mortensonclarkjv.com] 


 
Kate, attached is the current tower crane layout, configuration. height, boom length. Based on
a Dec 28, 2015 start, tower cranes would start being erected as early as mid march 2015, and
removed as late as September 2017. 
 
Vic  
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NO. DATE ISSUE



TELAMON



SBE CIVIL ENGINEER



855 FOLSOM STREET, SUITE 142



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94107



BKF



CIVIL ENGINEER



1650 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE, SUITE 650



SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95110



SMITH SECKMAN REID INC.



MEP/FP ENGINEERS



2995 SIDCO DRIVE



NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37204



MANICA ARCHITECTURE



DESIGN ARCHITECT



1915 W 43RD AVENUE



KANSAS CITY, KANSAS 66103



KENDALL HEATON ASSOCIATES, INC



EXECUTIVE ARCHITECT/ARCHITECT OF RECORD



3050 POST OAK BLVD, SUITE 1000



HOUSTON, TEXAS 77056



RICHYWORKS



RETAIL DESIGN ARCHITECT



6900 OPORTO DRIVE



LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90068



YAMAMAR DESIGN



SBE ARCHITECT - ARENA INTERIORS / MARKET HALL



619 7TH STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94103



PFAU LONG ARCHITECTURE



OFFICE AND RETAIL DESIGN ARCHITECT



98 JACK LONDON ALLEY



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94107



AE3 PARTNERS



SBE ARCHITECT - OFFICE AND RETAIL DESIGN



11 EMBARCADERO W



OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94607



MAGNUSSON KLEMENCIC & ASSOC.



STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS



1301 FIFTH AVENUE, SUITE 3200



SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98101



CRAIG DYKERS



OWNERS' DESIGN CONSULTANT



25 BROADWAY, 2ND FLOOR



NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004



SWA GROUP



LANDSCAPE DESIGN



301 BATTERY STREET, 2 MEZZANINE



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111



MERRIL MORRIS



SBE - LANDSCAPE DESIGN



249 FRONT STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111



WJHW INC



AUDIO-VISUAL



4801 SPRING VALLEY ROAD, SUITE 113



DALLAS, TEXAS 75244



WALTER P. MOORE



PARKING



1301 MCKINNEY STREET, SUITE 1100



HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010



SDI



F&B / WASTE DISPOSAL EQUIPMENT DESIGN



5200 DTC PARKWAY



GREENWOOD VILLAGE, COLORADO 80111



GIGACHEF



F&B CONCEPTS



PO BOX 296



PURCHASE, NEW YORK 10577



LANGAN TREADWELL ROLLO



GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERS



555 MONTGOMERY STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111



DIVIS



SBE - GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERS



378 PARK STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94110



MOMENTUM TRANSPORT



LEGION MODELING



BAIRD HOUSE, 15-17 ST CROSS ST



LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM EC1N 8UW



HOWE ENGINEERS



CODE / FIRE / LIFE SAFETY / CFD



101 LONGWATER CIRCLE #203



NORWELL, MASSACHUSETTS 02061



ALBION



ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING



410 CHINA BASIN STREET



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94158
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: BART Ridership Data Request
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 11:31:52 AM
Attachments: BART summary 4-8-15 v2.xlsx


ATT00001.htm
GameStudyScreenLines.xlsx
ATT00002.htm
TwoHrTTTubeFlow.xls
ATT00003.htm


Begin forwarded message:


From: "lubaw@lcwconsulting.com" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>
Subject: Re: BART Ridership Data Request
Date: April 8, 2015 at 5:54:40 PM PDT
To: Duncan Watry <DWatry@bart.gov>
Cc: VMenott@bart.gov, Adam VandeWater 
<Adam.VandeWater@sfgov.org>, Jose Farran 
<jifarran@adavantconsulting.com>


Hi Duncan
Per our discussion today, attached is the spreadsheet that summarizes 
the BART data for the East Bay and South Bay screenlines for various 
day/hour/direction for the Event Center and Mixed-Use Development at 
Mission Bay Blocks 29-32 Project (aka the Golden State Warriors Arena). 
The BART data used to calculate the ridership and capacity is included in 
the spreadsheet, and I have attached the actual files that were received 
from BART. Note that the weekday PM peak hour ridership and capacity 
is from the San Francisco's Planning Department's Regional Screenlines.


For the Event Center EIR our analysis time periods are: 
Weekday PM - outbound from SF (standard PM peak hour analysis)
Weekday Evening (6 to 7 PM) - inbound to SF
Weekday Late Evening (10 to 11 PM) - outbound from SF
Saturday Evening (6 to 7 PM) - inbound to SF


As discussed, Val had a chance to review the administrative draft of the 
transit analysis for the Event Center EIR, and had expressed concerns 
that the weekday PM peak hour ridership and capacity utilization in the 
EIR do not reflect the recent increases in ridership.  In response we 
requested updated information for the AM and PM peak hours from 
Thomas Tumola, but received information only on the East Bay 
screenline, and the ridership is less than what is currently in the Planning 
Department's Regional Screenlines.


Our deadline for the next draft of the Event Center EIR is rapidly 
approaching, and I wanted to make sure that BART has an opportunity 
to provide updated ridership and capacity for the weekday PM peak hour, 
for the other analysis time periods, as well as for the AM peak hour (so 
that the Planning Department can update the Regional Screenlines).  In 
order to incorporate new ridership data into our analysis, we will need to 
have updated ridership and capacity data by the end of Wednesday, April 
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Summary


			BART Ridership and Capacity at East Bay and South Bay Screenlines


			FROM FEBRUARY 20, 2015 EMAIL DATASET (except for weekday PM, which is from SF Planning Department regional screenlines)


			BART Excel File: GameStudyScreenLines.xlsx


						Weekday PM (1)									Weekday Evening									Weekday Late Evening									Saturday Evening


						departs SF bet 5 - 6 PM									arrives SF bet 6 - 7 PM									departs SF bet 10 - 11 PM									arrives SF bet 6 - 7 PM


						Outbound from SF									Inbound to SF									Outbound from SF									Inbound to SF


			Without Evening SF Giants Game			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization


			East Bay			19,716			22,050			89.4%			3,487			15,400			22.6%			2,958			5,750			51.4%			2,232			8,630			25.9%


			South Bay			10,682			14,910			71.6%			3,353			17,760			18.9%			1,689			4,400			38.4%			2,048			11,520			17.8%





			With Evening SF Giants Game


			East Bay			--			--			--			4,610			15,370			30.0%			4,847			6,080			79.7%			3,088			7,360			42.0%


			South Bay			--			--			--			3,632			18,490			19.6%			2,098			5,910			35.5%			2,641			9,090			29.1%





			Source:


			(1) SF Planning Department, Technical Memorandum 


			FROM MARCH 18, 2015 EMAIL DATASET


			BART Excel File: TwoHrTTTubeFlow.xls


						Weekday PM									Weekday Evening									Weekday Late Evening									Saturday Evening


						departs SF bet 5 - 6 PM									arrives SF bet 6 - 7 PM									departs SF bet 10 - 11 PM									arrives SF bet 6 - 7 PM


						Outbound from SF									Inbound to SF									Outbound from SF									Inbound to SF


			Without Evening SF Giants Game			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization


			East Bay			17,881			20,820			85.9%			4,383			17,020			25.8%			0			0			ERROR:#DIV/0!			2,767			12,020			23.0%


			South Bay			0			0			ERROR:#DIV/0!			0			0			ERROR:#DIV/0!			0			0			ERROR:#DIV/0!			0			0			ERROR:#DIV/0!











			AM PEAK HOUR SCREENLINES


			SF Planning Department Regional Screenlines


						Weekday AM


						arrives SF bet 8 - 9 AM


						Inbound to SF


			Without Evening SF Giants Game			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization


			East Bay			19,716			22,050			89.4%


			South Bay			10,682			14,910			71.6%


			FROM MARCH 18, 2015 EMAIL DATASET


			BART Excel File: TwoHrTTTubeFlow.xls


						Weekday AM


						arrives SF bet 8 - 9 AM


						Inbound to SF


			Without Evening SF Giants Game			Ridership			Capacity			% Utilization


			East Bay			19,185			21,908			87.6%


			South Bay			0			0			ERROR:#DIV/0!








&"Calibri,Regular"&K000000&F		






Embarcadero-West Oakland


			Year			Month			DateCnt			TrainCnt			Train to Date Factor			CarCnt			Car to Train Factor			Location			Direction			Period			DayType			Event			AvgHourEndLastTrainDoorClose			HourPeriodAvgPatrons			Capacity			Event			DayType			TimePeriod			East Bay to SF			Capacity			SF to East Bay			Capacity


			2014			4			8			138			17.3			1259			9.1			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:57			15938			18098			NoGame			Weekday  			6-7PM			3487			15404			15538			18471


			2014			4			8			120			15.0			1066			8.9			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:56			3489			15324			NoGame			Weekday  			10-11PM			1150			4367			2958			5747


			2014			4			3			37			12.3			326			8.8			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:57			4869			12497			NoGame			Saturday			6-7PM			2232			8625			4500			11481


			2014			4			3			27			9.0			232			8.6			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:47			2253			8893			GameDay			Weekday  			6-7PM			4610			15375			14825			18777


			2014			4			8			47			5.9			391			8.3			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:49			2949			5621			GameDay			Weekday  			10-11PM			1075			5983			4847			6082


			2014			4			8			49			6.1			311			6.3			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:49			1282			4471			GameDay			Saturday			6-7PM			3088			7360			4578			9085


			2014			4			3			18			6.0			127			7.1			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:51			2833			4868			Green: calculations by Fehr & Peers


			2014			4			3			18			6.0			126			7.0			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:46			1359			4830


			2014			4			9			161			17.9			1454			9.0			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:58			15573			18579


			2014			4			9			137			15.2			1211			8.8			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:56			4555			15474


			2014			4			9			54			6.0			475			8.8			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:48			4618			6069


			2014			4			9			56			6.2			467			8.3			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:49			1090			5967


			2014			5			14			254			18.1			2294			9.0			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:58			15138			18844


			2014			5			14			214			15.3			1885			8.8			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:56			3484			15484


			2014			5			3			36			12.0			273			7.6			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:57			4130			10465


			2014			5			3			28			9.3			218			7.8			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:52			2211			8357


			2014			5			14			84			6.0			715			8.5			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:49			2966			5873


			2014			5			14			83			5.9			519			6.3			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:46			1017			4263


			2014			5			3			18			6.0			159			8.8			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:49			2701			6095


			2014			5			3			18			6.0			163			9.1			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:46			1441			6248


			2014			5			6			110			18.3			990			9.0			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:57			14077			18975


			2014			5			6			91			15.2			797			8.8			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:57			4665			15276


			2014			5			1			12			12.0			79			6.6			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			GameDay			18:57			4578			9085


			2014			5			1			9			9.0			64			7.1			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			GameDay			18:46			3088			7360


			2014			5			6			36			6.0			318			8.8			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:49			5076			6095


			2014			5			6			37			6.2			313			8.5			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:50			1059			5999


			2014			5			1			6			6.0			52			8.7			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			Saturday			GameDay			22:48			5284			5980


			2014			5			1			6			6.0			52			8.7			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			Saturday			GameDay			22:45			1115			5980


			Source: 			GameStudyScreenLines.xlsx


			Provided by: Duncan Watry, BART


			Date:2/20/15








Civic Center-16th Street


			Year			Month			DateCnt			TrainCnt			Train to Date Factor			CarCnt			Car to Train Factor			Location			Direction			Period			DayType			Event			AvgHourEndLastTrainDoorClose			HourPeriodAvgPatrons			Capacity			Event			DayType			TimePeriod			SF to South Bay			Capacity			South Bay to SF			Capacity


			2014			4			8			133			16.6			1197			9.0			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:58			3385			17207			NoGame			Weekday  			6-7PM			7400			16586			3353			17762


			2014			4			8			130			16.3			1151			8.9			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:54			7433			16546			NoGame			Weekday  			10-11PM			1689			4397			1086			5734


			2014			4			3			36			12.0			319			8.9			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:54			1994			12228			NoGame			Saturday			6-7PM			2635			9871			2048			11519


			2014			4			3			32			10.7			280			8.8			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:56			2722			10733			GameDay			Weekday  			6-7PM			6997			16132			3632			18486


			2014			4			8			46			5.8			384			8.3			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:52			1059			5520			GameDay			Weekday  			10-11PM			2098			5910			1172			6162


			2014			4			8			47			5.9			302			6.4			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:56			1671			4341			GameDay			Saturday			6-7PM			2648			8395			2641			9085


			2014			4			3			18			6.0			126			7.0			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:54			1143			4830			Blue: calculations by Fehr & Peers


			2014			4			3			18			6.0			126			7.0			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:58			1626			4830


			2014			4			9			161			17.9			1437			8.9			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:57			3720			18362


			2014			4			9			144			16.0			1271			8.8			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:53			7112			16241


			2014			4			9			54			6.0			480			8.9			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:54			1131			6133


			2014			4			9			55			6.1			460			8.4			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:57			2051			5878


			2014			5			14			250			17.9			2230			8.9			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:58			3320			18318


			2014			5			14			230			16.4			2024			8.8			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:54			7367			16626


			2014			5			3			37			12.3			282			7.6			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:54			2102			10810


			2014			5			3			32			10.7			235			7.3			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:57			2548			9008


			2014			5			14			84			6.0			724			8.6			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:54			1112			5947


			2014			5			14			84			6.0			542			6.5			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:54			1707			4452


			2014			5			3			18			6.0			156			8.7			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:54			1119			5980


			2014			5			3			18			6.0			163			9.1			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:57			1493			6248


			2014			5			6			109			18.2			971			8.9			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:57			3543			18611


			2014			5			6			96			16.0			836			8.7			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:54			6882			16023


			2014			5			1			12			12.0			79			6.6			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			GameDay			18:59			2641			9085


			2014			5			1			11			11.0			73			6.6			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			GameDay			18:59			2648			8395


			2014			5			6			36			6.0			323			9.0			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:54			1213			6191


			2014			5			6			36			6.0			310			8.6			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:56			2145			5942


			2014			5			1			6			6.0			51			8.5			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			Saturday			GameDay			22:54			1269			5865


			2014			5			1			6			6.0			52			8.7			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			Saturday			GameDay			22:57			2014			5980


			Source: 			GameStudyScreenLines.xlsx


			Provided by: Duncan Watry, BART


			Date:2/20/15








TWOHRTTTUBEFLOW


			Year			Month			DateCnt			TrainsPerDay			CarsPerDay			Location			Direction			Period			DayType			AvgStartTrainDoorClose			AvgEndTrainDoorClose			TwoHourPeriodAvgPatrons			OneHourPeriodAvgPatrons						Capacity (2 hrs)			Capacity (1 hr)


			2014			4			4			5			36			 Embarcadero			EastBound			7AM-9AM			  Sunday			8:01 AM			8:49 AM			704			352						4140			2070


			2014			4			4			12			107			 Embarcadero			EastBound			4PM-6PM			  Sunday			4:01 PM			5:49 PM			7626			3813						12305			6153


			2014			4			4			4			37			West Oakland			WestBound			7AM-9AM			  Sunday			8:21 AM			8:47 AM			1715			858						4255			2128


			2014			4			4			12			102			West Oakland			WestBound			4PM-6PM			  Sunday			4:02 PM			5:46 PM			4086			2043						11730			5865


			2014			4			22			35			300			 Embarcadero			EastBound			7AM-9AM			 Weekday			7:01 AM			8:56 AM			6126			3063						34500			17250


			2014			4			22			40			362			 Embarcadero			EastBound			4PM-6PM			 Weekday			4:02 PM			5:57 PM			35761			17881						41630			20815


			2014			4			22			42			381			West Oakland			WestBound			7AM-9AM			 Weekday			7:01 AM			8:58 AM			38370			19185						43815			21908


			2014			4			22			33			296			West Oakland			WestBound			4PM-6PM			 Weekday			4:02 PM			5:58 PM			8766			4383						34040			17020


			2014			4			4			12			98			 Embarcadero			EastBound			7AM-9AM			Saturday			7:04 AM			8:49 AM			1540			770						11270			5635


			2014			4			4			24			210			 Embarcadero			EastBound			4PM-6PM			Saturday			4:01 PM			5:55 PM			10054			5027						24150			12075


			2014			4			4			12			104			West Oakland			WestBound			7AM-9AM			Saturday			7:00 AM			8:47 AM			4596			2298						11960			5980


			2014			4			4			23			209			West Oakland			WestBound			4PM-6PM			Saturday			4:01 PM			5:56 PM			5534			2767						24035			12018


																																							Green: calculations by Fehr & Peers


			Source: 			TwoHrTTTubeFlow.xls


			Provided by: Thomas Tumola, BART


			Date: 3/18/15






















Embarcadero-West Oakland


			Year			Month			DateCnt			TrainCnt			CarCnt			Location			Direction			Period			DayType			Event			AvgHourEndLastTrainDoorClose			HourPeriodAvgPatrons


			2014			4			8			138			1259			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:57			15938


			2014			4			8			120			1066			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:56			3489


			2014			4			3			37			326			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:57			4869


			2014			4			3			27			232			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:47			2253


			2014			4			8			47			391			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:49			2949


			2014			4			8			49			311			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:49			1282


			2014			4			3			18			127			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:51			2833


			2014			4			3			18			126			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:46			1359


			2014			4			9			161			1454			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:58			15573


			2014			4			9			137			1211			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:56			4555


			2014			4			9			54			475			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:48			4618


			2014			4			9			56			467			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:49			1090


			2014			5			14			254			2294			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:58			15138


			2014			5			14			214			1885			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:56			3484


			2014			5			3			36			273			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:57			4130


			2014			5			3			28			218			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:52			2211


			2014			5			14			84			715			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:49			2966


			2014			5			14			83			519			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:46			1017


			2014			5			3			18			159			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:49			2701


			2014			5			3			18			163			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:46			1441


			2014			5			6			110			990			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:57			14077


			2014			5			6			91			797			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:57			4665


			2014			5			1			12			79			 Embarcadero			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			GameDay			18:57			4578


			2014			5			1			9			64			West Oakland			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			GameDay			18:46			3088


			2014			5			6			36			318			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:49			5076


			2014			5			6			37			313			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:50			1059


			2014			5			1			6			52			 Embarcadero			EastBound			Night			Saturday			GameDay			22:48			5284


			2014			5			1			6			52			West Oakland			WestBound			Night			Saturday			GameDay			22:45			1115








Civic Center-16th Street


			Year			Month			DateCnt			TrainCnt			CarCnt			Location			Direction			Period			DayType			Event			AvgHourEndLastTrainDoorClose			HourPeriodAvgPatrons


			2014			4			8			133			1197			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:58			3385


			2014			4			8			130			1151			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:54			7433


			2014			4			3			36			319			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:54			1994


			2014			4			3			32			280			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:56			2722


			2014			4			8			46			384			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:52			1059


			2014			4			8			47			302			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:56			1671


			2014			4			3			18			126			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:54			1143


			2014			4			3			18			126			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:58			1626


			2014			4			9			161			1437			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:57			3720


			2014			4			9			144			1271			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:53			7112


			2014			4			9			54			480			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:54			1131


			2014			4			9			55			460			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:57			2051


			2014			5			14			250			2230			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:58			3320


			2014			5			14			230			2024			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			 NoGame			18:54			7367


			2014			5			3			37			282			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:54			2102


			2014			5			3			32			235			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			 NoGame			18:57			2548


			2014			5			14			84			724			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:54			1112


			2014			5			14			84			542			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			 NoGame			22:54			1707


			2014			5			3			18			156			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:54			1119


			2014			5			3			18			163			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			Saturday			 NoGame			22:57			1493


			2014			5			6			109			971			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:57			3543


			2014			5			6			96			836			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			 Weekday			GameDay			18:54			6882


			2014			5			1			12			79			 16th Street			EastBound			 Day			Saturday			GameDay			18:59			2641


			2014			5			1			11			73			Civic Center			WestBound			 Day			Saturday			GameDay			18:59			2648


			2014			5			6			36			323			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:54			1213


			2014			5			6			36			310			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			 Weekday			GameDay			22:56			2145


			2014			5			1			6			51			 16th Street			EastBound			Night			Saturday			GameDay			22:54			1269


			2014			5			1			6			52			Civic Center			WestBound			Night			Saturday			GameDay			22:57			2014



















TWOHRTTTUBEFLOW


			Year			Month			DateCnt			TrainsPerDay			CarsPerDay			Location			Direction			Period			DayType			AvgStartTrainDoorClose			AvgEndTrainDoorClose			TwoHourPeriodAvgPatrons


			2014			4			4			5			36			Embarcadero			EastBound			7AM-9AM			Sunday			8:01 AM			8:49 AM			704


			2014			4			4			12			107			Embarcadero			EastBound			4PM-6PM			Sunday			4:01 PM			5:49 PM			7626


			2014			4			4			4			37			West Oakland			WestBound			7AM-9AM			Sunday			8:21 AM			8:47 AM			1715


			2014			4			4			12			102			West Oakland			WestBound			4PM-6PM			Sunday			4:02 PM			5:46 PM			4086


			2014			4			22			35			300			Embarcadero			EastBound			7AM-9AM			Weekday			7:01 AM			8:56 AM			6126


			2014			4			22			40			362			Embarcadero			EastBound			4PM-6PM			Weekday			4:02 PM			5:57 PM			35761


			2014			4			22			42			381			West Oakland			WestBound			7AM-9AM			Weekday			7:01 AM			8:58 AM			38370


			2014			4			22			33			296			West Oakland			WestBound			4PM-6PM			Weekday			4:02 PM			5:58 PM			8766


			2014			4			4			12			98			Embarcadero			EastBound			7AM-9AM			Saturday			7:04 AM			8:49 AM			1540


			2014			4			4			24			210			Embarcadero			EastBound			4PM-6PM			Saturday			4:01 PM			5:55 PM			10054


			2014			4			4			12			104			West Oakland			WestBound			7AM-9AM			Saturday			7:00 AM			8:47 AM			4596


			2014			4			4			23			209			West Oakland			WestBound			4PM-6PM			Saturday			4:01 PM			5:56 PM			5534
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Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255


(c) 415-385-7031







On Feb 20, 2015, at 5:11 PM, Duncan Watry <DWatry@bart.gov> wrote:

Thank Thomas!

Duncan Watry
Principal Planner

BART - Planning & Development
300 Lakeside Drive -  22nd Floor
Oakland, CA  94612
office: (510) 287-4840
cel: (415) 516-7858
e-mail: dwatry@bart.gov



From:	"lubaw@lcwconsulting.com" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>
To:	Duncan Watry <DWatry@bart.gov>,
Cc:	Ellen_Smith/MSQ/Oak/BART <Ellen_Smith/MSQ/Oak/BART@bart.gov>,
            Eric Womeldorff <E.Womeldorff@fehrandpeers.com>, Nicole Foletta
            <N.Foletta@fehrandpeers.com>
Date:	02/20/2015 05:06 PM
Subject:	Re: BART Ridership Data Request



Thanks Duncan
We really appreciate your help on this.
Have a great weekend.

Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031




On Feb 20, 2015, at 4:39 PM, Duncan Watry <DWatry@bart.gov> wrote:

      Luba - sorry had the wrong email for you.


      Duncan Watry
      Principal Planner

      BART - Planning & Development
      300 Lakeside Drive -  22nd Floor
      Oakland, CA  94612
      office: (510) 287-4840
      cel: (415) 516-7858
      e-mail: dwatry@bart.gov



      From: Duncan Watry/BART
      To: E.Womeldorff@fehrandpeers.com,
      Cc: N.Foletta@fehrandpeers.com, lubaw@wilbursmith.com, Ellen
                 Smith/MSQ/Oak/BART@BART
      Date: 02/20/2015 04:30 PM
      Subject: Fw: BART Ridership Data Request


      Eric-see files below.  Let me know if you have questions.


      Duncan Watry
      Principal Planner

      BART - Planning & Development
      300 Lakeside Drive -  22nd Floor
      Oakland, CA  94612
      office: (510) 287-4840
      cel: (415) 516-7858
      e-mail: dwatry@bart.gov
      ----- Forwarded by Duncan Watry/BART on 02/20/2015 04:29 PM -----

      From: Thomas Tumola/BART
      To: Duncan Watry/BART@BART,
      Cc: John Bolcik/LMA/Oak/BART@BART, Scott Fanning/Met/Oak/Bart@BART
      Date: 02/20/2015 03:53 PM
      Subject: RE: BART Ridership Data Request


      Please see attached.  Data Request Assumptions describes which days
      were
      selected and Game Study Screen Lines is the results (note: if there
      are
      multiple days, there is averaging).

      Regards,

      Thomas Tumola, PTP
      Program Manager - Operations Planning
      San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District
      300 Lakeside Drive, 14th Floor
      Oakland, CA 94612
      510-287-4702 (p)
      ttumola@bart.gov

      [attachment "Data Request Assumptions.xlsx" deleted by Duncan
      Watry/BART]
      [attachment "GameStudyScreenLines.xlsx" deleted by Duncan Watry/BART]



      From: Duncan Watry/BART
      To: Thomas Tumola/BART@BART,
      Cc: John Bolcik/LMA/Oak/BART@BART
      Date: 02/16/2015 01:12 PM
      Subject: RE: BART Ridership Data Request



      That should be fine for them.

      thanks,

      Duncan Watry
      Principal Planner

      BART - Planning & Development
      300 Lakeside Drive - 22nd Floor
      Oakland, CA 94612
      office: (510) 287-4840
      cel: (415) 516-7858
      e-mail: dwatry@bart.gov

      -----Thomas Tumola/BART wrote: -----
      To: Duncan Watry/BART@BART
      From: Thomas Tumola/BART
      Date: 02/13/2015 04:57PM
      Cc: John Bolcik/LMA/Oak/BART@BART
      Subject: RE: BART Ridership Data Request


      Sorry...budget season...COB 2/20.


      -----Duncan Watry/BART@BART wrote: -----

      =======================
      To: Thomas Tumola <TTumola@bart.gov>
      From: Duncan Watry/BART@BART
      Date: 02/13/2015 03:16PM
      Subject: RE: BART Ridership Data Request
      =======================
        Thomas - is that doable?

      Duncan Watry
      Principal Planner

      BART - Planning & Development
      300 Lakeside Drive -  22nd Floor
      Oakland, CA  94612
      office: (510) 287-4840
      cel: (415) 516-7858
      e-mail: dwatry@bart.gov



      From: Eric Womeldorff <E.Womeldorff@fehrandpeers.com>
      To: Duncan Watry <DWatry@bart.gov>,
      Cc: Nikki Foletta <N.Foletta@fehrandpeers.com>,
      "lubaw@lcwconsulting.com"
      <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>, Thomas Tumola <TTumola@bart.gov>, Ellen
      Smith
      <esmith1@bart.gov>
      Date: 02/13/2015 03:13 PM
      Subject: RE: BART Ridership Data Request



      Thanks, Duncan.

      Out traffic counts were conducted in October/November/December 2012,
      June/July 2013, and April/May 2014; we'd like to use transit data
      from that
      last period, April/May 2014 (beginning of the season). All of the
      other
      parameters look good to me. If we could shoot for mid-week, next wek
      we
      would be really happy campers.

      Thanks again!

      -Eric



      -----Original Message-----
      From: Duncan Watry [mailto:DWatry@bart.gov ]
      Sent: Friday, February 13, 2015 9:31 AM
      To: Eric Womeldorff
      Cc: Nikki Foletta; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Thomas Tumola; Ellen
      Smith
      Subject: Fw: BART Ridership Data Request


      Eric:

      Operations Planning can compile the data you requested, but it's a
      fairly
      labor-intensive process.  See questions and parameters below from
      Thomas
      Tumola.  He'll need answers/confirmation of all these before he can
      start.

      Also need to know your timeframe for when you would like the data.

      thanks,

      Duncan Watry
      Principal Planner

      BART - Planning & Development
      300 Lakeside Drive -  22nd Floor
      Oakland, CA  94612
      office: (510) 287-4840
      cel: (415) 516-7858
      e-mail: dwatry@bart.gov
      ----- Forwarded by Duncan Watry/BART on 02/13/2015 09:27 AM -----

      From: Thomas Tumola/BART
      To: Duncan Watry/BART@BART,
      Cc: Robert Mitroff/MET/Oak/BART@BART, John
                 Bolcik/LMA/Oak/BART@BART, Scott Fanning/Met/Oak/Bart@BART,
      John
                 McCormick/OHY/A-Line/BART@BART
      Date: 02/11/2015 10:40 AM
      Subject: Re: Fw: BART Ridership Data Request


      Duncan,

      Jay keeps a log of ridership and game days but they're asking for a
      lot
      more. I will probably have to work with Scott to average the days
      since our
      log probably just provides total ridership for the system.

      The plan would be to pull data for the regular 2014 season with a
      significant sample. But step one is to confirm these parameters:

           For consistency, what dates are being used for traffic counts
      and
           transit ridership in the EIR document?  Please advise since my
           experience tells me that a consistent time slice is what's often
           desired with these efforts. We only want to do this request
      once.

           For the East Bay Screen Line we will use Embarcadero/West
      Oakland.

           For the South Bay Screen Line we will use 16th Street/Civic
      Center
           ("South Bay" in SF often implies San Mateo County and sometimes
      more)

           Capacity will be based on planned (SCRAM) train lengths for 2014
      not
           actuals.

           Vehicle capacity of 115 ppc will be used  for loading

           Ridership data at each screen line will be provided for these
      time
           periods (regular days &. Giants game days):



                 Weekday evening arriving in SF between 6 and 7 PM

                 Weekday late PM leaving SF between 10 and 11 PM

                 Saturday evening arriving in SF between 6 and 7 PM


      This request is fairly data intensive (i.e. need to run SAS queries)
      and we
      can't get it done by the end of the week given other priorities.
      Since it
      is for a high-profile EIR in SF (legal document), this request needs
      some
      real precision.  I would ask them what is their drop dead date?  End
      of
      next week is doable.

      Thanks,

      Thomas Tumola, PTP
      Program Manager - Operations Planning
      San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District
      300 Lakeside Drive, 14th Floor
      Oakland, CA 94612
      510-287-4702 (p)
      ttumola@bart.gov



      From: Duncan Watry/BART
      To: Thomas Tumola/BART@BART,
      Cc: Robert Mitroff/MET/Oak/BART@BART
      Date: 02/10/2015 05:59 PM
      Subject: Fw: BART Ridership Data Request


      Thomas - For the Warriors EIR, they are asking for some actual
      ridership
      data for Giants game days vs non-game days.  How have you handled
      these in
      the past?  Averages would be better than individual days, but not
      sure any
      of us has time to put together some average data for them.


      Duncan Watry
      Principal Planner

      BART - Planning & Development
      300 Lakeside Drive -  22nd Floor
      Oakland, CA  94612
      office: (510) 287-4840
      cel: (415) 516-7858
      e-mail: dwatry@bart.gov
      ----- Forwarded by Duncan Watry/BART on 02/10/2015 05:57 PM -----

      From: Eric Womeldorff <E.Womeldorff@fehrandpeers.com>
      To: Duncan Watry <DWatry@bart.gov>,
      Cc: Nikki Foletta <N.Foletta@fehrandpeers.com>,
                 "lubaw@lcwconsulting.com" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>
      Date: 02/09/2015 02:23 PM
      Subject: BART Ridership Data Request



      Hi Duncan,

      We’re in the process of conducting the environmental analysis for the
      Event
      Center and Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay project (which
      includes a
      new Arena for the Golden State Warriors NBA Team). You’ve been
      helpful to
      us in the past in helping us better understand regional transit
      ridership
      and we’d like to call on your help once more to direct this request
      to the
      proper point person at BART. Specifically, we’d like to better
      understand
      BART ridership at the county level to the area that serves AT&T Park
      both
      without and with a Giants game. Essentially, we’d like your help in
      filling
      in the blue cells in the attached spreadsheet. Specifically, these
      are the
      time periods that we’re interested in:

           ·         Weekday evening arriving in SF between 6 and 7 PM
           ·         Weekday late PM leaving SF between 10 and 11 PM
           ·         Saturday evening arriving in SF between 6 and 7 PM

      If you don’t have information parsed to the level that we’re
      requesting,
      please just send us what you can and we can sort through it.
      Additionally,
      if we need to estimate, just let us know the best way to do so – the
      same
      goes for With Giants game conditions.

      Thanks for your help // we’d love to have this effort wrapped up by
      the end
      of the week.

      -Eric


      [attachment "BART Ridership Data Request.xlsx" deleted by Thomas
      Tumola/BART]












15, 2015. 


Please let me know if you have any questions, or if there is any additional 
information you need from us.
Thank you,
Luba








From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Molly Hayes
Subject: Re: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:11:21 PM


Apologies for lobbing this in late in the game and for the piecemeal approach, I just
didn't want to have an issue arise later that GSW couldn't live with. I don't know the
anticipated height of the enclosure, but you're right that 20' may be sufficient for
the enclosure + antenna (which does need to extend above the enclosure, from
what I understand). Hopefully Molly can confirm max heights with the appropriate
design team members to square away. Thanks. 


Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group


On Apr 15, 2015, at 6:30 PM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


The last two rows apply to all the height zones because they extend over each height
zone column.  The second to last row gives the general categories that are being
addressed (as I said, it is not a comprehensive list of every possible thing).  The last
row talks about height - basically you have 16 feet of height for ventilator stacks and
20 feet for an enclosure (we have to make a professional determination of if a roof top
thing is an enclosure or a ventilator). The goal is to try and shield everything we can,
which is why the enclosure height is higher than the ventilator stack height. 
 
Why doesn’t someone give me a full list of what you want to stick on the top of the
roof and I will give a comprehensive answer instead of playing the what if game and
responding to bits and pieces without having the whole list of things.  My preference
would be to not amend the DforD, but figure out how to design things to fit within the
allowed heights – ie, does the antenna need to poke out 3-4 feet, or does it just need
direct line of sight and can be incorporated into the overall design of the building, such
as on the said of an enclosure or such.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:13 PM
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To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Molly Hayes
Subject: Re: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
I've heard that GSW will likely need to install an antenna above the enclosure for
proper WiFi and DAS signal coverage. I think it's only 3-4' above (Molly, can you
confirm w/ Jack W. on max anticipated height?), but we need to understand max
height for the helicopter analysis and, depending on Catherine's response to the
question below, whether a D4D amendment will be required. 


Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group


On Apr 15, 2015, at 5:26 PM, Paul Mitchell <PMitchell@esassoc.com> wrote:


Catherine:
 
Thanks for providing the revised Page 23 from the original D for D. 
However, while the page you attached provides a definition of
mechanical equipment/appurtances, it still does not appear to be explicit
in how high rooftop features above the 160-foot tower roof are
permitted to be in Zone 5.  If your interpretation of the D for D is that the
maximum height for all mechanical equipment/enclosures on top the
tower roof would be 16 feet in Zone 5, then that is what we will assume
for the helipad discussion.
 
Would you please confirm or explain otherwise?  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser;
Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Here is my outstanding issue.  I have attached the draft DforD
Amendments.  I think there is enough there to be able to summarize them
without getting into the details that we need to refine.
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level
of development (general uses and square footage) for other cumulative
projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34, 40, 26/27 (Uber), and
other.
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For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you
can assume 18-24 months for completion.
Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015
Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to
start by late summer/fall 2015.
Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first
phase starting in 2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.
Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next
project with 200 units starting in summer 2016.  Remainder to be built
anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now.
Block 1 – 350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room
hotel
Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later.
UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.
 
Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me
know if you need it.
 
Also, attached is the page from the original DforD that has the language
that wasn’t brought forward when we did the reformat (left off by
accident).
 
Will send the DforD stuff soon.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San
Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate
Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding
information, and certain new information needs, I have updated the
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needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past
due, have a pending date for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
1.        Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20,


and new items #20B and 20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in
the attached matrix, she needs those responded a little
sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended revised
date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.


·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A
and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and
#23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not
hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Albert, Peter (MTA); Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Maguire, Tom
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 10:19:00 AM


Thanks, Peter.  I would check in with Corinne and Alfie about the background of the formation of
the Ballpark Coordination Committee.  I was not involved in the formation, but thought it came from
the Ballpark originally, and I am guessing that instead of creating a duplicative body as described in
the TMA (attached), there was the decision to have a single body to coordinate for the area.
 
I don’t know that I would recommend having the TMA take a leadership in the Ballpark Committee
since they do not have control over most of what needs to be done to address transportation issues
in the area, such as street closures, parking, etc.  Talking with Corinne, I know she feels strongly that
MTA is the correct entity to continue to lead the Coordination Committee since the issues are larger
than what any of the individual members, such as the TMA, Giants, Impark, etc. control.  The success
of the Committee has been having Jerry on board to actual implement the suggestions that were
generated by the various members of the Committee.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:40 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Maguire, Tom
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Thanks, Catherine. I recognize immediately why Adam would be key, especially as the Warriors go
through their EIR.
 
I found out that the responsibility and function of leading the Transportation Coordinating
Committee, while assumed in the past by Jerry, is technically with the Mission Bay North TMA.
 
I’ll probably  offer to lead the post-Jerry Committee for the time being …but that seems like an
important point of clarification/conversation.
 
I’m surprised to find that the Port is not among the agencies called to be TCC members – although
they call for ferry operators (and the Port has some role in either/both the ferry network
coordination, and the landing itself at ATA&T Park).
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Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:53 AM
To: Albert, Peter; Oshima, Diane; Martin, Michael
Cc: Van de Water, Adam
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Thanks for doing this, Peter.  I know the CAC is very interested in this (came up at last week’s CAC).  I
would suggest talking with Corinne Woods and Alfie Felder since they have been much more
involved with the group over the years (I have only attended 1-2 meetings over the last 7 years).  I
am cc-ing Adam since we are envisioning this group to incorporate the GSW’s project when up and
running.  The most urgent thing would be to make sure that the traffic routing is working well with
the start of the new baseball season – I know some of the concerns raised was with the transition,
there wasn’t a meeting before the season started.
 
Thanks for taking the lead and let me know what I can do to help.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Hi, Catherine, Mike, Diane:
 
I’m meeting soon with Erin to map out how we move ahead with this Committee,  which Jerry used
to lead and which was well-attended by stakeholders like Corinne Woods and Alfonso Felder.
 
I haven’t been engaged with this committee in years – since AC34 planning.  I’d appreciate your
thoughts on this: what this means to you, how much you (or your office) would like to engage, what
urgent issues are, etc.
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Thanks!
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Clarke Miller; José I. Farrán; "Luba Wyznyckyj"; "Paul Mitchell"; "Joyce Hsiao"; Kern,


Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); "Mary Murphy"; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 10:21:24 AM
Attachments: image002.png


image003.png


Yes, I believe we are having a heated agreement J
 
CEQA is set on this front. Looking forward to talking with interested parties next Wed (4/22) about
design development outside the CEQA process, for the reasons Clarke outlined below.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:17 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern,
Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
We can meet next week, just wanted to clarify that it will not be feeding into the CEQA document.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:02 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce
Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Catherine,


I agree that we appear to be covered on the 16th St. design for CEQA purposes. However, given the
th
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timing of Mission Bay Development Group’s infrastructure improvements along 16  St. (including
the sidewalk portion along our site), we’d like to further develop the broader streetscape design
now in order to get it into their final construction drawings. To that end, would a meeting next
Wednesday still be possible?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; Clarke Miller; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern,
Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 


Kate – When I talked with the larger team, we decided to make a general assumption on the 16th


Street for the EIR since we are at the pencils down stage of the EIR – ie, we need to just decide on
the general project and finalize the analysis and 4/22 is too late to be making any significant


changes.  When we get to the detailed design of the 16th Street sidewalk, we just need to make sure
that the final design is adequate and provides adequate pedestrian movement consistent with the
assumptions in the EIR, etc. and can make minor modifications to the design and not run afoul of
the EIR, as long as we can show that we provide that adequate level of movement.
 
Others on the CEQA team can correct my statements.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:59 AM
To: José I. Farrán; 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
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sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
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From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; Jesse Blout; Dwight Long; Mallory Shure; jwinters@swagroup.com; richyworks@mac.com; David


Carlock; David Kelman (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com) (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com); David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 4:05:40 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Sounds. Great. Could use the time.


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Kate Aufhauser
Date:04/13/2015 3:25 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (ADM)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,Jesse Blout ,Dwight Long ,Mallory Shure
,jwinters@swagroup.com,richyworks@mac.com,David Carlock ,"David Kelman
(dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com) (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com)" ,David
Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review


Catherine –
 
We suggest cancelling the design review meetings this week (both Tues and Thurs) and reconvening
next Tues 4/21 when we have more design developments to show you. Does that work?
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:52 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Jesse Blout
Subject: GSW Office Design Review
 
Will we need to have an Office Design meeting tomorrow?  What about the Arena on Thursday? 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
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Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "David Cantor"
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:37:00 AM


Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: David Cantor [mailto:dcantor@mbaydevelopment.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Stewart, Luke; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell
Cc: Miller Clarke; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
 
The latest info we have from the developers :
Block 12E -  BOSA’s current TCO date is scheduled for September 2015
Block 13W – EQR’s TCO scheduled for June 2015
 
 
David E. Cantor, PE, CCM, DBIA
MBDG | Mission Bay Development Group
410 China Basin Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
Office ~ 415.355.6620
Mobile ~ 707.975.3389
 
 


From: Stewart, Luke 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 7:00 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell
Cc: Miller Clarke; David Cantor; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
 
Paul,
 
P23/P24 – preliminary work is underway for some of the stormwater infrastructure within the park;
full park should be under construction Q3 2015, complete Q4 2016
 
Re: TFB and P22. As Catherine mentioned, we are still working out the details of the schedule, but it
is likely that TFB would need to be constructed prior to park. Construction duration is expected to
be approx. 12 months for TFB, approx. 12 months for P22.
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Luke Stewart
MBDG
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:10 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller Clarke; Kevin Beauchamp
(KBeauchamp@planning.ucsf.edu); David Cantor; Stewart, Luke
Subject: Future Mission Bay Development
 
See below.  Kevin/Luke/Clarke/Dave – I had a few questions for you if you could help.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:53 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Catherine:
 
Thanks for this. We have specific followup questions for you in red, below.  Would you please
respond to these questions?
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
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40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
 


·         Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015.  Is there a name for
this development?  IT IS THE UBER/ARE PROJECT.


 
·         Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late


summer/fall 2015. Is there a name for this development?      THE EXCHANGE
 


·         Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in
2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.


 
·         Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200


units starting in summer 2016.  Where is the location (e.g. Blocks?) for the 200 units starting
in Summer 2016? BLOCK 7 WEST AND I MEANT SUMMER 2015  Remainder to be built
anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now. – ACTUALLY PROBABLY MORE CORRECT TO SAY 2
TO 10 YEARS FROM NOW WITH BLOCK 6 EAST STARTING IN 2016 AND BLOCK 3 EAST
STARTING LATE 2016/EARLY 2017. 


 
What is the construction start date; and what is the name of the development?  Block 1 –
350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel BLOCK 1 DOES NOT
HAVE A NAME OTHER THAN THE BLOCK 1 RESIDENTIAL AND BLOCK 1 HOTEL SITES.  THEY
ARE ANTICIPATED TO START LATER THIS YEAR


 
·         Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later. Should we assume the


realignment of Terry Francois and construction of P22 will start in 2016?  Also, when will
construction of P23 and P24 occur?  PARK P23/24 SHOULD BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION THIS
YEAR.  I AM CC-ING CLARKE/LUKE ON THE QUESTION OF TFB AND P22 SINCE THERE ARE
ONGOING DISCUSSIONS BET THEM AND MBDG ON THE PHASING. TO BE OPEN IN 2018,
THEY WILL NEED TO HAVE FINISHED BOTH, BUT COULD WAIT TO START CONSTRUCTION
UNTIL 2017.


 
·         UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.  So, what we need


to know is what specific UCSF LRDP development should we assume to be under
construction between now and end of 2017? I HAVE CC-ED KEVIN FROM UCSF TO PROVIDE
TIMING OF FUTURE GROWTH.  IT BELIEVE IT WILL ONLY BE THE FIRST PHASE OF BLOCK
33/34 FOR ABOUT 250K GSF.


 
·         Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it. 


We need it if any of that construction will be occurring between November 2015 and end of
2017? OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD THE CURRENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS THAT WILL
PROBABLY CONTINUE AFTER NOVERMBER 2015 ARE:


 







FAMILY HOUSE – 80-GUEST SUITES FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING TREATMENT AT UCSF AND
OTHER SF MEDICAL FACILITIES (BLOCK 7 EAST)
BLOCK N4P3/360 BERRY STREET (DON’T KNOW IF IT HAS ANOTHER NAME) – IN MBN –
ABOUT TO START CONSTRUCTION WITH 129 RESIDENTIAL UNITS, 26 OF WHICH ARE
AFFORDABLE.
BLOCK 12E AND 13W MAY SNEAK PAST NOVEMBER, BUT SHOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETE. DAVE– DO YOU HAVE AN ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE FOR THESE?


 
 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: 16th St. Design Review
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 4:39:27 PM
Attachments: image002.png


I did send the invite! This was a follow-up….
 
Friday sanitary sewer jokes are always appreciated in this office.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 4:36 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: RE: 16th St. Design Review
 
I would send out an invite and see who doesn’t respond.  Get a better response sometimes vs.
waiting for them to read the email.  Personal experience on what works for me.
 
Plus….PUC and flush out?  OK, maybe only I find it funny.  Clearly this has been a long week……..
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 1:28 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Clarke Miller;
jwinters@swagroup.com; Winslow, David (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com;
lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Paul Mitchell; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Dwight
Long; Mallory Shure
Cc: Kortkamp, Ken (CWP)
Subject: RE: 16th St. Design Review
 
Hi all –
 
Just want to make sure those interested in attending (or encouraging colleagues attend) are able to
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make this time. We  are hoping to have a few others from MTA and PUC join us to flush out the
different perspectives. Please let me know if this time still suits.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 


Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) |  202.230.2642
(cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website |  tickets |  app |  social |  find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:07 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Reilly, Catherine (OCII); 'Adam Van de Water'; Miller, Erin; Molly Hayes; Clarke
Miller; jwinters@swagroup.com; Winslow, David (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII);
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Chris Kern (chris.kern@sfgov.org);
Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Paul Mitchell; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Dwight Long; Mallory Shure
Cc: kkortkamp@sfwater.org
Subject: 16th St. Design Review
When: Wednesday, April 22, 2015 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: TBD
 
 
Erin, please invite the relevant staff from MTA.
Justin, please forward to others on your team as applicable.
Including the full CEQA team as FYI.
 
Items for discussion include:


         City design direction vs. CEQA assumptions


         16th St. setback priorities
         Circulation/queuing
         Stormwater management
         Other program (like bike valet)
         Illinois “moment” design (re: pedestrian flows and safety)


         Media cabling boxes / 16th St. streetscape
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Kate Aufhauser; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC);


Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock;
wyckowilliam@comcast.net


Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:37:08 AM
Attachments: image001.png


The good neighbor policy is just about noise.  I don’t think we need to amend the policy, we could
include the construction plan as an improvement measure and then include as part of a condition of
approval.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 AM
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell;
Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA);
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
 
Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor Policy for
construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state that we will submit a
parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then incorporate that plan into our internal
construction logistics planning. The amendment could be formalized as part of our project approvals
along with other planned amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan,
MBS Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm for us whether
we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it into our project description (I
think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration).
Either way, I believe this is a sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project
sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I am available
by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
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Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
 
Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:
 


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:
 


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: José I. Farrán
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:05:22 PM
Attachments: Without UCSF Supply Off-site Needs.pdf


Catherine,
 
Attached is a summary table showing weekday parking conditions for the existing plus project
scenarios assuming that project vehicles are not allowed to park at UCSF facilities. The potential
parking shortfalls are a function of the assumptions regarding supply and demand.
 
Regarding your question about how many off-site parking spaces it would take to eliminate project
traffic impacts, you are correct, no analysis has been conducted to estimate that number.   Based on
“professional guesswork”, it seems that the number should start at least at about 1,000 (about 25% of
the project total parking demand) with 2,000 being a likely candidate to result in the elimination of
project traffic impacts in MB (remains to be seen what the effects would be in the vicinity of the off-site
parking location).  As a reference size-wise, the Giants Lot A has capacity for about 2,400 vehicles.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:38 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Jose/Luba – thoughts?  We keep throwing 2000 around, but not sure if that was based on any
analysis.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
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Weekday parking conditions summary 



 



 



Note ‐ The Existing plus Project Conditions represent an overlay of project parking demand on 



top of existing parking demand as measured in the field.  These conditions do not take into 



account potential background growth in parking demand due to the development of 



surrounding parcels within Mission Bay. 



 



 



Conditions assuming no project 



vehicles can park at UCSF 



garages 



Conditions assuming no project 



vehicles can park at UCSF 



garages, and without other 



facilities that have been assumed 



would remain open for GSW 



evening events 



Existing plus Project Conditions 



GSW basketball 



Game Only; no SF 



Giants game. (about 



600 vehicles would 



park at UCSF 



facilities) 



No shortfall; the 600‐space 



demand can be accommodated in 



other facilities. 



Total shortfall 780 spaces (600 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 180 overall 



shortfall). 



Dual GSW and 



Giants Game. (about 



930 vehicles would 



park at UCSF 



facilities) 



Total shortfall 1,070 spaces (930 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 140 overall shortfall)



Total shortfall 3,530 spaces (930 



vehicles parking at UCSF garages, 



plus previous 2,600 overall 



shortfall) 












Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/





Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.;


"NSekhri@gibsondunn.com"
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57:09 PM
Attachments: Pages from MBS Design for Dev-Original.pdf


Here is my outstanding issue.  I have attached the draft DforD Amendments.  I think there is enough
there to be able to summarize them without getting into the details that we need to refine.
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015
Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late summer/fall
2015.
Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in 2016. 
Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.
Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200 units
starting in summer 2016.  Remainder to be built anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now.
Block 1 – 350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel
Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later.
UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.
 
Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it.
 
Also, attached is the page from the original DforD that has the language that wasn’t brought
forward when we did the reformat (left off by accident).
 
Will send the DforD stuff soon.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and certain new
information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a pending date
for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
1.        Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and


20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she
needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.


·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Joyce Hsiao
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett


(CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking and Good Neighbor Policy
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 11:21:29 AM
Attachments: ATT00001.png


SF Entertainment Commission Good Neighbor Policy.pdf


Hi Catherine, 
Thanks for clarifying the use of the term "Good Neighbor Policy." In the SEIR, we
refer to it as the existing  "Mission Bay Good Neighbor Policy,"which applies only to
construction noise. 


Currently, there is some confusion with using the term "good neighbor policy."  Our
current understanding is a follows, but we should discuss and confirm this during
tomorrow's conference call:


MB Good Neighbor Policy:  Part of the project description, applies to
construction noise.
San Francisco Entertainment Commission Good Neighbor Policy (attached to
this email): part of existing conditions, and applies to project operations with
respect to nighttime entertainment activities
Improvement Measures to be included as part of OCII Conditions of Approval:
These apply to both construction and operation.  So far, these measures
include: vibration improvement measure, contractor parking, truck loading
operations plan, UCSF emergency vehicle access.  
Quality of Life Measures: We understand that the Project Sponsor is developing
operational, project-specific "Good Neighbor Policy" measures with the
community that will be included as part of the project description.  These
measures could include items such as: litter, garbage disposal, street
sweeping, and power washing; loitering; off-site queuing; illegal vendors;
complaint resolution; suggested paths of travel that avoid congested areas or
residential streets such as Bridgeview and 4th Street.


Thanks,
Joyce


Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
On 4/14/2015 8:37 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) wrote:


The good neighbor policy is just about noise.  I don’t think we need to amend the
policy, we could include the construction plan as an improvement measure and then
include as part of a condition of approval.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
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Good NeiGhbor Policies for 
NiGhttime eNtertaiNmeNt activities. 
Where nighttime entertainment activities, as 
defined by this permit are conducted, there shall  
be procedures in place that are reasonable 
calculated to insure that the quiet, safety and 
cleanliness of the premises and vicinity are 
maintained. Such conditions shall include, but  
not limited to, the following:



1 Notices shall be well-lit and prominently 
displayed at all entrances to and exits from 



the establishment urging patrons to leave the 
establishment and neighborhood in a quiet, 
peaceful and orderly fashion and to please not 
litter or block driveways in the neighborhood.



2 Employees of the establishment shall be posted 
at all entrances and exits to the establishment 



during the period from 10:00 pm to such time past 
closing that all patrons have left the premises. 
These employees shall insure that patrons waiting 
to enter the establishment and those exiting 
the premises are urged to respect the quiet and 
cleanliness of the neighborhood as they walk to 
their parked vehicle or otherwise leave the area.



3 Employees of the establishment shall walk a 
100-foot radius from the premises some time 



between 30 minutes after closing time and 8:00 
am the following morning, and shall pick up and 
dispose of any discarded beverage containers and 
other trash left by area nighttime entertainment 
patrons.



4 Sufficient toilet facilities shall be made 
accessible to patrons within the premises, 



and toilet facilities shall be made accessible to 
prospective patrons who may be lined up waiting 
to enter the establishment.



5 The establishment shall provide outside lighting 
in a manner that would illuminate outside 



street and sidewalk areas and adjacent parking,  
as appropriate.



6 The establishment shall provide adequate 
parking for patrons that would encourage use 



of parking by establishment patrons. Adequate 
signage shall be well-lit and prominently displayed 



to advertise the availability and location of such 
parking resources for establishment patrons.



7 The establishment shall provide adequate 
ventilation within the structures such that 



doors and/or windows are not left open for  
such purposes resulting in noise emission from  
the premises.



8 There shall be no noise audible outside the 
establishment during the daytime or nighttime 



hours that violates the San Francisco Municipal 
Code Section 49 or 2900 et. seq. Further, absolutely 
no sound from the establishment shall be audible 
inside any surrounding residences or businesses that 
violates San Francisco Police code section 2900.



9 The establishment shall implement other 
conditions and/or management practices 



necessary to insure that management and/or 
patrons of the establishments maintain the quiet, 
safety and cleanliness of the premises and the 
vicinity of the use, and do not block driveways of 
neighboring residents or businesses.



10 Permit holder shall take all reasonable 
measures to insure the sidewalks adjacent 



to the premises are not blocked or unnecessarily 
affected by patrons or employees due to the 
operations of the premises and shall provide 
security whenever patrons gather outdoors.



11 Permit holder shall provide a cell phone 
number to all interested neighbors that will 



be answered at all times by a manager or other 
responsible person who has the authority to adjust 
volume and respond to other complaints whenever 
entertainment is provided.



12 Permit holder agrees to be responsible for 
all operation under which the permit is 



granted including but not limited to a security plan 
as required.



13 In addition, a manager or other responsible 
person shall answer a cell phone for at 



least two hours after the close of business to allow 
for police and emergency personnel or other 
City personnel to contact that person concerning 
incidents.



San FranciSco EntErtainmEnt commiSSion
Good neighbor Policy



SFEntertainment Commission  |  1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Rm. 453, San Francisco, CA 94102  |  415. 554. 6678   |  www.sfgov.org/entertainment  












   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 AM
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM);
Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA);
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
 
Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor
Policy for construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state
that we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then
incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. The amendment
could be formalized as part of our project approvals along with other planned
amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan, MBS
Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm
for us whether we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it
into our project description (I think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure
included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration). Either way, I believe this is a
sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I
am available by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
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Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:
 


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com>
wrote:
 


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "John deCastro"
Subject: RE: 280/Mariposa/GSW Call
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 9:39:00 AM


Hi, John – SOOOO sorry for not getting back to you.  Walked into a firedrill Monday and haven’t
gotten to emails.  I missed the Tuesday and Wednesday time slots, clearly.  My schedule for the rest
of this week is probably can talk around 4PM today or tomorrow, Friday, I have zero meetings, so
can talk at whatever time is best for you.
 
Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: John deCastro [mailto:2jbdecastro@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:45 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Re: 280/Mariposa/GSW Call
 
Catherine
I will have time to talk either Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon as we make our way back to SF.   I
expect my daughter to be driving then
 
Do you have time for me to call
 
John
 
Sent from my iPhone


On Apr 8, 2015, at 11:23 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Hi, John – good to touch base and good luck with the move.  Let me know some times
that would work for you to talk in the next few days.  Some openings that I have are:
 
Thursday – 12-1 (will also have some time in the morning/afternoon, but holding for
another meeting)
Friday – 10-11 and 12-1.30
Monday – 8-11 and 4.30
 
Thanks
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Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Beaupre, David (PRT)
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 12:04:42 PM


I am not suggesting we move forward with any recommendation, I am hoping that between the work
the Giants and GSW have done, that someone can tell us if the concept if feasible or not, in essence we
need some reason to defend our position one way or another and I am wondering who is best suited to
do so?


Thank you,


David Beaupre
Port of San Francisco
Pier 1
San Francisco CA 94111
415-274-0539


-----Original Message-----
From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com]
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:56 AM
To: Beaupre, David (PRT); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Olea, Ricardo (MTA)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC


David,


Well, if we wanted to move forward with recommendations such as those that Ricardo recommended in
the email he attached, then it seems that there may be impacts to the environmental analysis for the
Warriors (which the schedule would seem to strongly shy away from), or it could possibly be worked
into the Giants (which may be more useful anyway, given the scope of that development).


Ricardo, Catherine, thoughts?


Erin Miller Blankinship


Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration Sustainable Streets


(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m


www.sfmta.com  


-----Original Message-----
From: Beaupre, David (PRT) [mailto:david.beaupre@sfport.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 2:01 PM
To: Miller, Erin; Reilly, Catherine
Subject: FW: Mission Bay CAC


Erin,


Is this something we could ask either the Giants or GSW Arena Transportation Consultants to analyze?


Thank you,
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David Beaupre
Port of San Francisco
Pier 1
San Francisco CA 94111
415-274-0539


-----Original Message-----
From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:07 PM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Beaupre, David (PRT)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC


I agree that it would be better for Terry Francois to be something other than a four traffic lane street, I
had suggested as much in the attached email (item B) when we got a speeding complaint (based on
existing conditions).  However, I haven't been involved in the planning for the streets in the area and
ultimately how the street functions and is designed is a larger planning and Port issue.  Hopefully
someone is looking into it from both the circulation and safety standpoint and can explain what the
plans are here.


Ricardo


-----Original Message-----
From: Miller, Erin
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 1:56 PM
To: Beaupre, David
Cc: Reilly, Catherine; Olea, Ricardo
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC


That could be appropriate. In fact, I just saw a similar letter from Ed to another concerned citizen
about traffic planning in the showplace square Potrero Hill area.


Ricardo,, could you please review this gentleman's letter and think about how best we might reply?


Thanks,
- Erin Miller Blankinship


> On Apr 14, 2015, at 12:58 PM, Beaupre, David (PRT) <david.beaupre@sfport.com> wrote:
>
> We should decide how to respond to this, obviously he has put some time and thought into this, it
seems like the response should come from MTA with the assumption that TFB needs to be 4 lanes to
accommodate and distribute the throughput, which I belive is even more true with the Arena
>
> Thank you,
>
> David Beaupre
> Port of San Francisco
> Pier 1
> San Francisco CA 94111
> 415-274-0539
>
>
>
> From: Todd Simpson [mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com]
> Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:55 PM
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> To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
> Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Beaupre, David (PRT)
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine, Erin, David:
>
> I have been attending the Warriors progress meetings, and it struck me that if I could get them
interested in "an improved waterfront experience", that it might have a better chance.
>
> I wrote up a _very_ rough outline - capturing my previous email in a bit more depth.  See the
attached pdf.  Sorry about the amateur drawings; hopefully they get the ideas across.
>
> Would you have suggestions for next steps?  I know this is a very long shot....but it is worth trying, at
least in my opinion.
>
> Thanks,
> Todd
>
>
> On Sun, Oct 5, 2014 at 11:40 AM, Miller, Erin
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com<mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>> wrote:
> Hi Todd,
>
> You may also be interested in the work around the Blue
Greenway<http://www.sfport.com/index.aspx?page=1433>.  TAF is actually under the jurisdiction of
the Port, and they're leading this project that includes improvements for bicycle and pedestrian access
along that roadway.  I've copied the project manager, David Beaupre here for your information.  He can
give you a better overview of the planned future street circulation and implementation timing.
>
> I also wanted to let you know that I'm not only coordinating for the Warriors project at the SFMTA,
but I'm also the Project Manager for the Waterfront Transportation Assessment.  We're just beginning
its 2nd phase:  the SoMa-Mission Bay-Central Waterfront Transportation Needs & Solutions
Analysis<http://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/soma-mission-bay-central-waterfront-
transportation-needs-solutions>, where we'll be taking a look at future capacity and demands on major
transportation corridors throughout this part of the city as it grows in the future.  I hope you'll sign up
for the mailing list by clicking on the "Receive Updates" tab.  Please note that I'm in the process of a
big update currently, and there aren't any new topics just yet, but you will be included on the list for
the update coming out very soon.
>
> Best,
>
> Erin Miller Blankinship
> Section Lead, Development & Transportation Integration
>
> Urban Planning Initiatives
> SFMTA|Municipal Transportation Agency
> One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
> San Francisco, CA  94103
>
> 415.701.5490<tel:415.701.5490> (o)
> 415.971.7429<tel:415.971.7429> (m)
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson [todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>]
> Sent: Saturday, October 04, 2014 3:43 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine
> Cc: Miller, Erin
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
> Catherine, Erin.
>
> Thanks for the friendly reply.  I would love to be an advocate for this, so please let me know when,
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where, and how I could participate.  I will be at the next CAC meeting, but if there is anything to do
before then, just let me know.
>
> Enjoy the awesome weather this weekend.
> Todd
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org<mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>> wrote:
>
> Hi, Todd - thanks for sending the email (great summary and well thought out).  There is not one
single person that would be involved in addressing this, but I have cc-ed Erin Miller, who is the lead for
the SFMTA for the GSW project.  I will also forward your comment to the larger team.  We are in the
process of looking at all the surrounding streets/transportation systems so it is a good time to throw this
into the mix.
>
>
>
> Catherine Reilly
>
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson <todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>>
> Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2014 4:22 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
> Subject: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine,
>
> We met briefly after the Thursday Warriors update at the Mission Bay CAC meeting.
>
> I was hoping that you would introduce me to the individual/department responsible for traffic
planning, and in particular, for the redevelopment of Terry A. Francois Blvd.
>
> For your interest, I have included my comment/question below.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson.
>
> ---
>
> Hello,
>
> As a resident of Mission Bay (at the Radiance) I am interested in the plans to redevelop Terry A.
Francois Blvd (TAF).
>
> My suggestion is to focus on making TAF a quiet, pedestrian and cycle friendly street.  In particular,
designing it to be a 2-lane (total), low speed road, as opposed to being a 4-lane high traffic area.
>
> With the development of the park at P21 and P22, it would be great if the environment was quiet
and pedestrian friendly.  We have the opportunity to create a space that is unlike the rest of the
embarcadero, where high traffic volume detracts from the beauty of the waterfront.  The area adjacent
to P21 and P22 could be much more like a beach boulevard, as opposed to a high volume city street.
>
> This opportunity exists because TAF is essentially a horseshoe, routing traffic back to 3rd street at
either end.  Ultimately, all traffic must flow to 3rd Street (and to Illinois and 4th street) to exit the
horseshoe.  It seems plausible that traffic flows and stoplight duty cycles could be programmed to
encourage lower traffic volumes on TAF within the horseshoe without impacting overall ingress/egress
efficiency.
>
> Ignoring, for the moment, the impact of Giants and Warriors traffic, this seems highly feasible.  I am
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not a traffic engineer, but I also believe that we could keep TAF small (2 lanes total) and quiet, even
accounting for Giants and Warriors traffic.  In particular:
>
> 1) during non-peak times, TAF could be a quiet two-way, low speed beach boulevard with extra
parking, bike and pedestrian access, due to the two-lane design.
>
> 2) during pre and post game traffic surges, the 2-lane TAF could be uni-directional.  For Giants
game, it could funnel traffic to the South.  For Warriors games, Southbound traffic would go to Illinois
and 3rd Street, and TAF could be two-lanes moving North to the 3rd Street bridge.
>
> 3) the duty cycles on 3rd Street and 4th Street intersections could encourage the use of these major
thoroughfares for both ingress and egress during peak times.
>
> 4) With the existing Giants stadium, and with the proposed truck access to the Warriors complex,
truck traffic should already be designed to avoid TAF.
>
> 5) There are already lots of walking / running / community events using TAF.  Making it purpose built
for these types of events makes sense.
>
> Again, we have the opportunity to make TAF something special.  A quiet, friendly part of the Mission
Bay ocean-side experience.  If we simply develop it into a 4-lane, high volume, undifferentiated city
street, I feel that we will have lost an opportunity.
>
> I hope that this request makes sense.  If I can provide further input, you can reach me at
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com> and/or at 615-676-1682<tel:615-676-
1682>.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <SF MB Waterfront.pdf>
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Woo, Kimberly"; Van de Water, Adam (ECN)
Subject: RE: Conference Room for GSW Event Center & environs security meeting on 4/21
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 1:10:00 PM


I saw that the GSW are not able to attend – or at least not the one on the list.  Could you please let
us know what Lori would like to do – based on the original meeting request, it sounds like she would
like them at the table.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Woo, Kimberly [mailto:Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 8:50 AM
To: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Conference Room for GSW Event Center & environs security meeting on 4/21
 
Adam or Catherine,
 
Could you please book a conference room for the GSW Event Center & environs security meeting on
4/21 from 10:30-12?
 
Thanks,
 
Kimberly Woo
Administrative Assistant
Campus Planning
Phone: 415-476-9255
E-mail:kwoo@planning.ucsf.edu
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); 


Miller, Erin (MTA); wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran
Subject: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:59:24 PM
Attachments: Revisions to Construction Improvement Measure I-TR-1.docx


ATT00001.htm


Hi All
Attached are the proposed revisions to Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction 
Management Plan and Public Updates to include the construction worker parking 
plan as well as some other minor revisions.
Please review and let me know if you have any edits by the end of Friday. Thanks.
Luba
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Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates


Construction Coordination – To reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and vehicles at the project site, the construction contractor could prepare a Construction Management Plan for the project construction period. The preparation of a Construction Management Plan could be a requirement included in the construction bid package. Prior to preparation of the plan, the project sponsor/construction contractor(s) should meet with DPW, SFMTA, the Fire Department, Muni Operations, and other City agencies to coordinate feasible measures to include in the plan that would reduce traffic congestion, including temporary transit stop relocations (not anticipated, but if determined necessary) and other measures to reduce potential traffic, bicycle, and transit disruption and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the proposed project. This review should consider other ongoing construction in the project area, such as construction of the nearby UCSF LRDP projects.


Carpool, Bicycle, Walk and Transit Access for Construction Workers – To minimize parking demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers, the construction contractor could include as part of the Construction Management Plan methods to encourage carpooling, bicycle, walk, and transit access to the project site by construction workers (such as providing transit subsidies to construction workers, providing secure bicycle parking spaces, participating in free-to-employee ride matching program from www.511.org, participating in emergency ride home program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org), and providing transit information to construction workers. 


Construction Worker Parking Plan  - As part of the Construction Management Plan that would be developed by the construction contractor, the location of construction worker parking could be identified as well as the person responsible for ensuring that the proposed parking plan is enforced. The use of on-street parking to accommodate construction worker parking could be discouraged. All construction bid documents could include a requirement for the construction contractor to identify the location of construction worker parking. If on-site, the location, number of parking spaces, and where vehicles would enter and exit the site could be required.  If off-site parking is proposed to accommodate construction workers, the location of the off-site facility, number of parking spaces retained, and how workers would travel between the off-site facility and the project site could be required.


	


Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents – To minimize construction impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor could provide nearby residences and adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding project construction, including construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete pours), travel lane closures, and parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice could be distributed by the project sponsor that would provide current construction information of interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns.








Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255


(c) 415-385-7031












From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Mallory Shure"
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Dwight Long
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:37:00 PM


Thanks for the invite.  Unfortunately, we have the Entertainment Commission that evening, starting
at 5 or 5.30, so need to be at City Hall at that point.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Mallory Shure [mailto:shure@pfaulong.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 4:11 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Dwight Long
Subject: Re: GSW Office Design Review
 
Catherine,
Would you like to come to our office on 4/21? We can have our bigger conference  room. 
 
Mallory 


Mallory Shure
Sr. Project Architect LEED AP
PFAU LONG ARCHITECTURE
98 Jack London Alley SF CA 94107
415.908.6408 X 216
Direct 415.780.9719
pfaulong.com | Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn


On Apr 13, 2015, at 4:06 PM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


OK. Design team members, please cancel your invites as applicable. Thanks all.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 4:06 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; Jesse Blout; Dwight Long; Mallory Shure; jwinters@swagroup.com;
richyworks@mac.com; David Carlock; David Kelman (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com)
(dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com); David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
 
Sounds. Great. Could use the time.
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: Kate Aufhauser
Date:04/13/2015 3:25 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (ADM)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,Jesse Blout ,Dwight Long ,Mallory Shure
,jwinters@swagroup.com,richyworks@mac.com,David Carlock ,"David Kelman
(dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com) (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com)"
,David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
 
Catherine –
 
We suggest cancelling the design review meetings this week (both Tues and Thurs) and
reconvening next Tues 4/21 when we have more design developments to show you.
Does that work?
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:52 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Jesse Blout
Subject: GSW Office Design Review
 
Will we need to have an Office Design meeting tomorrow?  What about the Arena on
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Thursday?  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Murphy, Mary G.
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán ; Luba Wyznyckyj; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC);


Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: Re: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:24:12 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Next week Neil and I have to go to Florida for our firms all lawyer retreat.  I could
do a call on Thursday or Friday but Wednesday I will be flying to Florida. Could that
work?  Sorry to inconvenience others.  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone


On Apr 14, 2015, at 9:16 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


We can meet next week, just wanted to clarify that it will not be feeding into the CEQA document.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:02 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce
Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Catherine,


I agree that we appear to be covered on the 16th St. design for CEQA purposes. However, given the


timing of Mission Bay Development Group’s infrastructure improvements along 16th St. (including
the sidewalk portion along our site), we’d like to further develop the broader streetscape design
now in order to get it into their final construction drawings. To that end, would a meeting next
Wednesday still be possible?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; Clarke Miller; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern,
Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
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Kate – When I talked with the larger team, we decided to make a general assumption on the 16th


Street for the EIR since we are at the pencils down stage of the EIR – ie, we need to just decide on
the general project and finalize the analysis and 4/22 is too late to be making any significant


changes.  When we get to the detailed design of the 16th Street sidewalk, we just need to make sure
that the final design is adequate and provides adequate pedestrian movement consistent with the
assumptions in the EIR, etc. and can make minor modifications to the design and not run afoul of
the EIR, as long as we can show that we provide that adequate level of movement.
 
Others on the CEQA team can correct my statements.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:59 AM
To: José I. Farrán; 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
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1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously


endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been
sent to you in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then
immediately delete this message.
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From: Albert, Peter
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Maguire, Tom
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:47:12 AM
Attachments: Doc establishing MB North TMA as mgr of TCCC.pdf


Thanks, Catherine. I recognize immediately why Adam would be key, especially as the Warriors go
through their EIR.
 
I found out that the responsibility and function of leading the Transportation Coordinating
Committee, while assumed in the past by Jerry, is technically with the Mission Bay North TMA.
 
I’ll probably  offer to lead the post-Jerry Committee for the time being …but that seems like an
important point of clarification/conversation.
 
I’m surprised to find that the Port is not among the agencies called to be TCC members – although
they call for ferry operators (and the Port has some role in either/both the ferry network
coordination, and the landing itself at ATA&T Park).
 
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:53 AM
To: Albert, Peter; Oshima, Diane; Martin, Michael
Cc: Van de Water, Adam
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Thanks for doing this, Peter.  I know the CAC is very interested in this (came up at last week’s CAC).  I
would suggest talking with Corinne Woods and Alfie Felder since they have been much more
involved with the group over the years (I have only attended 1-2 meetings over the last 7 years).  I
am cc-ing Adam since we are envisioning this group to incorporate the GSW’s project when up and
running.  The most urgent thing would be to make sure that the traffic routing is working well with
the start of the new baseball season – I know some of the concerns raised was with the transition,
there wasn’t a meeting before the season started.
 
Thanks for taking the lead and let me know what I can do to help.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
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1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Hi, Catherine, Mike, Diane:
 
I’m meeting soon with Erin to map out how we move ahead with this Committee,  which Jerry used
to lead and which was well-attended by stakeholders like Corinne Woods and Alfonso Felder.
 
I haven’t been engaged with this committee in years – since AC34 planning.  I’d appreciate your
thoughts on this: what this means to you, how much you (or your office) would like to engage, what
urgent issues are, etc.
 
Thanks!
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Wong, Diane C.
To: "Paul Mitchell"; jeffwright@heliplanners.com
Cc: Sean Burlingame; Peter Green; Kern, Chris (CPC); Joyce
Subject: RE: UCSF Heliport Site Layout in CAD
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:53:45 AM
Attachments: UCSF.ZIP


Hi Paul,
 
I provided the CAD drawing last week Friday 4/10 to Chris Kern, and others were copied (including
you and Brett). It is attached again.  Please let us know if you need anything else.
 
Thanks.  Diane
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:37 AM
To: jeffwright@heliplanners.com
Cc: Sean Burlingame; Peter Green; Wong, Diane C.; Kern, Chris (CPC); Joyce
Subject: RE: UCSF Heliport Site Layout in CAD
 
Jeff:
 
Thanks for speaking with Sean Burlingame regarding the additional requested AutoCAD files for the
helipad.  Diane Wong in UCSF Campus Planning  has been our day-to-day contact at UCSF for
providing information to us, and she indicated we could follow up with you directly, and include her
in any correspondence we have with you (she is cc:d in this email). 
 
We appreciate you following up on the request; your timely response would be greatly appreciated
as we are under a challenging schedule for our work.  Please do not hesitate to contact Sean or me
with any questions.
 
Thanks.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
               
 


From: Sean Burlingame 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:18 AM
To: Paul Mitchell; Peter Green
Subject: FW: UCSF Heliport Site Layout in CAD
 



mailto:Diane.Wong@ucsf.edu

mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com
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mailto:joyce@orionenvironment.com

mailto:pmitchell@esassoc.com







FYI. Will hopefully have something soon.
 


From: Jeff Wright [mailto:jeffwright@heliplanners.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 1:59 AM
To: Sean Burlingame
Subject: RE: UCSF Heliport Site Layout in CAD
 
Good morning Sean,
 
Should be okay for us to send the CAD file to you but just sent an email to our client to
make sure it is okay from their end for us to send it directly to you.  I should know
Thursday morning.
 
By the way, we had a Temecula Planning Commission meeting tonight for the Temecula
Valley Hospital heliport.   Unanimous approval!  Thanks for your work on that one.
 
Jeff


Jeffrey W. Wright
Founder & President


Heliplanners
Aviation Planning Consultants -- Heliport Specialists
Established 1987--Over a Quarter Century of Service


31110 Avenida Del Reposo, Temecula, CA 92591 USA
P (951) 693-5090    F (951) 693-5042    M (951) 203-8900


www.heliplanners.com
 



mailto:jeffwright@heliplanners.com
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Joyce
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM);


Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN);
wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Catherine Mukai


Subject: 4/9 CEQA Info Request - GSW Replies Part 1
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:20:06 PM
Attachments: image003.png


2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan.pdf
2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf
2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan.pdf
2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf
2015.04.10_Revised_Curb_Management_Figures_Post-Event.pdf
2015.04.14_InfoNeeds_SubmissionPartOne.xlsx


Paul, Luba, and others –
 
Please see attached for GSW replies to some of ESA’s information requests (4/9 tracker). Other
answers are forthcoming.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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Oval





kaufhauser


Callout


2 commercial spaces previously located here are relocated to circled locations on South St. (1) and 16th St. (1). 





kaufhauser


Callout


Modified to leave 3 paratransit van spaces vs. 1 (based on MTA feedback)
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Line
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Line





kaufhauser


Callout


one parking space replaced w/ commercial loading on-street space.





kaufhauser


Callout


one parking space replaced w/ commercial loading on-street space.
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16TH
 STREET



* Under post-event conditions for large events, a limited number of Van Ness shuttles 
will park directly adjacent to the sidewalk, over the painted bike lane. Westbound 
cyclists will be directed by PCOs to bike along the closed vehicle lane between Terry 
Francois Boulevard and Illinois Street, then to merge back into the designated bike 
lanes west of Illinois Street, per direction from SFMTA Livable Streets group.
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* Under post-event conditions for large events, a limited number of Van Ness shuttles 
will park directly adjacent to the sidewalk, over the painted bike lane. Westbound 
cyclists will be directed by PCOs to bike along the closed vehicle lane between Terry 
Francois Boulevard and Illinois Street, then to merge back into the designated bike 
lanes west of Illinois Street, per direction from SFMTA Livable Streets group.
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Text Box


no black car staging in P21 lot
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No change
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Taxi-only zones maintained
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Callout


"Black car loading" label removed from TFB. Aside from designated paratransit zones (same location as as non-event) and standalone taxi zones to the North, all of TFB will be marked for general loading/pick-up. 
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PEAK EVENT: POST-EVENT CURB MANAGEMENT
FIGURE 6-9
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			Info Needs Task No			Category			Project Sponsor CEQA Information			Responsible Party			Date Due 			Date Delivered/
Status			Notes			Old Date Due 			Old Date Delivered			Old Notes


			ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT


			4			Project Description			Amendments to Mission Bay Planning Documents.  Please provide a list of the proposed amendments to the  Mission Bay Planning Documents (.e.g, Design for Development) that will be required for the project.
			OCII/ Sponsor 			4/15/15			4/6/15			- GSW submitted our draft D4D amendments to Catherine for her review on 4/6. Waiting on comment from Catherine and will modify accordingly prior to submission (if applicable), OR Catherine should submit directly to ESA (if no significant comments). 

- Other input delivered on 4/1 by Kate Aufhauser (via email): "I’d also note that documents already included in CEQA, like our TMP street striping / street parking plans, include proposed revisions to the MB Infrastructure (OPA) and Streetscape plans. Given that these have been and will continue to be vetted by OCII (+ MTA, MBDG, etc.), is it sufficient simply to note that and to state that the sponsor will also seek amendments to accommodate the plans as shown? Then we can clean it up with additional detail once we’re writing RTC, if needed. These changes would not be anticipated to create additional impacts, given that the TMP is already an input for the transportation analysis." Catherine OK'd this approach (4/6 email) and looped in Chris Kern to confirm (no reply received). 

- Note: We are planning to submit all other more minor amendments and revisions in approximately mid- or late-summer (leaving enough time for review and revisions before project approvals, but waiting until project design has stopped evolving so rapidly). 


			10			Transportation/ Safety			Construction Tower Crane / UCSF Compatibility.  The sponsor indicated it had conducted a preliminary review of applicable regs (e.g., FAA) when considering compatibility of the proposed use of tower cranes at the project site with the UCSF helipad.  Please provide that preliminary review			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/18/15			- Clarke provided MCJV's diagrams, which ESA and/or Luba may use to draft a discussion of the helipad issues in the EIR. Generally, the graphics demonstrate that neither the building (incl. penthouse mechanical areas) nor tower cranes will interefere with the helicopter flight path.

- The document should also state that GSW is prepared to comply with FAA law, which will mitigate all potential impacts.

- ESA to provide separate analysis of project impacts on UCSF helipad operations.



			23			Water and Wastewater Utility Plans			Project Water and Wastewater Utility Plans.  In light of the revised project, please confirm if any of the proposed water and wastewater utility plans (include any proposed off-site improvements as part of project) need to be updated			Sponsor			11/1/14									 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Plans are available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/m15v2ifrinjqw0q/Task39_ProjectWastewater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0 
and https://www.dropbox.com/s/2z9g8jr3grfmmjt/Task39_ProjectWater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0. Please note these plans are also being used in the project Major Phase application. 


			14			Transportation			On-street Loading.  Project sponsor to determine if SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-13 will be revised to have taxi versus general loading, and no black car loading, on Terry A. Francois Boulevard? Project sponsor to investigate use of Port lots for staging of black cars prior to the end of an event, and provide details			Sponsor			3/27/15			partial response provided by sponsor on 3/22/2015;

TMP promised by sponsor on 4/18/2015

LCW indicates figures and info. needed from sponsor by 4/15/15 (although full TMP can wait until 4/18/15) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-13 = Post-Event Controls for Large Events (equivalent TMP figure is Figure 6-9).  
Update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/sn4gi2fl4qny9ul/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan.pdf?dl=0
Redlined update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fz15527b38oe1l/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf?dl=0
Equivalent TMP figure available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/swxvn2rwtnqxlvq/2015.04.10_Revised_Curb_Management_Figures_Post-Event.pdf?dl=0

On 3/22/15, Kate A. provided the following [modified 4/14/15]:
Terry Francois Boulevard's curb management plan will be revised to replace any "black car loading" labels with general loading ("passenger pick-up"). There are no changes anticipated to the planned taxi zone or paratransit zone on TFB. This update will be reflected in our revised TMP (forthcoming by 4/18).

Report following Adam's meeting with the Port suggests that P21 (lot closest to our site, across TBF and north of P22/Bayfront Park) will NOT be available as a staging area for black cars. GSW will not designate an official area and will instead rely on PCOs, police, and GSW staff to keep cars from staging in illegal zones. Adam can provide color as needed when he returns. 



			15			Transportation			On-street Loading.  Project sponsor to confirm if black car loading on 16th Street on Figure 5.2-13 to remain?			Sponsor			3/27/15			Partial response provided by sponsor on 3/22/2015;

TMP promised by sponsor on 4/18/2015;

LCW indicates figures and info. needed from sponsor by 4/15/15 (although full TMP can wait until 4/18/15) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-13 = Post-Event Controls for Large Events (equivalent TMP figure is Figure 6-9). 
Update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/sn4gi2fl4qny9ul/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan.pdf?dl=0
Redlined update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fz15527b38oe1l/2015.04.05_Fig_4_2_PostEventShuttlePlan_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf?dl=0
Equivalent TMP figure available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/swxvn2rwtnqxlvq/2015.04.10_Revised_Curb_Management_Figures_Post-Event.pdf?dl=0

On 3/22/15, Kate A. provided the following [no change as of 4/14/15]:
Yes, that area will remain on our plans and will still be called "black car" loading. We will remove conflicting footnotes in the TMP that may reference TNC loading/unloading in that zone.



			16			Transportation			On-street Loading.  Project sponsor to rearrange of on-street commercial loading spaces for SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-9.  Add a couple of spaces to South and 16th Streets closer to Third Street.			Sponsor			3/27/15			Partial response provided by sponsor on 3/22/2015;

TMP promised by sponsor on 4/18/2015;

LCW indicates figures and info. needed from sponsor by 4/15/15 (although full TMP can wait until 4/18/15) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			SEIR Transportation Figure 5.2-9 = Proposed Roadway Configuration and Curb Management. 
Update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/tvtzhgbyvy5jn7n/2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan.pdf?dl=0 
Redlined update available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6exy1ybclwbocqd/2015.04.05_Fig_2_2_On_Street_Parking_NewSitePlan_ChangesMarked.pdf?dl=0 

On 3/22/15, Kate A. provided the following [no change as of 4/14/15]:
This change will be reflected in the text, charts, and graphics of our revised TMP (forthcoming by 4/18). We are planning to move 2 commercial loading spaces in total (one to South Street, one to 16th Street). 



			17			Transportation			16th Street Sidewalk.  Project sponsor and OCII to finalize 16th Street sidewalk adjacent to project site. [We assumed the minimum width would be 10 feet, but discussed the additional queuing areas.  It would be better to have at least 12.5 feet of sidewalk area (i.e., the 10 foot dedicated plus 2.5 feet of sidewalk width within the 20 foot setback), similar to South Street.  Plus the additional queuing areas.]			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/22/2015

LCW indicates figures and info. needed by 4/15/15 (otherwise will analyze 15-foot sidewalk in SEIR) --> submitted 4/14 as requested			GSW received the following info from Jose via email on Thurs 4/9. GSW agrees with the plan Jose outlined. Please proceed with the 15-foot sidewalk on the north side of 16th St. 
 
"The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the 5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR."


			19			Project Description/ Transportation			Proposed Contractor Parking Plan.  To respond to UCSF's concerns during construction, does the sponsor intend to require a construction contractor parking plan? 			Sponsor			4/15/15			3/26/2015 and 4/14/15

LCW will identify improvement measure in Transportation section in SEIR

			- Workers will be heavily encouraged to take transit to the site. The Warriors will also work with contractors and the Mission Bay TMA to extend the operation of an early-morning shuttle that currently transports construction workers from transit hubs to active project sites in Mission Bay. 

- In addition to enabling transit access to the site, we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. Per team emails this week, this committment should be summarized in an improvement measure and included as a condition of approval. 




			20B (new)			Transportation (new)			Helipad Issues
Assumed Maximum Tower Heights
a.  The SEIR presently indicates the two proposed office towers would be 160 feet in height excluding the unoccupied top floor level with mechanical equipment.  What do you estimate would be the maximum tower height with the mechanical equipment/enclosures, etc.? (For example, I recall at the Piers 30-32 site, the rooftop equipment proposed on the buildings at SWL 337 added another 11 feet to the building height)

b.  Aside from the rooftop mechanical equipment/enclosures discussed above, are other rooftop features proposed or possible, such as signage, antennas, flagpoles, or other features on the building rooftops?
			Sponsor			4/15/15			4/14/15			A) The maximum potential height of mechanical equipment above the tower roof is 16' (so, the maximum tower height with mechanical equipment would be 160' + 16' = 176')

B) Antennas for the emergency responder network are anticipated, but will be no higher than the allowed 16' of mechanical equipment. 


			21			Air Quality			List of Tier 4 Availability : Please provide list of Tier 4 equipment availabililty. 
			Environ			3/27/15			4/13/2015 and 4/14/2015			Answer submimtted by Catherine Mukai; follow-up by Kate Aufhauser. Both by email. 

• In order to continue assuming generator risk up to 30 (i.e., avoid additional modeling work), we need to agree at minimum to Tier 2 equipment with PM filters. Our contractor has confirmed this is widely available. 
• The current step-down schedule, however, precludes select subs from submitting competitive bids and therefore carries unacceptable risks for project schedule and costs. That being said, there are some subs who do have Tier 3 or Tier 4 equipment available for use on the project – we simply cannot yet guarantee that they will be the ones hired for the work. 

Therefore: We propose the mitigation more correctly state that GSW will utilize “Tier 2 equipment (with PM filters) or better, where feasible”. 			 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Conceptual stormwater treatment is diagrammed at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/2nbgj0728gjsxtf/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0.

Calculations available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/azv50esx3uqbmho/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_Calcs_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0


			22			Air Quality			Modeling of Health Risk of Generators : Please provide results of modeling of on-site generators.			Environ			3/27/15			4/13/15			Done. Answer submitted by Catherine Mukai.			 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Conceptual stormwater treatment is diagrammed at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/2nbgj0728gjsxtf/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0.

Calculations available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/azv50esx3uqbmho/Task40_StormwaterManagementPlan_Calcs_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0


			23			Air Quality			Use of 2010 or Newer Haul Trucks: Please provide results of use of only 2010 or newer haul trucks for soil off-hauling part of construction.			Environ			3/27/15			4/13/2015 and 4/14/2015			Answer submimtted by Catherine Mukai; follow-up by Kate Aufhauser. Both by email. 

• Our contractor has expressed significant concern about limiting the supply of available trucks for off-hauling soil. Our excavation volumes will be high and our timeframe short, so once again any limitations create an unacceptable risk that not enough qualified trucks may be available at the time we require them. Furthermore, an excavation subcontractor will contract with individual drivers for this project stage, and our contractor believes it would be difficult to verify compliance with a “2010 or newer” policy. 
• Our existing commitment to purchase offsets through the Carl Moyer program, fortunately, nullifies this issue. We already plan to mitigate any excess NOx emissions through this purchase, so the application of additional funds (and acceptance of additional risk) to guarantee certain truck fleets would actually double-charge the GSW for those same construction emissions. 
• If we agree only to participation in the Carl Moyer program, the net environmental impact (and the CEQA significance determination) will remain the same. 

Therefore: Do not include a mitigation measure requiring 2010 haul trucks or newer. Carl Moyer participation (separate mit measure) is sufficient and effective. 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Mallory Shure"
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Dwight Long
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:37:00 PM


Thanks for the invite.  Unfortunately, we have the Entertainment Commission that evening, starting
at 5 or 5.30, so need to be at City Hall at that point.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Mallory Shure [mailto:shure@pfaulong.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 4:11 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Dwight Long
Subject: Re: GSW Office Design Review
 
Catherine,
Would you like to come to our office on 4/21? We can have our bigger conference  room. 
 
Mallory 


Mallory Shure
Sr. Project Architect LEED AP
PFAU LONG ARCHITECTURE
98 Jack London Alley SF CA 94107
415.908.6408 X 216
Direct 415.780.9719
pfaulong.com | Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn


On Apr 13, 2015, at 4:06 PM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


OK. Design team members, please cancel your invites as applicable. Thanks all.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 4:06 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; Jesse Blout; Dwight Long; Mallory Shure; jwinters@swagroup.com;
richyworks@mac.com; David Carlock; David Kelman (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com)
(dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com); David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
 
Sounds. Great. Could use the time.
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: Kate Aufhauser
Date:04/13/2015 3:25 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (ADM)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,Jesse Blout ,Dwight Long ,Mallory Shure
,jwinters@swagroup.com,richyworks@mac.com,David Carlock ,"David Kelman
(dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com) (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com)"
,David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
 
Catherine –
 
We suggest cancelling the design review meetings this week (both Tues and Thurs) and
reconvening next Tues 4/21 when we have more design developments to show you.
Does that work?
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:52 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Jesse Blout
Subject: GSW Office Design Review
 
Will we need to have an Office Design meeting tomorrow?  What about the Arena on
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Thursday?  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Paul Mitchell; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 


Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Jose Farran
Subject: Re: Follow-up to Traffic Impact of Full GSW Transportation Strategy
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:21:46 AM


Hi all,
The sponsor is to tell us which of the 12 new TDM measures identified by Carli Paine 
at SFMTA will be incorporated into the latest TMP and project description by this 
Wednesday.  We indicated to the sponsor that if there are any that they are adding 
at this time, we will include them as a mitigation measure.  It occurred to us that 
we can add these measures to the fourth bullet below. They are not all event-
related measure - some are for the office component of the project, but I think it 
would work with these two new measures.


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 10, 2015, at 1:31 PM, Joyce Hsiao <joyce@orionenvironment.com> wrote:


All,
As a follow-up to yesterday's conference call regarding the City-Warriors 
obligations, attached are 2 files:


1. Adam's list in tabular format with numbers and responses to 
questions


2. Adam's list re-organized (showing the numbering system from the 
first file), that groups the items according in the following 
categories:


Items currently in the SEIR as part of the project or part 
of the Muni Special Transit Service Plan.  These items 
are already accounted for in the analysis
Items currently in the SEIR as part of other city projects 
or existing city services for events
Items currently in the SEIR as Mitigation or 
Improvement Measures
Items that could be included in a new mitigation 
measure for the Event Center impacts to be added to 
the SEIR
Items that could be included in a new mitigation 
measure for overlapping events at the Event Center and 
AT&T park, to be added to the SEIR
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Please let us know if you have any additional questions. We can discuss 
these item further next Weds if necessary.


Thank you,
Joyce
-- 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
<City-Warriors Obligations - v5 Table.docx><City-Warriors Obligations - 
v5 List Reorganized.docx>
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:38:23 AM


Jose/Luba – thoughts?  We keep throwing 2000 around, but not sure if that was based on any
analysis.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
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Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Stewart, Luke
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 7:30:37 PM


Thanks


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Stewart, Luke"
Date:04/16/2015 7:00 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (ADM)" ,Paul Mitchell
Cc: Miller Clarke ,David Cantor ,lubaw@lcwconsulting.com,"Kern, Chris (CPC)"
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development


Paul,
 
P23/P24 – preliminary work is underway for some of the stormwater infrastructure within the park;
full park should be under construction Q3 2015, complete Q4 2016
 
Re: TFB and P22. As Catherine mentioned, we are still working out the details of the schedule, but it
is likely that TFB would need to be constructed prior to park. Construction duration is expected to
be approx. 12 months for TFB, approx. 12 months for P22.
 
Luke Stewart
MBDG
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:10 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller Clarke; Kevin Beauchamp
(KBeauchamp@planning.ucsf.edu); David Cantor; Stewart, Luke
Subject: Future Mission Bay Development
 
See below.  Kevin/Luke/Clarke/Dave – I had a few questions for you if you could help.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:53 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Catherine:
 
Thanks for this. We have specific followup questions for you in red, below.  Would you please
respond to these questions?
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
 


·         Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015.  Is there a name for
this development?  IT IS THE UBER/ARE PROJECT.


 
·         Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late


summer/fall 2015. Is there a name for this development?      THE EXCHANGE
 


·         Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in
2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.


 
·         Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200


units starting in summer 2016.  Where is the location (e.g. Blocks?) for the 200 units starting
in Summer 2016? BLOCK 7 WEST AND I MEANT SUMMER 2015  Remainder to be built
anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now. – ACTUALLY PROBABLY MORE CORRECT TO SAY 2
TO 10 YEARS FROM NOW WITH BLOCK 6 EAST STARTING IN 2016 AND BLOCK 3 EAST
STARTING LATE 2016/EARLY 2017. 


 
What is the construction start date; and what is the name of the development?  Block 1 –
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350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel BLOCK 1 DOES NOT
HAVE A NAME OTHER THAN THE BLOCK 1 RESIDENTIAL AND BLOCK 1 HOTEL SITES.  THEY
ARE ANTICIPATED TO START LATER THIS YEAR


 
·         Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later. Should we assume the


realignment of Terry Francois and construction of P22 will start in 2016?  Also, when will
construction of P23 and P24 occur?  PARK P23/24 SHOULD BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION THIS
YEAR.  I AM CC-ING CLARKE/LUKE ON THE QUESTION OF TFB AND P22 SINCE THERE ARE
ONGOING DISCUSSIONS BET THEM AND MBDG ON THE PHASING. TO BE OPEN IN 2018,
THEY WILL NEED TO HAVE FINISHED BOTH, BUT COULD WAIT TO START CONSTRUCTION
UNTIL 2017.


 
·         UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.  So, what we need


to know is what specific UCSF LRDP development should we assume to be under
construction between now and end of 2017? I HAVE CC-ED KEVIN FROM UCSF TO PROVIDE
TIMING OF FUTURE GROWTH.  IT BELIEVE IT WILL ONLY BE THE FIRST PHASE OF BLOCK
33/34 FOR ABOUT 250K GSF.


 
·         Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it. 


We need it if any of that construction will be occurring between November 2015 and end of
2017? OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD THE CURRENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS THAT WILL
PROBABLY CONTINUE AFTER NOVERMBER 2015 ARE:


 
FAMILY HOUSE – 80-GUEST SUITES FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING TREATMENT AT UCSF AND
OTHER SF MEDICAL FACILITIES (BLOCK 7 EAST)
BLOCK N4P3/360 BERRY STREET (DON’T KNOW IF IT HAS ANOTHER NAME) – IN MBN –
ABOUT TO START CONSTRUCTION WITH 129 RESIDENTIAL UNITS, 26 OF WHICH ARE
AFFORDABLE.
BLOCK 12E AND 13W MAY SNEAK PAST NOVEMBER, BUT SHOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETE. DAVE– DO YOU HAVE AN ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE FOR THESE?


 
 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao;


Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock;
wyckowilliam@comcast.net


Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:18:50 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor Policy for
construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state that we will submit a
parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then incorporate that plan into our internal
construction logistics planning. The amendment could be formalized as part of our project approvals
along with other planned amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan,
MBS Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm for us whether
we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it into our project description (I
think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration).
Either way, I believe this is a sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project
sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I am available
by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
 
Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
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(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Range, Jessica (CPC)
To: Alison Kirk (AKirk@baaqmd.gov)
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: TDM measures for warriors
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 5:00:36 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Hi Alison,
 
See the following description of the currently proposed TDM measures. Please note that the TSP
details are still being worked out. Please contact Brett Bollinger know if you have any further
questions about the TDM measures.
 
  TSP: The TSP details are still being worked out. Once the details are finalized we will know the
amount of Muni buses and extra light rail headway service needed to accommodate a large capacity
event (12,500 attendees or more). This information will include both pre- and post- event service
needs. A good percentage of the event attendees can be accommodated on existing Muni buses
and light rail cars for pre-event attendees destined for the event center, so pre and post event Muni
buses and light rail cars needed to accommodate event attendees will be different.
 
Parking: The proposed project would provide a total of 950 on-site vehicle parking spaces
(dedicated to season ticket holders), including 22 ADA accessible spaces within an on-site parking
garage containing 899 spaces and 51 parking spaces within the separate loading center. With the
exception of about six spaces, which would be tandem spaces, all vehicle parking spaces would be
independently-accessible (independently-accessible parking spaces allow a vehicle to be accessed
without having to move another vehicle). Vehicular access to the garage would be from both South
Street and 16th Street, and 51 of the vehicle spaces would be located within the separate below-
grade loading area within the parking garage. The 51 vehicle parking spaces within the loading area
would be reserved for use by the Golden State Warriors. As part of the project, the sponsor has also
acquired the right to park at 132 existing off-street parking spaces in the 450 South Street parking
garage, accessed from South Street and Bridgeview Way directly north of the project site. These off-
site spaces are proposed to be used for GSW project employees. Combined, the proposed project
would have 1,082 vehicle parking spaces serving the project uses. No carshare spaces are proposed.
The ratio of parking spaces to event attendees is 1 space per 0.06 attendees (compared to 1 space
per 2.1 attendees at the existing Oracle facility)
 
Bicycle Parking: The proposed project would provide bicycle storage rooms accommodating 111
Class 1 bicycle parking spaces within the proposed office and retail/restaurant buildings (i.e., 55
bicycle parking spaces in the South Street office and retail building, 52 spaces in the 16th Street
office and retail building, and 4 spaces in the Food Hall). In addition, an enclosed bicycle parking
center would be provided at the southeast plaza area near 16th Street, and would accommodate up
to 300 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for event center and GSW employees on days without an
event. This bicycle parking center would be conveniently located and easily accessible from the
bicycle lanes on 16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. On event days, this facility would be
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valet staffed, which would then convert the 300 spaces to Class 1; an additional 100 Class 1 bicycle
parking spaces would be provided when necessary in a temporary bicycle corral within the main
plaza or southeast plaza areas, for a total of 400 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces on event days. The
bicycle valet is proposed to be staffed by a partner such as the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition for
evening uses during peak events, such as NBA games and concerts. The valet parking would be
attended from two hours prior to the start of the event, to approximately an hour after the event
ends. The proposed project would also provide 75 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces via bicycle racks on
adjacent sidewalks and on-site at key locations.
 
The Bike project on TFB is an approved SF Port project that will implement a two-way cycletrack on
the eastside of TFB. The cycletrack will be completed once TFB is realigned as part of the GSW Event
Center project, which means the cycletrack will be in operation close to the completion of
construction of the event center. Timing is based on the project construction schedule.
 
 
 
Jessica Range
Senior Planner, Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9018 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:Jessica.Range@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org


            
 
Planning Information Center (PIC): 415-558-6377 or pic@sfgov.org
Property Information Map (PIM):http://propertymap.sfplanning.org 
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From: Alison Kirk
To: Range, Jessica (CPC)
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); David Vintze; Anthony Fournier; Henry Hilken
Subject: Attached Materials on the Clean Air Foundation and the CP Attorney General"s Settlement
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:24:18 AM
Attachments: CPC_FEb_2009_ConocoPhillips_5.pdf


CPC_May_2009_ConocoPhillips_5.pdf
Bylaws - FINAL VERSION.pdf
CAF_Annual_Report_0402_2014.pdf
Endorsed Articles of Incorporation.pdf
ConocoPhillips_Agreement.pdf


Hello,
 
As we discussed on the phone this morning, I have attached several documents regarding our Clean
Air Foundation, and the emission reductions programs we have administered through that, and the
Attorney General’s Settlement for ConocoPhillips.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks.
 
Alison Kirk, AICP
Senior Environmental Planner
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
939 Ellis Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
 
Tel. 415-749-5169
Fax 415-749-4741
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  AGENDA:  5 
BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 
 Memorandum 
 
To:  Chairperson Kishimoto and Members 
  of the Climate Protection Committee 
 
From:  Jack P.  Broadbent 
  Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Date:  February 9, 2008 
 
Re: Update on the Grant Program Funded through the Attorney General’s Settlement 



with ConocoPhillips          
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION:  



None.  For information only. 
 
BACKGROUND



The Attorney General entered into a Settlement Agreement dated September 10, 2007, with 
ConocoPhillips Company to resolve a dispute regarding the adequacy of the environmental 
review of the environmental impact of GHG emissions from the Clean Fuels Expansion Project 
at the ConocoPhillips refinery in Rodeo, California.  The Settlement Agreement requires 
ConocoPhillips to make a payment by June 1, 2009, to a carbon offset fund created by the Air 
District.  The payment could be as much as $7 million; however, the amount will be reduced by 
$25 for each ton of GHG emission reductions that ConocoPhillips achieves at the Rodeo 
Refinery.  The Settlement Agreement provides that the Air District will use the payment to fund 
eligible projects to achieve verifiable, quantifiable reductions in GHG emissions, with priority 
given to projects nearest to the Rodeo refinery.  
 
DISCUSSION 



As a follow up to the previous discussion at the Climate Protection Committee meeting of 
January 8, 2009, staff will present an update on the development of the Air District's program for 
selecting and funding eligible projects. 
 
BUDGET CONSIDERATION / FINANCIAL IMPACT: 



None at this time. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Jack P.  Broadbent 
Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Prepared by:  Karen M. Schkolnick
Reviewed by:  Jack M. Colbourn 













  AGENDA: 5 
BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 
 Memorandum 
 
To:  Chairperson Kishimoto and Members 
  of the Climate Protection Committee 
 
From:  Jack P.  Broadbent 
  Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Date:  May 14, 2009 
 
Re: Update on the ConocoPhillips GHG Mitigation Program
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION:  



None.  For information only. 
 
BACKGROUND



The Attorney General entered into a Settlement Agreement dated September 10, 2007, with 
ConocoPhillips Company to resolve a dispute regarding the adequacy of the environmental review of the 
environmental impact of GHG emissions from the Clean Fuels Expansion Project at the refinery in 
Rodeo, California.  The Settlement Agreement requires ConocoPhillips to make a payment by June 1, 
2009, to a carbon offset fund created by the Air District.  The payment could be as much as $7 million; 
however, the amount will be reduced by $25 for each ton of GHG emission reductions that 
ConocoPhillips achieves at the Rodeo Refinery.  The Settlement Agreement provides that the Air 
District will use the payment to fund eligible projects to achieve verifiable, quantifiable reductions in 
GHG emissions, with priority given to projects nearest to the Rodeo refinery.  
 
In November 2008, the Air District and the Attorney General entered into a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) regarding the Air District’s administration of the Attorney General’s settlement 
funds.  Among other requirements, the MOU sets out the categories of activities that may be eligible for 
grants and provides that District staff must write a request for proposals of projects in consultation with 
the Attorney General. 
 



DISCUSSION 



As a follow up to the previous presentations at the Climate Protection Committee meetings of January 8, 
and February 20, 2009, staff will present an update on the development of the Air District's 
ConocoPhillips GHG Mitigation Program. 
 
BUDGET CONSIDERATION / FINANCIAL IMPACT: 



None at this time. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Jack P.  Broadbent 
Executive Officer/APCO 
 
Prepared by:  Karen M. Schkolnick
Reviewed by:  Jack M. Colbourn 
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BYLAWS 
OF 



BAY AREA CLEAN AIR FOUNDATION, 
A CALIFORNIA NONPROFIT PUBLIC BENEFIT CORPORATION 



ARTICLE I 
 



NAME 



The name of this corporation is BAY AREA CLEAN AIR FOUNDATION (the 
"Corporation”). 



ARTICLE II 
 



OFFICES OF THE CORPORATION 



The principal office for the transaction of the activities and affairs of the Corporation 
("Principal Office") shall be as established from time to time by the Corporation's board of 
directors (“Board”).  The initial principal office shall be at 939 Ellis Street, San Francisco, CA 
94109. 



ARTICLE III 
 



PURPOSES 



Section 3.1. Purposes.  The purposes of this corporation are as stated in its articles of 
incorporation, which currently state that its purposes are (1) to provide financial, administrative, 
programmatic and other forms of support to the Bay Area Air Quality Management District ("the 
Bay Area AQMD"), a state political subdivision as described in Section 170(c)(1) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”); and (2) to engage in any activities that further 
such purposes. 



Section 3.2. Limitations.  The purposes for which the Corporation is organized are 
exclusively charitable within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended (the “Code”).  Notwithstanding any other provision of the Corporation's 
Articles of Incorporation or these bylaws, the Corporation shall not carry on any activities not 
permitted to be carried on (a) by a corporation exempt from federal income tax under Section 
501(c)(3) of the Code, or (b) by a corporation contributions to which are deductible under 
Section 170(c)(2) of the Code. 



Section 3.3. Dedication of Assets.  The Corporation's assets are irrevocably dedicated 
to charitable purposes.  No part of the net earnings, properties, or assets of the Corporation, on 
dissolution or otherwise, shall inure to the benefit of any private person or individual, or to any 
Director or officer of the Corporation. 
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ARTICLE IV 
 



MEMBERSHIP 



Section 4.1. Voting Member and Qualification.  The Corporation shall have one 
member (hereafter, "Member") as that term is defined in Section 5056 of the California 
Corporations Code or any successor statute.  The Member shall be the Bay Area AQMD, a 
California public agency, and shall have all the rights of a member of a California nonprofit 
public benefit corporation which are provided in the California Corporations Code and these 
bylaws, including the right to vote.  The Member may exercise its vote and attend Membership 
meetings of the Corporation by resolution of its board of directors or through the action of any 
person expressly authorized by the Member's board of directors. 



Section 4.2. No Property Rights.  The Member shall not by virtue of its Membership 
have any rights in or title to any of the properties, monies or assets of the Corporation. 



Section 4.3. No Individual Liability.  The Member shall not be individually liable for 
any debt, obligation, or liability of the Corporation by virtue of its Membership. 



ARTICLE V 
 



MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS AND ACTION 



Section 5.1. Place of Meeting.  All meetings of the Member shall be held either at the 
Principal Office or at any other place within or without the State of California as designated by 
the Board or by the written consent of the Member, given either before or after the meeting and 
filed with the Secretary of the Corporation. 



Section 5.2. Annual Meeting and Election of Directors.  The annual meeting of the 
Member shall be held at any time and place determined by resolution of the Board.  The 
Directors shall be elected by the Member at the annual meeting of the Member. 



Section 5.3. Special Meetings.  Special meetings of the Member, for any lawful 
purpose, may be called at any time by the President of the Board, the Board, or the Member.  
The request shall be in writing, state the business to be transacted at the special meeting, and be 
mailed to the Principal Office or delivered to the President, Vice President (if any), or Secretary.  
It shall then be the duty of the President to cause notice to be given, within twenty (20) days 
from receipt of such request, to the Member of the scheduled meeting.  The meeting shall be held 
not less than thirty-five (35) days nor more than ninety (90) days after the receipt of such request. 



Section 5.4. Notice of Meetings.  A notice of each annual or special meeting and each 
written ballot for election of Directors shall be given by the President, or, if he or she fails or 
refuses to do so, by any other officer or Director of the Corporation.  The notice shall specify the 
place, time, day and hour of the meeting or the date on which the ballot shall be returned, if 
applicable.  In the case of an annual meeting at which a portion of the Corporation's Directors 
shall be elected, the notice shall specify the names of all candidates for election by the Member 
as Directors at the time the notice is given. In the case of special meetings, the notice shall 
specify the nature of the business to be transacted at the meeting.  Such notice shall be given in 
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writing to the Member and shall be given either personally or by sending a copy by first-class 
mail, postage prepaid, to the Member at least ten (10) days but no more than ninety (90) days 
before the date fixed for such meeting.  Such notice shall be addressed to the Member at the 
address of the Member appearing on the books of the Corporation or at the address given by the 
Member to the Corporation for purpose of notice.   



Section 5.5. Adjourned Meetings.  Any Membership meeting, whether annual or 
special, may be adjourned from time to time by the Member.  No meeting may be adjourned for 
more than forty-five (45) days.  It shall not be necessary to give any such notice of the time and 
place of the rescheduled meeting or of the business to be transacted at the meeting, other than by 
an announcement at the meeting at which the adjournment is taken.  If after the adjournment a 
new record date is fixed for notice or voting, a notice of the rescheduled meeting shall be given 
to the Member. 



Section 5.6. Quorum.  The presence of the Member at any meeting shall constitute a 
quorum for the transaction of business. 



Section 5.7. Action without Meeting.  Any action which may be taken at any regular 
or special meeting of the Member may be taken by written ballot without a meeting.  Such ballot 
shall set forth the proposed action, provide an opportunity to specify approval or disapproval of 
any proposal, and provide a reasonable time within which to return the ballot to the Corporation.  
Ballots shall be distributed to the Member in accordance with Section 5.4 above. 



Section 5.8. Procedures.  Because the Corporation has only one voting Member, the 
Member may at any time waive any requirements for notice, meetings, quorums, and other such 
procedures for action as set forth in these bylaws or the California Nonprofit Public Benefit 
Corporation Law.  However, each year the Member shall, at the annual meeting or by written 
ballot, elect or re-elect the Directors as specified in Section 6.5 below. 



Section 5.9. Corporate Actions Reserved to Member.  Unless expressly waived in 
writing by the Member, the Member’s approval shall be required before the Corporation may 
take any of the following actions:  



(a) Adopt or amend the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws of the 
Corporation. 



(b) Adopt or materially revise the Corporation’s annual budget or long-range 
plan. 



(c) Adopt or revise the Corporation’s mission statement. 



(d) Incur any debt or enter into any contract not contemplated by the annual 
budget, if the dollar amount exceeds a sum specified by the Member, from time to time, by 
resolution. 



(e) Make any gifts or gratuitous transfers in excess of a sum specified by the 
Member, from time to time, by resolution. 
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(f) Create a taxable or tax-exempt subsidiary. 



(g) Acquire a controlling interest in another entity. 



(h) Appoint outside auditors. 



(i) Merge, dissolve, or transfer all or substantially all of the Corporation’s 
assets. 



ARTICLE VI 
 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS 



Section 6.1. General Corporate Powers.  Subject to the provisions and limitations of 
the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law and any other applicable laws, and 
subject to any limitations of the articles of incorporation or bylaws regarding actions that require 
the approval of the Member, the Corporation's activities and affairs shall be managed, and all 
corporate powers shall be exercised, by or under the direction of the Board. 



Section 6.2. Specific Powers.  Without prejudice to the general powers set forth in 
Section 1 of this Article, but subject to the same limitations, and subject to Section 5.9 above, the 
Directors shall have the power to: 



(a) Appoint and remove, at the pleasure of the Board, all the Corporation's 
officers, agents, and employees; prescribe powers and duties for them that are consistent with 
law, with the articles of incorporation, and with these bylaws; and fix their compensation and 
require from them security for faithful performance of their duties. 



(b) Change the Principal Office or the principal business office in California 
from one location to another; cause the Corporation to be qualified to conduct its activities in any 
other State, territory, dependency, or country; and conduct its activities within or outside 
California. 



(c) Borrow money and incur indebtedness on behalf of the Corporation and 
cause to be executed and delivered for the Corporation's purposes, in the Corporate name, 
promissory notes, bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, hypothecations, and 
other evidences of debt and securities. 



Section 6.3. Authorized Number and Qualifications.  The Board shall consist of at 
least three (3) but no more than nine (9) Directors, with the precise number of Directors within 
this range to be determined by resolution of the Board.  The qualifications for Directors shall be 
as established by the Board from time to time. 



Section 6.4. Restriction on Interested Persons as Directors.  No more than forty-
nine percent (49%) of the persons serving on the Board may be interested persons.  An interested 
person is: 
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(a) Any person compensated by the Corporation for services rendered to it 
within the previous 12 months, whether as a full-time or part-time employee, independent 
contractor, or otherwise, excluding any reasonable compensation paid to a director as director; 
and 



(b) Any brother, sister, ancestor, descendant, spouse, brother-in-law, sister-in-
law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, or father-in-law of such person. 



However, any violation of the provisions of this paragraph shall not affect the validity or 
enforceability of any transaction entered into by the Corporation. 



Section 6.5. Nomination, Election, and Term of Office.  The Member shall nominate 
candidates for election as Directors.  The Directors shall be elected at each annual meeting of the 
Member, to hold office until the next annual meeting and until their successors are duly elected 
and qualified; however, if any such Directors are not elected by the Member at any annual 
meeting, they may be elected at any special meeting of the Member held for that purpose or by 
written ballot of the Member.  Each such Director, including a Director elected to fill a vacancy 
or elected at a special meeting or by written ballot, shall hold office until expiration of the term 
for which elected and until a successor has been elected and qualified. 



Directors shall serve for staggered two (2)-year terms, with approximately one-half of the 
Directors being elected each year.  A Director may serve a maximum of three consecutive two 
(2)-year terms but may serve again after taking a one (1)-year hiatus. 



Section 6.6. Events Causing Vacancy.  A vacancy or vacancies on the Board shall 
exist on the occurrence of the following: 



(a) The death or resignation of any Director; 



(b) The declaration by resolution of the Board of a vacancy in the office of a 
Director who has been declared of unsound mind by an order of any court, convicted of a felony, 
or found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under Article 3 of 
Chapter 2 of the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law; 



(c) The removal of a Director in accordance with Section 6.8 below; or 



(d) An increase in the authorized number of Directors. 



Section 6.7. Resignations.  Except as provided below, any Director may resign by 
giving written notice to the President or the Secretary of the Corporation.  The resignation shall 
be effective when the notice is given unless it specifies a later time for the resignation to become 
effective.  If a Director's resignation is effective at a later time, the Board may elect a successor 
to take office as of the date that the resignation becomes effective.  Except on notice to the 
Attorney General of California, no Director may resign if the Corporation would be left without 
a duly elected Director or Directors. 



Section 6.8. Removal.  The Board may remove a Director from office, without the 
consent of the Member, if: 
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(a) The Director fails to attend three (3) consecutive regular meetings of the 
Board or misses at least fifty percent (50%) of the regular meetings of the Board during any 
calendar year without a leave of absence approved by the President; or  



(b) The Director otherwise fails to meet any qualification criteria in effect 
when the Director began his or her current term of office; or 



(c) The Director is removed for good cause in accordance with Corporations 
Code Section 5221. 



The Board may remove a Director from office, without cause, if the Member approves 
such removal. 



Section 6.9. Filling Vacancies.  A vacancy on the Board shall be filled by a person 
appointed by the Member, to serve the remaining term of the Director whose position became 
vacant.  



Section 6.10. No Vacancy on Reduction in Number of Directors.  No reduction in the 
authorized number of Directors shall have the effect of removing any Director before that 
Director's term of office expires. 



Section 6.11. Compensation and Reimbursement.  Directors shall not receive 
compensation for their services as Directors or officers.  They may receive reimbursement of 
expenses, as the Board may determine by resolution to be just and reasonable as to the 
Corporation at the time that the resolution is adopted. 



ARTICLE VII 
 



DIRECTORS' MEETINGS 



Section 7.1. Place of Meetings.  Meetings of the Board shall be held at any place 
within or outside California that has been designated by resolution of the Board or in the notice 
of the meeting or, if not so designated, at the Principal Office. 



Section 7.2. Method of Meetings.  Any Board meeting, regular or special, may be 
held by conference telephone, electronic video screen communication, or other communications 
equipment, and participation in such a meeting constitutes presence in person at that meeting if 
all of the following apply: 



(a) Each Director participating in the meeting can communicate with all of the 
other Directors concurrently; 



(b) Each Director is provided the means of participating in all matters before 
the Board, including the capacity to propose, or to interpose an objection to, a specific action to 
be taken by the Corporation; and 



(c) The Corporation adopts and implements some means of verifying both of 
the following: 
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(i) A person communicating by telephone, electronic video screen, or 
other communications equipment is a director or other person entitled to participate in the Board 
meeting; and 



(ii) All actions of or votes by the Board are taken or cast only by the 
Directors and not by persons who are not Directors. 



Section 7.3. Annual Meeting.  The Board shall hold a regular annual meeting for 
purposes of organization, election of officers, and transaction of other business.  Notice of this 
meeting is not required. 



Section 7.4. Other Regular Meetings.  Other regular meetings of the Board may be 
held without notice at such time and place as the Board may fix from time to time. 



Section 7.5. Authority to Call Special Meetings.  Special meetings of the Board for 
any purpose may be called at any time by the President or the Vice President (if any), the 
Secretary, or any two (2) Directors. 



Section 7.6. Manner of Giving Notice.  Regular meetings of the Board may be held 
without notice if the time and place of the meetings are fixed by the bylaws or the Board.  Notice 
of the time and place of special meetings shall be delivered personally or by telephone, including 
a voice messaging system or other system or technology designed to record and communicate 
messages, telegraph, facsimile, electronic mail, or other electronic means, to each Director or 
sent by first-class or priority mail, telegram, charges prepaid, addressed to each Director at that 
Director's address as it is shown on the records of the Corporation.  Any oral notice given 
personally or by telephone may be communicated either to the Director or to a person at the 
office of the Director who the person giving the notice has reason to believe will promptly 
communicate it to the Director.  The notice need not specify the purpose of any regular or special 
meeting of the Board. 



Section 7.7. Time Requirements.  Notices sent by first-class mail shall be deposited in 
the United States mail at least four (4) days before the meeting.  Notices delivered personally, or 
by telephone or telegram or other means of electronic communication, shall be delivered 
personally or by telephone or to the telegraph company, or transmitted electronically, at least 
forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting. 



Section 7.8. Notice Contents.  The notice shall state the time of the meeting, and the 
place if the place is other than the Principal Office.  It need not specify the purpose of the 
meeting. 



Section 7.9. Quorum.  A majority of the Directors then in office shall constitute a 
quorum for the transaction of business, except to adjourn.   



Section 7.10. Voting.  Each Director shall be entitled to one (1) vote on each matter 
before the Board.  Directors shall not be permitted to vote by proxy.  If a quorum is present, the 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors present at the meeting shall be the act of the 
Directors, except as otherwise provided in these bylaws and subject to the more stringent 
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provisions of the California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law, including, without 
limitation, those provisions relating to: 



(a) Approval of contracts or transactions in which a director has a direct or 
indirect material financial interest; 



(b) Approval of certain transactions between corporations having common 
directorships; 



(c) Creation of and appointments to committees of the Board; and 



(d) Indemnification of directors. 



Section 7.11. Waiver of Notice.  Notice of a meeting need not be given to any Director 
who, either before or after the meeting, signs a waiver of notice, a written consent to the holding 
of the meeting, or an approval of the minutes of the meeting.  The waiver of notice or consent 
need not specify the purpose of the meeting.  All such waivers, consents, and approvals shall be 
filed with the corporate records or made a part of the minutes of the meeting.  Notice of a 
meeting need not be given to any Director who attends the meeting and does not protest, before 
or at the commencement of the meeting, the lack of notice to him or her. 



Section 7.12. Adjournment.  A majority of the Directors present, whether or not a 
quorum is present, may adjourn any meeting to another time and place. 



Section 7.13. Notice of Adjourned Meeting.  Notice of the time and place of holding 
an adjourned meeting need not be given unless the original meeting is adjourned for more than 
24 hours.  If the original meeting is adjourned for more than 24 hours, notice of any adjournment 
to another time and place shall be given, before the time of the rescheduled meeting, to the 
Directors who were not present at the time of the adjournment. 



Section 7.14. Action without a Meeting.  Any action that the Board is required or 
permitted to take may be taken without a meeting if all members of the Board consent in writing 
to the action; provided, however, that the consent of any Director who has a material financial 
interest in a transaction to which the Corporation is a party and who is an “interested director” as 
defined in section 5233 of the California Corporations Code shall not be required for approval of 
that transaction.  Such action by written consent shall have the same force and effect as any other 
validly approved action of the Board.  All such consents shall be filed with the minutes of the 
proceedings of the Board.   



Section 7.15. Conflicts of Interest. 



(a) Duty to Disclose Material Financial Interest or Common Directorship.  
Any Director who has a material financial interest in a transaction to which the Corporation is a 
party or who is a director of another corporation or association with which the Corporation 
proposes to enter into a contract or transaction shall promptly disclose such material financial 
interest or common directorship to the Board.  Such disclosure shall be made a part of the record 
of the Board's meetings.   
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(b) Procedure for Considering Transaction Involving an Interested 
Director.  The Board shall not approve a transaction in which a Director has disclosed a material 
financial interest unless the Board takes all of the following actions and records in the written 
meeting minutes that such actions were taken.  The Board shall do all of the following: 



(i) Make a finding that the Corporation is entering into the transaction 
for its own benefit. 



(ii) Make a finding that the transaction is fair and reasonable to the 
Corporation at the time the Corporation enters into the transaction. 



(iii) Before consummating the transaction or any part of it, authorize or 
approve the transaction in good faith by a vote of a majority of the Directors then in office 
without counting the vote of the interested Director(s), and with knowledge of the material facts 
of the transaction and the Director's interest in the transaction.  Except as provided in California 
Corporations Code Section 5233(d)(3), no action by a Board committee shall satisfy this 
requirement. 



(iv) Before authorizing or approving the transaction, consider and in 
good faith determine after reasonable investigation under the circumstances that the Corporation 
cannot obtain a more advantageous arrangement with reasonable effort under the circumstances. 



Interested Directors may be counted in determining the presence of a quorum at a 
meeting of the Board which authorizes or approves a contract or transaction. 



(c) Procedure for Considering Transaction Involving a Common 
Director.  The Board shall not approve a transaction involving a common director unless the 
Board takes all of the following actions and records in the written meeting minutes that such 
actions were taken.  The Board shall, after full disclosure of all the material facts of the 
transaction and the common directorship, authorize or approve the contract or transaction in 
good faith by a vote sufficient without counting the vote of the common director(s). 



(d) Presence of Director to Answer Questions.  Because the knowledge of 
the interested or common Director may assist the Board in reaching an informed and reasonable 
decision, the foregoing requirements shall not prevent any interested or common Director from 
briefly stating his position on the transaction or from answering questions of other Directors. 



(e) Orientation of New Directors.  Each new Director shall be advised of the 
requirements contained in this Section 7.15 upon becoming a Director. 



ARTICLE VIII 
 



COMMITTEES 



Section 8.1. Committees of the Board.  The Board, by resolution adopted by a 
majority of the Directors then in office (provided a quorum is present), may create one or more 
committees, each consisting of two or more directors and no persons who are not directors, to 
serve at the pleasure of the Board.  Appointments to committees of the Board shall be by 
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majority vote of the Directors then in office.  The Board may appoint one or more Directors as 
alternate members of any such committee, who may replace any absent member at any meeting.  
Any such committee shall have such authority of the Board as specified by resolution of the 
Board, except that no committee, regardless of Board resolution, may: 



(a) Fill vacancies on the Board or on any committee that has the authority of 
the Board; 



(b) Fix compensation of the Directors for serving on the Board or on any 
committee; 



(c) Amend or repeal these bylaws or adopt new bylaws; 



(d) Amend or repeal any resolution of the Board that by its express terms is 
not so amendable or repealable; 



(e) Create any other committees of the Board or appoint the members of 
committees of the Board; 



(f) Expend corporate funds to support a nominee for Director after more 
people have been nominated for Director than can be elected;  



(g) Approve any contract or transaction to which the Corporation is a party 
and in which one or more of its directors has a material financial interest, except as special 
approval is provided for in section 5233(d)(3) of the California Corporations Code; or 



(h) Approve any action which the Member is required to approve. 



Section 8.2. Meetings and Action of Committees of the Board.  Meetings and 
actions of committees of the Board shall be governed by, held, and taken in accordance with the 
provisions of these bylaws concerning meetings and other Board actions, except that the time for 
regular meetings of such committees and the calling of special meetings of such committees may 
be determined either by Board resolution or, if there is none, by resolution of the committee of 
the Board.  Minutes of each meeting of any committee of the Board shall be kept and shall be 
filed with the corporate records.  The Board may adopt rules for the government of any 
committee, provided they are consistent with these bylaws or, in the absence of rules adopted by 
the Board, the committee may adopt such rules. 



Section 8.3. Executive Compensation Committee.  If and when required by law, 
there shall be an Executive Compensation Committee consisting of at least three (3) members of 
the Board.  This Committee shall approve the compensation, including benefits, of the Chief 
Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer of the Corporation to assure that it is just and 
reasonable.  Such review shall occur (1) initially upon the hiring of the officer; (2) whenever the 
officer’s term of employment, if any, is renewed or extended; and (3) whenever the officer’s 
compensation is modified, unless the modification applies to substantially all employees.   



The Executive Compensation Committee shall meet as necessary to perform the 
compensation review but in no event less often than once per year. 
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Section 8.4. Audit Committee.  If and when required by law, the Corporation shall 
have an Audit Committee consisting of at least three (3) members of the Board, each of whom 
shall be free of any relationships that would interfere with his or her exercise of independent 
judgment.  Without limiting the foregoing, the Audit Committee shall include no members of the 
staff of the Corporation and no person with a material financial interest in any entity that does 
business with the Corporation.  In addition, neither the Chief Executive Officer nor the Chief 
Financial Officer of the Corporation shall serve on the Audit Committee, regardless of whether 
he or she is compensated by the Corporation.  Furthermore, members of the Finance Committee 
of the Corporation (if any) shall comprise less than one-half of the Audit Committee, and the 
Audit Committee Chair shall not be a member of the Finance Committee.  No member of the 
Audit Committee shall receive any compensation from the Corporation except for compensation 
that he or she may receive for his or her service on the Board. 



Each Audit Committee member shall have a general working knowledge of financial 
reporting and shall be able to understand and interpret financial statements and supporting 
schedules. 



The Audit Committee shall oversee management’s preparation of financial statements 
and the audit by an independent auditor of the financial statements of the Corporation.  The 
Audit Committee shall also comply with and perform all functions specified in its charter, if any, 
as reviewed and established by the Board from time to time. Without limiting the foregoing, the 
Audit Committee shall have the following express responsibilities on behalf of the Corporation, 
subject to the supervision of the Board.   



(a) Recommending to the Board the retention and termination of an 
independent auditor to prepare financial statements for the Corporation; 



(b) Negotiating the independent auditor’s compensation on behalf of the 
Board; 



(c) Conferring with the auditor to satisfy members that the financial affairs of 
the Corporation are in order;  



(d) Reviewing and determining whether to accept the audit; 



(e) Assuring that any non-audit services performed by the audit firm conform 
with the standards for auditors’ independence contained in the latest revision of the Government 
Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (the “Yellow Book”);  



(f) Approving the performance of all non-audit services provided by the audit 
firm;  



(g) Reviewing major changes to the Corporation’s accounting principles and 
practices;  



(h) Reviewing the management letter and the Corporation’s response with the 
auditor; and 
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(i) Reviewing, approving, and monitoring the Corporation’s internal audit 
function and current compliance activities. 



The Audit Committee shall meet no less often than two (2) times per year.  It shall report 
to the Board periodically, but at least once per year in connection with the presentation to the 
Board of the Corporation’s audited financial statements and the auditor’s report. 



Section 8.5. Advisory Committees.  The Board may also create one or more advisory 
committees to serve at the pleasure of the Board.  Such committees shall not have the authority 
of the Board and may include both directors and non-directors. 



ARTICLE IX 
 



OFFICERS 



Section 9.1. Officers of the Corporation.  The officers of the Corporation shall be a 
President, a Secretary and a Chief Financial Officer.  The Corporation may also have, in the 
Board's discretion, a Vice President, one or more Assistant Secretaries, one or more Assistant 
Chief Financial Officer’s, and such other officers as may be appointed in accordance with 
Section 9.3 below.  Any number of offices may be held by the same person, except that neither 
the Secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer may serve concurrently as the President.   



Section 9.2. Election of Officers.  The officers of the Corporation, except those 
appointed by the President under Section 9.3 below, shall be chosen annually by the Board and 
shall serve at the pleasure of the Board, subject to the rights, if any, of any officer under any 
contract of employment.   



Section 9.3. Other Officers.  The Board may appoint and may authorize the President 
to appoint any other officers the Corporation may require.  Each officer so appointed shall have 
the title, hold office for the period, have the authority, and perform the duties specified in the 
bylaws or determined by the Board. 



Section 9.4. Removal of Officers.  Without prejudice to any rights of an officer under 
any contract of employment, any officer may be removed with or without cause by the Board. 



Section 9.5. Resignation of Officers.  Any officer may resign at any time by giving 
written notice to the Corporation.  The resignation shall take effect as of the date the notice is 
received or at any later time specified in the notice and, unless otherwise specified in the notice, 
the resignation need not be accepted to be effective.  Any resignation shall be without prejudice 
to the rights, if any, of the Corporation under any contract to which the officer is a party. 



Section 9.6. Vacancies in Office.  A vacancy in any office because of death, 
resignation, removal, disqualification, or any other cause shall be filled in the manner prescribed 
in these bylaws for regular appointments to that office; provided, however, that vacancies need 
not be filled on an annual basis. 
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ARTICLE X 
 



RESPONSIBILITIES OF OFFICERS 



Section 10.1. President.  The President shall preside at meetings of the Board, shall be 
the chief executive officer of the Corporation, and shall supervise, direct, and control the 
Corporation's activities, affairs, and officers.  The President shall have such other powers and 
duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe.   



Section 10.2. Vice President.  If the President is absent or disabled, the Vice President, 
if any, shall perform all duties of the President.  When so acting, the Vice President shall have all 
powers of and be subject to all restrictions on the President.  The Vice President shall have such 
other powers and perform such other duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe. 



Section 10.3. Secretary.  The Secretary shall keep or cause to be kept, at the 
Corporation's Principal Office or such other place as the Board may direct, a book of minutes of 
all meetings, proceedings, and actions of the Board, committees of the Board, and the Member.  
The minutes of meetings shall include the time and place that the meeting was held, whether the 
meeting was annual, regular, or special, and, if special, how authorized, the notice given, and the 
names of those present at Board and committee meetings.  The Secretary shall keep or cause to 
be kept, at the Principal Office in California, copies of the articles of incorporation and bylaws, 
as amended to date. 



The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of the Board, of 
committees of the Board and of the Member required by these bylaws to be given.  The Secretary 
shall keep the corporate seal in safe custody and shall have such other powers and perform such 
other duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe. 



Section 10.4. Chief Financial Officer.  The Chief Financial Officer shall serve as the 
Chief Financial Officer of the Corporation and shall keep and maintain, or cause to be kept and 
maintained, adequate and correct books and accounts of the Corporation's properties and 
transactions.  The Chief Financial Officer shall send or cause to be given to the Directors and the 
Member such financial statements and reports as are required to be given by law, by these 
bylaws, or by the Board.  The books of account shall be open to inspection by the Member and 
any Director at all reasonable times. 



The Chief Financial Officer shall deposit, or cause to be deposited, all money and other 
valuables in the name and to the credit of the Corporation with such depositories as the Board 
may designate, shall disburse the Corporation's funds as the Board may order, shall render to the 
President, the Board, and the Member, when requested, an account of all transactions as Chief 
Financial Officer and of the financial condition of the Corporation, and shall have such other 
powers and perform such other duties as the Board or the bylaws may prescribe. 



If required by the Board, the Chief Financial Officer shall give the Corporation a bond in 
the amount and with the surety or sureties specified by the Board for faithful performance of the 
duties of the office and for restoration to the Corporation of all of its books, papers, vouchers, 
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money, and other property of every kind in the possession or under the control of the Chief 
Financial Officer on his or her death, resignation, retirement, or removal from office. 



ARTICLE XI 
 



INDEMNIFICATION 



Section 11.1. Right of Indemnity.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, the 
Corporation shall indemnify its directors, officers, employees, and other persons described in 
section 5238(a) of the California Corporations Code, including persons formerly occupying such 
position, against all expenses, judgments, fines, settlements and other amounts actually and 
reasonably incurred by them in connection with any “proceeding,” as that term is used in that 
section, and including an action by or in the right of the Corporation, by reason of the fact that 
the person is or was a person described in that section.  “Expenses,” as used in this bylaw, shall 
have the same meaning as in section 5238(a) of the California Corporations Code. 



Section 11.2. Approval of Indemnity.  On written request to the Board by any person 
seeking indemnification under section 5238(b) or section 5238(c) of the California Corporations 
Code, the Board shall promptly determine under section 5238(e) of the California Corporations 
Code whether the applicable standard of conduct set forth in section 5238(b) or section 5238(c) 
has been met and, if so, the Board shall authorize indemnification. 



Section 11.3. Advancement of Expenses.  To the fullest extent permitted by law and 
except as otherwise determined by the Board in a specific instance, expenses incurred by a 
person seeking indemnification under Sections 11.1 and 11.2 above in defending any proceeding 
covered by those Sections shall be advanced by the Corporation before final disposition of the 
proceeding, on receipt by the Corporation of an undertaking by or on behalf of that person that 
the advance will be repaid unless it is ultimately determined that the person is entitled to be 
indemnified by the Corporation for those expenses. 



Section 11.4. Insurance.  The Corporation shall have the right to purchase and maintain 
insurance to the full extent permitted by law on behalf of its officers, directors, employees, and 
other agents, against any liability asserted against or incurred by any officer, director, employee, 
or agent in such capacity or arising out of the officer's, director's, employee's, or agent's status as 
such. 



ARTICLE XII 
 



RECORDS AND REPORTS 



Section 12.1. Maintenance and Inspection of Corporate Records.  The Corporation 
shall keep: 



(a) Adequate and correct books and records of account; 



(b) Written minutes of the proceedings of its Member, its Board, and all 
committees of the Board; and 
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(c) A record of the Member's name and address. 



The Board, without submitting a written request for inspection, and the Member, upon 
submitting a written request for inspection, shall have the right at all reasonable times to inspect 
such books and records.  Inspection may be made in person or by authorized agent and includes 
the right to make photocopies and extracts. 



Section 12.2. Maintenance and Inspection of Articles and Bylaws.  The Corporation 
shall keep at its Principal Office, or if its Principal Office is not in California, at its principal 
business office in this State, the original or a copy of the articles of incorporation and the bylaws, 
as amended to date, which shall be open to inspection by the Directors at all reasonable times 
during office hours. 



Section 12.3. Annual Report.  The Board shall cause an annual report to be sent to the 
Member and the directors within one hundred twenty (120) days after the end of the 
Corporation's fiscal year.  That report shall contain the following information, in appropriate 
detail, for the fiscal year: 



(a) The assets and liabilities, including the trust funds, of the Corporation as 
of the end of the fiscal year; 



(b) The principal changes in assets and liabilities of the Corporation, 
including trust funds; 



(c) The revenues or receipts of the Corporation, both unrestricted and 
restricted to particular purposes; 



(d) The expenses or disbursements of the Corporation for both general and 
restricted purposes; and 



(e) Any information required by Section 12.4 below. 



The annual report shall be accompanied by any report thereon of independent accountants 
or, if there is no such report, by the certificate of an authorized officer of the Corporation that 
such statements were prepared without audit from the Corporation's books and records. 



This requirement of an annual report shall not apply if the Corporation receives less than 
$25,000 in gross receipts during the fiscal year; provided, however, that the information 
specified above for inclusion in an annual report must be furnished annually to all Directors and 
the Member. 



Section 12.4. Annual Statement of Certain Transactions and Indemnifications.  The 
Corporation shall annually prepare and furnish to the Member and each Director a statement of 
any transaction or indemnification of the following kind within one hundred twenty (120) days 
after the end of the Corporation's fiscal year: 



(a) Any transaction: 
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(i) In which the Corporation, its parent, or its subsidiary was a party; 



(ii) In which an “interested person” had a direct or indirect material 
financial interest; and 



(iii) Which involved more than $50,000, or was one of a number of 
transactions with the same interested person involving, in the aggregate, more than $50,000. 



For purposes of this subparagraph (a), an “interested person” is either of the following: 



(1) Any Director or officer of the Corporation, or its parent or 
subsidiary (a person holding a mere common directorship shall not be deemed an “interested 
person” for purposes of this subparagraph); or 



(2) Any holder of more than 10 percent of the voting power of 
the Corporation, its parent, or its subsidiary.   



The statement shall include a brief description of the transaction, the names of the 
interested persons involved, their relationship to the Corporation, the nature of their interest in 
the transaction and, if practicable, the amount of that interest; provided that if the transaction was 
with a partnership in which the interested person is a partner, only the interest of the partnership 
need be stated. 



(b) Any indemnifications or advances aggregating more than $10,000 paid 
during the fiscal year to any officer or Director of the Corporation under Sections 11.1 through 
11.3 above. 



Section 12.5. Audited Financial Statements.  If required by law, the Corporation shall 
cause to be prepared financial statements audited by an independent auditor in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles.  The engagement of the auditor and the review and 
approval of the audit shall be supervised by the Audit Committee as provided in Section 8.4 
above.  The audited financial statements shall be made available for inspection by the Registry of 
Charitable Trusts of the Office of the California Attorney General.  They shall also be made 
available for inspection by the public as described in Section 12.6 below.   



Section 12.6. Public Inspection of Certain Documents.  The Corporation shall make 
the following documents available for public inspection on the same day that the request is made 
in person during regular business hours, within thirty (30) days after receiving a request by mail, 
or by posting the documents on the Internet in a manner that can be accessed, downloaded, 
viewed and printed by the public free of charge and without special hardware or software: 



(a) Form 990 for the Corporation for the past three years (excluding the list of 
donors and Form 990-T); 



(b) Form 1023 (application for recognition of tax exemption) for the 
Corporation, including all supporting statements and documents, the Corporation’s determination 
letter, and all correspondence from and to the Internal Revenue Service with respect to Form 
1023; and 
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(c) The audited financial statements (if any) for the Corporation for the period 
prescribed by the California Attorney General. 



Section 12.7. Corporate Loans, Guaranties and Advances.  The Corporation shall not 
make any loan of money or property to or guaranty the obligation of any Director or officer or 
the Member on the security of its Membership in the Corporation, except as expressly allowed 
under California Corporations Code Section 5236. 



ARTICLE XIII 
 



CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 



Unless the context requires otherwise, the general provisions, rules of construction, and 
definitions in the California Nonprofit Corporation Law shall govern the construction of these 
bylaws.  Without limiting the generality of the preceding sentence, the masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neuter, the singular includes the plural, the plural includes the singular, 
and the term “person” includes both a legal entity and a natural person. 



ARTICLE XIV 
 



AMENDMENTS 



The Corporation's articles of incorporation and these bylaws may be adopted, amended, 
or repealed only upon the approval of the Member and a majority of Directors present at a duly 
held Board meeting. 



ARTICLE XV 
 



DISSOLUTION 



Section 15.1. Election to Dissolve.  This Corporation may elect to wind up and dissolve 
in any manner permitted by Section 6610 of the California Corporations Code or its successor 
statute. 



Section 15.2. Distribution Upon Dissolution.  On dissolution, all properties and assets 
remaining after payment, or provision for payment, of all debts and liabilities of the Corporation 
shall be distributed to the Member, provided that it exists and is described at the time in Section 
170(c)(1) of the Code, and otherwise to a nonprofit fund, foundation, or corporation that is 
organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes compatible with those of the Bay 
Area AQMD, and has established its tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Code, or 
to a political subdivision under Section 170(c)(1) of the Code with purposes compatible with 
those of the Bay Area AQMD. 



 











CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATOR



I, the undersigned, do hereby cèrtify:



That I am the incorporator of Bay Area Clean Air Foundation, a: California nonprofit
public benefit corporation; and



That the foregoing Bylaws, comprising eighteen (18) pages, including this page,
constitute the Bylaws of said Corporation, as duly adopted in the Action By Sole Incorporator
dated August 4, 2009 and that they have not been amended or modified since that date.



Executed on August 4, 2009 at San Francisco, California.
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        AGENDA:     4  



Bay Area Air Quality Management District 



Board of Directors 



Special Meeting as the Sole Member of the 



Clean Air Foundation 



Bay Area Clean Air Foundation                



Annual Report 



Wednesday, April 2, 2014 



Damian Breen 



Deputy Air Pollution Control Officer 
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Overview 



• Background 



• Foundation 2013 Activities: 



City Car Share Project 



Oakley Project 



 Shore Terminals Plea Agreement 



• Recommendation 
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Background 



• BAAQMD Board of Directors approved the establishment 



of an Air District foundation, July 2008  



• Bay Area Clean Air Foundation was created to: 



 Provide support to the Air District (e.g., financial, 



administrative, programmatic)  



 Engage in activities that further Air District’s mission (e.g., 



emissions reductions, education and services) 



• Foundation Directors:  



 Jack P. Broadbent, President 



 Marland Townsend, Vice President 



 Jeffrey McKay, Secretary and Chief Financial Officer 
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Activities 



Since 2009, Foundation has received funds for three 



emissions reduction projects: 



• Active Projects 



City Car Share Project: $ 546,097  



Oakley Project: $2,003,083 



 



• In Development 



 Shore Terminals Plea Agreement: $250,000 











Electric car sharing demonstration  
Reformulated Gasoline (RFG) Settlement Fund 



 10 hybrids converted to plug-in 



hybrid electric and put into car-share 



service 



  Project results 1/31/12 – 3/31/14: 



• Total reservations – 4,117 



• Total Miles Driven – 103,017 



• Electricity Used – 10,019 kWh 



 2014 Next Steps:  



• Complete demonstration and develop 



White Paper and Best Practices Guide 



• U.S. District Court approved an award of $546,097 for an electric car 



sharing demonstration program through the RFG on 11/29/10  



• Project is being conducted in partnership with City CarShare: 
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Oakley Generating Station  
Emissions Mitigation Fund 



• 624 megawatt power facility approved by CEC with mitigation (5/18/11) 



• $500,000 for diesel emissions reduction projects (DER) and 



administrative fees  



• Up to $2,003,083 available for additional projects:  



 Evaluated using Carl Moyer Program Guidelines; other projects with cost-



effectiveness of up to $32,750/tpy may also be eligible 



 1st available to Oakley, Antioch, Brentwood, and Pittsburg;  After 12 months, 



expand to qualified projects in Contra Costa and Alameda Counties, priority given to 



CARE Communities 



• Outreach conducted in Oakley area seeking projects 



• Appeal of CA PUC approval of generating station (Feb. 2014) 



 Hold on Foundation funding   



 Awaiting resolution of  appeal before proceeding with expenditure of funds 
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Shore Terminals  
Plea Agreement 



• Federal criminal prosecution of Shore Terminals LLC 



 Operation of a bulk petroleum terminal in Selby, Contra Costa 



County in June 2009 



• $250,000 from plea agreement 



 Funds may be used for Air District projects designed to improve 



air quality in Contra Costa and Alameda Counties 



 Projected to fund the retrofit and replacement of diesel 



powered back up generators for cities and counties located in 



Contra Costa and Alameda Counties 



• District Staff working on a regulation for stationary diesel powered 



back-up generators, expected to conclude in 2014 
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Recommendation 



Request the Board of Directors: 



1. Receive and file the 2013 Annual Report 



Bay Area Clean Air Foundation 











Proposed Budget Calendar Year 2014 



Revenues/Sources 



Interest Income      $          1,000  



Grants/Contributions      $                 0             



   Total Revenues  $          1,000  



Use of Prior Year Cash Balance    $      583,349  



Total Revenues/Sources    $      584,349  



Expenditures 



Administrative Overhead/Support  $        21,000  



Program/Project Distributions    $      554,349  



Tax Filing Services      $          3,500  



Insurance Premium      $          5,000  



Other Charges      $             500  



  



Total 



Expenditures    $      584,349  



AGENDA:    5 

































SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 



This Settlement Agreement ("Agreemenf') is entered into by and between 
ConocoPhillips Company ("COP") and Edmund G. Brown Jr., Attorney General of 
California, on behalf of the People of the State of California ("Attorney General"), 
and is dated and effective as of September 10, 2007 (the "Effective Date"). COP 
and the Attorney General are sometimes collectively referred to herein as the 
"Parties." 



RECITALS 



WHEREAS, on or about May 27,2005, COP submitted an application to the 
County of Contra Costa (the "County") for a project known and referred to as 
the Clean Fuels Expansion Project (the "Project"). COP states that the 
Project is designed to use the heavy gas oil that is already produced at COP's 
Rodeo, California Refinery ("the Refinery"), and that currently is being sold in 
the fuel oil market, to produce instead cleaner-burning gasoline and diesel 
fuels. Without importing any additional crude oil to the Refinery, COP believes 
that the Project will enable the Refinery to increase the supply of cleaner
burning fuels into the California market by approximately 1 million gallons per 
day. Increased production of cleaner-burning fuels is now mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board ("CARB") and the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency. The Project includes a Hydrogen Plant, to 
be constructed, owned, and operated by Air Liquide (the "Hydrogen Plant"), 
which will produce steam and electricity, as well as hydrogen, for use in 
Refinery processes; 



WHEREAS, on or about September 12, 2005, in accordance with the 
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the 
County prepared and circulated a Notice of Preparation of an Environmental 
Impact Report for the Project. A Draft Environmental Impact Report for the 
Project was circulated for comment in November 2006. Comments were 
received on the EIR; the County prepared responses to those comments and 
completed the Final Environmental Impact Report for the Project (the "EIR") 
in April 2007. COP contends that the EIR adequately addressed, among 
other things, the greenhouse gas emissions ("GHG") from the Project and 
associated issues of climate change, and that the County Planning 
Commission was correct in concluding, based on substantial eVidence,that 
further discussion in the EIR relating to GHGs would be speculative. The EIR 
was certified and the Project permit was approved by the County Planning 
Commission on May 8, 2007; 



WHEREAS, on May 18,2007, the Attorney General filed an appeal to the 
Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors of the Planning Commission's 
approval of the Project and certification of the EIR, on the alleged ground that 











the EIR failed to adequately address the GHG emissions from the Project and 
associated climate change impacts (the "AG Appeal"); and 



WHEREAS, given the uncertainties of the outcome of the disputes and issues 
relating to the AG Appeal, and subject to the terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties wish to resolve the issues raised by the AG Appeal without 
the need for further administrative hearing or judicial proceedings. . 



NOW, THEREFORE, in conslderation of the terms, conditions and covenants 
set forth herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, receipt of 
which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows: 



AGREEMENT 



1. The EIR for the Project states that the Project will result in 1.25 million 
metric tons of C02 emissions, mostly attributable to the Hydrogen Plant. At 
least initially, COP will not be using the entire capacity of the Hydrogen Plant, 
and emissions from the Hydrogen Plant associated with COP's usage will be 
approximately 500,000 metric tons of C02 per year. Without admitting any 
liability or obligation to do so, and solely as a compromise of the issues raised 
by the AGAppeal, COP agrees to offset those GHG emissions by taking the 
following actions: 



a. COP has registered its Santa Maria Refinery calcining plant with the 
California Climate Action Registry, and estimates that the annual C02 
emissions from the plant are 70,000 tons. COP agrees to permanently 
surrender its operating permit for that facility by no later than 
December 31,2007. 



b. By March 31, 2008, COP will conduct a facility-wide energy 
e'fficiency audit of its Rodeo Refinery using an outside consultant, in 
order to identify possible energy efficiency measures that may be 
taken at the facility. COP may choose, but shall not be obligated to 
implement any of the findings of that audit. 



c. By December 31, 2008, COP will complete a greenhouse gas 
emissions audit of its California refineries. This audit will include a 
review of the greenhouse gases emitted from those facilities, including 
carbon dioxide, methane, CFC and HFC compounds. The audit will be 
conducted to identify sources of these emissions and potential 
emissions reduction opportunities at COP's California refineries. COP 
will take the information contained in the audit into consideration as 
part of its strategy for compliance with California Health and Safety 
code Division 25.5, sections 38500, et seq., the California Global 
Warming Solutions Act ("AB32"). 











d. By no later than June 1, 2009, COP will make a one-time payment 
of $7 million (Seven Million Dollars) to a carbon offset fund to be 
created by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). 
This payment will be used by the BAAQMD, pursuant to a 
Memorandum of Understanding ("MaU") to be entered into between 
the Attorney General and the BAAQMD, to fund grants for projects 
undertaken in the San Francisco Bay Area to achieve verifiable, 
quantifiable reductions in GHG emissions, with priority given to 
projects near the Rodeo Refinery. In the event (1) the fund has not 
been created; or (2) the MOU has not been signed by June 1, 2009, 
then COP and the Attorney General will meet to agree upon an 
alternative recipient for the funds. COP's payment obligation under 
this paragraph 1 (d) shall be reduced by $25 per ton for each ton of 
GHG emissions reductions per year that COP achieves at its Rodeo 
Refinery by implementing measures identified in the facility-wide audit 
of the Refinery, or otherwise reviewed and verified by the BAAQMD. 



e. By no later than June 1, 2009, COP will pay $200,000 (Two 
Hundred Thousand Dollars) to the Audubon Society for the restoration 
of San Pablo Bay wetlands to offset the Project's emissions of GHGs 
by increasing the sequestration of carbon. In the event the Audubon 
Society, (1) does not exist on the date for payment under this 
subparagraph; (2) does not agree to the use of the funds specified 
herein; or (3) does not accept the funds for any reason, then COP and 
the Attorney General will meet to agree on an alternate recipient. 



f. By no later than June 1, 2009, COP will pay $2.8 million (Two Million 
Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars) to California Wildfire ReLeaf, subject 
to California Wildfire ReLeafs written agreement to use the funds for 
reforestation and/or conservation projects (the ''forestry projects") in 
California to be conducted in accordance with the California Climate 
Action Registry's Forestry Project Protocol. California Wildfire ReLeaf 
will be responsible for ensuring that it complies with Registry 
requirements for certification of a reduction inventory for projects 
receiving these funds. This payment will offset the Project's emissions 
of GHGs by funding planting and/or conservation of trees that 
sequester carbon. COP currently estimates that these forestry projects 
will sequester 1,500,000 metric tons of C02 over the life span of the 
trees. In the event California Wildfire ReLeaf, (1) does not exist at the 
time the payment under this subparagraph is due; (2) does not agree 
to the use of the funds specified herein; or (3) does not accept the 
funds for any reason, COP and the Attorney General will meet to agree 
on an alternate recipient. 



g. COP's obligation to make the payments set forth in paragraphs 1 (d) 
through (f) of this Agreement is contingent upon COP obtaining a valid 
Contra Costa County land use permit for the Project, containing the 











terms of this Agreement as permit conditions. If the Project is 
proceeding (being built or in operation) on June 1, 2009, COP shall 
make the payments, even if CEQA litigation concerning the Project is 
still pending. If the Parties dispute whether payment should be made 
pursuant to this SUb-paragraph, they will meet in a timely fashion and 
attempt to resolve the dispute. 



h. COP agrees to offset C02 emissions from the Hydrogen Plant in 
excess of 500,000 metric tons of C02 per year (which is equivalent to 
an expected COP use of 50 MM standard cubic feet per day of 
hydrogen production), if any, for the period from the start-up of the 
Hydrogen Plant until regulations are adopted for the implementation of 
AB-32 [eitel, but only to the extent those emissions are attributable to 
COP's use of more than 50 MM standard cubic feet per day of 
hydrogen production from that Plant. Such offsets may include, but 
are not limited to, reduction in rates and/or shutdown of existing 
hydrogen plants and/or other operating equipment within the Rodeo 
Refinery. To the extent there are C02 emissions from the Hydrogen 
Plant in excess of 500,000 metric tons per year of C02 in the period 
between start-up of the Hydrogen Plant and the adoption of regulations 
for the implementation of AB-32, but which are attributable to the use 
of excess capacity by third parties other than COP, then Air Liquide, 
along with its third party customers, will be responsible to provide the 
required offsets and COP will not be responsible for offsetting those 
emissions. In the event that AS-32 is modified or replaced by an 
equivalent California law prior to implementation, or is pre-empted by 
federal law concerning GHG's or climate change, the offset 
requirements in this paragraph will apply to the period from plant start
up to the implementation of the relevant state or federal law. 



3. COP may apply to receive offset and/or credit status for reductions achieved 
through the projects and activities funded pursuant to this Agreement, under AB
32 or any equivalent state or federal law or regulation. 



4. The Attorney General recognizes that COP's signi'ficant efforts to mitigate 
GHG emissions from the Clean Fuels Project, in advance of the establishment of 
regulations and guidelines under AS 32, and without the need for the initiation of 
litigation by the Attorney General, helps to achieve the goals of AB 32. 
Therefore, on or before the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Attorney 
General will provide the County with a letter withdrawing the AG Appeal of the 
Project permit. This Agreement shall be attached to the letter withdrawing the AG 
Appeal. The Attorney General further agrees not to file any documents or 
pleadings in any administrative or judicial proceedings concerning the Project, 
pending now or in the future, that would tend to support a challenge to the 
Project, the EIR, or the Project approvals, including but not limited to the appeals 











filed by Communities for a Better Environment and the Center for Biological
 
Diversity.
 



5. This Agreement represents the entire agreement of the Parties with respect to 
the subject matter herein, and merges and supersedes any prior written or oral 
representations, discussions, understandings or agreements by or between the 
Parties relating to the subject matter of this Agreement. 



6. No addition to or modification of any term or provision of this Agreement will 
be effective unless set forth in writing and signed by an authorized representative 
of each of the Parties. 



7. In agreeing to make the payments identified herein, COP does not admit the 
necessity of implementing any additional offset or mitigation measures for the 
Project, and COP agrees to make these payments solely as a compromise and 
settlement of the AG Appeal. 



8. Each Party represents and warrants that it has the right, power, and authority 
to execute this Agreement. Each Party represents and warrants that it has given 
any and all notices, and obtained any and all consents, powers and authorities, 
necessary to permit it, and the persons executing this Agreement for it, to enter 
into this Agreement. 



9. This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the successors 
and assigns of the Parties to the Agreement. 



10. Each Party to this Agreement shall bear its own attorney's fees and costs
 
incurred in connection with the AG Appeal and this Settlement Agreement.
 



11. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the 
laws of the State of California. 



12. This Agreement may be executed .in counterparts, eaCh of which shall be 
deemed an original. This Agreement shall be binding upon the receipt of 
facsimile signatures. 



13. This Agreement shall be deemed to have been jointly drafted, So that the 
general rule of construction that it be construed against the drafter shall not 
apply. 



14. Any notice required or permitted to be given under this Agreement shall be in 
writing and shall be deemed to be given when served personally, or on the third 
day after mailing if mailed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed 
to the address for each Party set forth below: 











Attorney General: 



Sandra Goldberg 
Office of the Attorney General 
1515 Clay St., PO Box 70550 
Oakland, CA 94612-0550 



COP: 



Elissa Warantz 
3900 Kilroy Airport Way, Ste 210 
Long Beach, CA 90806 



15.	 The Parties will execute all further and additional documents as shall be 
convenient, necessary or desirable to carry out the intent and provisions 
of this Agreement. 



In witness whereof, this Agreement is executed by the following: 



PEOPLE OF THESTATE OF CALIFORNIA CONOCOPHILLIPS 
BY AND THROUGH ATTORNEY GENERAL COMPANY 
EDMUND G. BROWN 



s~~~Dated: ?//0 07:	 Dated:_--<.1_-......'/4"-..._~.;.....,7F---__
I 













From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Mary Murphy; Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, 


Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jose Farran; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:32:19 AM


Hi Kate
Incorporating the construction parking plan into the Mission Bay Good Neighbor 
Policy for construction, and including the policy as part of the project description 
works for the transportation section.
We can confirm this at tomorrow's call.
Thanks!
Luba


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 14, 2015, at 7:18 AM, Kate Aufhauser <kaufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor 
Policy for construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state 
that we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then 
incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. The amendment 
could be formalized as part of our project approvals along with other planned 
amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan, MBS 
Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm 
for us whether we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it 
into our project description (I think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure 
included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration). Either way, I believe this is a 
sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I 
am available by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
Kate
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Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
 
Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> 
wrote:


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Joyce
Cc: Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM);


Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN);
wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Catherine Mukai


Subject: RE: 4/9 CEQA Info Request - GSW Replies Part 1
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 12:37:02 AM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png
2015.04.14_InfoNeeds_SubmissionPartTwo.xlsx


Additional replies attached.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Joyce
Cc: 'Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com)'; Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Reilly, Catherine
(OCII); Chris Kern (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; Van
de Water, Adam (ECN); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; 'Catherine Mukai'
Subject: 4/9 CEQA Info Request - GSW Replies Part 1
 
Paul, Luba, and others –
 
Please see attached for GSW replies to some of ESA’s information requests (4/9 tracker). Other
answers are forthcoming.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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Sheet1


			Info Needs Task No			Category			Project Sponsor CEQA Information			Responsible Party			Date Due 			Date Delivered/
Status			Notes			Old Date Due 			Old Date Delivered			Old Notes


			ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT


			4			Project Description

(UPDATED NOTES)			Amendments to Mission Bay Planning Documents.  Please provide a list of the proposed amendments to the  Mission Bay Planning Documents (.e.g, Design for Development) that will be required for the project.
			OCII/Sponsor 			4/15/15			4/6/2015 and 4/15/2015			- GSW submitted our draft D4D amendments to Catherine for her review on 4/6. Catherine shared the draft and her comments with ESA on 4/15. Direction to ESA is to very generally summarize the proposed amendments, only to the minimum degree needed for the SEIR, to leave us flexibility for ongoing dialogue with OCII on precise language. OCII will review ESA's summary and edit as needed.

- Documents already included in CEQA, like our TMP street striping / street parking plans, ALSO include proposed revisions to the MB Infrastructure (OPA) and Streetscape plans. Given that these have been and will continue to be vetted by OCII (+ MTA, MBDG, etc.), it is sufficient simply to note that, and to state that the sponsor will also seek amendments to accommodate the plans as shown. 


			6			AB 900 - Administrative Record			City CAO/Sponsor:  Please review the draft list (provided separately to you) of information assumed to be provided in the AB 900 administrative record and provide any comments/recommendations.			City CAO/
Sponsor's Counsel			3/27/15			3/27/15			Lists were provided by both John M. and Mary M.


			7			Project Description -Project Approvals			UCSF View Easement Description:  The sponsor provided ESA the tentative map that shows the boundary of the UCSF view easement on the project site.  Please provide the easement description for what it specifically covers (e.g., heights, etc.?) - I believe Neil indicated he had that.			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/16/15			View easement figure and standards were provided by Neil S. 


			9			Wind			Wind Tunnel Test of Revised Project:  Please have RWDI model the wind impacts of the proposed Revised Project (we don't need the Existing scenario as that is already completed; we will just need the Existing Plus Project, and Cumulative Plus Project scenarios.			Sponsor			4/15/15			4/15/15			Submitted via separate email. Similar test results (and more detailed description) for the plaza variant are forthcoming. 


			10			Transportation/ Safety

(UPDATED NOTES)			Construction Tower Crane / UCSF Compatibility.  The sponsor indicated it had conducted a preliminary review of applicable regs (e.g., FAA) when considering compatibility of the proposed use of tower cranes at the project site with the UCSF helipad.  Please provide that preliminary review.			Sponsor			3/27/15			3/18/15			- Clarke provided MCJV's diagrams. Generally, the graphics demonstrate that neither the building (penthouse mechanical areas) nor tower cranes will interefere with the helicopter flight path. The document should also state that GSW is prepared to comply with FAA law, which will mitigate all potential impacts.
- ESA to provide separate technical analysis of project impacts on UCSF helipad operations.


			11			Project Description			Sponsor-Proposed Good Neighbor Policies/Plan. As discussed as the 3/12/15 meeting, please provide a copy of the sponsor's proposed good neighbor policies/plan to include in the SEIR Project Description that will address proposed crowd control, directing people to the proposed transit connections (as opposed to up Bridgeview Way), outdoor noise management and other practices to minimize effects on surrounding land uses. 			Sponsor			3/27/2015
/////
Sponsor to provide in late April			4/15/15			As discussed during the 4/15 call, the GSW are not planning to submit a formal policy in time for inclusion in our Draft SEIR. ESA should incorporate language outlining general commitments/intentions for quality of life efforts into the project description; to do so, please daw from the text found in the City/Warriors Obligations memo OEWD provided to the Warriors a few weeks ago. 


			12			Air Quality			Timing of Payment of Offset AQ Mitigation. Please confirm if the sponsor intends to pay for the off-set mitigaiton for criteria pollutants in one payment prior to project construction, or, in two payments (one prior to project construction and the second prior to project operation)			Sponsor			3/27/15			4/15/15			We intend to pay for the off-set mitigation for criteria pollutants in two total payments, ultimately at a time (/based on a trigger) that is flexible. If we need to provide details, we can say we'll pay once before C of O and once after project stabilization. This will help us get a more accurate number, and is aligned with our planned and approved process for offset purchases in fulfillment of AB900 requirements. 


			13			GHGs			GHG Checklist:  Please provide the sponsor's GHG checklist for the project.			Sponsor			4/15/15						Forthcoming. 			 10/10/2014						Per the PUC WWE memo sent to Chris Kern 9/12/14 and forwarded to the project sponsor, the Warriors are completing a detailed formal report on the project's wastewater system, with estimated demands consistent with the City's criteria for calculating wastewater generation. Date for anticipated completion and submission of this report is no later than 10/10/14. 

At ESA's request, the project sponsor could prepare a one-page memo on the topic based on the Water Demand Memo, above, to meet the 10/1 deadline. Please note, however, that the value provided would not meet the City's criteria and would not be consistent with the values provided in the forthcoming report. We are not anticipating submitting this memo unless requested. 


			23			Water and Wastewater Utility Plans			Project Water and Wastewater Utility Plans.  In light of the revised project, please confirm if any of the proposed water and wastewater utility plans (include any proposed off-site improvements as part of project) need to be updated			Sponsor			11/1/14									 Mid-November 2014
10/1/14			 9/30/2014			Plans are available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/m15v2ifrinjqw0q/Task39_ProjectWastewater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0 
and https://www.dropbox.com/s/2z9g8jr3grfmmjt/Task39_ProjectWater_UtilityPlans_2014.09.30.pdf?dl=0. Please note these plans are also being used in the project Major Phase application. 


			EXTRA 1			Transportation			Our airports staff are requesting a GIS or AutoCAD file (geo-spatially referenced) of the current site plan.  Please note we are not requesting a huge file with all the detail of materials, floorplans, landscaping etc., we merely just need a file that provides the location/massing/heights of the buildings on the site (e.g., similar to the conceptual site plan in Figure 3-5 in the SEIR PD).			Sponsor			ASAP						Request received 4/15/15. Passed to several members of the GSWs' design team. Response forthcoming. 


			EXTRA 2			Transportation			In the construction section of the SEIR Transportation section, Clarke indicated that “GSW’s general contractor has expressed interest in multiple ingress/egress points for truck access to the construction site;” and that “GSW will get a revised site plan which shows the locations.” Please provide that revised construction site access plan. 			Sponsor			ASAP						Request received 4/15/15. Response forthcoming. 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Paul Mitchell"; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.;


"NSekhri@gibsondunn.com"
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57:00 PM
Attachments: Pages from MBS Design for Dev-Original.pdf


Here is my outstanding issue.  I have attached the draft DforD Amendments.  I think there is enough
there to be able to summarize them without getting into the details that we need to refine.
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015
Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late summer/fall
2015.
Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in 2016. 
Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.
Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200 units
starting in summer 2016.  Remainder to be built anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now.
Block 1 – 350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel
Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later.
UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.
 
Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it.
 
Also, attached is the page from the original DforD that has the language that wasn’t brought
forward when we did the reformat (left off by accident).
 
Will send the DforD stuff soon.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and certain new
information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a pending date
for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
1.        Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and


20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she
needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.


·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"
Subject: RE: 16th St. Design Review
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 4:36:00 PM


I would send out an invite and see who doesn’t respond.  Get a better response sometimes vs.
waiting for them to read the email.  Personal experience on what works for me.
 
Plus….PUC and flush out?  OK, maybe only I find it funny.  Clearly this has been a long week……..
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 1:28 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Clarke Miller;
jwinters@swagroup.com; Winslow, David (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com;
lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Paul Mitchell; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Dwight
Long; Mallory Shure
Cc: Kortkamp, Ken (CWP)
Subject: RE: 16th St. Design Review
 
Hi all –
 
Just want to make sure those interested in attending (or encouraging colleagues attend) are able to
make this time. We  are hoping to have a few others from MTA and PUC join us to flush out the
different perspectives. Please let me know if this time still suits.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 


Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) |  202.230.2642
(cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website |  tickets |  app |  social |  find us
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SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:07 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Reilly, Catherine (OCII); 'Adam Van de Water'; Miller, Erin; Molly Hayes; Clarke
Miller; jwinters@swagroup.com; Winslow, David (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII);
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Chris Kern (chris.kern@sfgov.org);
Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Paul Mitchell; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Dwight Long; Mallory Shure
Cc: kkortkamp@sfwater.org
Subject: 16th St. Design Review
When: Wednesday, April 22, 2015 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: TBD
 
 
Erin, please invite the relevant staff from MTA.
Justin, please forward to others on your team as applicable.
Including the full CEQA team as FYI.
 
Items for discussion include:


         City design direction vs. CEQA assumptions


         16th St. setback priorities
         Circulation/queuing
         Stormwater management
         Other program (like bike valet)
         Illinois “moment” design (re: pedestrian flows and safety)


         Media cabling boxes / 16th St. streetscape
 
 



http://www.nba.com/warriors/news/sbj-award-05212014






From: José I. Farrán
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 1:04:53 PM


Ken,
 
The short answer is it depends and we would have to look into it.  Having an off-site parking location to
the south would mostly apply to those coming from the south and west (e.g. South Bay and SD4). 
Perhaps some coming from the northwest (SD2) as well, which would otherwise arrive via 16th St. 
 
That being said, we have some vehicles arriving from the south pre-game via Third St to park at the
UCSF Third St garage and 450 South St garage, which could potentially be relocated to park a this
new facility.  The 900 or so vehicles parking on site would be unaffected by the new facility.  After a
game, conditions at Third/16th are mostly driven by the closure of NB Third St north of 16th, the Muni
bus shuttle traffic traveling WB, and pedestrians.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Rich, Ken (ECN) [mailto:ken.rich@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:50 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); José I. Farrán; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Thanks.  Will the provision of parking at Pier 70 and Pier 80 improve traffic conditions in the vicinity


of 16th and 3rd, since drivers from the north will use some alternative route to access parking, or
will it only intercept traffic coming from the south?


 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:35 PM
To: José I. Farrán; Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Thank you, Jose.  So it looks like the original 400 spaces that Adam included in the Event
Management Strategy was related to what he thought could fit on Pier 70 vs. the parking shortfall
with or without the UCSF garages.  He may not have included a higher numbers since he was still
talking with the Port on the possibility of using Pier 80, which has the larger footprint and longer
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term usability.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:05 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Catherine,
 
Attached is a summary table showing weekday parking conditions for the existing plus project
scenarios assuming that project vehicles are not allowed to park at UCSF facilities. The potential
parking shortfalls are a function of the assumptions regarding supply and demand.
 
Regarding your question about how many off-site parking spaces it would take to eliminate project
traffic impacts, you are correct, no analysis has been conducted to estimate that number.   Based on
“professional guesswork”, it seems that the number should start at least at about 1,000 (about 25% of
the project total parking demand) with 2,000 being a likely candidate to result in the elimination of
project traffic impacts in MB (remains to be seen what the effects would be in the vicinity of the off-site
parking location).  As a reference size-wise, the Giants Lot A has capacity for about 2,400 vehicles.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:38 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Jose/Luba – thoughts?  We keep throwing 2000 around, but not sure if that was based on any
analysis.
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Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
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From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
To: Range, Jessica (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: BAAQMD information request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 11:03:34 AM
Attachments: image001.png
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Please take a look at the info below and let me know if you have any questions or anything to add.
Regarding the TDMs, we have a draft list of TDMs but can’t confirm they will be implemented until
closer to publication of the Draft SIER as they have been changing as we go through review of the
SIER.
 
We expect SEIR Draft 2 at the end of April. TDM measures are still being worked out and can be
provided once we finish our review of SEIR Draft 2 in mid-May and the Warriors have committed to
implementing the various TDMs.
 
TSP: The TSP details are still being worked out. Once the details are finalized we will know the
amount of Muni buses and extra light rail headway service needed to accommodate a large capacity
event (12,500 attendees or more). This information will include both pre- and post- event service
needs. A good percentage of the event attendees can be accommodated on existing Muni buses
and light rail cars for pre-event attendees destined for the event center, so pre and post event Muni
buses and light rail cars needed to accommodate event attendees will be different.
 
Parking: The proposed project would provide a total of 950 on-site vehicle parking spaces, including
22 ADA accessible spaces within an on-site parking garage containing 899 spaces and 51 parking
spaces within the separate loading center. With the exception of about six spaces, which would be
tandem spaces, all vehicle parking spaces would be independently-accessible (independently-
accessible parking spaces allow a vehicle to be accessed without having to move another vehicle).
Vehicular access to the garage would be from both South Street and 16th Street, and 51 of the
vehicle spaces would be located within the separate below-grade loading area within the parking
garage. The 51 vehicle parking spaces within the loading area would be reserved for use by the
Golden State Warriors. As part of the project, the sponsor has also acquired the right to park at 132
existing off-street parking spaces in the 450 South Street parking garage, accessed from South
Street and Bridgeview Way directly north of the project site. These off-site spaces are proposed to
be used for GSW project employees. Combined, the proposed project would have 1,082 vehicle
parking spaces serving the project uses. No carshare spaces are proposed.
 
Bicycle Parking: The proposed project would provide bicycle storage rooms accommodating 111
Class 1 bicycle parking spaces within the proposed office and retail/restaurant buildings (i.e., 55
bicycle parking spaces in the South Street office and retail building, 52 spaces in the 16th Street
office and retail building, and 4 spaces in the Food Hall). In addition, an enclosed bicycle parking
center would be provided at the southeast plaza area near 16th Street, and would accommodate up
to 300 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for event center and GSW employees on days without an
event. This bicycle parking center would be conveniently located and easily accessible from the
bicycle lanes on 16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. On event days, this facility would be
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valet staffed, which would then convert the 300 spaces to Class 1; an additional 100 Class 1 bicycle
parking spaces would be provided when necessary in a temporary bicycle corral within the main
plaza or southeast plaza areas, for a total of 400 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces on event days. The
bicycle valet is proposed to be staffed by a partner such as the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition for
evening uses during peak events, such as NBA games and concerts. The valet parking would be
attended from two hours prior to the start of the event, to approximately an hour after the event
ends. The proposed project would also provide 75 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces via bicycle racks on
adjacent sidewalks and on-site at key locations.
 
The Bike project on TFB is an approved SF Port project that will implement a two-way cycletrack on
the eastside of TFB. The cycletrack will be completed once TFB is realigned as part of the GSW Event
Center project, which means the cycletrack will be in operation close to the completion of
construction of the event center. Timing is based on the project construction schedule.
 
 
 


From: Range, Jessica (CPC) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 3:58 PM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: BAAQMD information request
 
Hi Brett,
 
I talked with Alison Kirk at BAAQMD today and she had recently met with her supervisor and they
have a few questions for you.  Specifically she wants to show her superiors that the Warriors are
doing all they can to reduce operational emissions and she would like more information on the
Transit Service Plan as well as other project design features/requirements that may or may not be
spelled out in the TSP (essentially all TDM related features). Specifically, she mentioned:


·        Information on the TSP and what it includes
·        Parking: what is the breakdown of the parking spaces (regular, valet, carshare, electric, etc).


Why are there 950 proposed? Are there any other pricing policies? Lastly, I guess the Initial
Study mentioned the project acquired 132 spaces offsite and she has questions about who
would be using those spaces.


·        Bike Parking: How many bike parking spaces are proposed? Any other bike facilities
(showers, etc.)


·        There was mention of a Bike project along Terry Francois Street in the Initial Study and
would like more information on that project (timing, etc.)


 
With regards to any meeting with BAAQMD, I was informed that they need to get an attorney
assigned and meet internally with the attorney before they can meet with us. Also, her superior will
be out of the office next week.
 
Lastly, what is the timing for Draft 2 of the EIR?  Alison would like to look at the construction
mitigation measures proposed.
 
 







Jessica Range
Senior Planner, Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9018 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:Jessica.Range@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org


            
 
Planning Information Center (PIC): 415-558-6377 or pic@sfgov.org
Property Information Map (PIM):http://propertymap.sfplanning.org 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Kate Aufhauser"; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC);


Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock;
wyckowilliam@comcast.net


Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:37:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png


The good neighbor policy is just about noise.  I don’t think we need to amend the policy, we could
include the construction plan as an improvement measure and then include as part of a condition of
approval.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 AM
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell;
Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA);
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
 
Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor Policy for
construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state that we will submit a
parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then incorporate that plan into our internal
construction logistics planning. The amendment could be formalized as part of our project approvals
along with other planned amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan,
MBS Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm for us whether
we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it into our project description (I
think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration).
Either way, I believe this is a sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project
sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I am available
by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
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Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
 
Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:
 


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:
 


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


<image001.png>
website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Luba Wyznyckyj
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Miller, Erin (MTA);


wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Sekhri, Neil
Subject: Re: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2015 3:12:08 PM


Thanks Kate
Your edits look ok, with the exception that we will not include your wording regarding "commercially
reasonable options”. The traffic management measures typically required by the City are standard
measures that have been applied to many construction projects throughout the City.


On Apr 18, 2015, at 10:04 AM, Kate Aufhauser <kaufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


> <Revisions to Construction Improvement Measure I-TR-1_KAComment.docx>
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: Weekly GSW Check-In
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:50:14 AM


4.30 or 5 work for you?


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Jesse Blout
Date:04/16/2015 5:56 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (ADM)" ,Clarke Miller ,"Van de Water, Adam (ECN)"
Subject: RE: Weekly GSW Check-In


it would be god to check in, particularly about the commission schedule per your vmail.  What is your
afternoon like?


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [catherine.reilly@sfgov.org]
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 4:24 PM
To: Clarke Miller; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: Weekly GSW Check-In


Hey all – since Clarke and Adam are out of town right now, Jesse do you want to talk tomorrow?  If
so, could we find another time?  I’d like to go to the Public Safety Building grand opening celebration
at 11am.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 1:25 PM
To: Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Jesse Blout
Subject: Weekly GSW Check-In
When: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:30 AM-11:30 AM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: Call-in #: 877-336-1828; Access Code: 955112; Host Code: 748198
 
 
Weekly tracking log will be sent out prior to each call.
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From: Range, Jessica (CPC)
To: Alison Kirk (AKirk@baaqmd.gov)
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: TDM measures for warriors
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 5:00:37 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Hi Alison,
 
See the following description of the currently proposed TDM measures. Please note that the TSP
details are still being worked out. Please contact Brett Bollinger know if you have any further
questions about the TDM measures.
 
  TSP: The TSP details are still being worked out. Once the details are finalized we will know the
amount of Muni buses and extra light rail headway service needed to accommodate a large capacity
event (12,500 attendees or more). This information will include both pre- and post- event service
needs. A good percentage of the event attendees can be accommodated on existing Muni buses
and light rail cars for pre-event attendees destined for the event center, so pre and post event Muni
buses and light rail cars needed to accommodate event attendees will be different.
 
Parking: The proposed project would provide a total of 950 on-site vehicle parking spaces
(dedicated to season ticket holders), including 22 ADA accessible spaces within an on-site parking
garage containing 899 spaces and 51 parking spaces within the separate loading center. With the
exception of about six spaces, which would be tandem spaces, all vehicle parking spaces would be
independently-accessible (independently-accessible parking spaces allow a vehicle to be accessed
without having to move another vehicle). Vehicular access to the garage would be from both South
Street and 16th Street, and 51 of the vehicle spaces would be located within the separate below-
grade loading area within the parking garage. The 51 vehicle parking spaces within the loading area
would be reserved for use by the Golden State Warriors. As part of the project, the sponsor has also
acquired the right to park at 132 existing off-street parking spaces in the 450 South Street parking
garage, accessed from South Street and Bridgeview Way directly north of the project site. These off-
site spaces are proposed to be used for GSW project employees. Combined, the proposed project
would have 1,082 vehicle parking spaces serving the project uses. No carshare spaces are proposed.
The ratio of parking spaces to event attendees is 1 space per 0.06 attendees (compared to 1 space
per 2.1 attendees at the existing Oracle facility)
 
Bicycle Parking: The proposed project would provide bicycle storage rooms accommodating 111
Class 1 bicycle parking spaces within the proposed office and retail/restaurant buildings (i.e., 55
bicycle parking spaces in the South Street office and retail building, 52 spaces in the 16th Street
office and retail building, and 4 spaces in the Food Hall). In addition, an enclosed bicycle parking
center would be provided at the southeast plaza area near 16th Street, and would accommodate up
to 300 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for event center and GSW employees on days without an
event. This bicycle parking center would be conveniently located and easily accessible from the
bicycle lanes on 16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. On event days, this facility would be
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valet staffed, which would then convert the 300 spaces to Class 1; an additional 100 Class 1 bicycle
parking spaces would be provided when necessary in a temporary bicycle corral within the main
plaza or southeast plaza areas, for a total of 400 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces on event days. The
bicycle valet is proposed to be staffed by a partner such as the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition for
evening uses during peak events, such as NBA games and concerts. The valet parking would be
attended from two hours prior to the start of the event, to approximately an hour after the event
ends. The proposed project would also provide 75 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces via bicycle racks on
adjacent sidewalks and on-site at key locations.
 
The Bike project on TFB is an approved SF Port project that will implement a two-way cycletrack on
the eastside of TFB. The cycletrack will be completed once TFB is realigned as part of the GSW Event
Center project, which means the cycletrack will be in operation close to the completion of
construction of the event center. Timing is based on the project construction schedule.
 
 
 
Jessica Range
Senior Planner, Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9018 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:Jessica.Range@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org


            
 
Planning Information Center (PIC): 415-558-6377 or pic@sfgov.org
Property Information Map (PIM):http://propertymap.sfplanning.org 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Subject: RE: BROWNBAG Meeting to discuss updated Transit Service Plan and Capital improvements - Warriors
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 1:05:00 PM


Did you mean to cancel the meeting?


Catherine Reilly
Project Manager
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII)
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/


-----Original Appointment-----
From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com]
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 12:59 PM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Canceled: BROWNBAG Meeting to discuss updated Transit Service Plan and Capital
improvements - Warriors
When: Monday, April 20, 2015 12:00 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: Sonali's Office
Importance: High


Sonali,


 


I’m following up to let you and everyone know that we have confirmed all except Adam (and
I’m going to go out on a limb and say that he’ll be there). I also just added Jennifer because
we’ll certainly be discussing costs modifications, and hope that she can attend.


       


Apologies for taking your lunchtime, but we need to have this meeting as soon as possible. 
Please let me know if you can attend.  Brett, Chris, I don’t think you both need to come, but
someone from EP should attend.
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From: Murphy, Mary G.
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kelly David; Kaufhauser@warriors.com; Miller Clarke
Subject: Fwd: 2015 04 15_City-Warriors Obligations_Combined kr CR comments.docx
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:46:27 PM
Attachments: 2015 04 15_City-Warriors Obligations_Combined kr CR comments.docx


ATT00001.htm


Hi Catherine, sorry for the late comment. Please see my change here.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been
sent to you in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then
immediately delete this message.
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DATE:	April 16, 2015


TO:  Lori Yamauchi


FROM: Ken Rich + prepared by Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, Planning Department, GSW, and GSW CEQA Team 


RE: Overlapping Events Transportation Management Strategy





The following outlines proposed strategies to address transportation impacts related to an overlapping event scenario, i.e., when there is a large scale event occurring at both AT&T Park and the Golden State Warriors (GSW) Event Center.  Many of the strategies listed below will also help reduce congestion on arena event days without an event at AT&T Park.


The potential for overlapping events to occur at the two venues is based on two facts. First, large events at AT&T Park occur primarily during the regular baseball season, from April through September, and during this period, only half of the Giants games are at AT&T Park.  Second, the regular basketball season (late October to mid-April) has little overlap with baseball season, and again only half of the games are home games. Thus, there are minimal opportunities for a dual event to occur as a result of simultaneous basketball and baseball games.  Based on past years’ scheduling, it is likely that 0 to 2 regular season games would overlap annually.  If both teams make their respective championship playoffs in the same year, up to 5 additional overlapping games could occur.  However, while great for the fans, the likelihood that both teams play championship rounds multiple times during a person’s lifespan is small, so a 0 to 2 game overlap is the most likely scenario in any given year.


When you look at the possibility of a Giants home game overlapping with a GSW Event Center non-basketball event, there is the possibility of approximately 30 additional overlapping events.  These other types of events range from a small theater sized show with an average of 3,000 attendees, up to a large concert with an average of 12,500 attendees.  The estimated programming for the Event Center suggests that the great majority of these 30 overlapping events would have smaller attendance than building capacity, with approximately 9,000 or fewer attendees.  Only the concerts would be large-scale events, and the main concert season (fall, winter, and early spring) has minimal overlap with the baseball season. Therefore, it is conservatively estimated that only one-third or fewer of the potential overlapping events with AT&T Park would be expected to be larger concerts. 


It is important not to overestimate the likely number of overlapping events in a given year:  Based on league schedules and concert scheduling as described above, it is anticipated that in a regular year, without any scheduling coordination (i.e., typical worse case), there is the possibility of about 9 overlapping, dual large-scale events (i.e., 2 overlaps with basketball games, and 7 overlaps with large-scale concerts) at the Event Center and at AT&T Park.  If either or both teams made it to their respective championships, the number of overlapping events could moderately increase; however, this scenario is unlikely to occur on a regular basis, so the anticipated average of 9 large event overlaps is the more reliable scenario to anticipate in any given year.


The following strategy is broken into two sections.  The first section, Exhibit A, is a list of strategies that would be above and beyond the strategies already assumed for the analysis included in the Administrative Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (SEIR).  We have provided a short qualitative description of how the strategy will help improve transportation operations.  In some cases, as noted in the text, quantitative analysis will be able to be provided at a later date. In some cases the strategy will apply to any event at the GSW Event Center, and others specifically focus on overlapping events.


As a highlight and as further discussed below, City staff are currently working with Port staff to secure additional parking lots, at Piers 70 and 80 south of the Arena site and away from the areas of highest congestion, where cars coming from the south and other directions may park and either walk or take a shuttle to the Event Center.


The second section, Exhibit B, is a list of strategies already included in the SEIR project description. The impact analysis included in the Administrative Draft SEIR assumes implementation of these strategies.


Methodology note:  Please note that the following strategies are not anticipated to reduce the significance determination at intersections projected to operate at LOS F under Existing plus Project conditions to a less than significant level (i.e., from a Level of Service [LOS] F to LOS D or better).  UCSF has requested that we complete a transportation analysis to determine how much better the intersections would work, even if they are still at a LOS F.  Unfortunately, the methodology used in analyzing intersection operations does not accurately project operating conditions for oversaturated traffic conditions (traffic demand is above the intersection’s ability to process it).  


The intersection LOS analysis is based on the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000 methodology, which provides LOS values from A to F based on the delay incurred by motorists at that location.  The worst LOS (LOS F) at a signalized intersection is reached once the average delay is above 80 seconds per vehicle; this means that the intersection is oversaturated.  


The equations used to determine vehicle delay have been validated for conditions where an intersection is below, at or slightly above capacity and is therefore  not designed to quantify oversaturated conditions (beyond LOS F). In addition, LOS is a tool used by traffic engineers to redesign intersections by adding more lanes, restrictions on turns, and other measures that are not feasible for the intersections operating at LOS of F in the Mission Bay area. Thus, although the equations used to calculate LOS can provide values well above 80 seconds per vehicle (and those are reported in the appropriate appendices for informational purposes), these would not have sound methodological value, so any output above 100 seconds of delay or so cannot be relied on to correctly represent expected conditions.  This is not specific to this project, but rather a result of the tools available to perform traffic analysis in general.  However, where possible, we have provided a sense of what the scale of impact of a strategy might be.


Note on Impacts to Emergency Vehicles: Roadway improvements and traffic control strategies adjacent related to the GSW project would facilitate emergency vehicle access to the UCSF Medical Center and no significant impact to emergency vehicle access is anticipated. During pre-event and post-event conditions, up to 17 Parking Control Officers (PCOs) would be stationed at up to 17 locations to direct and facilitate vehicular and pedestrian travel, including in the vicinity of the UCSF Children’s Hospital emergency room and urgent care facility. No roadway closures are proposed for pre-event conditions for any events. For events that necessitate closure of the northbound travel lanes of Third Street between 16th and South Streets (generally events with 14,000 or more attendees) for post-game conditions for a period of one to two hours depending on the size of the event, emergency vehicles traveling on Third Street southbound would not be affected, and if necessary, emergency vehicles traveling northbound on Third Street would be permitted to continue through the closed segment between 16th and South Streets, as PCOs would be able to remove the temporary barriers. Alternately, emergency vehicles would also be able to travel northbound within the southbound lanes on Third Street. The Event Center Transportation Coordinator would provide emergency service providers, including the fire stations and UCSF facilities, with a list of dates and times during which temporary closure of Third Street would be required following an event. Furthermore, all drivers must comply with the California Vehicle Code § 21806, which requires that drivers yield right-of-way to authorized emergency vehicles, drive to the right road curb or edge, stop, and remain stopped until the emergency vehicle has passed. 









Exhibit A – Strategies not Assumed for the Administrative Draft SEIR





The following are new strategies that will be applied to the GSW Event Center and were not assumed in the SEIR analysis that was included in the Administrative Draft SEIR. The potential benefit of the majority of the strategies is not quantifiable, but a qualitative explanation of why they will have a positive impact on transportation is provided after each in italic.  Those strategies that can be analyzed quantifiably have been identified below, as well as a qualitative discussion of what the quantitative impacts might be.  Due to the timeline of the SEIR and the additional details needed to complete the analysis, as was discussed with Barbara French, any additional analysis cannot be completed until after the Draft SEIR is released. 


New Event Center Mitigation Measure for Overlapping Events with AT&T Park Events to be Added - QUANTIFIABLE


· GSW to exercise commercially reasonable best efforts to avoid scheduling non-GSW events of 9,000 or more event center attendees that start or end within 60 minutes of the start or end (respectively) of events at AT&T Park. (Impact – By separating the start times of events, it will reduce some of the additional congestion caused by patrons for both events arriving at the same time.  For example, 85% of the GSW Event Center patrons are anticipated to arrive within an hour of the start of a basketball game or after it begins, and concerts are anticipated to have more people arriving after the start of the event due to the fact there are opening act(s) before the headliner.  As a result, by scheduling overlapping events to start/end 60 minutes or more from each other, GSW Event Center patrons would be arriving outside of the range of the AT&T Park event patrons, which would reduce congestion.)


· When overlapping non-GSW events of 9,000 or more event center attendees and Giants games cannot be avoided through commercially reasonable efforts, GSW to negotiate with the event promoter as feasible to stagger start times such that the event headliner starts no earlier than 8:30 p.m. (Impact – As evening SF Giants games typically start at about 7 PM, with the majority of patrons arriving by start time or soon after, and the great majority of GSW event patrons arrive within an hour before an event or after the event starts, an event starting at 8.30PM would result in most GSW Event Center patrons arriving after the arrival of the Giants event patrons.)


· City to continue conversations with the Port of San Francisco to identify offsite overflow parking lot(s) south of the event center, with an estimated 200 parking spaces at Pier 70 and 1,000 to 2,000 parking spaces on Pier 80, and GSW to provide free shuttles to the event center on a maximum 10-minute headway before and after events.  (Impact – The additional parking spaces anticipated for overlapping evening events may reduce or disperse congestion caused by drivers looking for parking.  While no analysis has been completed, based on professional estimation, the relocation of between 1,000 (about 25% of the project total parking demand) to 2,000 cars out of the direct Mission Bay area could result in a substantial reduction of project traffic impacts in Mission Bay. Once more detail on the location of the parking, number of spaces, and local conditions where the overflow parking would be located are determined, as more detailed analysis, post-Draft SEIR release date, would be completed.) 


New Event Center Mitigation Measure to be Added to the SEIR (as possible strategies for reducing transportation impacts)


Measures to Reduce Traffic Congestion – NON QUANTIFIABLE


· City to work with Caltrans to install changeable message signs upstream of key entry points onto the street network, such as I-280 northbound. (Impact – Changeable message signs will direct drivers to use the I-80 off-ramp at Sixth/Brannan to minimize congestion at the King/Fourth off-ramp.)


· City to provide outreach efforts to surrounding neighborhoods to explore the need/desire for new Residential Parking Permit program areas. (Impact – Tool to minimize impacts of event center visitors onto adjacent neighborhoods by preserving parking for residents/businesses, as well as discouraging driving by time-limiting the on-street parking supply.)


· GSW to offer substantially all available on-site parking spaces not otherwise committed to office tenants, retail customers or season ticket holders for pre-purchase and establish agreements with neighboring private garage operators to pre-sell parking spaces, as well as notify patrons in advance that nearby parking resources are limited and local parking options are expensive. (Impact – Minimizes people driving around the neighborhood looking for parking since they would travel directly to their pre-purchased parking spot, thereby reducing congestion. In addition, provides patrons with the advantage of certainty of price and location by pre-purchasing parking, with the additional advantage of showing up at event when patron wants to rather than having to come early to search for parking.) 


· GSW to create a mobile app, or integrate into an existing app, transportation information that promotes transit first, allows for pre-purchase of parking and designates suggested paths of travel that best avoid congested areas or residential streets such as Bridgeview north of Mission Bay Boulevard and Fourth Street. (Impact – Minimizes people driving around the neighborhood looking for parking since they know where their pre-purchased parking spot is located, thereby reducing congestion.)


· City and GSW to work to identify offsite parking lot(s) adjacent to the event center, if available, where livery vehicles and TNCs may stage prior to the end of an event. (Impact – Avoids unsafe parking habits of livery vehicles and TNCs, which reduces congestion by reducing the potential that these vehicles double park and block travel lanes.)


Measure to Enhance Non-auto Modes – NON QUANTIFIABLE


· GSW to provide a promotional incentive (i.e., show Clipper card or bike valet ticket for concession savings, chance to win merchandise or experience, etc.) for public transit use, bicycling and/or ridesharing to the event center. (Impact – Provides a financial incentive to encourage people to use transit or alternative modes of transportation.)


Measures to Enhance Transportation Conditions in Mission Bay and Nearby Neighborhoods – NON QUANTIFIABLE 


· GSW to annually report patron transportation survey data required by the EIR to the Mission Bay Ballpark Transportation Coordination Committee (MBBTCC), including number of overlaps with AT&T park events. (Impact – Provides needed data to allow for the continual improvement of the TMP, Muni Special Event Transit Service Plan and TDMs, by being able to better target the Event Center patrons.)


· GSW to notify the Mission Bay Ballpark Transportation Coordination Committee (MBBTCC) at least one month prior to the start of any non-GSW event with at least 9,000 expected attendees.  If commercially reasonable circumstances prevent such advance notification, the GSW shall notify the MBBTCC within 72 hours of booking. (Impact – Allows the MBBTCC to provide input into appropriate transportation management for the event, as well as allows MBBTCC to notify the community so it can plan for increased traffic.)


· City and GSW to meet to discuss transportation and scheduling logistics in connection with signing any marquee events (national tournaments or championships, political conventions, or tenants interested in additional season runs: NHL, NCAA, etc.). (Impact – Allows for an extra level of coordination for one-off events that have special transportation needs to ensure appropriate transportation management measures are put in place.)


Measures to Increase Transit Access


NON QUANTIFIABLE


· City to provide Transit Fare Inspectors (TFIs), and other SFMTA or City personnel at key transit stops and stations as designated by SFMTA. (Impact – Facilitate transit access to the site by new or infrequent riders unfamiliar with the system, and will reduce the time needed to move people through the system.)


· GSW to work with the SFMTA to determine the feasibility and benefits of bundling the cost of a roundtrip Muni fare ($4.50) into the cost of all ticketed events. (Impact – Will encourage transit use as patrons will have already committed to paying for a transit pass and also makes the transit process more understandable to new and infrequent riders.)





QUANTIFIABLE


· City to coordinate with regional providers to encourage increased special event service, particularly longer BART and Caltrain trains and increased North Bay ferry and bus service. (Impact – The City is working with regional providers to determine how and what additional service will be provided.  For the SEIR it will not be appropriate to assume the additional service since the City does not control the regional providers.  We could provide additional quantitative analysis after the SEIR is released and the additional service is identified.)  


· City and GSW to work in good faith with the Water Emergency Transportation Agency, UCSF and other interested parties to facilitate the construction of a ferry landing at the terminus of 16th Street, and provision of ferry service during events. (Impact – See previous bullet.)






New Event Center Mitigation Measure for Overlapping Events with AT&T Park Events to be Added - QUANTIFIABLE


GSW to exercise best efforts to avoid scheduling non-GSW events of 9,000 or more event center attendees that start or end within 60 minutes of the start or end (respectively) of events at AT&T Park. (Impact – By separating the start times of events, it will reduce some of the additional congestion caused by patrons for both events arriving at the same time.  For example, 85% of the GSW Event Center patrons are anticipated to arrive within an hour of the start of a basketball game or after it begins, and concerts are anticipated to have more people arriving after the start of the event due to the fact there are opening act(s) before the headliner.  As a result, by scheduling overlapping events to start/end 60 minutes or more from each other, GSW Event Center patrons would be arriving outside of the range of the AT&T Park event patrons, which would reduce congestion.)


When overlapping non-GSW events of 9,000 or more event center attendees and Giants games cannot be avoided through commercially reasonable efforts, GSW to:


Negotiate with the event promoter as feasible to stagger start times such that the event headliner starts no earlier than 8:30 p.m. (Impact – As evening SF Giants games typically start at about 7 PM, with the majority of patrons arriving by start time or soon after, and the great majority of GSW event patrons arrive within an hour before an event or after the event starts, an event starting at 8.30PM would result in most GSW Event Center patrons arriving after the arrival of the Giants event patrons.)


o	Identify and contract with offsite overflow parking lot(s) south of the event center and provide free shuttles to the event center on a maximum 10-minute headway before and after events.  (Impact – The additional parking spaces anticipated for overlapping evening events may reduce or disperse congestion caused by drivers looking for parking.  The City is exploring different parking opportunities to potentially increase the number of overflow parking spaces, which would reduce the number of people that would drive into Mission Bay.  Before an analysis can be completed, more detail on the location of the parking, number of spaces, and local conditions where the overflow parking would be located need to be defined.)
Exhibit B - Strategies Already in Administrative Draft SEIR





The following are additional strategies that will be applied to the GSW project and have been assumed in the SEIR analysis that was included in the Administrative Draft SEIR.  A few of the strategies are related to non-transportation, event management issues.


Currently in SEIR as part of Project or Muni Special Event Transit Service Plan


· City to lengthen the T Third station platform at Third St and South St. by 160’ to the north for a total of 320’.


· City to install T Third crossover tracks between South St and 16th Street.


· City to install a permanent barrier within available light rail right of way to discourage midblock pedestrian crossings between 16th and South Streets. 


· City to use a “Muni Transit Service Plan” to increase service on the T Third and the 22 Fillmore beyond the existing and planned Muni Forward program to reflect anticipated a ridership level that is aggressive, but reflective of currently anticipated behaviors. 


· City to provide three special event shuttles for peak events of 14,000 or more attendees on 16th Street, Van Ness Avenue and to the Transbay Terminal/Ferry Terminal. 


· City to provide exterior SFFD fire suppression and EMT support as needed. 


· GSW to negotiate directly with SFPD and SFFD to provide supplemental public safety services within the event center.


· GSW to contract with the MB TMA to provide added shuttle frequency and hours of service.


· GSW to contract with Mission Bay Parks and the Mission Bay Management Corporation, or other provider,  to provide certain parks maintenance, garbage disposal, street sweeping, power washing and other neighborhood quality of life protections generated by the event center not already provided by the GSW.


· GSW to devise procedures to address loitering, off-site queuing, illegal vendors, ambient noise, etc; creates a means for fielding and resolving complaints before, during and after events, including establishment of a central point of contact with real-time connection to the event center’s Transportation Management Center; promotes pre- and post-game routes that avoid residential streets such as Bridgeview north of MB Blvd and Fourth Street; and comply with the San Francisco Entertainment Commission’s Good Neighbor Policy and  all applicable noise regulations.


· GSW to install traffic signals at the intersections of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street per the Project Description.


· GSW to coordinate office and event center deliveries , when feasible, to avoid p.m. peak traffic conditions.


· GSW to market transit as the preferred means of accessing the event center through:


· Transit, bicycle and pedestrian promotion integrated into event ads, event tickets, website and smartphone applications,


· Real-time transit schedules displayed on event center monitors,


· Robust transit wayfinding on site guiding patrons to shuttle and train stops, bike parking locations and ridesharing loading,


· Cross-marketing with SFMTA: station, train and website ads, and


· Transit cards available for purchase on site. 


· GSW to provide requisite connectivity and space within the onsite Transportation Management Center to meet SFMTA and SFPD special event needs, including certain access to onsite CCTVs and connection to changeable message signs. 


· GSW to sponsor a bikeshare station on or in the vicinity of the project site. 


Currently in SEIR as a Other City Project or Existing City Service for Events


· City to install a two-way cycle track along the east side of Terry A. Francois Blvd. In EIR as a planned project. 


· City to provide SFPD officers to patrol the neighborhoods surrounding the event center, along major access corridors, and in support of UCSF campus security and adjacent businesses private security.


· City to purchase 4 additional light rail vehicles for use on the T Third line during peak events and citywide otherwise. 


Currently in SEIR as a Mitigation or Improvement Measure


· City to study extending the eastbound left turn pocket into the UCSF hospital at 4th and Mariposa and restriping if found to be feasible. (Improvement Measure)


· City to increase service on the T Third and the 22 Fillmore. (Mitigation Measure)


· City to provide Parking Control Officers at  intersections identified to have significant impacts in the EIR and designated as PCO priority areas by the SFMTA, plus roving PCOs to address double parking, driveway blockages, etc. (Mitigation Measure)


· GSW to install traffic signal at the intersection of Illinois/Mariposa. (Mitigation Measure)


· GSW to implement all mitigation measures and make commercially reasonable efforts to implement all improvement measures assigned to the project sponsor in the EIR. (Will be part of MMRP and/or Conditions of Approval)
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From: Range, Jessica (CPC)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: BAAQMD information request
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 3:58:24 PM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png
image003.png
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image005.png


Hi Brett,
 
I talked with Alison Kirk at BAAQMD today and she had recently met with her supervisor and they
have a few questions for you.  Specifically she wants to show her superiors that the Warriors are
doing all they can to reduce operational emissions and she would like more information on the
Transit Service Plan as well as other project design features/requirements that may or may not be
spelled out in the TSP (essentially all TDM related features). Specifically, she mentioned:


·         Information on the TSP and what it includes
·         Parking: what is the breakdown of the parking spaces (regular, valet, carshare, electric, etc).


Why are there 950 proposed? Are there any other pricing policies? Lastly, I guess the Initial
Study mentioned the project acquired 132 spaces offsite and she has questions about who
would be using those spaces.


·         Bike Parking: How many bike parking spaces are proposed? Any other bike facilities
(showers, etc.)


·         There was mention of a Bike project along Terry Francois Street in the Initial Study and
would like more information on that project (timing, etc.)


 
With regards to any meeting with BAAQMD, I was informed that they need to get an attorney
assigned and meet internally with the attorney before they can meet with us. Also, her superior will
be out of the office next week.
 
Lastly, what is the timing for Draft 2 of the EIR?  Alison would like to look at the construction
mitigation measures proposed.
 
 
Jessica Range
Senior Planner, Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9018 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:Jessica.Range@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org


            
 
Planning Information Center (PIC): 415-558-6377 or pic@sfgov.org
Property Information Map (PIM):http://propertymap.sfplanning.org 
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: José I. Farrán; "Clarke Miller"; "Luba Wyznyckyj"; "Paul Mitchell"; "Joyce Hsiao"; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); "Mary Murphy"; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:58:58 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
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the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
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Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Wietgrefe, Wade (CPC)
Subject: RE: UCSF LRDP Meeting Follow-up
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:01:00 AM


I am thinking of outreaching to him directly to give him a heads up.  When Adam gets back I will let
him know as well in case there is any fall out from the other side.  Otherwise, I don’t want to get him
into too much trouble, so if you see his name show up on the invite, I will call someone at MTA at
that point and explain why he cannot be allowed to come without someone else from MTA to help
direct his role.  Sound like a plan?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Wietgrefe, Wade (CPC) 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:00 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: UCSF LRDP Meeting Follow-up
 
Did you talk to someone at MTA about your concerns?
 
Wade Wietgrefe, AICP
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:57 AM
To: Wietgrefe, Wade (CPC)
Subject: RE: UCSF LRDP Meeting Follow-up
 
Thanks for pulling this together.  Let me know what I need to do (otherwise, will be focusing on GSW
issues).
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Wietgrefe, Wade (CPC) 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:53 AM
To: Olea, Ricardo (MTA); Paine, Carli (MTA); julie.kirschbaum@sfmta.com; Bose, Sonali (MTA); Paine,
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Carli (MTA); Hennessy, Cathal (MTA); Jeffrey.Flynn@sfmta.com
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Warren, Elaine (CAT); Rich, Ken (ECN)
Subject: RE: UCSF LRDP Meeting Follow-up
 
Hello MTA staff,
 
A group of us met with UCSF last week. In preparing for this Wednesday’s follow-up meeting, I need
the following addressed by close of business, tomorrow, 4/14.


·         Julie or Jeffrey: please provide a description for footnote b in Table 3 (see attached UCSF
LRDP Transportation Meeting.docx).


·         Sonali or Ricardo:  please provide a 1-2 sentence description in Table 5 (see attached UCSF
LRDP Transportation Meeting.docx).


·         Carli:  please identify if there anything additional we would seek from their TDM program
(see attached UCSF TDM Program Fact Sheet.pdf).  We have previously requested the
following (see pages 4 and 5 in attached for Comments to UCSF on TIS.pdf). 


·         Cathal:  please answer comment on question #3 (see attached UCSF LRDP Transportation
Meeting.docx).  Also, feel free to come to the below meeting (April 15, 10:30 to 11:30 at
Planning).  UCSF had specific questions regarding the 16th Street Muni Forward proposal.


 
Sorry for the late request, but none of these items should take more than 15 minutes to complete. 
Thank you,
 
Wade Wietgrefe, AICP
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Wietgrefe, Wade (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, April 01, 2015 11:37 AM
To: Wietgrefe, Wade (CPC); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu); Beauchamp, Kevin
(KBeauchamp@planning.ucsf.edu); Wong, Diane C. (Diane.Wong@ucsf.edu); Olea, Ricardo (MTA);
Paine, Carli (MTA); julie.kirschbaum@sfmta.com; Reilly, Catherine (catherine.reilly@sfgov.org)
Cc: Bose, Sonali (MTA); Woo, Kimberly (Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Cox,
Kevin; greg.riessen@sfmta.com
Subject: UCSF LRDP Meeting Follow-up
When: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 10:30 AM-11:30 AM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: Planning Department, 4th Floor, Room 431A
 
 
Meeting 2 between a smaller group of UCSF and San Francisco staff based on action items from
Meeting 1.
 
Sonali, Kimberly, and Adam:  I am including you as optional just so you are aware of the meeting was
scheduled.
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Clarke Miller"; Paul Mitchell
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:30:00 PM


The last two rows apply to all the height zones because they extend over each height zone column. 
The second to last row gives the general categories that are being addressed (as I said, it is not a
comprehensive list of every possible thing).  The last row talks about height - basically you have 16
feet of height for ventilator stacks and 20 feet for an enclosure (we have to make a professional
determination of if a roof top thing is an enclosure or a ventilator). The goal is to try and shield
everything we can, which is why the enclosure height is higher than the ventilator stack height. 
 
Why doesn’t someone give me a full list of what you want to stick on the top of the roof and I will
give a comprehensive answer instead of playing the what if game and responding to bits and pieces
without having the whole list of things.  My preference would be to not amend the DforD, but figure
out how to design things to fit within the allowed heights – ie, does the antenna need to poke out 3-
4 feet, or does it just need direct line of sight and can be incorporated into the overall design of the
building, such as on the said of an enclosure or such.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:13 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Molly Hayes
Subject: Re: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
I've heard that GSW will likely need to install an antenna above the enclosure for proper WiFi and
DAS signal coverage. I think it's only 3-4' above (Molly, can you confirm w/ Jack W. on max
anticipated height?), but we need to understand max height for the helicopter analysis and,
depending on Catherine's response to the question below, whether a D4D amendment will be
required. 


Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group


On Apr 15, 2015, at 5:26 PM, Paul Mitchell <PMitchell@esassoc.com> wrote:
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Catherine:
 
Thanks for providing the revised Page 23 from the original D for D.  However, while the
page you attached provides a definition of mechanical equipment/appurtances, it still
does not appear to be explicit in how high rooftop features above the 160-foot tower
roof are permitted to be in Zone 5.  If your interpretation of the D for D is that the
maximum height for all mechanical equipment/enclosures on top the tower roof
would be 16 feet in Zone 5, then that is what we will assume for the helipad
discussion.
 
Would you please confirm or explain otherwise?  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Here is my outstanding issue.  I have attached the draft DforD Amendments.  I think
there is enough there to be able to summarize them without getting into the details
that we need to refine.
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of
development (general uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in
Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34, 40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume
18-24 months for completion.
Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015
Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late
summer/fall 2015.
Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase
starting in 2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.
Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with
200 units starting in summer 2016.  Remainder to be built anywhere from 5 to 10 years
from now.
Block 1 – 350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel
Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later.
UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.
 
Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you
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need it.
 
Also, attached is the page from the original DforD that has the language that wasn’t
brought forward when we did the reformat (left off by accident).
 
Will send the DforD stuff soon.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser;
Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and
certain new information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see
attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a
pending date for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
1.        Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new


items #20B and 20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the
attached matrix, she needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on
4/15/15) than your recommended revised date of 4/18/15.  Please
confirm this is possible.


·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B
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·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact
me with any questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Bohee, Tiffany (CII); Oerth, Sally (CII)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (ADM)
Subject: FW: GSW Event Management Strategy memo
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:48:00 PM
Attachments: GSW Event Management Strategy UCSF Memo.docx


FYI
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:48 PM
To: French, Barbara; Yamauchi, Lori <LYamauchi@planning.ucsf.edu> (LYamauchi@planning.ucsf.edu)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN)
Subject: GSW Event Management Strategy memo
 
Barb and Lori –
 
Please see attached as promised.  With detailed questions, please contact Catherine or Adam (back
on Monday).  We look forward to meeting with Chancellor Hawgood on Tuesday.
 
Ken
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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DATE:	April 16, 2015


TO:  Lori Yamauchi


FROM: Ken Rich + prepared by Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, Planning Department, GSW, and GSW CEQA Team 


RE: DRAFT Overlapping Events Transportation Management Strategy





The following outlines proposed strategies to address transportation impacts related to an overlapping event scenario, i.e., when there is a large scale event occurring at both AT&T Park and the Golden State Warriors (GSW) Event Center.  Many of the strategies listed below will also help reduce congestion on arena event days without an event at AT&T Park.


The potential for overlapping events to occur at the two venues is based on two facts. First, large events at AT&T Park occur primarily during the regular baseball season, from April through September, and during this period, only half of the Giants games are at AT&T Park.  Second, the regular basketball season (late October to mid-April) has little overlap with baseball season, and again only half of the games are home games. Thus, there are minimal opportunities for a dual event to occur as a result of simultaneous basketball and baseball games.  Based on past years’ scheduling, it is likely that 0 to 2 regular season games would overlap annually.  If both teams make their respective championship playoffs in the same year, up to 5 additional overlapping games could occur.  However, while great for the fans, the likelihood that both teams play championship rounds multiple times during a person’s lifespan is small, so a 0 to 2 game overlap is the most likely scenario in any given year.


When you look at the possibility of a Giants home game overlapping with a GSW Event Center non-basketball event, there is the possibility of approximately 30 additional overlapping events.  These other types of events range from a small theater sized show with an average of 3,000 attendees, up to a large concert with an average of 12,500 attendees.  The estimated programming for the Event Center suggests that the great majority of these 30 overlapping events would have smaller attendance than building capacity, with approximately 9,000 or fewer attendees.  Only the concerts would be large-scale events, and the main concert season (fall, winter, and early spring) has minimal overlap with the baseball season. Therefore, it is conservatively estimated that only one-third or fewer of the potential overlapping events with AT&T Park would be expected to be larger concerts. 


It is important not to overestimate the likely number of overlapping events in a given year:  Based on league schedules and concert scheduling as described above, it is anticipated that in a regular year, without any scheduling coordination (i.e., typical worse case), there is the possibility of about 9 overlapping, dual large-scale events (i.e., 2 overlaps with basketball games, and 7 overlaps with large-scale concerts) at the Event Center and at AT&T Park.  If either or both teams made it to their respective championships, the number of overlapping events could moderately increase; however, this scenario is unlikely to occur on a regular basis, so the anticipated average of 9 large event overlaps is the more reliable scenario to anticipate in any given year.


The following strategy is broken into two sections.  The first section, Exhibit A, is a list of strategies that would be above and beyond the strategies already assumed for the analysis included in the Administrative Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (SEIR).  We have provided a short qualitative description of how the strategy will help improve transportation operations.  In some cases the strategy will apply to any event at the GSW Event Center, and others specifically focus on overlapping events.


As a highlight and as further discussed below, City staff are currently working with Port staff to secure additional parking lots, at or near Piers 70 and 80 south of the Arena site and away from the areas of highest congestion, where cars coming from the south and other directions may park and event center patrons can either walk or take a shuttle to the Event Center.


The second section, Exhibit B, is a list of strategies already included in the SEIR project description. The impact analysis included in the Administrative Draft SEIR assumes implementation of these strategies.


Methodology note:  Please note that the addition of the following strategies is not anticipated to change any of the significance determinations indicated in the Administrative Draft SEIR. In other words, even with the additional strategies above and beyond those already assumed in the analysis, the intersections projected to operate at Level of Service (LOS) F under Existing plus Project conditions would remain so, and the impacts would not be reduced to a less than significant level (i.e., from LOS F to LOS D or better).  UCSF has requested that we complete a transportation analysis to determine how much better the intersections would work, even if they are still at a LOS F.  Unfortunately, the methodology used in analyzing intersection operations does not accurately project operating conditions for oversaturated traffic conditions (i.e., traffic demand is above the intersection’s ability to process it), as explained below.  


The intersection LOS analysis is based on the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000 methodology, which provides LOS values from A to F based on the delay incurred by motorists at that location.  The worst LOS (LOS F) at a signalized intersection is reached once the average delay is above 80 seconds per vehicle; this means that the intersection is oversaturated.  


The equations used to determine vehicle delay have been validated for conditions where an intersection is below, at or slightly above capacity, and are therefore not designed to quantify oversaturated conditions (beyond LOS F). In addition, LOS is a tool used by traffic engineers to redesign intersections by adding more lanes, restrictions on turns, and other measures that are not feasible for the intersections operating at LOS F in the Mission Bay area. Thus, although the equations used to calculate LOS can provide values well above 80 seconds per vehicle (and those are reported in the appropriate appendices for informational purposes), these would not have sound methodological value, so any output above 100 seconds of delay cannot be relied on to correctly represent expected conditions.  This is not specific to this project, but rather a result of the tools available to perform traffic analysis in general.  However, where possible, we have provided a sense of what the scale of the effects of a strategy might be.


Note on Impacts to Emergency Vehicles: Roadway improvements and traffic control strategies adjacent related to the GSW project site would facilitate emergency vehicle access to the UCSF Medical Center and no significant impact to emergency vehicle access is anticipated. During pre-event and post-event conditions, up to 17 Parking Control Officers (PCOs) would be stationed at up to 17 locations to direct and facilitate vehicular and pedestrian travel, including in the vicinity of the UCSF Children’s Hospital emergency room and urgent care facility. No roadway closures are proposed for pre-event conditions for any events. For events that could necessitate closure of the northbound travel lanes of Third Street between 16th and South Streets (generally events with 14,000 or more attendees) for post-game conditions for a period of one to two hours depending on the size of the event, emergency vehicles traveling on Third Street southbound would not be affected, and if necessary, emergency vehicles traveling northbound on Third Street would be permitted to continue through the closed segment between 16th and South Streets, as PCOs would be able to remove the temporary barriers. Alternately, emergency vehicles would also be able to travel northbound within the southbound lanes on Third Street. The Event Center Transportation Coordinator would provide emergency service providers, including the fire stations and UCSF facilities, with a list of dates and times during which temporary closure of Third Street would be required following an event. Furthermore, all drivers must comply with the California Vehicle Code § 21806, which requires that drivers yield right-of-way to authorized emergency vehicles, drive to the right road curb or edge, stop, and remain stopped until the emergency vehicle has passed. 






Exhibit A – Strategies not Assumed for the Administrative Draft SEIR





The following are new strategies that will be applied to the GSW Event Center and were not assumed in the SEIR analysis that was included in the Administrative Draft SEIR. The potential benefit of the majority of the strategies is not quantifiable, but a qualitative explanation of why they will have a positive impact on transportation is provided after each in italic.  Those strategies that can be analyzed quantifiably have been identified below, as well as a qualitative discussion of what the quantitative impacts might be.  


New Event Center Strategies for Overlapping Events with AT&T Park Events to be Added to the SEIR (as possible strategies for reducing transportation impacts)- QUANTIFIABLE


· GSW to exercise best efforts to avoid scheduling non-GSW events of 9,000 or more event center attendees that start or end within 60 minutes of the start or end (respectively) of events at AT&T Park. (Impact – By separating the start times of events, it will reduce some of the additional congestion caused by patrons for both events arriving at the same time.  For example, 85% of the GSW Event Center patrons are anticipated to arrive within an hour of the start of a basketball game or after it begins, and concerts are anticipated to have more people arriving after the start of the event due to the fact there are opening act(s) before the headliner.  As a result, by scheduling overlapping events to start/end 60 minutes or more from each other, GSW Event Center patrons would be arriving outside of the range of the AT&T Park event patrons, which would reduce congestion.)


· When overlapping non-GSW events of 9,000 or more event center attendees and Giants games cannot be avoided through commercially reasonable efforts, GSW to negotiate with the event promoter as feasible to stagger start times such that the event headliner starts no earlier than 8:30 p.m. (Impact – As evening SF Giants games typically start at about 7 PM, with the majority of patrons arriving by start time or soon after, and the great majority of GSW event patrons arrive within an hour before an event or after the event starts, an event starting at 8.30 p.m. would result in most GSW Event Center patrons arriving after the arrival of the Giants event patrons.)


· City to continue conversations with the Port of San Francisco to identify offsite overflow parking lot(s) south of the event center, with an estimated 200 parking spaces at Pier 70 and 1,000 to 2,000 parking spaces on or near Pier 80, and GSW to provide free shuttles to the event center on a maximum 10-minute headway before and after events.  (Impact – The additional parking spaces anticipated for overlapping evening events may reduce or disperse congestion caused by drivers looking for parking.  While no analysis has been completed, based on professional estimation, the relocation of between 1,000 (about 25% of the project total parking demand) to 1,500 cars out of the direct Mission Bay area could result in a substantial reduction of project traffic impacts in Mission Bay. Once more detail on the location of the parking, number of spaces, and local conditions where the overflow parking would be located are determined, more detailed analysis would be completed, post-Draft SEIR release date.) 


New Event Center Strategies to be Added to the SEIR (as possible strategies for reducing transportation impacts)


Strategies to Reduce Traffic Congestion – NON QUANTIFIABLE


· City to work with Caltrans to install changeable message signs upstream of key entry points onto the street network, such as I-280 northbound. (Impact – Changeable message signs will direct drivers to use the I-80 off-ramp at Sixth/Brannan to minimize congestion at the King/Fourth off-ramp.)


· City to provide outreach efforts to surrounding neighborhoods to explore the need/desire for new Residential Parking Permit program areas. (Impact – Tool to minimize impacts of event center visitors onto adjacent neighborhoods by preserving parking for residents/businesses, as well as discouraging driving by time-limiting the on-street parking supply.)


· GSW to offer substantially all available on-site parking spaces not otherwise committed to office tenants, retail customers or season ticket holders for pre-purchase, and to establish agreements with neighboring private garage operators to pre-sell parking spaces, as well as notify patrons in advance that nearby parking resources are limited and local parking options are expensive. (Impact – Minimizes people driving around the neighborhood looking for parking since they would travel directly to their pre-purchased parking spot, thereby reducing congestion. In addition, provides patrons with the advantage of certainty of price and location by pre-purchasing parking, with the additional advantage of showing up at events when patron wants to rather than having to come early to search for parking.) 


· GSW to create a mobile app, or integrate into an existing app, transportation information that promotes transit first, allows for pre-purchase of parking and designates suggested paths of travel that best avoid congested areas or residential streets such as Bridgeview north of Mission Bay Boulevard and Fourth Street. (Impact – Minimizes people driving around the neighborhood looking for parking since they know where their pre-purchased parking spot is located, thereby reducing congestion.)


· City and GSW to work to identify offsite parking lot(s) adjacent to the event center, if available, where livery vehicles and TNCs may stage prior to the end of an event. (Impact – Avoids unsafe parking habits of livery vehicles and TNCs, which reduces congestion by reducing the potential that these vehicles double park and block travel lanes.)


Strategy to Enhance Non-auto Modes – NON QUANTIFIABLE


· GSW to provide a promotional incentive (i.e., show Clipper card or bike valet ticket for concession savings, chance to win merchandise or experience, etc.) for public transit use, bicycling and/or ridesharing to the event center. (Impact – Provides a financial incentive to encourage people to use transit or alternative modes of transportation.)






Strategies to Enhance Transportation Conditions in Mission Bay and Nearby Neighborhoods – NON QUANTIFIABLE 


· GSW to annually report patron transportation survey data required by the SEIR to the Mission Bay Ballpark Transportation Coordination Committee (MBBTCC), including number of overlaps with AT&T park events. (Impact – Provides needed data to allow for the continual improvement of the TMP, Muni Special Event Transit Service Plan and TDMs, by being able to better target the Event Center patrons.)


· GSW to notify the Mission Bay Ballpark Transportation Coordination Committee (MBBTCC) at least one month prior to the start of any non-GSW event with at least 9,000 expected attendees.  If commercially reasonable circumstances prevent such advance notification, the GSW shall notify the MBBTCC within 72 hours of booking. (Impact – Allows the MBBTCC to provide input into appropriate transportation management for the event, as well as allows MBBTCC to notify the community so it can plan for increased traffic.)


· City and GSW to meet to discuss transportation and scheduling logistics in connection with signing any marquee events (national tournaments or championships, political conventions, or tenants interested in additional season runs: NHL, NCAA, etc.). (Impact – Allows for an extra level of coordination for one-off events that have special transportation needs to ensure appropriate transportation management measures are put in place.)


Strategies to Increase Transit Access


NON QUANTIFIABLE


· City to provide Transit Fare Inspectors (TFIs), and other SFMTA or City personnel at key transit stops and stations as designated by SFMTA. (Impact – Facilitate transit access to the site by new or infrequent riders unfamiliar with the system, and will reduce the time needed to move people through the system.)


· GSW to work with the SFMTA to determine the feasibility and benefits of bundling the cost of a roundtrip Muni fare ($4.50) into the cost of all ticketed events. (Impact – Will encourage transit use as patrons will have already committed to paying for a transit pass and also makes the transit process more understandable to new and infrequent riders.)





QUANTIFIABLE


· City to coordinate with regional providers to encourage increased special event service, particularly longer BART and Caltrain trains and increased North Bay ferry and bus service. (Impact – The City is working with regional providers to determine how and what additional service will be provided.  For the SEIR it will not be appropriate to assume the additional service since the City does not control the regional providers.  We could provide additional quantitative analysis after the SEIR is released and the additional service is identified.)  


· City and GSW to work in good faith with the Water Emergency Transportation Agency, UCSF and other interested parties to facilitate the construction of a ferry landing at the terminus of 16th Street, and provision of ferry service during events. (Impact – See previous bullet.)






Exhibit B - Strategies Already in Administrative Draft SEIR





The following are additional strategies that will be applied to the GSW project and have been assumed in the SEIR analysis that was included in the Administrative Draft SEIR.  A few of the strategies are related to non-transportation, event management issues.


Currently in SEIR as part of Project or Muni Special Event Transit Service Plan


· City to lengthen the T Third station platform at Third St and South St. by 160’ to the north for a total of 320’.


· City to install T Third crossover tracks between South St and 16th Street.


· City to install a permanent barrier within available light rail right of way to discourage midblock pedestrian crossings between 16th and South Streets. 


· City to use a “Muni Transit Service Plan” to increase service on the T Third and the 22 Fillmore beyond the existing and planned Muni Forward program to reflect anticipated  ridership level that is aggressive, but reflective of currently anticipated behaviors. 


· City to provide three special event shuttles for peak events of 14,000 or more attendees on 16th Street, Van Ness Avenue, and to the Transbay Terminal/Ferry Terminal. 


· City to provide exterior SFFD fire suppression and EMT support as needed. 


· GSW to negotiate directly with SFPD and SFFD to provide supplemental public safety services within the event center.


· GSW to contract with the MB TMA to provide added shuttle frequency and hours of service.


· GSW to contract with Mission Bay Parks and the Mission Bay Management Corporation, or other provider,  to provide certain parks maintenance, garbage disposal, street sweeping, power washing and other neighborhood quality of life protections generated by the event center not already provided by the GSW.


· GSW to devise procedures: to address loitering, off-site queuing, illegal vendors, ambient noise, etc; to create a means for fielding and resolving complaints before, during and after events, including establishment of a central point of contact with real-time connection to the event center’s Transportation Management Center; to promote pre- and post-game routes that avoid residential streets such as Bridgeview north of MB Blvd and Fourth Street; and to comply with the San Francisco Entertainment Commission’s Good Neighbor Policy and all applicable noise regulations.


· GSW to install traffic signals at the intersections of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street per the Project Description.


· GSW to coordinate office and event center deliveries , when feasible, to avoid p.m. peak traffic conditions.


· GSW to market transit as the preferred means of accessing the event center through:


· Transit, bicycle and pedestrian promotion integrated into event ads, event tickets, website and smartphone applications,


· Real-time transit schedules displayed on event center monitors,


· Robust transit wayfinding on site guiding patrons to shuttle and train stops, bike parking locations and ridesharing loading,


· Cross-marketing with SFMTA: station, train and website ads, and


· Transit cards available for purchase on site. 


· GSW to provide requisite connectivity and space within the onsite Transportation Management Center to meet SFMTA and SFPD special event needs, including certain access to onsite CCTVs and connection to changeable message signs. 


· GSW to sponsor a bikeshare station on or in the vicinity of the project site. 


Currently in SEIR as a Other City Project or Existing City Service for Events


· City to install a two-way cycle track along the east side of Terry A. Francois Blvd. In EIR as a planned project. 


· City to provide SFPD officers to patrol the neighborhoods surrounding the event center, along major access corridors, and in support of UCSF campus security and adjacent businesses private security.


· City to purchase 4 additional light rail vehicles for use on the T Third line during peak events and citywide otherwise. 


Currently in SEIR as a Mitigation or Improvement Measure


· City to study extending the eastbound left turn pocket into the UCSF hospital at 4th and Mariposa and restriping if found to be feasible. (Improvement Measure)


· City to increase service on the T Third and the 22 Fillmore. (Mitigation Measure)


· City to provide Parking Control Officers at  intersections identified to have significant impacts in the EIR and designated as PCO priority areas by the SFMTA, plus roving PCOs to address double parking, driveway blockages, etc. (Mitigation Measure)


· GSW to install traffic signal at the intersection of Illinois/Mariposa. (Mitigation Measure)


· GSW to implement all mitigation measures and make commercially reasonable efforts to implement all improvement measures assigned to the project sponsor in the EIR. (Will be part of MMRP and/or Conditions of Approval)
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "lubaw@lcwconsulting.com"
Subject: RE: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 8:38:00 AM


Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 4:00 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Joyce Hsiao; Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Neil Sekhri; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Mary Murphy; Kern, Chris (CPC);
Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Paul Mitchell; Malamut, John (CAT); Jose Farran
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
Hi Catherine
I will let Jose check all the percentages, and get back to you on that.
Regarding Kate's comment about the westbound left turn, Kate is correct in that the improvement measure is currently for a study of the restriping.  I propose to add to the
improvement measure that if the study determines that the lane is feasible, the City would be responsible for the restriping.
Luba
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 


 
On Apr 15, 2015, at 10:28 PM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Thanks all.  I cleaned it up, filled in the last holes and am attaching a redline for folks to review tomorrow morning.  I highlighted two sections that I would appreciate
Luba and Jose checking to make sure I used the most recent arrival numbers and made the correct conclusions.
 
Thanks
 
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:27 PM
To: wyckowilliam@comcast.net; joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Mary G. Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com);
Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C.
Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
I do not have any additional comments on the revised memo with Bill's additions. 


From: wyckowilliam@comcast.net <wyckowilliam@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:49 PM
To: joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Mary G. Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); José I. Farrán
(jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
I've added several comments related to overlapping large events, LOS, & parking messaging to ticket holders.
 
Bill Wycko
 


From: "Joyce Hsiao" <joyce@orionenvironment.com>
To: "Catherine Reilly (ADM)" <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>, "Brett Bollinger (CPC)" <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org>, wyckowilliam@comcast.net, "Kate
Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)" <kaufhauser@warriors.com>, nsekhri@gibsondunn.com, "Adam Van de Water (ECN)"
<adam.vandewater@sfgov.org>, "Mary G. Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)" <MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com>, "Chris Kern (CPC)"
<chris.kern@sfgov.org>, "Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com)" <CMiller@stradasf.com>, "Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com)"
<pmitchell@esassoc.com>, "John Malamut (CAT)" <john.malamut@sfgov.org>
Cc: "José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com)" <jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com>, "Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com)"
<lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>, "Jessica Range (CPC)" <jessica.range@sfgov.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 5:47:07 PM
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
All,
Attached is the revised memo--shown in track changes--that includes comments from Luba, José, Joyce, Paul, and Kate.


Bill, Brett, and Chris:  please send any comments to Catherine this evening as soon as possible.
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Kate:  please verify that I have satisfactorily incorporated your comments.


Thank you,
Joyce
 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com


On 4/15/2015 8:35 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) wrote:
Hello all - I am attaching a draft memo for discussion at the meeting today.  For those not already familiar with this process, this is in preparation for
Tuesday's City-UCSF meeting where the Event Management Strategy will be discussed.  UCSF has asked for additional analysis to show the impacts of the
Strategy, even if the strategies will not avoid a significant and unavoidable. The City would like to get a memo to UCSF staff by EOB on Thursday so that they
can review and brief upper level staff before Tuesday.
 
I took a hit at trying to explain all the various strategies, but I would love folks with more transportation knowledge to make sure I was correct in my
representations. Also, see if there is a way to make the traffic model description more understandable to a lay person.
 
I know that we won't be able to do any additional analysis prior to the meeting, but we are trying to get as much information into the memo to show
responsiveness and help UCSF staff educate those higher up.  Please review and think about what we can do to beef it up further today (I need to get a draft
to Ken by the EOB today).  Also, think about what we can include in the EIR (and what is appropriate), and what would be doable post-EIR release, as we
have already let UCSF know we are on a tight schedule so they know we won't be able to address all in the EIR.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 10:27 AM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Brian Boxer; Kate Aufhauser
(kaufhauser@warriors.com);nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Murphy, Mary G. (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jesse Blout
(jblout@stradasf.com);jim.morales@sfgov.org; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); David Carlock
(david.carlock@machetegroup.com);Immanuel.Bereket@gmail.com; Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); Karl Heisler (KHeisler@esassoc.com)
Cc: Eric Womeldorff; Albert, Peter (MTA); José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Miller, Erin (MTA); Gavin, John
(ECN); Jefferis, Richard Scott; Gary Oates (GOates@esassoc.com) (GOates@esassoc.com); Morales, James (CII); Chris Mitchell (C.Mitchell@fehrandpeers.com); Range,
Jessica (CPC)
Subject: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
When: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 1:00 PM-3:00 PM.
Where: CPC 1650 Mission Street Room 431
 
Agendas will be sent out to all meeting attendees prior to each weekly meeting.


 
 
<2015.04.15_City-Warriors Obligations_Combined_CR.docx>
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; "Luba Wyznyckyj"; "Paul Mitchell"; "Joyce Hsiao";


Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); "Mary Murphy"; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:02:40 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Catherine,


I agree that we appear to be covered on the 16th St. design for CEQA purposes. However, given the


timing of Mission Bay Development Group’s infrastructure improvements along 16th St. (including
the sidewalk portion along our site), we’d like to further develop the broader streetscape design
now in order to get it into their final construction drawings. To that end, would a meeting next
Wednesday still be possible?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; Clarke Miller; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern,
Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 


Kate – When I talked with the larger team, we decided to make a general assumption on the 16th


Street for the EIR since we are at the pencils down stage of the EIR – ie, we need to just decide on
the general project and finalize the analysis and 4/22 is too late to be making any significant


changes.  When we get to the detailed design of the 16th Street sidewalk, we just need to make sure
that the final design is adequate and provides adequate pedestrian movement consistent with the
assumptions in the EIR, etc. and can make minor modifications to the design and not run afoul of
the EIR, as long as we can show that we provide that adequate level of movement.
 
Others on the CEQA team can correct my statements.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:59 AM
To: José I. Farrán; 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
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Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
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_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary G.;


"NSekhri@gibsondunn.com"
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57:08 PM
Attachments: Pages from MBS Design for Dev-Original.pdf


Here is my outstanding issue.  I have attached the draft DforD Amendments.  I think there is enough
there to be able to summarize them without getting into the details that we need to refine.
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015
Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late summer/fall
2015.
Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in 2016. 
Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.
Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200 units
starting in summer 2016.  Remainder to be built anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now.
Block 1 – 350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel
Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later.
UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.
 
Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it.
 
Also, attached is the page from the original DforD that has the language that wasn’t brought
forward when we did the reformat (left off by accident).
 
Will send the DforD stuff soon.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 5:52 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller;
Murphy, Mary G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
Importance: High
 
All:
 
As a result of our meeting today, and review of still outstanding information, and certain new
information needs, I have updated the needs request matrix (see attached)
 


·         Rows highlighted in yellow are request items that are either past due, have a pending date
for submittal, or are new data items


·         Catherine:  Please respond to Items # 2 and #5


·         Clarke and Kate:
1.        Please respond to Items #4, #8, #9, #11 through #18, #20, and new items #20B and


20C.


2.        In Items #14, #15, #16 and #17, as Luba indicates in red in the attached matrix, she
needs those responded a little sooner (i.e., on 4/15/15) than your recommended
revised date of 4/18/15.  Please confirm this is possible.


·         Chris and Brett


1.        Please respond to Items #26, #28, and new Items #28A and #28B


·         ESA will follow up directly with Environ on Issues #21, #22, and #23.


·         Luba is following up with SFMTA directly on Issues #29 and #30.


Thanks in advance for everyone’s attention to this.   Please do not hesitate to contact me with any
questions. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Joyce
Subject: FW: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 12:31:55 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Catherine, regarding renderings for inclusion in the SEIR Project Description:
 
Joyce and I reviewed the March 12, 2015 Eastside Schematic Design Presentation, and the April 9,
2015 Westside Schematic Design Presentation, and recommend the following GSW renderings for
your consideration:
 


·         March 12, 2015 Eastside Schematic Design Presentation:  Renderings on PDF pages 5 and
19


·         April 9, 2015 Westside Schematic Design Presentation:  Renderings on PDF pages 15 and
18


 
We avoided identifying any simulations that were too close-in or from awkward perspectives.
 
Please let us know if you agree with this recommendation, or if you recommend renderings from
different or additional viewpoints.  We would like to follow up with Kate with the recommendation
by this Wednesday so she can turn them the high-quality renderings back to us for inclusion in the
next version of the SEIR to you.   Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 12:14 PM
To: 'Kate Aufhauser'
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Kate:
 


·         Regarding the elevation of the Third Street Plaza, Clarke responded in a separate email
confirming how it was calculated, so we are good on this issue.


·         Your approach regarding the renderings sounds reasonable to me; we will follow up with
Catherine.
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Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 11:01 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Clarke Miller
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Paul,
 
I believe you’re correct about the third street plaza height measurement. Clarke (traveling this
week) or Catherine will need to confirm.
 
Re: renderings, we have produced several images for public consumption at this spring’s CAC
meetings. I propose we use a selection of those images for informational purposes, for the following
reasons:


·         They are consistent with what’s been shown to the public to date;
·         They have been vetted by OCII staff, GSW personnel, and others; and
·         They would not require additional rendering production and would therefore help us meet


the tight timeline.
If this group agrees, perhaps it would be most appropriate for OCII, as lead agency, to review our
last three CAC decks (12/11, 3/12, and 4/9) and confirm which renderings should be included in the
PD. I can then provide the high-res files for those images.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 10:49 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
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Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for this detailed response; and it all sounds reasonable.  We look forward to receiving all the
requested site plans on April 20.


·         Per your request, we can add the note in the SEIR you indicate below regarding the sloped
site.


·         I understand your description below regarding calculation for total building height.  Just
confirming with you what will be the calculation for estimating the Third Street Plaza height
in your site plans (simply measured vertically from back of sidewalk on Third Street to the
plaza landing?)  I ask this as we had received comments on the PD wanting to know the
height of the plaza relative to Third Street, so if it is calculated vertically from back of
sidewalk on Third Street to the plaza landing, that would sufficiently responds to the
comments.


·         Understood regarding no new Major Phase submittal.  We assume no version of the Basic
Concept/Schematic Design package is being submitted or available for review prior to DSEIR
publication?


·         As indicated in my email below, when you are ready, we still need to discuss as a group your
proposed renderings to be included in the SEIR PD for informational purposes.  Are you
planning on having those completed by April 20 as well?


 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kaufhauser@warriors.com
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Paul,
 
Regarding the depiction of heights on the site, based on conversations with Catherine and her staff,
as well as Mary Murphy, we intend to have the heights shown in the SEIR comport with the way
they’re shown in the Basic Concept/Schematic Design package our team is preparing for OCII. In that
document, we’re required to show height measurements that are consistent with the direction
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provided in OCII’s Design for Development Guidelines. Our site slopes (more on this below), so the
applicable language in the D4D is, “On a sloping site, this [building height] measurement is taken at
the median grade height for each building face. Total building height is calculated by determining
the average height of all individual building faces.” OCII has clarified that the “median grade height”
in the D4D definition should be interpreted as back of sidewalk. The implication of taking height
measurements for each building is that all building elevations will begin at a height of 0’ which will
enable a clear understanding of the buildings’ total height (which won’t exceed 160’ in the case of
the Office towers, for instance). The other important implication is that while each building height
measurement starts at 0’, those 0’ elevations are not the same across the various buildings on the
site because of the sloped nature of the site. So to reiterate, for the purposes of the SEIR, we
propose to show heights that start at 0’ for each building, and the depiction of heights on the site
plan is consistent with this same approach.
 
Back to the slope issue, in order to avoid any confusion, we also recommend adding a note in the
SEIR narrative or footnotes that clarifies that the site is currently sloped and it will remain sloped
after construction. Along South St., it slopes down approximately 2’ from Third St. to TFB, and along
16th Street, it slopes down approximately 3.5’ from Third St. to TFB. In other words, TFB sits a
couple of feet lower than Third St. Let us know if you this this explanation will serve the intended
purpose.
 
Separately, per your list of questions below, no new Major Phase will be prepared. The Basic
Concept/Schematic Design package is the more detailed entitlement document OCII
reviews/approves, and the design depicted there supplants what’s shown in the Major Phase.  
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2015 5:45 PM
To: Kaufhauser@warriors.com; Clarke Miller
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce
Subject: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Kate and Clarke:
 


·         Below is our tentative proposed list of figures to be included in the 1) Chapter 3 SEIR,
Project Description for the proposed project, and 2) Chapter 6, SEIR Third Street Plaza
Variant. You will see in most cases the figures are requested in a format and level of detail
you have previously provided the graphics to us.  However, if you developing any new
graphics that may be in an updated or different format that you prefer over the prior
versions, please let me know and we can discuss options.
 


·         Any references to building/plaza elevation heights in the figures you provide should be in
the approved convention agreed between you and OCII. (Can you please provide me with a
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status of the final direction given on this issue?)
 


·         As a time-saving measure, please make sure any plan figures you provide include a
measurement scale.
 


·         As I indicate below, when you have a chance, we should discuss as a group the specific
renderings that may be included in the SEIR for the proposed project and variant, including
level of detail, viewpoints, etc.
 


·         As previously discussed, for the EIR Alternatives (Reduced Intensity and No Project), I
believe we have all the appropriate graphics we need from you on those.
 


·         Are you planning on submitting a updated version of the Major Phase Application to OCII
prior to publication of the Draft SEIR?; and if so when?  I just want to get a sense of the
range of new graphics that may be underway by you.
 


·         I am cc:ing Catherine and Chris so they are kept in the loop on the figures.
 


 
Thanks, and please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions.
 
 


 Figure Title Source Status Notes
Chapter 3 - Proposed Project  
 3-1 Aerial Photograph of


Mission Bay
ESA Complete --


 3-2 Existing Roadway
Network in Mission
Bay


ESA Complete --


 3-3 Land Uses in the
Mission Bay
Redevelopment Plan


OCII Complete --


 3-4 Aerial Photograph of
Project Site Vicinity


ESA Complete --


 3-5 Conceptual Project
Site Plan


Warriors
 


Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-5
(Conceptual Site Plan)
 from the previously
submitted SEIR PD
 


 3-6 Floor Plan – Lower
Parking Level 2


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-6
(Floor Plan – Lower
Parking Level 2) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  This
figure was taken from
your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to







putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change. 
 


 3-7 Floor Plan – Event
Level / Lower Parking
Level 1


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-7
(Floor Plan – Event Level
/ Lower Parking Level 1)
from the previously
submitted SEIR PD. 
Note:  This figure was
taken from an earlier
version of your Major
Phase Application, and
we never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-8 Floor Plan – Ground
Level / Upper Parking
Level


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-8
(Floor Plan – Ground
Level / Upper Parking
Level) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  This
figure was taken from an
earlier version of your
Major Phase Application,
and we never got
around to putting it into
ESA format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-9 Floor Plan – Plaza /
Mezzanine Level


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-9
(Floor Plan – Plaza /
Mezzanine Level) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-10 Floor Plan – Main
Concourse Level


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-10
(Floor Plan – Main
Concourse Level) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 







This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-11 Floor Plan-
Representative Floor
Plan for Towers of the
Proposed Office and
Retail Building


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-11
(Floor Plan-
Representative Floor
Plan for Towers of the
Proposed Office and
Retail Building) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-12 Project East and North
Elevations


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-12
(Project East and North
Elevations) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-13 Project South and
West Elevations


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-13
(Project South and West
Elevations) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was







going to change.
 


 3-14 Proposed Pedestrian
Circulation


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-14
(Proposed Pedestrian
Circulation) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD
 


 3-15 Proposed Bicycle
Parking Facilities


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-115
(Proposed Bicycle
Parking Facilities) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD
 


 3-16 to
3-XX


Renderings Warriors Pending When you have a
chance, we should
discuss the number of
renderings you may be
preparing for inclusion
in the SEIR, including
level of detail,
viewpoints, etc.


      
Chapter 6 - Third Street Plaza Variant  
 6-1 Conceptual Project


Site Plan
Warriors
 


Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-5
(Conceptual Site Plan)
 that will be completed
by you for the proposed
project
 


 6-2 Project South (yes)
and West (?)
Elevations


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-13
(Project South and West
Elevations) for the
proposed project from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  I
included the South
Elevation, if views from
the south will change at
all compared to the
proposed project (e.g.,
since the retail building
is being relocated)
 


 6-3 Project East (?) and
North (?) Elevations


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-12
(Project East and North
Elevations) for the







proposed project from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note:  I
included the North
Elevation, if views from
the south will change at
all compared to the
proposed project (e.g.,
since the retail building
is being relocated).  If
there are no changes in
the East elevation
compared to the
project, then you don’t
need to include that
one.


 6-YY to
3-ZZ


Renderings? Warriors Pending When you have a
chance, we should
discuss if you are
proposing to prepare
renderings for the
Variant for inclusion in
the SEIR, including level
of detail, viewpoints,
etc.


           
           
 
 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Albert, Peter (MTA); Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN)
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:53:00 AM


Thanks for doing this, Peter.  I know the CAC is very interested in this (came up at last week’s CAC).  I
would suggest talking with Corinne Woods and Alfie Felder since they have been much more
involved with the group over the years (I have only attended 1-2 meetings over the last 7 years).  I
am cc-ing Adam since we are envisioning this group to incorporate the GSW’s project when up and
running.  The most urgent thing would be to make sure that the traffic routing is working well with
the start of the new baseball season – I know some of the concerns raised was with the transition,
there wasn’t a meeting before the season started.
 
Thanks for taking the lead and let me know what I can do to help.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Hi, Catherine, Mike, Diane:
 
I’m meeting soon with Erin to map out how we move ahead with this Committee,  which Jerry used
to lead and which was well-attended by stakeholders like Corinne Woods and Alfonso Felder.
 
I haven’t been engaged with this committee in years – since AC34 planning.  I’d appreciate your
thoughts on this: what this means to you, how much you (or your office) would like to engage, what
urgent issues are, etc.
 
Thanks!
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
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From: Kern, Chris (CPC)
To: joyce@orionenvironment.com; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Subject: RE: format question for improvement measures
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 7:32:59 AM


I like shall for both mitigation and improvement measures.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Joyce Hsiao [mailto:joyce@orionenvironment.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:01 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Subject: format question for improvement measures
 
Chris, Brett, and Catherine,


How would you like us to present the improvement measures  in the SEIR?  For the
mitigation measures, since they are required under CEQA, we typically say "The project
sponsor shall....."  However, since the improvement measures are not required under CEQA,
we typically say "The project sponsor could..."


For this document, though, because the improvement measures will all be included as
conditions of approval, it will probably be easier to have the same wording (and tense) in
both the improvement measure and the conditions of approval.


What is your preference?
a)  shall 
b)  could
c) should
d) will
e) other ______________


Joyce
-- 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: "Murphy, Mary G."
Cc: Kelly David; Kaufhauser@warriors.com; Miller Clarke; Rich, Ken (ECN)
Subject: RE: 2015 04 15_City-Warriors Obligations_Combined kr CR comments.docx
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:48:00 PM


Mary – could you do me a favor and make the changes in the current version?  My computer isn’t
reading which are your changes and which are older ones.  Thanks!
 
I just saw that Ken just sent out the memo to UCSF, so we cannot make the changes for this round,
but can get them into future versions.  This will be a working document anyway.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Murphy, Mary G. [mailto:MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:46 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kelly David; Kaufhauser@warriors.com; Miller Clarke
Subject: Fwd: 2015 04 15_City-Warriors Obligations_Combined kr CR comments.docx
 
Hi Catherine, sorry for the late comment. Please see my change here.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


 
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you
in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this
message.
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli 


(MTA); Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; David Kelly; Van de Water, 
Adam (ECN)


Subject: Re: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:56:20 PM


Thanks Kate
We will review your edits and responses with Carli Paine, and get back to you if we 
have any questions or suggested revisions.
We assume that these changes will be incorporated into the upcoming revised TMP.


LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 15, 2015, at 7:46 PM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


Hi, all –
 
Thanks for your patience as we reviewed these revisions. I am attaching our response, 
with modifications to the list marked in Track Changes and explanations or response to 
City questions called out in the comment bubbles.
 
A few notes on our revisions:


-          First, we removed a few items for fear that requiring tenants to comply (via 
deed restrictions, CC&Rs, etc.) would negatively impact the marketability of 
our buildings, or because implementation cost would be out of proportion to 
the impact the strategy might have on our overall mode split. Fortunately, that 
still left us with several strategies typical to office buildings and mixed-use 
developments; these are likely similar to, if not more robust than, the TDM 
measures that would have been enacted by any other commercial developer 
on the same site.


-          Second, you’ll see what we made more modifications to the strategies for 
employees than to those for event center or retail visitors. This seems 
appropriate because transportation capacity (both transit and parking) for our 
daily employees has already been factored into the MB plan, so workers’ 
transportation is generally less prone to the current community attention and 
concern. By implementing a particularly robust program for event center 
visitors, we believe we’re advancing the community’s real goals for congestion 
reduction and resource management.
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Hope this all makes sense. I am available to discuss as needed.
 
Kate
 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Brett Bollinger; Kern, Chris; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; 
Paine, Carli; Erin Miller
Subject: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
 
Hi Kate and Clarke
Attached are four pages of transportation section of the EIR that provide the list 
of TDM measures included in the TMP, with SFMTA edits. 
As part of the section review, Carli reorganized a bit, deleted two measures, and 
added 12 new measures. I marked each measure as "slightly reworded", "same", 
or "new", and wrote in the two measures that were deleted.
 
There is also a note to sponsor on the last measure regarding what one of the 
measures means.
 
We were planning on reviewing the changes during Thursday's meeting, so I 
hope that you will be able to review and determine if these changes are 
acceptable to GSW before then.  These revised measures will then need to be 
incorporated back into the TMP document.
 
Thank you,
Luba
<2015.04.14_Transportation_Demand_Management_Modified_List_GSW
Response.docx>
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Miller, Erin


(MTA); wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2015 10:04:55 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Revisions to Construction Improvement Measure I-TR-1_KAComment.docx


Luba –
 
I have a few comments, attached. As the entire CEQA team from the GSW/Strada side has been
traveling or out this week, we would very much appreciate the ability to submit some further
comments by end of day Monday. Thanks for your understanding.
 
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:59 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Brett Bollinger; Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; Catherine Reilly
(ADM); Erin Miller; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Jose Farran
Subject: GSW - Construction Improvement Measure Revisions
 
Hi All
Attached are the proposed revisions to Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction
Management Plan and Public Updates to include the construction worker parking plan as
well as some other minor revisions.
Please review and let me know if you have any edits by the end of Friday. Thanks.
Luba
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Improvement Measure I-TR-1: Construction Management Plan and Public Updates


Construction Coordination – To reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and pedestrians, bicyclists, transit and vehicles at the project site, the construction contractor could prepare a Construction Management Plan for the project construction period. The preparation of a Construction Management Plan could be a requirement included in the construction bid package. Prior to finalizing the plan, the project sponsor/construction contractor(s) should meet with DPW, SFMTA, the Fire Department, Muni Operations, and other City agencies to discuss coordinate feasible commercially reasonable options measures to include in the plan that would reduce traffic congestion, including temporary transit stop relocations (not anticipated, but if determined necessary) and other measures to reduce potential traffic, bicycle, and transit disruption and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the proposed project. This review should consider other ongoing construction in the project area, such as construction of the nearby UCSF LRDP projects and construction on Blocks 26 and 27.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: If not anticipated why is this specifically called out? 


Carpool, Bicycle, Walk and Transit Access for Construction Workers – To minimize parking demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers, the construction contractor could include as part of the Construction Management Plan methods to encourage carpooling, bicycle, walk, and transit access to the project site by construction workers (such as providing transit subsidies to construction workers, providing secure bicycle parking spaces, participating in free-to-employee ride matching program from www.511.org, participating in emergency ride home program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org), and providing transit information to construction workers). 


Construction Worker Parking Plan  - As part of the Construction Management Plan that would be developed by the construction contractor, the location of construction worker parking could be identified as well as the person responsible for ensuring that the proposed parking plan is implemented. The use of on-street parking to accommodate construction worker parking could be discouraged. All construction bid documents could include a requirement for the construction contractor to identify the proposed location of construction worker parking. If on-site, the location, number of parking spaces, and where vehicles would enter and exit the site could be required.  If off-site parking is proposed to accommodate construction workers, the location of the off-site facility, number of parking spaces retained, and how workers would travel between the off-site facility and the project site could be required.


	


Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents – To minimize construction impacts on access to nearby institutions and businesses, the project sponsor could provide nearby residences and adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding project construction, including construction activities, peak construction vehicle activities (e.g., concrete pours), travel lane closures, and parking lane and sidewalk closures. A regular email notice could be distributed by the project sponsor that would provide current construction information of interest to neighbors, as well as contact information for specific construction inquiries or concerns.
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From: Range, Jessica (CPC)
To: Alison Kirk (AKirk@baaqmd.gov)
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: TDM measures for warriors
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 5:00:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Hi Alison,
 
See the following description of the currently proposed TDM measures. Please note that the TSP
details are still being worked out. Please contact Brett Bollinger know if you have any further
questions about the TDM measures.
 
  TSP: The TSP details are still being worked out. Once the details are finalized we will know the
amount of Muni buses and extra light rail headway service needed to accommodate a large capacity
event (12,500 attendees or more). This information will include both pre- and post- event service
needs. A good percentage of the event attendees can be accommodated on existing Muni buses
and light rail cars for pre-event attendees destined for the event center, so pre and post event Muni
buses and light rail cars needed to accommodate event attendees will be different.
 
Parking: The proposed project would provide a total of 950 on-site vehicle parking spaces
(dedicated to season ticket holders), including 22 ADA accessible spaces within an on-site parking
garage containing 899 spaces and 51 parking spaces within the separate loading center. With the
exception of about six spaces, which would be tandem spaces, all vehicle parking spaces would be
independently-accessible (independently-accessible parking spaces allow a vehicle to be accessed
without having to move another vehicle). Vehicular access to the garage would be from both South
Street and 16th Street, and 51 of the vehicle spaces would be located within the separate below-
grade loading area within the parking garage. The 51 vehicle parking spaces within the loading area
would be reserved for use by the Golden State Warriors. As part of the project, the sponsor has also
acquired the right to park at 132 existing off-street parking spaces in the 450 South Street parking
garage, accessed from South Street and Bridgeview Way directly north of the project site. These off-
site spaces are proposed to be used for GSW project employees. Combined, the proposed project
would have 1,082 vehicle parking spaces serving the project uses. No carshare spaces are proposed.
The ratio of parking spaces to event attendees is 1 space per 0.06 attendees (compared to 1 space
per 2.1 attendees at the existing Oracle facility)
 
Bicycle Parking: The proposed project would provide bicycle storage rooms accommodating 111
Class 1 bicycle parking spaces within the proposed office and retail/restaurant buildings (i.e., 55
bicycle parking spaces in the South Street office and retail building, 52 spaces in the 16th Street
office and retail building, and 4 spaces in the Food Hall). In addition, an enclosed bicycle parking
center would be provided at the southeast plaza area near 16th Street, and would accommodate up
to 300 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for event center and GSW employees on days without an
event. This bicycle parking center would be conveniently located and easily accessible from the
bicycle lanes on 16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. On event days, this facility would be
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valet staffed, which would then convert the 300 spaces to Class 1; an additional 100 Class 1 bicycle
parking spaces would be provided when necessary in a temporary bicycle corral within the main
plaza or southeast plaza areas, for a total of 400 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces on event days. The
bicycle valet is proposed to be staffed by a partner such as the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition for
evening uses during peak events, such as NBA games and concerts. The valet parking would be
attended from two hours prior to the start of the event, to approximately an hour after the event
ends. The proposed project would also provide 75 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces via bicycle racks on
adjacent sidewalks and on-site at key locations.
 
The Bike project on TFB is an approved SF Port project that will implement a two-way cycletrack on
the eastside of TFB. The cycletrack will be completed once TFB is realigned as part of the GSW Event
Center project, which means the cycletrack will be in operation close to the completion of
construction of the event center. Timing is based on the project construction schedule.
 
 
 
Jessica Range
Senior Planner, Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9018 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:Jessica.Range@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org


            
 
Planning Information Center (PIC): 415-558-6377 or pic@sfgov.org
Property Information Map (PIM):http://propertymap.sfplanning.org 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Oerth, Sally (CII); Rich, Ken (ECN)
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 1:44:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Chris – As we discussed, I haven’t had a chance to check the math she outlines below from the
previous EIR, but you agree that it sounds correct.
 
That said, I think that her question below doesn’t tell the real story about the pro-active approach
that San Francisco has taken and continues to take on sea level rise.  So, I would respond with
something like the following.
 
Mission Bay is a great example of the proactive approach San Francisco has taken over the years to
address sea level rise.  As you correctly identified below, even back in the mid-1990’s, when most of
the country was ignoring the threat of sea level rise, San Francisco was ahead of the game and
incorporated measures to address sea level rise using the best data that was available at the time. 
This forward thinking will help protect the Mission Bay area for many decades to come.  (Chris – can
we say “over 50 years”)
 
Since the Mission Bay EIR, the City has continued to analyze sea level rise, using the best available
data and incorporating state of the art sea level protection techniques, such as Treasure Island,
Hunters Point Shipyard, and the Warriors, which will provide even more protection against sea level
rise.  In response to the data that shows that sea level rise may be even more significant than the
data showed a decade or two ago, the City is also looking at regional methods to address sea level in
developed areas.  For example, within Mission Bay, we are taking advantage of unbuilt parks to
adjust the design to be ahead of the game with a regional approach to protect the eastern bay
frontage.
 
I am cc-ing Ken and Sally to have them review this and see if they are ok with the response.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:00 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: FW: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
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Hi Catherine,
Before I go any deeper down this rabbit hole, I thought I’d see if you want to take a crack at this…
Chris
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:20 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
 
Hi Chris,
 
So to clarify just a bit more:
 
In the Mission Bay development area, any building below -1 foot (SF datum) elevation
must be flood-proofed.
 
When the 1998 EIR was written, its authors thought that would protect them from 8" of
sea-level rise plus a 100-year storm. 
 
Now that newer sea-level rise and 100-year flood models are available, those
requirements actually translate to withstanding only current 100-year flood conditions (or
actually, 4" less). 
 
However, aside from unanticipated buildings like the Warriors Arena that require a new
EIR, the requirements for the Mission Bay development area haven't been updated since
1998. This means that buildings going in now might experience flood damage within the
next few decades.
 
Correct? 
 
Winnie


 
-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Thu, April 09, 2015 12:06 pm
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
The 1998 FSEIR assumed 8 inches of sea level rise by 2025. I’m not sure what
source/assumptions it used for the 100-year flood elevation. I think it would be accurate
to say "According to the Mission Bay EIR from 1998, buildings must be designed
to withstand 8" of sea-level rise." 
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
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Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:31 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
 
Hi Chris,
 
Thanks very much for getting back to me with this information. Can you help me
translate this into ordinary English? What I'd like to be able to say is something
like "According to the Mission Bay EIR from 1998, buildings must be designed to
withstand XX" of sea-level rise." 
 
It sounds to me that if +11 feet NAVD represents 100-year flood level with 12"
of sea-level rise, +10 feet (or -1 city datum) would represent 100-year flood
level with no sea-level rise. So is the EIR saying that buildings must be flood-
proofed only if they are built below the current 100-year flood level? And this is
the standard that applies to all buildings originally proposed by the developers,
even if they are just being built now? (So as you explained before, since the
Warriors Arena wasn't foreseen back in 1998, it needs a new EIR). 
 
Would it be easier to go over this briefly by phone? 
 
Winnie
 
 


-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Thu, April 09, 2015 8:35 am
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
The 1998 Mission Bay Final Subsequent EIR determined that “Buildings above -1
[negative 1] foot, San Francisco City Datum (99-foot elevation, Mission Bay
Datum) would be above the level of flooding hazard, including a margin for sea-
level rise and a margin of safety.” Structures proposed below this elevation are
required to be flood proofed. This language is from Mitigation Measure K.6 at
the top of page VI.50 of the FSEIR. The sea level rise projections assumed in the
1998 FSEIR are discussed in the Initial Study (FSEIR Appendix A) and are based on
a 1995 USEPA study. (FSEIR page A.59).
 
-1 SF City Datum corresponds to +10 feet NAVD88. Based on the 2014 SFPUC sea
level rise inundation maps, we now project the 100-year flood elevation to be
+11 feet NAVD88 by 2050 assuming 12 inches of sea level rise.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
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Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:53 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
 
Thank you Chris, much appreciated.
 
Winnie


-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Wed, April 08, 2015 11:16 am
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
This looks right with respect to Treasure Island and Hunters Point-
Candlestick, but I’d like to check the 1998 SEIR for Mission Bay as I think
it does a bit more than you’ve described. I’ll get back to you by COB
tomorrow on this. Thanks for checking.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 6:03 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Fact-checking/sea-level rise mitigation plans
 
Dear Chris,
 
Thanks for your earlier help with the SF Public Press project
looking at sea-level rise and development. We are approaching
publication and fact-checking our stories. I was wondering if
you would mind looking over the following (very brief) summary
of SLR mitigation measures described in the Treasure Island,
Mission Bay, Candlestick Point and Hunters Point EIRs, and let
me know if I've misrepresented them in any way. We've done
our best to sift through these reports, but they're complex
documents with many updates and I want to be sure we didn't
miss anything important. Any feedback from you would be very
helpful. Please get back to me this week if possible. 
 
"The Hunters Point-Candlestick Point and Treasure Island
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development sites will be raised so that buildings, streets and
key infrastructure stay above the 100-year flood level even with
three feet of sea-level rise, according to Environmental Impact
Reports prepared in 2009 and 2010 respectively. These projects
also include margins of open space along the waterfront to
allow for the construction of berms or levees in the future.
 
The environmental impact report for Mission Bay, prepared over
a decade earlier, provides less specific information. Developers
are instructed to hire a licensed engineer to mitigate future
flooding through measures such as setting structures back from
the waterfront or installing seawalls, but the document does not
specify what level of sea-level rise the develompment must be
designed to withstand."
 
More in Treasure Island: "The developer has proposed a
complex and costly strategy to ward off flooding: Raise the land
so that all new buildings sit at least three feet above the
current 100-year flood level, raise the berm outlining the 400-
acre island to withstand 16 inches of sea-level rise, leave
enough room to add levees in the future and tax residents to
create a fund to pay for all this."
 
Thanks,
 
Winnie Bird
(415)717-1425
 


-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Wed, February 25, 2015 12:11 pm
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


If it’s okay with you, I’d prefer the quote say: “Our 100-year
storm surge is much lower than in places that are subject to
hurricanes.” I also said something along those lines, and my
intent was to provide a broader perspective of SF’s coastal
flood hazard both now and in the future relative to other
coastal communities that have major flood hazard problems,
such as New Orleans. I don’t think we discussed specific flood
elevations or how the SFPUC SLR maps were developed
during the interview. However, if you want to quote a “storm
surge” number, please use “Our 100-year storm surge is only
around two to four feet depending on location.”
 
Thanks,
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
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Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 10:27 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
 
Thank you for your detailed response. I will share this
with the rest of our team and make sure we
acknowledge that these figures represent huge
simplifications. 
 
If I end up using the following quote from you, do you
want me to adjust the two feet? 
 
"We have a relatively easy problem. We don’t have
areas that are below sea level. We have steep
topography even along most of our shorelines. Our
100-year storm surge is only around two feet. Not that
it’s trivial, but it’s feasible to construct projects even in
areas that are vulnerable in a way that mitigates risk."


Winnie
-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)"
<chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Wed, February 25, 2015 10:24 am
To: Winifred Bird <wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
I’m sorry, but I don’t think there’s a simple answer
to your question. Table A3-1 in the SLR Guidance is
taken from the Adapting to Rising Tides project, and
represents various sea level rise and flooding
scenarios on the Alameda County shoreline. Both
the SFPUC SLR maps and the SLR guidance
document use the term “100-year storm surge” as a
shorthand for the combination of factors that
contribute to coastal flooding. Flood hazard
mapping is based on complex hydrodynamic and
statistical models that consider many factors in
addition to storm surge (e.g. tides, wave run-up,
near-shore bathymetry, shoreline topography). The
resulting modeled/predicted (not to mention actual)
100-year flood elevations vary based on shoreline
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location. So in addition to being a shorthand, the
42” “100-year storm surge” shown in Table A3-1 is
also a generalization. The modeling data and
assumptions used to develop the SFPUC SLR
inundation maps for SF’s Bayside shoreline are
discussed in sections 3 and 4 of the SFPUC Climate
Stressors and Impact: Bayside Sea Level Rise
Mapping Technical Memorandum (attached).
 
The bottom line is that SFPUC’s 2014 sea level rise
inundation maps are the best available information
for predicting future flood hazard areas in San
Francisco at this time. As such, the Planning
Department is using these maps for CEQA review of
projects and plans in areas that could be subject to
an increased risk of flooding in the future due to sea
level rise.
 
BTW: The final SLR guidance was adopted in
September (the link in your email is to the draft).
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA
94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird [mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 8:23 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
 
Hi Chris,
 
It was great to talk with you today and get a
clear picture of how the CEQA process works
for sea-level-rise-related flooding. 
 
I want to make sure I'm not getting the
average storm surge number wrong. I'm
looking at the matrix on p.32 of the city's new
SLR guidance document. It looks like a 100-
year storm would add 42 inches. Am I missing
something important? 
 
Thanks,
 
Winnie
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-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)"
<chris.kern@sfgov.org>
Date: Tue, February 24, 2015 9:03
am
To: Winifred Bird
<wbird@sfpublicpress.org>


Hi Winnie,
Does 4:00 today work for you?
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San
Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San
Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Winifred Bird
[mailto:wbird@sfpublicpress.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2015 7:39 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Simi, Gina (CPC)
Subject: RE: Citywide 5-year
 
Dear Chris,
 
I'm a journalist with the San Francisco
Public Press working on a project
about sea-level rise and development
in the Bay Area. I have spokes with
AnMarie Rodgers and David
Alumbaugh and have gotten some
great information about the Planning
Department's general approach to this
issue, but I had a few specific
questions about how department staff
evaluate sea-level rise risk and
preparedness during the CEQA process
that neither of them were comfortable
talking about in detail. AnMarie
suggested that you would be the best
person to answer these questions. Do
you have time any day this week for a
brief phone interview? (Today or
tomorrow is best for me but later also
works.) Scheduling will be a bit
tougher starting next week as I will be
in Japan for about a month--though
not impossible. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you.
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Winnie Bird
(415)717-1425


-------- Original Message -----
---
Subject: Citywide 5-year
From: "Rodgers, AnMarie
(CPC)"
<anmarie.rodgers@sfgov.org
>
Date: Mon, February 23,
2015 1:02 pm
To: "info@winifredbird.com"
<info@winifredbird.com>
Cc: "Kern, Chris (CPC)"
<chris.kern@sfgov.org>,
"Alumbaugh, David (CPC)"
<david.alumbaugh@sfgov.org
>, "Simi, Gina (CPC)"
<gina.simi@sfgov.org>


Hi Winnie,
 
Here’s the Department’s
5-year plan for our
policy planning group. 
We call that group the
“Citywide Policy”
Section.  If you have
any questions about this
document, pls ask Gil
Kelley or David
Alumbaugh.  For more
info about CEQA review
& private development,
pls contact Chris Kern.
David, Chris, and Gina
are cc’d above.
 
Cheers,
 
 
AnMarie Rodgers 
Senior Policy Advisor
 
Planning Department│City and
County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400,
San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415.558.6395│Fax:
415.558.6409
Email: anmarie@sfgov.org
Web: http://www.sf-
planning.org/Legislative.Affairs
Property Info Map:
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From: Stewart, Luke
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell
Cc: Miller Clarke; David Cantor; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 7:00:17 PM


Paul,
 
P23/P24 – preliminary work is underway for some of the stormwater infrastructure within the park;
full park should be under construction Q3 2015, complete Q4 2016
 
Re: TFB and P22. As Catherine mentioned, we are still working out the details of the schedule, but it
is likely that TFB would need to be constructed prior to park. Construction duration is expected to
be approx. 12 months for TFB, approx. 12 months for P22.
 
Luke Stewart
MBDG
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:10 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller Clarke; Kevin Beauchamp
(KBeauchamp@planning.ucsf.edu); David Cantor; Stewart, Luke
Subject: Future Mission Bay Development
 
See below.  Kevin/Luke/Clarke/Dave – I had a few questions for you if you could help.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:53 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Catherine:
 
Thanks for this. We have specific followup questions for you in red, below.  Would you please
respond to these questions?
 
Thanks.
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-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
 


·         Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015.  Is there a name for
this development?  IT IS THE UBER/ARE PROJECT.


 
·         Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late


summer/fall 2015. Is there a name for this development?      THE EXCHANGE
 


·         Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in
2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.


 
·         Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200


units starting in summer 2016.  Where is the location (e.g. Blocks?) for the 200 units starting
in Summer 2016? BLOCK 7 WEST AND I MEANT SUMMER 2015  Remainder to be built
anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now. – ACTUALLY PROBABLY MORE CORRECT TO SAY 2
TO 10 YEARS FROM NOW WITH BLOCK 6 EAST STARTING IN 2016 AND BLOCK 3 EAST
STARTING LATE 2016/EARLY 2017. 


 
What is the construction start date; and what is the name of the development?  Block 1 –
350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel BLOCK 1 DOES NOT
HAVE A NAME OTHER THAN THE BLOCK 1 RESIDENTIAL AND BLOCK 1 HOTEL SITES.  THEY
ARE ANTICIPATED TO START LATER THIS YEAR


 
·         Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later. Should we assume the


realignment of Terry Francois and construction of P22 will start in 2016?  Also, when will
construction of P23 and P24 occur?  PARK P23/24 SHOULD BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION THIS
YEAR.  I AM CC-ING CLARKE/LUKE ON THE QUESTION OF TFB AND P22 SINCE THERE ARE
ONGOING DISCUSSIONS BET THEM AND MBDG ON THE PHASING. TO BE OPEN IN 2018,
THEY WILL NEED TO HAVE FINISHED BOTH, BUT COULD WAIT TO START CONSTRUCTION
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UNTIL 2017.
 


·         UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.  So, what we need
to know is what specific UCSF LRDP development should we assume to be under
construction between now and end of 2017? I HAVE CC-ED KEVIN FROM UCSF TO PROVIDE
TIMING OF FUTURE GROWTH.  IT BELIEVE IT WILL ONLY BE THE FIRST PHASE OF BLOCK
33/34 FOR ABOUT 250K GSF.


 
·         Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it. 


We need it if any of that construction will be occurring between November 2015 and end of
2017? OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD THE CURRENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS THAT WILL
PROBABLY CONTINUE AFTER NOVERMBER 2015 ARE:


 
FAMILY HOUSE – 80-GUEST SUITES FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING TREATMENT AT UCSF AND
OTHER SF MEDICAL FACILITIES (BLOCK 7 EAST)
BLOCK N4P3/360 BERRY STREET (DON’T KNOW IF IT HAS ANOTHER NAME) – IN MBN –
ABOUT TO START CONSTRUCTION WITH 129 RESIDENTIAL UNITS, 26 OF WHICH ARE
AFFORDABLE.
BLOCK 12E AND 13W MAY SNEAK PAST NOVEMBER, BUT SHOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETE. DAVE– DO YOU HAVE AN ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE FOR THESE?


 
 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:36:36 AM


It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
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(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: jeffwright@heliplanners.com
Cc: Sean Burlingame; Peter Green; Wong, Diane C.; Kern, Chris (CPC); Joyce
Subject: RE: UCSF Heliport Site Layout in CAD
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:36:49 AM


Jeff:
 
Thanks for speaking with Sean Burlingame regarding the additional requested AutoCAD files for the
helipad.  Diane Wong in UCSF Campus Planning  has been our day-to-day contact at UCSF for
providing information to us, and she indicated we could follow up with you directly, and include her
in any correspondence we have with you (she is cc:d in this email). 
 
We appreciate you following up on the request; your timely response would be greatly appreciated
as we are under a challenging schedule for our work.  Please do not hesitate to contact Sean or me
with any questions.
 
Thanks.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
               
 


From: Sean Burlingame 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:18 AM
To: Paul Mitchell; Peter Green
Subject: FW: UCSF Heliport Site Layout in CAD
 
FYI. Will hopefully have something soon.
 


From: Jeff Wright [mailto:jeffwright@heliplanners.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 1:59 AM
To: Sean Burlingame
Subject: RE: UCSF Heliport Site Layout in CAD
 
Good morning Sean,
 
Should be okay for us to send the CAD file to you but just sent an email to our client to
make sure it is okay from their end for us to send it directly to you.  I should know
Thursday morning.
 
By the way, we had a Temecula Planning Commission meeting tonight for the Temecula
Valley Hospital heliport.   Unanimous approval!  Thanks for your work on that one.
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Jeff
Jeffrey W. Wright


Founder & President


Heliplanners
Aviation Planning Consultants -- Heliport Specialists
Established 1987--Over a Quarter Century of Service


31110 Avenida Del Reposo, Temecula, CA 92591 USA
P (951) 693-5090    F (951) 693-5042    M (951) 203-8900


www.heliplanners.com
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From: Olea, Ricardo
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Beaupre, David (PRT)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:15:59 PM
Attachments: RE traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or Vision Zero begins before an accident happens.msg


I agree that it would be better for Terry Francois to be something other than a four traffic lane street, I
had suggested as much in the attached email (item B) when we got a speeding complaint (based on
existing conditions).  However, I haven't been involved in the planning for the streets in the area and
ultimately how the street functions and is designed is a larger planning and Port issue.  Hopefully
someone is looking into it from both the circulation and safety standpoint and can explain what the
plans are here.


Ricardo


-----Original Message-----
From: Miller, Erin
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 1:56 PM
To: Beaupre, David
Cc: Reilly, Catherine; Olea, Ricardo
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC


That could be appropriate. In fact, I just saw a similar letter from Ed to another concerned citizen
about traffic planning in the showplace square Potrero Hill area.


Ricardo,, could you please review this gentleman's letter and think about how best we might reply?


Thanks,
- Erin Miller Blankinship


> On Apr 14, 2015, at 12:58 PM, Beaupre, David (PRT) <david.beaupre@sfport.com> wrote:
>
> We should decide how to respond to this, obviously he has put some time and thought into this, it
seems like the response should come from MTA with the assumption that TFB needs to be 4 lanes to
accommodate and distribute the throughput, which I belive is even more true with the Arena
>
> Thank you,
>
> David Beaupre
> Port of San Francisco
> Pier 1
> San Francisco CA 94111
> 415-274-0539
>
>
>
> From: Todd Simpson [mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com]
> Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:55 PM
> To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
> Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Beaupre, David (PRT)
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine, Erin, David:
>
> I have been attending the Warriors progress meetings, and it struck me that if I could get them
interested in "an improved waterfront experience", that it might have a better chance.
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RE: traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or "Vision Zero" begins before an accident happens


			From


			Olea, Ricardo


			To


			Rosales, David


			Cc


			Reiskin, Ed; Moyer, Monique (PRT); Coe, Toni (MTA); Lee, Steven; Folks, Tom (MTA)


			Recipients


			David.Rosales@sfport.com; Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com; monique.moyer@sfport.com; toni.coe@sfmta.com; Steven.Lee@sfmta.com; tom.folks@sfmta.com





David –







I took a look at the corridor myself today and have the six signage recommendations below which I will forward to our Sign Shop.  







1.       Terry Francois at China Basin, install fluorescent yellow green signs for Terry Francois crosswalk







2.       Terry Francois between China Basin and Mission Boulevard North, install 25 SPEED LIMIT signs facing northbound and southbound







3.       Terry Francois at South, install fluorescent yellow green pedestrian signs for Terry Francois crosswalk







4.       Terry Francois northbound south of South, install PED AHEAD warning sign







5.       Terry Francois between Mission Boulevard South and South, install 25 SPEED LIMIT signs facing northbound and southbound







6.       Terry Francois between South and Illinois, install 25 SPEED LIMIT signs facing northbound and southbound (includes removing one old 25 MPH warning plate)







I assume this work can be charged by the Sign Shop to Port.







 







In addition I have the following more involved recommendations:







A.      Consider removing the Light Guard/flashing crosswalk installations on Terry Francois and Mission Boulevard South/North.  The Port should have an electrical contractor to do this work, as our shops are not capable of doing this.  I noticed one crosswalk (North) the flashing units couldn’t turn off and many were dark or burnt out, with the other (South) didn’t have the flash units at all.  The flashing warning sign was missing for southbound Terry Francois at North.  In effect, the whole system is not working.  We’ve not had much luck with these installations ourselves and are avoiding new ones and removing old ones.  Warning beacons may not be needed here given light volumes.  See B and D below for other recommendations that could improve this crossing.







B.      I’m not sure what the future plans are here, but Terry Francois should be road dieted to have only one through lane per direction for most of its alignment.  The present four lanes encourages speeding and does not appear needed for current traffic volumes.  Removing a traffic lane would allow that space to be used for either left turn lanes, refuge medians, and wider/buffered bike lanes.  This would require coordination with future development plans for the area.







C.      The current bicycle lanes on Terry Francois are substandard, with some portions having a parking lane below 7 feet.  The new standard is a minimum parking lane of 8 feet.  I’ve attached our striping drawings for your review.  When parking lanes are this narrow bicyclists are riding in the door zone zone.  This could be something that is addressed through traffic lane removal or lane narrowing.  







D.      Uncontrolled crossings of Terry Francois could be upgraded to continental pattern if desired for emphasis.







E.       The Port of San Francisco should work with the local SFPD station to ensure enforcement of speeding rules, as signage tends to work best when accompanied with some enforcement.







 







Thanks,







Ricardo







 







 







From: Rosales, David [mailto:david.rosales@sfport.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 6:13 PM
To: Olea, Ricardo
Subject: FW: traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or "Vision Zero" begins before an accident happens







 







RE           Traffic Safety on Terry Francois Blvd







 







Hello Ricardo,







 







Can you possibly help improve traffic safety on Terry Francois Blvd?







 







As you can see below, this complaint landed on Monique and the Mayor’s desk.  We’d like to best prevent accidents.  Port staff is available to meet on site with you to discuss reduction of hazards on this street.  We would appreciate your assessments to improve the situation.  Please see both attachments.  Your prompt reply would be appreciated.  Please call me to discuss costs.







 







Many thanks.







From: Moyer, Monique 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:39 PM
To: Carter, Tom; Beaupre, David; Rosales, David
Subject: FW: traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or "Vision Zero" begins before an accident happens







 







All, are we seeing the same traffic patterns that he is? Last time I inquired, we weren’t. Shall we have MTA come and observe?







Thoughts?
M







 







From: David Mustelier [mailto:mustelier@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 1:32 PM
To: Cohen, Malia; Kim, Jane
Cc: Yee, Norman (BOS); Avalos, John; Lee, Mayor; Moyer, Monique; Boomer, Roberta
Subject: Re: traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or "Vision Zero" begins before an accident happens







 







Ms Kim & Ms Cohen,







It's an election year and I want to assure you that because of your continued failure to correct the traffic safety issue on Terry Francois Blvd I will bring it to as many people's attention as I can make aware.  It's also shocking to see that during the many months that I have been advocating for these measures that my local Supervisor Jane Kim has never once responded to my concerns. 







 







How do you as Supervisors believe we can trust you with the big issues facing our city if you cannot even deal with the little issues.  I certainly hope that we never see a major traffic incident on this street that could have been avoided for want of a few signs.







 







For the benefit of the new persons added to this email, Terry Francois Blvd in Mission Bay has a 7/10th mile stretch without stop signs and proper speed limit signage and has become a race-course for traffic avoiding 3rd Street that has numerous stop-lights along the adjacent parallel route.  It's a situation ripe for a major accident when you mix cars and trucks often racing in excess of 40mph on a street designated as 25mph along the waterfront where numerous pedestrians, bicyclists and persons using the public boat ramp intersect.  (Illinois Street in a totally commercial area has more traffic signage and controls.)







 







I continue to bring this matter to all persons attention because I believe it is an issue that can easily be addressed and corrected for all peoples safety on this thoroughfare.







 







Sincerely,







David Mustelier







325 China Basin Street.







 







On Thu, Nov 7, 2013 at 4:34 PM, David Mustelier <mustelier@gmail.com> wrote:







Supervisor Cohen,







It has been six weeks since your last email and you have failed to "get back to me" concerning this matter.  I would appreciate a response.  Failing that I'm left with having to go out again and start beating my drum to get this problem resolved.  







 







Thank you







David Mustelier







 







On Wed, Sep 25, 2013 at 1:40 PM, Cohen, Malia <malia.cohen@sfgov.org> wrote:







The timeline has not been communicated to me.  I will have to get back to you.







 







 







 







Always at your service,







Malia Cohen
Member, Board of Supervisors, District 10
City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Phone: (415) 554-7670 | Fax: (415) 554-7674
malia.cohen@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org







 







From: David Mustelier [mailto:mustelier@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:02 PM
To: Cohen, Malia
Subject: Re:







 







Thank you for this information.







And the time frame for these respective actions would be ... ?  At what point should I become a squeaky wheel (again)?  







I ask only because I've been pounding this drum for several years w/o any acknowledgement from any parties before now.  These points were being made to the Port and MTA several years ago when they were telling residents in Mission Bay about parking meter plans.  As we can see, the meters have been in for some time but basic safety issues seem slow in acknowledging and getting implemented.  I'm not easily passivized given my experiences to date.  







 







I would like to be able to track the progress of these practical and (IMO) necessary recommendations within our neighborhood.







 







Sincerely,







David Mustelier







 







On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 11:48 AM, Cohen, Malia <malia.cohen@sfgov.org> wrote:







Mr. Mustelier,







I followed up on your concern with SF MTA and they have indicated that in the short term, they will review the current speed/signage situation; and in the  longer-term, they are working with Port and OWED staff to evaluate traffic speed as part of the Waterfront Assessment analysis.







 







-- 
David Mustelier
510-551-8165 
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>
> I wrote up a _very_ rough outline - capturing my previous email in a bit more depth.  See the
attached pdf.  Sorry about the amateur drawings; hopefully they get the ideas across.
>
> Would you have suggestions for next steps?  I know this is a very long shot....but it is worth trying, at
least in my opinion.
>
> Thanks,
> Todd
>
>
> On Sun, Oct 5, 2014 at 11:40 AM, Miller, Erin
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com<mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>> wrote:
> Hi Todd,
>
> You may also be interested in the work around the Blue
Greenway<http://www.sfport.com/index.aspx?page=1433>.  TAF is actually under the jurisdiction of
the Port, and they're leading this project that includes improvements for bicycle and pedestrian access
along that roadway.  I've copied the project manager, David Beaupre here for your information.  He can
give you a better overview of the planned future street circulation and implementation timing.
>
> I also wanted to let you know that I'm not only coordinating for the Warriors project at the SFMTA,
but I'm also the Project Manager for the Waterfront Transportation Assessment.  We're just beginning
its 2nd phase:  the SoMa-Mission Bay-Central Waterfront Transportation Needs & Solutions
Analysis<http://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/soma-mission-bay-central-waterfront-
transportation-needs-solutions>, where we'll be taking a look at future capacity and demands on major
transportation corridors throughout this part of the city as it grows in the future.  I hope you'll sign up
for the mailing list by clicking on the "Receive Updates" tab.  Please note that I'm in the process of a
big update currently, and there aren't any new topics just yet, but you will be included on the list for
the update coming out very soon.
>
> Best,
>
> Erin Miller Blankinship
> Section Lead, Development & Transportation Integration
>
> Urban Planning Initiatives
> SFMTA|Municipal Transportation Agency
> One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
> San Francisco, CA  94103
>
> 415.701.5490<tel:415.701.5490> (o)
> 415.971.7429<tel:415.971.7429> (m)
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson [todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>]
> Sent: Saturday, October 04, 2014 3:43 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine
> Cc: Miller, Erin
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
> Catherine, Erin.
>
> Thanks for the friendly reply.  I would love to be an advocate for this, so please let me know when,
where, and how I could participate.  I will be at the next CAC meeting, but if there is anything to do
before then, just let me know.
>
> Enjoy the awesome weather this weekend.
> Todd
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
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<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org<mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>> wrote:
>
> Hi, Todd - thanks for sending the email (great summary and well thought out).  There is not one
single person that would be involved in addressing this, but I have cc-ed Erin Miller, who is the lead for
the SFMTA for the GSW project.  I will also forward your comment to the larger team.  We are in the
process of looking at all the surrounding streets/transportation systems so it is a good time to throw this
into the mix.
>
>
>
> Catherine Reilly
>
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson <todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>>
> Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2014 4:22 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
> Subject: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine,
>
> We met briefly after the Thursday Warriors update at the Mission Bay CAC meeting.
>
> I was hoping that you would introduce me to the individual/department responsible for traffic
planning, and in particular, for the redevelopment of Terry A. Francois Blvd.
>
> For your interest, I have included my comment/question below.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson.
>
> ---
>
> Hello,
>
> As a resident of Mission Bay (at the Radiance) I am interested in the plans to redevelop Terry A.
Francois Blvd (TAF).
>
> My suggestion is to focus on making TAF a quiet, pedestrian and cycle friendly street.  In particular,
designing it to be a 2-lane (total), low speed road, as opposed to being a 4-lane high traffic area.
>
> With the development of the park at P21 and P22, it would be great if the environment was quiet
and pedestrian friendly.  We have the opportunity to create a space that is unlike the rest of the
embarcadero, where high traffic volume detracts from the beauty of the waterfront.  The area adjacent
to P21 and P22 could be much more like a beach boulevard, as opposed to a high volume city street.
>
> This opportunity exists because TAF is essentially a horseshoe, routing traffic back to 3rd street at
either end.  Ultimately, all traffic must flow to 3rd Street (and to Illinois and 4th street) to exit the
horseshoe.  It seems plausible that traffic flows and stoplight duty cycles could be programmed to
encourage lower traffic volumes on TAF within the horseshoe without impacting overall ingress/egress
efficiency.
>
> Ignoring, for the moment, the impact of Giants and Warriors traffic, this seems highly feasible.  I am
not a traffic engineer, but I also believe that we could keep TAF small (2 lanes total) and quiet, even
accounting for Giants and Warriors traffic.  In particular:
>
> 1) during non-peak times, TAF could be a quiet two-way, low speed beach boulevard with extra
parking, bike and pedestrian access, due to the two-lane design.
>
> 2) during pre and post game traffic surges, the 2-lane TAF could be uni-directional.  For Giants
game, it could funnel traffic to the South.  For Warriors games, Southbound traffic would go to Illinois
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and 3rd Street, and TAF could be two-lanes moving North to the 3rd Street bridge.
>
> 3) the duty cycles on 3rd Street and 4th Street intersections could encourage the use of these major
thoroughfares for both ingress and egress during peak times.
>
> 4) With the existing Giants stadium, and with the proposed truck access to the Warriors complex,
truck traffic should already be designed to avoid TAF.
>
> 5) There are already lots of walking / running / community events using TAF.  Making it purpose built
for these types of events makes sense.
>
> Again, we have the opportunity to make TAF something special.  A quiet, friendly part of the Mission
Bay ocean-side experience.  If we simply develop it into a 4-lane, high volume, undifferentiated city
street, I feel that we will have lost an opportunity.
>
> I hope that this request makes sense.  If I can provide further input, you can reach me at
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com> and/or at 615-676-1682<tel:615-676-
1682>.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <SF MB Waterfront.pdf>
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kern, Chris (CPC); Joyce
Subject: FW: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 12:31:52 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Catherine, regarding renderings for inclusion in the SEIR Project Description:
 
Joyce and I reviewed the March 12, 2015 Eastside Schematic Design Presentation, and the April 9,
2015 Westside Schematic Design Presentation, and recommend the following GSW renderings for
your consideration:
 


·         March 12, 2015 Eastside Schematic Design Presentation:  Renderings on PDF pages 5 and
19


·         April 9, 2015 Westside Schematic Design Presentation:  Renderings on PDF pages 15 and
18


 
We avoided identifying any simulations that were too close-in or from awkward perspectives.
 
Please let us know if you agree with this recommendation, or if you recommend renderings from
different or additional viewpoints.  We would like to follow up with Kate with the recommendation
by this Wednesday so she can turn them the high-quality renderings back to us for inclusion in the
next version of the SEIR to you.   Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 12:14 PM
To: 'Kate Aufhauser'
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Kate:
 


·         Regarding the elevation of the Third Street Plaza, Clarke responded in a separate email
confirming how it was calculated, so we are good on this issue.


·         Your approach regarding the renderings sounds reasonable to me; we will follow up with
Catherine.
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Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 11:01 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Clarke Miller
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Paul,
 
I believe you’re correct about the third street plaza height measurement. Clarke (traveling this
week) or Catherine will need to confirm.
 
Re: renderings, we have produced several images for public consumption at this spring’s CAC
meetings. I propose we use a selection of those images for informational purposes, for the following
reasons:


·         They are consistent with what’s been shown to the public to date;
·         They have been vetted by OCII staff, GSW personnel, and others; and
·         They would not require additional rendering production and would therefore help us meet


the tight timeline.
If this group agrees, perhaps it would be most appropriate for OCII, as lead agency, to review our
last three CAC decks (12/11, 3/12, and 4/9) and confirm which renderings should be included in the
PD. I can then provide the high-res files for those images.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 10:49 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
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Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for this detailed response; and it all sounds reasonable.  We look forward to receiving all the
requested site plans on April 20.


·         Per your request, we can add the note in the SEIR you indicate below regarding the sloped
site.


·         I understand your description below regarding calculation for total building height.  Just
confirming with you what will be the calculation for estimating the Third Street Plaza height
in your site plans (simply measured vertically from back of sidewalk on Third Street to the
plaza landing?)  I ask this as we had received comments on the PD wanting to know the
height of the plaza relative to Third Street, so if it is calculated vertically from back of
sidewalk on Third Street to the plaza landing, that would sufficiently responds to the
comments.


·         Understood regarding no new Major Phase submittal.  We assume no version of the Basic
Concept/Schematic Design package is being submitted or available for review prior to DSEIR
publication?


·         As indicated in my email below, when you are ready, we still need to discuss as a group your
proposed renderings to be included in the SEIR PD for informational purposes.  Are you
planning on having those completed by April 20 as well?


 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kaufhauser@warriors.com
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce; Mary Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); 'Sekhri, Neil (NSekhri@gibsondunn.com)'
Subject: RE: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Paul,
 
Regarding the depiction of heights on the site, based on conversations with Catherine and her staff,
as well as Mary Murphy, we intend to have the heights shown in the SEIR comport with the way
they’re shown in the Basic Concept/Schematic Design package our team is preparing for OCII. In that
document, we’re required to show height measurements that are consistent with the direction
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provided in OCII’s Design for Development Guidelines. Our site slopes (more on this below), so the
applicable language in the D4D is, “On a sloping site, this [building height] measurement is taken at
the median grade height for each building face. Total building height is calculated by determining
the average height of all individual building faces.” OCII has clarified that the “median grade height”
in the D4D definition should be interpreted as back of sidewalk. The implication of taking height
measurements for each building is that all building elevations will begin at a height of 0’ which will
enable a clear understanding of the buildings’ total height (which won’t exceed 160’ in the case of
the Office towers, for instance). The other important implication is that while each building height
measurement starts at 0’, those 0’ elevations are not the same across the various buildings on the
site because of the sloped nature of the site. So to reiterate, for the purposes of the SEIR, we
propose to show heights that start at 0’ for each building, and the depiction of heights on the site
plan is consistent with this same approach.
 
Back to the slope issue, in order to avoid any confusion, we also recommend adding a note in the
SEIR narrative or footnotes that clarifies that the site is currently sloped and it will remain sloped
after construction. Along South St., it slopes down approximately 2’ from Third St. to TFB, and along
16th Street, it slopes down approximately 3.5’ from Third St. to TFB. In other words, TFB sits a
couple of feet lower than Third St. Let us know if you this this explanation will serve the intended
purpose.
 
Separately, per your list of questions below, no new Major Phase will be prepared. The Basic
Concept/Schematic Design package is the more detailed entitlement document OCII
reviews/approves, and the design depicted there supplants what’s shown in the Major Phase.  
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2015 5:45 PM
To: Kaufhauser@warriors.com; Clarke Miller
Cc: Kern, Chris (chris.kern@sfgov.org); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Joyce
Subject: Proposed List of Figures for Proposed Project and Third Street Variant
 
Kate and Clarke:
 


·         Below is our tentative proposed list of figures to be included in the 1) Chapter 3 SEIR,
Project Description for the proposed project, and 2) Chapter 6, SEIR Third Street Plaza
Variant. You will see in most cases the figures are requested in a format and level of detail
you have previously provided the graphics to us.  However, if you developing any new
graphics that may be in an updated or different format that you prefer over the prior
versions, please let me know and we can discuss options.
 


·         Any references to building/plaza elevation heights in the figures you provide should be in
the approved convention agreed between you and OCII. (Can you please provide me with a
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status of the final direction given on this issue?)
 


·         As a time-saving measure, please make sure any plan figures you provide include a
measurement scale.
 


·         As I indicate below, when you have a chance, we should discuss as a group the specific
renderings that may be included in the SEIR for the proposed project and variant, including
level of detail, viewpoints, etc.
 


·         As previously discussed, for the EIR Alternatives (Reduced Intensity and No Project), I
believe we have all the appropriate graphics we need from you on those.
 


·         Are you planning on submitting a updated version of the Major Phase Application to OCII
prior to publication of the Draft SEIR?; and if so when?  I just want to get a sense of the
range of new graphics that may be underway by you.
 


·         I am cc:ing Catherine and Chris so they are kept in the loop on the figures.
 


 
Thanks, and please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions.
 
 


 Figure Title Source Status Notes
Chapter 3 - Proposed Project  
 3-1 Aerial Photograph of


Mission Bay
ESA Complete --


 3-2 Existing Roadway
Network in Mission
Bay


ESA Complete --


 3-3 Land Uses in the
Mission Bay
Redevelopment Plan


OCII Complete --


 3-4 Aerial Photograph of
Project Site Vicinity


ESA Complete --


 3-5 Conceptual Project
Site Plan


Warriors
 


Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-5
(Conceptual Site Plan)
 from the previously
submitted SEIR PD
 


 3-6 Floor Plan – Lower
Parking Level 2


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-6
(Floor Plan – Lower
Parking Level 2) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  This
figure was taken from
your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to







putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change. 
 


 3-7 Floor Plan – Event
Level / Lower Parking
Level 1


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-7
(Floor Plan – Event Level
/ Lower Parking Level 1)
from the previously
submitted SEIR PD. 
Note:  This figure was
taken from an earlier
version of your Major
Phase Application, and
we never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-8 Floor Plan – Ground
Level / Upper Parking
Level


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-8
(Floor Plan – Ground
Level / Upper Parking
Level) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  This
figure was taken from an
earlier version of your
Major Phase Application,
and we never got
around to putting it into
ESA format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-9 Floor Plan – Plaza /
Mezzanine Level


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-9
(Floor Plan – Plaza /
Mezzanine Level) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-10 Floor Plan – Main
Concourse Level


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-10
(Floor Plan – Main
Concourse Level) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 







This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-11 Floor Plan-
Representative Floor
Plan for Towers of the
Proposed Office and
Retail Building


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-11
(Floor Plan-
Representative Floor
Plan for Towers of the
Proposed Office and
Retail Building) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-12 Project East and North
Elevations


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-12
(Project East and North
Elevations) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was
going to change.
 


 3-13 Project South and
West Elevations


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-13
(Project South and West
Elevations) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note: 
This figure was taken
from an earlier version
of your Major Phase
Application, and we
never got around to
putting it into ESA
format, since it was







going to change.
 


 3-14 Proposed Pedestrian
Circulation


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-14
(Proposed Pedestrian
Circulation) from the
previously submitted
SEIR PD
 


 3-15 Proposed Bicycle
Parking Facilities


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-115
(Proposed Bicycle
Parking Facilities) from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD
 


 3-16 to
3-XX


Renderings Warriors Pending When you have a
chance, we should
discuss the number of
renderings you may be
preparing for inclusion
in the SEIR, including
level of detail,
viewpoints, etc.


      
Chapter 6 - Third Street Plaza Variant  
 6-1 Conceptual Project


Site Plan
Warriors
 


Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-5
(Conceptual Site Plan)
 that will be completed
by you for the proposed
project
 


 6-2 Project South (yes)
and West (?)
Elevations


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-13
(Project South and West
Elevations) for the
proposed project from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  I
included the South
Elevation, if views from
the south will change at
all compared to the
proposed project (e.g.,
since the retail building
is being relocated)
 


 6-3 Project East (?) and
North (?) Elevations


Warriors Pending Should be similar in
format to Figure 3-12
(Project East and North
Elevations) for the







proposed project from
the previously submitted
SEIR PD.  Note:  Note:  I
included the North
Elevation, if views from
the south will change at
all compared to the
proposed project (e.g.,
since the retail building
is being relocated).  If
there are no changes in
the East elevation
compared to the
project, then you don’t
need to include that
one.


 6-YY to
3-ZZ


Renderings? Warriors Pending When you have a
chance, we should
discuss if you are
proposing to prepare
renderings for the
Variant for inclusion in
the SEIR, including level
of detail, viewpoints,
etc.


           
           
 
 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli 


(MTA); Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Clarke Miller; Mary Murphy; David Kelly; Van de Water, 
Adam (ECN)


Subject: Re: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:56:19 PM


Thanks Kate
We will review your edits and responses with Carli Paine, and get back to you if we 
have any questions or suggested revisions.
We assume that these changes will be incorporated into the upcoming revised TMP.


LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Apr 15, 2015, at 7:46 PM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


Hi, all –
 
Thanks for your patience as we reviewed these revisions. I am attaching our response, 
with modifications to the list marked in Track Changes and explanations or response to 
City questions called out in the comment bubbles.
 
A few notes on our revisions:


-          First, we removed a few items for fear that requiring tenants to comply (via 
deed restrictions, CC&Rs, etc.) would negatively impact the marketability of 
our buildings, or because implementation cost would be out of proportion to 
the impact the strategy might have on our overall mode split. Fortunately, that 
still left us with several strategies typical to office buildings and mixed-use 
developments; these are likely similar to, if not more robust than, the TDM 
measures that would have been enacted by any other commercial developer 
on the same site.


-          Second, you’ll see what we made more modifications to the strategies for 
employees than to those for event center or retail visitors. This seems 
appropriate because transportation capacity (both transit and parking) for our 
daily employees has already been factored into the MB plan, so workers’ 
transportation is generally less prone to the current community attention and 
concern. By implementing a particularly robust program for event center 
visitors, we believe we’re advancing the community’s real goals for congestion 
reduction and resource management.
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Hope this all makes sense. I am available to discuss as needed.
 
Kate
 
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Brett Bollinger; Kern, Chris; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; 
Paine, Carli; Erin Miller
Subject: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
 
Hi Kate and Clarke
Attached are four pages of transportation section of the EIR that provide the list 
of TDM measures included in the TMP, with SFMTA edits. 
As part of the section review, Carli reorganized a bit, deleted two measures, and 
added 12 new measures. I marked each measure as "slightly reworded", "same", 
or "new", and wrote in the two measures that were deleted.
 
There is also a note to sponsor on the last measure regarding what one of the 
measures means.
 
We were planning on reviewing the changes during Thursday's meeting, so I 
hope that you will be able to review and determine if these changes are 
acceptable to GSW before then.  These revised measures will then need to be 
incorporated back into the TMP document.
 
Thank you,
Luba
<2015.04.14_Transportation_Demand_Management_Modified_List_GSW
Response.docx>
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From: Bridges, George (CII)
To: Clarke Miller; Lee, Raymond (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com); Julia Nunes


(jnunes@warriors.com); Kevin Graham (kgraham@ssr-inc.com); Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: GSW scope/fee split for MEP-related disciplines
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:15:36 AM


Clarke
 
Thanks for going through the exercise of separating the scopes in order to be more transparent
regarding the roles.
 
George
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:13 AM
To: Lee, Raymond (CII); Bridges, George (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com); Julia Nunes
(jnunes@warriors.com); Kevin Graham (kgraham@ssr-inc.com); Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: GSW scope/fee split for MEP-related disciplines
 
Ray,
Thanks for the note. We’re in agreement the BMS dollars will not count towards our SBE goal; we
shared it to be transparent about the roles SSR is playing vis-a-vis its SBE partners.
We’ll proceed with awarding to SJ and Meyers.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Lee, Raymond (CII) [mailto:raymond.c.lee@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2015 4:50 PM
To: Clarke Miller; Bridges, George (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com); Julia Nunes
(jnunes@warriors.com); Kevin Graham (kgraham@ssr-inc.com); Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: GSW scope/fee split for MEP-related disciplines
 
Clarke,
 
Thank you for providing the fee/scope breakdown and please proceed with awards. For clarity, our
Commissioners have requested that we examine associate relationships and separately identify SBE
credits (those dollars credited toward the SBE goal) from actual SBE participation. Under this basis,
we will fully recognize the MEP fees toward the SBE goal and will separately report on actual SBE
participation when the time comes. The BMS fee, however, will not be counted towards the goal,
but please be assured that this will not detract from the message we intend to convey, which is the
tremendous cooperation and efforts your team has exerted thus far.
 
Please call me or George if you have any question or concerns.
 
Thanks,
Ray
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From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bridges, George (CII)
Cc: Lee, Raymond (CII); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); David Carlock (david.carlock@machetegroup.com);
Julia Nunes (jnunes@warriors.com); Kevin Graham (kgraham@ssr-inc.com); Jesse Blout
Subject: GSW scope/fee split for MEP-related disciplines
 
George,
 
Per your request, attached is the fee/scope split between SSR and its SBE partners for
Mechanical/Plumbing and for Electrical. As you can see, each SBE will retain a minimum of 35% of
the scope and fee related to its discipline.
 
Please let us know if you have any questions. We’d like to award these disciplines as soon as
possible. I’ll be out on vacation next week, so I’ve copied SSR here so they may award in my absence
if you don’t have a chance to review today.
 
Lastly, we had a productive meeting with MEI yesterday. We clarified scope and fee, as well as
overall performance expectations. Our team needs to discuss next steps, and as you and I discussed,
I’ll be sure to connect with you before any announcements are made.
 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 8:04:02 PM
Attachments: Edits to the TMP TDM Measures 3-24-15.pdf


ATT00001.htm
image001.png
ATT00002.htm
2015.04.14_Transportation_Demand_Management_Modified_List_GSWResponse.docx
ATT00003.htm


Forgot to cc you on my email to Carli and Erin.


Begin forwarded message:


From: "lubaw@lcwconsulting.com" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>
Subject: Fwd: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR 
section
Date: April 15, 2015 at 8:02:15 PM PDT
To: "Paine, Carli" <Carli.Paine@sfmta.com>, Erin Miller 
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>
Cc: Jose Farran <jifarran@adavantconsulting.com>, Paul Mitchell 
<PMitchell@esassoc.com>, Joyce Hsiao <joyce@orionenvironment.com>


Hi Carli and Erin,
Could you review the attached edits from GSW.  I am also attaching a pdf 
of the original comments on the section that indicates what was new, 
deleted or revised, in case that helps with your review of GSW edits.
Per our discussion today, GSW feel that the measures that they did not 
agree with and deleted would not be feasible, and therefore we probably 
shouldn't include them in the new mitigation measure. Lets discuss how 
strongly you feel about those that they did not agree to.
It would be great if you can complete your review by the end of the day 
Friday.
Thanks.
Luba
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 



5.2 Transportation and Circulation 



~ ~ it\~ 3-2Lt-\\ 
Vehicles exiting the project garage on South Street, vehicles exiting the 450 South Street ga;;g;



and vehicles traveling southbound on Bridgeview Way would be directed eastbound on South 



Street to Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 



Overlap between events at the proposed Event Center and at AT&T Park. In circumstance 



when events at the proposed event center partially or completely overlap with baseball games or 



other events at AT&T Park, additional adjustments to the Transportation Management Plan for 



the proposed event center would be made, specifically: 



• 



Because PCOs would be stationed at some of the same intersections where PCOs are 
stationed during SF Giants games, staffing would be adjusted to eliminate duplication of 
efforts, and to address the overlapping impacts. 



Because the Fourth Street bridge is closed to northbound travel (transit and taxis excepted), 
event center attendees would be directed to travel southbound on Terry A. Francois 
Boulevard, and then westbound on 16th Street to access locations to the north and west. 



Transportation Demand Management (TOM) Strategies 



The TMP includes TOM strategies for employees and for event center visitors. TOM strategies for 



office, retail, restaurant and event center employees: 



Policy/Operations 



• 



• 



• 



• 



Participate in pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to 
reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their 
commuting expenses. -:5 h0'k-+~ VU,.('.)O<J.~ 



Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible. ~e.. 



Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through www.Sll.org. 



Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San rewoetlcJ. 
Francisco. 



Hire TOM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 
program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable ~ 
trip making. 



Establish annual TOM budget to support achievement of mode split goals . -
Provide free bikeshare membership to all employees. V\1).,S" 



Provide transit subsidy to all employees. 



Charge employees market rate for parking on-site and at off-site leased/owned parking \'\l..vJ 
facilities. -



Marketing/Communications 
• Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible 



to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop _ \ _ \ 
locations, and schedule. . l/'UvJO~°'-
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 



5.2 Transportation and Circu lation 



• 



• 



Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility ~ 
(approximately 300 bike spaces - valet operations during events only). 



Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ~ 
ride home services. 



Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling S~ 
such as the annual "Bike to Work" day. 



Organize and publicize promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay S !t.f'\9-. 
Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 



Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail ScU'Y\s2.. 
uses on-site. 



Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity. ~ 



• Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use. ~ 



Program additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage 
options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the 
workday. 



Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools. l(..(NO<J.gJ...... 



Policies/Operations 



• 



Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include 
discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a "fast
track" security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior 
to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 



Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards to encourage patrons to associate event S.~ 
attendance with transit usage during attendee's trip planning process. 



Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include S.a.J'\e.. 
discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a "fast-
track" security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior 
to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 



• Charge event-rate parking fees for auto parking on-site and at leased/owned off-site ~ 
parking facilities during events. ~ _ \ \ . \. \ P ~ _ "- .~ \ \ 



LWe.~· V\c.f~ ~s. ~ \:OS~<Yj ~-~ ~~~ 
Establish a TOM annual budget to support TOM efforts and ensure ability to meet mode MV.1\\--~ J 
split commitments. ~ 



• Hire TOM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 
program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable V\Q)>J 
trip making. 
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5. En vironmental Se tt ing, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 



5.2 Transportati on and Circulation 



Communications/Marketing 



• 



Encourage customers at point of ticket purchase to use sustainable modes via 
communications on the internet and through the ticket vendor. 



Promote branded Clipper Cards to season ticket holders and others . 



Promote transit access to the project site by providing: 



• 



• 



• 



interactive trip-planning tool, transit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing 
site, best routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. 
Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to 
be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit ~ 
information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations 
(exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 



Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main 
acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non- 4S ~ 
auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 



Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games 
for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information ~ 
to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity. 



Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). So...V'1r"Jl. 



Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and <;.~ 
mobile application. 



Design a "Getting There" page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and 
comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 



Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event 
literature and advertisements, when appropriate. 



Capital 
• Work with SFMT A to brand transit stops/stations near the project site, covering any costs 



associated with re-branding. -
Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses. $~ 



• 



• 



Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for 
peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed !:ia._W\D...
valet facility . 



Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis, charter buses, and rideshare vehicles . 
Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC11 companies to offer discounts to SClX'l'IL
event attendees and/or employees. 



[l] Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that p rovides transportation services 
using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, 
SideCar, Uber). 
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 



5.2 Transportation and Circulation 



• 



• 



Vt.W0~1A. 
Install TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit 
information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to 
employees and visitors to the event center. 



Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to ~~ 
discourage auto use and parking on-site. ,.{'-\ 



Monitoring, Refinement, and Performance Standards 
N~ ~.s~ur\SOr·. WW JotA 



~ > V'v\.UU'\ . 
The TMP outlines the process to monitor and refine the strategies within the TMP in conjunction 



with the City throughout the life of the project. Monitoring methods including field monitoring 



of operations during the first year and subsequent year of operations. Surveys of event attendees 



and event center employees would be conducted annually, and visitor surveys of Mission Bay 



neighbors and UCSF staff and emergency providers would be conducted in the initial years of 



operation. 



The TMP also identifies performance standards that the project sponsor has committed to 



maintaining: 



• 



• 



Auto Mode Share: Implement measures intended to reach a goal of on average, attendees 
for peak events do not exceed a 53 percent auto mode share for weekday peak event (6:00 
to 8:00 p.m.) 



Auto Mode Share: Implement measures intended to reach a goal of, on average, all 
employees and visitors for a no-event scenario do not exceed a 48 percent auto mode share 
for a weekday evening (4:00 to 6:00 p.m.) 



Vehicle Queuing on City Streets: Traffic entering the parking garage from eastbound 
16th Street does not spill back to 16th Street or into the Third Street intersection due to 
garage ingress. 



Vehicle Queuing on City Streets: Event traffic does not block access to the UCSF emergency 
room entrance for emergency vehicles or patients on Mariposa Street between I-280 and 
Third Street. 



Pedestrian Flows: Pedestrians do not spill out of sidewalks onto streets with moving 
vehicles, or out of crosswalks when crossing the street. 



Bicycle Parking: Signage is clearly visible to direct bicyclists to event valet and other bicycle 
parking, and ensure that adequate bicycle parking supply is provided to accommodate a 
typical peak event. 



Transit Mode Share: All Muni light rail and special event shuttle passengers are able to 
board their transit vehicle within 45 minutes following an event, if desired. 



• Good Neighbor: Mission Bay TMA shuttles continue to run and maintain capacity for 
simultaneous neighborhood use. 



In the event that ongoing monitoring shows at any time that the performance standards outlined 



above are not being met, the project sponsor would explore additional travel demand strategies, 



operational efforts, or design refinements to meet the goals identified in the TMP. Revisions to 
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Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255


(c) 415-385-7031







Begin forwarded message:

From: Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com>

Subject: RE: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section

Date: April 15, 2015 at 7:46:02 PM PDT

To: "lubaw@lcwconsulting.com" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>, Paul Mitchell <PMitchell@esassoc.com>

Cc: Jose Farran <jifarran@adavantconsulting.com>, Brett Bollinger <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org>, "Kern, Chris" <Chris.Kern@sfgov.org>, "wyckowilliam@comcast.net" <wyckowilliam@comcast.net>, "Paine, Carli" <Carli.Paine@sfmta.com>, Erin Miller <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>, "Reilly, Catherine (OCII)" <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>, Clarke Miller <CMiller@stradasf.com>, "Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)" <mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com>, David Kelly <DKelly@warriors.com>, "Van de Water, Adam (ECN)" <adam.vandewater@sfgov.org>


Hi, all –
 
Thanks for your patience as we reviewed these revisions. I am attaching our response, with modifications to the list marked in Track Changes and explanations or response to City questions called out in the comment bubbles.
 
A few notes on our revisions:
-          First, we removed a few items for fear that requiring tenants to comply (via deed restrictions, CC&Rs, etc.) would negatively impact the marketability of our buildings, or because implementation cost would be out of proportion to the impact the strategy might have on our overall mode split. Fortunately, that still left us with several strategies typical to office buildings and mixed-use developments; these are likely similar to, if not more robust than, the TDM measures that would have been enacted by any other commercial developer on the same site.
-          Second, you’ll see what we made more modifications to the strategies for employees than to those for event center or retail visitors. This seems appropriate because transportation capacity (both transit and parking) for our daily employees has already been factored into the MB plan, so workers’ transportation is generally less prone to the current community attention and concern. By implementing a particularly robust program for event center visitors, we believe we’re advancing the community’s real goals for congestion reduction and resource management.
 
Hope this all makes sense. I am available to discuss as needed.
 
Kate
 
 
			Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst



			510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)



			kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Brett Bollinger; Kern, Chris; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli; Erin Miller
Subject: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section


 
Hi Kate and Clarke

Attached are four pages of transportation section of the EIR that provide the list of TDM measures included in the TMP, with SFMTA edits. 

As part of the section review, Carli reorganized a bit, deleted two measures, and added 12 new measures. I marked each measure as "slightly reworded", "same", or "new", and wrote in the two measures that were deleted.

 

There is also a note to sponsor on the last measure regarding what one of the measures means.

 

We were planning on reviewing the changes during Thursday's meeting, so I hope that you will be able to review and determine if these changes are acceptable to GSW before then.  These revised measures will then need to be incorporated back into the TMP document.

 

Thank you,

Luba









Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies


The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below. employees and for event center visitors. TDM strategies for office, retail, restaurant and event center employees:	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In order to maintain the marketability of the Office and Retail spaces, we cannot require substantial commitments of tenants that would raise their all-in occupancy costs. We can, however, set a campus culture and offer encouragement/lead by example. 


Policy/Operations


· Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses.	Comment by Paine, Carli: Transit only, Do not provide/offer the pre-tax parking benefit. This is a choice employers can make. 

GSW: OK


· Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.	Comment by Brett Bollinger: UCSF: Page 5.2‐58, TDM Strategies: “Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.” This is not an option for Event Center employees.

GSW: Actually it is. Frequently cited Event Center employees include janitors, sound technicians, box office staff, and a wealth of other positions (including event-staff, like security guards and ushers) who are required to complete their work on site. Event Center employees also, however, include staff for the booking department, F&B operations personnel, event and catering coordinators, and other more flexible positions. The intent of “to the extent possible” in the text is to convey the variable applicability of this measure for employees in different roles. 


· Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through 


· Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco (). 


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee

GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


· Establish annual TDM budget to support achievement of mode split goalsTDM efforts	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: We can support/encourage/enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others. 


· Provide free bikeshare membership to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Given the limited number of Bike Share stations that could be installed in the vicinity, the cost of membership for all employees would be disproportionate to the number of employees able to take advantage of the benefit. Employees amenable to biking will be able to take advantage of our 600+ bike parking spaces on-site.


· Provide transit subsidy to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In excess of GSW’s accepted practices (see above re: pre-tax commuter benefits, which is an effective tool for current employees). 


· Charge employees market rate for parking on-site and at off-site leased/owned parking facilities


Marketing/Communications


· Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule. 


· Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use the room when no event?


· Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride home services


· Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as the annual “Bike to Work” day.


· Organize and publicize community efforts promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 	Comment by Paine, Carli: I would not call Spare the Air a promotional event. 

GSW: OK, see word edit. 


· Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-site.


· Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity.


· Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use.


· www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the workday. 


· Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools


TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors:


Policies/Operations


· Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly.


· Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards to encourage patrons to associate event attendance with transit usage during attendee’s trip planning process.


· Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 


· Charge event-rate parking fees for auto parking on-site and at leased/owned off-site parking facilities during events.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See comment 1. Cannot require future Office or Retail tenants to modify their preferred economic model, including parking charge, without impacting marketability of our buildings. 


· Establish a TDM annual budget to support TDM efforts and ensure ability to meet mode split commitments	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See previous comment. We can support/encourage/ enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others.


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee


GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


Communications/Marketing


· Encourage customers at point of  ticket purchase to use sustainable modes via communications on the internet and through the ticket vendor.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Promote branded Clipper Cards to season ticket holders and others 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK. 


· Promote transit access to the project site by providing :


· interactive trip-planning tooltransit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing sitebest routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations (exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Looks like multiple word edits jumbled up the text here a little. 


· Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non-auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 


· Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity


· Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and mobile application. Design a “Getting There” page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 


· Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event literature and advertisements, when appropriate.


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: This was added at UCSF’s request. If refers to an informational marquee or other materials that notify people in the neighborhood about upcoming events, so they can modify their transportation planning if desired. 


Capital


· Work with SFMTA to brand transit stops/stations near the project site, covering any costs associated with re-branding	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses.


· Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed valet facility.


· Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis, charter buses,  and rideshare vehicles. Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC[footnoteRef:1][1] companies to offer discounts to event attendees and/or employees. [1: [1]    Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that provides transportation services using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, SideCar, Uber).] 



· Install TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to employees and visitors to the event center.


· 


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: See above. Makes more sense once we move to Communications/Marketing. 
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies 



The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other 



employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below.  



Policy/Operations 



 Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their 



commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses. 



 Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible. 



 Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through  



 Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco.  



 Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 



program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip 



making 



 Establish annual TDM budget to support TDM efforts 



Marketing/Communications 



 Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride 



the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule.  



 Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility 



(approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use 



the room when no event? 



 Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride 



home services 



 Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as 



the annual “Bike to Work” day. 



 Organize and publicize community efforts  such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area 



region) or a Rideshare Week.  



 Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-



site. 



 Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity. 



 Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use. 



 www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, 



food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site 



during the workday.  



 Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools 



TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors: 



Policies/Operations 



 Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food 



or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. 



Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that 



visitors can make choices accordingly. 
























From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Murphy, Mary G.
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; Luba Wyznyckyj; Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC);


Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:30:11 AM


I believe this is a design based meeting so not sure attorneys are needed. Not that
we don't love having you there.


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Murphy, Mary G."
Date:04/14/2015 9:24 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (ADM)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,Kate Aufhauser ,"José I. Farrán" ,Luba Wyznyckyj ,Paul Mitchell
,Joyce Hsiao ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,"Van de Water, Adam (ECN)" ,"Miller, Erin (MTA)"
,Molly Hayes ,Jesse Blout
Subject: Re: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW


Next week Neil and I have to go to Florida for our firms all lawyer retreat.  I could
do a call on Thursday or Friday but Wednesday I will be flying to Florida. Could that
work?  Sorry to inconvenience others.  Thanks


Sent from my iPhone


On Apr 14, 2015, at 9:16 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


We can meet next week, just wanted to clarify that it will not be feeding into the CEQA document.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:02 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce
Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Jesse Blout
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Catherine,


I agree that we appear to be covered on the 16th St. design for CEQA purposes. However, given the
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timing of Mission Bay Development Group’s infrastructure improvements along 16th St. (including
the sidewalk portion along our site), we’d like to further develop the broader streetscape design
now in order to get it into their final construction drawings. To that end, would a meeting next
Wednesday still be possible?
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; José I. Farrán; Clarke Miller; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern,
Chris (CPC)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 


Kate – When I talked with the larger team, we decided to make a general assumption on the 16th


Street for the EIR since we are at the pencils down stage of the EIR – ie, we need to just decide on
the general project and finalize the analysis and 4/22 is too late to be making any significant


changes.  When we get to the detailed design of the 16th Street sidewalk, we just need to make sure
that the final design is adequate and provides adequate pedestrian movement consistent with the
assumptions in the EIR, etc. and can make minor modifications to the design and not run afoul of
the EIR, as long as we can show that we provide that adequate level of movement.
 
Others on the CEQA team can correct my statements.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:59 AM
To: José I. Farrán; 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Thank you Jose. Further notes from GSW:
 
TDM – We do plan to submit some revisions and will deliver this info to you in writing prior to
tomorrow’s CEQA call. Happy to talk through GSW’s changes then.
 


16th St. – Your approach sounds very appropriate for CEQA, thanks for resolving. Nevertheless I’d
still like to make sure our designers have time to talk to OCII, MTA, and others to confirm final design
direction beyond CEQA assumptions. Clarke’s proposal to take some of the CEQA time on 4/22
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sounds like a good one to me, especially since we’re working to schedule a discussion with MTA staff
and Fehr & Peers directly after the CEQA meeting that day to talk technical requirements for traffic
signals. With the rest of this group’s OK I suggest we plan to use the 2-3pm slot for this and cover
other CEQA items as needed from 1-2pm. I’ll send out an invite to that effect; not all of the CEQA
team may want to join, which is OK by us.
 
Hope this helps resolve. Please give me a ring if you’d like to discuss further.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:34 PM
To: 'Clarke Miller'; 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; 'Paul Mitchell'; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Chris Kern'
Cc: 'Catherine Reilly'; 'Adam Van de Water'; Kate Aufhauser; 'Mary Murphy'; David Kelly
Subject: RE: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
Clarke,
 
Here are the responses to your two questions:
 


        TDM – The DEIR document we plan to submit by the end of this month currently incorporates all of
Carli’s additions to the TDM component of the TMP as a mitigation measure.  Due to the tight
schedule we cannot wait until after April 20th for the list to be trimmed or finalized.  If the sponsor
would like to see any of the measures moved to the TMP, please let us know by this Wednesday 4/15.
 


        16th St – At this time we have no time to work with your team to develop the details of the 16th St
design.  The DEIR document to be submitted this month will maintain the location and dimensions of
the transit and passenger loading/ unloading areas but will increase, at the request of OCII, the north
side sidewalk width to 15 ft. total (10 ft. sidewalk plus 5 ft. setback). Any additional setback beyond the
5 feet would be an improvement over the conditions identified in the EIR, and can be addressed in the
Response to Comment document on the Draft EIR.
 
Let us know if you have any questions.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
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From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Jose Farran (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Paul
Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Chris Kern
(chris.kern@sfgov.org)
Cc: Catherine Reilly (Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org); Adam Van de Water (adam.vandewater@sfgov.org);
Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)
Subject: timing of CEQA sessions for GSW
 
CEQA team,
 
I understand from Catherine that you’re meeting later this afternoon to discuss some
transportation-related items. Two items to add to your list please:
 


1.        TDM: Carli Payne at MTA drafted revisions to the TDM measures that GSW has previously
endorsed. We’re reviewing those comments now. Since Adam has run point for the City on
TDM, we would like to review the list with him when he returns from his vacation on April
20. Let us know if there are any implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


2.        16th St design: Catherine suggested a design meeting with Jose/Luba, MTA, F&P, OCII,


Planning, PUC, and our landscape architect (SWA Group) to review the 16th St. setback area.
The purpose of the meeting would be to review setback/sidewalk areas required for
circulation/queuing, stormwater management, and other program purposes (i.e., bicycle
valet). I’ll be on vacation next week, so I wanted to see if this design session could wait until


the week of April 20. If so, I’d propose we use part of the Wednesday April 22nd 1-3pm
CEQA meeting since it’s already on most of our calendars. Let us know if there are any
implications to the CEQA schedule to address it then.


 
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been
sent to you in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then
immediately delete this message.
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From: Joyce Hsiao
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Paul Mitchell; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Subject: format question for improvement measures
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:00:53 PM


Chris, Brett, and Catherine,


How would you like us to present the improvement measures  in the SEIR?  For the
mitigation measures, since they are required under CEQA, we typically say "The
project sponsor shall....."  However, since the improvement measures are not
required under CEQA, we typically say "The project sponsor could..."


For this document, though, because the improvement measures will all be included
as conditions of approval, it will probably be easier to have the same wording (and
tense) in both the improvement measure and the conditions of approval.


What is your preference?


a)  shall 
b)  could
c) should
d) will
e) other ______________


Joyce
-- 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 8:04:01 PM
Attachments: Edits to the TMP TDM Measures 3-24-15.pdf


ATT00001.htm
image001.png
ATT00002.htm
2015.04.14_Transportation_Demand_Management_Modified_List_GSWResponse.docx
ATT00003.htm


Forgot to cc you on my email to Carli and Erin.


Begin forwarded message:


From: "lubaw@lcwconsulting.com" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>
Subject: Fwd: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR 
section
Date: April 15, 2015 at 8:02:15 PM PDT
To: "Paine, Carli" <Carli.Paine@sfmta.com>, Erin Miller 
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>
Cc: Jose Farran <jifarran@adavantconsulting.com>, Paul Mitchell 
<PMitchell@esassoc.com>, Joyce Hsiao <joyce@orionenvironment.com>


Hi Carli and Erin,
Could you review the attached edits from GSW.  I am also attaching a pdf 
of the original comments on the section that indicates what was new, 
deleted or revised, in case that helps with your review of GSW edits.
Per our discussion today, GSW feel that the measures that they did not 
agree with and deleted would not be feasible, and therefore we probably 
shouldn't include them in the new mitigation measure. Lets discuss how 
strongly you feel about those that they did not agree to.
It would be great if you can complete your review by the end of the day 
Friday.
Thanks.
Luba
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 



5.2 Transportation and Circulation 



~ ~ it\~ 3-2Lt-\\ 
Vehicles exiting the project garage on South Street, vehicles exiting the 450 South Street ga;;g;



and vehicles traveling southbound on Bridgeview Way would be directed eastbound on South 



Street to Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 



Overlap between events at the proposed Event Center and at AT&T Park. In circumstance 



when events at the proposed event center partially or completely overlap with baseball games or 



other events at AT&T Park, additional adjustments to the Transportation Management Plan for 



the proposed event center would be made, specifically: 



• 



Because PCOs would be stationed at some of the same intersections where PCOs are 
stationed during SF Giants games, staffing would be adjusted to eliminate duplication of 
efforts, and to address the overlapping impacts. 



Because the Fourth Street bridge is closed to northbound travel (transit and taxis excepted), 
event center attendees would be directed to travel southbound on Terry A. Francois 
Boulevard, and then westbound on 16th Street to access locations to the north and west. 



Transportation Demand Management (TOM) Strategies 



The TMP includes TOM strategies for employees and for event center visitors. TOM strategies for 



office, retail, restaurant and event center employees: 



Policy/Operations 



• 



• 



• 



• 



Participate in pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to 
reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their 
commuting expenses. -:5 h0'k-+~ VU,.('.)O<J.~ 



Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible. ~e.. 



Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through www.Sll.org. 



Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San rewoetlcJ. 
Francisco. 



Hire TOM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 
program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable ~ 
trip making. 



Establish annual TOM budget to support achievement of mode split goals . -
Provide free bikeshare membership to all employees. V\1).,S" 



Provide transit subsidy to all employees. 



Charge employees market rate for parking on-site and at off-site leased/owned parking \'\l..vJ 
facilities. -



Marketing/Communications 
• Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible 



to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop _ \ _ \ 
locations, and schedule. . l/'UvJO~°'-
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 



5.2 Transportation and Circu lation 



• 



• 



Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility ~ 
(approximately 300 bike spaces - valet operations during events only). 



Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ~ 
ride home services. 



Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling S~ 
such as the annual "Bike to Work" day. 



Organize and publicize promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay S !t.f'\9-. 
Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 



Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail ScU'Y\s2.. 
uses on-site. 



Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity. ~ 



• Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use. ~ 



Program additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage 
options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the 
workday. 



Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools. l(..(NO<J.gJ...... 



Policies/Operations 



• 



Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include 
discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a "fast
track" security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior 
to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 



Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards to encourage patrons to associate event S.~ 
attendance with transit usage during attendee's trip planning process. 



Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include S.a.J'\e.. 
discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a "fast-
track" security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior 
to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 



• Charge event-rate parking fees for auto parking on-site and at leased/owned off-site ~ 
parking facilities during events. ~ _ \ \ . \. \ P ~ _ "- .~ \ \ 



LWe.~· V\c.f~ ~s. ~ \:OS~<Yj ~-~ ~~~ 
Establish a TOM annual budget to support TOM efforts and ensure ability to meet mode MV.1\\--~ J 
split commitments. ~ 



• Hire TOM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 
program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable V\Q)>J 
trip making. 
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5.2 Transportati on and Circulation 



Communications/Marketing 



• 



Encourage customers at point of ticket purchase to use sustainable modes via 
communications on the internet and through the ticket vendor. 



Promote branded Clipper Cards to season ticket holders and others . 



Promote transit access to the project site by providing: 



• 



• 



• 



interactive trip-planning tool, transit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing 
site, best routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. 
Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to 
be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit ~ 
information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations 
(exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 



Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main 
acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non- 4S ~ 
auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 



Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games 
for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information ~ 
to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity. 



Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). So...V'1r"Jl. 



Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and <;.~ 
mobile application. 



Design a "Getting There" page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and 
comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 



Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event 
literature and advertisements, when appropriate. 



Capital 
• Work with SFMT A to brand transit stops/stations near the project site, covering any costs 



associated with re-branding. -
Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses. $~ 



• 



• 



Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for 
peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed !:ia._W\D...
valet facility . 



Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis, charter buses, and rideshare vehicles . 
Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC11 companies to offer discounts to SClX'l'IL
event attendees and/or employees. 



[l] Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that p rovides transportation services 
using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, 
SideCar, Uber). 
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 



5.2 Transportation and Circulation 



• 



• 



Vt.W0~1A. 
Install TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit 
information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to 
employees and visitors to the event center. 



Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to ~~ 
discourage auto use and parking on-site. ,.{'-\ 



Monitoring, Refinement, and Performance Standards 
N~ ~.s~ur\SOr·. WW JotA 



~ > V'v\.UU'\ . 
The TMP outlines the process to monitor and refine the strategies within the TMP in conjunction 



with the City throughout the life of the project. Monitoring methods including field monitoring 



of operations during the first year and subsequent year of operations. Surveys of event attendees 



and event center employees would be conducted annually, and visitor surveys of Mission Bay 



neighbors and UCSF staff and emergency providers would be conducted in the initial years of 



operation. 



The TMP also identifies performance standards that the project sponsor has committed to 



maintaining: 



• 



• 



Auto Mode Share: Implement measures intended to reach a goal of on average, attendees 
for peak events do not exceed a 53 percent auto mode share for weekday peak event (6:00 
to 8:00 p.m.) 



Auto Mode Share: Implement measures intended to reach a goal of, on average, all 
employees and visitors for a no-event scenario do not exceed a 48 percent auto mode share 
for a weekday evening (4:00 to 6:00 p.m.) 



Vehicle Queuing on City Streets: Traffic entering the parking garage from eastbound 
16th Street does not spill back to 16th Street or into the Third Street intersection due to 
garage ingress. 



Vehicle Queuing on City Streets: Event traffic does not block access to the UCSF emergency 
room entrance for emergency vehicles or patients on Mariposa Street between I-280 and 
Third Street. 



Pedestrian Flows: Pedestrians do not spill out of sidewalks onto streets with moving 
vehicles, or out of crosswalks when crossing the street. 



Bicycle Parking: Signage is clearly visible to direct bicyclists to event valet and other bicycle 
parking, and ensure that adequate bicycle parking supply is provided to accommodate a 
typical peak event. 



Transit Mode Share: All Muni light rail and special event shuttle passengers are able to 
board their transit vehicle within 45 minutes following an event, if desired. 



• Good Neighbor: Mission Bay TMA shuttles continue to run and maintain capacity for 
simultaneous neighborhood use. 



In the event that ongoing monitoring shows at any time that the performance standards outlined 



above are not being met, the project sponsor would explore additional travel demand strategies, 



operational efforts, or design refinements to meet the goals identified in the TMP. Revisions to 
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Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255


(c) 415-385-7031







Begin forwarded message:

From: Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com>

Subject: RE: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section

Date: April 15, 2015 at 7:46:02 PM PDT

To: "lubaw@lcwconsulting.com" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>, Paul Mitchell <PMitchell@esassoc.com>

Cc: Jose Farran <jifarran@adavantconsulting.com>, Brett Bollinger <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org>, "Kern, Chris" <Chris.Kern@sfgov.org>, "wyckowilliam@comcast.net" <wyckowilliam@comcast.net>, "Paine, Carli" <Carli.Paine@sfmta.com>, Erin Miller <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>, "Reilly, Catherine (OCII)" <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>, Clarke Miller <CMiller@stradasf.com>, "Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com)" <mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com>, David Kelly <DKelly@warriors.com>, "Van de Water, Adam (ECN)" <adam.vandewater@sfgov.org>


Hi, all –
 
Thanks for your patience as we reviewed these revisions. I am attaching our response, with modifications to the list marked in Track Changes and explanations or response to City questions called out in the comment bubbles.
 
A few notes on our revisions:
-          First, we removed a few items for fear that requiring tenants to comply (via deed restrictions, CC&Rs, etc.) would negatively impact the marketability of our buildings, or because implementation cost would be out of proportion to the impact the strategy might have on our overall mode split. Fortunately, that still left us with several strategies typical to office buildings and mixed-use developments; these are likely similar to, if not more robust than, the TDM measures that would have been enacted by any other commercial developer on the same site.
-          Second, you’ll see what we made more modifications to the strategies for employees than to those for event center or retail visitors. This seems appropriate because transportation capacity (both transit and parking) for our daily employees has already been factored into the MB plan, so workers’ transportation is generally less prone to the current community attention and concern. By implementing a particularly robust program for event center visitors, we believe we’re advancing the community’s real goals for congestion reduction and resource management.
 
Hope this all makes sense. I am available to discuss as needed.
 
Kate
 
 
			Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst



			510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)



			kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Jose Farran; Brett Bollinger; Kern, Chris; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Paine, Carli; Erin Miller
Subject: GSW - Edits to the TMP TDM Measures in the EIR section


 
Hi Kate and Clarke

Attached are four pages of transportation section of the EIR that provide the list of TDM measures included in the TMP, with SFMTA edits. 

As part of the section review, Carli reorganized a bit, deleted two measures, and added 12 new measures. I marked each measure as "slightly reworded", "same", or "new", and wrote in the two measures that were deleted.

 

There is also a note to sponsor on the last measure regarding what one of the measures means.

 

We were planning on reviewing the changes during Thursday's meeting, so I hope that you will be able to review and determine if these changes are acceptable to GSW before then.  These revised measures will then need to be incorporated back into the TMP document.

 

Thank you,

Luba









Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies


The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below. employees and for event center visitors. TDM strategies for office, retail, restaurant and event center employees:	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In order to maintain the marketability of the Office and Retail spaces, we cannot require substantial commitments of tenants that would raise their all-in occupancy costs. We can, however, set a campus culture and offer encouragement/lead by example. 


Policy/Operations


· Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses.	Comment by Paine, Carli: Transit only, Do not provide/offer the pre-tax parking benefit. This is a choice employers can make. 

GSW: OK


· Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.	Comment by Brett Bollinger: UCSF: Page 5.2‐58, TDM Strategies: “Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.” This is not an option for Event Center employees.

GSW: Actually it is. Frequently cited Event Center employees include janitors, sound technicians, box office staff, and a wealth of other positions (including event-staff, like security guards and ushers) who are required to complete their work on site. Event Center employees also, however, include staff for the booking department, F&B operations personnel, event and catering coordinators, and other more flexible positions. The intent of “to the extent possible” in the text is to convey the variable applicability of this measure for employees in different roles. 


· Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through 


· Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco (). 


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee

GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


· Establish annual TDM budget to support achievement of mode split goalsTDM efforts	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: We can support/encourage/enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others. 


· Provide free bikeshare membership to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Given the limited number of Bike Share stations that could be installed in the vicinity, the cost of membership for all employees would be disproportionate to the number of employees able to take advantage of the benefit. Employees amenable to biking will be able to take advantage of our 600+ bike parking spaces on-site.


· Provide transit subsidy to all employees 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: In excess of GSW’s accepted practices (see above re: pre-tax commuter benefits, which is an effective tool for current employees). 


· Charge employees market rate for parking on-site and at off-site leased/owned parking facilities


Marketing/Communications


· Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule. 


· Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use the room when no event?


· Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride home services


· Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as the annual “Bike to Work” day.


· Organize and publicize community efforts promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 	Comment by Paine, Carli: I would not call Spare the Air a promotional event. 

GSW: OK, see word edit. 


· Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-site.


· Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity.


· Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use.


· www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the workday. 


· Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools


TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors:


Policies/Operations


· Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly.


· Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards to encourage patrons to associate event attendance with transit usage during attendee’s trip planning process.


· Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 


· Charge event-rate parking fees for auto parking on-site and at leased/owned off-site parking facilities during events.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See comment 1. Cannot require future Office or Retail tenants to modify their preferred economic model, including parking charge, without impacting marketability of our buildings. 


· Establish a TDM annual budget to support TDM efforts and ensure ability to meet mode split commitments	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: See previous comment. We can support/encourage/ enable/etc., but we cannot be held accountable for the final actions of others.


· Hire Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip making	Comment by Paine, Carli: Could be consultant, doesn’t have to be employee


GSW: OK. Likely the same person who coordinates TMP efforts as well (i.e., 1 point person focused on transportation for the site). 


Communications/Marketing


· Encourage customers at point of  ticket purchase to use sustainable modes via communications on the internet and through the ticket vendor.	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Promote branded Clipper Cards to season ticket holders and others 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK. 


· Promote transit access to the project site by providing :


· interactive trip-planning tooltransit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing sitebest routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations (exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Looks like multiple word edits jumbled up the text here a little. 


· Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non-auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 


· Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity


· Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and mobile application. Design a “Getting There” page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 


· Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event literature and advertisements, when appropriate.


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: This was added at UCSF’s request. If refers to an informational marquee or other materials that notify people in the neighborhood about upcoming events, so they can modify their transportation planning if desired. 


Capital


· Work with SFMTA to brand transit stops/stations near the project site, covering any costs associated with re-branding	Comment by Kate Aufhauser: Addition OK.


· Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses.


· Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed valet facility.


· Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis, charter buses,  and rideshare vehicles. Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC[footnoteRef:1][1] companies to offer discounts to event attendees and/or employees. [1: [1]    Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that provides transportation services using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, SideCar, Uber).] 



· Install TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to employees and visitors to the event center.


· 


· Create schedules of upcoming events for display on electronic message boards, to discourage auto use and parking on-site.	Comment by Paine, Carli: What does this mean?


GSW: See above. Makes more sense once we move to Communications/Marketing. 
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Program additional on
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site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, 
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od and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on
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site 




during the workday. 
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Designating/reserve priority on




-




site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools




 




TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center




 




visitors
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Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food 




or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast




-




track” security line. 




Market these incentives with a 




robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that 




visitors can make choices accordingly.




 








Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Strategies 



The TMP includes TDM strategies for Golden State Warriors Employees and Event Center staff. Other 



employers on-site (office, retail, restaurant) will also be encouraged to implement the policies below.  



Policy/Operations 



 Participate in Pre-tax commuter benefits, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their 



commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses. 



 Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible. 



 Enroll in free-to-employees ride-matching program through  



 Enroll in free-to-employers Emergency Ride Home Program through the City of San Francisco.  



 Designate TDM coordinator to develop and implement marketing/communications/incentive 



program and coordinate with facility on policies and capital needs to support sustainable trip 



making 



 Establish annual TDM budget to support TDM efforts 



Marketing/Communications 



 Promote use of Mission Bay TMA shuttles to employees; notify them that they are eligible to ride 



the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule.  



 Promote use by event center and GSW employees of the enclosed bicycle valet facility 



(approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).  Can arena employees use 



the room when no event? 



 Promote pre-tax commuter benefits, promote ridesharing, notify employees of guaranteed ride 



home services 



 Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as 



the annual “Bike to Work” day. 



 Organize and publicize community efforts  such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area 



region) or a Rideshare Week.  



 Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-



site. 



 Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity. 



 Provide shower and locker facilities for event center, retail, office employee use. 



 www.511.org(((www.sferh.orgProgram additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, 



food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site 



during the workday.  



 Designating/reserve priority on-site garage parking spaces for carpools and vanpools 



TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors: 



Policies/Operations 



 Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food 



or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. 



Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that 



visitors can make choices accordingly. 
























From: Joyce Hsiao
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett


(CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking and Good Neighbor Policy
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 11:21:31 AM
Attachments: ATT00001.png


SF Entertainment Commission Good Neighbor Policy.pdf


Hi Catherine, 
Thanks for clarifying the use of the term "Good Neighbor Policy." In the SEIR, we
refer to it as the existing  "Mission Bay Good Neighbor Policy,"which applies only to
construction noise. 


Currently, there is some confusion with using the term "good neighbor policy."  Our
current understanding is a follows, but we should discuss and confirm this during
tomorrow's conference call:


MB Good Neighbor Policy:  Part of the project description, applies to
construction noise.
San Francisco Entertainment Commission Good Neighbor Policy (attached to
this email): part of existing conditions, and applies to project operations with
respect to nighttime entertainment activities
Improvement Measures to be included as part of OCII Conditions of Approval:
These apply to both construction and operation.  So far, these measures
include: vibration improvement measure, contractor parking, truck loading
operations plan, UCSF emergency vehicle access.  
Quality of Life Measures: We understand that the Project Sponsor is developing
operational, project-specific "Good Neighbor Policy" measures with the
community that will be included as part of the project description.  These
measures could include items such as: litter, garbage disposal, street
sweeping, and power washing; loitering; off-site queuing; illegal vendors;
complaint resolution; suggested paths of travel that avoid congested areas or
residential streets such as Bridgeview and 4th Street.


Thanks,
Joyce


Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
On 4/14/2015 8:37 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) wrote:


The good neighbor policy is just about noise.  I don’t think we need to amend the
policy, we could include the construction plan as an improvement measure and then
include as part of a condition of approval.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
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Good NeiGhbor Policies for 
NiGhttime eNtertaiNmeNt activities. 
Where nighttime entertainment activities, as 
defined by this permit are conducted, there shall  
be procedures in place that are reasonable 
calculated to insure that the quiet, safety and 
cleanliness of the premises and vicinity are 
maintained. Such conditions shall include, but  
not limited to, the following:



1 Notices shall be well-lit and prominently 
displayed at all entrances to and exits from 



the establishment urging patrons to leave the 
establishment and neighborhood in a quiet, 
peaceful and orderly fashion and to please not 
litter or block driveways in the neighborhood.



2 Employees of the establishment shall be posted 
at all entrances and exits to the establishment 



during the period from 10:00 pm to such time past 
closing that all patrons have left the premises. 
These employees shall insure that patrons waiting 
to enter the establishment and those exiting 
the premises are urged to respect the quiet and 
cleanliness of the neighborhood as they walk to 
their parked vehicle or otherwise leave the area.



3 Employees of the establishment shall walk a 
100-foot radius from the premises some time 



between 30 minutes after closing time and 8:00 
am the following morning, and shall pick up and 
dispose of any discarded beverage containers and 
other trash left by area nighttime entertainment 
patrons.



4 Sufficient toilet facilities shall be made 
accessible to patrons within the premises, 



and toilet facilities shall be made accessible to 
prospective patrons who may be lined up waiting 
to enter the establishment.



5 The establishment shall provide outside lighting 
in a manner that would illuminate outside 



street and sidewalk areas and adjacent parking,  
as appropriate.



6 The establishment shall provide adequate 
parking for patrons that would encourage use 



of parking by establishment patrons. Adequate 
signage shall be well-lit and prominently displayed 



to advertise the availability and location of such 
parking resources for establishment patrons.



7 The establishment shall provide adequate 
ventilation within the structures such that 



doors and/or windows are not left open for  
such purposes resulting in noise emission from  
the premises.



8 There shall be no noise audible outside the 
establishment during the daytime or nighttime 



hours that violates the San Francisco Municipal 
Code Section 49 or 2900 et. seq. Further, absolutely 
no sound from the establishment shall be audible 
inside any surrounding residences or businesses that 
violates San Francisco Police code section 2900.



9 The establishment shall implement other 
conditions and/or management practices 



necessary to insure that management and/or 
patrons of the establishments maintain the quiet, 
safety and cleanliness of the premises and the 
vicinity of the use, and do not block driveways of 
neighboring residents or businesses.



10 Permit holder shall take all reasonable 
measures to insure the sidewalks adjacent 



to the premises are not blocked or unnecessarily 
affected by patrons or employees due to the 
operations of the premises and shall provide 
security whenever patrons gather outdoors.



11 Permit holder shall provide a cell phone 
number to all interested neighbors that will 



be answered at all times by a manager or other 
responsible person who has the authority to adjust 
volume and respond to other complaints whenever 
entertainment is provided.



12 Permit holder agrees to be responsible for 
all operation under which the permit is 



granted including but not limited to a security plan 
as required.



13 In addition, a manager or other responsible 
person shall answer a cell phone for at 



least two hours after the close of business to allow 
for police and emergency personnel or other 
City personnel to contact that person concerning 
incidents.



San FranciSco EntErtainmEnt commiSSion
Good neighbor Policy



SFEntertainment Commission  |  1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Rm. 453, San Francisco, CA 94102  |  415. 554. 6678   |  www.sfgov.org/entertainment  












   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:19 AM
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Mary Murphy (mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com); Clarke Miller; Reilly, Catherine (ADM);
Paul Mitchell; Joyce Hsiao; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA);
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; David Carlock; wyckowilliam@comcast.net
Subject: RE: Contractor Parking
 
Luba (and others) –
 
As the Warriors are already planning to comply with the Mission Bay Good Neighbor
Policy for construction, we thought it might be best to amend that policy to also state
that we will submit a parking plan at the time we pull our permits. We can then
incorporate that plan into our internal construction logistics planning. The amendment
could be formalized as part of our project approvals along with other planned
amendments to Mission Bay documents (DforD, MBS Signage Master Plan, MBS
Streetscape Plan, etc.).
 
Of course, we need Catherine’s OK on this approach. Then, Paul will need to confirm
for us whether we’re committing to compliance with the GN Policy by incorporating it
into our project description (I think this is the case) or via a mitigation measure
included in other sections (likely Noise/Vibration). Either way, I believe this is a
sufficient and enforceable vehicle for commitment by the project sponsor.
 
Perhaps we can add this item to tomorrow’s call agenda to ensure we are all aligned. I
am available by phone today to discuss at your convenience.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Subject: Re: Contractor Parking
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Any update on this?
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:39 AM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:
 


sounds good. 
 
 
On Mar 30, 2015, at 10:24 AM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com>
wrote:
 


Luba – Still discussing internally. Will get back to you as soon as I can.
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Oshima, Diane (PRT)
To: Albert, Peter (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Martin, Michael (ECN)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Maguire, Tom; Beaupre, David (PRT); Williamson, Phil (PRT)
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 6:35:47 PM


Hi all
Sorry to be late in chiming in on this.  Yes, we need to have a role in this.  In the past, we had Port Real
Estate or Maritime staff attend the Ballpark Monitoring Committee meetings, altho that may have
stopped some time ago.  With new planning work underway to update the Waterfront Plan, we would
like to stay engaged on this.  I’m ccing David and Phil while we figure out who best to participate.   
 
Thanks.
Diane
 
Diane Oshima
Assistant Director, Waterfront Planning
Port of San Francisco
Pier 1
San Francisco, CA  94111
415.274.0553
 


From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:40 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN)
Cc: Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Maguire, Tom
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Thanks, Catherine. I recognize immediately why Adam would be key, especially as the Warriors go
through their EIR.
 
I found out that the responsibility and function of leading the Transportation Coordinating
Committee, while assumed in the past by Jerry, is technically with the Mission Bay North TMA.
 
I’ll probably  offer to lead the post-Jerry Committee for the time being …but that seems like an
important point of clarification/conversation.
 
I’m surprised to find that the Port is not among the agencies called to be TCC members – although
they call for ferry operators (and the Port has some role in either/both the ferry network
coordination, and the landing itself at ATA&T Park).
 
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
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*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:53 AM
To: Albert, Peter; Oshima, Diane; Martin, Michael
Cc: Van de Water, Adam
Subject: RE: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Thanks for doing this, Peter.  I know the CAC is very interested in this (came up at last week’s CAC).  I
would suggest talking with Corinne Woods and Alfie Felder since they have been much more
involved with the group over the years (I have only attended 1-2 meetings over the last 7 years).  I
am cc-ing Adam since we are envisioning this group to incorporate the GSW’s project when up and
running.  The most urgent thing would be to make sure that the traffic routing is working well with
the start of the new baseball season – I know some of the concerns raised was with the transition,
there wasn’t a meeting before the season started.
 
Thanks for taking the lead and let me know what I can do to help.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Oshima, Diane (PRT); Martin, Michael (ECN); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: Moving forward with the Ballpartk Transportation Committee (post Jerry Robbins)
 
Hi, Catherine, Mike, Diane:
 
I’m meeting soon with Erin to map out how we move ahead with this Committee,  which Jerry used
to lead and which was well-attended by stakeholders like Corinne Woods and Alfonso Felder.
 
I haven’t been engaged with this committee in years – since AC34 planning.  I’d appreciate your
thoughts on this: what this means to you, how much you (or your office) would like to engage, what
urgent issues are, etc.
 
Thanks!
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
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From: Beaupre, David (PRT)
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: FW: Mission Bay CAC
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 2:01:02 PM
Attachments: RE traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or Vision Zero begins before an accident happens.msg


Erin,


Is this something we could ask either the Giants or GSW Arena Transportation Consultants to analyze?


Thank you,


David Beaupre
Port of San Francisco
Pier 1
San Francisco CA 94111
415-274-0539


-----Original Message-----
From: Olea, Ricardo [mailto:Ricardo.Olea@sfmta.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:07 PM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Beaupre, David (PRT)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: Mission Bay CAC


I agree that it would be better for Terry Francois to be something other than a four traffic lane street, I
had suggested as much in the attached email (item B) when we got a speeding complaint (based on
existing conditions).  However, I haven't been involved in the planning for the streets in the area and
ultimately how the street functions and is designed is a larger planning and Port issue.  Hopefully
someone is looking into it from both the circulation and safety standpoint and can explain what the
plans are here.


Ricardo


-----Original Message-----
From: Miller, Erin
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 1:56 PM
To: Beaupre, David
Cc: Reilly, Catherine; Olea, Ricardo
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC


That could be appropriate. In fact, I just saw a similar letter from Ed to another concerned citizen
about traffic planning in the showplace square Potrero Hill area.


Ricardo,, could you please review this gentleman's letter and think about how best we might reply?


Thanks,
- Erin Miller Blankinship


> On Apr 14, 2015, at 12:58 PM, Beaupre, David (PRT) <david.beaupre@sfport.com> wrote:
>
> We should decide how to respond to this, obviously he has put some time and thought into this, it
seems like the response should come from MTA with the assumption that TFB needs to be 4 lanes to
accommodate and distribute the throughput, which I belive is even more true with the Arena
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RE: traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or "Vision Zero" begins before an accident happens


			From


			Olea, Ricardo (MTA)


			To


			Rosales, David


			Cc


			Reiskin, Ed; Moyer, Monique (PRT); Coe, Toni (MTA); Lee, Steven; Folks, Tom (MTA)


			Recipients


			David.Rosales@sfport.com; Ed.Reiskin@sfmta.com; monique.moyer@sfport.com; toni.coe@sfmta.com; Steven.Lee@sfmta.com; tom.folks@sfmta.com





David –







I took a look at the corridor myself today and have the six signage recommendations below which I will forward to our Sign Shop.  







1.       Terry Francois at China Basin, install fluorescent yellow green signs for Terry Francois crosswalk







2.       Terry Francois between China Basin and Mission Boulevard North, install 25 SPEED LIMIT signs facing northbound and southbound







3.       Terry Francois at South, install fluorescent yellow green pedestrian signs for Terry Francois crosswalk







4.       Terry Francois northbound south of South, install PED AHEAD warning sign







5.       Terry Francois between Mission Boulevard South and South, install 25 SPEED LIMIT signs facing northbound and southbound







6.       Terry Francois between South and Illinois, install 25 SPEED LIMIT signs facing northbound and southbound (includes removing one old 25 MPH warning plate)







I assume this work can be charged by the Sign Shop to Port.







 







In addition I have the following more involved recommendations:







A.      Consider removing the Light Guard/flashing crosswalk installations on Terry Francois and Mission Boulevard South/North.  The Port should have an electrical contractor to do this work, as our shops are not capable of doing this.  I noticed one crosswalk (North) the flashing units couldn’t turn off and many were dark or burnt out, with the other (South) didn’t have the flash units at all.  The flashing warning sign was missing for southbound Terry Francois at North.  In effect, the whole system is not working.  We’ve not had much luck with these installations ourselves and are avoiding new ones and removing old ones.  Warning beacons may not be needed here given light volumes.  See B and D below for other recommendations that could improve this crossing.







B.      I’m not sure what the future plans are here, but Terry Francois should be road dieted to have only one through lane per direction for most of its alignment.  The present four lanes encourages speeding and does not appear needed for current traffic volumes.  Removing a traffic lane would allow that space to be used for either left turn lanes, refuge medians, and wider/buffered bike lanes.  This would require coordination with future development plans for the area.







C.      The current bicycle lanes on Terry Francois are substandard, with some portions having a parking lane below 7 feet.  The new standard is a minimum parking lane of 8 feet.  I’ve attached our striping drawings for your review.  When parking lanes are this narrow bicyclists are riding in the door zone zone.  This could be something that is addressed through traffic lane removal or lane narrowing.  







D.      Uncontrolled crossings of Terry Francois could be upgraded to continental pattern if desired for emphasis.







E.       The Port of San Francisco should work with the local SFPD station to ensure enforcement of speeding rules, as signage tends to work best when accompanied with some enforcement.







 







Thanks,







Ricardo







 







 







From: Rosales, David [mailto:david.rosales@sfport.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 6:13 PM
To: Olea, Ricardo
Subject: FW: traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or "Vision Zero" begins before an accident happens







 







RE           Traffic Safety on Terry Francois Blvd







 







Hello Ricardo,







 







Can you possibly help improve traffic safety on Terry Francois Blvd?







 







As you can see below, this complaint landed on Monique and the Mayor’s desk.  We’d like to best prevent accidents.  Port staff is available to meet on site with you to discuss reduction of hazards on this street.  We would appreciate your assessments to improve the situation.  Please see both attachments.  Your prompt reply would be appreciated.  Please call me to discuss costs.







 







Many thanks.







From: Moyer, Monique 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:39 PM
To: Carter, Tom; Beaupre, David; Rosales, David
Subject: FW: traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or "Vision Zero" begins before an accident happens







 







All, are we seeing the same traffic patterns that he is? Last time I inquired, we weren’t. Shall we have MTA come and observe?







Thoughts?
M







 







From: David Mustelier [mailto:mustelier@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 1:32 PM
To: Cohen, Malia; Kim, Jane
Cc: Yee, Norman (BOS); Avalos, John; Lee, Mayor; Moyer, Monique; Boomer, Roberta
Subject: Re: traffic control on Terry Francois Blvd or "Vision Zero" begins before an accident happens







 







Ms Kim & Ms Cohen,







It's an election year and I want to assure you that because of your continued failure to correct the traffic safety issue on Terry Francois Blvd I will bring it to as many people's attention as I can make aware.  It's also shocking to see that during the many months that I have been advocating for these measures that my local Supervisor Jane Kim has never once responded to my concerns. 







 







How do you as Supervisors believe we can trust you with the big issues facing our city if you cannot even deal with the little issues.  I certainly hope that we never see a major traffic incident on this street that could have been avoided for want of a few signs.







 







For the benefit of the new persons added to this email, Terry Francois Blvd in Mission Bay has a 7/10th mile stretch without stop signs and proper speed limit signage and has become a race-course for traffic avoiding 3rd Street that has numerous stop-lights along the adjacent parallel route.  It's a situation ripe for a major accident when you mix cars and trucks often racing in excess of 40mph on a street designated as 25mph along the waterfront where numerous pedestrians, bicyclists and persons using the public boat ramp intersect.  (Illinois Street in a totally commercial area has more traffic signage and controls.)







 







I continue to bring this matter to all persons attention because I believe it is an issue that can easily be addressed and corrected for all peoples safety on this thoroughfare.







 







Sincerely,







David Mustelier







325 China Basin Street.







 







On Thu, Nov 7, 2013 at 4:34 PM, David Mustelier <mustelier@gmail.com> wrote:







Supervisor Cohen,







It has been six weeks since your last email and you have failed to "get back to me" concerning this matter.  I would appreciate a response.  Failing that I'm left with having to go out again and start beating my drum to get this problem resolved.  







 







Thank you







David Mustelier







 







On Wed, Sep 25, 2013 at 1:40 PM, Cohen, Malia <malia.cohen@sfgov.org> wrote:







The timeline has not been communicated to me.  I will have to get back to you.







 







 







 







Always at your service,







Malia Cohen
Member, Board of Supervisors, District 10
City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Phone: (415) 554-7670 | Fax: (415) 554-7674
malia.cohen@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org







 







From: David Mustelier [mailto:mustelier@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:02 PM
To: Cohen, Malia
Subject: Re:







 







Thank you for this information.







And the time frame for these respective actions would be ... ?  At what point should I become a squeaky wheel (again)?  







I ask only because I've been pounding this drum for several years w/o any acknowledgement from any parties before now.  These points were being made to the Port and MTA several years ago when they were telling residents in Mission Bay about parking meter plans.  As we can see, the meters have been in for some time but basic safety issues seem slow in acknowledging and getting implemented.  I'm not easily passivized given my experiences to date.  







 







I would like to be able to track the progress of these practical and (IMO) necessary recommendations within our neighborhood.







 







Sincerely,







David Mustelier







 







On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 11:48 AM, Cohen, Malia <malia.cohen@sfgov.org> wrote:







Mr. Mustelier,







I followed up on your concern with SF MTA and they have indicated that in the short term, they will review the current speed/signage situation; and in the  longer-term, they are working with Port and OWED staff to evaluate traffic speed as part of the Waterfront Assessment analysis.







 







-- 
David Mustelier
510-551-8165 
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>
> Thank you,
>
> David Beaupre
> Port of San Francisco
> Pier 1
> San Francisco CA 94111
> 415-274-0539
>
>
>
> From: Todd Simpson [mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com]
> Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:55 PM
> To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
> Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Beaupre, David (PRT)
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine, Erin, David:
>
> I have been attending the Warriors progress meetings, and it struck me that if I could get them
interested in "an improved waterfront experience", that it might have a better chance.
>
> I wrote up a _very_ rough outline - capturing my previous email in a bit more depth.  See the
attached pdf.  Sorry about the amateur drawings; hopefully they get the ideas across.
>
> Would you have suggestions for next steps?  I know this is a very long shot....but it is worth trying, at
least in my opinion.
>
> Thanks,
> Todd
>
>
> On Sun, Oct 5, 2014 at 11:40 AM, Miller, Erin
<Erin.Miller@sfmta.com<mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>> wrote:
> Hi Todd,
>
> You may also be interested in the work around the Blue
Greenway<http://www.sfport.com/index.aspx?page=1433>.  TAF is actually under the jurisdiction of
the Port, and they're leading this project that includes improvements for bicycle and pedestrian access
along that roadway.  I've copied the project manager, David Beaupre here for your information.  He can
give you a better overview of the planned future street circulation and implementation timing.
>
> I also wanted to let you know that I'm not only coordinating for the Warriors project at the SFMTA,
but I'm also the Project Manager for the Waterfront Transportation Assessment.  We're just beginning
its 2nd phase:  the SoMa-Mission Bay-Central Waterfront Transportation Needs & Solutions
Analysis<http://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/soma-mission-bay-central-waterfront-
transportation-needs-solutions>, where we'll be taking a look at future capacity and demands on major
transportation corridors throughout this part of the city as it grows in the future.  I hope you'll sign up
for the mailing list by clicking on the "Receive Updates" tab.  Please note that I'm in the process of a
big update currently, and there aren't any new topics just yet, but you will be included on the list for
the update coming out very soon.
>
> Best,
>
> Erin Miller Blankinship
> Section Lead, Development & Transportation Integration
>
> Urban Planning Initiatives
> SFMTA|Municipal Transportation Agency
> One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
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> San Francisco, CA  94103
>
> 415.701.5490<tel:415.701.5490> (o)
> 415.971.7429<tel:415.971.7429> (m)
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson [todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>]
> Sent: Saturday, October 04, 2014 3:43 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine
> Cc: Miller, Erin
> Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
> Catherine, Erin.
>
> Thanks for the friendly reply.  I would love to be an advocate for this, so please let me know when,
where, and how I could participate.  I will be at the next CAC meeting, but if there is anything to do
before then, just let me know.
>
> Enjoy the awesome weather this weekend.
> Todd
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org<mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>> wrote:
>
> Hi, Todd - thanks for sending the email (great summary and well thought out).  There is not one
single person that would be involved in addressing this, but I have cc-ed Erin Miller, who is the lead for
the SFMTA for the GSW project.  I will also forward your comment to the larger team.  We are in the
process of looking at all the surrounding streets/transportation systems so it is a good time to throw this
into the mix.
>
>
>
> Catherine Reilly
>
> ________________________________
> From: Todd Simpson <todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>>
> Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2014 4:22 PM
> To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
> Subject: Mission Bay CAC
>
> Catherine,
>
> We met briefly after the Thursday Warriors update at the Mission Bay CAC meeting.
>
> I was hoping that you would introduce me to the individual/department responsible for traffic
planning, and in particular, for the redevelopment of Terry A. Francois Blvd.
>
> For your interest, I have included my comment/question below.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson.
>
> ---
>
> Hello,
>
> As a resident of Mission Bay (at the Radiance) I am interested in the plans to redevelop Terry A.
Francois Blvd (TAF).
>
> My suggestion is to focus on making TAF a quiet, pedestrian and cycle friendly street.  In particular,
designing it to be a 2-lane (total), low speed road, as opposed to being a 4-lane high traffic area.
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>
> With the development of the park at P21 and P22, it would be great if the environment was quiet
and pedestrian friendly.  We have the opportunity to create a space that is unlike the rest of the
embarcadero, where high traffic volume detracts from the beauty of the waterfront.  The area adjacent
to P21 and P22 could be much more like a beach boulevard, as opposed to a high volume city street.
>
> This opportunity exists because TAF is essentially a horseshoe, routing traffic back to 3rd street at
either end.  Ultimately, all traffic must flow to 3rd Street (and to Illinois and 4th street) to exit the
horseshoe.  It seems plausible that traffic flows and stoplight duty cycles could be programmed to
encourage lower traffic volumes on TAF within the horseshoe without impacting overall ingress/egress
efficiency.
>
> Ignoring, for the moment, the impact of Giants and Warriors traffic, this seems highly feasible.  I am
not a traffic engineer, but I also believe that we could keep TAF small (2 lanes total) and quiet, even
accounting for Giants and Warriors traffic.  In particular:
>
> 1) during non-peak times, TAF could be a quiet two-way, low speed beach boulevard with extra
parking, bike and pedestrian access, due to the two-lane design.
>
> 2) during pre and post game traffic surges, the 2-lane TAF could be uni-directional.  For Giants
game, it could funnel traffic to the South.  For Warriors games, Southbound traffic would go to Illinois
and 3rd Street, and TAF could be two-lanes moving North to the 3rd Street bridge.
>
> 3) the duty cycles on 3rd Street and 4th Street intersections could encourage the use of these major
thoroughfares for both ingress and egress during peak times.
>
> 4) With the existing Giants stadium, and with the proposed truck access to the Warriors complex,
truck traffic should already be designed to avoid TAF.
>
> 5) There are already lots of walking / running / community events using TAF.  Making it purpose built
for these types of events makes sense.
>
> Again, we have the opportunity to make TAF something special.  A quiet, friendly part of the Mission
Bay ocean-side experience.  If we simply develop it into a 4-lane, high volume, undifferentiated city
street, I feel that we will have lost an opportunity.
>
> I hope that this request makes sense.  If I can provide further input, you can reach me at
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com<mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com> and/or at 615-676-1682<tel:615-676-
1682>.
>
> Regards,
> Todd Simpson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <SF MB Waterfront.pdf>
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From: Mallory Shure
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Kate Aufhauser; Dwight Long
Subject: Re: GSW Office Design Review
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 4:11:22 PM
Attachments: image002.png


image003.png


Catherine,
Would you like to come to our office on 4/21? We can have our bigger conference
 room. 


Mallory 


Mallory Shure
Sr. Project Architect LEED AP
PFAU LONG ARCHITECTURE
98 Jack London Alley SF CA 94107
415.908.6408 X 216
Direct 415.780.9719
pfaulong.com | Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn


On Apr 13, 2015, at 4:06 PM, Kate Aufhauser <KAufhauser@warriors.com> wrote:


OK. Design team members, please cancel your invites as applicable. Thanks all.
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


<image002.png>
website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 4:06 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; Jesse Blout; Dwight Long; Mallory Shure; jwinters@swagroup.com;
richyworks@mac.com; David Carlock; David Kelman (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com)
(dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com); David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
 
Sounds. Great. Could use the time.
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
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From: Kate Aufhauser
Date:04/13/2015 3:25 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (ADM)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,Jesse Blout ,Dwight Long ,Mallory Shure
,jwinters@swagroup.com,richyworks@mac.com,David Carlock ,"David Kelman
(dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com) (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com)"
,David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
 
Catherine –
 
We suggest cancelling the design review meetings this week (both Tues and Thurs) and
reconvening next Tues 4/21 when we have more design developments to show you.
Does that work?
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:52 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Jesse Blout
Subject: GSW Office Design Review
 
Will we need to have an Office Design meeting tomorrow?  What about the Arena on
Thursday?  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Rich, Ken (ECN)
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); José I. Farrán; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:49:35 PM


Thanks.  Will the provision of parking at Pier 70 and Pier 80 improve traffic conditions in the vicinity


of 16th and 3rd, since drivers from the north will use some alternative route to access parking, or
will it only intercept traffic coming from the south?


 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:35 PM
To: José I. Farrán; Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Thank you, Jose.  So it looks like the original 400 spaces that Adam included in the Event
Management Strategy was related to what he thought could fit on Pier 70 vs. the parking shortfall
with or without the UCSF garages.  He may not have included a higher numbers since he was still
talking with the Port on the possibility of using Pier 80, which has the larger footprint and longer
term usability.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 12:05 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Catherine,
 
Attached is a summary table showing weekday parking conditions for the existing plus project
scenarios assuming that project vehicles are not allowed to park at UCSF facilities. The potential
parking shortfalls are a function of the assumptions regarding supply and demand.
 
Regarding your question about how many off-site parking spaces it would take to eliminate project
traffic impacts, you are correct, no analysis has been conducted to estimate that number.   Based on
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“professional guesswork”, it seems that the number should start at least at about 1,000 (about 25% of
the project total parking demand) with 2,000 being a likely candidate to result in the elimination of
project traffic impacts in MB (remains to be seen what the effects would be in the vicinity of the off-site
parking location).  As a reference size-wise, the Giants Lot A has capacity for about 2,400 vehicles.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:38 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Jose/Luba – thoughts?  We keep throwing 2000 around, but not sure if that was based on any
analysis.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
At least tell me how many zeros are in the number……
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: 'Luba Wyznyckyj'; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
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It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Paine, Carli (MTA)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Jose Farran
Subject: GSW and TDM Measure Question
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:42:14 AM


Hi Carli
Please let me know when would be a good time to review the GSW comments on 
the list of TDM measures that you commented on (the email from Kate with GSW 
from last night).


Also, could you please clarify for me what the TDM measure that SFMTA is including 
as part of comments on TISs means?  The measure is "Design residential units to 
facilitate the use of bicycles".
I don't understand this measure. These projects are providing one Class 1 bicycle 
parking space per unit. I'd like to ignore this measure in SFMTA comments on the 
One Oak Street project.  Or give direction to the project sponsor on how to design 
the units so that use of bicycles are facilitated.


Thank you,
Luba


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
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From: Joyce Hsiao
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com); Brian Boxer
Subject: Re: GSW CEQA Team Meeting Schedule
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 1:23:56 PM


Hi Chris,


This Weds, 4/15, as you and I discussed, we should discuss the following: (1) City-
Warriors obligations and "new" mitigation measure to be added to the SEIR, and
(2)"new" noise SU impact related to post-event noise at Muni platform adjacent to
UCSF residence hall.  We should also review the status of info requests due April 15
(see updated data request from Paul on 4/9).


However, beyond this week, it is impossible for Paul and me to even conjecture
what meeting topics might be needed for the next 4 weeks.  There are still
numerous unknowns being worked out, which in addition to the items in this week's
meeting include Luba meeting with Julie at SFMTA this week, EP possibly meeting
with BAAQMD for direction on the offset mit measure, helipad safety analysis,
revised wind analysis for the project and the variant, plus review of all the responses
to data requests that are due this week (like the final TMP). So other than to ask
people to continue to hold open those dates and to let them know that we are
frantically trying to meet our 4/27 deadline for submittal of the Screencheck
document, we will need to figure out on a week-to-week basis whether or not we
need a meeting and on what topic.


Joyce


Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
On 4/7/2015 11:25 AM, Kern, Chris (CPC) wrote:


Hi Joyce and Paul,
I’d like to send a message out today or tomorrow listing our anticipated meetings
between now through DSEIR publication. Can you help me to complete the table
below? I don’t think we need to meet on all of these dates (hope not!), but this is what
is currently shown on our calendars and the project schedule. Please call if you want to
discuss.
Thanks!
 


Date Time Location Topic Required Attendees
April
8


1:00-
3:00


Planning CANCELLED NA


April
14


2:00-
3:30


OCII UCSF Comments Catherine, Clarke, Kate, Mary, Bill,
Brett, Chris, Jose, Luba, Joyce,
Paul, Erin,



mailto:joyce@orionenvironment.com

mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org
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April
15


1:00-
3:00


Planning   


April
22


1:00-
3:00


Planning   


April
30


1:00-
3:00


Planning   


May 6 1:00-
3:00


Planning   


May
13


1:00-
3:00


Planning   


May
18


9:00-
5:00


ESA work session to
finalize DSEIR


 


May
19


9:00-
5:00


ESA work session to
finalize DSEIR


 


May
20


9:00-
5:00


ESA work session to
finalize DSEIR


 


May
21


9:00-
5:00


ESA work session to
finalize DSEIR


 


May
22


9:00-
5:00


ESA work session to
finalize DSEIR


 


 
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Rich, Ken (ECN); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: "Luba Wyznyckyj"; José I. Farrán; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:36:34 AM


It depends what we are trying to do.  I think the 400 that Adam originally identified was to offset the
shortfall of parking spaces in the MB area (I have cc-ed Luba/Jose so that they can confirm if there is
an increase to the number of spaces we need for just parking if we take out the UCSF spaces, or if
the 400 already takes that into consideration).  The 400 parking spaces do not significantly affect
traffic impacts since such a small number.   
 
As for how many we would need to avoid a significant impact, that is a harder one since we haven’t
done the analysis and if we shift too many spaces outside of the area, then we need to see if any
new impacts are generated where the new parking lots are located. For now, I would say we’d love
to have as many as possible to be able to play with.  Luba/Jose – are you able to give any more
insights to how many cars we would want to get out of the MB area to make a significant difference
in the congestion?
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Pier 70 and Pier 80 intercept parking
 
Hi Chris and Catherine –
 
I know everyone is working on this as we speak, but do either of you have a ballpark number of
spaces that would be needed in these two possible locations on dual event days?  Even an order of
magnitude guess would be helpful today for discussions with the Port.
 
Thanks very much.
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
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(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
To: Bohee, Tiffany (CII); Oerth, Sally (CII)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (ADM)
Subject: FW: GSW Event Management Strategy memo
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:49:04 PM
Attachments: GSW Event Management Strategy UCSF Memo.docx


FYI
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Rich, Ken (ECN) 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:48 PM
To: French, Barbara; Yamauchi, Lori <LYamauchi@planning.ucsf.edu> (LYamauchi@planning.ucsf.edu)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN)
Subject: GSW Event Management Strategy memo
 
Barb and Lori –
 
Please see attached as promised.  With detailed questions, please contact Catherine or Adam (back
on Monday).  We look forward to meeting with Chancellor Hawgood on Tuesday.
 
Ken
 
_________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(415) 554-5194
ken.rich@sfgov.org
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DATE:	April 16, 2015


TO:  Lori Yamauchi


FROM: Ken Rich + prepared by Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, Planning Department, GSW, and GSW CEQA Team 


RE: DRAFT Overlapping Events Transportation Management Strategy





The following outlines proposed strategies to address transportation impacts related to an overlapping event scenario, i.e., when there is a large scale event occurring at both AT&T Park and the Golden State Warriors (GSW) Event Center.  Many of the strategies listed below will also help reduce congestion on arena event days without an event at AT&T Park.


The potential for overlapping events to occur at the two venues is based on two facts. First, large events at AT&T Park occur primarily during the regular baseball season, from April through September, and during this period, only half of the Giants games are at AT&T Park.  Second, the regular basketball season (late October to mid-April) has little overlap with baseball season, and again only half of the games are home games. Thus, there are minimal opportunities for a dual event to occur as a result of simultaneous basketball and baseball games.  Based on past years’ scheduling, it is likely that 0 to 2 regular season games would overlap annually.  If both teams make their respective championship playoffs in the same year, up to 5 additional overlapping games could occur.  However, while great for the fans, the likelihood that both teams play championship rounds multiple times during a person’s lifespan is small, so a 0 to 2 game overlap is the most likely scenario in any given year.


When you look at the possibility of a Giants home game overlapping with a GSW Event Center non-basketball event, there is the possibility of approximately 30 additional overlapping events.  These other types of events range from a small theater sized show with an average of 3,000 attendees, up to a large concert with an average of 12,500 attendees.  The estimated programming for the Event Center suggests that the great majority of these 30 overlapping events would have smaller attendance than building capacity, with approximately 9,000 or fewer attendees.  Only the concerts would be large-scale events, and the main concert season (fall, winter, and early spring) has minimal overlap with the baseball season. Therefore, it is conservatively estimated that only one-third or fewer of the potential overlapping events with AT&T Park would be expected to be larger concerts. 


It is important not to overestimate the likely number of overlapping events in a given year:  Based on league schedules and concert scheduling as described above, it is anticipated that in a regular year, without any scheduling coordination (i.e., typical worse case), there is the possibility of about 9 overlapping, dual large-scale events (i.e., 2 overlaps with basketball games, and 7 overlaps with large-scale concerts) at the Event Center and at AT&T Park.  If either or both teams made it to their respective championships, the number of overlapping events could moderately increase; however, this scenario is unlikely to occur on a regular basis, so the anticipated average of 9 large event overlaps is the more reliable scenario to anticipate in any given year.


The following strategy is broken into two sections.  The first section, Exhibit A, is a list of strategies that would be above and beyond the strategies already assumed for the analysis included in the Administrative Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (SEIR).  We have provided a short qualitative description of how the strategy will help improve transportation operations.  In some cases the strategy will apply to any event at the GSW Event Center, and others specifically focus on overlapping events.


As a highlight and as further discussed below, City staff are currently working with Port staff to secure additional parking lots, at or near Piers 70 and 80 south of the Arena site and away from the areas of highest congestion, where cars coming from the south and other directions may park and event center patrons can either walk or take a shuttle to the Event Center.


The second section, Exhibit B, is a list of strategies already included in the SEIR project description. The impact analysis included in the Administrative Draft SEIR assumes implementation of these strategies.


Methodology note:  Please note that the addition of the following strategies is not anticipated to change any of the significance determinations indicated in the Administrative Draft SEIR. In other words, even with the additional strategies above and beyond those already assumed in the analysis, the intersections projected to operate at Level of Service (LOS) F under Existing plus Project conditions would remain so, and the impacts would not be reduced to a less than significant level (i.e., from LOS F to LOS D or better).  UCSF has requested that we complete a transportation analysis to determine how much better the intersections would work, even if they are still at a LOS F.  Unfortunately, the methodology used in analyzing intersection operations does not accurately project operating conditions for oversaturated traffic conditions (i.e., traffic demand is above the intersection’s ability to process it), as explained below.  


The intersection LOS analysis is based on the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000 methodology, which provides LOS values from A to F based on the delay incurred by motorists at that location.  The worst LOS (LOS F) at a signalized intersection is reached once the average delay is above 80 seconds per vehicle; this means that the intersection is oversaturated.  


The equations used to determine vehicle delay have been validated for conditions where an intersection is below, at or slightly above capacity, and are therefore not designed to quantify oversaturated conditions (beyond LOS F). In addition, LOS is a tool used by traffic engineers to redesign intersections by adding more lanes, restrictions on turns, and other measures that are not feasible for the intersections operating at LOS F in the Mission Bay area. Thus, although the equations used to calculate LOS can provide values well above 80 seconds per vehicle (and those are reported in the appropriate appendices for informational purposes), these would not have sound methodological value, so any output above 100 seconds of delay cannot be relied on to correctly represent expected conditions.  This is not specific to this project, but rather a result of the tools available to perform traffic analysis in general.  However, where possible, we have provided a sense of what the scale of the effects of a strategy might be.


Note on Impacts to Emergency Vehicles: Roadway improvements and traffic control strategies adjacent related to the GSW project site would facilitate emergency vehicle access to the UCSF Medical Center and no significant impact to emergency vehicle access is anticipated. During pre-event and post-event conditions, up to 17 Parking Control Officers (PCOs) would be stationed at up to 17 locations to direct and facilitate vehicular and pedestrian travel, including in the vicinity of the UCSF Children’s Hospital emergency room and urgent care facility. No roadway closures are proposed for pre-event conditions for any events. For events that could necessitate closure of the northbound travel lanes of Third Street between 16th and South Streets (generally events with 14,000 or more attendees) for post-game conditions for a period of one to two hours depending on the size of the event, emergency vehicles traveling on Third Street southbound would not be affected, and if necessary, emergency vehicles traveling northbound on Third Street would be permitted to continue through the closed segment between 16th and South Streets, as PCOs would be able to remove the temporary barriers. Alternately, emergency vehicles would also be able to travel northbound within the southbound lanes on Third Street. The Event Center Transportation Coordinator would provide emergency service providers, including the fire stations and UCSF facilities, with a list of dates and times during which temporary closure of Third Street would be required following an event. Furthermore, all drivers must comply with the California Vehicle Code § 21806, which requires that drivers yield right-of-way to authorized emergency vehicles, drive to the right road curb or edge, stop, and remain stopped until the emergency vehicle has passed. 






Exhibit A – Strategies not Assumed for the Administrative Draft SEIR





The following are new strategies that will be applied to the GSW Event Center and were not assumed in the SEIR analysis that was included in the Administrative Draft SEIR. The potential benefit of the majority of the strategies is not quantifiable, but a qualitative explanation of why they will have a positive impact on transportation is provided after each in italic.  Those strategies that can be analyzed quantifiably have been identified below, as well as a qualitative discussion of what the quantitative impacts might be.  


New Event Center Strategies for Overlapping Events with AT&T Park Events to be Added to the SEIR (as possible strategies for reducing transportation impacts)- QUANTIFIABLE


· GSW to exercise best efforts to avoid scheduling non-GSW events of 9,000 or more event center attendees that start or end within 60 minutes of the start or end (respectively) of events at AT&T Park. (Impact – By separating the start times of events, it will reduce some of the additional congestion caused by patrons for both events arriving at the same time.  For example, 85% of the GSW Event Center patrons are anticipated to arrive within an hour of the start of a basketball game or after it begins, and concerts are anticipated to have more people arriving after the start of the event due to the fact there are opening act(s) before the headliner.  As a result, by scheduling overlapping events to start/end 60 minutes or more from each other, GSW Event Center patrons would be arriving outside of the range of the AT&T Park event patrons, which would reduce congestion.)


· When overlapping non-GSW events of 9,000 or more event center attendees and Giants games cannot be avoided through commercially reasonable efforts, GSW to negotiate with the event promoter as feasible to stagger start times such that the event headliner starts no earlier than 8:30 p.m. (Impact – As evening SF Giants games typically start at about 7 PM, with the majority of patrons arriving by start time or soon after, and the great majority of GSW event patrons arrive within an hour before an event or after the event starts, an event starting at 8.30 p.m. would result in most GSW Event Center patrons arriving after the arrival of the Giants event patrons.)


· City to continue conversations with the Port of San Francisco to identify offsite overflow parking lot(s) south of the event center, with an estimated 200 parking spaces at Pier 70 and 1,000 to 2,000 parking spaces on or near Pier 80, and GSW to provide free shuttles to the event center on a maximum 10-minute headway before and after events.  (Impact – The additional parking spaces anticipated for overlapping evening events may reduce or disperse congestion caused by drivers looking for parking.  While no analysis has been completed, based on professional estimation, the relocation of between 1,000 (about 25% of the project total parking demand) to 1,500 cars out of the direct Mission Bay area could result in a substantial reduction of project traffic impacts in Mission Bay. Once more detail on the location of the parking, number of spaces, and local conditions where the overflow parking would be located are determined, more detailed analysis would be completed, post-Draft SEIR release date.) 


New Event Center Strategies to be Added to the SEIR (as possible strategies for reducing transportation impacts)


Strategies to Reduce Traffic Congestion – NON QUANTIFIABLE


· City to work with Caltrans to install changeable message signs upstream of key entry points onto the street network, such as I-280 northbound. (Impact – Changeable message signs will direct drivers to use the I-80 off-ramp at Sixth/Brannan to minimize congestion at the King/Fourth off-ramp.)


· City to provide outreach efforts to surrounding neighborhoods to explore the need/desire for new Residential Parking Permit program areas. (Impact – Tool to minimize impacts of event center visitors onto adjacent neighborhoods by preserving parking for residents/businesses, as well as discouraging driving by time-limiting the on-street parking supply.)


· GSW to offer substantially all available on-site parking spaces not otherwise committed to office tenants, retail customers or season ticket holders for pre-purchase, and to establish agreements with neighboring private garage operators to pre-sell parking spaces, as well as notify patrons in advance that nearby parking resources are limited and local parking options are expensive. (Impact – Minimizes people driving around the neighborhood looking for parking since they would travel directly to their pre-purchased parking spot, thereby reducing congestion. In addition, provides patrons with the advantage of certainty of price and location by pre-purchasing parking, with the additional advantage of showing up at events when patron wants to rather than having to come early to search for parking.) 


· GSW to create a mobile app, or integrate into an existing app, transportation information that promotes transit first, allows for pre-purchase of parking and designates suggested paths of travel that best avoid congested areas or residential streets such as Bridgeview north of Mission Bay Boulevard and Fourth Street. (Impact – Minimizes people driving around the neighborhood looking for parking since they know where their pre-purchased parking spot is located, thereby reducing congestion.)


· City and GSW to work to identify offsite parking lot(s) adjacent to the event center, if available, where livery vehicles and TNCs may stage prior to the end of an event. (Impact – Avoids unsafe parking habits of livery vehicles and TNCs, which reduces congestion by reducing the potential that these vehicles double park and block travel lanes.)


Strategy to Enhance Non-auto Modes – NON QUANTIFIABLE


· GSW to provide a promotional incentive (i.e., show Clipper card or bike valet ticket for concession savings, chance to win merchandise or experience, etc.) for public transit use, bicycling and/or ridesharing to the event center. (Impact – Provides a financial incentive to encourage people to use transit or alternative modes of transportation.)






Strategies to Enhance Transportation Conditions in Mission Bay and Nearby Neighborhoods – NON QUANTIFIABLE 


· GSW to annually report patron transportation survey data required by the SEIR to the Mission Bay Ballpark Transportation Coordination Committee (MBBTCC), including number of overlaps with AT&T park events. (Impact – Provides needed data to allow for the continual improvement of the TMP, Muni Special Event Transit Service Plan and TDMs, by being able to better target the Event Center patrons.)


· GSW to notify the Mission Bay Ballpark Transportation Coordination Committee (MBBTCC) at least one month prior to the start of any non-GSW event with at least 9,000 expected attendees.  If commercially reasonable circumstances prevent such advance notification, the GSW shall notify the MBBTCC within 72 hours of booking. (Impact – Allows the MBBTCC to provide input into appropriate transportation management for the event, as well as allows MBBTCC to notify the community so it can plan for increased traffic.)


· City and GSW to meet to discuss transportation and scheduling logistics in connection with signing any marquee events (national tournaments or championships, political conventions, or tenants interested in additional season runs: NHL, NCAA, etc.). (Impact – Allows for an extra level of coordination for one-off events that have special transportation needs to ensure appropriate transportation management measures are put in place.)


Strategies to Increase Transit Access


NON QUANTIFIABLE


· City to provide Transit Fare Inspectors (TFIs), and other SFMTA or City personnel at key transit stops and stations as designated by SFMTA. (Impact – Facilitate transit access to the site by new or infrequent riders unfamiliar with the system, and will reduce the time needed to move people through the system.)


· GSW to work with the SFMTA to determine the feasibility and benefits of bundling the cost of a roundtrip Muni fare ($4.50) into the cost of all ticketed events. (Impact – Will encourage transit use as patrons will have already committed to paying for a transit pass and also makes the transit process more understandable to new and infrequent riders.)





QUANTIFIABLE


· City to coordinate with regional providers to encourage increased special event service, particularly longer BART and Caltrain trains and increased North Bay ferry and bus service. (Impact – The City is working with regional providers to determine how and what additional service will be provided.  For the SEIR it will not be appropriate to assume the additional service since the City does not control the regional providers.  We could provide additional quantitative analysis after the SEIR is released and the additional service is identified.)  


· City and GSW to work in good faith with the Water Emergency Transportation Agency, UCSF and other interested parties to facilitate the construction of a ferry landing at the terminus of 16th Street, and provision of ferry service during events. (Impact – See previous bullet.)






Exhibit B - Strategies Already in Administrative Draft SEIR





The following are additional strategies that will be applied to the GSW project and have been assumed in the SEIR analysis that was included in the Administrative Draft SEIR.  A few of the strategies are related to non-transportation, event management issues.


Currently in SEIR as part of Project or Muni Special Event Transit Service Plan


· City to lengthen the T Third station platform at Third St and South St. by 160’ to the north for a total of 320’.


· City to install T Third crossover tracks between South St and 16th Street.


· City to install a permanent barrier within available light rail right of way to discourage midblock pedestrian crossings between 16th and South Streets. 


· City to use a “Muni Transit Service Plan” to increase service on the T Third and the 22 Fillmore beyond the existing and planned Muni Forward program to reflect anticipated  ridership level that is aggressive, but reflective of currently anticipated behaviors. 


· City to provide three special event shuttles for peak events of 14,000 or more attendees on 16th Street, Van Ness Avenue, and to the Transbay Terminal/Ferry Terminal. 


· City to provide exterior SFFD fire suppression and EMT support as needed. 


· GSW to negotiate directly with SFPD and SFFD to provide supplemental public safety services within the event center.


· GSW to contract with the MB TMA to provide added shuttle frequency and hours of service.


· GSW to contract with Mission Bay Parks and the Mission Bay Management Corporation, or other provider,  to provide certain parks maintenance, garbage disposal, street sweeping, power washing and other neighborhood quality of life protections generated by the event center not already provided by the GSW.


· GSW to devise procedures: to address loitering, off-site queuing, illegal vendors, ambient noise, etc; to create a means for fielding and resolving complaints before, during and after events, including establishment of a central point of contact with real-time connection to the event center’s Transportation Management Center; to promote pre- and post-game routes that avoid residential streets such as Bridgeview north of MB Blvd and Fourth Street; and to comply with the San Francisco Entertainment Commission’s Good Neighbor Policy and all applicable noise regulations.


· GSW to install traffic signals at the intersections of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street per the Project Description.


· GSW to coordinate office and event center deliveries , when feasible, to avoid p.m. peak traffic conditions.


· GSW to market transit as the preferred means of accessing the event center through:


· Transit, bicycle and pedestrian promotion integrated into event ads, event tickets, website and smartphone applications,


· Real-time transit schedules displayed on event center monitors,


· Robust transit wayfinding on site guiding patrons to shuttle and train stops, bike parking locations and ridesharing loading,


· Cross-marketing with SFMTA: station, train and website ads, and


· Transit cards available for purchase on site. 


· GSW to provide requisite connectivity and space within the onsite Transportation Management Center to meet SFMTA and SFPD special event needs, including certain access to onsite CCTVs and connection to changeable message signs. 


· GSW to sponsor a bikeshare station on or in the vicinity of the project site. 


Currently in SEIR as a Other City Project or Existing City Service for Events


· City to install a two-way cycle track along the east side of Terry A. Francois Blvd. In EIR as a planned project. 


· City to provide SFPD officers to patrol the neighborhoods surrounding the event center, along major access corridors, and in support of UCSF campus security and adjacent businesses private security.


· City to purchase 4 additional light rail vehicles for use on the T Third line during peak events and citywide otherwise. 


Currently in SEIR as a Mitigation or Improvement Measure


· City to study extending the eastbound left turn pocket into the UCSF hospital at 4th and Mariposa and restriping if found to be feasible. (Improvement Measure)


· City to increase service on the T Third and the 22 Fillmore. (Mitigation Measure)


· City to provide Parking Control Officers at  intersections identified to have significant impacts in the EIR and designated as PCO priority areas by the SFMTA, plus roving PCOs to address double parking, driveway blockages, etc. (Mitigation Measure)


· GSW to install traffic signal at the intersection of Illinois/Mariposa. (Mitigation Measure)


· GSW to implement all mitigation measures and make commercially reasonable efforts to implement all improvement measures assigned to the project sponsor in the EIR. (Will be part of MMRP and/or Conditions of Approval)
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Miller, Erin (MTA); Molly Hayes; Clarke Miller;


jwinters@swagroup.com; Winslow, David (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII); jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com;
lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Paul Mitchell; "Joyce Hsiao"; Dwight Long;
Mallory Shure


Cc: Kortkamp, Ken (CWP)
Subject: RE: 16th St. Design Review
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 1:27:41 PM


Hi all –
 
Just want to make sure those interested in attending (or encouraging colleagues attend) are able to
make this time. We  are hoping to have a few others from MTA and PUC join us to flush out the
different perspectives. Please let me know if this time still suits.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 


Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst


510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642
(cell)


kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year


 
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Kate Aufhauser 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:07 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; Reilly, Catherine (OCII); 'Adam Van de Water'; Miller, Erin; Molly Hayes; Clarke
Miller; jwinters@swagroup.com; Winslow, David (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII);
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Chris Kern (chris.kern@sfgov.org);
Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Paul Mitchell; 'Joyce Hsiao'; Dwight Long; Mallory Shure
Cc: kkortkamp@sfwater.org
Subject: 16th St. Design Review
When: Wednesday, April 22, 2015 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: TBD
 
 
Erin, please invite the relevant staff from MTA.
Justin, please forward to others on your team as applicable.
Including the full CEQA team as FYI.
 
Items for discussion include:


City design direction vs. CEQA assumptions
16th St. setback priorities
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Circulation/queuing
Stormwater management
Other program (like bike valet)


Illinois “moment” design (re: pedestrian flows and safety)
Media cabling boxes / 16th St. streetscape


 
 








From: Beaupre, David (PRT)
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Miller, Erin (MTA)
Subject: FW: Mission Bay CAC
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 12:58:01 PM
Attachments: SF MB Waterfront.pdf


We should decide how to respond to this, obviously he has put some time and thought into this, it
seems like the response should come from MTA with the assumption that TFB needs to be 4 lanes
to accommodate and distribute the throughput, which I belive is even more true with the Arena
 
Thank you,
 
David Beaupre
Port of San Francisco
Pier 1
San Francisco CA 94111
415-274-0539
 
 
 
From: Todd Simpson [mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:55 PM
To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Beaupre, David (PRT)
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC
 
Catherine, Erin, David:
 
I have been attending the Warriors progress meetings, and it struck me that if I could get
them interested in "an improved waterfront experience", that it might have a better chance.
 
I wrote up a _very_ rough outline - capturing my previous email in a bit more depth.  See the
attached pdf.  Sorry about the amateur drawings; hopefully they get the ideas across.
 
Would you have suggestions for next steps?  I know this is a very long shot....but it is worth
trying, at least in my opinion. 
 
Thanks,
Todd
 
 
On Sun, Oct 5, 2014 at 11:40 AM, Miller, Erin <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com> wrote:
Hi Todd,
 
You may also be interested in the work around the Blue Greenway.  TAF is actually under the
jurisdiction of the Port, and they're leading this project that includes improvements for bicycle and
pedestrian access along that roadway.  I've copied the project manager, David Beaupre here for your
information.  He can give you a better overview of the planned future street circulation and
implementation timing.  
 
I also wanted to let you know that I'm not only coordinating for the Warriors project at the SFMTA, but
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An	  Opportunity	  to	  Build	  a	  World-‐class	  Waterfront	  	  
in	  San	  Francisco’s	  Mission	  Bay	  



	  
April,	  2015	  



Todd	  Simpson	  
Radiance	  (Mission	  Bay	  Blvd	  N.	  and	  Terry	  A.	  François	  Blvd).	  



	  
[Note:	  parts	  of	  this	  vision	  are	  hard	  to	  capture	  in	  a	  document;	  please	  contact	  me	  at	  
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com,	  and	  I	  can	  talk	  you	  through	  the	  vision.]	  
	  
Overview	  
	  



• Waterfront	  experiences	  in	  many	  cities	  around	  the	  world	  are	  amazing	  
because	  they	  were	  designed	  around	  people,	  not	  cars.	  
	  



• San	  Francisco	  lacks	  such	  an	  experience	  (with	  the	  possible	  exception	  of	  Ocean	  
Beach)	  as	  the	  Embarcadero	  is	  primarily	  a	  four	  lane	  road,	  and	  only	  
secondarily	  a	  human	  space.	  	  This	  is	  a	  probably	  a	  by-‐product	  of	  the	  evolution	  
of	  the	  city,	  as	  opposed	  to	  a	  design	  goal.	  
	  



• The	  development	  of	  the	  Mission	  Bay	  area	  is	  at	  a	  critical	  stage.	  	  With	  the	  
Giants	  already	  in	  residence,	  and	  with	  the	  Warriors	  planned	  presence,	  the	  
area	  has	  great	  potential	  to	  be	  a	  human	  space,	  and	  an	  amazing	  waterfront	  
experience.	  



o Imagine	  being	  able	  to	  walk	  from	  the	  new	  Warriors	  stadium	  to	  the	  
waterfront,	  without	  having	  to	  fight	  traffic.	  



o Imagine	  joining	  a	  pre-‐Giants	  game	  party	  on	  a	  beautiful	  waterfront,	  
and	  then	  being	  able	  to	  walk	  easily	  to	  the	  game.	  



o Imagine	  strolling	  along	  the	  Mission	  Bay	  waterfront	  without	  the	  noise	  
and	  pollution	  from	  cement	  trucks,	  buses,	  and	  other	  traffic	  ruining	  
your	  experience.	  
	  



• This	  vision	  is	  possible	  and	  feasible.	  	  Traffic	  planning	  and	  routing	  is	  still	  
underway,	  and	  large	  parts	  of	  Terry	  A.	  Francois	  (TAF)	  Boulevard	  will	  be	  
redeveloped	  in	  the	  next	  few	  years.	  



o All	  traffic	  on	  TAF	  enters	  and	  exits	  on	  3rd	  (or	  Illinois	  to	  the	  South).	  
o Intuitively,	  proper	  traffic	  management	  on	  Illinois,	  3rd,	  4th,	  and	  16th	  can	  



route	  all	  non-‐local	  traffic	  away	  from	  the	  waterfront.	  
o TAF	  could	  be	  developed	  as	  a	  local	  traffic,	  smaller	  (2	  lane),	  bike	  



friendly,	  slow	  speed	  limit	  road,	  helping	  to	  realize	  the	  vision	  of	  an	  
amazing	  waterfront	  experience.	  



o The	  Warriors	  could	  take	  direct	  advantage	  of	  this	  by	  providing	  
pedestrian	  friendly	  access	  from	  the	  East	  of	  end	  of	  the	  stadium	  to	  the	  
waterfront	  park	  –	  the	  park	  would	  become	  an	  extension	  of	  the	  stadium	  
experience.	  











o The	  Giants,	  as	  they	  develop	  their	  land,	  could	  extend	  this	  experience	  all	  
the	  way	  to	  the	  ATT	  park.	  
	  



• San	  Francisco	  is	  a	  world	  class	  city.	  	  Adding	  a	  world	  class	  waterfront	  will	  
enhance	  this,	  and	  presumable	  (I	  don’t	  have	  proof)	  drive	  significant	  economic	  
benefits.	  



	  
	  
	  
Details	  
	  
Here	  is	  a	  representative	  view	  of	  San	  Francisco’s	  main	  waterfront	  experience.	  	  Of	  
course,	  there	  are	  some	  small	  segments	  of	  the	  Embarcadero	  that	  are	  better	  than	  this,	  
but	  the	  majority	  is	  more	  like	  walking	  along	  a	  freeway,	  than	  walking	  along	  a	  
waterfront.	  
	  



	  
	  
Here	  are	  views	  of	  other	  cities.	  
	  



	  Vancouver	  
	  











	  	  Barcelona	  
	  



	  	  Portland	  
	  
	  
The	  current	  traffic	  design	  for	  Mission	  Bay	  is	  slightly	  better	  than	  the	  average	  
Embarcadero	  experience	  (as	  the	  park	  will	  provide	  some	  separation	  from	  traffic),	  but	  
is	  far	  from	  as	  good	  as	  it	  could	  be.	  
	  
The	  Barcelona	  boardwalk	  is	  a	  great	  example	  of	  how,	  by	  limiting	  the	  proximity	  and	  
volume	  of	  traffic,	  a	  waterfront	  can	  be	  transformed	  into	  an	  amazing	  experience.	  	  The	  
crowds	  and	  activity	  on	  the	  Barcelona	  boardwalk	  are	  amazing,	  and	  must	  contribute	  
dramatically	  to	  the	  overall	  economy	  of	  the	  city.	  
	  
The	  Opportunity	  
	  
I	  am	  not	  a	  traffic,	  or	  urban,	  planner,	  and	  claim	  no	  specific	  experience	  in	  this	  field.	  	  
Therefore,	  the	  following	  may	  be	  naïve	  in	  some	  respects.	  
	  
However,	  the	  intention	  here	  is	  to	  realize	  the	  vision	  of	  a	  better	  waterfront.	  	  If	  my	  
approach,	  proposed	  below,	  is	  not	  feasible,	  I	  am	  sure	  that	  more	  qualified	  people	  
could	  still	  achieve	  the	  vision.	  	  In	  particular,	  if	  the	  Warriors	  and	  Giants	  were	  
motivated	  to	  make	  this	  happen,	  I	  am	  sure	  it	  could	  be	  achieved.	  











	  
	  
Traffic	  flow:	  
	  



1. TAF	  forms	  a	  horseshoe	  from	  Illinois	  in	  the	  South	  to	  3rd	  on	  the	  North,	  with	  all	  
cross	  streets	  connecting	  to	  3rd.	  	  Thus,	  all	  traffic	  must	  eventually	  funnel	  back	  
to	  3rd	  or	  Illinois.	  	  Using	  TAF	  is	  the	  “long	  way	  around”.	  



a. At	  least	  in	  theory,	  appropriate	  traffic	  light	  duty	  cycles	  on	  3rd	  would	  be	  
more	  efficient	  than	  routing	  traffic	  on	  TAF	  
	  



2. Traffic	  will	  also	  naturally	  move	  to	  4th;	  we	  see	  this	  during	  Giants	  games	  now.	  
While	  the	  opening	  of	  the	  7th	  Street	  west	  entrance	  will	  help,	  we	  should	  expect	  
all	  three	  of	  these	  exits	  to	  become	  completely	  clogged.	  



a. Temporary	  one-‐way	  provisions	  during	  heavy	  traffic	  periods	  might	  
help.	  	  For	  example,	  3rd	  street	  from	  Mission	  Rock	  to	  King	  Street	  could	  
be	  one	  way	  after	  games	  to	  accelerate	  traffic	  across	  Mission	  Creek.	  
	  











	  
3. Emergency	  traffic	  to	  and	  from	  the	  Hospitals	  can	  primarily	  use	  16th	  Street.	  	  



Police	  traffic	  is	  going	  to	  be	  a	  challenge	  after	  games.	  
a. It	  is	  possible	  that	  all	  Emergency	  traffic	  would	  benefit	  from	  making	  



TAF	  a	  “local	  only”	  street.	  	  TAF	  would	  be	  clear	  during	  high	  traffic	  times	  
allowing	  emergency	  vehicles	  faster	  access	  to	  the	  exit	  points	  on	  Third	  
and/or	  Illinois.	  	  



i. Of	  course,	  should	  this	  work	  out,	  we	  would	  only	  want	  that	  
routing	  during	  traffic	  jams.	  	  In	  normal	  conditions	  there	  is	  also	  
no	  need	  for	  emergency	  vehicles	  on	  TAF.	  
	  



4. Pier	  50	  traffic	  (Bauer	  buses,	  for	  example)	  should	  be	  able	  to	  use	  Mission	  Rock	  
to	  3rd	  street.	  	  There	  is	  no	  need	  for	  this	  traffic	  to	  go	  north	  or	  south	  on	  TAF.	  



	  
Current	  Warriors	  Traffic	  Plan.	  
	  
The	  current	  traffic	  management	  plan	  from	  the	  Warriors	  is	  in	  exact	  opposition	  to	  this	  
proposal.	  
	  



1. Northbound	  traffic	  from	  the	  arena	  is	  forced	  onto	  TAF.	  	  This	  traffic	  must	  then	  
travel	  north	  and	  eventually	  merge	  back	  onto	  3rd.	  	  This	  will	  force	  traffic	  
through	  the	  waterfront	  (the	  antithesis	  of	  this	  plan)	  and	  along	  Mission	  Bay	  
Blvd	  N.	  (a	  quiet	  residential	  street)	  and	  China	  Basin/Mission	  Rock	  (where	  the	  
police	  station	  is).	  
	  



2. Southbound	  traffic	  is	  less	  problematic.	  	  However,	  note	  that	  southbound	  
traffic	  on	  TAF	  must	  merge	  onto	  Illinois	  and/or	  3rd,	  so	  again,	  there	  is	  no	  gain	  
in	  using	  TAF.	  



	  
This	  design	  was	  done	  for	  good	  reasons.	  	  The	  primary	  one	  is	  to	  enable	  the	  safe	  exit	  of	  
pedestrian	  traffic	  to	  the	  MUNI	  on	  Third	  –	  laudable	  and	  necessary	  goal.	  
	  
The	  issue	  is	  that	  the	  Northbound	  MUNI	  station	  is	  north	  of	  South	  Street,	  so	  
pedestrians	  need	  to	  exit	  the	  arena,	  and	  cross	  over	  to	  the	  station.	  
	  
A	  reasonable	  solution,	  which	  also	  meets	  the	  goals	  of	  this	  proposal,	  is	  to	  partition	  off	  
one	  lane	  of	  third	  (the	  lane	  next	  to	  the	  train	  tracks)	  up	  to	  the	  station	  entry	  point.	  
	  
The	  (very	  rough)	  diagram	  below	  shows	  this	  solution	  as	  the	  dotted	  lines	  just	  above	  
and	  to	  the	  right	  of	  the	  arena.	  	  	  This	  leaves	  a	  single	  northbound	  lane	  of	  3rd	  open…but	  
this	  lane	  can	  very	  quickly	  become	  both	  lanes	  of	  third.	  	  Given	  there	  is	  a	  smaller	  
number	  of	  cars	  exiting	  to	  the	  North	  of	  the	  stadium	  (say	  300),	  it	  is	  reasonable	  to	  
funnel	  them	  as	  a	  single	  lane	  onto	  3rd	  (northbound),	  and	  single	  lane	  onto	  TAF	  
(southbound	  only)	  
	  
	  











	  
	  
	  
How	  the	  waterfront	  could	  be…	  
	  
The	  following	  sketch	  shows	  the	  current	  plan	  for	  TAF,	  and	  the	  proposal.	  
	  
The	  current	  plan,	  for	  reference,	  is	  on	  the	  left.	  	  TAF	  is	  a	  4	  lane	  +	  2	  parking	  lanes	  +	  bike	  
path	  width.	  	  It	  has	  been	  straightened	  –	  presumably	  to	  make	  it	  better	  for	  cars.	  
	  
An	  idea	  for	  a	  new	  layout	  is	  on	  the	  right.	  



-‐ TAF	  is	  two	  lanes	  wide,	  with	  bike	  paths	  meandering	  alongside	  
-‐ There	  are	  a	  few	  90	  degree	  parking	  areas,	  providing	  for	  as	  much	  parking	  as	  



now,	  but	  within	  more	  limited	  areas.	  
-‐ In	  front	  of	  the	  Warriors	  stadium	  there	  is	  an	  island	  between	  the	  northbound	  



and	  southbound	  lanes.	  	  	  
o This	  allows	  pedestrians	  to	  easily	  cross	  each	  lane	  safely.	  	  You	  can	  look	  



in	  just	  one	  direction	  at	  a	  time.	  
o Vehicles	  need	  to	  slow	  down	  to	  go	  around	  the	  island.	  











o The	  island	  could	  have	  a	  waterfront	  structure	  –	  perhaps	  a	  structural	  
mirror	  to	  the	  gatehouse	  on	  3rd.	  	  



o There	  is	  room	  next	  to	  the	  Warriors	  plaza’s	  on	  third	  for	  some	  of	  the	  
shade	  trees	  –	  again,	  to	  mirror	  the	  feel	  on	  3rd.	  	  	  This	  would	  shelter	  the	  
plaza’s	  from	  the	  road.	  



	  



	  
	  
	  











	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Assuming	  a	  traffic	  solution	  can	  be	  found	  to	  fit	  the	  waterfront	  vision,	  it	  would	  be	  
possible	  to	  update	  TAF	  into	  an	  interesting	  street.	  	  	  



• It	  could	  be	  two	  lanes	  (one	  in	  each	  direction)	  plus	  a	  bike	  path.	  
• It	  could	  have	  a	  slow	  speed	  limit	  (10	  mph)	  
• The	  boat	  dock	  parking	  lot	  could	  be	  reduced,	  allowing	  more	  pedestrian	  traffic	  



space.	  (The	  boat	  launch	  parking	  lot	  is	  very	  lightly	  used;	  my	  condo	  faces	  the	  
dock,	  and	  there	  is	  rarely	  more	  than	  a	  couple	  of	  boat	  trailers	  in	  use)	  



• It	  could	  have	  some	  90	  degree	  parking.	  	  This	  would	  replace	  the	  linear	  parking	  
and	  take	  up	  only	  ½	  as	  much	  of	  the	  road	  length,	  leaving	  the	  rest	  more	  open.	  



• It	  would	  not	  need	  to	  be	  100%	  straight.	  	  It	  could	  meander	  slightly,	  breaking	  
up	  the	  site	  lines	  and	  the	  feel	  of	  being	  “designed	  for	  cars”.	  



	  
	  












I'm also the Project Manager for the Waterfront Transportation Assessment.  We're just beginning its
2nd phase:  the SoMa-Mission Bay-Central Waterfront Transportation Needs & Solutions Analysis,
where we'll be taking a look at future capacity and demands on major transportation corridors
throughout this part of the city as it grows in the future.  I hope you'll sign up for the mailing list by
clicking on the "Receive Updates" tab.  Please note that I'm in the process of a big update currently,
and there aren't any new topics just yet, but you will be included on the list for the update coming out
very soon.  
 
Best,
 
Erin Miller Blankinship
Section Lead, Development & Transportation Integration
 
Urban Planning Initiatives
SFMTA|Municipal Transportation Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA  94103
 
415.701.5490 (o)
415.971.7429 (m)


From: Todd Simpson [todd.g.simpson@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, October 04, 2014 3:43 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine
Cc: Miller, Erin
Subject: Re: Mission Bay CAC


Catherine, Erin.
 
Thanks for the friendly reply.  I would love to be an advocate for this, so please let me know
when, where, and how I could participate.  I will be at the next CAC meeting, but if there is
anything to do before then, just let me know.
 
Enjoy the awesome weather this weekend.
Todd
 
 
On Thu, Sep 25, 2014 at 12:40 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


Hi, Todd - thanks for sending the email (great summary and well thought out).  There is not
one single person that would be involved in addressing this, but I have cc-ed Erin Miller,
who is the lead for the SFMTA for the GSW project.  I will also forward your comment to the
larger team.  We are in the process of looking at all the surrounding streets/transportation
systems so it is a good time to throw this into the mix.


 


Catherine Reilly


From: Todd Simpson <todd.g.simpson@gmail.com>



http://www.sfmta.com/projects-planning/projects/soma-mission-bay-central-waterfront-transportation-needs-solutions

tel:415.701.5490

tel:415.971.7429

mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com

mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org

mailto:todd.g.simpson@gmail.com





Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2014 4:22 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Mission Bay CAC
 
Catherine,
 
We met briefly after the Thursday Warriors update at the Mission Bay CAC meeting.
 
I was hoping that you would introduce me to the individual/department responsible for
traffic planning, and in particular, for the redevelopment of Terry A. Francois Blvd.
 
For your interest, I have included my comment/question below.
 
Regards,
Todd Simpson.
 
---
 
Hello,
 
As a resident of Mission Bay (at the Radiance) I am interested in the plans to redevelop
Terry A. Francois Blvd (TAF).
 
My suggestion is to focus on making TAF a quiet, pedestrian and cycle friendly street.  In
particular, designing it to be a 2-lane (total), low speed road, as opposed to being a 4-lane
high traffic area.
 
With the development of the park at P21 and P22, it would be great if the environment was
quiet and pedestrian friendly.  We have the opportunity to create a space that is unlike the
rest of the embarcadero, where high traffic volume detracts from the beauty of the
waterfront.  The area adjacent to P21 and P22 could be much more like a beach boulevard,
as opposed to a high volume city street.
 
This opportunity exists because TAF is essentially a horseshoe, routing traffic back to 3rd
street at either end.  Ultimately, all traffic must flow to 3rd Street (and to Illinois and 4th
street) to exit the horseshoe.  It seems plausible that traffic flows and stoplight duty cycles
could be programmed to encourage lower traffic volumes on TAF within the horseshoe
without impacting overall ingress/egress efficiency.
 
Ignoring, for the moment, the impact of Giants and Warriors traffic, this seems highly
feasible.  I am not a traffic engineer, but I also believe that we could keep TAF small (2 lanes







total) and quiet, even accounting for Giants and Warriors traffic.  In particular:
 
1) during non-peak times, TAF could be a quiet two-way, low speed beach boulevard with
extra parking, bike and pedestrian access, due to the two-lane design.
 
2) during pre and post game traffic surges, the 2-lane TAF could be uni-directional.  For
Giants game, it could funnel traffic to the South.  For Warriors games, Southbound traffic
would go to Illinois and 3rd Street, and TAF could be two-lanes moving North to the 3rd
Street bridge.
 
3) the duty cycles on 3rd Street and 4th Street intersections could encourage the use of
these major thoroughfares for both ingress and egress during peak times.
 
4) With the existing Giants stadium, and with the proposed truck access to the Warriors
complex, truck traffic should already be designed to avoid TAF.
 
5) There are already lots of walking / running / community events using TAF.  Making it
purpose built for these types of events makes sense.
 
Again, we have the opportunity to make TAF something special.  A quiet, friendly part of the
Mission Bay ocean-side experience.  If we simply develop it into a 4-lane, high volume,
undifferentiated city street, I feel that we will have lost an opportunity.
 
I hope that this request makes sense.  If I can provide further input, you can reach me at
todd.g.simpson@gmail.com and/or at 615-676-1682.
 
Regards,
Todd Simpson
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From: Mary Lucas McDonald
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: joyce@orionenvironment.com; Paul Mitchell
Subject: Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station Info Needs
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 4:34:01 PM


Hi Chris,
 
This memo is essentially what we need for the purposes of the CEQA document. However, the
following two points need to be explicitly addressed:
 


·         Whether any upgrades would be required for the Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station or
conveyance system upgrades would be needed to accommodate any flows from the
Warrior’s project


·         What the upgrades would entail
 
Can the SFPUC either modify the memo to include this information or provide a separate letter?
 
Thanks,
 
Mary
 
 
Mary Lucas McDonald, PG, QSP, QSD, LEED Green Associate
Senior Geologist
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Direct Line (510) 705-8892
mary@orionenvironment.com
 
** Note: I will be out of the office from April 20 through May 6, 2015 with limited access to email.**
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) [mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:59 PM
To: Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Mary Lucas McDonald (mary@orionenvironment.com);
Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com)
Subject: RE: GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary, Construction Dewatering
 
Here’s the memo. Let me know if this does the job.
Thanks,
Chris
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
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Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Tran, Michael [mailto:MiTran@sfwater.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:39 PM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Mary Lucas McDonald (mary@orionenvironment.com);
Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com)
Subject: RE: GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary, Construction Dewatering
 
Hi Chris,
 
There was a memo issued on 02/26/15 for Mission Bay Sanitary (Click here to download
attachments.).  Please let me know if this will suffice.


Thanks
Michael
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) [mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:34 PM
To: Tran, Michael
Cc: Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Mary Lucas McDonald (mary@orionenvironment.com);
Paul Mitchell (PMitchell@esassoc.com)
Subject: RE: GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary, Construction Dewatering
 
Hi Michael,
Can you give me a status update re the memo I requested in my message below? Will SFPUC be able
to provide this by the end of this month or beginning of May (at the latest)?
Thanks!
Chris
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 01, 2015 1:53 PM
To: Tran, Michael (CWP)
Subject: RE: GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary, Construction Dewatering
 
Hi Michael,
The CEQA consultants agree that we don’t need volumetric testing for the EIR. However, we do
need a memo that we can cite in the DEIR documenting the capacity shortfall and required
improvements for the Mission Bay Sanitary Pump Station (similar to the Feb 3, 2015 memo on the
Mariposa Pump Station). Is that doable by late April/early May?
Thanks,
 
Chris Kern
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Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Tran, Michael [mailto:MiTran@sfwater.org] 
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2015 11:05 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Freeman, Craig (PUC)
Subject: RE: GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary, Construction Dewatering
 
Hi Chris,
 
Sorry I’m getting back to you late; this email must have gotten lost in my inbox.  I do not believe our
Operations and Pretreatment staff are currently OK with the volume of water proposed.  It is my
understanding the GSW team will reach out the regional board for a separate discharge directly to
the bay.
 
Also I want to clarify a few questions regarding SWPS #1 and SWPS #5.  SWPS #1 has been built ~12-
13 years ago but has not been accepted by the City for ownership/maintenance; this was discussed
in detail during our initial December 2014 meeting.  At that time, it was generally agreed that
volumetric testing is needed to verify the station’s performance because the City would not have
access to maintenance or performance data.  After our meeting with BKF/GSW this past Tuesday
3/24, they recall that the City requested for volumetric testing of SWPS #1 because there was
uncertainty if the station is performing as intended.  Is this still the case and does BKF/GSW need to
test SWPS #1 specifically for the EIR?
 
As for SWPS #5, it is currently under construction and will not be fully complete until after the EIR is
published.  I believe Planning Department is OK with using the assumed design numbers. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Thanks,
Michael
 


From: Kern, Christopher (CPC) [mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2015 9:13 AM
To: Tran, Michael
Subject: RE: GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary, Construction Dewatering
 
Hi Michael,
Thanks for keeping me in the loop on this, but I’m not sure if I need to attend this meeting. Can you
provide a bit more information re the agenda? The latest draft of the EIR addresses construction
dewatering as follows:
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Construction dewatering is expected to last approximately nine months. The initial
estimated and peak water discharge rate is 1,850 gallons per minute (gpm) and
would last three to four days.  By the end of the first week, the discharge rate
would reduce to about 300 gpm, and by the end of the second week, to about 100
gpm. By the end of the initial 45-day construction period, the discharge rate would
reduce to approximately 30 to 40 gpm, and this rate is expected to last the duration
of the dewatering period, approximately seven and a half months. The three
potential construction dewatering discharge options are: (1) directly discharging to
the City's combined sewer system; (2) installing an on-site dewatering treatment
system and discharging the treated water to the Bay if the capacity of the Mariposa
Pump Station would be exceeded with the discharge; and (3) a combination of the
first two options.


If discharged to the combined sewer system, the discharges would be subject to the
City’s Industrial Waste Ordinance, adopted in 1992. This ordinance is found in Article
4.1 of the Public Works Code, as supplemented by Order No. 158170, which regulates
the quantity and quality of discharges to the combined sewer system. In accordance
with Article 4.1 and Order No. 158170, the discharge permit would contain
appropriate discharge standards and may require installation of meters to measure
the volume of the discharge. Although the groundwater could contain contaminants
related to past site activities, as well as sediment and suspended solids, the
construction contractors would be required to treat the groundwater as necessary to
meet permit requirements prior to discharge, and discharge rates would be
controlled so that the capacity of the sewer system would not be exceeded.


If discharged directly to the Bay, the discharges would be subject to permitting
requirements of the RWQCB under the VOC and Fuel General NPDES permit,
described in Section 5.9.4.2, State Regulations, which specifies water quality criteria
and monitoring requirement s for discharges under the permit. Accordingly, under
this option, sediment would be removed in settling tanks and the discharges would
be treated on-site for hydrocarbons and metals. A treatability study would be
conducted prior to discharge to demonstrate that the treatment system can
successfully meet the discharge limitations.  The treated water would be discharged
through a stormwater swale or outfall pipe downstream of Pump Station SDPS-5
(part of the Mission Bay South separate stormwater system) shown on Figure 5.7-2.
Regular influent and effluent water quality monitoring would be conducted to
demonstrate permit compliance.


The combined option could include directing a portion of the initial discharges to the
Bay as described above until flows have subsided to the point that they are within
the capacity of the Mariposa pump station. Discharges to both the Bay and the
combined sewer system would be subject to the same permitting requirements as
described above. With discharge to the combined sewer system in accordance with
regulatory requirements, or discharge to the Bay in accordance with the VOC and
Fuel General NPDES permit, water quality impacts related to a violation of water
quality standards or degradation of water quality due to discharge of groundwater
produced during construction‐related dewatering would be less than significant.


Does SFPUC have concerns regarding the accuracy or adequacy of this discussion for CEQA
purposes?
 
Chris Kern


[1]


[2]







Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Michael Tran (via Doodle) [mailto:mailer@doodle.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2015 8:07 AM
To: Kern, Christopher (CPC)
Subject: GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary, Construction Dewatering
 
Michael Tran invites you to participate in the Doodle poll "GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary,
Construction Dewatering."


Hi there,
 
Michael Tran (mitran@sfwater.org) invites you to participate in
the Doodle poll "GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary, Construction
Dewatering."


Michael Tran says:


Please confirm which dates are best for you.


Participate now


What is Doodle? Doodle is a web service that helps Michael


Tran to find a suitable date for meeting with a group of people.


Learn more about how Doodle works.


You have received this e-mail because "Michael Tran" has invited you to participate
in the Doodle poll "GSW - SWPS #1, MB Sanitary, Construction Dewatering."


Doodle AG, Werdstrasse 21, 8021 Zürich
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    Shipman, Dorinda and Kimbrel, Elizabeth, Langan Treadwell Rollo, 2015. Memorandum to Kate Aufhauser, Golden
State Warriors and Clarke Miller, Strada Investment Group regarding Construction Dewatering Discharge Options,
Golden State Warriors Arena, San Francisco, California. February 17, 2015.


    Ibid.
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Jesse Blout; Dwight Long; Mallory Shure; jwinters@swagroup.com; richyworks@mac.com; David


Carlock; David Kelman (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com) (dkelman@manicaarchitecture.com); David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Review
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 3:25:19 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Catherine –
 
We suggest cancelling the design review meetings this week (both Tues and Thurs) and reconvening
next Tues 4/21 when we have more design developments to show you. Does that work?
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:52 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Jesse Blout
Subject: GSW Office Design Review
 
Will we need to have an Office Design meeting tomorrow?  What about the Arena on Thursday? 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: José I. Farrán
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Subject: RE: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:44:23 AM


Yes, no changes.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:36 AM
To: José I. Farrán; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Neil Sekhri'; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Kern, Chris (CPC); 'Clarke Miller'; 'Paul
Mitchell'; Malamut, John (CAT)
Subject: RE: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
Thanks, Jose.  My take away is that I do not have to change anything – correct?  I am attaching a revised memo with comments from Ken Rich and additional modifications related to
discuss emergency access and  provide more info on the off-site parking (as well as moving it up).  If folks could take one last look, and get me any comments by 3PM, I will send this
off.  Thanks again for all the help on this!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:25 AM
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); wyckowilliam@comcast.net; 'Joyce Hsiao'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; 'Neil Sekhri'; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); 'Mary Murphy'; Kern, Chris (CPC); 'Clarke Miller'; 'Paul
Mitchell'; Malamut, John (CAT)
Subject: RE: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
Catherine,
 
The 85% figure for basketball game attendees arriving within an hour of the start of the game or afterwards coincides with the data presented in the EIR.  I believe it is also correct to say in
the letter that most SF Giants fans arrive before the start of the game, earlier than GSW fans do.
 
We do not know the temporal distribution of SF Giants fans arrivals but SF Giants survey data from 2007 indicates that the average arrival for all fans combined is 35 to 45 minutes before
the start of a game.  A similar metric for the GSW that can be calculated from the arrival percentages we have been provided shows that the average combined arrival is about 20 minutes
before the start of the game.
 
Regarding concert attendance, we do not have precise arrival data from the sponsor, but it seems likely that arrivals would lag somewhat, particularly when opening acts are also included as
part of the event.  On the other hand, as discussed earlier in this email we are already assuming in the EIR analysis that about a third of basketball game attendees arrive after the start of
the game, and I am not sure that the percentage of late arrivals for a concert would be much higher than that. 
 
As a final note, shifting arrivals to a later time also means that any necessary transit service increases above the levels that are typical for that time of the day will need to be sustained for a
longer period.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 4:00 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Brett Bollinger; wyckowilliam@comcast.net; Joyce Hsiao; Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); Neil Sekhri; Adam VandeWater; Mary Murphy; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller
(CMiller@stradasf.com); Paul Mitchell; Malamut, John (CAT); Jose Farran
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
Hi Catherine
I will let Jose check all the percentages, and get back to you on that.
Regarding Kate's comment about the westbound left turn, Kate is correct in that the improvement measure is currently for a study of the restriping.  I propose to add to the
improvement measure that if the study determines that the lane is feasible, the City would be responsible for the restriping.
Luba
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Apr 15, 2015, at 10:28 PM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:
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Thanks all.  I cleaned it up, filled in the last holes and am attaching a redline for folks to review tomorrow morning.  I highlighted two sections that I would appreciate
Luba and Jose checking to make sure I used the most recent arrival numbers and made the correct conclusions.
 
Thanks
 
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 7:27 PM
To: wyckowilliam@comcast.net; joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Mary G. Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com);
Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C.
Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
I do not have any additional comments on the revised memo with Bill's additions. 


From: wyckowilliam@comcast.net <wyckowilliam@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 6:49 PM
To: joyce@orionenvironment.com
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com); nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Mary G. Murphy
(MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); José I. Farrán
(jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Range, Jessica (CPC)
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
I've added several comments related to overlapping large events, LOS, & parking messaging to ticket holders.
 
Bill Wycko
 


From: "Joyce Hsiao" <joyce@orionenvironment.com>
To: "Catherine Reilly (ADM)" <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>, "Brett Bollinger (CPC)" <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org>, wyckowilliam@comcast.net, "Kate
Aufhauser (kaufhauser@warriors.com)" <kaufhauser@warriors.com>, nsekhri@gibsondunn.com, "Adam Van de Water (ECN)"
<adam.vandewater@sfgov.org>, "Mary G. Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)" <MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com>, "Chris Kern (CPC)"
<chris.kern@sfgov.org>, "Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com)" <CMiller@stradasf.com>, "Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com)"
<pmitchell@esassoc.com>, "John Malamut (CAT)" <john.malamut@sfgov.org>
Cc: "José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com)" <jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com>, "Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com)"
<lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>, "Jessica Range (CPC)" <jessica.range@sfgov.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 5:47:07 PM
Subject: Re: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
 
All,
Attached is the revised memo--shown in track changes--that includes comments from Luba, José, Joyce, Paul, and Kate.


Bill, Brett, and Chris:  please send any comments to Catherine this evening as soon as possible.


Kate:  please verify that I have satisfactorily incorporated your comments.


Thank you,
Joyce
 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com


On 4/15/2015 8:35 AM, Reilly, Catherine (ADM) wrote:
Hello all - I am attaching a draft memo for discussion at the meeting today.  For those not already familiar with this process, this is in preparation for
Tuesday's City-UCSF meeting where the Event Management Strategy will be discussed.  UCSF has asked for additional analysis to show the impacts of the
Strategy, even if the strategies will not avoid a significant and unavoidable. The City would like to get a memo to UCSF staff by EOB on Thursday so that they
can review and brief upper level staff before Tuesday.
 
I took a hit at trying to explain all the various strategies, but I would love folks with more transportation knowledge to make sure I was correct in my
representations. Also, see if there is a way to make the traffic model description more understandable to a lay person.
 
I know that we won't be able to do any additional analysis prior to the meeting, but we are trying to get as much information into the memo to show
responsiveness and help UCSF staff educate those higher up.  Please review and think about what we can do to beef it up further today (I need to get a draft
to Ken by the EOB today).  Also, think about what we can include in the EIR (and what is appropriate), and what would be doable post-EIR release, as we
have already let UCSF know we are on a tight schedule so they know we won't be able to address all in the EIR.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 10:27 AM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce Hsiao (joyce@orionenvironment.com); Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Brian Boxer; Kate Aufhauser
(kaufhauser@warriors.com);nsekhri@gibsondunn.com; Van de Water, Adam (ECN); Murphy, Mary G. (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jesse Blout
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(jblout@stradasf.com);jim.morales@sfgov.org; Kern, Chris (CPC); Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); David Carlock
(david.carlock@machetegroup.com);Immanuel.Bereket@gmail.com; Paul Mitchell (pmitchell@esassoc.com); Malamut, John (CAT); Karl Heisler (KHeisler@esassoc.com)
Cc: Eric Womeldorff; Albert, Peter (MTA); José I. Farrán (jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com); Luba C. Wyznyckyj (lubaw@lcwconsulting.com); Miller, Erin (MTA); Gavin, John
(ECN); Jefferis, Richard Scott; Gary Oates (GOates@esassoc.com) (GOates@esassoc.com); Morales, James (CII); Chris Mitchell (C.Mitchell@fehrandpeers.com); Range,
Jessica (CPC)
Subject: GSW Weekly CEQA Team Meeting
When: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 1:00 PM-3:00 PM.
Where: CPC 1650 Mission Street Room 431
 
Agendas will be sent out to all meeting attendees prior to each weekly meeting.


 
 
<2015.04.15_City-Warriors Obligations_Combined_CR.docx>
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From: David Cantor
To: Stewart, Luke; Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell
Cc: Miller Clarke; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 10:45:16 AM


The latest info we have from the developers :
Block 12E -  BOSA’s current TCO date is scheduled for September 2015
Block 13W – EQR’s TCO scheduled for June 2015
 
 
David E. Cantor, PE, CCM, DBIA
MBDG | Mission Bay Development Group
410 China Basin Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
Office ~ 415.355.6620
Mobile ~ 707.975.3389
 
 


From: Stewart, Luke 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 7:00 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM); Paul Mitchell
Cc: Miller Clarke; David Cantor; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Future Mission Bay Development
 
Paul,
 
P23/P24 – preliminary work is underway for some of the stormwater infrastructure within the park;
full park should be under construction Q3 2015, complete Q4 2016
 
Re: TFB and P22. As Catherine mentioned, we are still working out the details of the schedule, but it
is likely that TFB would need to be constructed prior to park. Construction duration is expected to
be approx. 12 months for TFB, approx. 12 months for P22.
 
Luke Stewart
MBDG
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:10 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller Clarke; Kevin Beauchamp
(KBeauchamp@planning.ucsf.edu); David Cantor; Stewart, Luke
Subject: Future Mission Bay Development
 
See below.  Kevin/Luke/Clarke/Dave – I had a few questions for you if you could help.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
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Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:53 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (ADM)
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Catherine:
 
Thanks for this. We have specific followup questions for you in red, below.  Would you please
respond to these questions?
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (ADM) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Paul Mitchell; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Murphy, Mary
G.; 'NSekhri@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Joyce; lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran
Subject: RE: Updated GSW ADSEIR Data Request
 
Cumulative Projects Being Constructed in Mission Bay Plan Area
 
Please 1) Approximate construction start/end dates  2) Approximate level of development (general
uses and square footage) for other cumulative projects in Mission Bay, including on Blocks 33/34,
40, 26/27 (Uber), and other.
 
For construction, I have identified an estimate of the start date and you can assume 18-24 months
for completion.
 


·         Blocks 26/27 – 423,000 gsf of office.  Estimated to start by end of 2015.  Is there a name for
this development?  IT IS THE UBER/ARE PROJECT.


 
·         Block 40 – 664,000  gsf of office, with 15,000 gsf of retail.  Estimated to start by late


summer/fall 2015. Is there a name for this development?      THE EXCHANGE
 


·         Block 33/34 – 500,000 gsf of office.  Will be built in two phases, with first phase starting in
2016.  Will need to ask UCSF plans for second phase.


 
·         Affordable Housing – additional 958 affordable housing units, with next project with 200
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units starting in summer 2016.  Where is the location (e.g. Blocks?) for the 200 units starting
in Summer 2016? BLOCK 7 WEST AND I MEANT SUMMER 2015  Remainder to be built
anywhere from 5 to 10 years from now. – ACTUALLY PROBABLY MORE CORRECT TO SAY 2
TO 10 YEARS FROM NOW WITH BLOCK 6 EAST STARTING IN 2016 AND BLOCK 3 EAST
STARTING LATE 2016/EARLY 2017. 


 
What is the construction start date; and what is the name of the development?  Block 1 –
350 market rate units, 25,000 leasable sf of retail and 250-room hotel BLOCK 1 DOES NOT
HAVE A NAME OTHER THAN THE BLOCK 1 RESIDENTIAL AND BLOCK 1 HOTEL SITES.  THEY
ARE ANTICIPATED TO START LATER THIS YEAR


 
·         Various parks – not sure you need it, but can provide that info later. Should we assume the


realignment of Terry Francois and construction of P22 will start in 2016?  Also, when will
construction of P23 and P24 occur?  PARK P23/24 SHOULD BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION THIS
YEAR.  I AM CC-ING CLARKE/LUKE ON THE QUESTION OF TFB AND P22 SINCE THERE ARE
ONGOING DISCUSSIONS BET THEM AND MBDG ON THE PHASING. TO BE OPEN IN 2018,
THEY WILL NEED TO HAVE FINISHED BOTH, BUT COULD WAIT TO START CONSTRUCTION
UNTIL 2017.


 
·         UCSF – should assume the LRDP additional square footage and hospital.  So, what we need


to know is what specific UCSF LRDP development should we assume to be under
construction between now and end of 2017? I HAVE CC-ED KEVIN FROM UCSF TO PROVIDE
TIMING OF FUTURE GROWTH.  IT BELIEVE IT WILL ONLY BE THE FIRST PHASE OF BLOCK
33/34 FOR ABOUT 250K GSF.


 
·         Didn’t include anything for things currently under construction.  Let me know if you need it. 


We need it if any of that construction will be occurring between November 2015 and end of
2017? OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD THE CURRENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS THAT WILL
PROBABLY CONTINUE AFTER NOVERMBER 2015 ARE:


 
FAMILY HOUSE – 80-GUEST SUITES FOR FAMILIES RECEIVING TREATMENT AT UCSF AND
OTHER SF MEDICAL FACILITIES (BLOCK 7 EAST)
BLOCK N4P3/360 BERRY STREET (DON’T KNOW IF IT HAS ANOTHER NAME) – IN MBN –
ABOUT TO START CONSTRUCTION WITH 129 RESIDENTIAL UNITS, 26 OF WHICH ARE
AFFORDABLE.
BLOCK 12E AND 13W MAY SNEAK PAST NOVEMBER, BUT SHOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETE. DAVE– DO YOU HAVE AN ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE FOR THESE?


 
 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor







San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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